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Academic Calendar 1995-96

First Semester
Sunday to Friday, August 20-25 Orientation for new students

Monday, August 28 FIRST DAY OF CLASSES

Monday to Friday Registration for continuing undergraduates

August 28-September 1 and graduate students

Monday, September 4 Labor Day Holiday

Friday, September 8 Deadline: adding/dropping courses without

fee, 5 p.m.

Friday, September 22 Deadline: adding courses/designating pa^^Z

fail option, 5 p.m.

Friday, September 29 Deadline: instructors submit grades to clear

incompletes, 5 p.m.

Friday, October 13 College course plans due in the Office of

Student Affairs

Friday, October 13 Midsemester grades for first-year students

due, 5 p.m.

Monday and Tuesday Midterm recess

October 16-17

Wednesday, October 18 All classes normally held on Monday meet.

All Wednesday classes are cancelled to
'

... equalize holidays by days of the week during

the semester

Wednesday, November 1 Deadline: Ph.D. candidacy petitions due,

- Office of Graduate Studies, 5 p.m.

Friday, November 3 Deadline: dropping courses, 5 p.m.

Monday to Friday Preregistration for undergraduate students

November 13-17
.,, for spring semester

Thursday and Friday Thanksgiving recess

November 23-24

Monday to Wednesday Self-scheduling final exams by undergradu-

November 27-29 ates

Friday, December 8
'

LAST DAY OF CLASSES

Wednesday to Wednesday Final Examinations

December 13-20

Tuesday, January 2 All grades due. Registrar's Office, 5 p.m.

Fifteen weeks minus five class days for holidays—70 class days

Second Semester
Monday, January 15 Martin Luther King, Jr., Day Holiday

Tuesday, January 16 HRST DAY OF CLASSES

Tuesday to Monday Registration for undergraduate and graduate

January 16-22 students



Friday, January 19 Deadline: resolution of grades of other and

convening pass/fail to grade, 5 p.m.

Friday, January 26 Deadline: adding/dropping courses without

fee, 5 p.m.

Thursday, February 1 Deadline: Master's Degree Petitions (Thesis

Programs); petitions/certification forms for

master's degrees without thesis. Office of

Graduate Studies, 5 p.m.

Friday, February 9 Deadline: adding courses/designating pa55/

fail option, 5 p.m.

Friday, February 16 Deadline: instructors submit grades to clear

incompletes, 5 p.m.

Friday, February 16 College course plans due, Office of Student

Affairs

Friday, February 23 Majors Day

Friday, March 1 Midsemester grades for first-year students

due, 5 p.m.

Monday to Friday, March 4-8 Midterm recess

Friday, March 15 Deadline: sophomores file majors with

Registrar

Friday, March 22 Deadline: dropping courses, 5 p.m.

Monday to Friday, March 25-29 Preregistration for undergraduate students for

fall semester

Thursday and Friday, April 4-5 Spring recess

Monday to Wednesday, April 15-17 .. Self-scheduling of final exams for under-

graduate students

Friday, April 26 Deadline: oral exams for advanced degrees

to be awarded at spring graduation must be

completed

Friday, April 26 LAST DAY OF CLASSES

Saturday to Thursday Final examinations for all degree candidates

April 27 to May 2 Deadline: completing exams, 12 noon,

Thursday, May 2

Friday, May 3 Deadline: submission of theses for spring

graduation. Office of Graduate Studies, 12

noon

Wednesday to Wednesday, May 1-8.. Final examinations for remaining students

Saturday, May 4 Grades of all degree candidates due in

Registrar's Office, 9 a.m.

Saturday, May 11 EIGHTY-THIRD COMMENCEMENT
Wednesday, May 15 Remaining grades due in Registrar's Office,

5 p.m.

Friday, June 7 Deadline: resolution of grades of other and

converting pass/fail to grade, 5 p.m.

Fifteen weeks minus eight class days for holidays—67 class days
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Dedicated to "the advancement of letters, science, and art," Rice is private,

independent, nonsectarian, and coeducational. It includes among its academic

divisions both undergraduate and graduate studies in the humanities, social

sciences, natural sciences, engineering, architecture, and music. Additional gradu-

ate studies may also be found in administrative sciences.

Highly talented students with diverse interests are attracted to Rice by the

opportunities for creative learning. They find rewarding student-faculty relation-

ships, options for individually tailored programs of study, opportunities for

research, cooperative activities with other institutions in the nation's fourth largest

city, and the unique experience of residential colleges.

About 65 percent of Rice's 2,600 undergraduate students live on campus in the

eight residential colleges. The colleges have independent student governments,

plan social functions, field intramural teams, and sponsor innovative academic

courses, distinguished speakers, plays, and other events. In each college, the

college master, comaster, and approximately 20 faculty associates act as advisers

to the students. This system provides students and faculty with a style of living in

keeping with the tenets of fine education.

Rice's approximately 1,400 graduate students work closely with eminent

faculty members and conduct innovative research to extend the horizons of current

knowledge. Graduate students live offcampus or in the university-owned Graduate

House. The Graduate Student Association organizes and funds regular social

activities and provides graduate students with a separate organization to represent

their interests within the university.

A look through the archway of Lovett Hall shows even the casual visitor why
the 300-acre Rice campus is widely acclaimed for its dignified yet casual beauty.

Approximately 50 permanent buildings are conveniently grouped in quadrangles

under graceful live oak trees. The city's largest stadium, Fondren Library, the

Media Center, the computer center, and Alice Pratt Brown Hall, with its dramatic

musical presentations, make Rice "behind the hedges" a community unto itself.

Yet because Rice is only three miles from downtown Houston, Rice students enjoy

all the commercial and cultural advantages of a major metropolitan center.



Rice University Campus Map
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Board of Governors

Trustees

Charles W. Duncan, Jr., Chair

D. Kent Anderson

J. Evans Attwell

James A. Baker, III

Term Members
J. D. Bucky AUshouse

Lee Hage Jamail

Robert R. Maxfield

Robert C. McNair

Alumni Governors
Matt F. Gorges

Gus A. Schill, Jr.

Trustees Emeriti

Josephine Abercrombie

Harry J. Chavanne
John L. Cox
Oveta Gulp Hobby

Governor Advisers

Judy Ley Allen

Richard A. Chapman
Stephen C. Cook
Thomas H. Cruikshank

Carolyn Douglas Devine

James A. Elkins, IQ

J. Thomas Eubank
William S. Parish, HI

Catherine Cobum Hannah
Joyce Pounds Hardy

James W. Hargrove

Gerald D. Hines

William P. Hobby
Paul N. Howell

A. L. Jensen

T. Robert Jones

Jack S. Josey

Howard B. Keck
Baine P. Ken-

Albert N. Kidd
William F. Kieschnick

Neal T. Lacey, Jr.

Wendel D. Ley
J. Hugh Liedtke

E. William Bamett

Burton J. McMurtry
Jack T. Trotter

Paula Meredith Mosle
Constantine S. Nicandros

Ralph S. O'Connor
Harry M. Reasoner

Stephen J. Shaper

Stephen B. Smith

C. M. Hudspeth

Edward W. Kelley, Jr.

H. Malcolm Lovett

William M. McCardell

Jerry McCleskey
J. W. McLean
G. Walter McReynolds
James R. Meyers
George R. Miner

Pat H. Moore
S. L Morris

Walter D. Murphy
Ralph W. Noble, U
Haylett O'Neill, Jr.

M. Kenneth Oshman
James L. Pate

J. Howard Rambin
David L. Rooke
Frank B. Ryan
Louisa Stude Sarofim

Harry K. Smith

Thomas D. Smith

Louis D. Spaw, Jr.

Selby W. Sullivan

Benjamin N. Woodson
Helen Saba Worden
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Administration

President Malcolm Gillis

Provost David H. Auston

Vice President for Student Affairs Zenaido Camacho
Vice President for University Advancement Kathryn R. Costello

Vice President for Finance and Administration Dean W. Currie

Vice President for Information Technology G. Anthony Gorry

Vice President for Investments and Treasurer Scott W. Wise
General Counsel Shirley R. Redwine
Dean of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School

of Administration Benjamin F. Bailar

Dean of the George R. Brown School of Engineering Michael M. Carroll

Dean of the Shepherd School of Music Michael Hammond
Dean of the Wiess School of Natural Sciences James L. Kinsey

Dean of the School of Architecture Lars Lerup

Dean of the School of Continuing Studies Mary B. Mclntire

Dean of the School of Social Sciences to be named
Dean of the School of Humanities Judith Brown
Dean of Students Sarah A. Burnett

Dean of Graduate Studies Graham P. Glass

Dean of Admission and Records Richard N. Stabell

Vice Provost and University Librarian to be named

Administrative Offices

Administrative Computing Charles Fix

Admission Julie Browning

Affirmative Action to be named
Alumni Association Scott Biddy

Athletics John R. May
Career Services Robert D. Sanborn

Cashier Patricia C. Ciampi

Controller Evelyn Stewart

User Services Andrea Martin

Counseling Lindley Doran

Development Office to be named
Financial Aid G. David Hunt

Food and Housing Marion O. Hicks

Health Education Cynthia Lanier

Human Resources Caroline Garcia

Multicultural Affairs Catherine E. Clack

Minority Graduate Student Affairs Richard A. Tapia
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Networking and Planning Farrell E. Gerbode

Registrar James G. Williamson

Sponsored Research Jean E. Vorhaben

Student Activities Sarah Nelson Crawford

Student Advising Patricia S. Martin

Student Health Services Amanda Schnee

University Police Department Mary M. Voswinkel

College Masters

Baker College Arthur and Joan Few
Brown College Robert and Jamie Haymes
Hanszen College Dennis Huston and Lisa Bryan

Jones College David and Caroline Minter

Lovett College William Leeman and Constance Burke

Richardson College Gordon and Susan Wittenberg

Wiess College John and Paula Hutchinson

Will Rice College Dennis Shirley and Shelley Cochran
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Instructional and Research Staff

Emeritus Faculty

Akers, William Walter, 1947-93. Professor Emeritus in Chemical Engineering

B.S. (1943) Texas Technological College; M.S. (1944) University ofTexas at Austin; Ph.D.

(1950) University of Michigan

Andrews, John F., 1982-91. Professor Emeritus of Environmental Science and
Engineering

B.S.C.E. (1951), M.S. (1954) University of Arkansas; Ph.D. (1964) University of California

at Berkeley

Austin, Walter J., 1960-87. Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering

B.S.C.E. (1941) Rice histitute; M.S. (1946), Ph.D. (1949) University of Dlinois

Awapara, Jorge, 1957-84. Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry

B.S. (1941), M.S. (1942) Michigan State University; Ph.D. (1947) University of Southern

California

Bale, Allen M., 1947-78. Athletic Director Emeritus

B.S. (1930) Rice histimte; M.A. (1939) Columbia University

Barker, J. R., 1949-86. Professor Emeritus of Health and Physical Education

B.S. (1949) Rice tastiuite; M.Ed. (1954) University of Texas at Austin

Beckmann, Herbert W. K., 1957-85. Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering

Cand. hig. (1939), Dipl. tag. (1944), Dr. tag. (1957), Hanover University, Germany

Bland, Robert L., 1954-92. Professor Emeritus of Human Performance and Health

Sciences

B.A. (1953) Central Washington State College; M.A. (1954) Columbia University

Boterf, Chester Arthur, 1973-93. Professor Emeritus of Art

B.A. (1959) Kansas University; M.F.A. (1965) Columbia University

Brotzen, Franz Richard, 1954-86. Stanley C. Moore Professor Emeritus of Materials

Science

B.S. (1950), M.S. (1953), Ph.D. (1954) Case tastimte of Technology

Brown, Katherine Tsanoff, 1963-89. Professor Emerita of Art History and Honorary
Associate of Will Rice College

B.A. (1938) Rice tastimte; M.F.A. (1940) Cornell University

Cason, Carolyn, 1956-74. Lecturer Emerita in Dietetics

B.S. (1934) University of Texas at Austm; M.A. (1939) Columbia University

Chamberlain, Joseph W., 1971-90. Professor Emeritus of Space Physics and As-
tronomy
A.B. (1948), A.M. (1949) University of Missouri; M.S. (1951), Ph.D. (1952) University of

Michigan

Chapman, Alan Jesse, 1 946-95. Harry S. Cameron Professor Emeritus of Mechanical

Engineering

B.S.M.E. (1945) Rice tastimte; M.S. (1949) University ofColorado; Ph.D. (1953) University

of Illinois

Clark, Howard Charles, 1966-88. Professor Emeritus of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1959) University of Oklahoma; M.A. (1965), Ph.D. (1967) Stanford University

Class, Calvin M., 1952-85. Professor Emeritus of Physics

A.B. (1943), Ph.D. (1951) Johns Hopkms University

De Bremaecker, Jean-Claude, 1959-1994. Professor Emeritus of Geology and

Geophysics
tagenieur Civil des Mines (1948) University of Louvam, Belgium; M.S. (1950) Louisiana

State University; Ph.D. (1952) University of California at Berkeley



Dessler, Alexander J., 1963-93. Professor Emeritus of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1952) California Institute of Technology; Ph.D. (1956) Duke University

Dix, Robert H., 1968-1994. Professor Emeritus of Political Science

B.A. (1951), M.A. (1953), Ph.D. (1962) Harvard University

Dowden, Wilfred Sellers, 1948-87. Professor Emeritus of English and Honorary

Associate of Baker College

B.A. (1939), M.A. (1940) Vanderbilt University; Ph.D. (1949) University ofNorth Carolina

Evans, Elinor Lucile, 1964-85. Albert K. and Harry W. Smith Professor Emerita of

Architecttire

B.A. (1938) Oklahoma State University; M.F.A. (1954) Yale University

Fliegel, Raphael, 1975-89. Professor Emeritus of Violin

Fulton, James Street, 1946-74. Professor Emeritus of Philosophy and Honorary

Master of Will Rice College

B.A. (1925), M.A. (1929) Vanderbilt University; Ph.D. (1934) Cornell University

Gardner, Gerald H. F., 1990-1993. Professor Emeritus of Geophysics

B.S. (1948) Trinity College, Dublin; M.Sc. (1949) Carnegie Mellon University; Ph.D. (1953)

Princeton University

Gordon, William E., 1955-85. Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Space Physics and

Astronomy and of Electrical and Computer Engineering

B.A. (1939), M.A. (1942) Montclair State College; M.S. (1946), Ph.D. (1953) Cornell

University

Hackerman, Norman, 1970-85. President Emeritus and Distinguished Professor

Emeritus of Chemistry

A.B. (1932), Ph.D. (1935) Johns Hopkins University

Hake, Evelyn, 1932-74. Lecturer Emerita in Biology

B.A. (1930), M.A. (1932) Rice Instimte

Hale, Elton B., 1963-79. Professor Emeritus of Accounting

B.S. (1937), M.A. (1940) Southwest Texas State Teachers College; Ph.D. (1948) University

of Texas at Austin

Hartsook, Arthur J., 1921-61. Professor Emeritus of Chemical Engineering

A.B. (191 1) Nebraska Wesleyan University; B.S.Ch.E. (1920), M.S. (1921), Massachusetts

Institute of Technology

Higginbotham, Sanford Wilson, 1961-83. Professor Emeritus of History

B.A. (1934) Rice Institute; M.A. (1941) Louisiana State University; Ph.D. (1949) University

of Pennsylvania

Hodges, Lee, 1930-71. Professor Emeritus of French

B.S. (1930) Harvard University; M.A. (1934) Rice Institute

Holt, Edward C, 1956-93. Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering

S.B. (1945), S.M. (1947) Massachusetts Instimte ofTechnology; Ph.D. (1956) Pennsylvania

State University

Huddle, Donald L., 1964-92. Professor Emeritus of Economics
B.S. (1959), M.A. (1960) University of California at Los Angeles; Ph.D. (1964) Vanderbilt

University

Jitcoff, Andrew N., 1950-72. Professor Emeritus of Russian

Bachelor (1928), Master (1931) Prague Institute of Technology, Czechoslovakia

Krzyzaniak, Marian, 1964-81. Professor Emerita of Economics
B.A. (1932) University ofPoznan, Poland; M.A. (1954) University ofAlberta, Canada; Ph.D.

(1959) Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lecuyer, Maurice Antoine, 1962-79. Professor of French

Baccalaureat es lettres (1937), Licence es lettres (1943), Diplome d'emdes superieures

(1944) Universite de Paris, France; Ph.D. (1954) Yale University
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Leeds, Jr., J. Venn, 1 964-89. Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineer-

ing

B.A. (1955), B.S.E.E. (1956) Rice Institute; M.S.E.E. (1960), Ph.D. (1963) University of

Pittsburgh; J.D. (1972) University of Houston

Lewis, Edward S., 1948-90. Professor Emeritus of Chemistry

B.S. (1940) University of California at Berkeley; Ph.D. (1947) Harvard University

Meixner, John, 1968-95. Professor Emeritus of English

B.A. (1951) City College of New York; M.A. (1953), Ph.D. (1957) Brown University

Miele, Angelo, 1964-1993. Professor Emeritus in Mechanical Engineering and Mate-

rials Science and Computational and Applied Mathematics

Dr. C.E. (1944), Dr. A.E. (1946) University of Rome

Morehead, Jr., James Caddell, 1940-79. Professor Emeritus of Architecture and

Honorary Associate of Baker College

A.B. (1935) Princeton University; B.Arch. (1939) Carnegie Institute of Technology

Nettleton, Lewis L., 1971-76. Lecturer Emeritus in Geology
B.S. (1918) University of Idaho; M.S. (1921), Ph.D. (1923) University of Wisconsin at

Madison

Nielsen, Jr., Niels C, 1951-91. Professor Emeritus of Philosophy and Religious

Thought and Honorary Associate of Will Rice College

B.A. (1942) George Pepperdine University; B.D. (1946), Ph.D. (1951) Yale University

Norris, Mary, 1975-88. Professor Emerita of Music
Artist Diploma in Piano (1939) Curtis Institute of Music

Oliver, Covey, 1979-81. Radoslav A. Tsanoff Professor Emeritus of Public Affairs

B.A. (1933), J.D. (1936) University of Texas at Austin; LL.M. (1953), S.J.D. (1954)

Columbia University; LL.D. (1976) Southern Methodist University

Oliver-Smith, Philip, 1969-82. Professor Emeritus of Art History

B.A. (1937), M.A. (1950) University of California at Berkeley; Ph.D. (1969) New York
University

Parsons, David G., 1 953-8 1 . Professor Emeritus ofArt and Honorary Associate ofWill

Rice College

B.S. (1934), M.S. (1937) University of Wisconsin

Phillips, Gerald C, 1949-88. Professor Emeritus of Physics

B.A. (1944), M.A. (1947), Ph.D. (1949) Rice Institute

Raaphorst, Madeleine Rousseau, 1963-89. Professor Emerita of French

Baccalaureat es lettres (1939) Universite de Poitiers, France; Licence en droit (1943)

Universite de Paris, France; Ph.D. (1959) Rice Institute

Rachford, Jr., Henry H., 1964-82. Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences

B.S. (1945), M.A. (1947) Rice Institute; Sc.D. (1950) Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology

Ransom, Jr., Harry Steelsmith, 1954-81. Professor Emeritus of Architecture

B.Arch. (1947) Carnegie Institute of Technology; M.Arch. (1967) Texas A&M University

Risser, J. R., 1946-81. Professor Emeritus of Physics

A.B. (1 93 1 ) Franklin and Marshall College; M.A. ( 1935), Ph.D. ( 1938) Princeton University

Sims, James R., 1942-87. Herman and George R. Brown Professor Emeritus of Civil

Engineering

B.S. (1941) Rice Instimte; M.S. (1950), Ph.D. (1956) University of Illinois

Spears, Monroe Kirk, 1964-86. Libbie Sheam Moody Professor Emeritus of English

A.B., A.M. (1937) University of South Carolina; Ph.D. (1940) Princeton University

Stebbings, Ronald F., 1968. Professor Emeritus of Space Physics and Astronomy and

of Physics

B.Sc. (1952), Ph.D. (1956) University College, London

Stormer, Jr., John C, 1983. Croneis Professor Emeritus of Geology
A.B. (1963) Dartmouth College; Ph.D. (1971) University of California at Berkeley
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Thrall, Robert, 1969-84. Noah Harding Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences

and Professor Emeritus of Administrative Science

B.A., M.A. (1935) Illinois College; Ph.D. (1937) University of Illinois

Tipton, Albert N., 1975-87. Professor Emeritus of Music
Artists Diploma (1939) Curtis Institute; B.M. (1952) Washington University; M.M. (1953)

St. Louis Institute of Music

Todd, Anderson, 1949-92. G. S. Wortham Professor Emeritus of Architecture

B.A. (1943), M.F.A. (1949) Princeton University

Topazio, Virgil William, 1965-83. Laurence H. Favrot Professor of French

B.A. (1943) Wesleyan College; M.A. (1947), Ph.D. (1951) Columbia University

Trammel!, George T., 1961-93. Professor Emeritus of Physics

B.A. (1944) Rice Institute; Ph.D. (1950) Cornell University

Trepel, Shirley, 1975-1994. Professor Emerita of Violoncello

B.Mus. (1945) Curtis Institute of Music

Wadsworth, Philip A., 1964-73. Professor Emeritus of French

A.B. (1935), Ph.D. (1939) Yale University

Walker, James B., 1964-92. Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1943) Rice Institute; M.A. (1949), Ph.D. (1952) University of Texas at Austin

Wall, Frederick T., 1972-79. Professor Emeritus of Chemistry

B.C. (1933), Ph.D. (1937) University of Minnesota

Wilhoit, Jr., James Cammack, 1 954-8 1 . Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineer-

ing and Mathematical Sciences

B.S.M.E. (1948) Rice Institute; M.S. ( 1 95 1 ) Texas A&M University; Ph.D. (1954) Stanford

University

Williams, George Guion, 1924-68. Professor Emeritus of English

B.A. (1923), M.A. (1925) Rice Institute

Young, Richard D., 1965-92. Professor Emeritus of Economics and Mathematical

Sciences

B.A. (1951), M.A. (1954) University of Minnesota; Ph.D. (1965) Carnegie Institute of

Technology

Faculty

Aazhang, Behnaam, 1985. Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering and

Associate of Lovett College

B.S. (1981), M.S. (1983), Ph.D. (1986) University of Illinois

Adams, David L., 1988. Senior Faculty Fellow in Physics

B.S. (1980) California Institute of Technology; M.S. (1981), Ph.D. (1986) University of

California at Los Angeles

Adve, Sarita V., 1993. Assistant Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering

B.S. (1982) Indian Institute of Technology; M.S. (1989), Ph.D. (1992) University of

Wisconson at Madison

Ahmad, Salahuddin, 1990. Faculty Fellow in Physics

B.Sc. (1974), M.Sc. (1975) University of Dhaka, Bangladesh; Ph.D. (1981) University of

Victoria, B.C., Canada

Akin, John Edward, 1983. Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Computational

and Applied Mathematics
B.S. (1964) Tennessee Polytechnic Institute; M.S. (1966) Tennessee Technological Univer-

sity; Ph.D. (1968) Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Alcover, Madeleine, 1975. Professor of French
Licence de lettres modemes (1962), Diplome d'etudes superieures (1963), Doctorat de 3e

cycle (1965) France
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Alford, John R., 1985. Associate Professor of Political Science and Associate of

Hanszen College

B.S. (1975), M.A. (1977) University of Houston; M.A. (1980), Ph.D. (1981) University of

Iowa

Alfrey, Jr., Clarence P., 1968. Adjunct Professor in the Biomedical Engineering

Laboratory

B.A. (1951) Rice Institute; M.D. (1955) Baylor College of Medicine; Ph.D. (1966) Univer-

sity of Minnesota

Ambler, John S., 1964. Professor of Political Science and Associate ofBrown College

B.A. (1953) Willamette University; M.A. (1954) Stanford University; Certificat d'etudes

politiques (1955) University of Bordeaux, France; Ph.D. (1966) University of California at

Berkeley

Aminzadeh, Fred, 1995. Adjunct Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1971) University of Tehran; M.S. (1977), Ph.D. (1979) University of Southern

California

Anderson, Christopher J., 1993. Assistant Professor of Political Science

B.A. (1988) University of Cologne; M.A. (1989) Virginia Tech; Ph.D. (1993) Washington
University

Anderson, John B., 1975. Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1968) University of South Alabama; M.S. (1970) University of New Mexico; Ph.D.

(1972) Florida State University

Angel, Yves C, 1984. Associate Professor in Mechanical Engineering and Associate of

Brown College

B.S. (1976) Ecole Centrale De Lyon, France; M.S. (1977), Ph.D. (1980) University of

California at Berkeley

Antoulas, Athanasios C, 1985. Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Dip. in Electrical Engineering (1975), Dip. in Mathematics (1975) Ph.D. (1980) Eidgenosische

Technische Hochschule, Switzerland

Apple, Max I., 1972. Gladys Louise Fox Professor of English

B.A. (1963) University of Michigan; M.A. (1965) Stanford University; Ph.D. (1970)

University of Michigan

Aranda, Jr., Jose F., 1994. Assistant Professor of English

B.A. (1984) Yale University; M.A. (1988), Ph.D. (1994) Brown University

Arbiter, Eric A., 1977. Assistant Professor of Bassoon
B.M.E. (1972) Oberlin Conservatory of Music; M.Mus. (1973) Cleveland Institute of Music

Arbogast, Todd, 1992. Associate Professor of Computational and Applied Mathemat-
ics

^' B.S. (1981) University of Minnesota; M.S. (1983), Ph.D. (1987) University of Chicago

Aresu, Bernard, 1977. Associate Professor of French Studies

Licence es lettres (1967) Universite de Montpellier, France; Ph.D. (1975) University of

Washington

Armeniades, Constantine D., 1969. Professor in Chemical Engineering and Associate

of Will Rice College

B.S. (1961) Northeastern University; M.S. (1967) Case Institute of Technology; Ph.D.

(1969) Case Western Reserve University

Atherholt, Robert, 1984. Associate Professor of Oboe
B.Mus. (1976), M.Mus. (1977) Juilliard School of Music

Atherton, Jr., W. Clifford, 1988. Lecturer on Administrative Science

B.A. (1971) Rice University; M.B.A. (1977), Ph.D. (1983) University of Texas at Austin

Atkinson, E. Neely, 1985. Adjunct Professor of Statistics

B.A. (1975), M.A., Ph.D. (1981) Rice University
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Attwell, Khieber, 1989. Adjunct Professor of Accounting

B.A. (1953) Rice University; M.P.H. (1982) University of Texas Health Science Center at

Houston

Austin, Joe Dan, 1978. Associate Professor of Education and Statistics and Associate

of Jones College

B.S. (in Applied Mathematics) (1966) Georgia Institute of Technology; M.S. (in Math-

ematical Statistics) (1968), Ph.D. (in Mathematics Education) (1972) Purdue University

Auston, David H., 1994. Provost and Herman Brown Professor of Engineering

B.A. (1962), M.A. (1963) University of Toronto; Ph.D. (1969) University of California at

Berkeley

Ave Lallemant, Hans G., 1970. Professor of Geology and Geophysics

B.Sc. (1960), M.Sc. (1964), Ph.D. (1967) Leiden University, The Netherlands

Babikian, Virginia, 1982. Professor of Voice
B.Mus.(1951),M.Mus. (1952) Westminster Choir College; Artists Diploma(1957),Tean-o

Lirico Sperimentale Di Spoleto, Italy

Bachevalier, Jocelyne, 1994. Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychology

B.S. (1971) University of Montreal; M.S. (1972) University of Provence in Marseille,

France; Doctorate (1975) University of Paris; Ph.D. (1981) University of Montreal

Badgwell, Thomas A., 1993. Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering

B.S. (1982) Rice University; M.S. (1990), Ph.D. (1992) University of Texas at Austin

Bado, Richard, 1992. Artist Teacher of Opera Studies

B.Mus. (1981) West Virginia University; M.M. (1983) Eastman School of Music, Univer-

sity of Rochester

Bailar, Benjamin F., 1987. Dean of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Adminis-

tration, H. Joe Nelson, HI, Professor of Administration, and Associate of Sid

Richardson College

B.A. (1955) University of Colorado; M.B.A. (1959) Harvard Graduate School of Business

Administration

Bailey, Walter B., 1982. Associate Professor of Musicology
B.Mus. (1976) Lewis and Clark College; M.A. (1979), Ph.D. (1982) University ofSouthern

California

Baker, Donald Roy, 1966. Professor of Geology and Geophysics and Honorary

Associate of Brown College

B.S. (1950) California Instimte of Technology; Ph.D. (1955) Princeton University

Baker, Lovett, 1986. Lecturer on Administrative Science

A.B. (1952) Princeton University

Baker, Stephen D., 1963. Professor of Physics and Honorary Associate of Hanszen

College

B.S. (1957) Duke University; M.S. (1959), Ph.D. (1963) Yale University

Bally, Albert W., 1981. Harry Carothers Wiess Professor of Geology
Ph.D. (1953) University of Zurich, Switzerland

Banavalkar, Prabadh V., 1993. Lecturer on Civil Engineering

B.E. (1962) Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, India; M.S. (1966) University of

Illinois; Ph.D. (1970) Cornell University

Banks, Stephen J., 1991. Adjunct Professor of Administrative Science

B.S. (1962) Massachusetts Institute of Technology; M.B.A. (1967) Harvard University

Baraniuk, Richard G., 1992. Assistant Professor in Electrical and Computer Engi-

neering

B.S. (1987) University of Manitoba; M.S. (1988) University of Wisconsin; Ph.D. (1992)

University of Illinois
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Barlow, Michael, 1993. Lecturer on Linguistics

B.Sc. (1972) Liverpool University; M.Sc. (1973), Salford University; Ph.D. (1988) Stanford

University

Barnea, Amir, 1989. Adjunct Professor of Administrative Science

B.A. (1964), M.Soc.Sc. (1967) Hebrew University, Israel; Ph.D. (1972) Cornell University

Barrera, Enrique V., 1990. Assistant Professor of Materials Science and Engineering

B.S. (1979), M.S. (1985), Ph.D. (1987) University of Texas at Austin

Barron, Andrew R., 1995. Professor of Chemistry
B.S. (1983), Ph.D. (1986) Imperial College of Science and Technology, University of

London

Bartel, Bonnie, 1995. Assistant Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.S. (1983) Bethel College; Ph.D. (1990) Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Bartnett, Robert Elliott, 1988. Adjunct Lecturer on Statistics

B.S. (1952) University of Florida

Batsell, Richard R., 1980. Jesse H. Jones Distinguished Associate Professor of

Administrative Science, Associate Professor of Psychology, and Associate of

Hanszen College

B.A., B.B.A. (1971), Ph.D. (1976) University of Texas at Austin

Bayazitoglu, Yildiz, 1977. Professor in Mechanical Engineering and Associate of Will

Rice College

B.S. (1967) Middle East Technological University; M.S. (1969), Ph.D. (1974) University of

Michigan

Bearden, Frank W., 1954. Professor of Human Performance and Health Sciences

B.S. (1947) Texas Technological College; M.A. (1949), Ed.D. (1954) Columbia University

Beckingham, Kathleen, 1980. Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.A. (1967), Ph.D. (1972) Cambridge University

Bedient, Philip B., 1975. Professor of Environmental Science and Engineering

B.S. (1969), M.S. (1972), Ph.D. (1975) University of Florida

Bell, Michael, 1993. Assistant Professor of Architecture

B.S. (1983) Catholic University of America; M. Arch. (1987) University of California at

Berkeley

Benjamin, Jr., Don C, 1978. Lecturer on Religious Studies

B.A. (1964) St. Bonaventure University; M.A. ( 1968) Catholic University ofAmerica; Ph.D.

(1981) Claremont Graduate School

Bennett, George N., 1978. Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology and Associate

of Lovett College

B.S. (1968) University of Nebraska; Ph.D. (1974) Purdue University

Bennett, John K., 1988. Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

and Associate of Wiess College

B.S.E.E. (1973), M.E.E. (1974) Rice University; M.S. (1983), Ph.D. (1987) University of

Washington

Bidani, Akhil, 1994. Adjunct Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering

B.S. (1969) Punjab University, India; Ph.D. (1975) University of Houston; M.D. (1981)

University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston

Biesele, Megan, 1993. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Anthropology

B.A. (1967) University of Michigan; M.A. (1968), Ph.D. (1975) Harvard University

Billups, W. Edward, 1970. Professor of Chemistry
B.S. (1961), M.S. (1965) Marshall University; Ph.D. (1970) Pennsylvania State University

Bixby, Robert E., 1984. Lecturer on Computational and Applied Mathematics and

Administrative Science and Associate of Baker College

B.S. (1968) University of California at Berkeley; M.S. (1971), Ph.D. (1972) Cornell

University
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Black, David C, 1970. Adjunct Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1965), M.S. (1967), Ph.D. (1970) University of Minnesota

Black, Earl, 1993. Herbert S. Autrey Professor of Political Science

B.A. (1964) University of Texas at Austin; Ph.D. (1968) Harvard University

Blackburn, James B., 1975. Lecturer on Architecture and Environmental Science

B.A. (1969), J.D. (1972) University of Texas at Austin; M.S. (1974) Rice University

Bledsoe, Robert S., 1994. Assistant Professor of German and Slavic Studies

B.A. (1983), M.A. (1986), Ph.D. (1993) University of California at Berkeley

Boles,John B., 1 98 1 . Allyn and Gladys Cline Professor ofHistory and Associate ofWill

Rice College

B.A. (1965) Rice University; Ph.D. (1969) University of Virginia

Bongmba, Elias K., 1995. Assistant Professor of Religious Studies

B.A. (1987) Sioux Falls College; M.Div. (1989) North American Baptist Seminary; M.A.
(1991) University of Iowa; Ph.D. (1995) University of Denver, lliff School of Theology

Bonner, Billy E., 1985. Professor of Physics and Director ofT. W. Bonner Nuclear Lab
B.S. (1961) Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M.A. (1963), Ph.D. (1965) Rice University

Bor, Zsolt, 1990. Lecturer on Electrical and Computer Engineering

B.A., M.A. (1973) Kiev, USSR; M.A. (1974), Ph.D. (1975) Jate University, Hungary

Bordeaux, Janice, 1994. Adjunct Lecturer of Psychology
B.F.A. (1971) University of Illinois; M.A. (1978), Ph.D. (1983) Duke University

Bordelon, Jr., Cassius B., 1 972. Lecturer on Human Performance and Health Sciences

B.S. (1964) Louisiana State University; Ph.D. (1972) Baylor College of Medicine

Boshernitzan, Michael, 1982. Professor of Mathematics
B.A. (1971) Moscow University, U.S.S.R.; M.A. (1974) Hebrew University, Israel; Ph.D.

(1981) Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel

Bourland, Hardy M., 1961. Lecturer on Electrical and Computer Engineering, Asso-

ciate Dean of Engineering, Director ofRice Engineering Design and Development
Institute, and Associate of Wiess College

B.S. (1955) Texas Technological College; S.M.E.E. (1957) Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

Bowers, Jeffrey S., 1994. Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.S. (1987) University of Toronto; Ph.D. (1993) University of Arizona

Braam, Janet, 1990. Assistant Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1980) Southern Illinois University; Ph.D. (1985) Sloan-Kettering Division of Cornell

Graduate School of Medical Sciences

Brelsford, Jr., John W., 1970. Professor of Psychology and Statistics and Honorary
Master of Brown College

B.A. (1960), M.A. (1961) Texas Christian University; Ph.D. (1965) University of Texas at

Austin

Brito, Dagobert L., 1984. George A. Peterkin Professor of Political Economy and
Associate of Wiess College

B.A. (1967), M.A. (1970), Ph.D. (1970) Rice University

Brody, Baruch, 1975. Professor of Philosophy
B.A. (1962) Brooklyn College; M.A. (1965), Ph.D. (1967) Princeton University

Broker, Karin L., 1980. Professor of Art and Associate of Lovett College

B.F.A. (1972) University of Iowa; M.F.A. (1980) University of Wisconsin at Madison

Brooks, Philip R., 1964. Professor of Chemistry and Associate of Lovett College

B.S. (1960) California Institute of Technology; Ph.D. (1964) University of California at

Berkeley

Brooks, Wayne, 1985. Associate Professor of Viola
Diploma (1977) Curtis Institute of Music
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Brown, Barry W., 1970. Adjunct Professor of Statistics

B.S. (1959) University of Chicago; M.S. (1961), Ph.D. (1963) University of California at

Berkeley

Brown, Bryan W., 1983. Reginald Henry Hargrove Professor of Economics and
Statistics and Associate of Will Rice College
B.A. (1969), M.A. (1972) Texas Tech University; Ph.D. (1977) University of Pennsylvania

Brown, James N., 1992. Professor of Economics
B.A. (1973) University of Redlands; M.A. (1975), Ph.D. (1980) University of Chicago

Brown, Richard, 1984. Associate Professor of Percussion
B.M.E. (1969) Temple University; M.Mus. (1971) Catholic University of America

Bryan, William J., 1982. Adjunct Professor of Human Performance and Health

Sciences

B.A. (1971) Johns Hopkins University; M.D. (1975) Baylor College of Medicine

Bryant, John B., 1981. Henry S. Fox, Sr., Professor of Economics, Professor of

Administrative Science, and Associate of Wiess College

B.A. (1969) Oberlin College; M.S. (1973), Ph.D. (1975) Carnegie Mellon University

Buffler, Richard T., 1984. Adjunct Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1959) University ofTexas at Austin; Ph.D. (1967) University of California at Berkeley

Burke, Kevin C. A., 1983. Adjunct Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.Sc. (1951), Ph.D. (1953) University of London

Burnett, Sarah A., 1972. Associate Professor of Psychology, Dean of Students, and
Associate of Jones College

B.S. (1966) Memphis State University; M.S. (1970), Ph.D. (1972) Tulane University

Burrus, C. Sidney, 1965. Maxfield and Oshman Professor of Engineering, Honorary
Associate of Will Rice College, and Associate of Lovett College
B.A., B.S.E.E. (1958) Rice Institute; M.S. (1960) Rice University; Ph.D. (1965) Stanford

University

Burt, George, 1985. Professor of Theory and Composition
B.A. (1955) University of California at Berkeley; M.A. (1958) Mills College; M.F.A. (1962)
Princeton University

Busby, III, George W., 1989. Lecturer of Chemistry
B.S. (1968) Massachusetts Institute of Technology; M.A. (1970), Ph.D. (1975) Harvard
University

Butler, James E., 1 982. Adjimct Professor ofHuman Performance and Health Sciences

B.S. (1956) University of the South; M.A. (1957) Southwest Texas State College; M.D.
(1962) University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston

Byrd, George T., 1994. Huxley Instructor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
B.S. (1975), M.S. (1988), Ph.D. (1992) University of Georgia

Byrne, John H., 1994. Adjunct Professor of Psychology
B.S. (1968), M.A. (1970), Ph.D. (1973) Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn

Caflisch, Anna B., 1983. Lecturer on Italian and Associate of Brown College
Liceo Classico J. Stellini, Udine, Italy; Dottore in Lettere (1958) University del Sacro Cuore,

Milan, Italy

Caldwell, Peter C, 1994. Assistant Professor of History

B.A. (1987) New York University; M.A. (1990), Ph.D. (1993) Cornell University

Callahan, Daniel L., 1990. Assistant Professor in Mechanical Engineering and Mate-
rials Science

B.S. (1985) Rice University; M.S. (1987), Ph.D. (1989) University of California at Berkeley

Camacho, Zenaido, 1 994. Vice Pesident for Student Affairs and ProfessorofBiochem-
istry and Cell Biology
B.A. (1968) Baylor University; Ph.D. (1970) University of Texas at Austin
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Cameron, Guy N., 1992. Adjunct Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

B.A. (1963) University of California at Berkeley; M.A. (1965) California State University;

Ph.D. (1969) University of California at Davis

Camfield, William A., 1 969. Joseph and Joanna Nazro Mullen Professor ofArt History

and Associate of Jones College

A.B. (1957) Princeton University; M.A. (1961), Ph.D. (1964) Yale University

Campbell, James Wayne, 1959. Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1953) Southwest Missouri State University; M.S. (1955) University of Illinois; Ph.D.

(1958) University of Oklahoma

Chang, Yoosoon, 1995. Assistant Professor of Economics
B.A. (1989), B.S. (1990) University of Maryland; M.Phil. (1992) Yale Unviersity

Cannady, William Tillman, 1964. Professor of Architecture

B.Arch. (1961) University of California at Berkeley; M.Arch. (1962) Harvard University

Caprette, David R., 1992. Lecturer on Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

B.S. (1974) Case Western Reserve University; M.S. (1979), Ph.D. (1982) Cleveland State

University

Cardus, David, 1970. Adjunct Professor of Statistics

B.A., B.Sc. (1942) University of Montpellier, France; M.D. (1949) Barcelona Medical

School, Spain

Carnahan, Norman F., 1986. Adjunct Associate Professor in Chemical Engineering

B.S.Ch.E. (1965) University of Houston; Ph.D. (1971) University of Oklahoma

Carrington, Jr., Samuel M., 1 967 . Professor ofFrench and Associate ofJones College

A.B. (1960), M.A. (1962), Ph.D. (1965) University of North Carolina

Carroll, James W., 1992. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Accounting

B.A. (1977), M.A. (1977) Rice University

Carroll, Michael M., 1988. Burton J. and Arm M. McMurtiy Professor in Engineering

and Dean of the George R. Brown School of Engineering

B.A. (1958), M.A. (1959) University College Galway; Ph.D. (1964) Brown University

Cartwright, Jr., Robert S., 1980. Professor of Computer Science and Associate of

Hanszen College

B.A. (1971) Harvard College; M.A. (1973), Ph.D. (1973) Stanford University

Casbarian, John Joseph, 1973. Professor of Architecture

B.A. (1969) Rice University; M.F.A. (1971) California Instinite of the Arts; B.Arch. (1972)

Rice University

Castaneda, James A., 1961 . Professor of Spanish, Honorary Master of Will Rice

College, and Golf Coach
B.A. (1954) Drew University; M.A. (1955), Ph.D. (1958) Yale University

Cavallaro, Joseph R., 1988. Associate Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineer-

ing and Associate of Lovett College

B.S.E.E. (1981) University of Pennsylvania; M.S.E.E. (1982) Princeton University; Ph.D.

(1988) Cornell University

Chae, Suchan, 1985. Associate Professor of Economics
B.S. (1978) Seoul National University; M.S. (1980) Jeonbuk National University; Ph.D.

(1985) University of Pennsylvania

Chan, Anthony A., 1993. Assistant Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.Sc. (1982), M.Sc. (1984) University of Auckland; M.A. (1986), Ph.D. (1991) Princeton

University

Chance, Jane, 1973. Professor of English

B.A. (1967) Purdue University; M.A. (1968), Ph.D. (1971) University of Illinois

Chang, Yoosoon, 1995. Assistant Professor of Economics
B.A. (1989), B.S. (1990) University of Maryland; M.Phil. (1992) Yale University

Chang, Yung-Ho, 1993. Assistant Professor of Architecture

B.S. (1983) Ball State University; M.Arch. (1984) University of California at Berkeley
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Chapman, Walter G., 1990. Assistant Professor in Chemical Engineering
B.S. (1983) Clemson University; Ph.D. (1988) Cornell University

Chase, David J., 1995. G. C. Evans Instructor of Mathematics
B.A. (1989) Brandeis University; M.S. (1990), Ph.D. (1995) University of Chicago

Cheatham, Jr., John Bane, 1963. Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (1948), M.S. (1953) Southern Methodist University; Ph.D. (1960) Rice University

Chen, Lilly C. H., 1981. Lecturer on Linguistics

B.A. (1961) National Taiwan University; M.A. (1969), Ph.D. (1974) University of Illinois

Chern, Shiing-shen, 1989. Adjunct Professor of Mathematics
B.S. (1930) Nankai University; M.S. (1934) Tsinghua University; Ph.D. (1936) University

of Hamburg, Germany

Christie, Michael Andrew, 1994. Adjunct Professor in Computational and Applied
Mathematics
B.Sc. (1978) Royal Holloway College, University of London; Ph.D. (1982) Imperial

College, University of London

Citron, Marcia J., 1976. Professor of Musicology and Associate of Brown College

B.A. (1966) Brooklyn College; M.A. (1968), Ph.D. (1971) University of North Carolina

Ciufolini, Marco A., 1984. Associate Professor of Chemistry
B.S. (1978) Spring Hill College; Ph.D. (1981) University of Michigan

Clark, Jr., John W., 1968. Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.S. (1962) Christian Brothers College; M.S. (1965), Ph.D. (1967) Case Western Reserve
University

Clayton, Donald D., 1994. Lecturer on Administrative Science

B.A. (1983), M.B.A. (1990) Rice University

Cloutier, Paul A., 1967. Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1964) University of Southwestern Louisiana; Ph.D. (1967) Rice University

Cochran, Tim D., 1990. Associate Professor of Mathematics
B.S. (1977) Massachusetts Institute of Technology; M.A. (1979), Ph.D. (1982) University

of California at Berkeley

Colaco, Joseph P., 1975. Lecturer on Architecture

B.S. (1960) University of Bombay, India; M.S. (1962), Ph.D. (1965) University of Illinois

Connelly, Brian, 1984. Artist Teacher, Piano Accompaniment, and Vocal Coach
B.Mus. (1980), M.Mus. (1983) University of Michigan

Conte, Joel P., 1990. Assistant Professor in Civil Engineering and Associate of Sid

Richardson College

Diploma of Civil Engineering (1985) Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne,

Switzerland; M.S. (1986), Ph.D. (1990) University of California at Berkeley

Cooper, Bruce F., 1986. Lecturer of Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.A. (1978) Kent State University; Ph.D. (1985) Rice University

Cooper, Keith D., 1990. Associate Professor of Computer Science and Associate of

Brown College

B.S. (1978), M.A. (1982), Ph.D. (1983) Rice University

Cooper, Paul, 1974. Lynette S. Autrey Professor ofMusic and Composer-in-Residence
B.Mus., B.A. (1950), M.A. (1953), D.M.A. (1956) University of Southern California

Copeland, James E., 1966. Professor of Linguistics and German and Associate of

Baker College

B.A. (1961) University of Colorado; Ph.D. (1965) Cornell University

Corcoran, Marjorie D., 1980. Professor of Physics and Associate of Baker College

B.S. (1972) University of Dayton; Ph.D. (1977) Indiana University

Cox, Alan L., 1991. Assistant Professor of Computer Science

B.S. (1986) Carnegie Mellon University; M.S. (1988), Ph.D. (1991) University ofRochester
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Cox, Dennis, 1992. Professor of Statistics

B.A. (1972) University of Colorado; M.S. (1976) University of Denver; Ph.D. (1980)

University of Washington

Cox, Edward L., 1989. Associate Professor of History and Associate of Wiess College

B.A. (1970) University of the West Indies; M.A. (1973), Ph.D. (1977) Johns Hopkins
University

Cox, Steve J., 1988. Associate Professor of Computational and Applied Mathematics
B.S. (1982), M.S. (1983) Marquette University; Ph.D. (1988) Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute

Cramez, Carlos A., 1988. Adjunct Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1960) Universite de Porto; Ph.D. (1966) Universite de Neuchatel

Crowell, Steven G., 1 983. Associate Professor ofPhilosophy and Associate ofHanszen
College

A.B. (1974) University of California at Santa Cruz; M.A. (1976) Northern Illinois Univer-

sity; Ph.D. (1981) Yale University

Crump, Caryn McQuilkin, 1986. Lecturer on Administrative Science

B.S. (1974) Indiana University; M.B.A. (1977) University of Chicago

Cunningham, Robert A., 1986. Lecturer on Mechanical Engineering and Materials

Science

A.A. (1943) Schriner Institute; B.S.M.E. (1949), M.S.M.E. (1955) Rice Institute

Curl, Jr., Robert F., 1958. Professor of Chemistry and Associate of Lovett College

B.A. (1954) Rice Institute; Ph.D. (1957) University of California at Berkeley

Currall, Steven C, 1993. Assistant Professor of Administrative Science and
Psychology
B.A. (1982) Baylor University; M.Sc. (1985) London School of Economics; Ph.D. (1990)
Cornell University

Cuthbertson, Gilbert Morris, 1963. Professor of Political Science and Resident

Associate of Will Rice College
B.A. (1959) University of Kansas; Ph.D. (1963) Harvard University

Cyprus, Joel H., 1965. Lecturer on Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.A., B.S.E.E. (1959) Rice Institute; M.S. (1961), Ph.D. (1963) Rice University

Czerwinski, Mary P., 1989. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A. (1981), M.A. (1983), Ball State University; Ph.D. (1988) Indiana University

Daichman, Graciela S., 1973. Lecturer on Spanish and Associate of Baker College
Profesorado (1958) Instituto Nacional del Profesorado en Lenguas Vivas; M.A. (1975),

Ph.D. (1983) Rice University

Dailey, Jane, 1994. Assistant Professor of History

A.B. (1987) Yale University; M.A. (1989), Ph.D. (1994) Princeton University

Dakoulas, Panajiotis (Panos) Christos, 1987. Associate Professor of Civil Engineer-

ing and Associate of Hanszen College
Diploma (1980) National Technical University of Athens, Greece; M.Sc. (1982), Ph.D.

(1985) Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Daley, Michele J. 1994. Assistant Professor of Accounting
B.Com. ( 1985), LL.B. (1993) University of Queensland; M.S. (1992), Ph.D. (1995) Univer-

sity of Rochester

Davidson, Chandler, 1966. Professor of Sociology
B.A. (1961) University of Texas at Austin; M.A. (1966), Ph.D. (1969) Princeton University

Davis, Philip W., 1969. Professor of Linguistics

B.A. (1961) University of Texas at Austin; Ph.D. (1965) Cornell University

Davis, Jr., Sam H., 1957. Professor in Chemical Engineering and Computational and
Applied Mathematics and Master of Mary Gibbs Jones College
B.A. (1952), B.S. (1953) Rice Institute; ScD. (1957) Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Dawson, Clint, 1990. Associate Professor ofComputational and Applied Mathematics
B.A. (1982), M.S. (1984) Texas Tech University; Ph.D. (1988) Rice University

de Hostos, Eugenic L., 1995. Assistant Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.S. (1983) Yale University; Ph.D. (1989) Stanford University

Dennis, John E., 1979. Noah Harding Professor of Computational and Applied
Mathematics
B.S. (1962), M.S. (1964) University of Miami; Ph.D. (1966) University of Utah

DeRose Keith, 1993. Assistant Professor of Philosophy

B.A. (1984) Calvin College; M.A. (1986), Ph.D. (1990) University of California at Los
Angeles

Derrick, Scott S., 1990. Assistant Professor of English

B.A. (1975) Albright College; M.A. (1978) University of Chicago; Ph.D. (1987) University

of Pennsylvania

Dharan, Bala G., 1982. Professor of Accounting and Associate of Baker College

B.Tech. (1973) Indian Institute of Technology, India; M.B.A. (1975) hidian histinite of

Management, India; M.S. (1977), Ph.D. (1981) Carnegie Mellon University

Diaz, Roberto, 1995. Associate Professor of Viola

B.M. (1983) New England Conservatory of Music; Artist's Diploma (1984) Curtis Institute

of Music

Dichev, Ilia, 1995. Assistant Professor of Accounting
B.S. (1991) University of Santa Clara; Ph.D. (1995) University of Washington

Dickinson, Debra, 1993. Artist Teacher of Opera Studies

B.S. (1975) Northwestern University; M.A. (1991) Hunter College

Diddel, Roberta M., 1985. Adjunct Instructor of Psychology
B.A. (1976) Wesleyan University; Ph.D. (1989) Boston University

Dillon, Diane, 1993. Assistant Professor of Art and Art History and Associate of Jones

College

A.B. (1986) Harvard College; M.A. (1988) Williams College; Ph.D. (1994) Yale University

Dipboye, Robert, 1978. Professor of Psychology and Administrative Science and
Associate of Sid Richardson College

B.A. (1968) Baylor University; M.S. (1969), Ph.D. (1973) Purdue University

Disch, James G., 1973. Associate Professor of Human Performance and Health

Sciences and Master of Sid Richardson College

B.S. (1969), M.Ed. (1970) University of Houston; P.E.D. (1973) hidiana University

Djerejian, Edward P., 1994. Director of the James A. Baker III Institute for Public

Policy and Robert and Janice McNair Professor of Public Policy

B.S. (1960), Doctor of Humanities (Hon.) (1992) Georgetown University

Djidjev, Hristo, 1992. Assistant Professor of Computer Science

B.S. (1979), M.S. (1980), Ph.D. (1984) Sofia University, Bulgaria

Dodds, Stanley A., 1977. Associate Professor of Physics and Associate of Wiess
College

B.S. (1968) Harvey Mudd College; Ph.D. (1975) Cornell University

Donelick, Raymond A., 1993. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Geology and

Geophysics
B.S. (1983) University ofMiami; M.S. (1986), Ph.D. (1988) Rensselaer Polytechnic Instimte

Dongarra, Jack, 1988. Adjunct Professor in Computer Science

B.S. (1972) Chicago State University; M.S. (1973) Illinois Institute of Technology; Ph.D.

(1980) University of New Mexico

Doody, Terrence Arthur, 1970. Professor of English and Associate of Jones College

A.B. (1965) Providence CoUege; M.A. (1969), Ph.D. (1970) Cornell University
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Dorough, Aralee, 1990. Artist Teacher, Flute

B.Mus. (1983) Oberlin Conservatory of Music

Doughtie, Edward Orth, 1963. Professor of English

A.B. (1958) Duke University; A.M. (1960), Ph.D. (1964) Harvard University

Downs, Thomas D., 1971. Adjunct Professor of Statistics

B.S. (1960) Western Michigan University; M.P.H. (1962), Ph.D. (1965) University of
Michigan

Dravis, Jeffrey J., 1987. Adjunct Associate Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1971) St. Mary's University; M.S. (1977) University of Miami; Ph.D. (1980) Rice
University

Drew, Katherine Fischer, 1950. Lynette S. Autrey Professor of History

B.A. (1944), M.A. (1945) Rice histitute; Ph.D. (1950) ComeU University

Driskill, Linda P., 1970. Professor of English and Administrative Science and Asso-
ciate of Brown College

B.A. (1961), M.A. (1968), Ph.D. (1970) Rice University

Droxler, Andre W., 1987. Associate Professor of Geology and Geophysics and
Resident Associate of Hanszen College

Diploma (1978) University of Neuchatel, Switzerland; Ph.D. (1984) University of Miami

Druschel, Peter, 1994. Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Dipl.-Ing (1986) Fachhochschule, Germany; M.S. (1990), Ph.D. (1994) University of

Arizona

Duck, Ian M., 1963. Professor of Physics
B.S. (1955) (Queen's University, Canada; Ph.D. (1961) CaUfomia Institute of Technology

Dudey, Marc Peter, 1990. Assistant Professor of Economics
B.A. (1980) University of Wisconsin at Madison; M.A. (1986) University of Southem
Califomia; Ph.D. (1984) Princeton University

Dufour, Reginald J., 1975. Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy and Associate

of Brown College

B.S. (1970) Louisiana State University; M.S. (1971), Ph.D. (1974) University of

Wisconsin at Madison

Dunbar, Robert B., 1981. Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1975) University ofTexas at Austin; Ph.D. ( 198 1) University ofCaUfomia at Berkeley

Dunning, F. Barry, 1972. Professor of Physics and of Space Physics and Astronomy
and Associate of Jones College

B.Sc. (1966), Ph.D. (1969) University CoUege, London

Durrani, Ahmad J., 1982. Professor of Civil Engineering and Associate of Jones

College

B.S.C.E. (1968) Engineering University, Pakistan; M.S. (1975) Asian Institute of Technol-

ogy, Thailand; Ph.D. (1982) University of Michigan

Dutta, Addie, 1993. Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.Ed. (1980) Western Washington University; M.Ed. (1988) Plymouth State College; Ph.D.

(1993) Purdue University

Dye, Ken, 1983. Lecturer on Music and Director of the Marching Owl Band
B.Mus. (1974) University of Southem Califomia; M.A. (1980) CaUfomia State University

at Long Beach; D.Ed. (1983) University of Houston

Dyson, Derek C, 1966. Professor of Chemical Engineering
B.A. (1955) University of Cambridge; Ph.D. (1966) University of London

Eggert, Allen W. 1968. Lecturer on Himian Performance and Health Sciences

B.S. (1963) Rice University; M.A. (1967) CaUfomia Western University
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Eifler, Margret, 1973. Professor of German and Slavic Studies and Associate of

Hanszen College

B.A. (1962), M.A. (1964), Ph.D. (1969) University of California at Berkeley

Eisner, Elmer, 1988. Adjunct Professor of Computational and Applied Mathematics
B.S. (1939) Brooklyn College; Ph.D. (1943) Johns Hopkins University

Elden, J. Maxwell, 1988. Adjunct Professor of Psychology
B.A. (1962) University of California at Berkeley; M.A. (1967) California State University

at San Diego; M.A. (1971), Ph.D. (1976) University of California at Los Angeles

Ellison, Paul V. H., 1975. Professor of Double Bass

B.M.E. (1965) Eastern New Mexico University; M.M. (1966) Northwestern University

Engel, Paul S., 1970. Professor of Chemistry and Associate of Jones College

B.S. (1964) University of California at Los Angeles; Ph.D. (1968) Harvard University

Engelhardt, Jr., Hugo Tristram, 1982. Professor of Philosophy

B.A. (1963), Ph.D. (1969) University of Texas at Austin; M.D. (1972) Tulane University

School of Medicine

Ensor, Katherine Bennett, 1987. Associate Professor of Statistics and Associate of

Lovett College

B.S.E. ( 198 1 ), M.S. (1982) Arkansas State University; Ph.D. ( 1986) Texas A&M University

Eschenbach, Christoph, 1 989. Artist-in-Residence, Conducting State Conservatory of

Music, Cologne; Hamburg Conservatory of Music

Eskin, Suzanne G., 1982. Adjunct Associate Professor in the Biomedical Engineering

Laboratory

B.A. (1962), M.A. (1964) Rice University; Ph.D. (1969) University of Texas at Austin

Estle, Thomas L., 1967. Professor of Physics

B.A. (1953) Rice Institute; M.S. (1954), Ph.D. (1957) University of Illinois

Etnyre, Bruce R., 1984. Associate Professor of Human Performance and Health

Sciences and Associate of Jones College

B.S. (1973) Valparaiso University; M.S. (1977) Purdue University; Ph.D. (1984) University

of Texas at Austin

Farwell, Joyce, 1994. Professor of Voice
B.M.E. (1956), M.M.E. (1958) University of Oklahoma; D.M.A. (1976) College Conserva-

tory of Music, University of Cincinnati

Faubion, James D., 1993. Assistant Professor of Anthropology
B.A. (1980) Reed College; M.A. (1984), Ph.D. (1990) University of California at Berkeley

Felleisen, Matthias, 1987. Professor of Computer Science

M.S. (1981) University of Arizona; Ph.D. (1987) Indiana University

Few, Jr., Arthur A. 1970. Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy and of

Environmental Science and Master of Baker College

B.S. (1962) Southwestern University; M.B.S. (1965) University of Colorado; Ph.D. (1969)

Rice University

Fischer, Jeanne K., 1992. Artist Teacher of Piano

B.Mus. (1971) Oberlin College; M.Mus (1977) New England Conservatory of Music

Fischer, Norman, 1992. Professor of Cello

B.Mus. (1971) Oberlin College

Fisher, Jr., Frank M., 1963. Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and

Associate of Jones College

B.A. (1953) Hanover College; M.S. (1958), Ph.D. (1961) Purdue University

Fisher, G. D., 1973. Adjunct Professor of Chemical Engineering

B.S. (1957) University of Texas at Austin; Ph.D. (1965) Johns Hopkins University
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Fishman, Talya, 1988. Assistant Professor of History

B.A. (1976) Wesleyan University; M.A. (1979) Jewish Theological Seminary of America;

Ph.D. (1986) Harvard University

Fleming, Jeff, 1993. Assistant Professor of Administrative Science

B.A. (1987) Cornell College; M.B.A. (1989), Ph.D. (1993) Duke University

Flatt, Robert N., 1987. Adjunct Associate Professor of Administrative Science

B.A. (1969), M.E.E. (1970) Rice University; M.B.A. (1973) Harvard University

Fleming, Jeff, 1993. Assistant Professor of Administrative Science

B.A. (1987), M.B.A. (1989), Ph.D. (1993) Duke University

Ford, Wally, 1982. Lecturer on Architecture

B.S. (1975), M.C.E. (1976) Rice University

Forman, Robin, 1987. Associate Professor of Mathematics and Associate of Wiess
College

B.A. (1981), M.A. (1981) University of Pennsylvania; Ph.D. (1985) Harvard University

Fox, Geoffrey, 1988. Adjunct Professor in Computer Science

B.A. (1964), M.A. (1968), Ph.D. (1967) Cambridge University

Frankowski, Ralph F., 1970. Adjunct Professor of Statistics

B.S. (1957), M.S. (1959) DePaul University; M.P.H. (1962), Ph.D. (1967) University of

Michigan

Fred, Herbert L., 1 974. Adjunct Professor ofHuman Performance and Health Sciences

B.A. (1950) Rice Institute; M.D. (1954) Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

Freeman, John W., 1964. Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1957) Beloit College; M.S. (1961), Ph.D. (1963) University of Iowa

Friday, A. Randall, 1980. Lecturer on Accounting

B.B.A. (1973) University of Iowa; J.D. (1976) Stanford University

Fukuyama, Tohru, 1978. Professor of Chemistry
B.S. (1971), M.A. (1973) Nagoya University, Japan; Ph.D. (1977) Harvard University

Fultz, Lucille P., 1990. Assistant Professor of English

A.B. (1959) Spelman College; M.A. (1968) University of Iowa; Ph.D. (1990) Emory
University

Funk, Carolyn L., 1993. Assistant Professor of Political Science

A.B. ( 1 984) Columbia University; M.A. ( 1 988), Ph.D. ( 1 99 1 ) University ofCalifornia at Los
Angeles

Gamard, Elysabeth B., 1990. Assistant Professor of Architecture

B.F.A. (1981) University of Massachusetts; M.Arch. (1984) Yale Unviersity

Gao, Zhiyong, 1986. Associate Professor of Mathematics and Associate of Sid

Richardson College

A.A. (1965) University of Florida; B.A. (1979) Fudan University; Ph.D. (1984) State

University ofNew York at Stony Brook; M.D. (1969) Tulane University School of Medicine

Georges, Eugenia, 1986. Associate Professor of Anthropology
B.A. (1970) Florida Presbyterian College; M.A. (1971) Tulane University; Ph.D. (1985)

Columbia University

Gessler, Mark D., 1991. Adjunct Associate Professor of Administrative Science

B.S. (1983) Slippery Rock University; M.B.A. (1988) University of Tennessee

Ghitalla, Armando, 1994. Professor of Trumpet
B.S. (1950) JuUiard School of Music; L.H.D. (Hon.) (1994) Illinois Wesleyan University

Ghorbel, Fathi, 1994. Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Materials

Science

B.S. (1985) Pennsylvania State University; M.S. (1987) Carnegie Mellon University; Ph.D.

(1990) University of Illinois
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Gibson, Kathleen R., 1981. Adjunct Professor of Anthropology
B.A. (1963) University of Michigan; M.A. (1969), Ph.D. (1970) University of California at

Berkeley

Gibson, Susan I., 1994. Assistant Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.S. (1982) Stanford University; Ph.D. (1989) Cornell University

Gildea, Spike, 1993. Assistant Professor of Linguistics

B.A. (1983), M.A. (1989), Ph.D. (1992) University of Oregon

Giles, Wayne Rodney, 1988. Adjunct Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineer-

ing

B.Sc. (1969), M.Sc. (1970) University of Alberta; M.Phil. (1971), Ph.D. (1974) Yale
University

Gillis, Malcolm, 1993. President and Professor of Economics
B.A. (1962), M.A. (1963) University of Florida; Ph.D. (1968) University of Illinois

Glantz, Raymon M., 1969. Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.A. (1963) Brooklyn College; M.S. (1964), Ph.D. (1966) Syracuse University

Glass, Graham P., 1967. Professor of Chemistry and Dean of Graduate Studies

B.S. (1960) Birmingham University, England; Ph.D. (1963) Cambridge University

Glowinski, Roland, 1986. Adjunct Professor of Computational and Applied Math-
ematics

Ph.D. (1970) University of Paris

Golding, Terry D., 1993. Adjunct Associate Professor in Electrical and Computer
Engineering
B.Sc. (1985) University of Leicester, England; Ph.D. (1989) University of Cambridge,
England

Goldman, Ronald N., 1990. Professor of Computer Science

B.S. (1968) Massachusetts Institute of Technology; M.A., Ph.D. (1973) Johns Hopkins
University

Goldsmith, Kenneth, 1991. Professor of Violin

B.M. ( 1 966) George Peabody College for Teachers; M.A. (1968) Leland Stanford University

Goldsberry, Betty S., 1988. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A. (1965) Cenn-al State University; M.A. (1978) Framingham State College; Ph.D. (1984)
Rice University

Gomer, Richard H., 1988. Associate Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology

B.A. (1977) Pomona College; Ph.D. (1980) California Instiuite of Technology

Gordon, Chad, 1970. Professor of Sociology
B.S. (1957), M.A. (1962), Ph.D. (1963) University of California at Los Angeles

Gordon, Richard, 1995. W. M. Keck Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.A. (1975) University of California at Santa Cruz; M.S. (1977), Ph.D. (1979) Stanford

University

Gorry, G. Anthony, 1976. Vice President for Information Technology and Professor

of Computer Science

B.E. (1962) Yale University; M.S. (1963) University of California at Berkeley; Ph.D. (1967)

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Gosain, Narendra K., 1981. Lecturer on Civil Engineering

B.E. (1963) University of Rajasthan, India; M.E. (1965) University ofRoorkee, India; Ph.D.

(1973) Rice University

Gottschalk, Arthur W., 1977. Associate Professor of Composition and Theory
B.Mus. (1974), M.A. (1975), D.M.A. (1978) University of Michigan

Goux, Jean-Joseph, 1990. Lawrence H. Favrot Professor of French
Licence de Philosophic (1965), D.E.S. Philosophic (1966), Doctorat du 3eme cycle de

Philosophic (1973), Doctorat d'Etat es Lettres et Sciences Humaines (1988) Sorbonne, Paris
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Grandy, Richard E., 1980. Carolyn and Fred McManis Professor of Philosophy
B.A. (1963) University of Pittsburgh; M.A. (1965), Ph.D. (1968) Princeton University

Grob, Alan, 1961. Professor of English and Associate of Hanszen College

B.A. (1952) Utica College; M.A. (1957), Ph.D. (1961) University of Wisconsin at Madison

Gruber, Ira Dempsey, 1966. Harris Masterson, Jr., Professor of History and Associate

of Hanszen College

A.B. (1955), M.A. (1959), Ph.D. (1961) Duke University

Gustin, Michael C, 1988. Associate Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology
A.B. (1974) Johns Hopkins University; Ph.D. (1981) Yale University

Gutierrez, Guillermo, 1 99 1 . Adjunct Associate Professor in the Biomedical Engineer-
ing Laboratory

B.S. (1968) City College ofNew York; M.M.E. (1970) University of Dayton; M.D. (1977),
Ph.D. (1978) Case Western Reserve University

Hacker, Carl S., 1973. Adjunct Associate Professor of Statistics

B.S. (1963) College of William and Mary; Ph.D. (1968) Rice University

Halas, Naomi J., 1989. Associate Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.A. (1980) La Salle College; M.A. (1984), Ph.D. (1986) Bryn Mawr College

Hamilton, Emily, 1995. G. C. Evans Instructor of Mathematics
B.A. (1989) University of Chicago; M.S. (1991), Ph.D. (1995) University of California at

Berkeley

Hamm, Keith Edward, 1988. Professor of Political Science

A.B. (1969) Franklin and Marshall College; M.A. (1972) Florida Atlantic University; Ph.D.

(1977) University of Wisconsin at Madison

Hammond, Michael P., 1986. Elma Schneider Professor of Music, Dean of the

Shepherd School of Music, and Associate of Hanszen College

B.A. (1954) Lawrence University; Honors B.A. (1959), M.A. (1961) Oxford University;

L.H.D. (Hon.) (1975) Lawrence University

Hanks, Milton, 1981. Lecturer on Civil Engineering
A.S. (1964), B.B.A.S. (1964), M.Ed. (1977) University of Houston

Hannan, John K., 1991. Adjunct Associate Professor of Administrative Science

B.A. (1975) Rice University; J.D. (1988) South Texas College of Law

Hannon, James P., 1967. Professor of Physics and Associate of Wiess College
B.A. (1962), M.A. (1965), Ph.D. (1967) Rice University

Harcombe, Elnora (Nonie), 1989. Assistant Professor and Project Director of Center

for Education

B.S. (1967) University of Michigan; M.Phil. (1969), Ph.D. (1975) Yale University

Harcombe, Paul A., 1972. Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and
Associate of Lovett College

B.S. (1967) Michigan State University; Ph.D. (1973) Yale University

Hardt, Robert M., 1988. W. L. Moody, Jr., Professor of Mathematics
B.S. (1967) Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Ph.D. (1971) Brown University

Harland, Peter W., 1989. Adjunct Professor of Chemistry
B.Sc. (1968) University of Wales, Aberystwyth; Ph.D. (1971) Edinburgh University

Harman, Thomas, 1988. Adjunct Associate Professor in Electrical and Computer
Engineering

B.S.EE. (1965) University of Maryland; Ph.D. (1972) Rice University

Harrigan, Timothy P., 1994. Visiting Associate Professor in Mechanical Engineering
and Materials Science

B.S. (1980), Sc.D. (1985) Massachusetts Instittite of Technology
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Harris, Adam G., 1995. G. C. Evans Instructor of Mathematics
B.S. (1985), M.S. (1987) The University of Sydney; Ph.D. (1993) State University of New
York at Stony Brook

Harter, Deburah A., 1990. Associate Professor of French
B.A. (1973) University of California at Los Angeles; M.A. (1980), Ph.D. (1989) University

of California at Berkeley

Hartigan, Patrick M., 1994. Assistant Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1981) University of Minnesota; Ph.D. (1987) University of Arizona

Mariley, Peier Reginald, 1986. Professor of Economics and Associate of Will Rice

College

B.A. (1974), M.Ec. (1977) Australian National University; Ph.D. (1980) University of

Chicago

Harvey, F. Keese, 1968. Edgar Odell Lovett Professor of Mathematics
B.S., M.A. (1963) Carnegie Institute of Technology; Ph.D. (1966) Stanford University

Haskell, Thomas L., 1970. Samuel G. McCann Professor of History

B.A. (19bl) Pnnceton University; Ph.D.(1973) Stanford University

Haiige, Robert H., 1967. Distinguished Faculty Fellow in Chemistry
B.A. (I9o0) Loias College; Ph.D. (1965) University of California at Berkeley

Havens, Neil, 1964. Professor of Drama and Honorary Associate of Jones College

B.A. (1956) Rice Institute; M.A. (1959) Indiana University

Hayes, Edward F., 1987. Adjunct Professor of Chemistry
B.S. (1963) University of Rochester; M.A. (1965), Ph.D. (1966) Johns Hopkins University

Haynies, Robert C, 1964. Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy and Master of

Brown College

B.A. (1952), M.S. (1953), Ph.D. (1959) New York University

Heitnian, Elizabeth, 1987. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Religious Studies

B.A. (1979), M.A. (1985), Ph.D. (1988) Rice University

Heliums, Jesse David, 1960. A. J. Hartsook Professor of Chemical Engineering and
Associate of Wiess College

B.S. (1950), M.S. (1958) University ofTexas at Austin; Ph.D. (1961)University ofMichigan

Hempel, John, 1964. Professor of Mathematics
B.S. (1957) University of Utah; M.S. (1959), Ph.D. (1962) University of Wisconsin at

Madison

Heymann, Dieter, 1966. Professor of Geology and Geophysics and of Space Physics

and Astronomy and Associate of Lovett College

M.S. (1954), Ph.D. (1958) University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Higntower, Joe W., 1967. Professor in Chemical Engineenng and Associate of Baker
College

B.S. (1959) Harding College; M.A. (1961), Ph.D. (1963) Johns Hopkins University

Hill, Thomas W., 1 979. Distinguished Faculty Fellow in Space Physics and Astronomy
B.A. (1967), M.S. (1971), Ph.D. (1973) Rice University

Hirasaki, George J., 1989. Professor in Chemical Engineering

B.S. (1963) Lamar University; Ph.D. (1967) Rice University

Hitchcock, Christopher R., 1993. Assistant Professor of Philosophy

A.B. (1986) Princeton University; M.A. (1990), Ph.D. (1993) University of Pittsburgh

Hobby, William P., 1989. Radoslav A. Tsanoff Professor of Public Affairs

B.A. (1953) Rice Institute

HocKeit, Charles F., 1991. Adjunct Professor of Linguistics

B.A. (1932), M.A. (1936) Ohio State University; Ph.D. (1939) Yale University
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Hoebig, Desmond, 1994. Associate Professor of Cello

B.Mus. (1982), M.Mus. (1983) JuUiard School of Music

Hokanson, David, 1988. Adjunct Assistant Professor in Chemical Engineering

B.S. (1977), M.Che. (1978) Rice University

Holloway, Clyde, 1977. Professor of Organ
B.Mus. (1957), M.Mus. (1959) University of Oklahoma; S.M.D. (1974) Union Theological

Seminary

Hopkins, Henry R., 1995. Adjunct Professor of Geology and Geophysics

B.A. (1955), M.S. (1975) University of Virginia; Ph.D. (1960) Cornell University

Horton, Jr., Wendell, 1967. Adjunct Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1963) University of Texas at Austin; M.S. (1965), Ph.D. (1967) University of

California at San Diego

House, Waylon V., 1986. Adjunct Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering

B.S. (1966) Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology; M.S. (1969), Ph.D. (1974) University of

Pittsburgh

Howard, Richard, 1991. Adjunct Professor of English

B.A. (1951), M.A. (1952) Columbia University

Howell, William C, 1992. Adjunct Professor of Psychology

B.A. (1954), M.A. (1956), Ph.D. (1958) University of Virginia

Hsi, Bartholomew P., 1973. Adjunct Professor of Statistics

M.A. (1962), Ph.D. (1964) University of Minnesota

Huang, Huey W., 1973. Professor of Physics

B.S. (1962) National Taiwan University; Ph.D. (1967) Cornell University

Huberman, Brian Michael, 1975. Associate Professor of Art

Certificate (1974) National Film School of Great Britain

Hudspeth, C. M., 1947. Lecturer on Political Science and Associate of Wiess College

B.A. (1940) Rice Institute; J.D. (1946) University of Texas at Austin

Hughes, Joseph B., 1992. Assistant Professor in Environmental Science and Engineer-

ing

B.S. (1986) Cornell College; M.S. (1989), Ph.D. (1992) University of Iowa

Hulet, Randall G., 1987, Associate Professor of Physics and Associate of Jones

College

B.S. (1978) Stanford University; Ph.D. (1984) Massachusetts Instittite of Technology

Huston, J. Dennis, 1969. Professor of English and Master of Hanszen College

B.A. (1961) Wesleyan University; M.A. (1964), Ph.D. (1966) Yale University

Hutchinson, John S., 1983. Associate Professor of Chemistry and Master of Wiess
College

B.S. (1977), Ph.D. (1980) University of Texas at Austin

Hwu, Shiou-Jyh, 1988. Assistant Professor of Chemistry and Associate of Will Rice

College

B.S. (1978) Fu-Jen Catholic University; Ph.D. (1985) Iowa State University

Hyman, Harold M., 1968. William P. Hobby Professor of History and Associate of

Lovett College

B.A. (1948) University of California at Los Angeles; M.A. (1950), Ph.D. (1952) Columbia
University

lammarino, Nicholas K., 1 978. Professor ofHuman Performance and Health Sciences,

Associate of Sid Richardson College, and Premed Advisor
B.S. (1973) University of Dayton; M.Ed. (1975) University of Toledo; Ph.D. (1978) Ohio
State University
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Ikenberry, David L., 1990. Assistant Professor of Administrative Science and Asso-

ciate of Jones College

B.S. (1983) Pennsylvania State University; M.M. (1985) Northwestern University; Ph.D.

(1990) University of Illinois

IngersoU, Richard J., 1986. Associate Professor of Architecture

B.A. (1979), Ph.D. (1985) University of California at Berkeley

Isle, Walter Whitfield, 1962. Professor of English

A.B. (1955) Harvard University; M.A. (1957) University of Michigan; Ph.D. (1961)

Stanford University

Jaber, Thomas I., 1988. Associate Professor of Music and Director of Choral

Ensembles
B.M.E. (1974) Arkansas State University; M.Mus. (1976) Indiana University; Performer's

Certificate (1977) Curtis Institute of Music

Jansson, Birger, 1975. Adjunct Professor of Statistics ,,,

B.A. (1946), Ph.D. (1965) University of Stockhohn

Jerger, Susan, 1989. Adjunct Professor of Psychology
B.A. (1961) University of Houston; M.S. (1963) Purdue University; Ph.D. (1986) Baylor

College of Medicine

Johnson, Bruce R., 1994. Faculty Fellow in Chemistry

B.A. (1975) University of Minnesota; Ph.D. (1981) University of Wisconsin at Madison

Johnson, Don Herrick, 1977. Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering and

Statistics and Associate of Will Rice College

S.B., S.M. (1970), E.E. (1971), Ph.D. (1974) Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Johnson, Kristine, 1992. Lecturer on Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

B.A. (1973) University of Kansas; M.S. (1979) Trinity University; Ph.D. (1986) University

of New Mexico

Johnston, Dennis A., 1974. Adjunct Associate Professor of Statistics

B.S. (1965) Arlington State College; M.A. (1966) University of Texas at Austin; Ph.D.

( 197 1 ) Texas Tech University

Jones, Jr., B. Frank, 1962. Noah Harding Professor of Mathematics

B.A. (1958) Rice Institute; Ph.D. (1961) Rice University

Jones, Elizabeth A., 1989. Lecturer on Communication
B.A. (1973) Wayland Baptist University; M.A. (1976) University of Houston

Jones, Roy G., 1967. Associate Professor of Slavic Studies

B.A. (1954), M.A. (1954) East Texas State University; Ph.D. (1965) University ofTexas at

Austin

Jones, Samuel, 1973. Professor of Composition and Conducting and Honorary Asso-

ciate of Lovett College

B.A. (1957) Millsaps College; M.A. (1958), Ph.D. (1960) Eastman School of Music,

University of Rochester

Joseph, Betty, 1995. Assistant Professor of English

B.A. (1985) University ofBombay; M.A. (1987) Jawaharlal Nehru University; M.A. (1989)

Sysracuse University; Ph.D. (1995) University of Minnesota

Jump, J. Robert, 1968. Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering and

Honorary Master of Lovett College

B.S. (1960), M.S. (1962) University of Cincinnati; M.S. (1965), Ph.D. (1968) University of

Michigan

Kamins, Benjamin C, 1987. Associate Professor of Bassoon

Kanatas, George, 1994. Professor of Administrative Science

B.S. (1966) City College of New York; Ph.D. (1971) University of Kansas; Ph.D. (1978)

Johns Hopkins University
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Karff, Samuel E., 1979. Lecturer on Religious Studies

A.B. (1949) Gratz College of Jewish Studies; A.B. (1953) Harvard College; M.A.H.L.

(1956), D.H.L. (1961) Hebrew Union College

KaufTmann, Robert Lane, 1976. Associate Professor of Spanish and Associate of

Hanszen College

B.A. (1970) Princeton University; Ph.D. (1981) University of California at San Diego

Keeton, Darra, 1994. Assistant Professor of Art and Art History

B.F.A. (1974) Miami University, Ohio; M.F.A. (1979) Queens College, New York

Kelber, Werner H., 1973. Isla Carroll Turner and Percy E. Turner Professor of

Religious Studies

M.T. (1963) Princeton Theological Seminary; M.A. (1967), Ph.D. (1970) University of

Chicago

Kelly, Joseph L., 1991. Lecturer on Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science

B.A. (1954), B.S.M.E. (1955) Rice Instimte; M.S. (1961) Rice University

Kemmer, Suzanne E., 1993. Associate Professor of Linguistics

B.A. (1980) Rice University; M.A. (1985), Ph.D. (1988) Stanford University

Kendall, Richard P., 1981. Adjunct Professor of Computational and Applied Math-

ematics

B.A. (1963), M.A. (1969) University of Texas at Austin; M.A. (1970), Ph.D. (1972) Rice

University

Kennedy, Jr., Kenneth W., 1971. Noah Harding Professor of Mathematics in the

Department of Computer Science

B.A. (1967) Rice University; M.S. (1969), Ph.D. (1971) New York University

Khumawala, Basheer M., 1995. Visiting Professor of Administrative Science

B.Sc. (1960) St. Xavier College; M.Sc. (1962)Gujarat University; M.S. (1965),Ph.D. (1970)

Purdue University

Kim, Dae II, 1992. Assistant Professor of Economics
B.A. (1984) Seoul National University; M.A. (1987), Ph.D. (1992) University of Chicago

Kimmel, Marek, 1990. Professor of Statistics

M.S. (1977), Ph.D. (1980) Silesian Technical University

King, Garry C, 1988. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1980), Ph.D. (1984) University of Sydney, Australia

Kinsey, James L., 1987. D. R. BuUard-Welch Foundation Professor of Science in the

Department ofChemistry, Dean ofNatural Sciences, andAssociate ofSidRichardson

College

B.A. (1956), Ph.D. (1959) Rice Institute

Kiperman, Anita, 1976. Lecturer on Spanish and Associate of Hanszen College

B.A. (1957) Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires; M.A. (1971) University of Houston

Kirk, David E., 1982. Associate Professor of Tuba
B.M. (1982) Juilliard School of Music

Klein, Anne C, 1989. Professor of Religious Studies

B.A. (1969) State University of New York at Binghamton; M.A. (1971) University of

Wisconsin at Madison; Ph.D. (1981) University of Virginia

Klineberg, Stephen L., 1972. Professor of Sociology and Associate of Lovett College

B.A. (1961) Haverford CoUege; M.A. (1963) University of Paris; Ph.D. (1966) Harvard

University

Knoll, Michael, 1989. Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Biomedical Engineering

Laboratory

B.S. (1977) State University ofNew York; M.D. (1981) Cornell University Medical College
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Kobayashi, Riki, 1951. Adjunct Professor in Chemical Engineering and Associate of

Will Rice College

B.S. (1944) Rice Institute; M.S.E. (1947), Ph.D. (1951) University of Michigan

Krishen, Kumar, 1986. Adjunct Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering

B.A. (1959) Jammu and Kashmir University; M.S. (1966), Ph.D. (1969) Kansas State

University

Krouskop, Thomas A., 1990. Adjunct Professor in Mechanical Engineering and
Materials Science

B.A. (1967), M.A. (1969), Ph.D. (1971) Carnegie Mellon University

Kulstad, Mark, 1975. Associate Professor of Philosophy and Associate of Hanszen
College

B.A. (1969) Macalester College; Ph.D. (1975) University of Michigan

Kurkjian, Andrew L., 1995. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1975) Catholic University of America; M.S. (1978), Ph.D. (1982) Massachusetts

Institute of Technology

Lairson, Bruce M., 1 994. Assistant Professor in Mechanical Engineering and Materials

Science

B.A. (1983), M.S. (1984) Cornell University; Ph.D. (1991) Stanford University

Lairson, David Robert, 1977. Adjunct Associate Professor of Economics
B.A. (1970), M.A., Ph.D. (1975) University of Kennicky

Lamb, Sydney M., 1981. Agnes Cullen Arnold Professor of Linguistics and Semiotics

B.A. (1951) Yale University; Ph.D. (1958) University of California at Berkeley

Lamos, Colleen R., 1989. Associate Professor of English

B.A. (1978) State University of New York at Binghamton; Ph.D. (1988) University of

Pennsylvania

Lane, David M., 1976. Associate Professor ofPsychology and Statistics and Associate

of Lovett College

B .A. ( 197 1 ) Clark University; M.A. ( 1 973) Tufts University; Ph.D. ( 1 977) Tulane University

Lane, Neal, 1966. Professor of Physics

B.S. (1960), M.S. (1962), Ph.D. (1964) University of Oklahoma

Lanier, Harold, 1993. Artist Teacher of Opera Studies

B.Mus. (1986) Georgia State University; M.Mus. (1992) University of Michigan

Laughery, Kenneth R., 1982. Herbert S. Autrey Professor of Psychology

B.S. (1957), M.S. (1959), Ph.D. (1961) Carnegie Mellon University

Laux, Lila F., 1988. Adjunct Lecturer on Psychology
B.S. (1961) Rice University; M.S. (1979) University of Southwestern Louisiana; Ph.D.

(1986) Rice University

Lavenda, Richard A., 1987. Associate Professor of Composition and Theory and

Associate of Baker College

B.A. (1977) Dartmouth CoUege; M.Mus. (1979) Rice University; D.M.A. (1983) University

of Michigan

Leal, Maria Teresa, 1965 . ProfessorofSpanish and Portuguese and Resident Associate

of Will Rice College

B.A. (1946) Pontificia Universidade Catolica, Brazil; Ph.D. (1963) Universidade Federal

Ledley, Tamara A. S., 1985. Senior Faculty Fellow in Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1976) University of Maryland; Ph.D. (1983) Massachusetts Instimte of Technology

Lee, Benjamin, 1995. Professor of Anthropology
B.A. (1969) Johns Hopkins University; M.A. (1973), Ph.D. (1986) University of Chicago
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Lee, Eva J., 1969. Professor ofHuman Performance and Health Sciences and Associate

of Jones College

B.S. (1962) North Texas State University; M.Ed. (1967) Sam Houston State University;

Ed.D. (1974) Louisiana State University

Leeman, William P., 1977 . Professor ofGeology and Geophysics and Master ofLovett
College

B.A. (1967), M.A. (1969) Rice University; Ph.D. (1974) University of Orgeon

Lerup, Lars, 1993. Dean of the School of Architecture and Harry K. and Albert K.

Smith Professor of Architecture

B. Arch. (1968) University of California at Berkeley; M. Arch. (1970) Harvard University

Levander, Alan R., 1984. Professor of Geology and Geophysics and Resident Associ-

ate of Hanszen College

B.S. (1976) University of South Carolina; M.S. (1978), Ph.D. (1984) Stanford University

Liang, Edison P., 1991. Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.A. (1967), Ph.D. (1971) University of California at Berkeley

Lidvall, Christine A., 1988. Lecturer on Human Performance and Health Sciences

B.S. (1969) Northwestern University; M.A. (1983) University of Houston

Lindley, Juanita W., 1986. Lecturer on Human Performance and Health Sciences

B.A.T. (1976) Sam Houston State University; M.S. (1977) James Madison University

Llope, William J., 1994. Faculty Fellow in Physics

B.A. (1986) University of Michigan; Ph.D. (1992) State University of New York at Stony

Brook

Loewenheim, Francis Lippmann, 1959. Professor of History

A.B. (1947), A.M. (1948) University of Cincinnati; Ph.D. (1952) Columbia University

Long, Elizabeth, 1978. Associate Professor of Sociology and Associate of Baker

College

B.A. (1966) Stanford University; M.A. (1974), Ph.D. (1979) Brandeis University

Loveland, Katherine A., 1991 . Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychology

B.A. (1975) University of Virginia; Ph.D. (1979) Cornell University

Lowman, Rodney L., 1991. Adjunct Professor of Psychology

B.A. (1973) University of Oklahoma; M.A. (1975), Ph.D. (1979) Michigan State University

Luca, Sergiu, 1983. Dorothy Richard Starling ftofessor of Violin

Artists Diploma (1966) Curtis Institute of Music

Lurie, Susan, 1987. Assistant Professor of EngUsh and Associate of Lovett College

B.A. (1969) State University of New York; M.A. (1972), Ph.D. (1989) University of

California at Berkeley

Lynch, Edward C, 1 970. Adjunct Professor in the Biomedical Engineering Laboratory

A.B. (1953), M.D. (1956) University of Washington

Maas, Michael, 1984. Associate Professor of History and Associate of Baker College

B.A. (1973) Cornell University; M.A. (1974), Ph.D. (1982) University of California at

Berkeley

Mackie, Hilary S., 1993. Assistant Professor of Classics

B.A. (1987) Cambridge University; Ph.D. (1993) Princeton University

Magid, Shaul, 1994. Anna Smith Fine Assistant Professor of Judaic Studies

B.A. (1981) Goddard College; M.A. (1989) Hebrew University; M.A. (1990), Ph.D. (1994)

Brandeis University

Malavis, Nicholas G., 1994. Lecturer on Communication
B.A. (1975), M.A. (1980) University of Houston; J.D. (1983) South Texas College of Law;
Ph.D. (1994) Rice University

Malone, David R., 1983. Lecturer in Double Bass
B.Mus. (1981), M.Mus. (1981) Rice University
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Manca, Joseph, 1989. Associate Professor of Art and Art History

B.A. (1978) University of Rochester; M.A. (1980), M.Phil. (1982), Ph.D. (1986) Columbia
University

Mandel, James P., 1986. Lecturer on Accounting
B.S. (1967), M.B.A. (1969), Ph.D. (1973) University of Illinois

Marcus, George E., 1975. Professor of Anthropology
B.A. (1968) Yale University; Ph.D. (1976) Harvard University

Mardis, Jerlyn Leigh, 1988. Lecturer on Communication
B.A. (1973), M.B.P.M. (1982) Rice University

Margolis, Eric, 1995. Assistant Professor of Philosophy

B.A. (1990) University of Maryland; Ph.D. (1995) Rutgers University

Margrave, John L., 1963. E. D. Butcher Professor of Chemistry

B.S. (1948), Ph.D. (1951) University of Kansas

Marowsky, Gerd, 1994. Adjunct Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering

M.A. (1966) TH Darmstadt; Ph.D. (1969) University of Gottingen, Germany

Martin, Randi C, 1982. Professor of Psychology and Associate of Baker College

B.A. (1971) University of Oregon; M.S. (1977), Ph.D. (1979) Johns Hopkins University

Martin, William C, 1968. Professor of Sociology and Associate of Sid Richardson

College

B.A. (1958), M.A. (1960) Abilene Christian University; B.D. (1963) Harvard Divinity

School; Ph.D. (1969) Harvard University

Massey, Richard P., 1989. Lecturer on Electrical and Computer Engineering and

Associate of Will Rice College

B.A. (1953), B.S. (1954) Rice Institute; M.S. (1962) Columbia University

Masters, Quentin S., 1991. Professor of Naval Science

B.A. (1966) Rice University; M.S.A. (1974) George Washington University; M.S. (1988)

U.S. Naval War College; M.B.A. (1990) University of Rhode Island

Matherly, Cheryl A., 1992. Lecturer on Humanities

B.A. (1989) University of New Mexico; M.S. (1991) Indiana University

Matsuda, Seiichi P. T., 1995. Assistant Professor of Chemistry and of Biochemistry

X and Cell Biology

B.A. (1984) Bethel College; Ph.D. ( 1994) Harvard University

Matteucci, Gianni, 1995. Adjunct Associate Professor of Geology and Geophysics

B.S. (1983), M.S. (1985) University of Bologna; Ph.D. (1991) Yale University

Matthews, Kathleen Shive, 1972. Harry C. Wiess and Olga Keith Wiess Professor of

Biochemistry

B.S. (1966) University ofTexas at Austin; Ph.D. (1970) University of California at Berkeley

Matthews, Martin D., 1991 . Adjunct Professor in Computational and Applied Math-

ematics

B.S. (1960) Allegheny College; M.S. (1963) West Virginia University; Ph.D. (1973)

Northwestern University

Matusow, Allen Joseph, 1963. William Gaines Twyman Professor of History

B.A. (1958) Ursinus College; M.A. (1959), Ph.D. (1963) Harvard University

McBride, Raymond A., 1989. Adjunct Professor in Statistics

B.S. (1952) Tulane University; M.D. (1956) Tulane University School of Medicine

McDonald, Edward D., 1990. Adjunct Professor of Administrative Science

B.S. (1962), M.S. (1964) Rice University

McEvilley, Thomas, 1969. Distinguished Lecturer on Art History

B.A. (1963) University of Cincinnati; M.A. (1965) University ofWashington; Ph.D. (1968)

University of Cincinnati
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Mclntire, Larry V., 1970. E. D. Butcher Professor of Chemical and Biomedical
Engineering

B.Ch.E., M.S. (1966) ComeU University; M.A. (1968), Ph.D. (1970) Princeton

University

Mcintosh, Roderick J., 1980. Professor of Anthropology
B.A. (1973) Yale University; M.Litt. (1975), Ph.D. (1979) Trinity CoUege, University of
Cambridge

Mcintosh, Susan Keech, 1980. Professor of Anthropology
B.A. (1975) Girton College, University ofCambridge; M.A. (1976), Ph.D. (1979) University

of California at Santa Barbara

McKenny, Gerald P., 1989. Assistant Professor of Religious Studies

A.B. (1979) Wheaton University; M.Div. (1982) Princeton University; Ph.D. (1989) Univer-

sity of Chicago

McLellan, Rex B., 1964. Professor of Materials Science and Associate of Brown
College

B.Met. (1957) Sheffield University; Ph.D. (1962) Leeds University

McNeil, Linda M., 1984. Associate Professor of Education and Associate of Jones

College

B.A. ( 1 966) Texas Tech University ; M.A. ( 1968) Baylor University ; Ph.D. ( 1977) University

of Wisconsin at Madison

Meade, Andrew, J., 1989. Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (1982) Rice University; M.S. (1984), Ph.D. (1989) University ofCaUfomia at Berkeley

Meakin, Christopher H., 1992. Lecturer on Administrative Science

B.B.A. (1983) TexasA&M University; J.D. (1987) University ofHouston; M.A. (1988) Rice
University

Meconi, Honey, 1987. Associate Professor of Musicology and Music History

A.B. (1974) Pennsylvania State University; A.M. (1980), Ph.D. (1986) Harvard University

Mellor-Crummy, John M., 1989. Faculty Fellow in Computer Science

B.S.E. (1984) Princeton University; M.S. (1986), Ph.D. (1989) University of Rochester

Mersereau, Rebecca, 1991. Assistant Professor of Art and Art History

B.A. (1978) hidiana University; M.A. (1982) University of Missouri; M.A. (1986), Ph.D.

(1991) Bryn Mawr College

Merwin, John E., 1955. Professor of Civil Engineering
B.A. (1952), B.S.M.E. (1953), M.S.M.E. (1955) Rice Instimte; Ph.D. (1962) University of
Cambridge

Merz, Monika, 1994. Assistant Professor of Economics
M.A. (1988) Universitat Bonn; Ph.D. (1994) Northwestern University

Michel, F. Curtis, 1963. Andrew Hays Buchanan Professor of Astrophysics in the

Departments of Space Physics and Astronomy and of Physics and Associate of

Jones College

B.A. (1955), Ph.D. (1962) California histitute of Technology

Michie, Helena, 1990. Professor of English
B.A. (1979) Princeton University; Ph.D. (1984) University of Pennsylvania

Mieszkowski, Peter, 1981 . AUyn R. and Gladys M. Cline Professor of Economics and
Finance
B.S. (1957), M.A. (1959) McGUI University; Ph.D. (1963) Johns Hopkins University

Miettinen, Hannu E., 1977. Professor of Physics
FU. Kand. (1967), FU. Lie. (1971) University of Helsinki; Ph.D. (1975) University of
Michigan

Mikos, Antonios G., 1991 . Assistant Professor ofChemical Engineering and Associate
of Sid Richardson College
Diploma (1983) Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece; M.S. (1985), Ph.D. (1988)
Purdue University
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Milburn, Ellsworth, 1975. Professor of Composition and Theory and Associate of

Baker College

B.A. (1962) University of California at Los Angeles; M.A. (1968) Mills College; D.M.A.
College-Conservatory of Music, University of Cincinnati

Miller, Christopher M., 1991. Assistant Professor of Administrative Science and
Associate of Jones College

B.A. (1982), M.S. (1983) University of California at Santa Cruz; Ph.D. (1990) University of

Oregon

Miller, Clarence A., 1981. Professor in Chemical Engineering and Associate of Baker
College

B.A., B.S. (1961) Rice University; Ph.D. (1969) University of Minnesota

Miller, Leslie M., 1993. Faculty Fellow in Education

B.S. (1969), Ph.D. (1972) University of Texas at Austin; M.S. (1970) Florida State

University

Milun, Kathryn, 1991. Assistant Professor of Anthropology

B.A. (1978), M.A. (1988), Ph.D. (1991) University of Minnesota

Minter, David, 1990. Libbie Sheam Moody Professor of English and Master of Jones

College

B.A. (1957), M.A. (1959) North Texas State University; B.D. (1961), Ph.D. (1965) Yale

University

Mitchell, E. Douglas, 1981. Adjunct Professor of Linguistics

B.A. (1952) Baylor University; Ph.D. (1966) University of Texas at Austin

Montague, P. Read, 1993. Adjunct Assistant Professor in Computer Science

B.S. (1983) Auburn University; Ph.D. (1988) University of Alabama at Birmingham

Moorhead, Louise C, 1986. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering

B.A. (1969) University of South Florida; M.D. (1973) University of Florida

Morgan, T. Clifton, 1 987. Associate Professor ofPolitical Science and Associate ofSid

Richardson College

B.A. (1978) University of Oklahoma; M.A. (1980), Ph.D. (1986) University of Texas at

Austin

Morris, Wesley Abram, 1968. Professor of English

B.A. (1961), M.A. (1963) University of Kentucky; Ph.D. (1968) University of Iowa

Morrison, Donald Ray, 1988. Associate Professor of Philosophy and Resident Asso-

ciate of Sid Richardson College

B.A. (1977) Carleton College; Ph.D. (1983) Princeton University

Mufti, Irshad, 1989. Adjunct Professor in Computational and Applied Mathematics

B.Sc. (1952), M.Sc. (1954), University of the Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan; Ph.D. (1966)

Clausthal Technische Universitaet, Clausthal, West Germany

Murphree, Dennis E., 1992. Lecturer on Administrative Science

B.A. (1969) Southern Methodist University; M.B.A. (1971) University of Pennsylvania

Murray, William B., 1992. Associate Professor of Voice
B.A. (1956) Adelphi University; Certificate (1958) Universitade Perugia; Certificate (1958)

Yale University School of Languages; Certificate (1960) Goethe Institut, Blaubeuren,

Germany

Mutchler, Gordon S., 1968. Professor of Physics

B.S. (1960), Ph.D. (1966) Massachusetts Instimte of Technology

Naficy, Hamid, 1993. Associate Professor of Art and Art History

B.A. (1968) University of Southern CaUfomia; M.F.A. (1971), Ph.D. (1990) University of

California at Los Angeles

Napier, H. Albert, 1983. Associate Professor of Administrative Science and Psychol-

ogy
B.A. (1966), M.B.A. (1968), Ph.D. (1971) University of Texas at Austin
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Neagley, Linda E., 1993. Assistant Professor of Art and Art History

B.A. (1971) Russell Sage College; M.A. (1976), Ph.D. (1983) Indiana University

Nelson, Deborah Hubbard, 1 974. Professor ofFrench and Associate ofBrown College

B.A. ( 1 960) Wittenberg University; Certificat d'etudes Francaises, ler Degre ( 1 96 1 ) Univer-

sity of Grenoble, France; M.A. (1964), Ph.D. (1970) Ohio State University

Newell, Charles J., 1993. Adjunct Assistant Professor in Environmental Science

B.S. (1978), M.S. (1981), Ph.D. (1989) Rice University

Newman, James H., 1985. Adjunct Associate Professor of Space Physics and As-

tronomy
B.A. (1978) Dartmouth College; M.A. (1982), Ph.D. (1984) Rice University

Newton, Norma, 1982. Artist Teacher of Voice
B.Mus. (1958) Syracuse University; M.Mus. (1962) University of Texas at Austin

Nikonowicz, Edward P., 1993. Assistant Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1985) St. Louis University; Ph.D. (1990) Purdue University

Nirenberg, David, 1992. Assistant Professor of History

B.A. (1986) Yale University; M.A. (1989), Ph.D. (1992) Princeton University

Nordgren, Ronald P., 1989. Herman and George R. Brown Professor of Civil

Engineering and Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science and Associate of

Will Rice College

B.S. (1957), M.S. (1958) University of Michigan; Ph.D. (1962) University of California at

Berkeley

Nordlander, Peter, 1989. Associate Professor of Physics

B.A. (1977) Swedish Cavahy Officers' School; M.S. (1980), Ph.D. (1985) Chalmers

University of Technology, Gothemburg, Sweden

Nunez, Emilio, 1991. Adjunct Professor in Computational and Applied Mathematics

B.S. (1964) Villanova University; M.S. (1966) Case Institute of Technology

O'Connor, Kathleen, 1994. Assistant Professor of Psychology

B.S. (1989) Cornell University; M.A. (1992), Ph.D. (1994) University of Illinois

O'Dell, Charles Robert, 1982. Andrew Hays Buchanan Professor of Astrophysics in

the Department of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S.Ed. (1959) Illinois State University; Ph.D. (1962) University of Wisconsin at Madison

Odhiambo, Atieno, 1988. Professor of History

B.A. (1970) Makerere University College; Ph.D. (1973) University of Nairobi

Olson, John Steven, 1973. Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology and Associate

of Hanszen College

B.S. (1968) University of Illinois; Ph.D. (1972) Cornell University

Oraevsky, Alexander A., 1993. Faculty Fellow in Electrical and Computer Engineer-

ing

B.S. (1977), M.S. (1980) Moscow Physics and Engineering Institute; Ph.D. (1986) U.S.S.R.

Academy of Sciences, Moscow

Ostdiek, Barbara, 1994. Assistant Professor of Administrative Science and Associate

of Wiess College

B.A. (1986) University of Nebraska; Ph.D. (1994) Duke University

O'Sullivan, Elizabeth C, 1993. Lecturer on Communication
B.A. (1978) Gettysburg College; M.B.A. (1982) Texas A&M University

Overall, John E., 1983. Adjunct Professor of Psychology
B.S. (1954) Trinity University; M.A. (1956), Ph.D. (1958) University of Texas at Austin

Page, Paula, 1985. Associate Professor of Harp
B.Mus. (1969) Cleveland Institute of Music
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Palmer, Graham A., 1974. Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology and Associate
of Sid Richardson College

B.S. (1957), Ph.D. (1962) University of Sheffield

Papakonstantinou, Anne, 1993. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Education
B.A. (1969), M.A. (1971) Rice University; Ed.D. (1992) University of Houston

Parry, Ronald J., 1978. Professor of Chemistry
B.A. (1964) Occidental College; Ph.D. (1968) Brandeis University

Parsons, Spencer W., 1969. Associate Professor of Architecture

B.A. (1953) University of Michigan; M.Arch. (1963) Harvard University

Parsons, William B., 1993. Assistant Professor of Religious Studies

B.A. (1979) Brandeis University; M.Div. (1982) Yale University; Ph.D. (1993) University

of Chicago

Paslay, Paul R., 1991. Adjunct Professor in Mechanical Engineering and Materials

Science

B.S. (1950) Louisiana State University; M.S. (1952) Rice University; Sc.D. (1955) Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology

Patten, Robert L., 1969. Professor of English and Master of the Graduate House
B.A. (1960) Swarthmore College; M.A. (1962), Ph.D. (1965) Princeton University

Peaceman, Donald W., 1983. Adjunct I*rofessor of Computational and Applied
Mathematics
B.Ch.E. (1947) College of the City of New York; Sc.D. (1952) Massachusetts Instittite of

Technology

Pearlman, Michael, 1980. Lecturer on Computational and Applied Mathematics and
Statistics

B.Sc. (1975) Carleton University, Canada; M.S. (1978) Cornell University

Pearson, Deborah A., 1991. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A. (1979) Wesleyan University; M.A. (1982), Ph.D. (1986) Rice University

Pearson, Jr., James Boyd, 1965. J. S. Abercrombie Professor in Electrical and
Computer Engineering
B.S.E.E. (1958), M.S.E.E. (1959) University of Arkansas; Ph.D. (1962) Purdue University

Peck, David, 1993. Associate Professor of Clarinet

B.Mus. (1973) University of Southern California

Perez, J. Bernardo, 1979. Associate Professor of Spanish and Associate of Sid

Richardson College

Licenciamra (1972) Universidad de Granada, Spain; M.A. (1974), Ph.D. (1982) University

of Iowa

Perry, John, 1983. Artist Teacher, Piano
B.Mus. (1956), M.Mus. (1957) Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester

Peters, Albert W., 1983. Lecturer on Human Performance and Health Sciences

Pfeiffer, Paul E., 1947. Professor of Computational and Applied Mathematics and
Associate of Brown College

B.S.E.E. (1938) Rice Instittite; B.D. (1943) Southern Methodist University; M.S.E.E.

(1948), Ph.D. (1952) Rice Instittite

Pharr, George M., 1980. Professor of Materials Science and Engineering

B.S.M.E. (1975) Rice University; M.S.M.S. (1977), Ph.D. (1979) Stanford University

Phenix, Linda G., 1981. Instructor of Human Performance and Health Sciences

B.F.A. (1977) University of Texas at Austin; M.A. (1978) Sam Houston State University

Phillips, Jr., George N., 1987. Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1974), Ph.D. (1976) Rice University
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Phillips, Martin D., 1989. Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Biomedical Engineering

Laboratory

B.Sc. (1978) University of Michigan; M.D. (1982) Wayne State University School of
Medicine

Philpott, Charles William, 1964. Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
B.A. (1957), M.S. (1958) Texas Technological College; Ph.D. (1962) Tulane University

Pier, Stanley M., 1974. Adjunct Associate Professor of Environmental Science

B.S. (1948) Brooklyn CoUege; Ph.D. (12952) Purdue University

Piper, William Bowman, 1969. Professor of English

B.A. (1951 ) Harvard University; M.A. (1952) Columbia University; Ph.D. (1958) University

of Wisconsin at Madison

Pitts, Timothy, 1992. Associate Professor of Double Bass
B.Mus. (1981) New England Conservatory of Music

Poindexter, Hally Beth W., 1965. Professor of Human Performance and Health

Sciences and Associate of Jones College

B.A. (1947) Rice Instimte; B.S. (1949) University of Houston; M.A. (1950) University of
Northern Colorado; Ed.D. (1957) Columbia University

Polanyi, Livia, 1988. Associate Professor of Linguistics

B.A. (1969) Goddard College; M.A. (1975), Ph.D. (1978) University of Michigan

Polking, John C, 1968. Professor of Mathematics and Associate of Baker College
B.S. (1956) University of Notre Dame; M.S. (1961), Ph.D. (1966) University of Chicago

Pope, Albert H., 1986. Associate J^rofessor of Architecture

B.Arch. (1978) Southern California Institute of Architecture; M.Arch. (1986) Princeton

University

Post, Jan, 1 993. Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Biomedical Engineering Laboratory
Kandidaats (1971), Doctoral (Physical Chemistry& Economics) (1975), Ph.D. (1981), State

University of Groningen, The Netherlands

Poulos, Basilios N., 1975. Professor of Art and Associate of Brown College
B.F.A. (1965) Atlanta School of Art; M.F.A. (1968) Tulane University

Price, Maureen G., 1993. Lecturer on Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.A. (1973) Goucher College; Ph.D. (1980) University of Maryland

Pyung-Soo, Kim, 1981. Lecturer on Human Performance and Health Sciences
B.A. (1963) Han Kuk University, Korea

Qian, Nanxiu, 1993. Assistant Professor of Linguistics

M.A. (1982) Nanjing University; Ph.D. (1994) Yale University

Queller, David C, 1989. Associate Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
B.A. (1976) University of Illinois; M.S. (1978), Ph.D. (1982) University of Michigan

Quillen, Carol E., 1989. Assistant Professor of History

B.A. (1983) University of Chicago; Ph.D. (1991) Princeton University

Quinones, Miguel A., 1993. Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A. (1987) Texas A&M University; M.A. (1991), Ph.D. (1993) Michigan State University

Quinones, Sherry Bennett, 1995. Assistant Professor of Political Science
B.A. (1990), M.A. (1993), Ph.D. (1995) Michigan State University

Quiocho, Florante A., 1972. Adjunct Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.S. (1959) Central Philippine University; M.S. (1961) Howard University; Ph.D. (1966)
Yale University

Rabson, Thomas Avelyn, 1959. Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.A. (1954), B.S.E.E. (1955), M.A. (1957), Ph.D. (1959) Rice Institute

RachlefT, Larry, 1991. Associate Professor of Conducting
B.S. (1977) University of Connecticut; M.M. (1979) University of Michigan
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Ramaswamy, Balasubramaniam, 1989. Assistant Professor in Mechanical Engineer-

ing and Materials Science and Associate of Sid Richardson College

B.S. (1980) University ofMadras; M.S. (1982) Indian Institute ofTechnology; Ph.D. (1987)
Chuo University

Rankine, Graeme, 1990. Assistant Professor of Accounting and Associate of Brown
College

B.Ec. (1975) Australian National University; Ph.D. (1987) University of Washington

Rarick, Janet, 1992. Artist Teacher of Wind Ensembles
B.M. (1973) University of Southern California

Rau, Carl, 1983. Professor of Physics

Diplom-Physiker (1967), Dr.rer.nat. (1970) Technical University, Munich, Germany

Rea, Joan, 1968. Associate Professor of Spanish and Portuguese

B.A. (1954) New York University; M.A. (1964) University of Houston; Ph.D. (1970)

University of Texas at Austin

Reiff, Patricia H., 1992. Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1971) Oklahoma State University; M.S. (1974), Ph.D. (1975) Rice University

Reiser, Stanley J., 1983. Adjunct Professor of Religious Studies

A.B. (1959) Columbia University; M.D. (1963) State University of New York, Downstate
Medical Center; M.P.A. (1966) John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard Univer-

sity; Ph.D. (1970) Harvard University

Reuben, Jeffrey D., 1988. Adjunct Assistant Professor in Mechanical Engineering and
Materials Science

B.S.M.E. (1973) Lehigh University; M.D., Ph.D. (1973-1981) Case Western Reserve

University

Riese, W. C. Rusty, 1985. Adjunct Associate Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1973) New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology; M.S. (1977), Ph.D. (1980)

University of New Mexico

Rifai, Hanadi S., 1989. Faculty Fellow and Executive Director ofEnergy and Environ-
mental Systems Institute

B.E. (1982) American University of Beirut, Lebanon; M.S. (1985), Ph.D. (1989) Rice

University

Risser, William L., 1988. Adjunct Professor of Human Performance and Health

Sciences

B.A. (1960) Harvard College; M.A. (1968) Harvard University; M.D. (1972) Yale Medical

School

Robert, Mark A. 1984. Professor in Chemical Engineering

Dip. (1975) Swiss Federal histitute of Technology, Zurich; Ph.D. (1980) Swiss Federal

Institute of Technology, Lausanne

Roberts, Jr., Jabus B., 1975. Professor of Physics

B.A. (1965) Columbia University; Ph.D. (1969) University of Pennsylvania

Rodarte, Joseph R., 1 990. Adjunct Professor in Mechanical Engineering and Materials

Science

B.A. (1960) Rice histitute; M.D. (1964) Harvard Medical School

Roediger, Henry L., 1988. Lynette S. Autrey J*rofessor of Psychology
B.A. (1969) Washington & Lee University; Ph.D. (1973) Yale University

Rosenau, Pauline M. V., 1995. Adjunct Associate Professor in the School of Social

Sciences

B.A. (1965), M.A. (1966), Ph.D. (1972) University of California at Berkeley

Rosenbaum, Joseph H., 1993. Adjunct Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1947) Lowell Technical Institute; M.A. (1949), Ph.D. (1950) Clark University

Ross, III, David, 1979. Lecturer on Administrative Science

B.A. (1962) Yale University; M.B.A. (1970) Harvard University
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Roux, Robert, 1 990. Associate Professor of Piano and Chair of Keyboard *f *

B.Mus. (1970) Loyola University; M.Mus. (1978), D.M.A. (1980) University of Texas at

Austin

Rudolph, Frederick B., 1972. Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1966) University of Missouri; Ph.D. (1971) Iowa State University

Ryan, Frank, 1990. Professor of Mathematics and Computational and Applied Math-
ematics

B.S. (1958), M.S. (1961), Ph.D. (1965) Rice University

Samuels, Danny M., 1981. Visiting Professor of Architecture n"j

v

B.Arch. (1971) Rice University

San, Ka-Yiu, 1 984. Associate Professor in Chemical Engineering and Associate of Sid

Richardson College

B.S. (1978) Rice University; Ph.D. (1984) California Instimte of Technology

Sanborn, Hugh W., 1973. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Religious Studies

A.B. (1962) Muhlenberg College; B.D. (1967) Andover Newton Theological Seminary;

Ph.D. (1975) University of Iowa

Sanborn, Robert D., 1989. Lecturer on Humanities

B.A. (1980) Florida State University; M.S. (1985) Northern Illinois University

Sanders, Paula, 1987. Associate Professor of History

B.A. (1977) Northwestern University; M.A. (1981), Ph.D. (1984) Princeton University

Sass, Ronald L., 1 958. Professor ofEcology and Evolutionary Biology, Chemistry, and

Education and Honorary Associate of Hanszen College and Associate of Jones

College

A.B. (1954) Augustana College; Ph.D. (1957) University of Southern California

Sauerbrey, Roland, 1985. Adjunct Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Dip. (1978), Ph.D. (1981) University Wuerzburg, West Germany

Sawyer, Dale S., 1988. Associate Professor of Geology and Geophysics

B.S. (1976) Purdue University; Ph.D. (1982) Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Schafer, Andrew I., 1989. Adjunct Professor in the Biomedical Engineering Labora-

tory

B.A. (1969) Northeastern University; M.D. (1973) University of Pennsylvania

Schaffer, Alejandro A., 1988. Assistant Professor of Computer Science

B.S. (1983), M.S. (1983) Carnegie Mellon University; Ph.D. (1988) Stanford University

Schneider, David J., 1989. Professor of Psychology
B.A. (1962) Wabash College; Ph.D. (1966) Stanford University

Schnietz, Karen Elisabeth, 1994. Assistant Professor of Administrative Science

B.A. (1982) Bryn Mawr College; M.B.A. (1991), Ph.D. (1994) University of CaUfomia at

Berkeley

Schnoebelen, Anne, 1974. Joseph and Ida Kirkland Mullen Professor of Music
B.A. (1958) Rosary College; M.Mus. (1960), Ph.D. (1966) University of Illinois

Schroepfer, Jr., George J., 1972. Ralph and Dorothy Looney Professor of Biochem-
istry and Cell Biology and Chemistry
B.S. (1955), M.D. (1957), Ph.D. (1961) University of Minnesota

Schuler, Douglas A., 1992. Assistant Professor of Administrative Science

B.S. (1985) University of California at Berkeley; Ph.D. (1992) University of Minnesota

Scott, David W., 1979. Professor of Statistics

B.A. (1972), M.A., Ph.D. (1976) Rice University

Scuseria, Gustavo E., 1989. Professor of Chemistry
M.S. (1979), Ph.D. (1983) University of Buenos Aires
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Sears, David A., 1983. Adjunct Professor in the Biomedical Engineering Laboratory

B.S. (1953) Yale University; M.S. (1958), M.D. (1959) University of Portland Medical

School

Sedlak, John M., 1990. Lecturer on Civil Engineering

B.A. (1973), M.S. (1974) Pennsylvania State University

Seed, Patricia, 1982. Professor of History

B.A. (1971) Fordham University; M.A. (1975) University of Texas at Austin; Ph.D. (1980)

University of Wisconsin at Madison

Semmes, Stephen W., 1987. Professor of Mathematics
B.S. (1980) Armstrong State College; Ph.D. (1983) Washington University

Shaddix, Mallory Campbell, 1991. Lecturer on Administrative Science

B.A. (1972), M.B.A. (1975) University of Texas at Austin

Shank, Jr., C. Dean, 1984. Artist Teacher of Secondary Piano and Piano Technology

and Associate of Sid Richardson College

B.Mus. (1968), M.Mus. (1971) North Texas State University; D.M.A. (1988) University of

Texas at Austin

Shanks, Jacqueline V., 1988. Associate Professor in Chemical Engineering

B.S. (1983) Iowa State University; Ph.D. (1989) California Instimte of Technology

Sher, George, 1991. Herbert S. Autrey Professor of Humanities (Philosophy) and

Associate of Jones College

B.A. (1964) Brandeis University; Ph.D. (1972) Columbia University

Sherman, Daniel J., 1990. Associate Professor of French and History

A.B. (1980) Harvard University; M.A. (1981), Ph.D. (1985) Yale University

Sherwood, Arthur, 1988. Adjunct Associate Professor in Electrical and Computer
Engineering

B.E.E. (1966), M.S.E.E. (1967), Georgia Tech; Ph.D. (1970) Duke University

Shirley, Dennis L., 1988. Associate Professor of Education and Master of Will Rice

College
B.A. (1977) University of Virginia; M.A. (1981) New School for Social Research; Ed.D.

(1988) Harvard University

Shockley, Jr., Richard L., 1992. Assistant Professor of Administrative Science and

Associate of Sid Richardson College

B.S. (1984) University of Virginia; Ph.D. (1992) Indiana University

Si, Qimiao, 1994. Assistant Professor of Physics

B.S. (1986) University of Science and Technology of China; Ph.D. (1991) University of

Chicago

Sigrist, Markus W., 1994. Adjunct Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Diplom. (1972); Ph.D. (1977), ETH University, Zurich, Switzerland

Simon, Scott I., 1994. Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Biomedical Engineering

Laboratory

B.S. (1983), M.S. (1984), Ph.D. (1987) University of California at San Diego

Sinclair, James B., 1978. Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
and Associate of Brown College

B.S.E.E. (1973), M.E.E. (1974), Ph.D. (1979) Rice University

Sisson, Virginia B., 1992. Assistant Professor of Geology and Geophysics

A.B. (1979) Bryn Mawr; M.A. (1981), Ph.D. (1985) Princeton University

Skaggs, Ray H., 1972. Adjunct Professor ofHuman Performance and Health Sciences

B.A. (1942) Rice Instimte; M.D. (1945) University of Texas at Austin

Skura, Meredith, 1978. Professor of English

B.A. (1965) Swarthmore College; Ph.D. (1971) Yale University
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Smayiing, Michael C, 1989. Lecturer on Electrical and Computer Engineering

B.S. (1972) University of Minnesota; M.S. (1975), Ph.D. (1981) Rice University

Smalley, Richard E., 1976. Norman and Gene Hackerman Professor of Chemistry and
Professor of Physics

B.S. (1965) University of Michigan; M.A. (1971), Ph.D. (1973) Princeton University

Smith, Clifton Wayne, 1993. Adjimct Professor in the Biomedical Engineering

Laboratory

B.S. (1963) TexasA&M University; M.S. (1966), M.D. (1968), University ofTexas Medical
Branch at Galveston

Smith, David P., 1982. Adjunct Professor of Sociology

B.A. (1962) University of California at Berkeley; Ph.D. (1979) Harvard University

Smith, George, 1981. Professor of Art

B.F.A. (1969) San Francisco Art Institute; M.A. (1972) Hunter College

Smith, Gordon W., 1968. Professor of Economics
A.B. (1956) Washington University; Ph.D. (1966) Harvard University

Smith, Ken A., 1975. Distinguished Faculty Fellow in Space Physics and Astronomy
and in Physics

B.A. (1970), M.S. (1973), Ph.D. (1975) Rice University

Smith, Richard J., 1973. Professor of History and Associate of Hanszen College

B.A. (1965), M.A. (1968), Ph.D. (1972) University of CaUfomia at Davis

Snow, Edward A., 1981. Professor of English and Associate of Hanszen College

B.A. (1964) Rice University; M.A. (1966) University of California at Riverside; Ph.D.

(1969) State University of New York at Buffalo

Soeshima, Yumi, 1994. Lecturer on Linguistics

B.A. (1980) Kansai University of Foreign Studies; M.A. (1989) University of North

Carolina; M.A. (1990) University of Wisconsin at Madison

Soligo, Ronald, 1967. Professor of Economics and Associate of Lovett College

B.A. (1958) University of British Columbia; Ph.D. (1964) Yale University

Sorensen, Danny C, 1989. Professor of Computational and Applied Mathematics
B.S. (1972) University of California at Davis; M.A. (1975), Ph.D. (1977) University of

California at San Diego

Spanos, Pol D., 1984. Lewis B. Ryon Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Civil

Engineering

Dip. (1973) National Technical University (Greece); M.S. (1974), Ph.D. (1976) California

Institute of Technology

Sparagana, John, 1989. Assistant Professor of Art
B.G.S. (1980) University of Michigan; M.F.A. (1987) Stanford University

Spence, Dale W., 1963. Professor of Human Performance and Health Sciences

B.S. (1956) Rice Institute; M.S. (1959) North Texas State University; Ed.D. (1966)

Louisiana State University

Spudis, Paul D., 1994. Adjimct Assistant Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1976), Ph.D. (1982) Arizona State University

Spuler, Richard, 1992. Lecturer on German
B.A. (1975), M.A. (1976) Washington State University; Ph.D. (1980) Ohio State University

Stein, Robert M., 1979. Professor of Political Science and Associate of Jones College

B.A. (1972) Ohio Wesieyan University; M.A. (1974),Ph.D. (1977) University ofWisconsin

at Milwaukee

Stepinski, Tomasz F., 1994. Adjimct Associate Professor of Space Physics and
Astronomy
M.S. (1979) Warsaw University; Hi.D. (1986) University of Arizona
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Stern, Michael, 1991. Assistant Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1978) Stanford University; Ph.D. (1985) University of California at San Francisco

Stevenson, Paul M., 1984. Professor of Physics and Associate of Brown College

B.A. (1976) Cambridge University; Ph.D. (1979) Imperial College

Stewart, Charles R., 1969. Professor of Biochemistry and Cell Biology and Associate

of Jones College

B.S. (1962) University of Wisconsin at Madison; Ph.D. (1967) Stanford University

Stingley, Robert P., 1995. G. C. Evans Instructor of Mathematics
B.S. (1988) University of Chicago; Ph.D. (1995) State University of New York at Stony

Brook

Stokes, Gale, 1968. Professor of History

B.A. (1954) Colgate University; M.A. (1965), Ph.D. (1970) Indiana University

Stoll, Richard J., 1979. Professor of Political Science and Associate of Jones College

A.B. (1974) University of Rochester; Ph.D. (1979) University of Michigan

Stong, Richard A., 1993. Assistant Professor of Mathematics
B.A. (1985), M.A. (1985) Washington University; Ph.D. (1990) Harvard University

Strassmann, Joan E., 1980. Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and

Associate of Wiess College

B.A. (1974) University of Michigan; Ph.D. (1979) University of Texas at Austin

Stroup, John M., 1988. Harry and Hazel Chavanne Professor of Religious Studies

A.B. (1968) Washington University; M.Div. (1972) Concordia Seminary; M.Phil. (1975),

Ph.D. (1980) Yale University

Subtelny, Stephen, 1 968. Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and Associ-

ate of Brown College

B.A. (1949) Hobart College; M.A. (1952), Ph.D. (1955) University of Missouri

Swint, John Michael, 1977. Adjunct Associate Professor of Economics
B.A. (1968) California State University at Humboldt; M.A., Ph.D. (1972) Rice University

Symes, William W., 1984. Professor of Computational and Applied Mathematics

B.A. (1971) University of California at Berkeley; M.A., Ph.D. (1975) Harvard University

Szabo, Gabor, 1993. Lecturer on Electrical and Computer Engineering

B.A. (1978), M.A. (1978), Ph.D. (1981), Dr. Sc. (1993), Jate University, Hungary

Talwani, Manik, 1985. Schlumberger Professor of Geophysics
B.Sc.Hons. (1951), M.Sc.(1953) Delhi University; Ph.D. (1959) Columbia University;

Ph.D. (Honoris Causa) (1981) Oslo University

Taner, M. Turhan, 1988. Adjunct Professor of Geology and Geophysics
M.S. (1950) Technical University of Istanbul

Tapia, Richard A., 1970. Noah Harding Professor of Computational and Applied

Mathematics
B.A. (1961), M.A. (1966), Ph.D. (1967) University of California at Los Angeles

Taylor, Julie M., 1981. Associate Professor of Anthropology
B.A. (1966) Harvard University; Diploma (1969), Ph.D. (1973) Oxford University

Taylor, Ronald N., 1983. George R. Brown Professor of Administration, Professor of

Psychology, and Associate of Baker College

B.A. (1960) Westminster College; M.A. (1964) University of Nebraska; Ph.D. (1970)

University of Minnesota

Tebeaux, Elizabeth, 1995. Professor of Managerial Studies

B.A. (1965) Baylor University; M.Ed. (1970) University of Houston; M.A. (1973) Sam
Houston State University; Ph.D. (1977) Texas A&M University
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Temkin, Larry S., 1980. Professor of Philosophy and Associate of Jones College

B.A. (1975) University of Wisconsin at Madison; Ph.D. (1981) Princeton University

Thames, Jr., Howard D., 1975. Adjunct Professor of Statistics

B.A. (1963), Ph.D. (1970) Rice University

Thompson, Ewa M., 1970. Professor of Slavic Studies

B.A. (1963) University of Warsaw; M.F.A. (1963) Sopot Conservatory of Music, Poland;

Ph.D. (1967) Vanderbih University

Thompson, James R., 1970. Professor of Statistics and Associate of Lovett College

B.Eng. (1960) Vanderbilt University; M.A. (1963), Ph.D. (1965) Princeton University

Tittel, Frank K., 1967. J. S. Abercrombie Professor in Electrical and Computer

Engineering and Associate of Hanszen College

B.A. (1955), M.A., Ph.D. (1959) Oxford University

Tobin, Mary L., 1979. Lecturer on English

B.A. (1963) Carleton College; M.A. (1966) Columbia University; Ph.D. (1973) Rice

University

Tomson, Mason B., 1977. Professor in Environmental Science and Engineering

B.S. (1967) Southwestern State College; Ph.D. (1972) Oklahoma State University
^^

Tonegawa, Yoshihiro, 1993. G. C. Evans Instructor of Mathematics

B.S. (1989) Brown University; Ph.D. (1993) New York University

Torczon, Linda M., 1985. Faculty Fellow in Computer Science and Associate of

Brown College

B.S. (1980), M.S. (1984), Ph.D. (1985) Rice University

Trosset, Michael, 1992. Adjunct Associate Professor in Computational and Applied

Mathematics
B.A. (1978) Rice University; Ph.D. (1993) University of California at Berkeley

Tsuchitani, Chiyeko, 1 986. Adjunct Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

B.A. (1961) University of Cahfomia at Berkeley; Ph.D. (1966) University of Louisville

Tubbs, Jack D., 1995. Visiting Professor of Statistics

B.S. (1970) Eastern New Mexico University; M.S. (1972), Ph.D. (1974) Texas Tech

University

Turner, Fred T., 1992. Adjunct Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

B.S. (1965), M.S. (1967) Louisiana State University; Ph.D. (1974) North Carolina State

University

Tyler, Stephen A., 1970. Herbert S. Autrey Professor of Anthropology and Linguistics

B.A. (1957) Simpson College; M.A. (1962), Ph.D. (1964) Stanford University

Udden, Mark M., 1983. Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Biomedical Engineering

Laboratory

S.B., M.A. (1973) Massachusetts Institute of Technology; M.D. (1977) Southwestern

Medical School, University of Texas at Dallas

Uecker, Wilfred C, 1984. Hanmon Whittington Professor of Accounting, Associate

Dean for Academic Affairs of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administra-

tion, and Associate of Will Rice College

B.A. (1968), M.B.A. (1970), Ph.D. (1973) University of Texas at Austin

Urrutibeheity, Hector N., 1967. Associate Professor of Spanish and Linguistics

Profesorado ( 1 956) La Plata National University, Argentina; Ph.D. ( 1 968) Stanford Univer-

sity

Vail, Peter R., 1986. W. Maurice Ewing Professor of Oceanography

A.B. (1952) Dartmouth College; M.S. (1953), Ph.D. (1959) Northwestern University
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Valenzuela, Angela, 1990. Assistant Professor of Sociology

B.A. (1981) San Angelo State University; M.A. (1983) University of Texas at Austin;

M.A. (1985), Ph.D. (1990) Stanford University

Vandaveer, Vicki V., 1989. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A. (1975), M.A. (1981), Ph.D. (1981) University of Houston

Vandenberg, Kristy, 1989. Lecturer on Human Performance and Health Sciences

B.S. (1975) University of Michigan

Van Helden, Albert, 1970. Lynette S. Autrey Professor of History

B.Eng. (1962), M.S. (1964) Stevens Institute of Technology; M.A. (1967) University of

Michigan; Ph.D. (1970) London University

Vardi, Moshe, 1993. Noah Harding Professor of Computer Science

B.S. (1975) Bar-Ilan University; M.S. (1980) Feinberg Graduate School ofthe Weizmann
Institute of Science; Ph.D. (1982) Hebrew University

Varman, Peter J., 1983. Associate Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineer-

ing

B.Tech. (1978) Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur; M.S.E.E. (1980), Ph.D. (1983)

University of Texas at Austin

Veeravalli, Venugopal, 1994. Visiting Assistant Professor in Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering

B.S. (1985) Indian Institute of Technology; M.S. (1987) Carnegie-Mellon University;

Ph.D. (1992) University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Vella, Francis G. M., 1990. Assistant Professor of Economics
B.A. (1983) University of Sydney; M.A. (1985) Australian National University; Ph.D.

(1990) University of Rochester

Veech, William A., 1969. Milton B. Porter Professor of Mathematics
A.B. (1960) Dartmouth College; Ph.D. (1963) Princeton University

Veletsos, Anestis S., 1964. Brown and Root Professor in Civil Engineering

B.S. (1948) Robert College, Turkey; M.S. (1950), Ph.D. (1953) University of Illinois

Ver Meulen, William., 1990. Associate Professor of Horn

Viebig, Jr., V. Richard, 1969. Lecturer on Accounting
B.A. (1962), M.Acc. (1977) Rice University

Visser, Pieter A., 1979. Adjunct Lecturer on Music

Voigt, Gerd-Hannes, 1980. Distinguished Faculty Fellow in Space Physics and

Astronomy
Diploma of Physics and Geophysics (1970), Ph.D. (1975) University of Braunshweig,

Germany

von der Mehden, Fred R., 1968. Albert Thomas Professor of Political Science and

Professor of Administrative Science and Associate of Wiess College

B.A. (1948) University of the Pacific; M.A. (1950) Claremont Graduate School; Ph.D.

(1957) University of California at Berkeley

Vu, Phuong A., 1 989. Adjunct Professor in Computational and Applied Mathematics

B.S. (1978), M.S. (1979), Ph.D. (1983) University of Houston

Walker, Ian D., 1989. Associate Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering

and Associate of Jones College

B.S. (1983) University of Hull; M.S. (1985), Ph.D., (1989) University ofTexas at Austin

Wallace, Kristine Gilmartin, 1966. Associate Professor of Classics

B.A. (1963) Bryn Mawr College; M.A.(1965), Ph.D. (1967) Stanford University



Walters, G. King, 1 963 . Sam and Helen Worden Professor of Physics and Professor of

Space Physics and Astronomy
B.A. (1953) Rice Institute; Ph.D. (1956) Duke University

Wamble, Mark, 1991. Assistant Professor of Architecture

B.S. (1983) Texas A&M University; M.A. (1988) Harvard University

Wang, Chao-Cheng, 1968. Noah Harding Professor of Computational and Applied
Mathematics and Professor of Mechanical Engineering

B.S. (1959) National Taiwan University; Ph.D. (1965) Johns Hopkins University

Ward, Calvin H., 1966. Foyt Family Professor in Environmental Science and Engi-

neering and Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
B.S. (1955) New Mexico State University; M.S. (1958), Ph.D. (1960) Cornell University;

M.P.H. (1978) University of Texas School of Public Health

Ward, Daniel S., 1990. Assistant Professor of Political Science : ^ f

B.A. (1984) Purdue University; M.A. (1986), Ph.D. (1989) New York University

Ward, Lesley, 1994. G. C. Evans Instructor of Mathematics
B.S. (1987) Australian National University; M.S. (1989), Ph.D. (1994) Yale University

Warren, Joe D., 1986. Associate Professor of Computer Science

B.A. (1983), M.S. (1985) Rice University; Ph.D. (1986) Cornell University

Warren, Scott K., 1979. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Computer Science
''''^''

B.A. (1972), M.A. (1974), Ph.D. (1976) Rice University

Waters, David L., 1976. Associate Professor of Trombone
B.M.E. (1962) University of Houston; M.Mus. (1964) University of Texas at Austin

Watkins, Michael J., 1980. Professor of Psychology
B.Sc. (1965, 1969), Ph.D. (1972) University of London

Wedemeyer, Phil D., 1990. Adjunct Associate Professor of Accounting
B.B.A. (1971) Baylor University

Weinberg, Armin D., 1980. Adjunct Professor of Human Performance and Health

Sciences

B.A. (1966), Ph.D. (1971) Ohio State University

Weisheit, Jon C, 1988. Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1966) University of Texas at El Paso; M.S. (1969), Ph.D. (1970) Rice University

Weisman, R. Bruce, 1979. Professor of Chemistry
B.A. (1971) Johns Hopkins University; Ph.D. (1977) University of Chicago

Weissenberger, Klaus H. M., 1971. Professor of German and Associate of Sid

Richardson College

B.A. (1959), M.A. (1965) University of Hamburg, Germany; Ph.D. (1967) University of
Southern California

Wells, Jr., Raymond O., 1 965 . Professor ofMathematics and Education and Associate

of Baker College

B.A. (1962) Rice University; M.S. (1964), Ph.D. (1965) New York University

Westbrook, Robert A., 1989. William Alexander Kirkland Professor of Administra-
tion and Associate of Hanszen College
A.B. (1969), M.B.A. (1971), Ph.D. (1975) University of Michigan

Westheimer, Alan D., 1983. Lecturer on Accounting
B.S.E. (1965) University of Pennsylvania; M.B.A. (1966) University of Cahfomia at

Berkeley

Wheeler, Mary Fanett, 1974. Noah Harding Professor of Computational and Applied
Mathematics
B.A., B.S. (1960), M.A. (1963) University ofTexas at Austin; Ph.D. (1971) Rice University
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White, Frank S., 1982. Lecturer on Architecture

B.S. (1977) Rochester Institute of Technology

White, Robert A., 1981. Adjunct Associate Professor of Statistics

B.A. (1966) New Mexico State University; Ph.D. (1970) University of Chicago

Whitmire, Kenton H., 1982. Associate Professor ofChemistry and Associate ofBrown
College

B.S. (1977) Roanoke College; Ph.D. (1982) Northwestern University

Widrig, Walter M., 1969. Associate Professor of Art History

B.A. (1951) Yale University; M.A. (1956) Columbia University; Ph.D. (1975) New York
University

Wiener, Martin J., 1967. Mary Gibbs Jones Professor of History

B.A. (1962) Brandeis University; M.A. (1963), Ph.D. (1967) Harvard University

Wiesner, Mark R., 1 988. Associate Professor ofEnvironmental Science and Engineer-
ing

B.A. (1978) Coe College; M.S. (1980) University of Iowa; Ph.D. (1985) Johns Hopkins
University

Wilde, T. Jesse, 1993. Assistant Professor ofHuman Performance and Health Sciences

B.A. (1982); LL.B. (1985) University of Alberta; M.S. (1990) University of Massachusetts

Williams, Donald L., 1988. Adjunct Associate Professor of Administrative Science

B.S. (1957) University of Kentucky; B.Arch. (1962) University of Illinois at Champaign/
Urbana; M.S. (1971) University of Louisville

Williams, Edward E., 1978. Henry Gardiner Symonds Professor of Administrative

Science and Professor of Statistics

B.S. (1966) University of Pennsylvania; Ph.D. (1968) University of Texas at Austin

Wilson, James L., 1966. Adjunct Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.A. (1942), M.A. (1944) University of Texas at Austin; Ph.D. (1949) Yale University

Wilson, John T., 1980. Adjunct Associate Professor of Environmental Science and

Engineering

B.S. (1969) Baylor University; M.A. (1971) University of California at Berkeley; Ph.D.

(1978) Cornell University

Wilson, Joseph B., 1954. Professor of German
B.A. (1950), M.A. (1953) Rice Listitute; Ph.D. (1960) Stanford University

Wilson, Lon J., 1973. Professor of Chemistry and Associate of Richardson College

B.A. (1966) Iowa State University; Ph.D. (1971) University of Washington at Seattle

Wilson, Richard L., 1985. Associate Professor ofArt History and Associate ofHanszen

College

B .A. ( 1 98 1 ) Franklin and Marshall College; M.A. ( 1 98 1 ), Ph.D. ( 1 985) University ofKansas

Wilson, Rick K., 1983. Professor ofPolitical Science and Statistics and Associate ofSid

Richardson College

B.A. (1975), M.A. (1977) Creighton University; Ph.D. (1982) Indiana University

Wilson, Jr., William L,. 1972. Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering and

Resident Associate of Wiess College

B.S. (1965), M.S. (1966), Ph.D. (1972) Cornell University

Windsor, Duane, 1977. Lynette S. Autrey Professor of Management, Associate Dean
for Student Affairs of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration, and

Associate of Will Rice College

B.A. (1969) Rice University; A.M. (1973), Ph.D. (1978) Harvard University

Winkler, Kathleen, 1992. Associate Professor of Violin

B.Mus. (1972) Indiana University; M.Mus. (1974) University of Michigan

Winkler, Michael, 1967. Professor of German
B.A. (1961) St. Benedict's College; M.A. (1963), Ph.D. (1966) University of Colorado
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Winningham, Geoffrey L., 1969. Professor of Art and Honorary Associate of Wiess

College

B.A. (1965) Rice University; M.S. (1968) Illinois Institute of Technology

Winningham, J. David, 1970. Adjunct Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1963), M.S. (1965), Ph.D. (1970) Texas A&M University

Wittenberg, Jr., Gordon G., 1979. Associate Professor of Architecture and Master of

Sid Richardson College

B.F.A. (1968) Trinity College, Connecticut; M.Arch. (1972) Washington University

Wolf, Michael, 1988. Associate Professor of Mathematics and Associate of Sid

Richardson College

B.S. (1981) Yale University; Ph.D. (1986) Stanford University

Wolf, Richard A., 1967. Professor of Space Physics and Astronomy
B.Eng.Phys. (1962) Cornell University; Ph.D. (1966) California Institute of Technology

Wolin, Richard, 1984. Professor of History

B.A. (1974) Reed College; M.A. (1976), Ph.D. (1980) York University

Wood, Philip R., 1990. Associate Professor of French

B.A. (1974) University of Cape Town; M.A. (1980) University of York; Ph.D. (1988) Yale

University

Wood, Susan, 1981. Professor of English

B.A. (1968) East Texas State University; M.A. (1970) University of Texas at Arlington

Wooten, Kevin C, 1994. Adjunct Assistant P^rofessor of Psychology

B.A. (1976), M.A. (1978) University of Houston; Ph.D. (1991) Tulane University

Wright, Anthony A., 1989. Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychology

B.A. (1965) Stanford University; M.A. (1970), Ph.D. (1971) Columbia University

Wright, James E., 1989. Associate Professor of Geology and Geophysics

B.S. (1971) Clemson University; M.S. (1974) Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Ph.D. (1980)

University of California at Berkeley

Wu, Kenneth K. 1984. Adjunct Professor in the Biomedical Engineering Laboratory

M.D. (1966) National Taiwan University; M.S. (1968) Yale University

Wyschogrod, Edith, 1992. J. Newton Rayzor Professor of Philosophy and Religious

Thought
A.B. (1957) Hunter College; Ph.D. (1970) Columbia University

Yang, Insun, 1994. Lecturer on Linguistics

B.A. (1978) Ewha University; M.A. (1983) Pennsylvania State University; Ph.D. (1993)

Rice University

Yatsu, Frank M., 1984. Adjunct Professor in the Biomedical Engineering Laboratory

A.B. (1955) Brown University; M.D. (1959) Case Western Reserve University

Yepes, Pablo P., 1994. Faculty Fellow in Physics

B.S. (1982), M.S. (1983), Ph.D. (1988) University of Santiago de Compostela

Yi, Kei-Mu, 1990. Assistant Professor of Economics and Associate of Sid Richardson

College

B.S. (1983) Massachusetts Institute of Technology; M.A. (1985), Ph.D. (1990) University

of Chicago

Yim, Chi Kin (Bennett), 1989. Associate Professor of Administrative Science and

Associate of Brown College

B.B.A. (1983) Chinese University of Hong Kong; Ph.D. (1989) Purdue University

Young, James F., 1990. Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering and
Associate of Hanszen College

B.S. (1965), M.S. (1966) Massachusetts Instimte of Technology; Ph.D. (1970) Stanford

University
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Yunis, Harvey E., 1987. Associate Professor of Ancient Studies

B.A. (1978) Dartmouth College; B.A. (1982), M.A. (1985) University ofCambridge; Ph.D.

(1987) Harvard University

Zammito, John H., 1994. Associate Professor of History

B.A. (1970) University ofTexas at Austin; Ph.D. (1978) University of California at Berkeley

Zeff, Stephen A., 1978. Herbert S. Autrey Professor of Accounting and Executive

Associate of Sid Richardson College

B.S. (1955), M.S. (1957) University of Colorado; M.B.A. (1960), Ph.D. (1962) University

of Michigan; Dr. Econ. (Hon.) (1990) Turku School of Economics and Business Adminis-
tration, Finland

Zelt, Colin A., 1995. Assistant Professor of Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1984) University of Victoria; Ph.D. (1989) University of British Columbia

Zimmerman, Stuart D., 1971. Adjunct Professor of Statistics

B.A. (1955), Ph.D. (1961) University of Chicago

Zodrow, George, 1979. Professor of Economics and Associate of Lovett College

B.A., M.M.E. (1973) Rice University; M.A. (1977), Ph.D. (1980) Princeton University

ZuIIi, Louis, 1993. G. C. Evans Instructor of Mathematics
B.S. (1985) State University ofNew York at Stony Brook; M.S. (1989), Ph.D. (1993) Cornell

University

Zwaenepoel, Willy E., 1984. Professor of Computer Science and Associate of Lovett

College

B.S. (1979) State University of Ghent, Belgium; M.S. (1980), Ph.D. (1984) Stanford

University

Zygourakis, Kyriacos, 1980. Professor in Chemical Engineering and Associate of

Jones College

Dip.Ch.Eng. (1975) National Technical University of Athens; Ph.D. (1981) University of

Minnesota
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Professional Staff

Professional Research Staff

Adve, Vikram, 1993. Research Scientist in Computer Science

B.T. (1987) Indian Institute of Technology-Bombay; M.S. (1989), Ph.D. (1993)

University of Wisconsin

Akamatsu, Yuzuru, 1993. Complimentary Distinguished Visiting Scholar in Bio-

chemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1958), M.S. (1960), Ph.D. (1965) University of Tokyo, Japan

Atkinson, Richard, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.S. (1986), Ph.D. (1993) University of California at Berkeley

Baker, Donald George, 1992. Member of the Technical Staff in Information Technol-

ogy Development and Complimentary Research Staff in Computer Science

B.S. (1985), M.S. (1990) Rice University

Bartos, Milan, 1990. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry

M.S. (1985), Ph.D. (1989) Prague Institute of Chemical Technology, Prague

Bertram, Iain, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Physics

B.S. (1988), Ph.D. (1993) University of Melbourne, Australia

Bhansali, Anil P., 1995. Postdoctoral Fellow in Mechanical Engineering and Materials

Science

B.S. (1986) Mississippi State University; M.S. (1988) Purdue University; Ph.D.

(1994) Georgia Tech University

Brunei, Christian, 1993. Robert A. Welch Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow in Bio-

chemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1984), M.S. (1986), Ph.D. (1992) University of Rennes, France

Bryant, Steve, 1994. Research Scientist in Computational and Applied Mathematics

B.E. (1981) Vanderbih University; Ph.D. (1986) University of Texas at Austin

Buchanan, J. A., 1961. Senior Research Scientist in Physics

B.S. (1970) University of Houston

Burns, Mark, 1993. Robert A. Welch Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow in Chemistry.

B.S. (1987) University of Dayton; Ph.D. (1993) University of Michigan

Carle, Alan, 1991. Research Scientist in Computer Science

B.A. (1984), M.S. (1989), Ph.D. (1991) Rice University

Celentano, Carlos M., 1995. Research Scientist in Computational and Applied

Mathematics
M.S. (1986) University of Buenos Aires, Argentina; Ph.D. (1995) Massachusetts

Institute of Technology

Chang, Kai-Tai, 1992. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.S. (1976) National Chung-Hsing University in Taiwan; M.S. (1978) National

Taiwan University; M.S. (1986), Ph.D. (1990) Texas Tech University

Chow, Thomas Wing-Yuk, 1984. Research Associate in Biomedical Engineering

B.S. (1978), Ph.D. (1984) Rice University

Clarage, H, James B., 1991. NIH Research Fellow in Biochemistiy and Cell Biology

B.A. (1985) Illinois Wesleyan University; Ph.D. (1990) Brandeis University

Colbert, Daniel, 1994. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry

B.A. (1984) Cornell University; Ph.D. (1990) University of Wisconsin at Madison

Cooper, Howard, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry

B.S. (1987) University of Aberdeen; Ph.D. (1992) University of Cambridge
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Dai, Hongjie, 1995. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry
B.S. (1989) TsingHua University; M.S. (1991) Columbia University; Ph.D. (1994)
Harvard University

Deery, William J., 1994. Robert A. Welch Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow in Bio-

chemistry and Cell Biology
B.S. ( 1 974) Pennsylvania State University; M.A. ( 1 979), Ph.D. ( 1 98 1 ) Temple Univer-
sity

Delany, Joan M., 1990. Research Scientist in Chemistry
B.A. (1974), M.A. (1976) University of California at Berkeley; Ph.D. (1981) Univer-
sity of California at Los Angeles

Dutta, Chizuko, 1989. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Physics

Ph.D. (1969) University of California

Dwarkadas, Sandhya, 1992. Research Scientist in Electrical and Computer Engineer-

ing

B.Tech. (1986) Indian Institute of Technology, Madras; M.S. (1989), Ph.D. (1992)
Rice University

Elder, IV, John F., 1993. Research Scientist in Computational and Applied Mathemat-
ics

B.S. (1983), M.S. (1984) Rice University; Ph.D. (1993) University of Virginia

Ertan, Inci, 1992. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Geology and
Geophysics
B.S., Ph.D. (1971) University of Vienna, Austria

Esenaliev, Rinat O., 1993. Research Associate in Electrical and Computer Engineering
M.S. (1987) Moscow Physical-Technical Institute; Ph.D. (1992) Institute of Spectros-

copy, Russian Academy of Sciences

Espejo, Irene, 1991 . Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Geology and
Geophysics
Ph.D. (1990) University of Buenos Aires ;^

'"' ':' '

Etheridge, III, H. Thomas, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry

B.S. (1988) University of West Florida; Ph.D. (1993) University of Chicago

Fabian, Marian, 1991. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.A. (1974) University of Prague; Ph.D. (1981) Moscow State University

Fagan, Michael W., 1990. Research Scientist in Computer Science

B.A./B.S. (1977); M.S. (1987); Ph.D. (1991) Rice University

Fleyfel, Fouad, 1992. Research Scientist in Chemical Engineering

B.S. (1985) University of Tulsa; Ph.D (1990) Oklahoma State University

Fu, Gongmin, 1991. Research Scientist in Environmental Science and Engineering

B.S. (1970), M.S. (1980) Wuhan University of Hydraulic and Electrical Engineering,

China; Ph.D. (1990) Drexel University

Gerst, Nicolas, 1990. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.S. (1984), Ph.D. (1988) Strasbourg University

Goodnight, Keith, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Ecology and Evolution-

ary Biology
B.A. (1986), Ph.D. (1993) Rice University

Goncalves, Paulo, 1994. Visiting Scholar in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Diplome (1990) Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon, Grenoble, France; Ph.D. (1993)
Institute Polytechnique de Grenoble, France

Gordon, Mark B., 1994. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Geology
and Geophysics
B.A. (1984) Carleton College; Ph.D. (1990) University of Texas at Austin
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Gordy, Virginia R., 1986. Research Scientist in Environmental Science and Engineer-

ing

B.S. (1963) Abilene Christian University; M.A. (1969) University of Colorado; Ph.D.

(1980) University of Houston

Gotze, Jurgen, 1994. Visiting Scholar in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Diplom (1986), Ph.D. (1990) Technical University of Munich

Granston, Elana Denise, 1993. Research Scientist in Center for Research on Parallel

Computation
B.S. (1984), M.S. (1987), Ph.D. (1992) University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Green, Edward, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.S.(1989) Nottingham Polytechnic; Ph.D. (1993) UMIST (Manchester, United King-
dom)

Greiger, John C, 1994. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Space Physics and
Astronomy
B.S. (1980) Purdue University; Ph.D. (1993) University of Minnesota

Griffin, Alfred J., 1991. Research Scientist in Mechanical Engineering and Materials

Science

B.S. (1984) University ofTexas at El Paso; M.S. (1986), Ph.D. (1991) Rice University

Guidy, Gwyn, 1993. Member of the Technical Staff in Information Technology
Development and Complimentary Research Staff in Computer Science

B.S. (1979), B.S. (1980), M.S. (1981) University of Houston

Haddad, Geoffrey A., 1994. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in

Geology and Geophysics
B.A. (1982) Rice University; M.S. (1986) Duke University; Ph.D. (1994) Rice
University

Hall, Rosine, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Ecology and Evolutionary

Biology
B.A. (1976) Rice University; M.S. (1978) Yale University; Ph.D. (1993) Rice Univer-

sity

Hansen, Gilbert, 1994. Senior Research Scientist in Computer Science

B.S. (1962), M.S. (1964) Case Institute of Technology; Ph.D. (1974) Carnegie Mellon
University

He, Jing-Jiu, 1989. Complimentary Visiting Scholar in Biochemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1985) Beijing Agricultural University

He, Shiliang, 1992. Research Scientist in Enviroimiental Science and Engineering

B.S. (1985) Southwestern Institute of Petroleum, Sichuan, China; M.S. (1989), Ph.D.

(1992) Texas A&M University

He, Shu-Lin, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry
B.S. (1985), M.S. (1988) East China University ofChemical Technology; Ph.D. (1993)
University of Gent, Belgium

Henstock, Timothy, 1994. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Geology and Geophys-
ics

B.A. (1990), Ph.D. (1993) Queens College (Cambridge, England)

Hoffman, Marvin, 1988. Clinical Professor ofEducation and Director, School Writing

Project

B.S. (1960) College of the City of New York; Ph.D. (1965) Harvard University

Hopkins, Loren P., 1994. Research Scientist in Environmental Science and Engineer-

ing

B.S. (1986) University of Texas at Austin; M.S. (1989) Rice University

Hoyt, Jeffrey, 1992. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry
B.S. (1978) University of Wyoming; Ph.D. (1985) University of Nevada at Reno
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Huang, Zhen, 1995. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1982) Hangzhou University; M.S. (1985), Ph.D. (1990) Chinese Academy of
Sciences

Johnson, Bruce, 1988. Senior Research Scientist in Chemistry
B.A. (1975) University of Minnesota; Ph.D. (1981) University of Wisconsin

Johnson, Keith A., 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.A. (1987) Monmouth College; Ph.D. (1993) Dartmouth Medical School

Johnson, Kenneth, 1992. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

I, Biology r

B.A. (1984), Ph.D. (1992) Rice University

Kamensky, Yury A., 1990. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.S. (1972), Ph.D. (1980) Moscow State University

Kan, Amy T., 1985. Senior Research Scientist in Environmental Science and Engineer-
ing

B.Sc. (1975) Fu-Jen Catholic University, Taipei, Taiwan; M.S. (1978), Ph.D. (1982)
Cornell University

Kapusta, Sergio D., 1988. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chem-
istry

M.S. (1975) University of Buenos Aires; Ph.D. (1975) Rice University

Keenan, Philip T., 1991 . Research Scientist in Computational and Applied Mathemat-
ics

S.B. (1986) Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology; M.S. (1987), Ph.D. (1991) Univer-

sity of Chicago

Khabashesku, Valery, 1991. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry
B.S. (1973) Moscow State University; Ph.D. (1979) N.D. Zelinsky Institute of Organic
Chemistry, U.S.S.R.

Kisic, Alemka, 1973. Senior Research Scientist and Departmental Administrator in

Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.S. (1954), Ph.D. (1961) University of Zagreb, Croatia

Kittrell, Carter, 1988. Senior Research Scientist in Chemistry
B.S. (1971) Allegheny College

Koelbel, Charles, 1990. Research Scientist in Computer Science

B.A. (1983) Augustana College; M.S. (1985), Ph.D. (1990) Purdue University

Koini, Thomas, 1994. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry

B.A. (1992), Ph.D. (1994) J. Kepler University of Linz

Kourmajian, Vram, 1993. Member of the Technical Staff in Information Technology
B.S. (1983) University of Haigazian (Beirut, Lebanon); M.S. (1989) University of

Houston; Ph.D. (1993) University of Texas at Arlington

Krisko, Paula H., 1994. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Space Physics and
Astronomy
B.A. (1981) Pennsylvania State University; M.S. (1983) Stanford University; Ph.D.

(1993) Rice University

Kulmacz, Richard J., 1990. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in

Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.A. (1972) Central Connecticut State College; Ph.D. (1978) Rice University

Kumaralal, Kaluarachchi K. I., 1995. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochem-
istry and Cell Biology
B.S. (1982) University of Peradeniya; M.S. (1988) Illinois Institute ofTechnology;
Ph.D. (1993) Purdue University

Kutej, Ing Petr, 1993. Robert A. Welch Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow in Chemistry

B.S. (1989), Ph.D. (1993) Institute of Chemical Technology (Prague, Czechoslovakia)
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Lesch, Mary F., 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Psychology
B.A. (1987) University of New Hampshire; M.S. (1990), Ph.D. (1993) University

of Massachusetts

Li, Likun, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1982), M.S. (1985), Ph.D. (1989) Xiamen University, China

Lindsay, Bernard G., 1987. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Space Physics and
Astronomy
B.S. (1984), Ph.D. (1987) Queen's University of Belfast, Northern Ireland

Lindsey, David, 1992. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Bio-

chemistry and Cell Biology

B.S. (1981) Southwestern Adventist College; Ph.D. (1991) University of Texas at

Austin

Liao, Guang-Ling, 1989. Senior Research Biochemist in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.S. (1968) Peking University, Beijing; M.S. (1983) Chinese Academy of Sci-

ences, Beijing.

Linsley, Braddock K., 1991. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in

Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1982) St. Lawrence University; M.S. (1984) University of South Carolina;

Ph.D. (1990) University of New Mexico

Long, Kevin B., 1992. Director, Information Technology Development and Acting

Director, Computer Information Services and Complimentary Research Staff in

Computer Science

B.A. (1985), M.S. (1989) Rice University

Lou, Liang, 1990. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Physics

B.S. (1982) Fudan University, PRC; Ph.D. (1987) Indiana University

Luo, Weimei, 1 99 1 . Robert A. Welch Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow in Chemistry
B.S. (1983), M.S. (1986), Ph.D. (1989) East China University of Chemical Tech-
nology, Shanghai

Lytle, Tom, 1993. Member of the Technical Staff in Information Technology
Development and Complimentary Research Staff in Computer Science

Mango, Frank D. 1992. Research Scientist in Chemical Engineering and Geology/
Geophysics
B.S. (1959) San Jose State University; Ph.D. (1963) Stanford University

Marriott, Terry D., 1978. Scientist and Instrument Manager in Chemistry
B.S. (1969), Ph.D. (1976) Oklahoma State University

McCormick, Susan M., 1993. Complimentary Research Associate in Biomedical
Engineering

B.S. (1985) University of California at Berkeley; Ph.D. (1993) University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas and University of Texas at Arlington

Mhaskar, Sunil, 1989. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry
B.S. (1979), M.S. (1981) University of Poona, India; Ph.D. (1988) Malti-Chem
Research Centre, India

Moore, Douglas, 1989. Research Scientist in Computer Science and Associate of

Jones College

B.A. (1983) Rice University; M.A. (1987); Ph.D. (1992) Cornell University

Morter, Cheryl, 1990. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry
B.S. (1981) Carnegie Mellon University; Ph.D. (1988) University of Chicago

Nelson, Heidi, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.S. (1985) Duke University; Ph.D. (1993) University of Wisconsin at Madison
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Niranjan, S. C, 1991. Complimentary Visiting Scholar in Electrical and Computer
Engineering

B.S. (1985) Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, India; Ph.D. (1991) Rice University

Nishijima, Masahiro, 1993. Complimentary Distinguished Visiting Scholar in Bio-

chemistry and Cell Biology
B.S. (1969), Ph.D. (1974) University of Tokyo, Japan

Nordberg, Harald E., 1995. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in

Geology and Geophysics
M.S. (1972) Norwegian Institute of Technology

Oddo, John E., 1988. Research Scientist in Environmental Science and Engineering

B.S. (1969) University of Akron; M.S. (1971) University of Toledo; Ph.D. (1980) Rice

University

Ostos-Rosales, Marino, 1994. Complimentary Visiting Scholar in Geology and
Geophysics
B.A. (1977) Universidad Central de Venezuela; M.A. (1984), Ph.D. (1990) Rice
University

Padley, B. Paul, 1994. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Physics

B.S. (1981) York University; M.S. (1984), Ph.D. (1987) University of Toronto

Pang, Jihai, 1994. Visiting Scholar in Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.S. (1976) Beijing Medical University

Payandeh, Behnaz, 1987. Part-time Research Scientist in Chemical Engineering

Diploma (1973), Ph.D. (1978) Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, Switzer-

land

Pearlman, Michael D., 1986. System Manager in Computational and Applied Math-
ematics and Statistics

B.Sc. (1975) Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada; M.S. (1978) Cornell University

Pedersen, Jes S., 1995. Complimentary Visiting Scholar in Ecology and Evolutionary

Biology

Peredelchouk, Michael Y., 1994. Robert A. Welch Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow in

Biochemistry and Cell Biology
M.S. (1984) St. Petersbourg State University; Ph.D. (1994) Graduate School of the

Institute of Genetics and Selection of Industrial Microorganisms

Pinkerton, Frederick D., 1989. Senior Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.S. (1969) Eastern Montana College; Ph.D. (1976) Montana State University

Price, Maureen G. 1988. Senior Research Scientist in Biochemistry and Cell Biology

and Member, Institute for Biosciences and Bioengineering

B.A. (1973) Goucher College; Ph.D. (1980) University of Pennsylvania

PuUammanappallil, Sathish K., 1995. Visiting Scholar in Geology and Geophysics

B.S. (1987), M.S. (1989) Indian Institute of Technology; Ph.D. (1994) The University

of Nevada

Rame, Marcelo, 1992. Research Scientist in Computational and Applied Mathematics

B.S. (1980) University of Buenos Aires; M.S. (1983) University ofMar del Plata, Argentina;

M.S. (1986) Lehigh University; Ph.D. (1990) University of Houston

Rinzler, Andrew, 1994. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry
B.S. (1982) University of Bridgeport; M.S. (1987), PhD. (1991) University of

Connecticut

Ross, Cynthia, 1994. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Geology and
Geophysics
B.S. (1983) Wichita State University; M.S. (1987), Ph.D. (1994) University of South

Carolina
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Seppa, Perttu V., 1995. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Ecology
and Evolutionary Biology

M.S. (1990), Ph.D. (1994) University of Helsinki

Sharpe, Howard, 1994. Complimentary Research Associate in Computational and
Applied Mathematics
Ba.Sc. (1971), Ma.Sc. (1972), Ph.D. (1978) University of Toronto, Canada

Shimokawa, Ken'ichiro, 1995. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry

B.S. (1989) Nagoya University, Ph.D. (1995) The University of Pennsylvania

Skae, Phillip, 1994. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry

B.S. (1985), University of Malawi; Ph.D. (1993) Meharry Medical College

Smith, Ian A., 1 993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Space Physics and Astronomy
B.S. (1986) Bristol University, England; M.S. (1987), Ph.D. (1990) Washington University

Solis, Carlos, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Ecology and Evolutionary

Biology

B.S. ( 1 983) Universidad del Vallede Guatemala; M.S. (1988),Ph.D. (1993) Rice University

Song, Kyoo Y., 1978. Senior Research Associate in Chemical Engineering

B.S. (1971) Han Yang University, Korea; M.S. (1973) University of New Mexico; Ph.D.

(1978) Clemson University

Spiro, Robert W., 1978. Senior Research Scientist in Space Physics and Astronomy
B.A. (1968) University of Dallas; Ph.D. (1978) University of Texas at Dallas

Stim, Kathleen P., 1989. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.S. (1983) Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; Ph.D. (1989) Florida State

University

Strahilevitz, Ronit, 1 994. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Geology
and Geophysics
B.A. (1985) Israel Institute of Technology

Su, Xiangdong, 1995. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell

Biology
B.S. (1985), Ph.D. (1990) Beijing Medical University

Tchikovani, Evgueni G, 1994. Complimentary Visiting Scholar in Physics

M.S. (1981), Ph.D. (1989) Tbilisi st. University

Tebbal, Saadedine, 1994. Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chem-
istry

Tomanek, David, 1994. Complimentary Visiting Scholar in Chemistry
B.S. (1979) University of Basel; Ph.D. (1983) Freie Universitat Berlin

Tomasic, Zdenko, 1991. Research Scientist in Computational and Applied Mathemat-
ics

B.S. (1979) University of Zagreb, Yugoslavia; M.S. (1983) University of Texas at Austin;

Ph.D. (1987) University of Wisconsin

Van Buren, Charles T., 1985. Complimentary Senior Research Associate in Biochem-
istry and Cell Biology
B.S. (1968) College of Wooster; M.D. (1972) University of Pennsylvania

Wang, Tong, 1985. SeniorResearch Scientist in Mechanical Engineering and Materials

Science

Ph.D. (1985) Rice University

Wallace, Christopher, 1994. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Physics

B.S. (1986) Northern Kentucky University; M.S. (1989), Ph.D. (1993) University of
Connecticut
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Wellington, Gerard M., 1990. Complimentary Research Associate in Geology and
Geophysics
B.A. ( 1 97 1 ) San Jose State University; Ph.D. (1981) University of California at Santa Barbara

Wilhelm, Mark, 1987. Complimentary Research Associate in Chemistry

Wilson, William K., 1982. Assistant Director of Laboratory of Basic Medical Sciences
B.A. (1970) Earlham College; Ph.D. (1982) University of New Mexico

Wise, J. D., 1978. Research Engineer in Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.A. (1970), M.E.E. (1971), Ph.D. (1977) Rice University

Wyld, Sandra, 1991 . Complimentary Postdoctoral Research Associate in Geology and
Geophysics
B.S. (1982) University of Illinois; M.S. (1985) University of California at Berkeley; Ph.D.

(1992) Stanford University

Xi, Zhijian, 1994. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Biochemistry and Cell Biology
B.S. (1985) Tianjin University; M.S. (1988) Tsinghua University; Ph.D. (1994) Rice
University

Xiao, Zhenglong, 1991. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Chemistry
B.S. (1982) Nankai University, China; M.S. (1991), Ph.D. (1991) Rice University

Xu, Chunhui, 1993. Robert A. Welch Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow in Chemistry
B.S. (1982) East China Normal University; M.A. (1985) Temple University; Ph.D. (1991)
Iowa State University

Yepes, Pablo, 1993. Postdoctoral Research Associate in Physics

B.S. (1982), M.S. (1983), Ph.D. (1988) University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain

Yoris, Franklin G., 1995. Complimentary Visiting Scholar in Geology and Geophysics
B.S. (1978), M.S. (1985), Ph.D. (1992) Central University of Venezuela

School of Continuing Studies Program Development Staff

Carlson-Abbey, Edith, 1978. Assistant Dean, Director of Programs
B.S. (1976) Georgia Tech

Hsu, Laura, 1980. Assistant Dean, Director of Programs
Ph.D. (1980) University of Miami

Mclntire, Mary, 1975. Dean
Ph.D. (1975) Rice University

Sayers, Kathleen, 1983. Associate Dean, Director of Language Programs
Ph.D. (1981) University of Texas at Austin

Vallhonrat, Susan, 1989. Program Director

M.B.A. (1990) University of Houston

Professional Staff of the Fondren Library

Baber, Elizabeth Ann, 1965. Head, Database Management
B.A. (1960) Rice University; M.L.S. (1961) University of California at Berkeley

Bergin, Edward, 1995. Serials Librarian

B.A. (1973) University of Massachusetts; B.S. (1979) Northeastern University; M.L.I.S.

(1991) Simmons College

Boothe, Nancy L., 1965. Head, Woodson Research Center and University Associate of

Brown College

B.A. (1952) Rice Instimte; M.S.L.S. (1965) Catholic University of America; M.A. (1979)

Rice University

Burr, Elizabeth, 1993. Electronic Text and Image Librarian

A.B. (1986) Princeton University; M.L.S. (1993) University of California at Los Angeles
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Caswell, Jean L., 1986. Assistant University Librarian

B.A. (1974) New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology; M.A.L.S. (1976) Northern

Illinois University

Charles, Elizabeth D., 1983. Executive Director, Friends of Fondren
B.A. (1963) University of Texas at Austin

Edwards, Sandra E., 1985. Head, Satellite Collections

B.A. (1980) Grinnell College; M.A. (1982), M.A.L.S. (1984) University of Missouri

Flannery, Melinda Reagor, 1992. Head, Cataloging

A.B. (1977) Wellesley College; M.Div. (1980) Yale Divinity School; M.L.I.S. (1982)
University of Texas at Austin

Flowers, Kay A., 1978. Assistant University Librarian

B .A. ( 1 977) Rice University; M.S. ( 1 984) University ofIllinois; M.A. ( 1 995) Rice University

Geran, Jennifer M., 1988. Librarian

B.A. (1985) University of Kenmcky; M.S. (1988) University of Illinois at Urbana

Gourlay, Una M., 1986. Head, Document Delivery and Fee-based Services

B.Sc. (1958) University of Glasgow

Graham, Rose, 1989. Catalog Librarian

B.A. (1964) Rice University; M.S. (1965) Simmons College

Halbert, Martin D., 1988. Head, Networked Systems
B.A. (1984) Rice University; M.L.I.S. (1987) University of Texas at Austin

Hatfield, Joseph W., 1984. Assistant to the University Librarian for Building Services

A.A. (1966) Lon Morris College

Hunter, John H., 1986. Reference Librarian

B.S. (1972) Wiley College; M.L.S. (1974) Indiana University

Hyman, Feme B., 1968. Assistant University Librarian

B.A. (1948) University of California at Los Angeles; M.A. (1969) Loyola University ofLos
Angeles; M.S. (1969) University of Illinois

Keck, Kerry A., 1985. Coordinator, Collection Development and Electronic Informa-

tion Resources
B.A. (1980) University of Colorado; M.S. (1982) University of Illinois; M.B.A. (1991)
University of Houston

Kile, Barbara, 1971. Assistant to the University Librarian for Public Relations/

Development
B.A. (1967), M.S. (1968) University of Illinois

Kuo, Jiun-Huei Chern, 1985. Catalog Librarian

B.A. (1978) National Taiwan University; A.M.L.S. (1982) University of Michigan

Lindquist, Janice, 1993. Head, Acquisitions

B.A. (1979) California State University at Northridge; M.L.S. (1981) University of Wash-
ington

Lowman, Sara, 1985. Head, Reference
B.A. (1984) Carleton College; M.A.L.I.S. (1985) University of Iowa

Marsales, Rita, 1973. Preservation Librarian

B.A. (1957) Louisiana State University; M.L.S. (1973) University ofTexas at Austin; M.A.
(1992) Rice University

Orkiszewski, Paul T., 1992. Music Librarian

B.A./M.A. (1988) Rice University; M.L.I.S. (1989) University of Texas at Austin

Prendeville, Jet Marie, 1979. Art and Architecture Librarian

B.A. (1972) Memphis State University; M.A. (1975) University of Michigan; M.S. (1979)
University of Illinois
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Sabin, Robert G., 1988. Reference Librarian and University Associate of Hanszen
College

B.S. (1967) University of North Dakota; M.S.L.S. (1968) Clarion University

Schwartz, Charles A., 1987. Reference Librarian

B.A. (1968) Denison University; Ph.D. (1972) University ofVirginia; M.L.S. (1985) Indiana

University

Segal, Jane D., 1990. Reference Librarian

B.A. (1970) Kalamazoo College; M.L.S. (1977) Western Michigan University; M.A. (1992)

University of Houston

Shaw, Peggy A., 1986. Business Librarian

B.A. (1970), B.S. (1972) Louisiana State University; M.L.S. (1982) North Texas State

University

Silversteen, Sophy, 1965. Catalog and Reference Librarian

B.A. (1952) Rice Institute; M.S.S.W. (1954), M.L.S. (1965) University of Texas at Austin

Spare, Amy L., 1993. Head, Government Publications and Special Resources

B.A. (1980) Temple University; J.D. (1983) Northeastern University School ofLaw; M.L.S.

(1993) University of Texas at Austin

Tibbits, Randolph K., 1987. Database Searching Librarian

B.A. (1970), M.A. (1977) Washington University; M.L.S. (1980) University of Texas at

Austin

Wetzel, Shirley, 1983. Catalog Librarian

A.A. (1960) Navarro College; B.A. (1968) Texas Technological College; M.A. (1980) Rice

University

Fondren Library Staff Emeritus

Adier, Marianne G., 1974. Director Emerita, Division of Processing Services

B.A. (1973) Rice University; M.L.S. (1974) University ofTexas at Austin; M.A. (1977) Rice

University

Perrine, Richard H., 1960. Assistant University Librarian for Planning and Adjunct

Associate Professor of Architecture, Emeritus

B.F.A. (1940) Yale University; M.L.S. (1961) University of Texas at Austin

Redmon, Alice Jane, 1962. Special Processing Librarian Emerita

B.A. (1937) University of Denver

Zingler, Gilberta, 1953. Acquisitions Librarian Emerita

A.B. (1932) Butler University; B.L.S. (1935) University of Illinois

Professional Staff of Information Systems

Baker, Don, 1992. Information Technology Specialist

B.S. (1985), M.S. (1990) Rice University

Barton, Rosana, 1992. Computer Operator

Brigman, N. Elizabeth, 1987. ConsuUing Specialist

B.A. (1985) University of Delaware

Butler, Diane, 1995. User Services Training Coordinator

B.S. (1987), M.B.A (1991) University of Houston

Chien, Jien-Cheng, 1989. Computer Operator

B.S. (1972) Chung-Hsing University

Cohn, Sheldon, 1973. Computer Operator

Cosgriff, Carolyn E., 1991. Consulting Specialist

B.A. (1988) University of Texas at Austin
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Cox James, 1992. Network Technician II

Davis, Twyla S., 1991. Senior Consulting Specialist

Diplome de 2eme degre (1983) University of Strasbourg, France; B.A. (1984)

University of Houston; J.D. (1987) Texas Tech School of Law

Dean, Vicky R., 1986. Director, Systems and LAN Management
B.A. (1978) State University of New York at Albany

Deigaard, William, 1992. Senior System Administrator

B.A. (1993) Rice University

Dow, Linda, 1987. Departmental Administrator

Dunham, A. Darren, 1992. Microcomputer LAN Specialist

B .A. ( 1 992) Rice University

Engle, Paul, 1994. Network Technician I

Fix, Charles J., 1993. Director, Management Systems

B.S. (1966) New Jersey Institute of Technology; M.S. (1974) University of Houston

Foulston, Catherine A., 1990. Network Specialist

B.A. (1989) Rice University

Fullmer, Robert, 1992. Consulting Specialist

B.S. (1990) Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Gerbode, Farrell E., 1974. Director, Network Management
B.A. (1973), M.A.M.S. (1977) Rice University

Guidy, Gwyn, 1993. Information Technology Specialist

B.S. (1979), B.S. (1980), M.S. (1982) University of Houston

Guyton, William, 1995. System Administrator

B.A. (1994) Rice University

Harris, Mayfield, 1991. Senior Microcomputer LAN Specialist

B.S. (1978) Southern University

Humphrey, Patrick L., 1989. Computer Operator

B.A. (1977) University of Houston

Huston, Priscilla Jane, 1969. Director, Outreach Program
B.A. (1964) Mount Holyoke College

Istre, Mitchell, 1988. Systems Analyst

A.A.S. (1983) Texas State Technical Institute

Jain, Arun, 1993. Executive Director, Research and Information Systems

B.Tech. (1968) I.I.T.,Madras,hidia; M.S. (1970),Ph.D. (1974) University ofTexas at Austin

Johnson, Michelle D., 1991. Consulting Specialist

B.A. (1993) Rice University
,.^.^ ,

Larratt, Glenn, 1993. Microcomputer LAN Specialist

B.A. (1993), B.S.S.E. (1993) Rice University

Li, Jian, Q., 1991. Network Specialist

B.S. (1983), M.S. (1989) University of Kansas

Linscott, Stephen, 1989. Consulting Specialist

B.A. (1960) University ofTexas at Austin

Long, Kevin B., 1992. Director, Electronic Studio

B.A. (1985), M.S. (1989) Rice University

Lytle, Tom, 1992. Information Technology Specialist

McDonald, Victor, 1990. Computer Operator

McKinin, Katherine, 1985. Information Technology Consultant

B.A. (1976), M.A. (1978) hidiana University; M.B.A. (1983) University of Missouri

Marshall, Kenneth T., 1989. Senior System Administor
B.S. (1983) Duke University; M.S. (1988), Ph.D. (1989) Rice University
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Martin, Andrea, 1979. Director, User Services

B.S.E.E. (1979), M.Mus. (1984) Rice University

Mazina, Mark M., 1991. System Administor

B.B.C. (1977), M.B.C. (1978) University of Florida; M.S. (1991) Rice University

Murray, Thomas, 1990. Senior Consulting Specialist

Nichols, Patricia, 1978. Computer Operator

Olawaiye, Chesson, 1990. Training Specialist

B.S. (1982) Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

Pietsch, Robert, 1991. Consulting Specialist

B.B.A. (1989) Eastern Michigan University ' /v, . ,, ' ;;

Price, Stephen H., 1994. Consulting Specialist
'

B.S. (1989) San Diego State University

Ramos, Alfredo, 1990. Computer Operator

Randolph, Valeria F., 1991 . Systems Analyst

B.A. (1973) Institute of Economics, Kharvov,U.S.S.R.
•'

Reynolds, Pamela W., 1994. Senior Microcomputer LAN Specialist

B.B.A. (1988) Southern Methodist University

Richard, Charles A., 1973. Manager, Computer and Network Operations

Riddle, Prentiss A. S., 1991. Information Technology Specialist

B.A. (1984) University of Texas at Austin

Rodriguez, Arthur A., 1988. Network Technician II ..

A.S. (1982) New York Regents .
<

Russell, Kenneth, 1988. Senior Microcomputer LAN Specialist

B.S. (1978) Prairie View A&M University

Salituro, Eric, 1986. Information Technology Specialist

B.A. (1986) Rice University

Schafer, Richard A., 1974. Manager, Networking and Systems Support

B.A. (1973), M.A.M.S. (1974) Rice University

Shvartzman, Michael, 1985. Manager of Telecommunications

B.S. (1971), M.S. (1973) Institute of Telecommunications, Moldavia

Siddiqui, Zahoor, 1989. Computer Operator ^ ,

B.S. (1981) University of Washington ' '

'

'

'

Spradley, Geoffrey F., 1990. Consulting Specialist and University Associate of Jones

College

B.A. (1984) Rice University

van Horn, Patricia, 1992. Information Technology Consultant

B.A. (1985) Yale University; M.Arch. (1992) Rice University

Vasquez, Michael, 1978. Computer Operator

Watters, Joseph, 1990. Project Manager, Student Systems
B.S.E.E. (1985) Rice University

White, Carolynne M., 1988. Information Technology Consultant

B.S. (1964) Springfield College

Williamson, Mark R., 1971. Assistant to the Director for Technical Affairs

Professional Staff of Student Affairs

Clack, Catherine E., 1981. Director, Office of Multicultural Affairs

B.A. (1981) St. Edward's University; M.S. (1993) University of Houston

Crawford, Sarah Nelson, 1987. Director, Office of Student Activities

B.S. (1979) Texas Woman's University; M.A. (1983) Bowling Green State University
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Dunham, Jane, 1986. Director of International Services

B.A. (1964) Cornell University; M.A. (1987), Dr.PH (1995) University of Houston

Lanier, Cynthia, 1989. Director, Health Education Office

R.N. (1978) Brackenridge School of Nursing; B.A. (1985) University of Texas at Austin;

M.P.H. (1987), Dr.PH (1995) University of Texas Health Science Center

Martin, Patricia S., 1982. Associate Dean of Student Affairs and Director, Office of

International Education

B.S.Ed. (1959) Abilene Christian University; M.A. (1977), Ph.D. (1982) Rice University

Sanborn, Robert D., 1988. Associate Dean of Student Affairs and Director, Career

Services Center

B.A. (1980) Florida State University; M.S.Ed. (1985) Northern Illinois University; E.D.D.

(1990) Columbia University

Scheid, Mark, 1984. Director of Academic Advising

B.A. (1967), Ph.D. (1972) Rice University

Sutton, Stephen, 1995. Director, Student Center

B.A. (1985), M.A. (1987) Ohio State University

Staff of the Rice Counseling Center

Doran, Lindley E., 1991. Director

Ph.D. (1976) University of Illinois >.,.;

Markum, Deirdre Williams, 1994. Staff Psychologist

Ph.D. (1993) University of Southern Illinois at Carbondale

Winters, Michael R., 1992. Staff Psychologist

Ph.D. (1991) Memphis State University

Zozus, Robert, 1993. Staff Psychologist

Ph.D. (1994) University of Rochester

Staff of the Athletic Department

Blankenship, D. Paul, 1980. Women's Tennis Coach
B.A. (1972) Texas Christian University; M.Ed. (1991) University of Houston

Castaneda, James A., 1961. Faculty Representative and Golf Coach
B.A. (1954) Drew University; M.A. (1955), Ph.D. (1958) Yale University

Chen, Henry C, 1993. Head Women's Volleyball Coach
B.A. (1982) Colgate University; M.S. (1991) Northern Michigan University

Clanton, Thomas O., M.D., 1995. Co-Team Physician

B.A. (1973) Rice University; M.D. (1976) Baylor College of Medicine

Cousins, William A., 1983. Assistant Athletic Director/Media Relation^

B.S. (1971) New Mexico State University

Eggert, Allen, 1968. Head Athletic Trainer

B.S. (1963) Rice University; M.A. (1967) California Western University

Graham, Wayne L., 1991. Head Baseball Coach
B.S. (1970) University of Texas at Austin; M.Ed. (1973) University of Houston

Griswold, Julie L. 1986. Academic Coordinator

B.A. and B.S. (1981) Miami University; M.S. (1986) Indiana University

Hatfield, Kenneth W., 1994. Head Football Coach
B.A. (1965) University of Arkansas

Hawthorne, Martha E., 1979. Assistant Athletic Director for Women
B.A. (1960), B.S. (1961), M.S. (1964) Louisiana State University

Lopez, Victor M., 1980. Head Women's Track and Field Coach
B.S. (1971) University of Houston; M.S. (1975) Texas Southern University
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May, John Robert, 1967. Director of Athletics

B.Comm. (1965) Rice University

McKinney, Mary Cristine, 1993. Head Women's Basketball Coach
B.S. (1979) North Carolina State University; M.A. (1982) Western Carolina University

Moniaci, Steve, 1980. Assistant Athletic Director for Administration

B.S. (1975) Ball State University; M.S. (1976) Ohio University

Steele, David B., 1984. Assistant Athletic Director/Business

B.A. (1982) Rice University; M.A. (1984) Ohio University

Straub, Stephen M., 1974. Head Men's Track and Field Coach
B.Comm. (1972) Rice University

Stringham, Beth Ann, 1993. Head Strength and Conditioning Coach
B.S. (1982) Slippery Rock University; M.A. (1989) Southwest Texas State University

Turville, Lawrence C, 1979. Men's Tennis Coach ^ ,.,

B.S. (1971) Georgia Tech . !,'

Wilson, Willis T., 1992. Head Men's Basketball Coach
B .A. ( 1 982) Rice University

Wingenroth, Kristin B., 1983. Swimming Coach
B.A. (1976) Rice University; M.Ed. (1983) University of Houston

Winston, Leland A., M.D., 1995. Co-Team Physician

B.A. (1969) Rice University; M.D. (1973) University of Texas Medical School

University Standing Committees for 1995-96

The president is an ex officio member of all committees except for the Faculty Council

and University Council, which he chairs.

Committee on Admission Committee on Teaching

Committee on Affirmative Action Committee on the Undergraduate

Committee of the College Masters Curriculum

Committee on Computers Rice University Athletics Committee

Committee on Environmental Health and Rice University Marshals Committee

Safety

Committee on Examinations and Standing '

. ;
'"\

Committee on Faculty and Staff Benefits

Committee on the Library

Committee on Parking

Committee on Public Lectures '

Residential Colleges Management
Advisory Committee

Committee on Salary Equity

Committee on Scholarships and Awards
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Chairs and Lectureships

Throughout its history. Rice University has been especially fortunate in the number of

its friends and benefactors. Some of these are memorialized in the names of buildings

and special physical facilities; others have generously provided for the enrichment ofthe

university ' s intellectual life by establishing chairs and lectureships eitheron a temporary

or a permanent basis. Rice taJces pleasure in recognizing on these pages some of these

contributors to its academic excellence.

J. S. Abercrombie Chairs in the School of Engineering

Agnes Cullen Arnold Chair in Fine Arts

Herbert S. Autrey Chair in Administration

Herbert S. Autrey Chair in Humanities

Lynette S. Autrey Chairs in Humanities (two)

Herbert S. Autrey Chairs in Social Sciences (three)

Lynette S. Autrey Chair in Social Sciences

Lynette S. Autrey Chair in Humanities-Music

Lynette S. Autrey Chair in Management
Brown and Root Chair in Engineering

George R. Brown Chair in Administration

Herman and George R. Brown Chair in Civil Engineering

Herman Brown Chair in Engineering

Andrew Hays Buchanan Chairs in Astrophysics

D. R. Bullard-Welch Foundation Chair in Science

E. D. Butcher Chairs

Louis Calder Chair in Chemical Engineering

Harry S. Cameron Chair in Mechanical Engineering

Clarence L. Carter Chair

Harry and Hazel Chavanne Chair in Religious Studies

AUyn R. and Gladys M. Cline Chair in Economics and Finance

AUyn R. and Gladys M. Cline Chair in History

Johin W. Cox Chair in Biochemical and Genetic Engineering

Carey Croneis Chair in Geology

Craig Francis CuUinan Chair

G. C. Evans Instructorships in Mathematics

W. Maurice Ewing Chair in Oceanography

Laurence H. Favrot Chair in French

Anna Smith Fine Chair in Judaic Studies

Henry S. Fox, Sr., Chair in Economics

Gladys Louise Fox Chair in English

Lena Gohlman Fox Chair in Political Science

Foyt Family Chair in Engineering

Friedkin Chair in Management
Gene and Norman Hackerman Chair in Chemistry

Noah Harding Chairs in Mathematics

Noah Harding Chair in Computer Science

Reginald Henry Hargrove Chair in Economics

A. J. Hartsook Chair in Chemical Engineering

William Pettus Hobby Chair in American History

Jesse H. Jones Distinguished Appointments in the Jesse H. Jones Graduate

School of Administratwn
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Jesse H. Jones Chair in Management
Mary Gibbs Jones Chair in History

W. M. Keck Foundation Chair in Geophysics

WiUiam Alexander Kirkland Chair in Administration

Ralph and Dorothy Looney Chair in Biochemistry

Edgar Odell Lovett Chair in Mathematics

Henry R. Luce Chair in Engineering Psychology

Samuel G. McCann Chair in History

Carolyn and Fred McManis Chair in Philosophy

Burton J. and Ann M. McMurtry Chair in the School of Engineering

Janice and Robert McNair Chair in Public Policy

Harris Masterson, Jr., Chair in History

Andrew W. Mellon Junior Humanities Scholars

Andrew W. Mellon Chair in the Humanities

Libbie Sheam Moody Chair in English

W. L. Moody, Jr., Chair in Mathematics

Stanley C. Moore Chair in Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science

Joseph and Joanna Nazro Mullen Chair in Fine Arts ,,« > a' ni

Joseph and Ida Kirkland Mullen Chair in Music

H. Joe Nelson III Chair in the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration

George A. Peterkin Chair in Political Economy
Milton B. Porter Chair in Mathematics

J. Newton Rayzor Chair in Philosophy and Religious Thought

David Rice Chair in Ethics

Lewis B. Ryon Chair in Engineering

Allison Sarofim Distinguished Teaching Professorship in the Humanities

Fayez Sarofim Professorship in Science and Engineering

The Schlumberger Chair in Advanced Studies and Research

Elma Schneider Chair in Humanities Designated for the Shepherd School of Music

Elma Schneider Chair in Social Sciences

Harry K. and Albert K. Smith Chair in Architecture

Dorothy Richard Starling Chair in Classical Violin

Henry Gardiner Symonds Chair in Administration

Albert Thomas Chair in Political Science

Radoslav A. Tsanoff Chair in Public Affairs

Isla and Percy Turner Chair in Biblical Studies

William Gaines Twyman Chair in History ;
^' 'V

Robert A. Welch Chair in Chemistry

Harmon Whittington Chair in Administration

Harry Carothers Wiess Chair in Geology

Harry Carothers and Olga Keigh Wiess Chair in Natural Sciences

Sam and Helen Worden Chair in Physics

Gus Sessions Wortham Chair in Architecture

Visiting Asian Scholars Lectureship Fund
Gene Brice Colloquium Fund for Electrical Engineering

Brown Foundation-J. Newton Rayzor Lectures

Carroll Camden Lectureship in English Literature

William Wayne Caudill Lecture Series in Architecture

English Department Distinguished Professor Lectureship

Joe L. Franldin Lectureship in Physical Chemistry

Hanszen College Fund for Aaron Seriff Lectures

W. V. Houston Lectureship

Ervin Frederick Kalb Lectureship in History
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Thomas W. Leland Visiting Lectureship in Chemical Engineering
W. Oscar Neuhaus Memorial Lectures in the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of

Administration

The Rockwell Lectures

Harold E. "Bud" Rorschach Memorial Lecture Fund
The Harold E. and Margaret R. Rorschach Memorial Lectures in Legal History

Tsanoff Lectureship in the Humanities
Dr. Thomas J. and Jane A. Vanzant Lectureship

Paul C. Wilber Lectureship in Chemical Engineering
Fred and Mabel R. Parks Foundation Endowed Fund
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Degree Requirements, Majors, and Curricula

The Bachelor of Arts degree at Rice is awarded with a designated major in some

field of architecture, the humanities, music, social sciences, science, engineering, or

with a specified interdepartmental major or an approved area major. The general

university requirements for the B.A. degree, as well as the options open to students in

their choice of majors, are described in the following section.

Similarly, the Bachelor of Science degree at Rice is awarded with a designated

major in the various engineering departments. The requirements for this degree, which

is the ABET-accredited degree, are described in the following section.

The Bachelor of Music, which is offered by the Shepherd School of Music, may be

taken as a separate undergraduate degree or in conjunction with the Master of Music

when both are awarded simultaneously on completion of a five-year program of

professional studies.

The Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration offers a Master ofAccount-

ing degree program that may be completed in two semesters ofgraduate study if students

have taken a prescribed set of prerequisite courses by the end of their senior year. No
specific undergraduate degree is required.

For students interested in teaching in secondary schools, a program of teacher

training leading to certification in the State ofTexas may be completed together with the

B.A. degree. This program is administered by Rice's Department of Education.

Programs that satisfy the requirements for admission to medical, dental, or law

school are available in conjunction with the various majors.

Degree Requirements and Majors >

Graduation and University Credit Requirements

Students completing a Bachelor of Arts degree must pass a minimum of 120

semester hours. In establishing an undergraduate major for the Bachelor of Arts degree,

departments must specify a minimum of 1 8 semester hours for majors in the humanities

and social sciences and a minimum of 24 semester hours for majors in science. No
department may specify more than 80 semester hours (related laboratories, required

courses, and prerequisites included). For a Bachelor of Arts degree in any discipline

other than architecture, students must pass a minimum of 60 semester hours in addition

to major requirements specified by their department. Architecture majors must pass at

least 38 semester hours in addition to their major requirements.

To fulfill the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Science in one of the

several branches of engineering, with the exception of chemical engineering, students

must pass no fewer than 1 34 semester hours. Students fulfilling the requirements for the

Bachelor of Science in chemical engineering must pass up to 137 semester hours,

depending on accreditation requirements. In establishing a departmental major for the

degree of Bachelor of Science in one of the various branches of engineering, with the

exception of chemical engineering, no department may specify more than 92 semester

hours (required courses, prerequisites, and related laboratories included). In establish-

ing the departmental major for the B.S. in chemical engineering, the department may
specify no more than the semester hours necessary to meet the requirements of the

accrediting agency, up to a maximum total of 104 semester hours (required courses,

prerequisites, and related laboratories included).
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For any bachelor's degree, no fewer than 48 semester hours completed in fulfill-

ment ofthe degree requirements must be on an advanced level (numbered 300 or higher)

and more than 50 percent of these hours must be completed at Rice. Furthermore,

students must complete more than 50 percent ofthe advanced-level requirements in their

major field at Rice. Within major requirements, departments may specify that a higher

proportion of advanced-level work must be taken at Rice.

After students have fulfilled university distribution requirements, the major re-

quirements, the physical education requirement, and the English composition require-

ment, all remaining courses in their degree programs are free electives. Students must

assume the responsibility for meeting all deadlines and determining if their distribution

requirements are met.

Transfer students must be registered at Rice for at least four full semesters during

the fall and spring terms and, like all Rice undergraduates, must complete no fewer than

60 semester hours at Rice for a Rice degree.

To be recommended for graduation, all students must complete their degree

requirements with a minimum GPA of 1 .67 in all Rice courses and a minimum GPA of

2.00 for those courses presented in fulfillment of their major requirements.

The Committee on Examinations and Standing reviews student records at the time

of graduation and recommends to the faculty outstanding students to be granted degrees

cum laude, magna cum laude, and summa cum laude.

University Distribution Requirements

1 . At Rice University, undergraduate majors are divided into six divisions: humani-

ties, social sciences, natural sciences, engineering, architecture, and music. Humanities

majors comprise Group I; the social sciences make up Group II; and engineering and

natural sciences fall under Group III. Music and architecture majors meet unique and

specific requirements outlined below. Interdepartmental majors except cognitive sci-

ences have been assigned to one of the three groups for distribution purposes.

Humanities Majors (Group I)

Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations Human Performance/Health Sciences

Art and Art History Medieval Studies

Asian Studies Philosophy

Classics Russian

English Religious Studies

French ' Spanish

German Study of Women and Gender

Social Science Majors (Group II)

Anthropology Mathematical Economic Analysis

Economics Policy Studies

History Political Science

Linguistics Psychology

Managerial Studies Sociology
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Natural Science Majors (Group III) Engineering Majors (Group III)

Biochemistry and Cell Biology Chemical Engineering

Chemical Physics Civil Engineering

Chemistry Computer Science

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Electrical and Computer Engineering

Geology Environmental Sciences

Geophysics Materials Science ''•

Mathematics Computational and Applied Mathematics

Physics Mechanical Engineering

Statistics

2. Undergraduate students must complete at least 12 credit hours in each of the three

subject groups listed below:

Group I. Literature and language, art and art history, classics, philosophy

(except logic), religion, music, and humanities.

Group II. Economics, history, political science, anthropology, linguistics, psy-

chology, and sociology.

Group III. Biological science, physical science, engineering, mathematics, math-

ematical sciences, logic, statistics, and computer science.

This requirement is fulfilled by taking Foundation Courses or their equivalents, as

specified for each major, and other approved courses.

3. Foundation Courses are offered in each distribution group. They are primarily

intended to provide a sound basis for completeing distribution requirements but may
also be explicity required for completion of some majors. Directors of the foundation

courses are empowered to waive the foundation course requirements for individual

students.

Humanities Restricted Distribution Courses: These courses introduce students to

disciplines in the humanities and arts by studying representative works in a variety

of genres. The requirements for the Restricted Distribution Courses in Humanities

can be satisfied by successful completion of six credit hours drawn from Huma 101,

102, 103, 104, 105, or 111.

Social Science 102: This course offers a broad historical introduction to thought

about human society. There is no equivalent course.

Natural Sciences 101, 102: These courses provide an introduction to the principles

underlying physics, chemistry, and mathematics. The foundation requirement in

the natural sciences can also be satisfied by: (a) successful completion of three

credit hours of mathematics (Math 101, 102, 111, or 112), three credit hours of

physics (Phys 101, 102, 121, or 122), and three credit hours of chemistry (Chem
101, 102, 1 1 1, or 1 12) or (b) successful completion of six credit hours each in two
of these three areas.
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4. University Foundation Course Requirements:

A. Group I majors must complete Natural Science 101, 102, or equivalent.

B. Group II majors must complete Natural Science 101 , 102, or equivalent.

C. Group in majors must complete Humanities 101 , 102, and Social Science 102.

D. Architecture majors must complete Humanities 101 , 102, Social Science 102,

and Natural Science 101, 102, or equivalents.

E. Cognitive Sciences majors must complete Humanities 101 and 102. Cognitive

Sciences students who double major are not required to take any foundation

courses.

F. Music majors must complete Humanities 101, 102, Social Science 102, and

Natural Science 101, 102, or equivalents.

G. Area majors must be classified as Group I, II, or III at the time of approval.

They are then subject to the foundation course requirements of the assigned

group.

H. A student who double majors in a Group I or II discipline and a Group III

V discipline is not required to take any of the foundation courses.LA student who double majors in Music and a Group I, II, or III subject is

required to meet only the foundation course requirements of the Group I, II,

or ni major.

« J. A student who double majors in Architecture and a Group I, II, or III subject

is required to meet only the foundation course requirements of the Group I, II,

or III major. Note, however, that completion of specified Foundation Courses

may be required for the Architecture major.

5. In addition to the foundation courses appropriate to their major, students must

complete the distribution requirements in each subject group by taking other courses that

appear on the list of approved courses in effect at the time of course registration. A
complete list is published annually in the Schedule ofCourses Offered. Copies are also

available in the Registrar's Office and in the Office of Academic Advising.

Coherent Minors
,

A coherent minor comprises an approved sequence of three or four courses that

build on the foundation courses and are designed to encourage exploration of a subject

in depth from a variety of interrelated perspectives that lie outside the division of major

study. Successful completion ofa coherent minor will be noted on a student's transcript.

Coherent minors are subject to the following rules.

A. A student with a major in a Group I or Group 11 subject may choose a coherent

minor only from Group III upon successful completion of Natural Sciences

101-102 or their equivalents.

B. A student majoring in a Group III subject may choose only a Group I or II

coherent minor upon successful completion of both Humanities 101-102 and

Social Sciences 102.

C. Students majoring in architecture, music, and certain area majors, who are

required to complete all five foundation courses, may elect a coherent minor

from Group I, II, or III.

D. Courses included in the coherent minor will be considered on a course-by-

course basis for purposes of satisfying distribution requirements.

E. No courses that are submitted for a coherent minor may be taken on a pass-fail

basis, and a minimum grade point average of 2.00 must be achieved in the

courses presented for the coherent minor.
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F. Transfer courses, if their Rice equivalents are among the courses included in

the coherent minor, may be accepted for the minor, but at least one-half of the

courses submitted for the minor must be taken at Rice University.

G. Each coherent minor will be the responsibility of the appropriate academic

dean, who will be responsible for approving any course substitution that he

or she deems to be proper in exceptional cases, and for giving official

verification of a student's satisfactory completion of the requirements of

the minor.

H. In order to have the successful completion of a coherent minor noted on the

studen's transcript, the student should obtain a form to verify that comple-

tion at the Registrar's Office. The form must be approved and signed by

the appropriate dean or designee and returned to the Registrar's Office by

the end of the tenth week of the last semester in a student's academic

career.

The current list of coherent minors is given below. New coherent minors are

proposed from time to time by the faculty, supported by the appropriate dean, and given

final approval by the provost ofthe university upon recommendation ofthe Undergradu-

ate Curriculum Committee. The Registrar's Office and the Office of Academic Advis-

ing have updated lists of all approved coherent minors.

Group I/II Minors:

Ancient Greece considers the history and culture of archaic and classical Greece. Three

courses: Hist 201 or Clas 211 ; one ofClas 222, Clas 315, Clas 352; one ofClas 335, Clas

336, Hart 306, Phil 301.

Archaeology provides a foundation of knowledge about ancient peoples and cultures,

along with the methodological and theoretical approaches through which such knowl-

edge is attained. Four courses: Anth 205; two of Anth 211, Anth 216, Anth 312, Anth

362; one of Reli 205, Hart 305, Hart 306, Hart 308.

Asian Studies addresses the historical, religious, and cultural aspects ofBuddhism and

Confucianism. Three courses: Huma 21 1 ; two of Anth 353, Anth 355, Hart 482 or Reli

322, Hist 250/450.

Engineering Psychology introduces students to the fundamentals of human informa-

tion processing as they affect the design and operation of modem technologies. Four

courses: Psyc 101; Psyc 203; Psyc 350 or Psyc 351; Psyc 470.

Formal Institutions acquaints students with the study ofthe formal institutions society

has established to serve its needs. Four courses: Econ 430 or Econ 436; two of Poli 317,

Poh318,Soci370.

History of Western Philosophy offers students the opportunity to study and discuss

critically the classic works of Western philosophy. Three courses: Phil 201, Phil 202,

Phil 301, Phil 302, or Phil 308.

Imperialism: Ancient and Modern explores the workings of imperial systems in

different epochs and considers the premises from which history examines them. Four

courses: Hist 307 or Hist 282; Hist 410 or Hist 232; Hist 425; Hist 469.
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Interpretive Anthropology involves the translation of the meanings that members of

societies give to their own institutions into analytic models ofhow culture shapes social

action in historical context. Four courses: Anth 333; Anth 336; two of Anth 327, Anth
340, Anth 348, Anth 406.

Language and Cognition explores the interconnections between language and thought

from the perspectives of linguistics, philosophy, psychology, and information systems.

Four courses: Ling 200; one ofLing/Phil 353, Ling/Anth 406, Ling/Anth 411; Ling/Psyc
309 or Ling 412; Ling 306 or Ling 315.

Legal Studies provides a broad exposure to the nature of the contemporary practice of

the law and to the origins of our legal system. Four courses: either Phil 316 and Hist 337

or Hist 397 and Hist 398; two of Anth 326, Econ 438, Poh 321.

Medieval Studies provides interdisciplinary perspectives on the medieval world. Three

courses: Hist 202; two of Engl 323 or Engl 328, Hart 319, Hist 337, Phil 201.

Microeconomic Policy Analysis provides an understanding of the core of economic

reasoning together with its applications to significant areas of economic life. Four

courses: Econ 21 1; Econ 370 or Econ 372; two of Econ 415, Econ 435, Econ 436, Econ
438, Econ 461, Econ 483.

Modern British and American Literature offers students a survey of major British

and American writers of the modem period and the opportunity to explore one aspect

of that literature in greater depth. Three courses: Engl 252; Engl 261; one of Engl 363,

Engl 364, Engl 383, Engl 384, Engl 387.

Modern Germany introduces students to the history, politics, literature, and culture of

Germany in the twentieth century. Three courses: two of Germ 313, Germ 314, Germ
376, Poll 360 or Hist 355; one of Germ 361, Germ 391, Hist 376, Phil 308.

Music Studies offers theoretical discussions and applications that will provide a

background for music history and literature or for creative work. Three courses: Musi

317; either Musi 3 1 8 and Musi 328, Musi 327 and Musi 328, or Musi 3 1 8 and Musi 307.

Peace and Conflict Studies introduces students to the causes of conflict, its possible

positive aspects, and the possibilities for resolving it. Four courses: Poli 373; Poli 378;

Hist 293 or Hist 294; Phil 101 or Soci 411.

Social Inequality introduces students to major perspectives on social inequality, with

an emphasis on the distribution of scarce resources. Four courses: Soci 301; Econ 211;

Econ 415 or Econ 450; one of Hist 430, Poli 309, Soci 306, Soci 309.

Social Order and Change provides students with a set of conceptual tools with which

to confront the problems of stability and change in modem societies. Four courses: Soci

203; three of Soci 301, Soci 306, Soci 311, Soci 370, Soci 411.

Twentieth-Century Art: History and Studio offers students exposure to the nature

of art history and to two different studio courses. Three courses: Arts 225; one of Hart

356, Hart 463, Hart 475; one of Arts 205, Arts 301, Arts 311, Arts 365.
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Women's Studies introduces students to the ways in which feminist scholarship has

served both as cultural critique and as a challenge to traditional disciplines. Three

courses: Huma 270; Hist 244/Hist 344; one of Engl 304, Engl 321, Engl 413, Hist 423,

Hist 438, Huma 385, Reli 357, Soci 306, Soci 334.

Group in Minors:

Earth Systems promotes an understanding of the earth as a single complex system in

which the atmosphere, the oceans, the crust, and life interact to produce the global

environment. Three courses: Bios 325; Geol 101 or Geol 341; Spac 203 or Spac 443.

Ecosystem Biology examines the biological bases for the complex interactions of

species within a variety of ecosystems. Three courses: Bios 202, Bios 321, Bios 325.

The Geosciences is concerned with the surface and subsurface features ofthe earth, with

humankind's relationship to them, and with the forces that change the earth. Three

courses: Geol 101, Geol 102, Geol 202, or Geol 341.

Living Systems offers students a broad view ofthe range ofbiological investigation into

the nature oforganisms, from the molecular to the organismic level. Three courses: Bios

201; Bios 202; one of Bios 329, Bios 336, Bios 341, Bios 343.

Planetary Science compares the earth with other solar planets and the solar system with

other systems in the universe. Three courses: Geol 101, Geol 214, Spac 201.

Space Science explores the wide range of objects observed in the universe, the methods

of studying these objects, and humankind's explorations into space. Three courses: Spac

201 or Spac 250; Spac 202 or Spac 300 + 330; Spac 203 or 443.

Statistical Science provides students with the basic philosophy ofmodeling real-world

phenomena in the light of data. Three courses: Stat 300 or Stat 301 ; Stat 381 or Stat 382;

one of Stat 339, Stat 400, Stat 429, Stat 480, Stat 495.

Skills

English Competency Requirement. Every Rice student must demonstrate com-

petency in English comprehension and composition. This requirement is satisfied by

passing the English composition examination administered by the Department of

English to all entering students during Orientation Week. Students who fail to pass this

test are required to enroll in Engl 103, a one-semester course in composition that carries

both degree and distribution credit. Satisfactory completion of this course fulfills the

English competency requirement.

Physical Education. Each student must pass two semester courses in basic health

and physical education, although these courses do not count toward the semester hours

required for a degree. Students with disabilities may satisfy this requirement by taking

individual instruction or classes arranged specifically to meet their needs.

Declaring Departmental Majors

Students normally designate a major before preliminary registration for the junior

year and will not be permitted to register for the fall semester of the junior year without

having declared a major. To assist students with this selection. Majors Day, an event at

which departments and preprofessional offices provide information about their pro-
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grams at a central location, is held each spring semester. Once a student declares a major,

the department or title of the major is then noted on the student's transcript and a faculty

adviser in the major department is assigned. Introductory courses taken before formal

designation of a major may be counted in fulfilling the major requirements.

In order to receive a bachelor's degree, a student must complete the requirements

for at least one major. Students declare their major using a form provided by the

Registrar. The department chair or designee must sign the form acknowledging the

declaration. It is expected that the department will counsel the student about the

requirements that must be met and the likelihood the student will be able to meet them.

If the department believes a student is not well prepared for success in its major, it may
express its reservations on the form. No department or program may, however, refuse

to admit an undergraduate as a major, with the exception of the School of Architecture

and the Shepherd School ofMusic or in the case of limitations ofresources. In such cases

departments must publish criteria they will use to limit the number of majors together

with their major requirements.

Although students normally declare a major by the time of preregistration for the

spring semester of their sophomore year, they are always free to change departmental

majors in the junior or senior year. However, such a change may entail one or more

additional semesters at the university. Area majors are an exception to this rule and must

be declared by the fourth semester prior to graduation (see Area Majors). Students and

their advisers should regularly review progress toward their degrees.

For information on the specific requirements for any departmental major, students

should consult the departmental listings underCourses ofInstruction and seek the advice

of a faculty member in the department.

Undergraduate Scholars Program

This two-semester program, which can be registered for under the designation

Hons 470/47 1 , is designed forjuniors and seniors in all disciplines who are considering

graduate study and an academic career after graduation. Students in the program

undertake independent research under the supervision of a sponsoring faculty member
and may apply for funding to cover expenses related to their projects. Students meet once

a week to discuss each other's work and to hear a range of presentations on life in the

academy. Applications are accepted in the spring of each year. For more information,

contact the program's faculty codirector, Scott S. Derrick, in the English department.

Second Four-year Bachelor's degree

Both currently enrolled and former Rice students already holding a bachelor's

degree from Rice may earn a second different four-year bachelor's degree from Rice.

Students already enrolled at Rice may begin work on a second four-year bachelor's

degree before completion of the first:

1

.

by being accepted for the second major by the major department and fulfilling

all requirements for the second degree;

2. by completing a minimum of 30 additional semester hours at Rice beyond the

hours required for their first degree, to be applied to the second degree.

Current Rice students seeking admission to this program should apply to the

Registrar. The application should include a written statement of both proposed majors

and a course program for each. This statement should also contain a notation of approval

from the chair or undergraduate adviser from each department concerned, indicating

that all major degree requirements will be satisfied with the proposed course program.
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Students holding a bachelor ' s degree from Rice may earn a different four-year bachelor'

s

degree from Rice:

1

.

by being accepted for the major by the major department and fulfilling all

requirements for the second degree;

2. by completing a minimum of30 additional semester hours at Rice beyond their

first bachelor's degree to be applied to the second degree;

3. by attending in full-time residence at Rice for at least two semesters during the

fall or spring terms beyond their first bachelor's degree.

For Rice graduates who enroll for a second undergraduate degree, the entire

undergraduate record continues cumulatively.

Former Rice students seeking admission to this program should apply to the

Registrar. The application should include a written statement of the proposed major and

course program for the second degree, a supporting letter from the chair of the major

department, and an explanation of the student's reasons for seeking a second degree.

Students with a bachelor's degree from schools other than Rice may earn a four-

year bachelor's degree in a different major from Rice:

1

.

by being accepted for the major by the major department and fulfilling all

requirements for the second degree;

2. by completing a minimum of 60 semester hours at Rice to be applied to their

Rice degree;

3. by attending in full-time residence at Rice for at least four fall and/or spring

semesters.

Students with a bachelor's degree from schools other than Rice should apply for

admission through the Office of Admission and will be considered according to the

procedures and criteria similar to that of transfer applicants. A complete application file

includes the $25 application fee, official transcripts of all undergraduate and graduate

work, two letters of recommendation from the most recent college attended, and

standardized test scores (the SAT, SAT I, or ACT).
Courses completed at Rice as a Class III student may be applied to a second

undergraduate degree only on approval by the major department for that degree.

Information concerning financial aid available to participants in the second degree

program may be secured from the Office of Financial Aid. Students admitted to the

second degree program may request to be assigned to a college but will have lower

priority for on-campus housing than students enrolled for a first four-year bachelor's

program. Therefore, on-campus housing will probably not be available.

Areas of Study

Architecture

Students interested in architecture may choose from programs leading to either the

Bachelor of Arts or the Bachelor of Architecture degree. The Bachelor of Arts requires

four years of study with a major in architecture. Students who have completed or will

complete the four-year B.A. with a major in architecture from Rice may apply for

admission to the Bachelor of Architecture program during their senior year.

Students accepted into the Bachelor of Architecture program in their fifth year are

assigned to a working preceptorship with an architectural firm and return to Rice to

complete a sixth year of architectural study for the degree. Further information on these

programs may be found under Architecture in the Courses of Instruction section.
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Engineering

The George R. Brown School of Engineering at Rice offers, through its eight

departments, opportunities for a variety of curriculum and degree choices. Students

interested in the engineering profession may major in chemical engineering, civil

engineering, computational and applied mathematics, computer science, electrical and

computer engineering, mechanical engineering, materials science and engineering, or

statistics for both undergraduate and graduate degrees. They may also form a double

major combining environmental science with another science or engineering field.

These programs lead to either the B.A. or the B.S. degree and may qualify students for

further study leading to a fifth-year professional master's degree, a Master of Science

degree, or a Doctor of Philosophy degree.

During the first two years, engineering students should consult with the chairs of

the departments of interest or with the special first- and second-year advisers appointed

by each department for information and advice about details of the programs and choice

of electives and about engineering as a profession.

Degree requirements and recommended programs of study are listed under the

individual departments.

Humanities

The School of Humanities offers majors in art and art history, classics, English,

French, German, human performance and health sciences, history, linguistics, philoso-

phy, religious studies, Russian, and Spanish.

Interdisciplinary majors in Ancient Mediterranean Civilization, Asian Studies,

Medieval Studies, and the Study ofWomen and Gender are described in the Courses of

Instruction under separate headings.

An interdepartmental major in Policy Studies, which combines courses from the

School of Humanities and the School of Social Sciences, is described on page 479.

The requirements of each major may be found in the departmental listings under

Courses of Instruction and are also available from the department chair and from the

Registrar's Office.

The Introduction to Humanities foundation course and the Joint Venture Program,

sponsored by the Career Services Center, are also described in the Courses ofInstruction

under the heading Humanities, together with other Humanities listings.

Music ., . ,- , „: ., x:::

The Shepherd School of Music offers four degrees: the Bachelor of Arts degree in

music; the Bachelor of Music degree in performance, composition, music history, and

music theory; the Master of Music degree in performance, composition, choral and

instrumental conducting, musicology, and music theory; and the Doctor ofMusical Arts

degree in composition and selected areas of performance. Normally, four years are

required for the bachelor's degrees and two years for the master's. Qualified students

may elect an honors program that leads to the simultaneous awarding of the Bachelor

of Music and Master of Music degrees after five years of study. The final two years of

the B.Mus./M.Mus. program are devoted to specialization and can be entered only upon

passing qualifying examinations administered in the fifth or sixth semester.

More detailed information about the Shepherd School and the requirements for

degrees is given under Music in the Courses of Instruction section of this catalog.
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Natural Sciences

The Wiess School of Natural Sciences comprises the departments of biochemistry

and cell biology, chemistry, ecology and evolutionary biology, geology and geophysics,

mathematics, physics, and space physics and astronomy. All but the space physics and
astronomy department offer programs leading to the B.A. degree. Students may also

elect double majors combining one of the programs in natural sciences with another

science, the humanities, or an engineering field. The requirements for each major may
be found in the departmental listings under Courses of Instruction and are also available

from the department chair and from the Registrar's Office.

Social Sciences

The School of Social Sciences offers majors in anthropology, economics, math-

ematical economic analysis, political science, psychology, and sociology.

The interdepartmental major Policy Studies overlaps the School ofSocial Sciences,

the School ofEngineering, and the School ofHumanities. The Managerial Studies major

overlaps the School ofSocial Sciences, the Jones School, and the School ofEngineering.

The Cognitive Sciences major overlaps the School of Social Sciences, the School of

Humanities, and the School of Engineering.

The requirements ofeach major may be found in the departmental and interdepart-

mental major listings under Courses of Instruction and are also available from the

department chair and from the Registrar's Office.

Other Options for Undergraduate Majors

In deciding on a major, students are encouraged to select a course of study directed

toward their personal goals. Several options are available besides the normal major in

most departments. Further information on these may be found in the depanmental
listings.

1

.

Areas of concentration within departmental majors. Certain majors, includ-

ing architecture, electrical engineering, German, human performance, phys-

ics, and Spanish, but not limited to these, have a choice of different areas of

concentration with different course requirements within the department ma-
jor.

2. Double or triple majors that fulfill the major requirements of two or three

departments. The majors may, but need not, be in related fields: for example,

computer science/math science or biology/English.

3. Interdepartmental majors. Interdepartmental majors combine courses taught

by faculty from more than one department. A list of these majors is provided

in the table located near the end of this section on Curricula and Degrees.

4. Area majors. Instead of selecting an established departmental major or

program, students have the option of developing an area major that is closer

to their particular interests and career goals if the academic resources are

available at Rice. Whereas double majors must conform to the requirements

of both departments, an area major is a single major that combines courses

from two or more departments and forms a clearly coherent program with its

own major requirements. An area major must be distinct from other majors

offered at Rice and is not to be taken as a double major along with an

established major. Students who elect to take an area major must also conform
to all other university graduation requirements.
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An area major is normally initiated by the student and is worked out in

conjunction with advisers in the Office of Academic Advising and faculty

advisers from each of the departments involved. Together they design a

comprehensive and substantial course of study, decide on an appropriate title,

and indicate their approval with signatures. Final approval of the plan must be

granted by the chairs of the involved departments and the Undergraduate

Curriculum Committee.

After approval has been secured, the Office of Academic Advising

officially certifies the approved major plan to the Registrar and oversees the

major on behalf of the faculty advisers. Any change in the proposed require-

ments requires the approval of the faculty advisers and the Undergraduate

Curriculum Committee.

Students who might want to develop an area major but are uncertain

which departments to approach should consult with the Office of Academic
Advising during the sophomore year. Area majors may not be formulated and

approved within three semesters of graduation other than in exceptional

circumstances that would be determined by the Committee on Examinations

and Standing. Under no circumstances may an area major be declared in the

final semester before graduation.

Premedical, Prelaw, and Prebusiness Programs

In addition to the preprofessional and professional programs offered by Rice in

accounting, architecture, business administration, engineering, music, and public and

nonprofit management, a student may pursue a program that will satisfy the require-

ments for admission to graduate professional schools in business, dentistry, diplomacy

and foreign affairs, health science, law, or medicine.

The health professions adviser counsels students interested in premedical or

predental studies and other professional programs in the health sciences. Those

interested in prelegal studies should consult the prelaw adviser. Information about a

career in business, finance, or accounting can be obtained from the prebusiness adviser.

These advisers may be contacted through their offices in the Ley Student Center.

Students who plan to enter medical school or other professional or any graduate

school at the end of their junior year at Rice can arrange to receive a Rice four-year

bachelor's degree by submitting to the Committee on Examinations and Standing a

degree plan that fulfills all normal university and departmental requirements for the

bachelor's degree. The degree plan must be submitted before students begin their

graduate or professional training. Transfer credit for courses not to exceed the equivalent

of ten courses of three or four semester hours are accepted if the individual courses are

acceptable to the student's major department and the Registrar according to normal

procedures. Students who have entered Rice after their first year must complete the

minimum residence and course requirements for transfer students before leaving. The

Committee on Examinations and Standing reviews the degree plan submitted by each

student and gives final approval of the student's admission to the program.

Premedical and Predental Programs. The entrance requirements for medical and

dental colleges of the United States are limited to relatively few courses: one year each

of general chemistry, organic chemistry, physics, mathematics, biology, and English,

and laboratories required by the foregoing science courses. Because medical and dental

schools show little or no preference for any one major, students planning a medical or

dental career have the opportunity to choose their major on the basis of their interests and

capabilities. They should keep two objectives in mind: (1) to secure a broadly based

cultural background and (2) to master the necessary skills for an alternative career.
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Those who elect to concentrate in the sciences or engineering will automatically satisfy

most of the entrance requirements. Students concentrating in the humanities need to

make some adjustments in their study plan in order to fulfill the entrance requirements.

Premedical and predental students are advised to discuss their plans with the health

professions adviser.

Prelaw Studies. The academic requirement for admission to law school is satisfied

by all degree programs offered at Rice. While many students major in history, political

science, or economics as a base for prelaw studies, no law school specifies particular

courses or curricula as prerequisite to admission. Most require only a baccalaureate

degree and the Law School Admission Test.

The Official Guide to U.S. Law Schools, published by the Law School Admission

Council/Law School Admission Services in cooperation with the American Bar

Association and the Association ofAmerican Law Schools, states that prelegal education

should develop oral and written comprehension and expression as well as creative

thinking and critical understanding of human values and that no one discipline is

uniquely concerned with those objectives. Therefore, prelaw students should strive for

development of their own capabilities within the areas of their greatest interest.

Although there is no required course of study for the student interested in a legal career,

the prelaw adviser recommends expository writing courses and beginning accounting

and economics courses as useful to any law student.

Interested students should contact the prelaw adviser early, preferably in their first

year at Rice. The official guide, reference books, and catalogs of many leading law

schools are available in the prelaw office in the Ley Student Center. Prelaw students are

encouraged to discuss their plans with the prelaw adviser.

Prebusiness Studies. Graduate business schools consider a variety of attributes

when admitting students to their Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.) programs:

1

.

scholastic aptitude, as evidenced by undergraduate grades and the score on the

Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT),
2. extracurricular activities,

3. work experience, and

4. ability to communicate effectively both orally and in writing.

No one undergraduate major is favored over another. Students intending to study

accounting or business administration at the graduate level are advised to select an

undergraduate major (or majors) in which their academic performance is likely to be the

strongest.

Regardless of one's undergraduate major, it would be wise to take Econ 211 and

212 and Acco 305 as background courses. Since many major business schools prefer

students who have relevant full-time experience, these courses will assist graduating

seniors in obtaining employment in the private or public sector. In addition, business

schools have begun to attach importance to course work in calculus.

Students who are considering application to a graduate business school are

encouraged to consult the prebusiness adviser early in their undergraduate years.

Graduate business schools differ in their objectives, curricula, teaching methods, job

placement possibilities, and admission standards, and prospective applicants should

endeavor to become versed in the programs of different schools before beginning the

application process. The prebusiness adviser can also suggest the kinds of work
experience that graduate business schools find to be the most useful for prospective

students.

During December or January of their senior year, undergraduates may apply for the

two-semester Master of Accounting program offered by the Jesse H. Jones Graduate
School of Administration. In order to be eligible for the program, students must have
taken the following prerequisites as undergraduates: six hours ofeconomics, three hours
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of industrial and organizational psychology, three hours ofapplied statistics, three hours

of introduction to management science (quantitative analysis), three hours of financial

accounting, and three hours of management accounting. In addition, courses in corpo-

rate finance and intermediate microeconomics are recommended but not required. No
specific undergraduate major is required for entrance into the program.

Reserve Officers' Training Corps Programs

Rice University hosts a Naval Reserve Officers ' Training Corps program. Students

may participate in Army ROTC through a cross-enrollment program with the University

of Houston. These programs seek to train college students so that upon graduation they

will receive Reserve commissions as officers in the United States Army, Navy, or

Marine Corps.

Any student suspended by the university for academic failure or other cause is

immediately discharged from the ROTC programs. Any student performing unsatisfac-

tory work in military science or naval science courses or lacking satisfactory officer-like

qualities may be discharged from the ROTC programs regardless of the quality of

academic work. Enrollment in the ROTC programs at Rice University is normally made
at the beginning of the fall term. Courses in naval science and military science are open

to all students. These courses may be counted as free electives toward satisfying degree

requirements, but they may not be used to satisfy any distribution requirements or

departmental major requirements. The amount of credit assigned to each course is

determined by the provost, in consultation with the Committee on the Undergraduate

Curriculum. All such courses shall, however, count toward the determination of

probation, suspension, course load, and grade-point average.

Additional information regarding the ROTC programs and available scholarships

is given under Military Science and Naval Science in the Courses of Instruction section

of this catalog.

Teacher Certiflcation

Programs of study are offered to fulfill the Texas state requirements for teaching

certificates on the secondary level in art, biology, chemistry, computer science, earth

science, economics, English, French, general science, geology, German, health sci-

ences, history, Latin, life-earth science, mathematical sciences, physical education,

physical sciences, physics, political science, psychology, Russian, social studies,

sociology, and Spanish. See Education Department (p. 286) for information on under-

graduate and master's level teacher certification programs.
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Degree Chart

School
Department Degrees Offered

Additional Options, Areas of

Concentration (within majors)

GEORGE R. BROWN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Chemical Engineering B.A., B.S., M.Ch.E., M.S.

Ph.D.

Biochemical, biomedical engineering; polymer
science; chemical reaction engineering,

interi'acial phenomena, process control,

thermodynamics, transport phenomena,
heterogeneous catalysis, flow and transport in

oil recovery and groundwater cleanup

Civil Engineering B.A., B.S.

Ph.D.

M.C.E., M.S. Structural analysis and design, structural

mechanics, environmental engineering

Computational and
Applied Mathematics

B.A., M.A., Master of

Computational and Applied

Mathematics, M.C.S.E., Ph.D.

Computational science, numerical analysis,

operations research, physical mathematics,

applied probability, optimization

Computer Science B.A.,M.C.S., M.S., Ph.D. Compiler construction, parallel computing,

programming languages, programming
environments, distributed systems, operating

systems, complexity theory, algorithms,

graphics

Electrical and

Computer Engineering

B.A., B.S., M.E.E., M.S.,

Ph.D.

Bioengineering, circuits, control and
communications systems, robotics, computer
engineering, lasers, and solid-state electronics

Environmental Science

and Engineering

M.E.E., M.E.S., M.S.,

Ph.D. (For B.A. as double

major see department; B.S.

see Civil Engineering and

Chemical Engineering)

Biological, physical, and chemical treatment

processes; hydrology and water quality

modeling; water resources management;
aquatic biology; inorganic and organic

chemistry; atmospheric physics; physical-

chemical processes, water treatment, membrane
filtration

Mechanical Engineering

and Materials Science

Statistics

B.A., B.S., M.M.E., Computer applications, thermal sciences and
M.M.S., M.S., Ph.D. energy conversion, gas dynamics, fluid

mechanics, stress analysis and mechanical

behavior of materials, aerospace engineering,

material structures

B.A., M.Stat., M.A., Ph.D. Data analysis, biomathematics, statistical

computing, time series analysis, quality control,

nonparametric function estimation, model
building

JESSE H, JONES GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business

Administration,

Master of Accounting
(For B.A. see managerial

studies. M.Acco. degree

may be earned in two sem-
esters if a specific set of

prerequisites is taken as

an undergraduate.)

Accounting, business entrepreneurship,

finance, management information systems,

international management, marketing,

operations management, organizational behavior

and human resource management, public and
nonprofit management, and strategic

management and planning. Joint degree

options with the George R. Brown School of

Engineering also exist in all engineering

disciplines.

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
B.A., B.Arch., M.Arch.,

M.Arch in Urban Design,

D.Arch.

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES
Art and Art History B.A., B.F.A., M.A. Art history, studio art, archaeology, film, and

photography

Education Master of Arts in

Teaching
Teacher preparatory programs in twenty-eight

subject areas
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English
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Physics B.A.

M.A. and Ph.D.

Physics, applied physics, biophysics, chemical

physics, and space physics and astronomy.

Atomic, molecular, and laser physics;

biophysics; condensed matter and surface

physics; nuclear and particle physics; theoretical

physics

Space Physics and
Astronomy

M.S., Ph.D. (For B.A., see

Physics Department,

space physics option)

Ground- and space-based observational

planetary and galactic astronomy, theoretical

astrophysics and space-plasma physics. Earth

system science, spacecraft development and data

analysis

INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAJORS
Area Majors B.A.
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Foreign Study Programs and Programs with Other Universities

Institute of European Studies/Institute for Asian Studies

Rice is an affiliate university of the Institute for European Studies/Institute for

Asian Studies, a system ofcenters abroad located in Durham, Freiburg, London, Madrid,

Milan, Nantes, Paris, Vienna, Singapore, Adelaide, Southeast Asia, Tokyo, Taiwan,

Beijing, Nagoya, and Russia. Each center offers a variety of opportunities to comple-

ment Rice major programs or to develop new interests. In most cases, the institute center

is associated with a host university, and students may take a combination of courses

offered by both the center and the university. Counselors and faculty from lES/IAS and

the host university advise students in the selection of appropriate courses, facilitate

registration at the university, arrange for university examinations, and provide tran-

scripts to Rice. Students considering foreign study should arrange for prior approval of

transfer credit through the academic department(s) involved and the Registrar.

Butler University Institute for Study Abroad

An affiliation between Rice and Butler University Institute for Study Abroad

enables Rice students to enroll directly in 30 universities in England and Scotland and

1 8 universities in Australia and New Zealand, either for the full academic year or for a

one- or two-term stay. The universities in Great Britain include a wide array of schools,

both in and out of London; the universities in the Pacific Rim include the universities of

Melbourne, Sydney, and Auckland. Butler University Institute for Study Abroad also

sponsors one- or two-semester thematic INSTEP programs that concentrate on politics

and law (London), politics and strategic studies (London), and advanced economics

(Cambridge). The INSTEP program also provides for optional internships with financial

institutions in the city of London at the end of the spring term.

Interested undergraduates may obtain brochures, applications, and information

about transfer of credit for the Butler programs in the Office of Academic Advising.

Beaver College Center for Education Abroad

Rice is also affiliated with Beaver College Center for Education Abroad, which

provides direct access to 40 United Kingdom universities, among them various branches

ofthe University ofLondon, University of Bristol, University of Edinburgh, and Trinity

University, Dublin. Beaver College also maintains centers in Australia, Austria, Greece,

Hungary, and Mexico. These universities and programs offer courses of study for Rice

students with majors in science, engineering, the humanities, and the social sciences.

Prior approval for transfer credit should be arranged through the academic department(s)

and the Registrar. Further information is available in the Office of Academic Advising.

Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies in Rome

Another consortial affiliation provided to enhance the Rice undergraduate experi-

ence is one centered in Rome, focusing on classical studies. Operated through Stanford

University ' s Overseas Studies, this semester or year-long program offers undergraduate

courses in Greek and Latin literature, ancient history and archaeology, and ancient art,

taught by European and American professors. Majors in Ancient Mediterranean

Civilizations are particularly encouraged to avail themselves of this program, although

other juniors or seniors majoring in art history or classics would benefit as well.

Additional information on this and other foreign programs may be obtained in the Office

of Academic Advising.



China Cooperative Language and Study Programs Consortium

Under the auspices of the Council on International Education Exchange, Rice

participates in a consortium that offers students the opportunity to study at Peking

University and Nanjing University in China and at National Chengchi University in

Taipei. Prospective participants may receive more information from the Office of

Academic Advising or from faculty associated with the Asian Studies major.

C. D. Broad Exchange Program with Trinity College, Cambridge

This exchange program, sponsored by the Student Aid Foundation Enterprises,

involves both students and faculty from Rice and Trinity College, Cambridge. Student

participation, available through receipt ofa competitive award, confers one year of study

as a visiting student at Rice or at Trinity College in alternate years. Similar but shorter

exchanges of Rice and Trinity faculty members will also be arranged through the

program. The provost will appoint the Rice faculty member for the exchange program.

Further information on the program may be obtained from the Office of Academic

Advising.

Rice University-Gakushuin University Exchange Program

Under an exchange agreement negotiated with the Humanities Division, Rice

students who have previous experience with the Japanese language may apply to spend

a semester or a year at Gakushuin University, a small elite university in Tokyo. They will

be eligible to take courses in Japanese language and culture while in Tokyo as well as

courses in other disciplines if they manifest sufficient language proficiency. Applica-

tions for this exchange may be obtained in the Office ofAcademic Advising and are due

in February of each year.

Rice University-University of Lancaster Exchange Program

Rice sophomores majoring in economics, managerial studies, sociology, or reli-

gious studies and maintaining a minimum GPA of 2.5 may qualify for an exchange

program with the University of Lancaster, a notable British university located in

northwestern England, just south ofthe Lake District. Applications should be submitted

to the Office ofAcademic Advising early in the spring semester prior to the school year

spent abroad; fmalists will be selected from among the applicants by the faculty of the

departments of economics and sociology, in consultation with the Office of Academic
Advising.

The Rice-Lancaster exchange occurs on a one-for-one basis, and each student pays

tuition, room, and board to his or her home institution. The program must be undertaken
for a full academic year.

Rice University-University of Wiirzburg Exchange Program

Through an agreement between the physics and electrical and computer engineer-

ing departments at Rice and the University ofWiirzburg, Germany, undergraduates with

a concentration in physics or electrical engineering may participate in a year-long

exchange between the two schools. The exchange program at Wiirzburg includes an

intensive German-language course taught in Germany prior to the fall term. To be

eligible, Rice students must have completed at least two years of college-level German
or the equivalent and must be selected through an application process in spring of the

year prior to the exchange. Courses of study, usually fourth-year undergraduate level.
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must be arranged on an individual basis with advisers in the physics and electrical and

computer engineering departments.

Applicants are generally named on a one-for-one basis of exchange. Each student

must cover tuition costs at his or her home institution, to be applied to the exchange

partner; other costs must be borne by the individual. Applications and general informa-

tion about this exchange may be obtained in the Office ofAcademic Advising and in the

physics department.

Exchange Program with Federation of German-American Clubs

Students at Rice with a firm grounding in the German language, both written and

spoken, are eligible to compete for an exchange program cosponsored by the Federation

ofGerman-American Clubs and Rice. Applications may be obtained from the Office of

Academic Advising and should be completed by mid-March. Selection ofRice finalists

is made by the faculty of the Department of German and Slavic Studies, in cooperation

with the Office of Academic Advising. The number of Rice finalists is usually limited

to one or two a year, based on an even exchange with German students.

This ten-month program provides for the Rice student's enrollment at one of 18

outstanding German universities, professional schools, or technical schools, depending

on individual qualifications and field of study. The Federation of German-American
Clubs makes the university assignment, based on a priority ranking by the applicant. The
clubs also host several weekend gatherings in different parts ofGermany throughout the

year abroad and assign a host family.

Rice participants pay tuition, room, and board to Rice to be applied to their

counterpart's credit; they are supplied with tuition payment and a stipend to cover room
and board while in Germany.

Rice University-Swarthmore Exchange Program

An exchange program exists between Rice and Swarthmore College for qualified

students in the fall semester of their sophomore, junior, or senior year. Swarthmore,

which is situated on a wooded campus near Philadelphia, is a nondenominational

coeducational college with academic standards similar to those at Rice. The exchange

is for the fall semester only. Rice students apply in January by submitting their own letter

of application and two supporting letters from faculty members. The exchange is on a

one-for-one basis with each student continuing to pay all charges and fees to his or her

home school.

Prior approval of transfer credit should be requested for each course from the

Registrar. Courses to be taken at Swarthmore that will apply to the student's major must

also be approved by the department. Students who enroll in the normal program of four

four-semester-hour courses at Swarthmore receive upon satisfactory completion 16

hours (or five courses) toward their Rice degree with a notation of specific courses that

may count for fulfillment of major requirements or distribution within that block credit.

Further information on this program may be obtained from the Office of Academic

Advising.

Sweet Briar Junior Year in France Program

Established in 1948, the Sweet Briar Junior Year in France Program provides an

opportunity for students from colleges and universities in the United States and Canada

to spend a year studying at four universities and other institutions of higher education

in Paris following a four-week orientation period in Tours. While some students in this

program major in French, many others specialize in such areas as art and art history,
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comparative literature, government, history, international relations, mathematics, mu-

sic, philosophy, political science, religion, theater arts, etc. Students are encouraged to

experience French culture by living with families in both Tours and Paris. Application

materials may be obtained in the French department or the Office ofAcademic Advising.

Denmark's International Study Program

DIS offers full-year, semester, and summer programs in Copenhagen, established

under the Danish Ministry of Education and the University of Copenhagen. Academic

offerings focus on liberal arts, international business, and architecture and design and

include study tours to Russia and Europe. Prior knowledge ofthe Danish language is not

required. Further information and applications are available in the Office of Academic

Advising.

Sea Education Association

Rice University's affiliation with SEA enables students to spend a Sea Semester

concentrating their studies on deep-water oceanography. Halfthe period oftime is spent

in laboratories at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, and the other portion aboard a sailing

vessel in the Caribbean, conducting research. Through another option. Maritime

Semester, students may study the development of maritime cultures and commerce in

New England and Canada while operating a sailing vessel off the North American

coastline.

Academic Regulations

All undergraduate students are subject to the academic regulations of the univer-

sity. Students are responsible for making certain that all departmental and university

requirements are met. Students are responsible for meeting all academic deadlines. The

Committee on Examinations and Standing administers the rules described below. Under

unusual circumstances, any student may submit a written petition to the committee

requesting special consideration. All correspondence with the committee should be

addressed in care of the vice president for Student Affairs.

Registration

Currently enrolled students preregister in March for the fall semester and in

November for the spring semester and complete registration at the beginning of each

semester. Entering students complete their registration during Orientation for New
Students the week before classes begin in August. New students must complete, sign,

and return a matriculation card in order to be properly registered. New students will not

be allowed to register or to attend classes unless a properly completed Health Data Form
has been received and immunization and TB screening requirements have been met. A
late fee of $25 will be charged for failure to submit a fully completed Health Data Form
by the required date.

Unless a special tuition plan has been elected, all tuition and fees for the fall

semester must be paid by the middle of August and for the spring semester by the end

of December.

A student who does not register or request from the Registrar a delay ofthe deadline

established by the Academic Calendar is considered withdrawn from the university by
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default. To be readmitted, the student must be eligible to continue and must pay a late

registration fee. The fee is $15 through the third week of the semester and $25 in the

fourth week. No student is allowed to register after the fourth week ofclasses except with

approval from the Committee on Examinations and Standing or the vice president for

Student Affairs for good reason shown. If approved, a late fee of $35 is assessed.

Students may change their registration by adding or dropping courses according to

the proper procedure during the first two weeks of the semester without penalty fee.

From the end of the second week to the end of the fourth week the student must obtain

the instructor's permission to add a course. The deadline for adding courses is the end

of the fourth week, and the deadline for dropping courses is the end of the tenth week
of the semester. Courses in which loss of credit has been assessed by the Honor Council

may not be dropped. Students who add or drop courses after the second week but before

the above deadlines will be charged for each drop/add form submitted according to the

following schedule:

Week 1
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are also limits on the amount of transfer credit that may be applied to the various Rice

majors and degree programs, noted elsewhere in this publication. In particular, no more

than 14 semester hours of transfer credit taken in summer schools other than Rice may
be applied to any Rice degree.

Because of these restrictions, students are strongly advised to seek prior approval

from the Registrar before taking courses elsewhere. The Registrar may require the

student to secure approval from the department in case of courses in the student's major

or for highly specialized courses. Without prior approval, students cannot be assured that

credit taken at another institution will be transferred.

If approved, the equivalent Rice course will be entered on the student's record only

after an official transcript is received by the Registrar. No grade is entered. Credit is

generally determined on a pro rata basis. Transferred courses have no effect on the Rice

GPA. All requirements satisfied by the equivalent Rice course are satisfied by the

transferred course.

Final Examinations

Final examinations are given in most courses, but the decision to give a final

examination as a required part of the course rests with the instructor and the department.

Final examinations that cover more than the material since the last examination,

that are the only exam in the course, or that are comprehensive of the entire course may
be given only during the final examination period. Such examinations may not, for

example, be labeled "tests" and administered during the last week of classes.

Final examinations are normally of three hours duration. Faculty who, under

exceptional circumstances, wish to give longer examinations can do so only if the exam
is scheduled as take-home. Under no circumstances may final exams exceed five hours.

The "due date" for all take-home final exams is the end of the examination period.

The Committee on Examinations and Standing also recommends that hour exams

not be given in the final week of classes in those courses in which a final is given.

All tests and examinations are conducted under the honor system.

University-sponsored events at which student attendance is required may be

scheduled in or outside of Houston during the period from Monday through Saturday

during the last week of classes, so long as no more than one day of classes and one night

would be spent out of Houston from the previous Sunday night through Friday

afternoon. Events scheduled on Saturday may involve travel on Friday evening and on

Sunday. However, no events may be scheduled on Sunday and thereafter until the

conclusion of the final examination period. Exceptions may be authorized only by the

Committee on Examinations and Standing.

The Pass-Fail Option

An undergraduate student may register for courses on a pass/fail basis subject to the

following limitations:

1. The total number of pass/fail courses taken as an undergraduate shall not

exceed one for each full year of residence up to a limit of four. Students

participating in off-campus programs administered through Rice will be

considered in residence at Rice for the purpose of this rule.

2. The total number of pass/fail semester hours shall not exceed 14.

3. A student may register for only one pass/fail course in a semester.

4. No courses specifically required for the major nor courses within the major

department (or major area for area or interdepartmental majors) may be taken

pass/fail. If such courses were taken P/F, the Registrar will automatically

replace the P with the grade earned.
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Courses can be taken under the pass-fail option if the student files the proper form

in the Registrar's Office no later than the end of the fourth week of classes. The student

may convert any course so designated to a graded course by the deadline that is specified

for resolving a grade of "other" by filing the proper form with the Registrar. Students

should consider declaring pass/fail options early in the semester and changing to a grade

designation later if appropriate. The Committee on Examinations and Standing rarely

approves conversion to a pass/fail designation after the deadline. Students should be

aware that while a P does not affect the GPA, an F for a course taken pass-fail does count

in the GPA. The pass/fail option may be declared for a course taken during the Rice

summer session, but this counts toward the total of four courses.

Grade Symbols and Designations

Courses are graded using the following symbols:

A
B
C
D • >,:,.- <.:. - f.- -:-= i-,na',-, .-

F
P Pass—students successfully taking a course pass/fail receive a P.

S Students successfully completing a designated satisfactory/fail course

receive an S. The grade of S indicates satisfactory completion of a course

in which traditional grading procedures are not used. Unsatisfactory

completion of such a course is indicated by the grade of F. Courses or labs

in which traditional grading procedures are not used must be designated in

the "Schedule of Courses Offered" published each semester by the Regis-

trar. Courses so designated may be counted toward the completion of a

major. Students should be aware that while an S does not affect the GPA,
an F received in such a course does.

Designations for special purposes:

W withdrew

INC incomplete

## other

NG no grade reported by instructor

NC no credit granted for this course

The designations, explained below, do not affect grade averages.

Instructors are required to report a grade for all students (except auditors) whose
names appear on the class list. For students who also receive a designation of

"incomplete" or "other," the grade is determined on the basis of zero credit for the work

not completed and does not become part of the student's record except as discussed

below. For students who withdraw from the university within the last five weeks of

classes, the grade, which will not appear on the student's record but will be used solely

in determining eligibility for readmission, should be based on the performance of the

student up to the time of withdrawal.

A designation of "incomplete" is reported to the Registrar by the instructor when
a student has not been able to complete a course because of verified illness or other

circumstances beyond the student's control during the semester. Such work must be

completed and a revised grade submitted by the end of the fifth week of the next

semester; otherwise, the Registrar's Office will record the grade originally submitted by

the instructor. In fulfilling course expectations, students must be certain that tests,

papers, and other materials that affect a grade or completion of a requirement are
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delivered by hand to the appropriate professor or office. Loss or lateness attributed to

mail service is not an acceptable excuse for failing to meet academic deadlines. A student

who receives two or more "incompletes" in a semester is not eligible to enroll in more

than 14 semester hours in the semester immediately following.

A designation of "other" is reported to the Registrar if a student fails to appear for

the final examination after completing all the other work of a course. A designation of

"other" must be resolved and a revised grade submitted by the end of the first week of

classes of the second semester or by the end of the fourth week after Commencement,

whichever is applicable. If no revised grade is received, the Registrar's Office will

record the grade originally submitted by the instructor. A designation of "other" is also

reported to the Registrar if an accusation has been made to the Honor Council.

A designation of "withdrew" appears for each course for which the student was

enrolled at the time ofwithdrawal from the university. Courses dropped by students prior

to the late drop deadline are removed entirely from the transcript. A "W" is recorded for

any course dropped with the approval of the Committee on Examinations and Standing

after the late drop deadline. Requests for late drops that are denied by the Committee on

Examinations and Standing will result in the earned semester grade's being recorded on

the student's transcript. See also the section "Voluntary Withdrawal and Readmission"

for rules concerning withdrawal in the last five weeks of classes.

A designation of "no grade" indicates that the instructor failed to report a grade.

Instructors are asked to resolve this situation as quickly as possible.

Students with designations of "incomplete" and "other" should be aware that they

may go on probation or suspension when these are changed to grades.

Students may repeat courses previously failed. The record of the first attempt (and

grade) remains on the permanent record (transcript). Both grades are included in GPA
calculations. If students repeat courses previously passed, credit is awarded only once

unless the course is designated as repeatable for credit. Each attempt remains on the

permanent record, and each grade is included in the GPA.

Grade Points and Grade Averages

Grade
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believes that the following policies have long been supported in practice by the faculty

both individually and collectively:

1 . The evaluation of the student's performance in a course and a decision on the

appropriate grade is the responsibility of the designated instructor or instruc-

: tors in the course.

' 2. No student should be given an extension of time or opportunities to improve
i a grade that are not available to all members of the class, except for verified

,) illness or justified absence from campus. Students who have three scheduled

I final examinations in two consecutive calendar days may, however, take one

of the examinations at another time. Except for scheduled exams, no course

assignments may be due between the last day of classes and the last day of the

final examination period.

3. Students in independent study courses are not to be allowed an extension

beyond the time when grades are due. Faculty are to submit grades at the end

of the semester for such students based on work completed during the

'.• semester. The instructor directing the independent study bears responsibility

with the student both for ensuring that the work undertaken is appropriate to

the span of a semester and for determining the degree credit to be received.

4. The basis for grading and the expectations on all written assignments or tests

should be clearly explained to the class in advance, preferably in writing at the

beginning of the semester. The instructor should explain clearly which
''jn'^1 ; assignments or homework are covered by the Honor Code and which are not.

To prevent allegations of plagiarism on written assignments, students should

be warned that all direct and indirect quotations from other sources should be

properly acknowledged. The instructor should explain the extent to which the

-',. student's paper is expected to be independent of the references and clearly

:
'

distinguishable from them.

5. Instructors should be willing to give any student an explanation of his or her

grade as consistent with the grading for the rest of the class. For this reason the

committee urges the faculty to preserve all examinations and written material

not returned to students as well as grade records for the semester for at least

one month into the following semester so that students may, if they wish,

review with their instructor the basis for the grade that they have received.

6. Instructors may not change a semester grade after the grade sheet has been

submitted to the Registrar except for a clerical error in calculating the grade.

This is a long-standing university rule ofwhich the faculty are reminded by the

Registrar at the end ofeach semester. It is designed in part to protect the faculty

from student pressure for grade changes. All other grade changes, including
^ retroactive change to withdrawal or incomplete, must be approved by the

Committee on Examinations and Standing on the basis of a written petition

from the student and on information from the instructor.

7. There is no university requirement that a final examination be given in a

;
course. It is university policy that:

a. Final examinations that cover more than the material since the last

examination, that are the only exam in the course, or that are

comprehensive of the entire course may be given only during the

final examination period. Such examinations may not, for example,

be labeled "tests" and administered during the last week of classes.

b. Final examinations are normally of three hours duration. Faculty

who, under exceptional circumstances, wish to give longer examina-

tions can do so only if the exam is scheduled as take-home. Under no

circumstances may final exams exceed five hours. The "due date"
'^'

for all take-home final exams is the end of the examination period.
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8

.

First-year students receive mid-semester grades around the eighth week ofthe

fall and spring semesters so that they can, ifadvisable, enroll in tutoring ordrop

a class for which they may not be prepared. Faculty who teach first-year

students in any of their classes will be asked to submit grades of standing for

these students during the seventh week ofthe semester and should schedule the

grading oftests, quizzes, orhomework assignments accordingly. These grades

are not recorded on the student's transcript nor calculated in the GPA, but they

are important indicators for students and their faculty advisers.

9. Departments using teaching associates, adjunct professors, or visiting faculty

of any kind should make sure these teachers are familiar with Rice grading

procedures. A regular faculty member who is well versed in the grading

guidelines should be assigned to assist such instructors.

The Chair ofthe Committee on Examinations and Standing or the vice president for

Student Affairs will be glad to advise any faculty member faced with exceptional

circumstances that may justify special consideration. Students may petition the commit-

tee concerning the application of these guidelines. Suspected or possible violations of

the Honor Code should be submitted to the Honor Council.

President's Honor Roll

Outstanding students are recognized each semester through the publication of the

President's Honor Roll. In order to be eligible, students must have grades exclusive of

pass-fail and satisfactory-fail in a total of 12 or more semester hours and must not have

any grade of F. Approximately 30 percent of all undergraduates are so recognized.

Undergraduates enrolled in four-year bachelor's degree programs are always eligible

for the Honor Roll. Students enrolled in five-year bachelor's/master's programs are

eligible only during their first eight semesters.

Academic Probation

A student is placed on academic probation if at the end of any semester:

1

.

the student's grade point average for that semester is less than 1 .67 or

2. the student has a cumulative grade point average less than 1 .67. This require-

ment is waived if the GPA for that semester is at least 2.0.

The period ofprobation extends to the end ofthe next semester in which the student

is enrolled at the university. A student on probation (academic or disciplinary) is not

permitted to be a candidate or to hold any elective or appointive office.

A student on academic probation is not allowed to enroll in more than 17 semester

hours. A student who receives two or more "incomplete" grades in a semester is not

eligible to enroll in more than 14 semester hours in the semester immediately following.

Academic Suspension

A student is suspended from the university if at the end of any semester:

1. the student earns grades that would place him/her on academic probation a

third time or

2. the student earns a grade point average less than 1 .00 for the semester, except

for students completing their first semester at Rice.

Students readmitted after a previous suspension will again be suspended if in any

succeeding semester they fail to achieve at least one of the following requirements:

1

.

a cumulative and semester grade point average of at least 1 .67 or

2. a semester average of at least 2,00.
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The period of a first suspension is normally one semester; the period of a second

suspension is at least two semesters. Students will not be readmitted following a third

suspension.

Suspension is deemed to occur as soon as a responsible university official, normally

the Registrar, learns that a student's performance has been such as to place him or her

on suspension. Suspension is lifted the first day of class of the semester in which the

student returns to the university or, in the case of persons who have served the nominal

term of suspension but do not intend to return to Rice, when they have received

permission from the Committee on Examinations and Standing to have that suspension

lifted.

If a student facing first or second academic suspension can demonstrate to the

Registrar that he/she can complete degree requirements in one semester if permitted to

return, the suspension will be reduced to probation. This ruling may be invoked only one

time during the academic degree plan.

Students who graduate at the end of a semester in which their academic perfor-

mance would place them on probation or suspension will not have the terms "academic

probation" or "suspension" placed on their transcript for that semester.

Disciplinary Probation and Suspension

A student may be placed on probation or suspension for an Honor Code violation

or for disciplinary reasons through action of the Dean of Students. No student may
receive a degree while on disciplinary suspension (including that for an Honor Code
violation), even if all academic requirements for graduation have been fulfilled.

Readmission After Suspension

To obtain readmission after academic suspension, the student must address a letter

of petition to the Committee on Examinations and Standing; this letter should be

received at least a month before the beginning of classes. At the same time, the student

should request two supporting letters from persons under whom the student has worked

during the suspension period as a student or an employee. If the problems causing the

previous difficulty appear to have been relieved, the student is generally readmitted.

Prior to readmission, students returning from a second suspension must submit an

academic program approved by the Office of Academic Advising and will be expected

to maintain regular contact with that office throughout the semester. In some instances,

approval ofreadmission may be postponed, or suspension may be permanent. A student

desiring special consideration with regard to readmission following academic suspen-

sion should petition the committee in writing.

Petitions for readmission following a separation from the university involving

disciplinary or other nonacademic considerations should be submitted in writing and

will be reviewed by the dean of Students.

The Committee on Examinations and Standing does not normally place students on

probation and suspension as the result of deficient performance in the Rice Summer
School (although itmay do so at its discretion). Students are warned, however, that grade

averages are affected.

Voluntary Withdrawal and Readmission

A student may withdraw voluntarily from the university at any time during the

semester up until the last day of classes; and, if in good academic standing at the time

of withdrawal, the student is normally readmitted upon written application to the

Committee on Examinations and Standing. If the withdrawal is for major medical or
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psychological/psychiatric reasons, however, the voluntary withdrawal will be treated

similarly to an involuntary withdrawal for the purposes of readmission.

Any student desiring to withdraw should inform the college master in person and

give written notification ofwithdrawal to the vice president for Student Affairs, who will

notify other offices of the university as necessary. If the student withdraws within five

weeks of the last day of classes, grades of standing as of the day of withdrawal are

considered in determining eligibility for readmission. Students with grades of standing

that would have placed them on susp)ension had they not withdrawn will, for purposes

of readmission, be treated as if they had been suspended. Such students should follow

the guidelines for readmission shown under the suspension rules. Students who fail to

give notice of withdrawal should expect to receive failing grades.

A student may be withdrawn involuntarily from the university if, in the judgment

of the vice president for Student Affairs, the student

1

.

poses a threat to the lives or safety ofhimself/herselfor othermembers ofthe Rice

community,

2. has a medical or a psychological problem that cannot be properly treated in the

university setting, or

3. has evidenced a medical condition or behavior that seriously interferes with the

educational pursuits of other members of the Rice community.

Petitions for readmission after involuntary withdrawal should be submitted in

writing to the vice president for Student Affairs. At the same time, the student should

submit evidence that the problems leading to the involuntary withdrawal have been

resolved. In some cases, an interview with the director of the Counseling Center, the

director of the Health Service, or their designates will be required.

Leave of Absence

A student may request a leave ofabsence from the university by applying in writing

to the Committee on Examinations and Standing at any time prior to the first day of

classes in the semester that marks the beginning of the leave. Leave from the university

after the first day of classes is considered a voluntary withdrawal.

To be readmitted following an approved leave of absence of not more than four

semesters, students need only notify the vice president for Student Affairs of their

intention to terminate their leave at least one month before the beginning ofthe semester.

After four semesters, they should apply in writing to the Committee on Examinations

and Standing, as in the case of a voluntary withdrawal.

Approval of a leave of absence is always contingent on the student's satisfactory

completion ofcourse work in the semester preceding the leave; otherwise, the approved

leave may be converted to suspension.

Extended Time Graduation

Students enrolled in four- (five-) year bachelor's programs may elect to be subject

to the academic regulations in effect either at the time of their initial registration at Rice

or at the time oftheir graduation, unless they graduate more than seven (eight) years after

that initial registration. In that case they will be subject to the regulations in effect at the

time of their last readmission.

Courses in a student' s majorprogram completedmore than seven (eight) years prior

to graduation are subject to review by the appropriate departments. If the departments

conclude that any such courses are no longer suitable for satisfying the requirements of

the major, those courses will not be credited toward the major program, although they

will remain on the student's record.
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Academic Advising and Tutorial Programs

Rice University provides for academic advising of freshman and sophomore
students through a program centered in the residential colleges, overseen by the college

masters, and involving more than 150 faculty members. These faculty associates are

equipped to give broad, inclusive advice to students as well as specific information about

individual disciplines. Within each college, faculty members designated as "divisional

advisers," representing humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, and engineering,

additionally advise prospective majors in those divisions and give final approval to

course schedules and to the dropping and adding of classes. Majors in music and

architecture obtain course approval from academic advisers in the Shepherd School of

Music and the School of Architecture, as appropriate.

Once a student designates a departmental major, usually in the fourth semester, he

or she comes under the jurisdiction of an academic department (or departments, in the

case of a double major) for academic advising and approval of course schedules. Area

majors obtain approval from the Office of Academic Advising, which operates in

cooperation with the academic departments involved in each interdisciplinary major.

The director of Academic Advising, assisted by faculty associates, serves as an

administrative liaison between the academic departments and the college advising

system, maintains an up-to-date file on departmental course requirements, coordinates

a tutorial program, provides training for faculty and peer advisers, and organizes the

exchange of academic information between students, advisers, and departments. The
director oversees areas that span a range of academic disciplines—area majors, study

abroad, exchange programs, preprofessional advising, and fellowships—and arranges

for programs, such as Majors Day and Orientation Week Academic Fair, that inform

students about academic options within the Rice curriculum.

The Office ofAcademic Advising serves as a resource center for general academic

information, for brochures describing study abroad and exchange programs, for infor-

mation regarding prestigious fellowships awarded on a national basis (Rhodes, Marshall,

Luce, etc.), and for application packets for GRE, MCAT, LSAT, and GMAT tests.

Faculty advisers counsel individual students with academic problems and questions

and advise upper-class students applying to graduate school. Operating within the

Office of Academic Advising, the director of International Services assists foreign

students with visas and with cultural adaptation.

The Rice tutoring program provides free assistance to freshmen in any course and

to upperclassmen who are having difficulty with introductory courses. Each department

with major teaching assigimients at the introductory level names a departmental

coordinator who is responsible for organizing tutorial activities within the department

and assigning students to group or individual tutoring. The departmental coordinator

also approves the list of tutors and signs records of completed tutorial sessions.

Each college also selects a faculty associate who coordinates the tutoring program

within the college. This faculty member seeks ways to aid communication and help

advise those students who need tutoring. Both the departmental and college aspects of

the tutoring program are under the supervision of the director of Academic Advising.

Normally, a student who is having academic difficulty should consult with the

course instructor or the departmental coordinator to arrange for tutoring; however,

college coordinators provide an alternate referral source. Further information for those

who need tutoring or who would like to serve as a tutor may be secured from the Office

of Academic Advising.
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Summer School

Rice Summer School offers a variety of credit programs for Rice students, visiting

undergraduates, graduate students, and Class III students (nondegree postgraduate

study). Admission is automatic for any Rice undergraduate or graduate student in good

standing. Visiting students must send official transcripts (mailed directly from their

universities and colleges to the School of Continuing Studies) and complete an

application. Six to eight credit hours is considered a full load.

All applicants, including Rice students, should submit their applications with a $25

fee and a $25 per credit hour deposit by the application deadline (earlier for certain

courses). Because the Summer Program operates on a cost-recovery basis, it is essential

that students apply by the deadline. Courses that do not generate an enrollment sufficient

to pay costs by the deadline may be canceled. Applications may be accepted after the

deadline, but before the start of classes, with an additional $25 late fee.

1996 summer school tuition for students matriculating from July 1, 1994, to June

30, 1995 (inclusive), is $290 per credit hour. Tuition is $280 per credit hour for other

continuing Rice undergraduate students, $315 per credit hour for entering Rice fresh-

men and visiting undergraduate students, and $445 per credit hour for Rice graduate

students and Class III students. A tuition deposit is due with the application fee when the

application is submitted. Remaining tuition is due at registration prior to the beginning

ofclasses. Auditors are considered visitors in Summer School, subject to payment of full

tuition and fees. Limited financial aid is available for Rice students only.

For more information, please contact the Rice Summer Program Office at

(713) 520-6022 or 527-4803.

Admission of New Students

From its beginning. Rice University has sought to maintain an academic program

of the highest excellence for a small body of students. This number has grown with the

expansion of the university's resources over the past decade, but the total number of

students admitted to Rice still remains relatively small—approximately 650 students in

each first-year class.

In making its selections, the Admission Committee attempts to seek out and

identify students who have demonstrated exceptional ability and the potential for

personal and intellectual growth. There is no discrimination whatsoever on the basis of

sex, sexual orientation, race, color, religion, national or ethnic origin, age, disability, or

veteran status. Decisions are based not only on high school grades and test scores but also

on such qualities as leadership, participation in extracurricular activities, and personal

creativity. The university's aim is diversity rather than uniformity, and it believes that

students learn from each other and from life in the residential colleges as well as from

their classes and laboratories.

Students are selected on a competitive basis in five academic divisions: (1)

architecture, (2) humanities and social sciences, (3) engineering, (4) music, and (5)

natural sciences. Applicants should give careful consideration to the category under

which they wish to be considered. Students, however, are free to change from one of

these areas to another, after consultation with their adviser. Music students must pursue

the music program for at least the first year before changing divisions.
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First-year Applicants

There are four areas of focus generally used in evaluation of candidates for

admission: (1) scholastic record as reflected by the courses chosen and the quality of

performance, (2) standardized testing (SAT I or ACT, and three subjects from the SAT
II), (3) recommendations from teachers and counselors, (4) the application presentation

ofpersonal information and essays. The Admission Committee is particularly interested

in any information that can give insight into special talents and extracurricular areas of

development as well as intangible factors, such as motivation, intellectual curiosity, and

character.

1. The High School Record. The completion of no fewer than 16 college

preparatory units is required. The record must include the following units:

English 4 Laboratory science 2

Social Studies 2 (biology, chemistry, physics, etc.)

Mathematics 3 Additional credits in above- 3

A foreign language 2 listed areas

Total 16

Students admitted with academic deficiencies will be asked to complete the

required work by taking high school or college-level courses during the summer before

enrollment at Rice.

The science and engineering divisions require trigonometry, or other advanced

mathematics courses, and either chemistry or physics. Students may substitute a second

year of chemistry or biology for physics.

2. Standardized Testing. The SAT I, or the ACT, and three subject exams from

the SAT II are required for admission. Applicants to the humanities/social sciences,

architecture, and music schools must take the SAT II tests in writing and two other

subjects of their choice. Natural sciences applicants are required to take writing, math,

and a science test. Engineering applicants must take writing, math, and either the

chemistry or physics test. Home-schooled students must take five SAT II tests, one in

each of the following areas: writing, math, science, social sciences, and foreign

language.

These exams are administered by the College Board and the American College

Testing Program. Bulletins and test registration forms are available from high school

counseling offices. The applicant is responsible for making arrangements to take the

tests, and official score reports must be submitted before the student can be considered

for admission. The College Board code for Rice is 6609. The ACT code is 4152.

3. Candidates must submit evaluations from a counselor and one teacher.

The necessary forms are included in the application.

4. The Application. The application provides the committee with important

information on the student's background and gives the applicant an opportunity to

provide statements on his or her interests, experiences, and goals. Both the Rice

application and the Common Application are accepted. The application fee is $25.

Students for whom this fee creates a hardship may apply for a waiver. Freshman

applicants should provide proof of a fee waiver for the SAT I or ACT test or eligibility

for the school lunch program. In any case, a letter from the student's high school

counselor is required. Financial stress created by application fees to other institutions is

not considered a valid reason to grant a fee waiver.

The Personal Interview. Although a personal interview is not a requirement, we
recommend an interview for first-year applicants as an excellent opportunity to discuss

your interests, needs, and questions. Members of the Office ofAdmission, Rice seniors,

and alumni conduct these interviews between June and December. Please contact the
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Office of Admission for information about scheduling an interview.

Music Audition. Candidates to the Shepherd School of Music must arrange for an

audition with a member of the music faculty.

Architecture Portfolio. It is recommended that architecture applicants submit a

portfolio as well as interview with a faculty member in the School of Architectiu-e.

Early Decision Plan

The Early Decision Plan is open to first-year candidates for admission who regard

Rice University as their first choice and who will not apply elsewhere unless they are not

admitted under our Early Decision Plan. Early Decision applicants must complete the

required standardized testing on or by the October testing dates in the senior year. All

other materials should be filed by November 1 . Admission notices will be mailed on

December 15.

Requirements for admission are not altered by an Early Decision. Those accepted

are expected to complete the remainder of their high school work with superior

performance. Early Decision candidates should apply for financial aid using the Rice

University financial aid statement, which is sent by the Office of Financial Aid to all

Early Decision applicants. Those applying by November 1 will be notified soon after

admission. Late filers will be notified as soon as their information is processed.

The Admission Committee will admit, defer, or deny Early Decision applicants. If

the Admission Committee does not have sufficient reason for an affirmative decision in

December, action on some applications will be deferred until the Regular Decision

period. An additional semester ofthe high school record and additional standardized test

scores from the November, December, January, or February exams may be added for

later consideration. The applicant will, of course, be released from the pledge to apply

only to Rice. An applicant offered admission under the Early Decision Plan must make

a $ 1 00 nonrefundable registration deposit within 30 days in order to hold his or her place

in the incoming class. Those who desire a room on campus must make an additional $50

deposit.

Interim Decision Plan

First-year applicants who complete their standardized testing on or by the Decem-

ber testing dates and who file all other materials by December 1 may be considered in

the Interim Decision Plan and notified of the outcome by February 10. December

standardized tests usually are received in time for Interim Decision considerations;

however, when unforeseen circumstances delay our receipt of these scores, applicants

may be deferred to Regular Decision for later consideration.

Interim Decision applicants who are offered admission should make a $100

registration deposit by May 1 to reserve a place in the incoming class. After May 1,

deposits are not refundable. Those who desire a room on campus must make an

additional $50 deposit.

Regular Decision Plan

Regular Decision applications postmarked by January 2 are notified ofthe outcome

by April 1 . Candidates who miss the deadline must do so in full knowledge that they are

in a less competitive position.

Regular Decision applicants who are offered admission should make a $100

registration deposit by May 1 to reserve their places in the incoming class. After May
1, deposits are not refundable. Those who desire a room on campus must make an

additional $50 deposit.
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Financial aid applicants for Interim and Regular Decision should consult the

calendar below for deadlines and notification dates. Late filers will be notified as soon

as their information is processed.

Admission Calendar

Early Decision Interim Decision Regular Decision Transfer

Application

postmarked by
November 1

Application

postmarked by
December 1

Application

postmarked by
January 2

Application post-

marked by April 1

for fall admission,

November 1 for

spring admission

SAT I or ACT and

3 SAT II subjects

completed by or

during October

SAT I or ACT and
3 SAT n subjects

completed by or

during December

SAT I or 3 SAT II SAT I or ACT
subjects completed

by or during January,

ACT may be taken in

February

Recommended
interview completed
by November 1

Recommened
interview completed
by December 1

Recommened
interview completed

by January 15

Not applicable

Notification of

admission mailed

by December 15

Notification of

admission mailed

by February 10

Notification of

admission mailed

by April 1

Notification by
June 1 for fall

admission,

December 15 for

spring admission

Rice University

Financial Aid
Statement filed

by November 1

,

Financial Aid
notification by
December 20

Fafsa* filed by
March 1 , Financial

Aid notification

by April 1

Fafsa* filed by
March 1 , Financial

Aid notification

by April 15

Notification

when admitted;

allow 1 month
after filing

Fafsa*

Deposit by Deposit by May 1 Deposit by Nonrefundable

January 1 (Candidates' Reply (Candidates' Reply $100 deposit

nonrefundable Date) nonrefundable Date) nonrefundable within 15 days

after May 1 after May 1 of admission

NOTE: For students desiring on-campus accommodations, a $50 room deposit

should accompany the registration deposit. The room deposit may be refunded or

credited to the applicant's account until May 1. Only admitted students will be

evaluated for financial aid.

*FAFSA—Free Application for Federal Student Aid

Advanced Placement/CLEP

Entering first-year students who score 4 or 5 on the Advanced Placement College

Board examinations prior to matriculation at Rice usually are given university credit for

corresponding Rice courses.

Rice students who earn the International Baccalaureate diploma will typically

receive credit for individual higher-level exams for which they receive a score of 6 or

7. Students from high schools that offer International Baccalaureate courses but not the
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diploma will receive credit according to the same criteria.

During Orientation Week the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) test on

calculus with elementary functions is given. This exam will also be given the first day

ofclasses ofthe spring semester. Satisfactory performance results in credit forMath 101.

(A fee of approximately $30 is charged for taking the CLEP test.)

Furthermore, during Orientation Week at the beginning of the academic year,

entering students may take placement tests administered by various departments at Rice.

On the basis of these tests, students may be advised to register in courses beyond the

introductory level. In most cases, degree credit is not given for these tests.

Rice/Baylor College of Medicine Medical Scholars Program

The Medical Scholars Program is designed for talented and motivated students who
desire careers in medicine or biomedical science research. Up to 15 graduating high

school seniors will be admitted to Rice University and Baylor College of Medicine

concurrently. This program involves the traditional four years at Rice followed by four

years at Baylor College of Medicine. Applications for the program will be sent to those

who indicate an interest on the Rice application. Notification of interviews will be sent

to students in late March, and decisions will be made in April. Applicants for the program

must apply under the Early or Interim Decision Plans. Keep in mind that Early Decision

applicants must have Rice as their first-choice school, regardless of the Baylor decision

to be made later in the spring. Applicants who are not admitted to the Medical Scholars

Program are still eligible for admission to Rice and are still eligible to apply to Baylor

College of Medicine upon graduation from Rice.

Transfer Students

Rice University encourages applications from students with superior records who
wish to transfer from a two-year college or a four-year college or university. Interested

students should request a transfer application form from the Office of Admission.

Applicants for transfer admission must file with the Office ofAdmission the written

application, official transcripts of all high school and college work completed to date and

courses in progress, two faculty recommendations, a recommendation from the dean of

students, an SAT I or ACT score, and the $25 application fee. Applications with the

appropriate documents must be filed by April 1 for fall admission and November 1 for

spring admission. Notification of the admission decision is mailed by June 1 and

December 15, respectively. The criteria used in evaluating transfer applications are

essentially the same as those applied to applicants for the first-year class, except that

special emphasis is given to performance at the college level. Because of the highly

competitive nature of fransfer admission, it is recommended that applicants have a

minimum 3.2 (4.0 scale) GPA on all college work. The SAT I orACT must be taken no

later than April for fall application and November for spring application. The SAT II is

not required.

Students for whom the $25 application fee creates a hardship may apply for a

waiver. Transfer applicants must send a copy ofthe Student Aid Report that they receive

after completing the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) along with a

request for a fee waiver to the Office of Admission. Financial stress created by

application fees to other institutions is not considered a valid reason to grant a fee waiver.

Transfer students must be registered in residence at Rice for at least four full

semesters during the fall or spring terms and must complete no fewer than 60 semester

hours for a Rice degree.

Note thaXfirst-year candidates may apply for entry in the fall semester only because

Rice does not accept freshmen at midyear. Transfer candidates may be admitted for
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either the spring or fall semesters, except for students applying to the School of

Architecture, who may enter in the fall only.

For further information or application forms, prospective candidates for under-

graduate admission should communicate with the Office of Admission. When request-

ing application forms, candidates should indicate that they are prospective transfers

from another college.

Visiting Students

Students who wish to spend a semester or a year at Rice taking courses for credit

to be applied toward their undergraduate degree at another school should apply for

admission as visiting students through the Office of Admission. The student's applica-

tion should be accompanied by the $25 application fee, an official transcript of college

work to date, and a letter from the student's academic dean or registrar agreeing to grant

transfer credit subject to satisfactory performance. Visiting student applications should

be postmarked by June 1 for the fall semester and by November 1 for the spring semester.

Visiting students are assigned membership in a college during their stay and are

charged the same fees as other undergraduates. In a few classes where enrollment is

limited because of space or other considerations, candidates for Rice degrees have
priority over visiting students.

Class ni Students

Class III standing at Rice University designates students with an undergraduate or

graduate degree from an accredited college or university who are taking courses for

credit but not in a specific degree program. Students interested in this program should

contact the Office of Graduate Studies.

Second Degree Students

An individual who has a bachelor's degree from another institution and desires

another in a different area of focus may apply as a Second Degree Student on a space-

available basis. Students may only pursue a second degree that is different from their first

degree. For example, applicants already holding a B.A. may apply only to B.S.

programs, and vice versa. Along with the application, the $25 application fee, official

transcripts of all undergraduate and graduate work, two letters ofrecommendation from

the most recent college attended, and standardized test scores (the SAT, SAT I or ACT)
are required to complete an application file. The deadline for fall semester admission is

April 1; the deadline for the spring is November 1.

Second degree applicants with a prior bachelor's degree from Rice should apply in

writing to the Committee on Examinations and Standing in care of the Vice President

for Student Affairs.

Admission of High School Students to Take Courses for Credit

Accelerated high school juniors and seniors who have taken all the courses in a

given discipline available to them in high school may request admission to Rice for the

purpose of taking one or more university-level courses as dual enrollment students.

Tuition for such courses is $490 per semester hour plus a $50 registration fee, the total

not to exceed $5,825. These charges are for 1995-96 and are subject to change in

subsequent years. Application for admission should be made to the Office ofAdmission

by June 1 for the fall semester or December 1 for the spring semester. Financial

assistance is not available for this program.
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Auditors

Any interested person, including currently enrolled students, may audit one or more
courses at Rice by securing permission of the instructor and by registering as an auditor

with the Registrar. The university grants no academic credit for such work. Audit credit

does not appear on transcripts. Currently enrolled students may audit courses without

charge. Rice alumni are charged a fee of $200 per course per semester. All others are

charged $400 per course per semester for the privilege of auditing.

Student Housing

Information about residence in the colleges and room application forms accompany
the notice of admission sent to each new undergraduate. Room reservations cannot be

made prior to notification of admission.

At present, Rice University has the capacity to house about 67 percent of its

undergraduate students in the residential colleges on campus. Although the majority of

students desiring to live in the colleges can be accommodated, demand usually exceeds

the available number of rooms. Every effort is made to provide housing in the colleges

for all incoming first-year students who wish to live on campus, but space cannot be

guaranteed. Continuing students draw for rooms according to the priority system in each

college. No student is required to live on campus. Off-campus members are encouraged

to eat in their colleges and to participate in college activities.

Correspondence from new students regarding housing in the residential college

should be addressed to the Office of Admission. Information concerning off-campus

housing is available from the Office of Academic Advising.

Ibition, Fees, and Expenses

Charges for tuition, fees, and room and board are billed to students each semester.

Payment may be made in full by the due date or in installments over the course of the

semester. The fall semester due date is August 10, and the spring semester due date is

December 3 1 . The following costs apply to undergraduates in the 1995-96 school year.

Tuition

Entering, Visitors, Other Students

1994-95 Matriculants

Other Continuing Full-time Students

Fees

Student Activities Fee**
Athletic Events Fee

College Fee

Health Service Fee

Shuttle Fee

Annual
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Any undergraduate who withdraws or takes an approved leave of absence and then

is readmitted to the university is charged the tuition applicable at their matriculation plus

annual Consumer Price Index increases for a period not to exceed six years. After six

years, the student pays the tuition applicable to the matriculating freshman class.

Health Insurance

All Rice students are required to have health insurance. Insurance for the 1995-96

school year may be purchased at a yearly premium of $723 (Plan A) or $552 (Plan B)

from the university's program developed for Rice students. Coverage will be effective

from 12:01 a.m., August 15, 1995, until 12:01 a.m., August 15, 1996. Dependent

coverage is also available (application and policy description can be obtained from the

Cashier's Office or the Office of Student Activities). If you have other medical

insurance, a waiver form showing proof of insurance must be signed and returned to the

Cashier's Office by August 10 to avoid being charged for insurance.

Special Charges

Orientation Week room and board (required for all new students) $140.00

Late registration and late course changes see p. 87

Late application fee for Class in $50.00

Part-time registration $50.00

Orientation Week College Fee (paid to individual college) $90.00

College Social Activities Fee (paid to individual college) $15.00

Refund of Tuition and Fees and Appeal Procedure

A student who withdraws during the first two weeks of the semester is not charged

tuition or fees for that semester. A student who withdraws during the third week is

charged 30 percent of the semester's tuition. The amount of the refund is reduced by 10

percent at the beginning of each successive week. No refund is made for withdrawals

after the ninth week. There is no refund of fees or special charges after the second week
ofclasses in the semester. The $ 100 registration deposit paid by incoming students is not

refunded at any time if the student withdraws. There is no partial refund of fees paid for

the full year for withdrawals or leaves of absence in the spring semester.

Refunds for first-time students who are federal (Title IV) aid recipients will be

prorated in accordance with the Higher Education amendments of 1992 and any related

regulations.

Students who receive approval to be enrolled in a course load below 1 2 hours during

the first nine weeks of the semester may be entitled to a rebate of tuition. Any tuition

rebate is determined by the actual date a drop form is processed by the Registrar' s Office,

Student requests for special consideration in connection with waivers, refunds, or

adjusted payments on tuition, fees, and other charges, which cannot be satisfactorily

resolved between the student and the Cashier's Office, should be forwarded to the vice

president for Student Affairs. Resolution of waivers and refunds for room and board

charges should be arranged through the vice president for Finance and Administration.

Teacher Certification Program Fees

Students enrolling in the apprenticeship or the internship plan are charged a $100

registration fee for each semester; an additional $25 registration fee (paid to the School

of Continuing Studies) is charged for each summer session.
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Delinquent Accounts

No student in arrears in any financial obligation to Rice University as of the date

announced for the completion of registration for any semester can be registered. No
certificate ofattendance, diploma, or transcript ofcredit is issued at any time for a student

whose account is in arrears.

Students who have not made satisfactory arrangements with the cashier for

payment of current charges or have moved on campus without executing a satisfactory

room contract may be discharged from the university.

Transcripts

Transcripts are issued on written request made to the Office of the Registrar. No
transcript is issued without consent of the individual whose record is concerned. There

is a charge of $3 for each copy, payable in advance. Those requesting transcripts by mail

should include payment with the request.

Living Expenses

Residence fees, to cover costs of dining halls and operation of residences, are

established from year to year as requirements dictate. For 1 995-96, the annual Room and

Board charge for residence in a residential college is $5,900. This charge provides room

and all the meals eaten during the year for most students. All meals are priced on an a

la carte basis except four prepaid dinners that are included in the total room and board

charge. Food Service provides three meals per day Monday through Friday and

continental breakfast and brunch on Saturday and Sunday. Meals are not served during

the Thanksgiving holidays, midyear, fall and spring midterm recesses, and spring

holidays. Information on optional meal plans is available from the College Food Service.

When securing room assignments for the academic year to follow, each student is

required to sign a lease agreement. To assure reservation of space, current students must

sign a lease by the date established in the various colleges but no later than April 1 5 . New
students are required to make a $50 deposit prior to May 1 . These deposits are not

returnable but are applied against the following semester's charges. The balance of the

residence fee is payable in installments. The exact amounts and due dates are stated in

the Residential Lease Agreement that each on-campus resident is required to sign.

Students terminating their residence for any reason shall be entitled to a refund or

a credit of the unspent reduced balance of board charges but are held responsible for

payment of the room charge for the entire academic year. Exceptions to the room charge

payment (example: academic suspension. Rice-sponsored study abroad, and family

emergencies) will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.

Financial Aid

The financial aid program at Rice University provides assistance to meet the costs

of attendance for all students who are admitted and demonstrate computed financial

need. Through grants, low-interest loans, campus work opportunities, or a combination

of these programs. Rice attempts to give the students sufficient aid to meet educational

expenses.

The financial aid program is funded from many sources. Rice University receives

contributions from alumni and friends; these funds are used to initiate and maintain

scholarships and loan funds. Federal programs, both grant and loan, the state grant
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program, and the Rice University tuition grant also provide funds. Awards are based

primarily on financial need.

The university publishes budgets that realistically summarize student expenses,

including living costs at home and on or off campus, personal expenses, and necessary

travel.

Parents are expected to contribute according to their means, taking into account

their income, assets, number of dependents, and other relevant factors. Students

themselves are expected to contribute from their own assets and earnings, including

appropriate borrowing against future earnings.

A brochure entitled Rice University Financial Aid explains the program of

assistance in detail. Students may secure a copy from the Office of Admission or the

Office of Financial Aid. The determination of need is based on information supplied

through the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). Need is defined as the

amount required to meet the difference between the student's total educational expenses

and the family's resources. ' '

Application

To apply for financial assistance, the candidate must file: (1) the Rice University

Application for Financial Aid with the university, (2) the Free Application for Federal

Student Aid (FAFSA), and (3) a photocopy of the parents' and the student's IRS 1040,

1040A, or 1040EZ. Notification of awards will be mailed when the financial aid file is

complete. When Rice University receives these forms, the applicant is considered for all

appropriate assistance administered by the university, including grants, scholarships,

loans, and work. Early decision candidates will be mailed a Rice University Financial

Aid Statement in October.

Financial aid awards are made on an annual basis and are payable as indicated on
the award letter.

Since financial circumstances change from year to year, annual review and

adjustment ofneed and awards is necessary. Therefore, continuing students must file the

Rice University financial aid application with the university and the Free Application

for Federal Financial Student Aid (FAFSA) every year in which they desire assistance.

The university may, from time to time, adjust its methods of computing financial

need or its policies regarding the types offinancial assistance that it offers for the purpose

of meeting the financial needs of the largest possible number of students. Therefore, the

amount and type of financial aid may change from previous years, even when the

student's financial situation appears to remain relatively stable.

Financing

Meeting the costs of higher education in a private university may be difficult, even

though the usual financial analysis indicates no need for financial aid. It is understood

that even though a family's financial situation may be adequate to afford the cost of

tuition, fees, and room and board without financial aid, payment of relatively large sums

at stated times may require rearrangement of family planning that results in hardships

or sacrifice. Rice University offers two payment plans to permit financing ofeducational

costs. Both require low-interest charges.

A deferred payment plan permits the payment of each semester's charges to be

divided over four payments. Arrangements are made through the Cashier's Office.

Applications and details are available each semester at the time of billing.

Longer-term financing is available to eligible students through the Federal Direct

Parent Loan for Undergraduate Students. Applications are available in the Rice

University Office of Financial Aid, and Rice will arrange processing if needed.
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Satisfactory Progress Policy for Financial Aid Recipients

The Higher Education Act of 1 965 , as amended by Congress in 1 980, mandates that

institutions of higher education maintain minimum standards of "satisfactory progress"

in order for students to receive financial aid.

Policy for Undergraduate Students

1. Financial Aid Probation. A student is placed on financial aid probation if at the

end of any semester: (a) the student has a cumulative grade point average less than 1 .67,

or (b) the student's grade point average for that semester is less than 1 .67. The period

of probation extends to the end of the next semester in which the student is enrolled at

the university.

2. Financial Aid Ineligibility. A student is ineligible for financial aid if at the end

of any semester: (a) the student earns grades that would result in financial aid probation

a third time, or (b) the student earns a grade point average less than 1 .00 for that semester,

except for students completing their first semester at Rice.

3. Reinstatement of Financial Aid Eligibility. The period of financial aid

ineligibility is normally at least one semester. To regain eligibility, the student must
address a letter ofpetition to the Committee on Student Financial Aid following the same
instructions that apply to the readmission of suspended students as written in the Rice

University General Announcements. Suspended students readmitted by the Committee
on Examinations and Standing need not petition the Committee on Student Financial

Aid if the conditions in Section 5 have been met.

4. Requirements for Students Regaining Financial Aid Eligibility. A student

regaining financial aid eligibility will again become ineligible if in any succeeding

semester he/she fails to achieve either: (a) a cumulative and semester grade point

average of at least 1 .67, or (b) a semester average of at least 2.00. Ineligibility a second

time will result in at least two semesters without aid. Normally a student will not again

receive aid after a third ineligibility.

5. Maximum Time Frame to Complete Educational Objective. Undergraduate

students are eligible to receive financial aid for ten semesters (except Rice Tuition

Grant—see Section "C" of "Rice University-Financial Aid Policies and Procedures").

All semesters for which a student has a transcript in the Registrar's Office are counted

in the ten-semester limitation even if no financial aid was received. To make normal
satisfactory progress, a student must earn a minimum of 1 8 semester hours credit by the

end of the first academic year, 44 semester hours credit by the end of the second year,

70 semester hours credit by the end of the third year, and 96 semester hours credit by the

end ofthe fourth year. A student who is ineligible because of insufficient semester hours

credit may be considered eligible for aid only when enough credits, including incom-
plete courses, have been completed to make up the credit shortage. The academic year

commences with the first day of classes ofthe fall semester and continues to the first day
of classes the following fall.

Policy for Graduate Students

Satisfactory academic progress will be determined by the student's department at

the end ofeach academic year, but the student must have at least a 2.33 cumulative GPA.

Notification for All Students

The Office of Financial Aid will notify, by letter, any student qualifying for

financial assistance who does not meet minimum satisfactory progress and who is being
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terminated from aid. Following the fall semester, notices are considered delivered when
sent to the colleges of undergraduate students and to the departments of graduate

students. Following the spring semester, notices will be sent to the most recent

permanent address provided to the Registrarby the student and are considered delivered.

Appeals for All Students

Any student deemed ineligible for financial aid due to lack of satisfactory progress

has the opportunity to appeal such action to the Committee on Student Financial Aid.

Appeals must be made in writing to the chair ofthe committee. Mitigating circumstances

will be considered.
": ;' :"''. ::^ .
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Student Loan Funds

Perkins Loans are awarded by the Office of Financial Aid to help meet the self-help

portion of aid under Rice University packaging policy.

A few endowments have been established for student loans primarily as memorial

tributes. These funds are in addition to the normal financial-aid program. They are used

for emergency loans to students who experience unexpected financial problems during

a term or for a student who shows additional need beyond regular eligibility.

John A.S. Adams Sr. Memorial Graduate Student Loan Fund
Karl Bailey-William Carroll Memorial Loan Fund
Frank McFadden Caldwell Loan Fund
Louise Adele Drenkle Loan Fund
Mary Alice Elliott Loan Fund
Gulf Oil Educational Foundation Loan Fund mi.

Houston Bridge League Loan Fund ' r ,

Marie Engle Johnson Scholarship Loan Fund
Benjamin S. Lindsey and Veola Noble Lindsey Memorial Loan Fund
Lora B. Peck Loan Fund
Rice Institute Loan Fund ^

Students Memorial Loan Fund
Owen Wister Literary Society Alumnae Loan Fund

Student Employment

Employment is available to students interested in working part-time during the

academic year. These work opportunities are available both on and offcampus. Students

seeking employment should apply directly to the Office of Financial Aid.

Vocational Rehabilitation

The Texas Rehabilitation Commission offers assistance for tuition and nonrefund-

able fees to students who have certain disabling conditions if their vocational objectives

have been approved by a TRC counselor. Examples of such conditions are orthopedic

deformities, emotional disorders, diabetes, epilepsy, and heart conditions. Other ser-

vices are also available to assist the handicapped student in becoming employable.

Application for such service should be made at the Texas Rehabilitation Commission.

Students with visual handicaps should contact the Texas State Commission for the

Blind.
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Undergraduate Scholarships and Awards

General Awards and Scholarships

Joe L. and Barbara Allbritton Scholarship

Helen and Herbert Allen Scholarship

Herbert Allen Scholarships

Florrie Ethel and M. E. Andrews Scholarship

Robert and Elaine Andrews Scholarship

Mary Bentley and Kingsland Arnold Scholarship

Samuel S. Ashe Scholarship

Asian American Youth Organization Scholarship

Astronaut Fund
Max Autrey Memorial Scholarship

Axson Club, Sarah L. Collins Scholarship

Axson Club, Pauline M. Crouch Scholarship

Axson Club, Special Scholarship Honoring Mrs. A. S. Foote

Axson Club, Katie B. Howard Scholarship

Axson Club, Elanor Trotter Huddleston Scholarship

Axson Club, Margaret Owens and Samuel K. McLelland Memorial Scholarship

Axson Club, Dr. Margaret Rose McLelland Scholarship

Axson Club, Lucille Vaughan Endowed Scholarship

Axson Club, Ellen Axson Wilson Scholarship

Graham Baker Studentship

James A. and Alice Graham Baker Distinguished Scholar

James A. and Alice Graham Baker Honor Scholars

James Foulds Barbour Scholarship

Eric and Arabella Beall Scholarship

H. Leroy Bell Scholarship

Bhatia Foundation Asian American Scholarship

Mr. and Mrs. Val T. Billups Scholarship

Paul Frederick Bobb Award
Beverly and Donald Bonham Scholarship

Linda Burge Bramlett Memorial Scholarship

Weldon Brigance Scholarship

Fletabel Denton Briggs Memorial Scholarships

Franz and Frances Brotzen Scholarship

Robbie N. Bruner Endowment Fund
Halora Adams Burleson Endowed Fund
Clyde and Ethel Butcher Scholarship

Harriana Butler Scholarship

Chapman-Bryan Memorial Scholarship

George Alva Chatfield, Sr., Scholarship

Barbara Long Chilton Scholarship

Class of 1921 Scholarship

Class of 1929 Scholarship

Class of 1930 Scholarship

Class of 1931 Scholarship

Class of 1932 Scholarship

Class of 1933 Scholarship

Class of 1934 Scholarship
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Class of 1935 Scholarship

Class of 1936 Scholarship

Class of 1937 Scholarship

Class of 1938 Scholarship

Class of 1939 Scholarship

Class of 1940 Scholarship

Class of 1941 Scholarship

Class of 1942 Scholarship

Class of 1943 Scholarship

Class of 1944 Scholarship

Class of 1945 Scholarship

George S. Cohen Scholarship

Arthur B. Cohn Scholarship .\.. .; _
v

College Bowl Champions Scholarship

College Women's Club Scholarship

Colonneh Club Scholarship

William Arthur Combs Scholarship

Millie Tutt Cook Scholarship

John W. Cox Research Fund for Scholarships and Fellowships in

Bioengineering and Biosciences

Dr. Margaret Crofton Scholarship

Tom Crumpton Memorial Award
Kenneth Wallace Cunningham Scholarship

Daughters of the American Revolution, John McKnitt Alexander Scholarship

Daughters of the American Revolution, Fannie Bess Emery
Montgomery Scholarship

Daughters of the American Revolution, Lady Washington Chapter

Centennial Scholarship

Pradipta Kumar Day Scholarship

Decade 1975 Scholarship

Decade 1976 Scholarship

Thomas A. and Pauline M. Dickson Scholarship

Edith Jo Leeseman Dissinger Scholarship

Thomas P. and Maude Seeger Dow Scholarships

Samuel Rhodes Dunlap Scholarship

James H. Durbin Scholarship

C. A. Dwyer Scholarship

James H. and Minnie M. Edmonds Scholarship

T. C. Edwards Scholarship

Epoch Matching Funds
Catherine Goodrich Fay Scholarship

Rodney A. and Elizabeth Gilbert Finlayson Fund
John R. and Ila Morgan Fisk Scholarship

Thomas Flaxman Scholarship

Thomas R. and Julia H. Franklin Scholarships

Joe Gallegly Scholarship

Gee Family Scholarship

General University Scholarship Fund
George Foundation Scholarship

Getola and Verveer Families Scholarship

Mary Parker Gieseke Scholar

Susanne M. Glasscock Scholarship
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Herbert Godwin Endowment Fund
Richard P. Goodwin Scholarship

H. Frank Goss and Janice H. Goss Scholarship

Richard L. Grider Scholarship

Marjory Meyer Hasselmann Scholarship

William Randolph Hearst Scholarship Endowment Fund

—

Minority Scholarship

James D. Henry Scholarship Fund
Annette Schreiber Hill and William Bruce Hill Scholarship

Lionel B. Hohenthal Scholarships

Washington Cone Holliman Scholarship

Honors Scholarship for Minorities

Lillian and Carl Illig Scholarships

Mercer T. Ingram Scholarship

Interfaith Charities Scholarship

Max Henry Jacobs Scholarship

Meredith H. James Scholarship

Jameson Fellowship

Alfred R. and Eleanor H. Johnson Scholarship

Gaylord Johnson Scholarship

Grant William Jordan and Cora Jordan Memorial Scholarships

John T. King Scholarship

Alan Kyle Scholarship

Carolyn Walker Lard Scholarship

Julia Merle and Roy Lay Scholarship

Leadership Award for Minorities

A. C. Lederer, Jr., Scholarship

Patrons of E. L. Lester and Company Scholarship

Mason G. Lockwood Engineering Scholarship

The Lottman Scholarships

Daniel B. and Mary H. Lovejoy Scholarship

Genevieve Parkhill Lykes Scholarship

J. Everett McAshan Scholarship

Margaret Brokaw McCann Scholarship

John Charlton McCoy, Jr., Scholarship

William A. McElroy Scholarship

Michael Vincent McEnany Award
J. L. C. McFaddin Scholarship

W. P. H. McFaddin Scholarship

John P. McGovem Outstanding Premedical Student Award
Emma S. McGree Scholarship

Bayliss Mclnnis and Family Scholarship

James G. and Alberta Matteson McMurtry Scholarship

Nancy Mauney Mafrige Scholarship

Franklin G. and Harriet Chelgren Meek Scholarship

Hope and Byron Meredith Scholarship

Gilbert A. Metz, Jr., Scholarship

Achille and Malline Meyer Memorial Scholarship

Edmund B. Middleton Scholarship

John and Harriet Millington Scholarship

Earl Douglas Mitchell Scholarship

Mobil Scholarship
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Frances Black and Raymond Moers Scholarship

Elizabeth Morford Scholarship

Bemey L. Morgan Scholarship '' '>^ '

W. Kyle Morrow, Jr., Scholarship

Motheral-Neilan Scholarship '"'
'

Leon M. Nad Scholarship

Ida R. and Hanna E. Nussbaum Scholarship

Rebecca Raphael and Lily G. Nussbaum Scholarship

Charles Breckenridge Parkhill Scholarship

J. H. Pearlstone Memorial Scholarship

Raymond Pearson Scholarship

Mrs. Carter Harris Prather Endowed Fund
Presidential Scholarship for Minorities

Elsie Rachlin Scholarship

Emanuel and Mose Raphael Scholarship

Robert H. Ray Memorial Scholarships

Ernest R. Rechel Memorial Scholarship sri%iorJ .' -

;

William J. Reckling Memorial Scholarship

Randy T. Reese Memorial Scholarship

Rice Sponsored National Merit Scholarships and National Achievement

Scholarships

William Marsh Rice Scholarships

Morty Rich Community Service Scholarship

Mrs. L. A. Richardson Scholarships

Captain Torkild Rieber Award
Daniel Ripley Scholarship

Edith Ripley Scholarship

Dwane Rivers Scholarship in Chemical Engineering

John M. Roberts Memorial Award in Materials Science

Carl A. Robertus and Ellen J. Robertus Scholarship in Science

James M. and Sarah Rockwell Scholarships

Pamela Davis Rogers Scholarship

Catherine Withers Roper and Benjamin E. Roper Memorial Scholarship

Volney J. Rose Scholarship

Willie Rowell and Ruth Andrews Scholarship

Max Roy Scholarships

David Miller Rulfs, Jr., Scholarship

Susan T. Scanlon Scholarship

Anita and Campbell Sewall Scholarship

Lee Sharrar Scholarship

Evelyn Slomovitz Memorial Scholarship

Society of Rice University Women Scholarship

Southland Paper Mills Foundation Scholarship

Richard Steed Scholarships

Selden D. and Virginia H. Steed Scholarship

Harriet May Stewart Endowed Scholarship Fund

Sara Stratford Scholarship

Nola McCarty Symms Scholarship

Hope Pierce Tartt Scholarship

James U. and Margot Teague Scholarship

Beth Turner Scholarship

USX Foundation Scholarship r
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University Scholars Scholarship

University Scholars for Minorities

Herschel M. Vaughan Student Scholarship

John B. Warren, Jr., Scholarship

Abe and Rae Weingarten Scholarship

Harris Weingarten Scholarship

Elizabeth Aldridge Wells Scholarship

Gordon R. West Scholarship

Blanche White Honor Scholarship

Charles K. and Maidie Autry Wilbanks Student Fund
Leah Jean Benke Wilbanks Memorial Scholarship

Willoughby C. Williams Scholarship

Eugene L. and Annie Maye Wilson Scholarship

Ervin Kenneth Zingler Scholarship

Awards and Scholarships in Departmental Disciplines

Architecture

Alpha Rho Chi Award in Architecture

American Institute of Architects School Medals

AIA/AIAF Scholarship

Edward B. Arrants Award in Architecture

Rosemary Watkin Barrick Traveling Fellowship

James H. Chillman, Jr., Prizes

John Crowder Memorial Scholarship

William D. Darden Medal
M. N. Davidson Fellowships

Featherlite Scholarship in Architecture

Margaret Everson Fossi Traveling Fellowship

Gensler Scholarship

Gene Hackerman Scholarship

Ralph S. Herman Memorial Scholarship

Jameson Fellowship

Jesse H. Jones Scholarship in Architecture

Roderick M. Jones Scholarship

McGinty Scholarship Fund
John T. Mitchell Memorial Fund
Morris R. Pitman Scholarship Fund
Louis Sudler Prize in the Arts

Texas Architectural Foundation Awards
William Ward Watkin Traveling Fellowship

Art and Art History

Art Supply Award
Kyriakouli Bitzes Scholarship

Dawn M. Gross Award
Jameson Fellowship for American Decorative Arts

Mary P. B. and John W. Lovell Endowed Scholarship
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Mavis C. Pitman Memorial Prize in Art

Christine Croneis Sayres Memorial Art Award
Louis Sudler Prize in the Arts

Texas Art Supply Company Award

Athletics

Lester Bendix Memorial Scholarship Fund

Dick Brannon Scholarship in Athletics

Hubert E. Bray Scholar Athlete of the Year

George R. Brown Football Awards

Emmett Brunson Award
Jimmy Burke Memorial Scholarship Fund

Tom Crumpton Award
Billy Ed Daniels Scholarship

Walter W. Fondren, Jr., Memorial Scholarship

Gene Hackerman Award
^, :,, .,..,^.5. r- 'i,4i>h'r-

Catherine Hannah Award ' ' "

Joyce Pounds Hardy Award
Walter Banard Joseph and Aline L. Joseph Fund

Kay Pearson Keating Award
Eva Jean Lee Award ^ '-'''''

' '/'•
'^

Joe F. Lipscomb Freshman Award ' ^ - '
-

'
•

>' '^

Nancy Mauney Mafrige Athletic Scholarship

George Martin Award / ' '^'

T. S. Martino Scholarship :• • • - '

'

Leigh Masterson Award for Golf

Harry W. McCormick Scholarship
,

'
'

Dell Morgan Award
Jess Neely Football Awards
Neely-Davis Scholarships .

John Plumbley Memorial Award :..'.- . - ;

Hally Beth Poindexter Award
Robert Pilcher Quin Award
"R" Association Award
Robert H. Ray Scholarship Award for Men's Basketball

Rice University Scholar Athlete Award
RU Honor Athlete Award
Stancliff Award
Harriet May Stewart Scholarship in Athletics

Albert M. Tomforde, Sr., Athletic Scholarship

Hugh C. Welsh Scholarship

W. M. Wheless Scholarship

Billy Wohn Award * '"

also

Bing Crosby Loan Fund
Fred Wolcott Award

Bioengineering and Bioscience

John W. Cox Research Fund for Scholarship and Fellowships in Bioengineering and

Biosciences
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E. F. "Gene" Florian Scholarship

H. H. Galloway Scholarship

Houston Society of Financial Analysts Scholarship Award

Chemistry

George Holmes Richter Memorial Fund
Bertha and Zevi Salsburg Awards

Computer Science

Torczon Scholarship

Economics

Blanche Randall Haden Scholarship

Omicrom Delta Epsilon Economics Essay Prize

Gaston V. Rimlinger Economics Essay Contest

Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award
Ervin Kenneth Zingler Scholarship

Education

Donald I. Wood Award

Engineering

George Herder Allen Scholarship

Herbert Allen Merit Award
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, South Texas Section, Scholarship

Amoco Foundation Fellowships
,

• ,;, ,

R. C. Baker Foundation Scholarships

George R. Brown Scholarship

Brown Scholarships in Engineering

Buckley-Sartwelle Scholarship in Engineering

Harriana Butler Scholarship

Alan J. Chapman Scholarship in Mechanical Engineering

Gerard A. Dobelman Memorial Scholarship

Steven G. Dobelman Memorial Scholarship

Albert Fanestiel Scholarship

Fluor Daniel Minority Engineering Award
Gulf Foundation Scholarship

Joe M. Hamner Scholarship

Lillian Haynie Scholarship

James D. Henry Scholarship

Houston Engineering and Scientific Society Scholarship

Paul N. Howell Annual Award in Chemical Engineering

Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc., Scholarship

Charles Francis Cyrus Johnson Scholarship

A. C. Lederer, Jr., Scholarship in Civil Engineering

Paul Alois Lederer Scholarship in Civil Engineering
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Mason G. Lockwood Engineering Scholarship

Walter Loewenstem, Jr., Scholarship in Engineering

Lottman Scholarship

McDermott Incorporated Scholarship

Merritt-Gates Scholarship Fund

Gilbert A. Metz Scholarship in Mechanical Engineering

W. L. Moody, Jr., Scholarships in Engineering

Thomas W. Moore Scholarship in Chemical Engineering

Bemey L. Morgan Scholarship in Mechanical Engineering

W. H. Muery Scholarship Fund in Electrical Engineering

NL Industries Scholarship

National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering

National Society of Professional Engineers Scholarship

Oshman Scholarships for Women in Engineering

Lawrence A. Pelty and Lavine M. Pelty Scholarship in Civil Engineering

Meg Perkins Memorial Scholarship in Engineering

Jack C. Pollard Graduate Fellowship in Engineering

Randy T. Reese Memorial Scholarship

Rice Engineering Alumni Outstanding Engineering Student Awards

Hershel M. Rich Invention Award
Dwane M. Rivers Scholarship in Chemical Engineering

Ford and Mimi Rogers Scholarship

Shell Incentive Funds Scholarship

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel T. Sikes Scholarship in Mechanical Engineering

Samuel T. Sikes, Jr., Scholarship in Engineering

James Redding Sims Scholarship in Civil Engineering

Sohio Scholarship

Gilbert Adam Stoufflet Endowed Scholarship
.

Kari C. ten Brink Scholarship in Chemical Engineering • ' '

Texaco Scholarship

USX Foundation Scholarship

Louis J. Walsh Scholarships/Fellowships in Engineering

James S. Waters Creativity Award

English/Drama

Academy of American Poets Prize

Barbara Long Chilton Scholarship "

Lady Geddes Competition in Writing

Genevieve Parkhill Lykes Scholarship

Susan T. Scanlon Scholarship

George Guion Williams Prize for Excellence in Creative Writing

French

Alliance Fran9aise Scholarship

Clyde Ferguson Bull Traveling Fellowship

Pi Delta Phi Andre Bourgeois Award
William J. Reckling Memorial Scholarship

Geology and Geophysics

Chevron Scholarship
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Devlin-Schnable Memorial Scholarship

Leroy Caleb Gibbon Award
Houston Geological Society Outstanding Scholar Award
W. M. Keck Foundation Fellowship in Geology and Geophysics

Eugene A. Merten Memorial Award
Captain Torkild Rieber Award
Captain Torkild Rieber Scholarship

W. A. Tarr Certificate

Sam P. Worden Award

German and Slavic Studies

Max Freund Prize in German
Earl Douglas Mitchell Fellowship

History

Kyriakouli Bitzes Scholarship

Mary Hayes Ewing Publication Prize in Southern History

Charles Garside Memorial Award in History

Jameson Fellowship

Barbara Field Kennedy Prize in American History

Clifford Lefton Lawrence Award in British History

Captain Charles Septimus Longcope Award
Susie Smith Vandiver Scholarship

Willoughby C. Williams Scholarship

Human Performance and Health Sciences

G. L. Hermance Award in Physical Education

Jill Pitman Jones Award

Humanities

Catherine Goodrich Fay Scholarship

Josephine Brummett Muller Scholarship

Managerial Studies

Andersen Consulting Award in Managerial Studies

H. Russell Pitman Award in Managerial Studies

Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award

Mathematical Science

Torczon Scholarship

Mathematics

Hubert E. Bray Prize in Mathematics

Frank Jones Scholarship in Mathematics

Willoughby C, Williams Scholarship
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Military Science

American Legion for General Military Excellence Awards
American Legion/Andrew Jackson Memorial Award
Houston Chamber of Commerce Military Affairs Committee Award
Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association Award
Reserve Officer Association Award Scholarship

Society of American Military Engineers Award
Society of American Military Engineers William S. Bailey Scholarship

Sons of the American Revolution Scholarship

Music

Ralph A. Anderson Scholarship for Chamber Music /'vyq ,;,j-

William N. Barnard Memorial Fund
Edward J. and Frances Bing Memorial Scholarship

Alice Winston Carter Music Scholarship

Dr. Leon Clark Endowed Scholarship Fund
, -.ij/; .

,

Paul E. Craven Scholarship

Denson Endowed Scholarship for Percussion

Elva Kalb Dumas Prize in Music
Lillian H. Duncan Prize in Piano - •

Armando Ghitalla Scholarship

Frederick Royal Gibbons Memorial Award
William E. and Elva F. Gordon Scholarship

Erwin and Emily Heinen Prize in Music
Winifred and Maurice Hirsch Memorial Scholarship Fund
Katie Walter Hubert Scholarship

^ ,
. ..^^

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Hudspeth Violin Scholarship

Henry and Betty Jackson Scholarship

Mary Root Kirkland Prize in Voice

Gwendolyn Jaster Lederer Scholarship in Piano

Larry J. Livingston Prize in Violin

Bertha Mallard Scholarship for Music Composition

Willie M. Muery Scholarship in Music ' '" ; ' '

Dr. Joseph A. and Ida Kirkland Mullen Scholarship ''' ^'^'- ''•

Sallie Shepherd Perkins Prize in Music
Burt Duke Raiza Prize in Piano

Rex Shanks, Jr., Memorial Scholarship in Music

Shepherd Society Awards and Scholarships

Samuel Morris Slack Music Scholarship in Brass

Dorothy Richard Starling Scholarships in Violin

William H. Vemor, Jr., Scholarship

Logan C. and lone G. Waterman Scholarship Fund

Naval Science

American Defense Preparedness Association Scholarship (ADPA)
Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association Awards
Chief of Naval Education and Training Scholarship (CNET)
Distinguished Naval Graduate Award
Mary Henry Gibson Scholarship

Jesse H. Jones Naval Scholarship—A. A. Vandergrift

Jesse H. Jones Naval Scholarship—W. M. Halsey
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Commander F. C. Johnson Award
Military Affairs Committee, Houston Chamber of Commerce Award
Navy League Award
Reserve Officers Association Award
C. Grady Smith Memorial Award
Society of American Military Engineers Award
Texas Society—Sons of the American Revolution Award
United Services Automobile Association Scholarship Award
United States Naval Academy Alumni Association Award

Philosophy

Jacob and Babette Atlas Prize in Moral Philosophy

Frank Moser and Professor R. A. Tsanoff Scholarship

Hilda Atlas Rich Scholarship

Tsanoff Undergraduate Essay Prizes

Physics

Tom W. Bonner J^rize in Physics

William and Elva Gordon Scholarship

Claude W. Heaps Prize in Physics

Political Science

Charles Breckenridge Parkhill Scholarship in Political Science

Religious Studies

Aparicio Prize

Edith Jo Leeseman Dissinger Scholarship

Rice Institute for Policy Analysis

Shell Scholar in Public Policy

Science

H. Gordon Davis and Bemice Davis Memorial Scholarship Fund
J. E. Foster Scholarship in Science

Lillian and Carl Illig Scholarships

Meg Perkins Memorial Scholarship in Science

Sociology

Walter and Helen Hall Prize

Weber-Durkheim Prize for Excellence in Sociology

Spanish, Portuguese, and Classics

Barzan Scholarship for Summer Study Abroad
Ruth Lee Kennedy Fellowship for Studies in the Golden Age of Spanish Literature

Sacks Scholarship for Summer Study Abroad
Summer Program in Spain Scholarship
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Tsanoff Scholarship for Summer Study Abroad
Robert Wells Scholarship for Summer Study Abroad

College Awards

Marie Alexander Leadership Award
Athenian Awards
Donald R. Baker Scholarships

H. E. Bray Freshman Award
Franz and Frances Brotzen Award
Daniel M. Caesar Memorial Award
Patrick Gordon Memorial Award
Joe M. Hamner Scholarship ' ' ' '

'
'

J. Dennis Huston Sports Award
Jones College Scholarships

Jones Master and President Award {- ^^•'
v

Margaret J. Jordan Endowment Fund
Leeds Award for Excellence in Scholarship

Alan A. Lewis Memorial Scholarship

Geoffrey James Norris Memorial Scholarship '
'' -•

John E. Parish Fellowship

Richardson College Master's Award for Excellence in Scholarship

Z. W. Salsburg Award
Jackie Schnell Memorial Scholarship

Graham C. Stebbings College Service Award
Corrinne and Radoslav Tsanoff Sophomore and Junior Prizes

Harry Carothers and Olga Keith Wiess Scholarship

Olga Keith Wiess Award
Barbara Bennett Willis Scholarship

S. P. Worden Endowment for Will Rice Award
,

,
,,

In addition to the above awards, Rice is invited to nominate students for several

scholarships and fellowships that provide funds for foreign study and travel or later

graduate work. Final selections for these awards are made nationally or regionally.

Ora N. Arnold Travel Fellowship

Edwin, Frederick, and Walter Beinecke Memorial Scholarship

Franz and Frances Brotzen Travel Award
Churchill Scholarships

Danforth Fellowships

Fulbright-Hays Scholarships

Goliard Travel Scholarship

Latin American Scholarship Program of American Universities, Inc. (LASPAU),
Scholarships

Henry Luce Scholarships

Marshall Scholarships (British)

Rhodes Scholarship (British)

Sherman, Texas, Travel Award
Harry S. Truman Scholarships

Thomas J. Watson Fellowships

Woodrow Wilson Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship in Women's Studies

Zonta International Amelia Earhart Aerospace Award
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Honor Societies

The Phi Beta Kappa society was founded in 1776 at the College of William and

Mary for the purpose of recognizing intellectual achievement and the love of learning

among students in the liberal arts and sciences. The Rice chapter was formally installed

on March 1, 1929.

Phi Lambda Upsilon, a national honorary chemical society, promotes high schol-

arship and original investigation in all branches ofpure and applied chemistry. The Rice

chapter was installed in 1926.

The Pi Delta Phi society, organized to interest students of French in competing for

high standing in scholarship, authorized in May 1930 the formation of the Theta chapter

of Rice.

The Society of Sigma Xi, for the promotion of research in science, established the

Beta of Texas chapter at Rice on March 23, 1938.

The Tau Beta Pi Association, organized to interest engineering students in compet-

ing for high standing in scholarship, created the Gamma of Texas chapter at the

university on December 18, 1940.

Delta Phi Alpha was founded to promote an interest in the German language and

literature. The National Council authorized the Gamma Xi Chapter at Rice in April

1949.

Sigma Delta Pi was founded to promote an interest in the Spanish language and

literature. The Rice chapter was installed on May 14, 1953.

Tau Sigma Delta is a national honor society in architecture and apphed arts. The Tau
Chapter was established at Rice on May 7, 1961.

Eta Kappa Nu was founded in 1904 at the University of Illinois for electrical

engineering students. The purpose was not just to stimulate and reward scholarship but

to assist and encourage its members to grow professionally throughout their entire lives.

The Rice chapter was installed January 1981.

Omicron Delta Epsilon was founded to promote study in economics. The Rice

chapter was established in 1981.

Psi Chi was founded in 1929 at Yale University to encourage, stimulate, and

maintain excellence in scholarship and to advance the science of psychology. The Rice

chapter was installed on April 23, 1990.

Student Life

Student Responsibility

Each Rice student is expected to observe standards of conduct consistent with

respect for the law, the fulfillment ofcontractual obligations, consideration for the rights

of others, and a high level of personal integrity. Though the university does not intend

to supervise the personal lives of its students, all members of the university community
should be aware that their behavior both on and offcampus will reflect on the university.

The student government, the judicial system, and the honor system depend on a

willing exercise of responsibility and honor on the part of everyone.

The university reserves the right to require the withdrawal of any student whose
conduct may be judged clearly detrimental to the best interests of either the student or

the university. Such action is taken only after careful consideration by the appropriate

authorities.
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No individual or group may use the name of the university or one of its colleges

without prior approval of the university and the college.

The Honor System

One of the oldest and proudest traditions at Rice is an honor system administered

by a student Honor Council whose members are elected annually by the student body.

Adopted by a vote of the student body in 1916, the system has remained essentially

unchanged except for changes in the procedures and membership of the Honor Council.

All written examinations and any specifically designated assignments are con-

ducted under the honor code. The student body, through its commitment to the honor

system, accepts responsibility for assuring the validity of all examinations and assign-

ments conducted under the system. The Honor Council is responsible for investigation

of all reported violations and for trial in those cases when the facts warrant. The dean of

Students reviews the results of investigations and trials and acts upon recommendations

for penalties. The Honor Council conducts a continuing program to orient new students

and faculty to the responsibilities and privileges of the system.

Residential Colleges

Every undergraduate student, whether living on campus or not, is a member ofone
of eight residential colleges, all of which are coeducational.

Each college has a faculty master who occupies a house adjacent to the college. The
master, whose authority derives from the president of the university, has overall

responsibility for all aspects of student life in the college. He or she is especially

responsible for encouraging broad cultural and intellectual interests and for promoting

self-discipline and effective self-government within the college. Other members of the

faculty are invited, upon agreement of the student members and the master, to become
resident and nonresident associates of the college. Faculty associates act as advisers to

the members and participate in the camaraderie and activities of the college. Colleges

also have nonfaculty university associates and community associates from the Houston

area, drawn from various professions.

Each college is a self-governing group of students whose elected officers and

representatives are responsible to the master and to the college membership for directing

a variety of cultural, social, and athletic activities, for the appropriate and responsible

expenditure of college funds, and for maintaining good order in the college. While

uniformity among the colleges has never been sought and each college has developed

its own particular interests and character, all seek to foster fellowship among their

members and a mature sense of honor, responsibility, and sound judgment.

Upon acceptance by the university, each undergraduate student is designated a

member ofone ofthe colleges. Two students who are entering Rice for the first time may
ask to be assigned to the same college but may not designate which college. A new
student may request membership in the same college as a close relative. No other choice

of college is allowed.

The buildings of each college include a dining hall and public rooms, which are

available to both resident and nonresident members, and living quarters for approxi-

mately 215 students from all classes of the university and all academic disciplines. At
present, on-campus residential space is available for most of the first-year students who
request it, but space is not assured until receipt of formal notification. Continuing

students draw for the available space by the priority and lottery system established in

each college, since the demand exceeds the available space.

The College Food Service provides meals on an a la carte basis with the exception
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ofprepaid dinners. The service provides three meals perday Monday through Friday and

continental breakfast and brunch on Saturday and Sunday. Meals are not served during

the Thanksgiving holidays, midyear, fall and spring midterm recesses, and spring

holidays. Information on optional meal plans is available from the service. Other

services provided for students living in the colleges include: (1) assistance with special

diets prescribed by a physician, (2) sack lunches for students who must miss a meal due

to ajob conflict, (3) sick trays for students when requested by the Student Health Service,

and (4) alternate menu entrees, whenever possible, in accordance with students'

religious practices.

College Courses

As one of their important activities, individual colleges sponsor courses and

workshops open to all students. College courses are initiated by students in the colleges

during the semester before they are offered. Following approval by the master and

faculty associates of the college and by the vice president for Student Affairs, they are

accepted for academic credit on the same basis as departmental courses and listed by the

Registrar each semester during preliminary registration.

College workshops carry no academic credit and do not appear on a student's

permanent record. Generally designated for instruction in practical skills, they may meet

on a regular schedule throughout the semester or be offered as short courses.

By expanding the course offerings of the departments, college courses promote the

academic involvement of the colleges and provide opportunity for interdisciplinary

topics of particular interest to students.

Student Government

All undergraduates are members of the Rice Student Association, which is

governed through the Student Senate, composed of the president, two vice presidents,

the secretary, treasurer, the eight college presidents, and eight college senators.

Alleged violations of university or college rules are handled in accordance with the

University Code of Judicial Procedure. In most cases, original jurisdiction is assigned

to student courts, appeal from whose verdict may be made to the college master, the dean

of Students, or the University Review Board as appropriate. Final appeal is to the

president of the university. The Honor Council, which is composed entirely of students,

administers the honor system and conducts hearings and trials for alleged offenses

against it. The university retains ultimate authority in all matters of discipline and over

all actions affecting its educational function or the safety and well-being ofmembers of

the university community.

The Student Association annually presents two coveted awards, one to a student

and one to a faculty or staffmember. The Rice Service Award, a memorial to Hugh Scott

Cameron, first dean of Students at Rice, is awarded to currently enrolled or former

members of the Student Association who have rendered distinguished service to the

student body. Selection is made by a committee of faculty and students appointed by the

association. The Mentor Recognition Award recognizes extraordinary service to the

student body by a current member of the faculty or staff.

Student Activities

The Office of Student Activities, located in the RMC Cloisters, oversees various

campus-wide student organizations' activities in addition to administering the student

health insurance program, senior rings, student requests for facilities, and party permits.
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The office also coordinates leadership development programs, including the annual

leadership retreat and the symposium.

Major student organizations include the Student Association, the student-govern-

ing body; the Rice Program Council, which sponsors various events of current interest

to the student body as well as social functions; and KTRU, the student-run radio station,

operating 24 hours, seven days per week on FM stereo. Student publications include the

Rice Thresher, newspaper; the Campanile, yearbook; and the University Blue, a literary

and visual arts publication.

A large number of student organizations provide for special interests, such as the

Black Student Association, the Hispanic Association for Cultural Education at Rice, the

Chinese Student Association, Rice Young Democrats, and Rice Republicans. There are

also numerous sports clubs for sailing, rugby, lacrosse, volleyball, and soccer. Other

special-interest groups include pre-med society, forensic society, juggling club, and

vegetarian club.

Many organizations are associated with special academic and professional disci-

plines, such as foreign language clubs, honor societies, and the student affiliates of the

American Chemical Society, the American Society of Civil Engineers, and the Ameri-

can Society of Mechanical Engineers.

The Rice Players is an extracurricular theater group composed of Rice students,

faculty, and staff. The Players present at least four productions each year and welcome
participation by anyone interested in any aspect of theater production or management.

Rice students are also affiliated with a number of religious organizations. These

include, but are not limited to, the Baptist Student Union, Canterbury Association,

Catholic Student Association, Christian Science Organization, Hillel Society, Lutheran

Student Association, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, and the Wesley Foundation.

Many of these clubs are assisted by local clergy, who form the Joint Campus Ministry.

The Student Organizations Office, 2d floor, Ley Student Center, houses the

mailboxes for all student organizations.

Rice Student Volunteer Program

By heightening student awareness, increasing community involvement, and rais-

ing social consciousness, the Rice Student Volunteer Program (RSVP) is committed to

meeting the needs of the community. Since 1985, this organization has promoted

volunteer efforts for Rice students, faculty, and staff

The largest event of RSVP each semester is the RSVP Outreach Day. During this

program over 600 students volunteer in more than 30 nonprofit agencies in the Houston

area. Students learn about the needs of their community and how to take thoughtful

action to build a stronger, more just community. In addition to one-day events, RSVP
supports over 15 ongoing volunteer programs throughout the year. Program issues

include: recycling, hunger, tutoring, mentoring, literacy, creating low-cost housing, and

building relationships with the mentally and physically challenged. Students are also

encouraged to participate in alternative spring break programs. Each year two trips are

organized to support students' interests to volunteer both domestically and internation-

ally.

In addition to the programs already established, students are empowered to create

new and innovative programs each year. Most recently, students have developed

volunteer projects surrounding the issues of AIDS awareness and bilingual health care.

The RSVP office is located in the cloisters of the RMC, and it operates to serve the

diverse volunteer interests of the entire student body.
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The Student Health Service and Counseling Services

The Student Health Service fee, paid annually by undergraduate and graduate

students, makes available to students both the Student Health Service and the Rice

Counseling Center. The care and services provided by the Student Health Service and

the Rice Counseling Center are described in information available from either service

or from the Office of Student Activities.

The Student Health Service is an outpatient primary care clinic located on campus

in the north wing of Hanszen College. The clinic is staffed by two physicians and two

nurses. Clinic hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, throughout the

undergraduate school year and on a limited basis during the summer months.

After-hours and weekend medical care is available at a number of local hospitals.

Students are encouraged to review their insurance coverage and decide which of the

available options would be most appropriate in the event medical care were necessary.

Students are responsible for all medical bills for blood tests, x-rays, outside physician

care, etc.

In serious emergencies call the Student Health Service (university extension 4966

during work hours) or the Campus Police (extension 6000).

The Student Health Service is open full time from the first day of Orientation Week
until the day before Commencement. It is closed during the Christmas break and

Thanksgiving and Easter weekends but is open during midterm breaks in the mornings

only.

The Student Health Service provides the following:

1

.

Primary care for illness and injury with referral to specialist when needed.

2. Maintenance of health record for all students and administration of immuni-

zations.

3. Contraceptive counseling and routine Pap smears.

4. Administration of allergy injections with serum provided by student after

specialist allergy workup.

5. Physical examinations for employment, transfer to another school, scholar-

ship expeditions.

Health Insurance. All Rice students are required to have health insurance.

Insurance may be purchased through the university at two levels of coverage, described

in a brochure that is sent to incoming and returning students each summer. Brochures

and applications may also be obtained from the Cashier' s Office or the Office of Student

Activities. Rice's group coverage will be effective from 12:01 a.m., August 15, 1995,

until 12:01 a.m., August 15, 1996. Dependent coverage is also available. If the student

has other medical insurance, a waiver card showing proof of insurance must be signed

and returned to the Cashier's Office by August 15, prior to the beginning of classes, to

avoid automatic billing for coverage.

Confidentiality. The Student Health physician/patient relationship and confiden-

tiality is absolute, except where the individual student may be deemed a significant

health risk to other students.

Rice Counseling Center (RCC). RCC was established to address students'

psychological needs through a variety ofprograms and services. Located in 301 Lovett

Hall, the center is open year-round except for scheduled holidays. Office hours for

counseling and consultations are 8:30 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m. Monday through

Friday. Students can make appointments by calling 527-4867 or by coming by the

center.

Typically, most students who utilize the center's counseling services have experi-

enced very common college student concerns (e.g., roommate problems, breakup of a

relationship, academic and/or interpersonal anxiety, family problems, confusion about
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personal goals, values, and identity issues, or adjusting to Rice). Issues, such as

substance abuse, eating disorders, sexual assault and sexual abuse, courtship violence,

depression, dealing with the coming-out process, and others are also addressed at the

RCC through individual and/or group counseling and educational programming.

When it is clear that prolonged or specialized counseling or treatment is necessary,

the individual may be referred to an outside provider at his/her expense or as covered by
health insurance.

Eligibility for Services. All students who have paid the Health Service Fee are

eligible for initial assessment sessions, consultations, crisis intervention, and educa-

tional programming. Depending upon need and appropriateness ofRCC services for the

student, individual and/or group counseling may also be available.

The RCC provides the following services:

• Initial assessment.

• Short-term individual and couples counseling.

• Group therapy and support groups (e.g., eating disorders, relationship issues,

survivors of sexual abuse, gay and lesbian issues, etc.).

• Medication consultations with the center's consulting psychiatrist.

• Consultations on various issues (e.g., how to make a referral, how to respond to

a friend in distress, etc.).

• Educational programming (e.g., campuswide workshops on stress management,

study skills, coping with transitions, etc.; participation in campuswide programs

such as Sexual Assault Awareness Week, Unity Through Diversity Week, AIDS
Awareness and Alcohol Awareness Week, etc.).

• Crisis intervention. Walk-in emergency consultation or counseling is available

during regular office hours. Call 527-4867 for assistance with emergencies after

hours or on weekends.

College Assistance Peer Program (CAPP). CAPP is administered by the Coun-
seling Center. It involves students who have been carefully selected and trained in

listening skills and mental-health education. CAPP members are available to their peers

as supportive listeners and referral sources, and they also assist the Counseling Center

in developing and presenting educational programs on mental health issues.

Students with Disabilities. In order to accommodate students who have physical

limitations that make it difficult for them to reach the center's third-floor location in

Lovett Hall, center staff can see students in a more accessible location on campus.

Arrangements to see a counselor under those circumstances can be made by calling the

RCC.
Confidentiality. Counseling services are confidential; information about a student

is not released without that student's written permission. By state law, limitations of

confidentiality include the following: risk of imminent harm to the student or others;

reason to believe that a child, elderly, or handicapped person is in danger of or is being

abused or neglected; a court order to release information; a criminal lawsuit in which the

student is involved; or reason to suspect that the student has been the victim of sexual

exploitation by a former health provider during the course of treatment.

Fondren Library

With a collection of 1 .7 million volumes, more than 2.2 million microforms, 14,000

current periodical and serial titles, and 28,000 titles on audio tape, video tape, and

compact disc, Fondren Library is strongly committed to supporting the research and

information needs of Rice University's students and faculty, and it provides extensive

resources for advanced study and research.

Technological advances in electronic networking and resources are increasingly
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important to the growth of the Fondren Library collections. Library staff are actively

engaged in the development of electronic studios and access to networked resources.

Macintosh and Unix workstations are located throughout the first floor of the

library, allowing students and faculty to use both print and electronic resources side by

side. Circulating Macintosh Powerbooks also are available for use in the building. There

are network connections on all floors of the library.

The campus-wide information system, Ricelnfo, provides remote access to the

library's on-line catalog and to a wide variety of literature indexes as well as a growing

collection of full-text reference sources and primary literature. Additional electronic

resources in Fondren Library include multimedia packages and large data sets. The
library has specialized research tools, such as electronic text analysis and geographic

information systems software.

Fondren Library is a federal depository for United States government publications,

patents, and trademarks. The Woodson Research Center is the repository ofthe library's

rare books, manuscripts, and university archives. The Computing Resource Collection,

Alice Pratt Brown Fine Arts Library, and the Education Curriculum Collection also are

housed in Fondren Library; another special collection, the Business Information Center,

is located in Herring Hall.

The library's open-shelf policy enables users to locate materials easily. The
reference/collection development librarians provide assistance in the use of library

materials and in accessing electronic resources. Special facilities, such as individual

study carrels, group-study rooms, audiovisual facilities, electronic workstations, micro-

form reading carrels, and photoduplicating equipment are available in the library.

The collections and services of the Fondren Library are based on the philosophy

that a library is more than a collection of books. It is an essential campus resource, with

knowledgeable staff and evolving information technologies, where emerging and

established scholars acquire information and gather in an atmosphere conducive to

leaming and other creative endeavors.

Rice Memorial Center-Ley Student Center

The Rice Memorial Center (RMC)/Ley Student Center is a campus gathering place

that strives to enhance a spirit of"community" among students, faculty, staff, and alumni

by providing programs and services of a social, intellectual, and cultural nature. The
Rice Memorial Chapel is an integral part of the student center complex. Housed within

the center are the Association of Rice Alumni, the Career Services Center, the Rice

Campus Store, Sammy's Cafeteria, the Coffeehouse, Willy's Pub, RSVP, the Office of

Academic Advising and International Programs, the offices of various student organi-

zations, the Student Association, the International Student Organization, the Graduate

Student Association, radio station KTRU, the Thresher, the Campanile, and the Rice

Program Council. The facilities of the center are available to the university community
for meetings, parties, dinners, concerts, weddings, and special events.

Career Services Center

The Career Services Center offers a variety of services to undergraduates, graduate

students, and alumni of the university. These services are designed to help everyone in

the university community, from liberal arts majors to engineers.

Among the center's activities is career counseling for those unable to decide on a

major, career, or graduate program and forthose who need direction in the path they have

chosen. Career testing is also available for those interested in amore analytical approach

to career decision making. Peer counselors are available to assLrt students with resume
writing, interviewing, and job search strategies. Workshops, career panels, and a
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number of career fairs are sponsored by the Career Services Center each year to provide

information on career areas for students. Details on individual events are publicized

throughout the campus and through the Career News, a publication of the center.

Located within the Career Services Center is the Career Library, which has a

substantial collection of resources and literature on occupations in many areas, locating

and securing employment, summer jobs, individual companies, and graduate schools.

Listings for full-time, part-time, and summer jobs are also available in the Career

Library.

Internships may be obtained through the Center's Joint Venture program. Intern-

ships can be a vital part of a college education, and students are encouraged to apply for

these opportunities.

Many representatives from business, industry, and other employing organizations

visit the center each year forprospective summer and full-time employees. Students may
register to schedule interviews through the center.

Office of Multicultural Affairs

Located in the cloisters of the Rice Memorial Center, the Office of Multicultural

Affairs represents a deliberate, programmatic response to the academic, social, and

recreational needs ofethnic minority students at Rice. Charged primarily with providing

counseling and support, the office also serves as a reference and resource center with a

library of guides and information on graduate schools, jobs, fellowships, internships,

and other opportunities available to minority students once beyond the Rice community.

The office further serves to oversee cross-cultural programming for the campus and to

promote the education and celebration of issues related to cultural diversity. Program-

ming is designed to enhance the university's efforts to recruit and retain more minority

students.

Health Education Office

The Health Education Office (HEO) delivers a variety of services to students.

Programming includes, but is not limited to, sexual health awareness, substance abuse

prevention, nutrition and diet, and acquaintance rape issues. Additionally, the HEO
offers students private consultations and a resource room containing health-related

literature (brochures, journals, posters, etc.). Students actively volunteer with the HEO
for positions such as Students Organized Against Rape (SOAR) and health representa-

tives for their colleges. The Health Education Office is located in the Rice Memorial
Center Cloisters.

Intercollegiate Athletics

A charter member of the Southwest Athletic Conference and a Division I-A

member of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, Rice fields teams in football,

basketball, baseball, cross-country, indoor and outdoor track, swimming, tennis, and

golf for men—and in basketball, volleyball, cross-country, indoor and outdoor track,

swimming, and tennis for women. Home football games are played in the beautiful

70,000-seat Rice Stadium. Autry Court for basketball and volleyball, Cameron Field for

baseball, the Jake Hess Tennis Stadium, and the Rice Track Stadium round out a

complex of outstanding athletic facilities. Dedicated to the pursuit of high-level athletic

goals for true student athletes. Rice prides itselfon its dual goal ofexcellence in both the

academic program and the athletic arena and refuses to use the rigors of either as an

excuse for less-than-high-quality performance in the other.
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Intercollegiate Speech and Debate

Ranked in the top ten nationally again in 1995, the George R. Brown Forensic

Society sponsors competition in Individual Events, Lincoln-Douglas, and Parlimentary

Debate. The society provides ample opportunity for students to hone their public

speaking skills and qualify for competition at the American Forensic Association

National Individual Events Tournament and the National Parlimentary Debate Cham-
pionships. Recognizing the importance of developing strong communication skills, the

society has an "open" admissions policy, allowing students with little or no previous

experience as well as the with extensive highschool background to become members of

one of the most successful teams at Rice.

Intramural Sports

The Department of Human Performance and Health Sciences offers a supervised

program of intramural sports for all students, faculty, and staff. An individual may
participate in individual, dual, team sports, swim meets, and track and field events. Any
interested students, faculty, and staff may form teams for the wide variety of tourna-

ments. A student may compete in the university intramural tournaments and/or represent

his/her college in the college team sports tournaments that follow the open tournaments.

In the past few years, over 6,000 entries from the student population have participated

in 53 tournaments. (Students participate at their own risk.)

Sports Clubs

The Department ofHuman Performance and Health Sciences administers a Sports

Club Program. A sports club is a special interest group organized to engage in and

promote interest in a recreational physical activity. Club organization is dependent upon

student interest. In recent years clubs have been organized in badminton, cricket,

cycling, dance, fencing, field hockey, frisbee, lacrosse, martial arts, rowing, rugby,

soccer, sailing, shooting, and volleyball. These groups were formed to increase indi-

vidual and team skills through a continuing instructional and competitive program. Club

activities are supported by individual contributions, membership dues, university funds,

and fund-raising activities. (Students participate at their own risk.)

Student Automobiles

All student vehicles must be registered with the Traffic Division of the Rice

University Police Department. Students must park in assigned areas and observe

university regulations. Illegally parked or unregistered vehicles are subject to being

towed and/or fined by the university. Copies of the University Traffic and Parking

Regulations, which detail student privileges and responsibilities, may be obtained from

the Traffic Division. Students must inform all guests of parking regulations; repeat

violators are subject to being towed.

Information Systems

Information Systems provides distributed computing support in academic divi-

sions and centralized computing services. Divisional teams consisting of information

technology staff and reference librarians have been established to provide a base level
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of service for faculty and staff in the divisions, including training, consulting, and

reference service. Where space is available, the teams reside in the division they support.

The teams work with faculty advisers to plan and set priorities.

Information Systems:

• Leads and facilitates a campus-wide view of technology;
' • Provides scholarly information resources such as Ricelnfo, the campus-wide

information system, and electronic materials in Fondren Library;

• Coordinates technology budgets and staffing;

• Provides computing equipment and software for support offices;

• Provides core services such as site license management, network connections,

access to electronic mail and electronic newsgroups, operation of central

I resources (mainframe, Owlnet servers, campus computing labs), computer

systems security, support for standardized software programs, computer train-

ing.

Core services are provided by the following departments within Information

Systems.

Electronic Studio

The Electronic Studio group's focus is integrating technology into the curriculum

at Rice. Members of this group work with faculty in the academic divisions to create

"electronic studios" for various disciplines. An electronic studio is a collection of

electronic resources, applications, and tools tailored for a specific discipline and made
available via computer networking. The Electronic Studio group also participates in

outreach projects that link Rice to the community and promote the use of technology in

education. Future Electronic Studio projects include an Electronic Text and Image

Center for manipulating text and graphics for use in courseware and a Production Center

for faculty who want to develop electronic courseware.

Management Systems

The Office of Management Systems is charged with the responsibility of identify-

ing and applying information technology to the work processes of the university. The

Office of Management Systems is responsible for:

• Providing Telecommunications services, including both local and long-distance

telephone service, to all the academic and administrative departments;

• Operating the academic and administrative computing facilities provided for

centrally in the Mudd building;

• Monitoring the network and selected computer systems located in the Mudd
building;

• Providing various administrative programming and computing services to the

administrative departments.

Network Management

Network Management designs, builds, and operates Rice Internet, the Rice Univer-

sity campus network, which has approximately 2,000 active ports serving the entire Rice

community. The Network Technical Support group installs and maintains backbone

cables, network outlets, and network components, which comprise the physical infra-

structure. The Network and Systems Support group configures network components and

evaluates, installs, maintains, and creates software to support network services. This

group also is responsible for selecting standards that define the services provided by

Rice Internet.

Network Management also supports the IBM mainframe and designs, builds, and
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operates the SESQUINET regional network, through which Rice is connected to the

Internet.

Systems and LAN Management

The Systems and LAN Management (SLM) group offers frontline system admin-

istration and application support for the UNIX machines and microcomputers on

campus.

SLM evaluates, installs, maintains, configures, and creates software to support all

multiplatform Owlnet labs and divisional networks. The group sets OS and application

standards with the user community and develops distribution technology to implement

these standards.

Through their strong relationship with vendors represented in the Rice computing

community, SLM coordinates site-licensed hardware and software support contracts,

individual and group purchases, and introduces new technology to the community.

User Services

User Services is responsible for the collection and dissemination of computing

information on campus. This group provides consulting, training, reference services,

and documentation to support the computing services required for the scholarly and

administrative activities of the university. User Services staffs a computer Consuhing

Center, the Fondren Library Reference Desk, the Government Publications Reference

Desk, and hotlines to handle walk-in and phone requests. Short courses on computing,

internet, and library topics are offered free of charge to all members of the Rice

community. Individualized training is also available in the divisions. User Services

includes consuhing, training, and publications staff and the Fondren Library Reference

staff and Department of Government Publications and Special Resources.

User Services provides overall business and planning services for the Information

System offices and distributed laboratories. Projects that benefit from campus coordi-

nation, such as site licenses, discount programs, joint proposals, and investigations into

new software, technologies, and products, are also undertaken in this department.

Owlnet Computing Labs

Information Systems manages several campus computing labs that provide access

to Owlnet, Rice's educational network, and a variety of software applications. Labs

containing UNIX workstations are located in a number of buildings on campus. The
following microcomputer labs are also available:

Mudd Lab—microcomputer classrooms and labs located on the first floor of the

Mudd Building; open to the Rice community.

Fondren Library—Macintosh and UNIX workstations located in the reference

stacks on the first floor of Fondren Library and a Macintosh classroom located

in Room B83.

Social Science Computer Lab—a microcomputer lab designed for the support of

Social Science faculty, staff, and students located in 101 Sewall Hall.

Rice Advanced Visualization Lab—a lab of high-powered computer visualiza-

tion imaging and animation tools for educational and research use located in

Architecture in 218 Anderson Hall.
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Biosciences Computer Lab—this Macintosh lab, located in 133A Anderson

Biological Lab, is designed to allow bioscience faculty to include a computing

facet to their curriculum. The facility is open to reservation requests from other

departments, while the remaining time periods are open to the Rice community.

Humanities Computer Lab—a humanities computer lab in 227 Rayzor Hall that

consists of three Macintosh lis. Priority is given to humanities faculty, staff, and
'

' graduate students, and the lab may be reserved for small group demonstrations.

Where To Go For Further Information

If you need more information or wish to set up a computing account, stop by the

Consulting Center (extension 4983) in 103 Mudd. Consultants are available to answer

your computing questions or to guide you to additional resources.
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Since the opening of the university in 1912, the importance of graduate study and
research as a principal means of advancing knowledge has been recognized. The first

Doctor of Philosophy degree was awarded in 1918 in mathematics. Since that time, the

graduate area has been expanding through the basic sciences, the humanities, engineer-

ing, the social sciences, architecture, music, and administration and includes interde-

partmental areas. The number of graduate programs has steadily increased, and

advanced degrees are now offered in 33 fields of study.

Graduate programs are oftwo types, research and professional. Research programs

lead to the Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Architecture, Master of Arts, and Master of

Science degrees. Professional programs provide advanced course work in several

disciplines but do not generally include independent research. They lead to the degrees

of Doctor of Musical Arts, Master of Accounting, Master of Architecture, Master of

Architecture in Urban Design, Master of Arts in Teaching, Master of Business

Administration (which includes public and nonprofit management). Master ofChemical

Engineering, Master of Computational and Applied Mathematics, Master of Civil

Engineering, Master ofComputer Science, Master of Electrical Engineering, Master of

Environmental Engineering, Master of Environmental Science, Master of Materials

Science, Master of Mechanical Engineering, Master of Music, and Master of Statistics.

All degrees conferred by the university are awarded solely in recognition of

educational attainments, not as warranty of future employment or admission to other

programs of higher education.

Research Degrees

The degree ofDoctor ofPhilosophy is awarded for original studies in anthropology,

applied physics, biochemistry and cell biology, bioengineering, chemical engineering,

chemistry, civil engineering, computational and applied mathematics, computational

science and engineering, computer science, ecology and evolutionary biology, econom-

ics, electrical and computer engineering, English, environmental science and engineer-

ing, French, geology, German, history, linguistics, materials science, mathematics,

mechanical engineering, philosophy, physics, political science, psychology, religious

studies, statistics, and space physics and astronomy. In architecture, the equivalent

degree is the Doctor of Architecture. These degrees are awarded after successful

completion of at least 90 semester hours of advanced study and an original investigation

reported in an approved thesis. As final evidence of preparation for this degree, the

candidate must pass a public oral examination. The residency requirement (period of

full-time study at the university) for the doctorate is four semesters.

The degree ofMaster ofArts is available in the various humanities listed above plus

art history and Spanish and in scientific fields ofstudy , including the social sciences. The
Master of Science degree may be obtained in the fields of chemical, civil, electrical and

computer engineering, mechanical engineering, computer science, environmental sci-

ence and engineering, materials science/engineering, and space physics and astronomy.

The Master of Architecture, Master of Architecture in Urban Design, and Master of

Music are also offered as research degrees, with a thesis option.

The Master of Arts or Master of Science degree, or the Master of Architecture or

Master of Music research degree, may be awarded after completion of at least 30

semester hours of study, including the thesis, 24 of which must be done at Rice. The
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embodied in a thesis, and the candidate's preparation is evidenced by a public

examination. Most students require three or four semesters to complete such a program,

although some programs may be longer. In some departments, students may be awarded

a master's degree on the basis of achieving candidacy for the doctoral degree. Students

seeking such an award must submit a petition for the degree, signed by their department

chair, to the Office ofGraduate Studies prior to February 1 ofthe year in which the degree

is to be awarded.

Foreign language requirements for the master's and doctoral degrees are estab-

lished by the individual departments according to the need for foreign languages in the

conduct of research and scholarship in their respective fields.

Information on candidacy, the oral defense of the thesis, and thesis regulations is

given under Academic Regulations, beginning on page 87. More specific information

about requirements for advanced degrees in each field of study is given under depart-

ment headings in the section of the catalog that begins on page 152. Additional material

may be obtained from the appropriate department chair.

Professional Degrees

Rice University offers several advanced degree programs that prepare students for

positions in fields such as accounting, computational and applied mathematics, business

administration, public and nonprofit management (see accounting and administrative

science), architecture, computer science, engineering, and secondary education; in

some departments, such degrees prepare the student for a doctoral-level program. In

addition, a nonthesis Doctor of Musical Arts degree is awarded after completion of a

program of advanced study and required performances or original compositions. (If the

field of emphasis is composition, a major work is presented as a thesis.)

Requirements for these degrees include the successful completion of 30 semester

hours or more of advanced courses (numbered 300 or higher). At least 24 of these 30

hours must be taken at Rice. Additional information is presented in this catalog under

the departmental listings in the Courses ofInstruction section beginning on page 152 and

in the Academic Regulations section beginning on page 87. In each case, application

materials are available from the department.

Admission into a professional degree program is granted separately from admis-

sion into a research or thesis program, and students who wish to change from a thesis

program to a professional master's program must obtain the specific approval of the

Office ofGraduate Studies. Approval will not normally be granted to students who have

received university graduate fellowships unless the student can demonstrate significant

service to the university or its faculty through teaching or research. Professional degree

programs terminate when the degree is awarded. Students who wish to continue in the

graduate program after the completion of a professional program must reapply for

admission into a research or a thesis program.

Accounting and Administrative Science

The Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration offers two professional

degrees, the Master of Business Administration and the Master of Accounting. The
Master ofBusiness Administration degree program, which requires two academic years

to complete, includes concentrations in accounting, business entrepreneurship, fmance,

international management, management information systems, marketing, operations

management, organizational behavior and human resource management, public and

nonprofit management, and strategic management and planning as well as joint-degree
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options in the traditional fields ofengineering, computational and applied mathematics,

computer science, and statistics. Students who have taken a prescribed set ofprerequisite

courses as undergraduates may complete the Master of Accounting degree program in

two semesters (see page 156 for information). Those lacking the requisite background

may choose to take the M.B.A. degree program with an accounting concentration. To
qualify for either degree, the student must maintain a B (3.0) average and may be

required to pass a special examination during the last semester in residence. There is no

thesis requirement.

Applicants must submit scores on the Graduate Management Admission Test

(GMAT), all college transcripts, and three letters ofrecommendation as well as specified

essays. Unless they received an undergraduate degree from a U.S. college or university,

foreign nationals whose native language is not English must submit recent scores on the

Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). Admission to the Jones Graduate

School is open to undergraduates from Rice and from other universities, regardless of

undergraduate major, but is highly selective and limited to those who have performed

with distinction in their previous academic work and on the GMAT. The M.B.A.

program requires no specific prerequisite courses for admission; however, students may
find it beneficial to have a background that includes undergraduate course work in

principles of accounting, principles of microeconomics, and mathematics. Because

spreadsheet and word-processing software is used extensively in course work, students

should have a thorough understanding of these types of software packages before

enrolling. Undergraduates contemplating graduate work in accounting should take the

prerequisite courses outlined on page 156 in order to complete the M.Acco. degree in

two semesters.

The Jones Graduate School and the George R. Brown School of Engineering offer

ajoint M.B.A./Master of Engineering degree. The nonthesis engineering degree may be

obtained in the departments of chemical engineering, civil engineering, computational

and applied mathematics, computer science, electrical and computer engineering,

environmental science and engineering, mechanical engineering and materials science,

and statistics. Ordinarily, the engineering degree takes one academic year to complete,

whereas the M.B.A. requires two. Joint-degree candidates, however, can fulfill require-

ments for both degrees in two academic years and one summer. To enter the joint-degree

master's program, applicants must be accepted by both the Jones Graduate School and

the engineering department in which they wish to enroll. The program requires a special

application that may be obtained from the Jones Graduate School. The Graduate Record

Examination (GRE) rather than the Graduate Management Aptitude Test (GMAT) is

required for the joint-degree program, and some engineering departments require

advanced tests as well. Students whose native language is not English must supply

scores from the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL).

Architecture

Degrees ofMaster of Architecture and Master of Architecture in Urban Design are

offered. Completion of either degree requires a minimum of three academic semesters.

An applicant for admission should write to the dean of the Rice University School of

Architecture for specific information about the program for which the applicant would

be qualified by education and experience. Completed application materials include the

Rice University Application for Graduate Study, transcript(s). Graduate Record Exami-

nation scores, a portfolio of the applicant's work, four letters of recommendation, and

a $25 application fee.
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Education

The Master of Arts in Teaching is a professional degree program for students

wishing to qualify for secondary school teaching following a liberal undergraduate

education. The program normally requires completion of 1 1 advanced courses, includ-

ing a teaching internship in a Houston area secondary school, with grades ofB or higher.

All courses must be approved by the Department of Education.

Admission requires that the applicant have a bachelor's degree, scholarly ability

and motivation, and an interest in teaching at the secondary school level. Each applicant

will be expected to take the Aptitude Test of the Graduate Record Examination.

Applications are reviewed by members of the Rice University Department ofEducation

faculty. Other requirements for the Master of Arts in Teaching are found in the

Department of Education section of the Courses of Instruction listing.

Students in the program are not normally eligible for Rice University Graduate

Fellowships or scholarship support since cooperating school districts pay students a

salary for internship teaching. However, a limited number of tuition waivers may be

available.

Engineering

Nonthesis master's degrees are offered in the traditional branches of engineering

listed below and in other departments included in the engineering division: computer

science, computational and applied mathematics, and statistics. A completed bachelor's

degree in a relevant field is required for admission. Candidates are required to complete

30 hours of approved advanced courses (numbered 300 or higher). These advanced

courses include at least four at the 500 or 600 level, indicating in-depth professional

study in a particular area. Courses counting toward these 30 hours may not be taken on

a pass/fail basis. The student's major department must approve the overall program, and

any departure from these guidelines must be approved by the Office ofGraduate Studies.

Chemical Engineering. Flexibility in course planning permits specialization in

such areas as, biochemical engineering, reservoir engineering, process control, optimi-

zation and systems analysis, applied mathematics, materials science, kinetics, pollution

control, and catalysis.

Civil Engineering. The area of concentration is structures and mechanics. Some
specialization in solid mechanics, geotechnical engineering, or applied mathematics is

possible within the structures and mechanics concentration.

Computational and Applied Mathematics. The Master of Computational and

Applied Mathematics degree requires satisfactory completion of 30 semester hours of

approved course work beyond a bachelor's degree in an appropriate field. Concentra-

tions are possible in numerical analysis, computational science, operations research, and

physical mathematics. Candidates for admission are evaluated on their previous

academic records and their potential for success in and benefit from the professional

program.

Computer Science. The Master of Computer Science degree requires completion

of 30 semester hours of advanced courses approved by the Department of Computer

Science in accordance with general practices stated under Engineering, above. The

program for each student is formulated in consultation with a departmental adviser. The
areas of concentration are algorithms, compiler construction, operating systems, and

programming languages.
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Electrical and Computer Engineering. Technical electives permit some special-

ization in the general areas of bioengineering, communication and control theory,

electro-optics and physical electronics, and computer science and engineering.

Environmental Science. Major emphasis of the degree program is in the areas of

environmental biology, environmental chemistry and toxicology, surface and ground-

water hydrology, water and wastewater treatment, environmental geology, and environ-

mental planning.

Environmental Engineering. Major emphasis of the degree program is in the

areas of hydrology and water resources engineering, water and wastewater treatment

design and operation, water and wastewater treatment, and numerical modeling.

Materials Science and Engineering. The student takes an approved program of

courses in materials science and engineering or related fields plus two appropriate

electives. Students may enter this degree program following undergraduate preparation

in any of a number of related fields in addition to materials science and engineering.

Mechanical Engineering. Flexibility in course requirements permits specializa-

tion in thermal sciences and energy conversion, gas dynamics, hydrodynamics, com-

puter-aided design, stress analysis and mechanical behavior of materials, robotics and

control, and aerospace engineering.

Statistics. The Master of Statistics degree requires satisfactory completion of ten

approved courses. Study is in the fields of applied probability, biomathematics, data

analysis, density estimation, epidemiology, image processing, model building, quality

control, statistical computing, stochastic processes, and time series analysis.

Joint Master of Business Administration/Master of Engineering Degree Pro-

gram. The joint M.B.A./Master of Engineering degree program is designed to allow a

student to complete an M.B.A. and one of the professional (nonthesis) Master of

Engineering degrees in approximately two and a half years. The joint M.B.A. degree can

be taken in conjunction with any of the professional master's degrees offered in the

disciplines listed above. The student will be required to complete 76 hours of courses:

24 hours in a particular professional master of engineering curriculum and 52 hours in

business administration. The student must satisfy the entrance requirements of both the

Brown School of Engineering and the Jones Graduate School.

Music

The Shepherd School offers the Master of Music degree in the following areas:

composition, choral and instrumental conducting, historical musicology, performance,

and music theory. An audition is required as part of the admission process for

instrumental and conducting applicants. Composition majors are required to submit

portfolios of their works, and musicology and theory majors should submit samples of

their written work. The Graduate Record Examination (both the Aptitude and Advanced

Music Tests) is required of musicology, theory, and composition majors. The faculty of

the Shepherd School may determine that additional work at the undergraduate level is

needed.

The minimum hourly requirements for the Master of Music degree vary according

to major area. For a description of the requirements for a particular Master of Music

degree, write to the Shepherd School of Music, Graduate Admissions.
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The Doctor of Musical Arts degree, offered in selected areas, requires 90 hours

beyond the bachelor's degree. The minimum residency (i.e., period of full-time study

at Rice) is two semesters for the Master of Music and four semesters (beyond the Master

of Music degree) for the Doctor of Musical Arts degree. For further information on the

D.M.A. program, write to the Shepherd School of Music, Graduate Admissions.

Interdisciplinary and Cooperative Programs

Interdisciplinary Graduate Programs. Opportunities are available for interdis-

ciplinary study in various aspects of systems theory, solid-state electronics, materials

science/engineering, and bioengineering. For applications or additional information,

contact the chair of one of the participating departments as follows: for systems theory,

the Departments of Chemical Engineering, Economics, Electrical and Computer Engi-

neering, or Mathematical Sciences; for solid-state electronics and materials science/

engineering. Chemistry, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Mechanical Engineer-

ing, or Physics; for bioengineering. Chemical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, or

Mechanical Engineering.

Applied Physics Program. This joint effort of the Schools of Engineering and

Natural Sciences grants master's and Ph.D. degrees in Applied Physics. With a

curriculum primarily in electrical engineering and physics, its objective is to provide a

graduate education that prepares students for work in the rapidly developing new areas

of physical electronics, lasers and electro-optics, and electronic and optical devices and
materials. Applied Physics is academically more demanding than most graduate

programs but permits substantial flexibility in an individual student's choice of courses

and research topics. For further information, please contact the Rice Quantum Institute

at (713) 527-6028.

Bioengineering Program. The program in Bioengineering is an interdisciplinary

graduate program granting both master's and doctoral degrees in bioengineering. There

is a core of foundation courses required of all students, with two major research

divisions—cellular and molecular engineering and systems engineering and instrumen-

tation. These areas reflect multi-investigator research interests within the Institute of

Biosciences and Bioengineering. For information please contact the Institute of Bio-

sciences and Bioengineering (713-527-6034).

Computational and Applied Mathematics. The program focuses on modem
computational techniques and provides a source of training and expertise in the use of

new and powerful computers as an aid to research, development, and design. At the

master's level, the program is designed to provide training and to produce practitioners.

In addition, at the Ph.D. level it seeks to advance the field through original research.

Students must fulfill the admissions requirements of one of the participating depart-

ments. For an application or additional information, contact one of the following

departments: computational and applied mathematics, biochemistry and cell biology,

geology and geophysics, computer science, chemical engineering, electrical and com-
puter engineering, or statistics. (See also the program description in the section on
computational and applied mathematics.)

Joint Graduate Programs with Medical Colleges. Joint programs with the

Baylor College of Medicine and the University of Texas Medical School are designed

to provide educational experiences of high quality leading to research careers in

medicine. These programs lead to joint M.D./Ph.D. or joint M.D./M.A. or M.D./M.S.
degrees. Such programs can be worked out individually through various departments.

Joint Graduate Programs in History and Law. This selective program combines
graduate work in legal and constitutional history at Rice University with professional

work in law at the University ofHoustonLaw Center or at the Thurgood Marshall School
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ofLaw ofTexas Southern University . Students in their first or second year oflaw school

may apply for admission to Rice through their law school. Participants spend one year

at Rice in the Master of Arts program concentrating on legal and constitutional history.

After completing this year of residence and all requirements for the M.A. except the

thesis, the student returns to law school to finish his or her legal studies. During the last

year of law school, the student completes a suitable M.A.-level research thesis on a topic

in legal and/or constitutional history selected with the approval of the law school

instructor and the student's Rice history adviser. The student who completes this

program receives a law degree from his or her law school as well as an M.A. in history

from Rice.

Joint Graduate Program in Medical Ethics. Under an agreement with the

University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston, a cooperative program of

graduate study in medical ethics is offered, leading to the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in

religious studies from Rice University. Also, under an agreement with the Baylor

College of Medicine and the Institute of Religion, a cooperative program in medical

ethics is offered, leading to the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in philosophy from Rice.

Nondegree Programs Class III

Students with a B (3.0) or better grade average and an undergraduate or graduate

degree from an accredited college or university may apply for admission as Class in

students to take courses for credit without being admitted to a specific degree program.

Permission of instructor (and in some cases, a department) and approval by the dean of

Graduate Studies are required.

Courses taken under this arrangement cannot be used to fulfill the requirements for

a degree at Rice unless and until the student has been accepted into a degree program by

an academic department (and, in the case of graduate students, by the dean of Graduate

Studies), and the department has approved a special request that the Class III course

count toward the degree. It is the student's responsibility to ensure that the proper

appeals have been obtained. Normally, no more than three courses taken as a Class in

student can be applied toward a graduate degree. Class III students cannot take courses

on a pass/fail basis.

An application and course request form can be obtained from the Office ofGraduate

Studies, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77251-1892.

Official transcripts from all colleges and universities attended should be mailed

directly from previously attended institutions to the Office of Graduate Studies at Rice.

A student who has attended Rice as a Class III student must still complete continuation

forms for each semester and submit them by the deadlines. These materials will be sent

upon request from the Office of Graduate Studies. Deadlines for all applications are the

respective workdays closest to August 1 and December 1. Applications will not be

considered after classes have begun.

The tuition for 1 995-96 is $685 per semester hour for either undergraduate courses

(100-400 level) or graduate courses (500+ level). In addition, a $50 registration fee is

due each semester. All fees are payable during registration, which must be completed

by the end of the second week of class. Persons submitting applications not completed

by the deadline must pay a late application fee of $50. This late fee will also be charged

continuing Class III students who do not complete continuation forms by the above

deadlines. For some courses students may be charged for computer time. If a class is

filled with degree students. Class III students may be dropped up to the end of the third

week of class. In that case, the tuition (less $25 of the registration fee) will be refunded.

The minimum registration for Class III is three hours.

Because Class III is not a degree-granting program, foreign graduate students
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enrolled as Class HI students cannot receive visas from Rice University. Persons who
are B-2 visitors may be ineligible for enrollment as Class III students. A determination

will be made by the dean of Graduate Studies and the Foreign Student Adviser.

Faculty/staff spouses may apply and receive a tuition waiver for undergraduate-

level courses only. Application materials, transcripts, grade point average ofB or better,

and a baccalaureate degree are required. Students are responsible for paying all fees and

observing all deadlines.

For an application or for further information, please contact the Office ofGraduate

Studies at (713) 527-4002.

Admission to Graduate Study

Graduate study is open to well-qualified students who possess adequate back-

ground in the field ofstudy they wish to pursue. Normally, but not always, the equivalent

of an undergraduate major in the field is required, but the final judgment of preparation

rests with the department concerned. The emphasis is on the quality of the applicant's

preparation rather than on the academic program pursued or credits earned in achieving

it.

Applicants for admission to graduate study should address all communications to

the chair of the appropriate department, who will provide the application form and

relevant information about the program. The completed form, with application fee,

transcript(s) and recommendations, and writing samples if required, should be returned

to the department chair. Scores on the aptitude portion of the Graduate Record

Examination (or the Graduate Management Admission Test), and an appropriate

advanced test if required by the department, should be sent directly to the admitting

department. In order for these scores to be available at the time when admission

decisions are normally made, applicants are strongly encouraged to take the GRE by
December of the year prior to that for which application is being made. The application

deadline for admission for the Fall semester is February 1 . However, some departments

specify an earlier deadline, and departments may occasionally be able to consider late

applications.

Candidates are evaluated on their previous academic records, available test scores,

and letters of reference from scholars under whom they have studied. Additional

evidence ofqualification to pursue advanced study, such as writing samples, portfolios,

or statements of purpose, may be required. In addition to any specific requirements of

the department, the applicant is expected to have at least a B (3.0) average in

undergraduate work and high scores on the Graduate Record Examination (or GMAT).
Foreign applicants whose native language is not English must take the TOEFL test and

are not normally admitted ifthey score below 550. Initial decisions regarding admission

or denial are made by departmental committees, which send recommendations to the

Office of Graduate Studies for review. Official offers of admission may be made only

by the dean of Graduate Studies.

Graduate programs at Rice are designed for full-time study, but a limited number
of students may be admitted on a part-time basis if the department recommends making
such an exception and if the dean of Graduate Studies approves.

Each graduate student is advised by the departmental chair or an officially

designated faculty member in planning the initial semester of graduate study. As soon

as possible, each student should affiliate with a faculty adviser who will help plan both

the course program and the thesis or special report.
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Academic Regulations

Residency. The minimum residency (i.e., period of full-time study at Rice) is one

semester for the M.A. or M.S. and four semesters for the doctorate.

Leave of Absence. Leave of absence is granted only by the Office of Graduate

Studies upon the recommendation of the department and is granted only to graduate

students in good standing with the university. Leave must be approved in advance of the

academic semester in question; it will not be granted after the student has registered for

courses or after the registration period has passed. Normally, leave ofabsence is granted

for no more than two consecutive semesters. No work toward a degree may be done at

Rice or involve Rice faculty (or facilities) during a leave ofabsence. A reinstatement fee

of $25 is charged upon return from an official leave.

Minimum Registration. The minimum number of hours for which a student may
register is three.

Courses of Study. Graduate students may register for courses of study only with

the approval of their departmental advisers or chair. Similarly, students are allowed to

drop or add courses only if departmental approval has been given.

Full-time Status. Graduate programs at Rice generally require full-time study. The
semester course load for full-time students is nine hours or more, as required by the

department. Full-time students may accept other employment only with the approval of

the department and the Office of Graduate Studies. Students who are employed

elsewhere for more than 20 hours per week are not normally eligible for full-time status

at Rice.

Part-time Study. Part-time students are occasionally admitted by special permis-

sion, usually for nonthesis programs only. Departmental recommendation is required.

Students enrolling for nine semester hours or more will be considered full time, and full-

time tuition will apply.

Pass/Fail Option. Graduate students may take courses on the pass/fail basis only

with departmental approval. All other restrictions regarding the pass/fail option, as

stated on page 89, apply equally to graduate students. Class III students may not take

courses pass/fail.

Grade Standards. In order to graduate, students must achieve at least a B- (2.67)

average on courses counted toward the graduate degree. This is a minimal requirement;

some programs and departments have more stringent standards. Grade point averages

are computed as shown in the undergraduate section of this catalog, on page 91.

Probationary Status.A graduate student is considered to be on probationary status

whenever the cumulative GPA, or the GPA for the most recently completed semester,

falls below 2.33. Some departments may have more stringent standards. In most cases,

the student's department will send the student a letter of warning. However, the

probationary status applies whether or not such a letter has been issued. A second

semester of probationary status will lead to automatic dismissal by the Office of

Graduate Studies unless a plea for exception is presented by the student's department

and approved by the dean of Graduate Studies. A student may be dismissed after only

one semester of performance at the probationary level by specific departmental action

if such action is preceded by a warning of unsatisfactory performance. (For other causes,

see below.)

Dismissal. A graduate student may be dismissed from a program either for reasons

of unsatisfactory progress or for reasons of behavior judged by the university to be

disruptive or otherwise contrary to the best interest ofeither the university or the student.

Appeal. Graduate students may petition Graduate Council concerning the applica-

tion ofany academic regulation. Petitions should be addressed to the chair ofthe council

but should be made only when a dispute cannot be resolved at the departmental level.
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Calendar Deadlines. Graduate students are expected to observe all deadlines

listed in the academic calendar.

Continuous Enrollment, Readmission. Graduate students are expected to main-

tain continuous involvement and enrollment unless official leave of absence has been

granted. Failure to register for any period without a leave of absence granted by the

Office of Graduate Studies constitutes a defacto withdrawal. If the student later wishes

to resume study, reapplication is required. Readmission is given only on the recommen-

dation of the department and the approval of the dean of Graduate Studies. A readmis-

sion fee of $100 is charged.

Departmental Service. In most research degree programs, graduate students are

assigned a limited amount of teaching or other departmental service as part of their

training. The assignment should not entail more than ten hours per week, averaged over

the semester, and will not be required for more than eight semesters.

Approval of Candidacy. A student seeking a master's or doctoral degree must

submit a petition for candidacy through the departmental chair to the dean of Graduate

Studies. The petition for candidacy for the master's of arts or sciences degree will

normally be submitted upon completion of the fourth semester of full-time enrollment,

and that for candidacy for the Ph.D. upon completion ofthe seventh semester offull-time

enrollment. The chair must specify the student's thesis director, recommend a thesis

committee, certify that the applicant has fulfilled the departmental requirements, and

provide a transcript or other evidence that the work within the department is of high

quality. The final oral examination in defense of the thesis can be given only after the

candidacy has been approved by the dean ofGraduate Studies. Applications for approval

ofcandidacy for the doctoral degree must be filed in the Office ofGraduate Studies prior

to November 1 and for the master's degree prior to February 1 of the academic year in

which graduation is expected. The candidacy is valid for two years for the master's

degree and four years for the doctoral degree. A student whose candidacy has expired

must receive specific approval from the department and from the dean of Graduate

Studies in order to remain in the Graduate Program. Such approval will be given only

in exceptional circumstances. A student must have been approved for candidacy for the

doctoral degree before the beginning of the ninth semester of residency at Rice to be

eligible for continued financial support.

Oral Examinations, Thesis Committees. A committee for the oral examination,

known as the thesis committee, is approved by the dean of Graduate Studies at the time

candidacy is approved. A thesis committee is composed of at least three members, of

which two, including the committee chair, must be members of the student's depart-

ment. In the case of a doctoral committee, one member must be from another department

within the university. At least three members, including the chair, must be tenured or

tenure-track members of the Rice faculty, research faculty holding the rank of Faculty

Fellow, Senior Faculty Fellow, or Distinguished Faculty Fellow, or previously certified

by the provost. The committee chair need not be the thesis director but must be tenured

or a tenure-track member of the major department or a research faculty member of the

major department.

Candidates are responsible for informing the members of their committee about the

nature and progress of their research and for establishing a schedule for thesis comple-

tion and review. The members of the committee, in turn, should review the thesis in a

timely way and must approve a preliminary form of the thesis before the oral is

scheduled. The public oral defense of the thesis may be held at any time during either

semester, except during official examination periods. The last day on which an oral may
be passed for a degree conferred at the subsequent May commencement is the last day

of spring semester classes. Moreover, for the doctoral degree, the oral examination must

be aimounced in the RiceNews at least one week in advance, and materials printed in the
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Rice News must be submitted at least two weeks before publication (check with the Rice

News calendar editor for specific submission dates). Thus, scheduling of a doctoral oral

defense must begin at least three weeks in advance of the event. In appropriate

circumstances, an oral examination for the Ph.D. may be scheduled during the summer,
and in this case the posting ofnotice ofthe time and place on the bulletin board ofFondren
Library the preceding week is acceptable as the public announcement. For the master's

degree, public notice of the oral examination should be posted on the departmental

bulletin board one week in advance.

The length of the examination and the character of the subject matter on which the

candidate will be examined are left to the judgment of the committee. Should the

candidate fail, the chair may schedule a second examination. In the event of a second
failure, the student is required to withdraw from the university. Following the successful

passing of the oral examination in defense of the thesis, two signed copies of the thesis

must be submitted to the Office of Graduate Studies no later than one year from the date

of the examination.

Students who pass the oral examination in defense of a thesis on or before the first

day of classes of any semester do not have to register for that or any subsequent semester

even though minor revisions to the final copy may be continuing. In order to be placed

on the degree list, students should send a copy of the approval ofcandidacy form, signed

by the thesis committee to signify successful defense of the thesis, to the Office of

Graduate Studies immediately following the oral examination.

Thesis Regulations and Procedures. The thesis, which is the principal record of

work for an advanced degree, will be permanently preserved in the library. Directions for

standard thesis form, which must be followed in detail, are provided by the Office of

Graduate Studies at the time of approval ofcandidacy. Students submitting a dissertation

for the Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Architecture, or Doctor of Musical Arts degree

must fill out a Survey ofEarned Doctorates form. All students submitting theses, whether

for master ' s or doctoral degrees, must complete a University Microfilm contract. Fees for

the microfilming and binding of the thesis are to be paid to the University Cashier prior

to submission of the two copies to the Office of Graduate Studies for approval. The
deadline for submission ofthe thesis to the Office ofGraduate Studies is noon ofthe next-

to-last Friday preceding Commencement.

T\iition, Fees, and Expenses

Tuition and fees for graduate students given here are for academic year 1 995-96 only

and are subject to change in subsequent years as the operating expenses of the university

change.

Tuition for full-time students enrolled in the graduate division is $12,300 per year

($6,150 per semester) for all students through four or six semesters, as indicated below.

In addition, each full-time graduate student working "on campus" pays a health service

fee of $196 per year ($98 per semester), a Graduate Student Association fee of $12 ($6

per semester) and an Honor Council fee of $1. After six semesters of full-time study,

students continuing any phase of their studies, including work on their dissertation, on
or offcampus, must be registered and are subject to tuition of $685 per year ($342.50 per

semester). Students who are admitted with a relevant master's degree enter the reduced-

tuition category after four semesters of full-time study.

Refer to page 104 for a discussion of health insurance charges.

Continuous involvement and enrollment are expected. Failure to register for any

period without a leave of absence granted by the Office of Graduate Studies constitutes

withdrawal. A reinstatement fee of $25 is required upon return after an official leave of
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absence. A readmission fee of $100 is required upon return after previous withdrawal

or failure to maintain active registration.

The fee for the preceptorship programs in architecture, music, engineering, etc.,

which involve approved, supervised work off campus to be recorded on the student

transcript, is $100 per semester. Tuition for part-time and Class III students is $685 per

semester hour plus a $50 registration fee each semester; total not to exceed $6,150 for

Class III students. Students taking nine hours or more must be considered full time. No
scholarship or fellowship support is available to part-time students.

Graduate students and their spouses may purchase an athletic events ticket from the

Cashier's Office for $60. The ticket admits the student or spouse to all regularly

scheduled athletic events.

Fellowships, Scholarships, and Prizes

Memorial Fellowships, Honors, and Prizes. Provision is made for a variety of

fellowships, scholarships, and prizes available to graduates of this and other universi-

ties. Memorial fellowships that have been founded and endowed by gift or bequest on

the part of friends of Rice University provide stipends enabling the holders to devote

their time to study and research in their chosen fields. There are also several industrial

fellowships maintained by companies interested in the development of technical fields

and the training of competent scientists, engineers, and business executives.

Persons desiring consideration for appointment as fellows should consult with the

department in which they desire to do research. However, not all fellowships are

available every year.

A partial list of graduate scholarships, fellowships, and awards includes:

Achievement Rewards for College Scientists (ARCS Foundation) Scholarships in

Science and Engineering

Ora N. Arnold Fellowship for better understanding between people and governments of

the United States and those of Mexico, the South American states, the West Indies,

and the Philippine Islands

Nettie S. Autrey Memorial Fellowship in Science

Eleanor and Mills Bennett Fellowships in Hydrology
Ralph Budd Award for Research in Engineering

Samuel Fain Carter Fellowship in Economics
Edward F. Chavanne Fellowship in Religious Studies

Robert L. Chuoke Award in Physics

Cities Service Research Fellowship in Geology
Continental Oil Company Fellowship in Geology
John W. Cox Research Fund for Scholarships and Fellowships in Bioengineering and

Biosciences

William Dunlap Darden Medal in Architecture

Edmund McAshan Dupree Distinguished Graduate Fellowship in Electrical

Engineering

Environmental Protection Agency Fellowships in Environmental

Science and Engineering

W. Maurice Ewing Fellowship in Marine Science

Exxon Fellowship in Geology
John W. Gardner Award in Humanities and Social Sciences

Leroy Caleb Gibbon Award in Geology and Geophysics
Louis J. Girard Foundation Fellowship for Opthalmic Research
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William and Elva Gordon Scholarship in Space Physics and Astronomy
Gulf Oil Company Fellowship in Geology

Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowships

Karl F. Hasselmann Fellowship in Chemical Engineering

Marjory Meyer Hasselmann Fellowship in Chemistry

Fannie and John Hertz Foundation Fellowship in Applied Physical Sciences

Diana P. Hobby Fellowship

Houston Gem and Mineral Society Fellowship in Geology

Houston Geological Society Outstanding Student Award
Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo Endowed Scholarship

Houston Oil and Minerals Corporation Fellowship in Geology

Jameson Fellowship for American Decorative Arts

W. M. Keck Foundation Fellowship in Geology and Geophysics

Ruth Lee Kennedy Fellowship for Studies in the Golden Age of Spanish Literature

Captain Charles Septimus Longcope Award in History

Edgar Odell Lovett Fellowships in Mathematics

Jermayne MacAgy Fellowships in Art History

Jack F Maddox Foundation Fellowship in Engineering

William F. Marlar Scholarship in Space Science

Mrs. L. F. McCollum Fellowship

John P. McGovem Outstanding Premedical Student Award
John W. Mecom Fellowship in Geology

Earl Douglas Mitchell Fellowship

National Institutes of Health Fellowships

National Institutes of Health Traineeships in Biology

National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowships

Pennzoil Company Fellowship in Geology

Petroleum Research Fund Fellowships of the American Chemical Society

Phillips Petroleum Company Fellowship in Chemistry

Mrs. L. A. Richardson Trust

Zevi W. Salsburg Awards in Chemistry

Schlumberger Foundation Fellowship in Mathematics

Shell Fellowship in Physics

Robert P. and Eleanor Shubinski Award in Civil Engineering

Sigma Xi Research Awards
John Stauffer Scholarship in Chemistry

Tenneco Oil Company Fellowship in Geology

Texaco Fellowship in Physics

Radoslav A. Tsanoff Fellowship in Philosophy

Richard B. Turner Memorial Awards in Chemistry

Eric Umland Endowed Fund
Union Oil of California Fellowship in Geology

Lodieska Stockbridge Vaughan Fellowship

Harry Weiser Awards in Chemistry

Robert A. Welch Foundation Predoctoral Fellowships

Wiess Fellowship in Geology
H. A. Wilson Award in Physics

Wray-Todd Fellowships in Natural Sciences
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Scholarships and Prizes of the Jesse H. Jones

Graduate School of Administration

Amerada Hess Corporation Fellowship

J. Kenneth S. Arthur Scholarship

Alice Pratt Brown Scholarship

COMIT Scholarship in Management Information Systems

J. Howard Creekmore Scholarships

Criterion Investment Management Company Endowed Fellowship

Dean's Award for Academic Excellence .^

Educational Foundation of Texas Society of Certified Public Accountants

Award for Accounting Excellence

David E. Famsworth Scholarship

Financial Executives Institute Award in Administrative Science .j.„- .p

E. F. "Gene" Florian Scholarship in Administrative Science

Bernard Fuchs Scholarship

H. H. Galloway Award in Administrative Science

Harry B. and Ailleen B. Gordon Scholarships

Houston Business Forum Scholarship

Houston Society of Financial Analysts Scholarship Award
Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration Award for Excellence in Taxation

Jones Graduate School Alunrni Association Scholarship

Jones Scholars

William H. and Marion F. Keenan Fellowships

Cooper M. and Zava Waldrop Lochridge Scholarship in Administrative Science

Speros P. Martel Scholarship

John T. McCants Scholarship in Accounting

Leon Nad Memorial Scholarship

Vemon F. "Doc" Neuhaus, Sr., Scholarship

Lawrence J. O'Connor, Jr., Endowed Fund

Lorane T. Phillips Award for Excellence in Writing

Robert E. Phillips Award for Excellence in Oral Presentation

Veme F. Simons Scholarship in Accounting

Texaco Foundation Scholarship

Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award
M. A. "Mike" Wright Award

Scholarships and Prizes of the Shepherd School of Music. See listing in the

undergraduate section, page 118.

Rice Graduate Fellowships. Graduate students with high academic records and

outstanding qualifications may receive support through awards of Rice University

Fellowships. In most cases these fellowships provide a stipend plus tuition for the nine-

month academic period. Special fellowships may be available to provide support during

the summer months. Particularly outstanding entering students may be nominated by

their department for a Rice Presidential Fellowship.

Research Assistantships, usually funded from grants and contracts, are available in

many departments (especially those in the divisions of Natural Sciences and Engineer-

ing). These awards are given to qualified students (usually second-year or later) to

provide assistance on faculty research projects. However, such work normally contrib-

utes to the student's thesis. In some departments, a limited number of Teaching

Assistantships may be available to advanced students. Appointees to any fellowship or

assistantship must be engaged in full-time graduate study.
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Eligibility for support from Rice University funds is limited to five years of study

for students seeking a doctorate or three years for students seeking a master's degree.

However, in order to maintain eligibility in the fifth year, the student must have achieved

candidacy. Doctoral students entering with a previously earned relevant master's degree

will be eligible for stipend support for a maximum of four years of study and must have

achieved candidacy by the beginning of the fourth year.

Graduate Tuition Scholarships. Students whose previous records show marked

promise but forwhom no graduate fellowships are available may, especially in their first

year of graduate study, be awarded full or partial graduate tuition scholarships without

stipend. Graduate scholars must be engaged in full-time study.

Scholarships that provide both tuition and stipends are also available for a limited

number of graduate students who are participants in the Army or Navy ROTC programs.

For information on these scholarships, contact the Departments of Military or Naval

Science.

Financial Aid

A limited number of tuition grants based on financial need are available. Rice

engineering students who have received financial aid from the university during then

undergraduate years may apply for continuation of assistance as needed for the year of

study for the professional master's degree.

The Office of Financial Aid at Rice University offers limited aid to graduate

students in the form of loans and work to U.S. citizens, permanent residents, and

refugees.

Subsidized William D. Ford Federal Direct Loans may be processed through

Rice up to a maximum eligibility of $8,500 per annum. These are set by Rice University

and the guarantor.

No interest accrues and no payment is required while a student is enrolled at least

half time at Rice or full time in any eligible postsecondary institution or for six months

after terminating attendance. Repayment begins after this period, including a variable

interest rate not to exceed 8.25 percent on the unpaid principal balance. Depending on

the size of the total loan commitment, the repayment period may extend over as many

as ten years. A completed William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan Request Form

application, with supplements and 1040s, must be submitted to the Office of Financial

Aid.

Unsubsidized William D. Ford Federal Direct Loans are available to graduate

students, who may borrow up to $10,000 per annum to an aggregate of $73,000,

undergraduate and graduate combined. The interest rate on unsubsidized William D.

Ford Federal Direct Loans is a variable interest rate not to exceed 8.25 percent (adjusted

each July 1) on the unpaid balance of the loans. Interest will accrue during the in-school

and deferment periods; however, graduate students may defer payment of principal and

interest until termination of enrollment.

All students may work on campus, but time is a major factor. For most, 10 to 12

hours a week is a reasonable limit. Federal Work-Study is available to students who meet
eligibility criteria set by the federal government. A Free Application for Federal Student

Aid (FAFSA) must be filed with the Federal Aid Program, and earnings will be limited

to the amount shown on the award letter.

Fellowship and scholarship recipients are selected by the individual departments,

subject to the approval of the Office of Graduate Studies. Applications for such awards

should be made directly to the department involved.

A Gulf Oil Corporation Foundation Loan Fund and the Benjamin S. Lindsey and
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Veola Noble Lindsey Memorial Loan Fund are also available to assist students working

toward a degree in meeting educational expenses, but funds are limited. Interested

persons may contact the Office of Financial Aid. Interested students wishing to apply

for a loan under any of these programs should commence application procedures the

summer prior to the academic year for which they are seeking assistance. Detailed

information and application forms are available in the Office of the Financial Aid.

An Emergency Loan Fund, originally provided through gifts from the Graduate

Wives Club of 1972-73, the Graduate Student Association, and various faculty mem-
bers, is available to help graduate students at Rice with short-term needs. Loans from this

fund are limited to $250 and must be repaid within three months. In lieu of interest, a

charge of $1 per $50 loaned is assessed to maintain the fund.

Graduate Student Life

Graduate Student Responsibility

Rice University encourages student self-discipline within the framework of its

general objectives. Each member of the community is expected to govern his or her

conduct by standards of good taste and ethical judgment and to exercise personal

responsibility.

The university reserves the right to require the withdrawal of any students whose

failure to accept responsibilities as evidenced by conduct or their scholastic achieve-

ments is considered detrimental to their own or the university's best interests.

The Honor System

Graduate students are expected to observe the provisions of the Honor Code. The

provisions of the honor system are summarized on page 122.

Fondren Library

Seepage 126.

Graduate Student Government and Organizations

All students in the graduate program are members of the Graduate Student

Association, which is the sole organization representing graduate students as a body.

Part-time graduate students may become participating members of the association upon

payment of the necessary fee. The governing body of this organization is the Graduate

Student Association Council, consisting of a representative from each department

offering graduate study, along with a president, a vice president, a secretary, and a

treasurer elected by the Council. Graduate students also participate in university affairs

through their representatives on many of the standing and ad hoc university committees,

such as the Graduate Council, the Research Council, and various departmental commit-

tees.

The Graduate Student Association, in its efforts to encourage social interaction

among graduate students from different departments, is responsible for operation of the

graduate student lounge and invites participation by all members of the graduate student

body in a variety of social activities.

Graduate student organizations falling under the umbrella of the Graduate Student

Association include the Jones Graduate School Student Association and their affiliate

organizations and the graduate division of the Chinese Student Association.
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Housing

The Rice Graduate House is located on the south edge of the campus at the comer

of South Main and University. The facility offers rooms, either private or shared,

community kitchens, a commons and meeting rooms, and free transportation to

academic buildings. Graduate students may also apply for membership in the under-

graduate residential colleges. Rooms and apartments are often available for rent within

walking or bicycling distance of the campus. The Office of Academic Advising and

Student Activities and the Student Association keep a record of rooms and apartments

about which they have been notified, and the daily newspapers list still others. Incoming

graduate students are advised to arrive in Houston several days early in order to find

housing. Rooms in the Graduate House must be reserved on a space-available basis by

July 15 for the fall semester.

The Student Health Service and Insurance

Graduate students pay the same health service fee as undergraduates. A primary

care outpatient clinic, open weekdays through the undergraduate school year, is located

on campus in Hanszen College and is open on a limited basis during the summer. Access

to limited psychiatric consultation, including marriage counseling, is also available to

graduate students through the Rice Counseling Center. For more information, refer to

pages 125-126.

All Rice students are required to have health insurance. Insurance may be pur-

chased through the university at two levels of coverage, described in a brochure that is

available in the Cashier's Office and the Office of Student Activities. Rice's group

coverage will be effective from 12:01 a.m., August 15, 1995, until 12:01 A.M.August 15,

1996. Dependent coverage is also available. If a student has other medical insurance, a

waiver card showing proof of insurance must be signed and returned to the Cashier's

Office by August 15, prior to the beginning of classes, to avoid automatic billing for

coverage.

New students will not be allowed to register or to attend classes unless a properly

completed health data form has been received and immunization and TB screening

requirements have been met.

Student Automobiles

All automobiles on campus must be registered with the Rice University Police

Department. For more information, refer to page 129.
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Academic departments are listed in this section alphabetically, with complete list!

and descriptions of courses. Most departments also give specific requirements fo:

students both at the undergraduate and graduate levels. These statements are supple

mental to university degree requirements described from pages 67-75.

Courses numbered below 300 are lower level or introductory courses. Those

numbered 300 to 499 are designated as advanced courses, which are open to first- anc

second-year students with proper prerequisites and to graduate students on approval o1

the student's adviser. Courses designed for graduate students are numbered 500 anc

above. The methods of presentation and quality of work expected from these courses

make them generally unsuited to undergraduate participation. Undergraduates are

permitted to enroll in graduate-level courses only after consultation with their advisers

and with the instructor of the course.

F and/or S following the course number indicates the semester the course is

normally given. Those courses without F and/or S preceding their title are offered in both

the fall and spring semesters.

Figures in parentheses following the title ofeach course signify the number of class

hours per week, the number of lab hours per week, and the credit in semester hours foi

the completed course, in that order.

Certain courses are dependent upon available faculty, student demand, or funding

Uncertainty about when or whether a particular course will be offered during 1995-96

is indicated by the designation "Not offered every year."

Course descriptions in this section illustrate topics within the subject matter of the

courses. Topics actually covered in the courses may vary from the examples given,

Courses are subject to cancellation or modification, but cancellation of a course aftei

final enrollment occurs only in extreme circumstances.

Students may obtain more detailed information about courses from the Registrar's

Schedule of Courses Offered published each year or from the instructor of the course.

Persons using this catalog to evaluate Rice University transcripts should refer to

course titles and descriptions, rather than course numbers, to determine content, because

course numbers are occasionally changed.
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Accounting and Administrative Science

The Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration

Professor Bailar, Dean
Professors Bixby, Bryant, Dharan, Dipboye, Driskill, Kanatas, R.N. Taylor,

Uecker, von der Mehden, Westbrook, E.E. Williams, Windsor, and Zeff

Visiting Professors Blair and Khumawala
Adjunct Professors Attwell, Banks, Barnea, Boatwright, and McDonald

Associate Professors Batsell, Napier, and Yim
Adjunct Associate Professors Flatt, Gessler, Hannan,

Wedemeyer, and D.L. Williams

Assistant Professors Currall, Daley, Dichev, Fleming, Ikenberry,

CM. Miller, Ostdiek, Schnietz, Schuler, and Shockley

Adjunct Assistant Professor J.W. Carroll

Lecturers Atherton, L. Baker, Clayton, Crump, Friday, Malavis, Mandel,
Mardis, Meakin, Murphree, O'Sullivan,

D. Ross, Shaddix, Viebig, and Westheimer

Degrees Offered: Master of Business Administration; Master of Accounting

The Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration was established in 1974

through a gift from Houston Endowment Inc. The school is dedicated to providing

unique educational opportunities for professional training in the fields of accounting,

business administration, or public and nonprofit management for highly select graduate

students. The curricula leading to the degrees of Master of Business Administration

(which includes concentrations in public and nonprofit management and in accounting)

and Master of Accounting are designed to be distinctive in terms of scope, realism, and

utility.

The Jones Graduate School and the George R. Brown School of Engineering offer

ajoint M.B.A./Master of Engineering degree. The nonthesis engineering degree may be

obtained in the departments of chemical engineering, civil engineering, computational

and applied mathematics, computer science, electrical and computer engineering,

environmental science and engineering, mechanical engineering and materials science,

and statistics (see pages 136 and 155).

Undergraduate Program. No undergraduate major is offered in the Jones Gradu-

ate School; however, such undergraduate courses as accounting may be used to fulfill

major requirements in the interdisciplinary program in managerial studies. This degree

program is described beginning on page 421.

Students admitted to the Honors Program in Managerial Studies may elect certain

specified graduate courses in accounting and administrative science as part of their

major requirements.

Graduate Programs. The Jones Graduate School of Administration offers the

Master of Business Administration and Master of Accounting degrees. Applicants to

these programs must submit recent scores on the Graduate Management Admission Test
(GMAT), all official college transcripts, and three letters of recommendation. Unless

they received an undergraduate degree from a U.S. college or university, foreign

nationals whose native language is not English must submit recent scores on the Test of

English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). Application forms are available from and
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should be submitted to the Office of Admissions, Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of

Administration-MS 531, Rice University, 6100 Main Street, Houston, Texas 77005-

1 892. Graduates from any accredited university and from a broad range of undergradu-

ate majors are considered for either professional program. Students enrolled in the Jones

Graduate School represent a wide variety of undergraduate majors, including econom-

ics, managerial studies, mathematics, computational and applied mathematics, political

science, history, languages, fine arts, natural sciences, engineering, and business

administration. Admission to the Jones Graduate School is highly selective and limited

to those who have performed with distinction in their previous academic work and on

the GMAT.
The two-year M.B.A. program requires no specific prerequisite courses for

admission; however, students may find it beneficial to have a background that includes

undergraduate course work in principles of accounting, principles of microeconomics,

and mathematics. Because spreadsheet and word processing software is used exten-

sively in course work, students should have a thorough understanding of these types of

software packages before enrolling. Undergraduates contemplating graduate work in

accounting should have taken the prerequisite courses outlined on page 156 by the end

of their senior year in order to complete the M.Acco. degree in two semesters.

The Jones Graduate School and the George R. Brown School of Engineering offer

a joint M.B.A.AIaster of Engineering degree. The nonthesis engineering degree may be

obtained in the chemical engineering, civil engineering, computational and applied

mathematics, computer science, electrical and computer engineering, environmental

science and engineering, mechanical engineering and materials science, and statistics

departments. Ordinarily, the engineering degree takes one academic year to complete,

whereas the M.B.A. requires two. Joint-degree candidates, however, can fulfill require-

ments for both degrees in two academic years and a summer. To enter the joint-degree

master's program, applicants must be accepted by both the Jones Graduate School and

the engineering department in which they wish to enroll. The program requires a special

application that may be obtained from the Jones Graduate School. The Graduate Record

Examination (GRE), rather than the Graduate Management Aptitude Test (GMAT), is

required for the joint-degree program; and some engineering departments require

advanced tests as well. Students whose native language is not English must supply

scores from the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL).

Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.). The M.B.A. program seeks to

prepare students for high-level management positions in business, government, and

nonprofit organizations.

Completion of the M.B.A. degree requires a minimum of two academic years in

residence at Rice and 64 credit hours. The M.B.A. student must register for no fewer than

15 and no more than 18 credit hours each semester. Any other registration requires

special permission. All registration and drop/add forms require the signature of the

associate dean for Student Affairs or his designee. All courses must be approved by the

Jones Graduate School. Requirements are stated annually for each entering class.

Waivers, exemptions, and transfers of credit are solely the decision of the school.

Required courses may be waived in exceptional cases where the student already has the

equivalent preparation. The residence requirement is not necessarily reduced, but

additional elective courses are made available.

Students must follow the curriculum of study as prescribed by the Jones Graduate

School. Exceptions are granted only upon written petition to the school's Curriculum

and Standards Committee, which advises the dean; the dean's decision must be apj)ealed

to the Graduate Council.

The first year of the full-time program is completely required and consists of

foundation courses in accounting, communications, economics, finance, legal and

governmental processes, management information systems, marketing, organizational

behavior, and quantitative methods. The student must complete at least 33 approved
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credit hours in the first year, including Admn 501 and 502. The exact courses will be

specified by the Jones Graduate School at registration. No exceptions are permitted

except at the sole discretion of the school. Courses in the first year serve as prerequisites

for the second year required and elective courses.

The second year features two case method courses on management strategy

designed to integrate the foundation skills taught in the first year. The student must

complete at least 3 1 approved credit hours in the second year, including Admn 503 , 504,

591, and 592, together with 24 credit hours of approved electives.

Each student is required to complete at least one area of concentration consisting

of no fewer than 12 hours of elective courses. More hours may be required. No credit

hour may be counted toward more than one concentration; no more than two concentra-

tions may be declared. With the assistance of an adviser, each student selects courses to

meet the student's goals and objectives. Most courses will be in administrative science

or accounting, but they may also include graduate or upper-level offerings in other

departments. Concentrations are available in accounting, business entrepreneurship,

finance, international management, management information systems, marketing,

operations management, organizational behavior and human resource management,

public and nonprofit management, and strategic management and planning. Any other

concentration requires a petition to the associate dean for Admissions and Student

Affairs. Specific concentration requirements are issued annually.

The international management concentration offers a set of elective courses in

the political, economic, and legal aspects of multinational activities. Students must take

courses specified in the adviser's concentration statement. They may take related

courses in other departments. The international management program is particularly

relevant for students with a strong background in foreign languages and cultures.

Students lacking such a background are strongly advised to take additional time

(including summers and possibly a third year) to acquire such skills. Basic language

training does not qualify for graduate credit toward the M.B.A. degree; advanced

language courses may qualify with approval from the associate dean for Admisson and

Student Affairs.

The Jones Graduate School offers an area ofconcentration in public and nonprofit

management. Students who wish to prepare for government or nonprofit service select,

with the assistance of an adviser, a set of elective courses tailored to meet the student's

career aims. Students may take related courses in other departments. The M.B.A. core

curriculum is specifically designed to promote the transfer of management skills from

the private to the public and nonprofit sectors. Students interested in business entrepre-

neurship take at least two ofAdmn 521 , 522, or 525 and also take other related courses.

Joint Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.)/Master of Engineering.

The Joint M.B.A./Master of Engineering degree prepares students to become managers

in organizations requiring both a high level of technical expertise and managerial skills.

The joint M.B.A./Master of Engineering degree requires a minimum of two
academic years and a summer in residence at Rice and the completion of76 credit hours:

24 in an engineering discipline and 52 in business administration. During the summer
before the first academic year, students take six hours of basic accounting courses. For

the remainder ofthe two academic years, they divide their time between the two schools,

taking roughly six hours of engineering and 12 hours ofbusiness administration courses

each semester. The course schedule is determined in consultation with the engineering

department in which the student is enrolled and the associate dean for Student Affairs

at the Jones Graduate School.

Master of Accounting (M.Acco.). The Master of Accounting program prepares

students for careers in accounting and information systems. No specific undergraduate

major is required for admission. Work experience is not required to apply to the M.Acco.
degree program.
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Applicants who have taken the following prerequisites can complete the M.Acco.

program in two semesters of graduate study: six hours of economics, three hours of

industrial and organizational psychology, three hours of applied statistics, three hours

of introduction to management science (quantitative analysis), three hours of financial

accounting, and three hours of management accounting. In addition, courses in corpo-

rate finance and intermediate microeconomics are recommended but not required.

Students who have not satisfied these prerequisites may choose to take the M.B.A.

degree program with an accounting concentration.

The Master of Accounting degree program requires 34 semester hours, including

the following courses: Acco 506, 51 1, 523, 524, 531, and 541; and Admn 503, 504, and

509.

All courses must be approved by the Jones Graduate School. Required courses may
be waived in exceptional cases where the student already has the equivalent preparation.

Waivers, exemptions, or transfers of credit are solely the decision of the school. The

residence requirement is not necessarily reduced, but additional elective courses are

made available. Requirements are stated annually for each entering class.

Completion of the M.Acco. degree program qualifies the student to take the

Uniform CPA Examination. To sit for the examination, the State of Texas requires a

baccalaureate or graduate degree conferred by an institution of higher education

recognized by the Texas State Board of Public Accountancy; successful completion of

at least 30 semester hours of accounting courses beyond principles of accounting, with

at least 20 of those semester hours in accounting core subjects as defined by board rule;

and successful completion of at least 20 semester hours of related business courses as

defined by board rule. Students who complete the M.Acco. degree program, pass the

CPA examination, and accumulate one year of accounting work experience will satisfy

the requirements to be licensed as a CPA in Texas.

^

'

Academic and Professional Standards

A student must meet both academic and professional standards to continue

academic work and to graduate. In accepting admission to the M.Acco. or M.B.A.

degree program, all students agree to be governed by the standards and procedures for

dismissal or disciplinary action stated below.

Academic Standards

A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 3.0 (B) is required for

graduation. All courses taken for the M.B.A. or Master ofAccounting degree (including

approved courses taken outside the Jones Graduate School) will be counted in the

cumulative GPA calculation. A student with a cumulative GPA of 3.0 (B) or higher is

eligible to receive financial aid from Jones Graduate School sources.

Academic standards for degree candidates. Any student who has completed 64

approved hours for the M.B.A. degree, 76 for the joint M.B.A./Master of Engineering

degree, or 34 for the two-semester M.Acco. degree but who has a cumulative average

lower than 3.0 will not be permitted to graduate and will be dismissed (see "Dismissal

for low GPA" below). Such a student may, at the school's sole discretion, be permitted

to take additional approved course work during the subsequent 12 months in an effort

to raise the cumulative average to 3.0 (B).

Grades below C. Only grades of C and higher can be counted for credit toward

graduation. Ifa student receives a grade lower than C in a course required for graduation,

the course must be repeated. If a student receives a grade lower than C in an elective

course, the specific course need not be repeated, but the credits must be made up.
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Failing a course. A student who fails any course will be placed on academic

probation regardless of cumulative GPA. A student who fails a course may retake the

failed course only once and only if his or her cumulative GPA is 3 .0 or higher. A student

who fails a course twice will be dismissed. (No advanced course for which the failed

course is a prerequisite may be taken until the prerequisite course is satisfactorily

completed.)

Dismissal for low GPA. Students with a cumulative GPA lower than 3.0 at the end

of any semester will be dismissed. Notification of a cumulative GPA lower than 3.0

means that the student has been dismissed and may not register for more courses.

Dismissal may be appealed under certain conditions, discussed in the following section.

Appeal ofdismissal. Full-time students in the first semester and flex-time students

in the first two semesters oftheir studies who have been dismissed may appeal to the dean

for a one-year suspension or for a continuation on academic probation, ifand only ifthey

fulfill both the following conditions:

(1) The student earned a cumulative GPA of at least 2.9 in the first semester of

study (all students) and at least 2.95 in the second semester of study (flex-time

students);

(2) The student has earned no more than three grades of B- or lower in his or her

studies.

Full-time students must have a cumulative GPA of at least 3.0 at the end of their

second semester; flex-time students must have a cumulative GPA of at least 3.0 at the

end of their third semester.

Academic probation conditions. A student placed on academic probation cannot

graduate, may not drop courses, and must complete all courses with a grade of C or

better.

Professional Standards

M.Acco. and M.B.A. students are enrolled in professional degree programs

preparing them for responsible management positions in business, government, and

nonprofit organizations. An important aspect of their academic preparation is necessar-

ily their fitness for such responsibilities. They will therefore be held to high standards

of professional conduct, as would be expected of managers or accountants, and

substantially exceeding those standards expected of them simply as students.

Dismissal for failure to meet professional standards. A student may be dis-

missed or suspended for failure to meet professional standards, as defined in the

University Code of Conduct.

Probation for failure to meet professional standards. The dean is authorized to

place a student on disciplinary probation for unacceptable conduct. Such probation will

include oral and written notice that future misconduct will include filing of specific

charges. Such probationary notice is not required as a precondition for filing specific

charges.

Suspension Conditions

Suspension for failure to meet either academic or professional standards always

requires that the student apply for readmission to the school.

Eligibility for Financial Aid

Financial assistance by the Jones Graduate School is awarded only for a given

semester or year. Continuation of assistance depends upon satisfactory academic

performance, professional behavior, and availability offunds. Academic or disciplinary
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probation, suspension, or the receipt of more than three grades below B- will result in

the removal of all forms of school financial assistance (scholarship, loan, employment).

Resolution of Disagreements

In the event of a significant disagreement (not involving grades) between a student

and an instructor, the following grievance process will be used. First, the student is

expected to try to resolve the disagreement with the instructor. Second, either party may
then bring the matter to the associate dean for Student Affairs, who will attempt

mediation. Third, either party may then appeal to the dean through the Curriculum and
Standards Committee. The grievance process is conducted subject to a formal written

policy approved by the school faculty. This process should be reserved for serious

complaints of individual mistreatment; frivolous complaints will be dismissed. By
university policy, a final grade for a course submitted to the registrar may be changed
only if a clerical error has been made in calculating that grade; grading is a matter of

faculty judgment. A copy of the formal written grievance policy is available from the

associate dean for Student Affairs.

Accounting

The list of courses and credit hours below is subject to change.

Accounting Courses

305 INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING (3-0-3)

Survey of basic accounting theory and practice with emphasis on the primary problems of asset

valuation and income determination. In addition to preregistration, students must sign a reserva-

tion list in 250 Herring Hall. First-year students (freshmen) are not eligible for enrollment.

406(S) MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING (3-0-3)

Uses of accounting data to plan and evaluate long-run investment and financing decisions and
short-run price, costing, output, and financing decisions of the business firm or public entity.

Prerequisites: Acco 305 and Econ 211.

411(F) ASSET ACCOUNTING (3-0-3)

Deals with the major questions of asset valuation and income determination in the context of

accounting theory and the evolving fmancial, economic, and political factors that have shaped the

existing standards. The standard-setting process is discussed. Prerequisite: Acco 305.

497(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

Independent study on an approved project under faculty supervision. Enrollment by special

permission.

498(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

See Acco 497.

501(F) FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (3-0-3)

Introduction to accounting theory and practice with emphasis on the primary problems of asset

valuation and income determination, fterequisites: graduate standing and school's permission.

Required M.B.A. course.

502(S) MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING (2-0-2)

Introduction to accounting systems designed to facilitate internal decision-making evaluation and

control by private and public organizations. Particular emphasis is given to behavioral impact of

alternative internal reporting schemes. Prerequisite: Acco 501. Required M.B.A. course.
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504(S) STRATEGIC COST MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)

Case-oriented study of the design and implementation of cost management practices and

techniques to support the strategic position and goals of a firm. Topics include activity-based

management, business process redesign, financial and nonfinancial performance measurement,

total quality management, and value chain analysis. Prerequisites: graduate standing and Acco 502
or equivalent.

506(S) CORPORATE FINANCIAL REPORTING (3-0-3)

Examines the preparation of financial statements and the use of financial accounting data for

managerial decision making from the manager's perspective. The course illustrates how account-

ing standards, corporate business policy, and managers' motives shape the accounting policies and

procedures reflected in the financial reports. Topics include accounting method choice, off-

balance sheet liability, goodwill, stock compensation plans, leases, pensions, deferred taxes,

consolidations, multinational operations, and international accounting standards. Prerequisite:

Acco 501 or equivalent. Required M.Acco. course.

509(F) FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Examines the use offinancial statement information by investors, financial analysts, creditors, and

managers. Topics include the analysis ofcorporate financial information for firm equity valuation,

earnings forecasting, prediction of financial distress, bond ratings, changes in capital structure,

mergers and acquisitions, and credit granting. Cases, problems, and readings from relevant

empirical research are used to illustrate the application of statistical methods, finance theory, and
financial accounting concepts in the analysis of financial information. Prerequisite: Acco 501 or

equivalent.

511(F) ASSET ACCOUNTING (3-0-3)

Deals with the major questions of asset valuation and income determination in the context of

accounting theory and the evolving financial, economic, and political factors that have shaped the

existing standards. The standard-setting process is discussed. Prerequisites: graduate standing and

Acco 501 or equivalent. Required M.Acco. course.

523(F) INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
(1-0-1)

Provides an overview ofmanagement information systems. Emphasizes effectively managing the

use of information technology in organizations. Pterequisites: graduate standing and school's

permission. Required M.B.A. and M.Acco. course.

524(S) MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE (3-0-3)

Financial statements and accounting are studied in their relationships to financial analysis,

investment, and capital structure decisions. Capital budgeting and financial theory from the

perspective of management are emphasized. Prerequisites: graduate standing and Acco 501 or

equivalent. Required M.B.A. and M.Acco. course.

525(F) COMPETITIVE USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (3-0-3)

Examines the use of information technology in competitive strategy. Prerequisites: graduate

standing and instructor's permission.

526(S) EXPERT AND DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS (3-0-3)

Examines a variety of problems and approaches associated with designing expert systems and
decision support systems and integrating them into an organization. Prerequisite: Acco 523 or

instructor's permission.

527(F) SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN (3-0-3)

Concepts related to systems analysis, design, development, and implementation. Prerequisite:

Acco 523 or instructor's permission.

528(S) MANAGING THE MIS FUNCTION (3-0-3)

Examines key issues related to managing the information system and information technology

activities in an organization. Prerequisite: Acco 523 or instructor's permission.
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531(F) FEDERAL TAXATION OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISES (4-0-4)

Designed as an initial tax course for M.B.A.s and M.Acco.s, it covers basic concepts of business

income and deductions and comparative forms of business organization with emphasis on
partnerships and corporations. Limited elements of tax research and tax planning are introduced.

Prerequisites: graduate standing and Acco 501 or equivalent. Required M.Acco. course.

532(S) FEDERAL TAXATION OF INDIVIDUALS (3-0-3)

United States individual income taxation, including consideration of tax planning and tax-favored

retirement plans. Prerequisite: Acco 531 or Acco 501 and instructor's permission.

534(S) SPECIAL TOPICS IN TAXATION (Variable)

An examination ofthe theory and structure offederal estate and gift taxation, from both compliance
and tax planning standpoints, and interrelated income tax planning, including income taxation of

estates and trusts. Prerequisite: Acco 531.

536(S) INTERNATIONAL TAXATION (3-0-3)

Survey of U.S. tax laws impacting on international business operations, review of tax laws of

selected foreign countries, and discussion of key tax-related management issues. Prerequisites:

graduate standing and Acco 501 or equivalent.

541(F) AUDITING AND FINANCIAL REPORTING (3-0-3)

Auditing standards and procedures, statistical sampling applications, audit programs and reports,

and professional ethics associated with the public accounting profession. Prerequisite: graduate

standing; corequisite: Acco 51 1 or equivalent. Required M.Acco. course.

542(S) AUDITORS' REPORTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (2-0-2)

Auditors' reports and responsibilities related to such services as compilations, reviews, letters to

underwriters, forecasts and projections, reports on internal control, and special reports. Prerequi-

site: Acco 541 or equivalent.

551(F) FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING PRACTICE (3-0-3)

Comprehension of FASB pronouncements on valuation, income, and cash flow concepts.

Prerequisite: graduate standing; corequisite: Acco 51 1 or equivalent.

597(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

Independent study or directed reading on an approved project under faculty supervision. Enroll-

ment by special permission.

598(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

See Acco 597.

Administrative Science

The list of courses and credit hours below is subject to change.

Administration Courses

501(F) DEAN'S SEMINAR I (0)

First-year students must register for this course. Seminars are held each semester in which invited

speakers discuss a variety of management topics. In addition, the JGS Career Planning Center

conducts programs in career management. Attendance required. Prerequisites: graduate standing

and school's permission. Required M.B.A. course.

502(S) DEAN'S SEMINAR II (0)

See Admn 501. Required M.B.A. course.
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503(F) DEAN'S SEMINAR III (0)

Second-year M.B.A. and M.Acco. students must register for this course. Seminars are held each

semester in which invited speakers discuss a variety of management topics. In addition, the JGS
Career Planning Center conducts programs in career management. Attendance required. Prereq-

uisites: graduate standing and school's permission. Required M.B.A. and M.Acco. course.

504(S) DEAN'S SEMINAR IV ( 1 -0- 1

)

See Admn 503. Note: credit for the 501-504 series is awarded only after completion of 504.

Required M.B.A. and M.Acco. course.

505(F) FACULTY RESEARCH SEMINAR (0)

Faculty and invited guests meet periodically to present current research findings.

506(S) FACULTY RESEARCH SEMINAR (0)

See Admn 505. ^,. ^ ,

507(F) MANAGERIAL COMMUNICATION (3-0-3)

Includes an introduction to corporate communication strategy and international communication

for first-year students; provides extensive practice in delivering oral presentations and composing
effective written communication. Prerequisites: graduate standing and school's permission.

Required M.B.A. course.

509(F) COMMUNICATION FOR ACCOUNTANTS (2-0-2)

Includes an introduction to corporate communication strategy for students in the two-semester

M.Acco. program; provides extensive practice in delivering oral presentations and composing
effective written communication. Prerequisite: graduate standing and school's permission. Re-

quired M.Acco. course.

511(F) ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)

Examines theoretical and empirical content ofpsychology applied in the organizational setting, the

development of organization theory, current approaches to the study of complex organizations,

and the operation of major types of complex organizations in both private and public sectors.

Prerequisites: graduate standing and school's permission. Required M.B.A. course.

514(S) STRATEGIC HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)

Discusses the contribution ofhuman resource management to the formulation and implementation

of business strategy. Emphasis is on how to obtain a sustainable competitive advantage through

use ofhuman resource management practices. Prerequisite: Admn 5 1 1 or instructor's permission.

517(F) MANAGERIAL DECISION MAKING (3-0-3)

Review of current theories of decision making in and by organizations. Emphasis on behavioral

decision theory, human problem solving, and organizational processes. Prerequisite: graduate

standing.

521(F) THE NEW ENTERPRISE (3-0-3)

The economics of new businesses, leadership and motivation, legal and tax aspects of new
ventures, venture capital, and the preparation of a business plan. Prerequisite: Admn 541.

522(S) ENTERPRISE EXCHANGE (3-0-3)

How to negotiate, the "needs" approach to buying and selling a business, enterprise valuation, deal

and contract structuring, mergers and acquisitions, and leveraged buyouts. Limited enrollment;

instructor's permission. Prerequisite: Admn 541.

524(S) REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT (3-0-3)

Identifies and analyzes real estate development opportunities. Limited enrollment; instructor's

permission. Prerequisite: Admn 541.

525(F) CREATIVE ENTREPRENEURSHIP (3-0-3)

Focuses on conceiving ideas for new businesses and evaluating those ideas. Prerequisite:

Admn 541.
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526(S) VENTURE CAPITAL (3-0-3)

An overview of the venture capital industry, organization and operation of venture capital funds,

investment methodology, monitoring and portfolio liquidation, leveraged investing, and special-

ized investments. Prerequisite: Acco 524 or instructor's permission.

531(F) QUANTITATIVE METHODS I (3-0-3)

Use of statistical methods and computer systems to analyze decision problems including product

design as an illustration of marketing management. Prerequisites: graduate standing and school's

permission. Required M.B.A. course.

532(S) QUANTITATIVE METHODS II (2-0-2)

Use of operations research methods and computer systems to analyze decision problems with

particularemphasis on production and operations management. Prerequisite: Adnrn 531. Required

M.B.A. course.

541(F) MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS (2-0-2)

Long-run and short-run price and production decisions in private and public economic entities in

the face ofdiffering demand conditions and market environments. Prerequisites: graduate standing

and school's permission. Required M.B.A. course.

542(S) MACRO AND INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS (2-0-2)

Modem political economy, productivity and aggregate economics, the basic Keynesian model,

neoclassical macroeconomics, and international economics. Prerequisite: Admn 541. Required

M.B.A. course.

545(F) INVESTMENTS (3-0-3)

Provides a review of classic investment theory, focusing on measuring and managing investment

risk and return. The course begins with a thorough development of modem portfolio theory and

progresses to asset pricing models. It also provides an introduction to option and fumres contracts,

which are further developed in Admn 550, 555, and 557. Other topics fundamental to investment

finance, including market efficiency and stock valuation, are also examined. Required for finance

concentration. Prerequisite: Acco 524.

546(S) CORPORATE FINANCIAL STRATEGY (3-0-3)

Advanced financial topics of interest to the corporation: value creation, diversification, risk-

benefit analysis, tax policy, and present value. Emphasizes practical problems of the corporation.

Prerequisite: Admn 547 or instructor's permission.

547(F) CORPORATE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)

Examines corporate investment, financing, and related policy decisions with emphasis on

valuation methods and how financial policy impacts corporate value. Implications ofagency costs,

asymmetric information and signaling, and taxes are considered. Advanced topics include mergers

and acquisitions, corporate restructuring, real and embedded options, and financial risk manage-

ment. Required for finance concentration. Prerequisite: Acco 524.

548 (S) INVESTMENTS II (3-0-3)

Delves further into investment theory with particular emphasis on issues in fixed-income

management. Toward the end of the semester, the class examines advanced issues in finance using

a graduate seminar format. Prerequisite: Admn 545 or instructor's permission.

550(S) FUTURES AND OPTIONS (3-0-3)

Develops the principles of futures and options contracts within a general valuation ft-amework that

emphasizes the determinants of contract value and provides a context for evaluating various

hedging and speculative trading strategies. The valuation principles are then applied to a number

of derivative markets, including stocks, stock indexes, fixed-income securities, and currencies.

Prerequisite: Admn 545 or instructor's permission.

U'-'iiJJjJ^jTOTi
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552(S) INVESTMENT BANKING (3-0-3)

Analysis of the characteristics of the investment banking industry, focusing on topics of corporate

financial transactions: public offerings, private placements of debt and equity, and mergers and

acquisitions. Prerequisite: Admn 545 or instructor's permission.

554(S) COMMERCIAL BANKING (3-0-3)

Provides students with an understanding of the important features of fmancial intermediation,

focusing on economic analysis of particular practices, contracts, instruments, and institutions in

the deposit-taking intermediary market. Special emphasis on the intermediary ' s sources ofrisk and

its management. Prerequisite: Acco 524.

555(F) FINANCIAL ENGINEERING AND INNOVATION (3-0-3)

Studies the creation of fmancial contracts that have nonstandard packages of cash flows. Specific

topics include hybrid credit instruments, risk management techniques (including futures, options,

and swaps), and mortgage-backed securities. Prerequisite: Acco 524.

•y.fim-'W'.

557(F) INTERNATIONAL FINANCE (3-0-3)

Focuses on the special problems encountered by a fmancial officer dealing in an international

arena. Topics include the operation and economics of the foreign exchange market, exchange rate

behavior, exchange risk exposure measurement, currency hedging techniques, capital budgeting

for international projects, and international fmancing strategy. Prerequisite: Acco 524 or instructor ' s

permission.

558(S) GLOBAL CAPITAL MARKETS (3-0-3)

Analyzes the international equity, fixed income, derivative, and money markets from the points

of view of an international investor and an international equity or fixed income issuer. The course

centers on investigating the effects of different institutional arrangements and microstructures on

market activity. Prerequisite: Acco 524 or instructor's permission.

560(S) LAW FOR ACCOUNTANTS (3-0-3)

Common law and statutory law of contracts, sales, commercial paper, secured transactions,

agency, business organizations, securities regulation, bankruptcy, accountant's legal responsibil-

ity, and state and federal court systems. Not equivalent ofAdmn 562. Prerequisites: Acco 501 or

equivalent and graduate standing.

561(F) LEGAL AND GOVERNMENTAL PROCESSES I (3-0-3)

Impact of government on decision making in business, featuring comparisons of governmental

intervention across major industrial systems; analysis of environmental trends and public policy

options. Prerequisites: graduate standing and school's permission. Required M.B.A. course.

562(S) LEGAL AND GOVERNMENTAL PROCESSES II (3-0-3)

Law as the medium in which American society and business function; legal history, jurisprudential

bases, theory and practice of principal kinds of law: common law, statute law, constitutional law,

and law of government control. Prerequisites: Adnm 561 and school's permission. Required

M.B.A. course.

563(F) PUBLIC POLICY/PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3-0-3)

The administration and implementation of public policies across federal, state, and substate

governments. Prerequisite: instructor's permission. Also offered as PoU 537.

574(S) INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LAW (3-0-3)

Topics in United States and foreign law as they relate to the law-business interface of importing-

exporting-trade problems, foreign operations, foreign investments, extraterritorial impact of U.S.

law, corporate organization, foreign exchange, joint ventures, withdrawal from foreign ventures,

and third-country manufacturing. Prerequisite: Admn 560 or 562.

575(F) U.S. BUSINESS AND THE WORLD ECONOMY (3-0-3)

Familiarizes students with the economic, political, and social forces shaping the global economic

environment in which firms operate. Compares the industrial systems, management practices, and

public policies supporting business in the United States, the European Community, and Japan.

Prerequisites: graduate standing and instructor's permission.
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578(S) INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND COMPETITIVENESS (3-0-3)

Presents an overview of the economic and political environment of international trade and
competitiveness. Explores the challenges unique to the management of the multinational corpo-

ration. Prerequisite: graduate standing or instructor's permission.

580(S) MARKETING MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)

Introduces key marketing concepts that underlie the function of marketing in the business

enterprise and provides a foundation for advanced course work in marketing. Employs lectures and
extensive analysis ofmarketing management cases. Prerequisites: graduate standing and school's

permission. Required M.B.A. course.

582(S) BUSINESS MARKETING (3-0-3)

Deals specifically with the marketing ofgoods and services to businesses and other organizations.

Focuses on the analysis of issues, problems, and opportunities that are characteristic of business

marketing situations. Emphasis is placed on the formulation and implementation of business-to-

business marketing strategies. Prerequisite: Admn 580.

583(F) CONSUMER ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Exposes students to the major concepts in the analysis ofconsumer behavior with special emphasis
on managerial implications. Treats both individual and organizational buying behavior as well as

the analysis of consumption and post-purchase aspects. Prerequisite: Admn 580. Second-year
M.B.A. students only.

584(S) PRODUCT MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)

Applies various dimensions ofmarketing strategy and management to the role ofproduct manager,
who is responsible for all aspects of managing the marketing activities of a given product.

Prerequisite: Admn 580.

585(F) FUNDAMENTALS OF MARKETING RESEARCH (3-0-3)

Addresses the fundamental process of conducting marketing research by providing a broad-based

understanding of the range of marketing research options. Emphasizes learning the strengths and
weaknesses of different approaches to gathering marketing information and understanding how
the individual steps of the marketing research process are interrelated. Students design marketing

research studies to address some of the most commonly asked managerial questions, including

estimation of marketing potential, segmentation of customer groups, issues of new product

introduction, and reactions to marketing mix changes. Prerequisite: Admn 580.

586(S) MARKETING RESEARCH (3-0-3)

Deals with selected marketing research techniques and methods applied in the solution of

marketing problems. Involves applied research projects to explore the implementation ofmethods
in real-life settings. Prerequisite: Admn 580.

587(F) INTERNATIONAL MARKETING (3-0-3)

Examines the marketing process in an international context. Topics include standardization,

counter trade, and the strategic implications of global markets. Lectures, interactive discussions,

and extensive analysis of international marketing cases are employed. Prerequisite: Admn 580.

588(S) PRICING STRATEGY (3-0-3)

Provides a managerial orientation to decision making in pricing. Emphasizes an integration of the

economics of profit maximization, the psychological aspects of customer response to price, and
the anticipation ofcompetition. This course uses lectures, discussions, and case analyses to provide

students with an in-depth study of the various aspects of pricing in a marketing plan. A solid

understanding of basic quantitative methods is required for this course. Prerequisites: Admn 532
and 580.

589(F) DECISION MODELS IN MARKETING (3-0-3)

Surveys quantitative decision models in marketing, focusing on the use of analytical approaches

and computer-based models to formulate and solve managerial problems in marketing. Topics

include consumer choice, new product decisions, advertising response and budgeting decisions,

pricing decisions, and sales force design decisions. A solid understanding of basic quantitative

methods is required for this course. Prerequisites: Admn 532 and 580.
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590(S) MARKETING STRATEGY (3-0-3)

Examines the process of formulating and implementing a marketing strategy to attain organiza-

tional goals. Topics include market definition and segmentation, top-down versus bottom-up

approaches to strategy formulation, positioning, implementation, evaluation, and control. Lec-

tures, interactive discussions, and computer simulations are employed. Prerequisite: Admn 580.

591(F) MANAGEMENT STRATEGY I (3-0-3) /

Examination of managerial and organizational problems in the private and public sectors that

illustrate fundamental principles of domestic and international management practice. This course

integrates key managerial skills taught in other core courses. Extensive use of case materials and

student presentations. Prerequisite: Acco 524. Required M.B.A. course.

592(S) MANAGEMENT STRATEGY II (3-0-3)

Continuation of Admn 591. Emphasis on field projects with companies and other organizations.

Required M.B.A. course.

593(F) TOPICS IN MANAGEMENT I (3-0-3)

Selected topics in management. Section 1 : Production and Operations Management. Prerequisite:

instructor's permission. Section 2: Statistical Quality Control. Prerequisite: instructor's permis-

sion. Also offered as Stat 420.

596(S) STRATEGIC PLANNING AND CREATIVITY (3-0-3)

Develops strategic plarming skills to help business managers make better short- and long-run

applied decisions. A central theme is the role of creativity in the planning process as the essential

features of effective planning systems are examined. Emphasis is on examples of excellent

planning performed by a variety of actual companies and industries. Prerequisite: Admn 591.

597(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

Independent study or directed reading on an approved project under faculty supervision. Enroll-

ment by special permission.

598(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

See Admn 597.
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Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations

The School of Humanities

Professors Drew, Kelber, R. Mcintosh, S. Mcintosh, and Van Helden

Associate Professors Maas , Morrison, Sanders, Wallace, Widrig, and Yunis

Assistant Professors Fishman, Mackie (Director and Adviser),

Mersereau, Nirenberg, and Quillen

Lecturer Benjamin, Instructor Pulju

Degree Offered: BA. ,^

Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations is an interdisciplinary major that explores the

cultural traditions of ancient Greece and Rome, Judaism, early Christianity, early Islam,

and their antecedents. We study these traditions not only for their intrinsic interest and

value but also because of their contribution to modem society in the West. Thus, as well

as providing instruction in ancient cultural history in its widest sense, the major offers

perspectives in cultural criticism, for it examines the beginnings of a civilization in

which we, the examiners, still participate. To achieve a balanced interdisciplinary

approach, the major is planned around a series of courses from several disciplines that

all address a common question: What are the vehicles and processes of cultural

transmission and transformation in the ancient Mediterranean world? This question

entails the following subordinate questions: What are the texts, artifacts, institutions,

and ideas through which culture was transmitted and transformed? What are the centers

and frontiers of the ancient Mediterranean world? How do these shift over time? How
can processes of integration and disintegration of the ancient Mediterranean world be

understood? The core course and the capstone seminar address these questions at length.

All the departmental courses address some aspect ofthese questions in a significant way.

The major also provides opportunities for archaeological fieldwork and study abroad.

Rice is a sponsor of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, the

American School of Oriental Research, and the Intercollegiate Center for Classical

Studies in Rome. Students in the major are encouraged to study in these programs as well

as in College Year in Athens.

Requirements:

1

.

A student majoring in Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations must complete a

minimum of30 semester hours. The requirements are the same regardless ofwhether the

student is a single or a double major.

2. The student must take the core courses (AMC 201, 202; Hist 201, 202): six

semester hours. These should be taken at or near the beginning of the student's studies

in our program.

3. The student must take at least six courses from the list of departmental courses

that constitute the major: 18 semester hours. A current list of these courses is published

in the course catalogue and the annual AMC brochure. There is a distribution require-

ment for the departmental courses: at least three of these six courses must be from

different departments.

4. As a seventh course, the student may choose to take one "cognate" course: three

semester hours. Cognate courses are courses from outside the major but that either relate

to Mediterranean cultures and their legacies or to the processes of cultural transmission

and transformation outside the Mediterranean. The cognate courses should be chosen in
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consultation with the adviser. A list of preapproved cognate courses is available from

the adviser. The student may request that other courses count as cognate courses; the

adviser has discretion.

5. The student must take the capstone seminar (AMC 401) at or near the end of his

or her study in the program: three semester hours.

Core Courses

200(F) ORIGINS OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION I (3-0-3)

An interdisciplinary introduction to the great cultural traditions of ancient Near Eastern and

Mediterranean society. Mesopotamia, Israel, Greece, the Hellenistic world, and Republican

Rome.
Maas, M.

201(S) ORIGINS OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION H (3-0-3)

Continuation of 200 (but may be taken independently). Imperial Rome, Late Antiquity, the rise of

Islam, developments in Judaism, Christianity, philosophy, and art. No prerequisites.

Maas, M.

Capstone Seminar < .

401(S) INTERDISCIPLINARY SEMINAR IN ANCIENT MEDITERRA-
NEAN CIVILIZATIONS (3-0-3)

Required forjuniors and seniors majoring in AMC. Topic: The City ofAthens. Also offered as Hart

404.
Mersereau, R.

Departmental Courses

Anthropology

205(F) INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY (3-0-3)

206(S) INTRODUCTION TO WORLD PREHISTORY (3-0-3)

362(S) ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD TECHNIQUES (3-0-3)

460 ADVANCED ARCHAEOLOGICAL THEORY (3-0-3)

Classical Studies

Mcintosh, R.

Mcintosh, S.

Mclntoshji.

Mclntoshji.

212(F) MYTH, HISTORY, AND THE PROBLEM OF THE PAST (3-0-3)

Myth and history are two ways ofinterpreting the past which today evoke quite different responses:

we believe history while we enjoy myth. Exploring material from Classical Antiquity and

contemporary America, we will use written texts and visual arts, including cinema, to compare

their interpretive strategies. Also offered as Hist 205.

Maas, M., Mackie, H.

222(S) PERSPECTIVES ON GREEK TRAGEDY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Mackie, H.
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315(S) SOCRATES: THE MAN AND HIS PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

322(S) WOMEN IN GREECE AND ROME (3-0-3)

335(S) CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY (3-0-3)

Not offfered 1995-96.

351(S) THE DEATH OF EPIC (3-0-3)

A comparitive analysis of epic narrative and epic themes in ancient, medieval,

literature and fdm.

Greek Studies

101(F) INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT GREEK I (3-0-3)

102(S) INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT GREEK II (3-0-3)

301(F) ADVANCED GREEK I: HOMER, ODYSSEY (3-0-3)

302(S) ADVANCED GREEK II: HERODOTUS (3-0-3)

Latin

101(F) ELEMENTARY LATIN I (3-0-3)

.U I'^JilM

102(S) ELEMENTARY LATIN II (3-0-3)

201(F) INTERMEDIATE LATIN I: PROSE (3-0-3)

202(S) INTERMEDIATE LATIN II: POETRY (3-0-3)

302(F) ADVANCED LATIN: ROMAN SATIRE (3-0-3)

303(S) ADVANCED LATIN: CICERO (3-0-3)

History

152(S) FRESHMAN SEMINAR IN ANCIENT HISTORY (3-0-3)

Yunis, H.

Wallace, K.

Mackie, H.

and modem

Mackie, H.

Mackie, H.

Mackie, H.

Staff

Staff

Wallace, K.

Wallace, K.

Wallace, K.

Wallace, K.

Wallace, K.

Staff

Maas, M.
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202/325(F) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CIVILIZATION: EARLY
MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

Neagley, L., Nirenberg, D.

273/373(F) POSTBIBLICAL JEWISH HISTORY I: PRE-CHRISTIAN ERA
TO SPANISH EXPULSION (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.

281/381(F) HISTORY OF THE ISLAMIC NEAR EAST, 600-1258 (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Sanders, P.

306(F) POLITICS AND SOCIETY IN ANCIENT GREECE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Maas, M.

307(S) THE ROMAN EMPIRE FROM CAESAR TO DIOCLETIAN (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Maas, M.

308(S) THE WORLD OF LATE ANTIQUITY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Maas, M.

309(F) DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE IN THE
WEST (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Maas, M.

320(F) SCIENCE IN ANTIQUITY AND THE MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Van Helden, A.

337(F) HISTORY OF ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL LAW (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Drew, K.

359(F) ROMAN BRITAIN AND MEDIEVAL ENGLAND (3-0-3)

Drew, K.

439(S) CHRISTIANITY AND THE WEST: FROM THE BARBARIANS TO
BEOWULF (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Nirenberg, D.

489(S) SEX AND GROUP IDENTITY: BIBLICAL TIMES TO MODERN
U.S. (3-0-3)

Nirenberg, D.

History ofArt

304(F) THE ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE PREHISTORIC
AEGEAN (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Mersereau, R.
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305(F) GREEK ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY I (3-0-3)

306(S) GREEK ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY H (3-0-3)

308(F) ROMAN ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY (3-0-3)

308(S) ROMAN ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

309(S) LATE ANTIQUE AND EARLY CHRISTIAN ART (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

310(S) BYZANTINE ART AND ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

312(S) GREEK AND ROMAN ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

404(S) THE CITY OF ATHENS (3-0-3)

Linguistics

455(S) ANCIENT LANGUAGE OF THE NEAR EAST: HITTITE
STUDIES (3-0-3)

Mersereau, R.

Mersereau, R.

Mersereau, R.

Widrig, W.

Widrig, W.

Widrig, W.

Mersereau, R.

Mersereau, R.

Pulju, T.

555(F/S) SEMINAR IN HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

Topic for fall: Indo-European linguistics. Topic for spring: Indo-European culture.

Philosophy

201(F) HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY I (3-0-3)

Pulju, T.

Staff

301(F) ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)

Morrison, D.

Religious Studies

240(S) RELIGIONS ALONG THE NILE AND THE EUPHRATES (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Benjamin, D.
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241(F) THE WORLD OF THE BIBLE (3-0 3)

Also offered as Anth 311.

307(F) CHRISTIAN ORIGINS (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

308(S) SYNOPTIC GOSPELS (3-0-3)

310(S) PAULINE THEOLOGY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

355(F) BIBLICAL ANCESTORS AND HEROES (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

356(S) THE PROPHETS (3-0-3)

357(F) WOMEN IN THE BIBLE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Benjamin, D.

Kelber, W.

Kelber, W.

Kelber, W.

Benjamin, D.

Benjamin, D.

Benjamin, D.
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Anthropology

The School of Social Sciences

Professor Marcus, Chair

Professors Lee, R.J. Mcintosh, S.K. Mcintosh, and Tyler

Adjunct Professor Gibson
"'

Associate Professors Georges and Taylor

Assistant Professors Faubion and Milun

Adjunct Assistant Professor Biesele

Degrees Offered: B.A.,M.A.,Ph.D. ., _ ,

Undergraduate Program. Anthropology is a discipline that encompasses many
subjects of study, all related to understanding human beings and their cultures. A student

may organize a major in one or more of anthropology's principal fields or may combine

a major in anthropology with one in another discipline. Students majoring in anthropol-

ogy are required to take a total of 30 semester hours in anthropology (ten semester

courses). Majors must devise a plan of study in consultation with a faculty adviser.

Although there are no required courses, students will be encouraged to gain exposure to

all of the principal fields within anthropology (archaeology; cultural and linguistic

anthropology). On declaring a major in anthropology, a student should meet with the

departmental undergraduate adviser in order to tailor a major plan in line with the

student's interests. This plan can be modified at any time with the approval of the

adviser.

With departmental approval, a maximum of six semester hours (two courses)

outside of anthropology but related to the student's plan of study may be substituted for

hours/courses in anthropology. Majors who plan to pursue graduate training toward a

career in anthropology will need a reading knowledge ofone ortwo European languages

and are urged to enroll in undergraduate language courses. These majors are also urged

to apply for admission to the Honors Program.

Honors Program. The primary purpose of the Honors Program is to provide

selected undergraduate majors with an opportunity to receive advanced training,

particularly in the planning and execution of independent research, within their chosen

areas of specialization in anthropology. A secondary purpose of the program is to

establish an administrative framework for the formal recognition of outstanding

students. Majors considering a career in anthropology are strongly encouraged to apply,

as are all others who desire the experience of an intensive, individual research project

as part of their undergraduate education.

Acceptance into the program is at the discretion of the anthropology faculty. A
statement of eligibility requirements and program requirements is available in the

departmental office.

Graduate Program. The graduate program offers advanced training in social/

cultural anthropology and archaeology leading to a Ph.D. in anthropology. The M.A. is

optionally offered upon approval of candidacy for the Ph.D. The M.A. as a terminal

degree requires satisfactory completion of 30 semester hours of course work approved

by an adviser, satisfactory completion of one of the special papers (see uniform

requirements for the Ph.D.), and a thesis. Although there are uniform requirements for
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the Ph.D. degree, each field of specialization offers different opportunities for training

and different topical research orientations reflecting the interests of the faculty.

Consequently, the department seeks applicants with a defined interest in one ofthe broad

fields of specialization within anthropology. An undergraduate background in anthro-

pology is desirable but not required for admission. In consultation with a major adviser

and two other faculty members, each entering student is expected to design a flexible

study plan that emphasizes broad training in a field of specialization and the eventual

definition of a problem for dissertation research. All first-year students can usually be

offered some form of support, ranging from full graduate fellowships, which provide

tuition plus a stipend, to tuition scholarships only. When possible, these awards are

renewed for the three years of study.

Specialization in Social/Cultural Anthropology. The faculty is eclectic in its

interests, and the program offers exposure to styles ofargument and reasoning across the

range ofcontemporary theoretical issues in social/cultural anthropology. We emphasize

the reading of primary sources of theory, which has inspired the discussion and

definition of central problems within anthropology. In addition, as essential preparation

for doctoral research, explicit attention in instruction is paid both to fieldwork and to

skills in the conception and writing of ethnography. Students interested in medical

anthropology may take advantage of the extensive resources of the Houston Medical

Center through ties established with the University ofTexas School ofPublic Health and

Graduate School ofBiomedical Sciences. In addition to work at Rice, degree credit may
be given for formal courses offered at the Schools of Public Health and Biomedical

Sciences.

Specialization in Archaeology. Training emphasizes research skills in the library,

field, and laboratory, to be tested by means of the three required research papers, at least

one of which must be an original data paper. In addition to research on the dissertation

topic, all students are encouraged to develop at least one analytical skill (such as remote

sensing, archaeological statistics, osteology, geomorphology, and pedology), making
use of the excellent laboratory and computer facilities at Rice.

Uniform Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Each entering

student will devise a detailed first-year plan of study and provisional plans for

succeeding years in consultation with his or her advisers. Seminars and tutorials can be

arranged on any topic relevant to a student's training, and, where appropriate, these can

be conducted in supervisory consultation with scholars in other disciplines at Rice as

well as with adjunct faculty. During the first two years ofstudy, each student will prepare

three substantial papers, each emphasizing an analytical, research, and writing skill

appropriate to the field of specialization. The subjects ofthe papers and their scheduling

are major considerations in the ongoing consultations between students and their

advisers. During the course of study, each student must demonstrate reading compe-
tency in one foreign language. Before advancing to Ph.D. candidacy, a student must
prepare a satisfactory proposal for dissertation research. Following approval of the

research proposal, a dissertation committee is appointed. Dissertations are ordinarily

based in substantial part upon field research.

Anthropology Courses

200(F/S) LANGUAGE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An introduction to the scientific study of language. The methods of linguistic prehistory. The
language families of the world and the interrelationship of language and thought. Also offered as

Ling 200.

Gildea, S.
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201(F) INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL/CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An introduction to the history, methods, and concepts of the discipline devoted to the systematic

description and understanding of cultural diversity in human societies.

Georges, E.

203 (F) INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 11

An introduction to, and overview of, physical anthropology, including basic principles of genetic
inheritance, human variation and adaptability, primate behavior, and evolution and the evolution-

ary history of primates and hominids.

Mcintosh, S.

205(F) INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Principles and methods of archaeology; an introduction to the elementary concepts of the

discipline through a series of case studies.

Mcintosh, R., Mcintosh, S.

206(S) INTRODUCTION TO WORLD PREHISTORY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Survey of the world's past cultures. Emphasis on major archaeological discoveries from Olduvai

Gorge to Pompeii. Prerequisite: Anth 205.

Mcintosh, R., Mcintosh, S.

224 THE CULTURE OF ANCIENT GREECE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Readings from the tragedians, the poets, and the philosophers, emphasizing topics such as family

life, sexuality, mental health, discourse, and communications. Summary of the prehistory and
ethnology of the Greeks. Not offered 1995-96.

Faubion, J.

300(S) LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

English and other languages as objects of scientific analysis. Phonological structure, morphology
and syntax, semantic structures, and techniques of linguistic analysis. Also offered as Ling 300.

Copeland, J.

301(F) PHONOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP n
Theory and practice of articulatory phonetics and ofmethods ofdetermining the structxiral patterns

that underlie speech sounds. Also offered as Ling 301.

Copeland, J.

305 HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The nature of language change in its social and geographical contexts from the perspective of

language acquisition. Also offered as Ling 305. Not offered 1995-96.

Mitchell, E.

306 HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL IDEAS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
An introduction to the history of anthropology, its theories, and methods. The emphasis is upon
social and cultural anthropology. Not offered 1995-96.

Faubion, J.

7 .Vi'iiJiU'J
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307(S) ANTHROPOLOGICAL DIRECTIONS: FROM THE SECOND
WORLD WAR TO THE PRESENT (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A sequel to Anth 306/506, this course explores turns and trends in sociocultural research and

critique during the past half-century. Special attention is paid to the rise and fall of structuralism,

the problematization of "the primitive," and the proliferation of theories of "practice."

Faubion, J.

308 HISTORY AS A CULTURAL MYTH (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Ideas of history and attitudes toward the past as culturally conditioned phenomena. Emphasizes

history as statement of cultural values as well as conceptualizations of cause, change, time, and

reality. Not offered 1995-96.
Taylor, J.

311(S) THE WORLD OF THE BIBLE (3-0-3)

Explores the world of the Bible as a key to understand better the Bible itself. Examines important

social institutions like prophecy or hospitality to appreciate how ancient audiences responded to

texts like Isaiah's Virgin Birth or Sodom and Gomorrah. Also offered as Reli 241.

Benjamin, Jr., D.

312(F) AFRICAN PREHISTORY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Thematic coverage of developments throughout the continent from the Lower Paleolithic to

medieval times with emphasis on food production, metallurgy, and the rise of cities and complex

societies.

Mcintosh, R.

313(F) LANGUAGE AND CULTURE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Investigates the relation between language and thought, language and worldview, and language

and logic. Also offered as Ling 313.

Tyler, S.

314 ORALITY, LITERACY, AND CULTURE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The study of sociocultural traditions based on their dominant mode of communication: oral,

literate, or electronic. Offered occasionally.

Staff

315 EMPIRICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Reviews the answers sought to the questions "What is man?" "What are the limits of human
knowledge?" and "How should we lead our lives?" with focus on the works of anthropologists and

of philosophers. Offered occasionally.

Staff

319 SYMBOLISM AND POWER (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will use both traditional and contemporary readings to emphasize the trend in cultural

analysis from a view ofculture as monolithic and static to perceptions that any culture is internally

varied and contradictory as well as changing and complex. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

320 (S) PUBLIC SPHERES AND PUBLIC CULTURES (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP E
This course will discuss some of the basic issues surrounding civil society and the public sphere.

It will look at specific contemporary debates in public culture, such as multicultiu-alism, identity

politics, and the crisis of contemporary liberalism.

Lee, B.
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326 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF LAW (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Social conflict and methods of dispute management in Western and non-Western societies.

Comparison of legal institutions in band, tribal, early state, and complex industrial societies. Not
offered 1995-96.

Staff

327(F) GENDER AND SYMBOLISM (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Examinations of beliefs concerning men, women, and gender in different cultures, including the

West, relating to issues of symbolism, power, and the distribution of cultural models.

Taylor, J.

330(F) TOPICS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUT10N COURSE: GROUP II

In 1995 the course will focus on the complexities and the emerging problematization of the

"criteria of belonging": whether to a family or to a place; whether to a nation or to Europe and
European civilization as a whole.

Faubion, J.

335(S) ANTHROPOLOGY AS CULTURAL CRITIQUE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The critical assessment and interpretation of Euroamerican social institutions and cultural forms

have always been an integral part of anthropology's intellectual project. This course will explain

the techniques, history, and achievements of such critique. It will also view the purpose in the

context of a more general tradition of critical social thought in the West, especially the U.S.

Marcus, G.

336 THE ART OF ETHNOGRAPHY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A seminar that explores the experience of doing fieldwork and the problems of transforming

theory, field experience, and data into a written account. Emphasis is on reading fieldwork

accounts and gaining ethnographic writing skills. Strongly recommended for majors but also for

other interested students in the social sciences and humanities. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

338 READING POPULAR CULTURE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The course examines anumber ofcases from popular genres—romance novels, television sitcoms,

tourist sites, movies, rock music—and submits them to a variety of theoretical approaches from

disciplines such as anthropology, sociology, literary studies, and philosophy.

Milun, K.

341 ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM AND THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
This course focuses on visual media ofdocumentation and description in anthropology, especially

on the historical and contemporary relationships between ethnographic film and writing. In

addition, the course will place the development ofethnographic film in the context ofdocumentary

and narrative film as well as other media, such as television and video. During the course students

will be able to view several exemplars of ethnographic film and other media. Ethnography is the

heart of cultural anthropology—both fundamental and representative of it. Film and media are this

form's future, which makes it touch on experiences common to most students, thus defining its

accessibility. Not offered 1995-96.

Marcus, G.

342 POLITICAL CINEMA (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course concerns the study of fihns whose rhetoric and commentary are explicitly poUtical

—

as opposed to the dominant film trend, which is to hide political tendentiousness. We will look at

various traditions of political filmmaking, including early Soviet film; German and American
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films of the 1930s and 1940s; West European films that challenged the Communist state; leftist

cinema ft-om Italy, France, and England; current work by minority and feminist fihnmakers in the

U.S.; and the emergent cinema of countries such as Brazil and Senegal. Not offered 1995-96.

Milun, K.

346(F) MODERN ETHNOGRAPHY AND THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF
MODERNITY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
The course explores the strategies of representation, the methodologies, and the diagnostic

categories to which anthropologists have resort in coming to terms with such phenomena as

rationalization, economic and informational globalization, and the commodification of culture.

Faubion, J.

348 AMERICA AS A CULTURE (3-0-3)
'

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP n
Explorations in community studies, symbohc anthropology, literary criticism, religion, and

politics. Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

350 INDIANS OF THE AMERICAS (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP E
Examines the cultures of Native American peoples throughout the New World. Both pre- and

postcontact cultural patterns will be discussed with an emphasis on native and European reactions

and responses. Offered occasionally.

Staff

351 (S) CULTURES OF NATIONALISM (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
This course will examine the cultural dimensions of nationalism, particularly around the creation

of forms of "peoplehood" that seem to be presupposed by almost all nation-building projects.

Texts to be analyzed will include the Declaration ofIndependence, the United States Constitution,

and the Declaration of the Rights of Man.
Lee, B.

353(S) CULTURES OF INDIA (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
Summary of the prehistory, ethnography, and ethnology of the Indian subcontinent. Special

emphasis on Hinduism, Buddhism, and Indian philosophy.

Tyler, S.

356 ETHNOGRAPHY OF TRIBAL PEOPLE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
Some "people," for example, the Nuer, the Samoans, the Australian aborigines, the Hopi, and the

Navajo, have been studied by anthropologists for decades and, in a few cases, almost a century.

This course will review the studies for a particular people, discussing change and permanence in

their anthropological description and other related issues. Offered occasionally.

Staff

358(S) THE FOURTH WORLD: ISSUES OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
In contrast with people self-identified within political structures of the First, Second, and Third

Worlds, Fourth World peoples are, generally speaking, "stateless peoples." In this course we will

examine both how this "unofficial" status affects their struggle for self-determination and how
native peoples engage traditional beUefs and practices for self-empowerment. Through readings,

films, and speakers we will examine current conflicts facing indigenous peoples in North and

South America, the Soviet Union, Europe, Asia, and Australia.

Milun. K.
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360 MODERNITY AND SOCIAL SPACE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Modernity can be usefully described as the transmutation of time and space. In this course we will

focus on specific changes in the production of social space. How, for example, is global space

produced—legally in international law, economically by multinational corporations, and cultur-

ally through satellite communications systems? While changes in the public spaces of urban/

suburban America tell us something about the values of those who produce such space, they also

tell us about the cultural and political consciousness/unconsciousness ofthose who use it. Theories

from a variety of disciplines will be mobilized to help us understand these changes in social space.

Not offered 1995-96.

Milun, K.

361 LATIN AMERICAN TOPICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Focuses on the widely shared socioeconomic, political, and cuhural themes as seen over history

and in current events. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

362(S) ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD TECHNIQUES (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Methods used in fieldwork, laboratory analysis, and interpretation of archaeological data from a

local site excavated by the class. Prerequisite: Anth 205.

Mcintosh, R.

363 EARLY CIVILIZATIONS (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A comparative study of the civilizations of Mesopotamia, Egypt, the Indus, China, and the Maya,
emphasizing the causes and conditions of their origins. Not offered 1995-96.

Mcintosh, R.

368 PRIMATOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An introduction to primate diversity , ecology, and sociality, based on what is now known from

field studies of wild primate populations. Offered occasionally.

Staff

370 RADICAL EUROPE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Emerging formations of radicalism in Europe will be explored in the course through ethnographic

and cinematic materials. Readings on the rise of nationalism, racism, and neo-fascism will be

covered. Interviews with western European political leaders conducted by the instructor will be

used to probe the cultural fears and aspirations in forming the politics ofthe extreme Right. Offered

occasionally.

Staff

381 MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Cultural, ecological, and biological perspectives on human health and disease throughout the

world. Not offered 1995-96.

Georges, E.

383 HUMAN ADAPTATION (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Explanations for the range and patterns of human biological differences in the context of theories

of adaptation. Integrates themes from human genetics, physiology, and cultural studies. Not
offered 1995-96.

Staff
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386 HUMAN NUTRITION (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The anthropology ofeating: nutrient requirements; assessment ofnutritional status; food selection;

symbolic, psychological, and cultural aspects of food and food consumption. Not offered 1995-

96.

Staff

388(F) THE LIFE CYCLE: A BIOCULTURAL VIEW (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The human life cycle from conception to death. Focus is on the interaction between biological

processes and culture. -

Georges, E.

390 (F) CULTURE, NARRATION, AND SUBJECTIVITY (3-0-3) '^ 1^

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course examines how linguistic and narrative structures interact to produce specific cultures

of interpretation. The focus will be on linguistic and hterary representations of subjectivity. This

course will use novels by Western authors, such as Virginia Woolf and Dostoevsky, and some

Chinese materials as a comparison.
Lee, B.

402(S) SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Study of semantic categories and their formal expression in morphological, syntactic, and lexical

units and patterns. Also offered as Ling 402.

Davis, P.

403 ANALYZING PRACTICE (3-0-3)

A critical review of work informed by what has sometimes been deemed the "key concept" of

anthropological theory and research since the 1960s. Special attention will be devoted to the

analytics of practice developed by Foucault, Bourdieu. and de Certeau. Not offered 1995-96.

Faubion, J.

404 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

Directed reading and preparation of written papers on anthropological subjects not offered in the

curriculum and advanced study of subjects on which courses are offered.

Staff

406(S) COGNITIVE STUDIES IN ANTHROPOLOGY AND LINGUISTICS
(3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Relations between thought, language, and culture. Special emphasis given to natural systems of

classification and the logical principles underlying them. Also offered as Ling 406.

Tyler, S.

407(F) FIELD TECHNIQUES AND ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Techniques and practice in the observation, analysis, and recording of a human language. Also

offered as Ling 407.

Gildea, S.

408(S) FIELD TECHNIQUES AND ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Continuation of Anth 407. Also offered as Ling 408.

Gildea, S.

410 THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF DEVELOPMENT (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP n
This course suggests the necessity of a solid ethnographic grounding for both practical develop-

ment work and for further intellectual growth of the discipline. Offered occasionally.

Staff
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411(S) NEUROLINGUISTICS: LANGUAGE AND THE BRAIN (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Organization of the brain: localization of speech, language, and memory functions; hemispheric
dominance; and pathologies of speech and language associated with brain damage. Also offered

as Ling 411.

Lamb, S.

412(F) RHETORIC (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Overview of classical theories. Intensive discussion of contemporary theories and applications in

a wide variety of disciplines. Also offered as Ling 410.

Tyler, S.

414 HERMENEUTICS AND LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)

Application of linguistic theory and method in the analysis of cultural materials. Discourse
analysis; the structure and interpretation of texts and conversation. Also offered as Ling 414. Not
offered 1995-96.

Tyler, S.

415 THEORIES IN MODERNITY/POSTMODERNITY: I (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An advanced course for graduate students and undergraduate majors with interests in the

interdisciplinary field of cultural studies. Readings in the work of Saussure, Gadamer, Derrida,

Bahktin, Foucault, and others. Several papers are required that emphasize the application of ideas

to cultural analysis of contemporary life. Not offered 1995-96.

Milan, K.

416 THEORIES IN MODERNITY/POSTMODERNITY: II (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Part one focuses on the relation between critical theory and poststructuralism. Readings from
Marx, Althusser, Adomo, and Habermas cover basic concepts like ideology, reification, etc. Part

two looks at new analytical categories of social analysis, such as the body, global culture, space,

etc.

Milun, K.

419 LEGAL DISCOURSE IN MODERNITY (3-0-3)

In addition to focusing on works associated with critical legal studies and its antecedent legal

realism, the course will examine a number of cases in the international domain that challenge

concepts of civil society arising with the modem nation-state.

Milun, K.

425 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ARCHAEOLOGY (3-0-3)

Seminar on selected topics in archaeological analysis and theory. The course will variously focus

on ceramic analysis and classification, archaeological sampling in regional survey and excavation,

and statistical approaches to data analysis and presentation. Prerequisites: Anth 205, 362. Not
offered 1995-96.

Mcintosh, S.

430(F) EXPERIMENTAL WRITING AND ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
Explores relationships between ethnography and other genres. Emphasizes experimental styles,

including combinations of ethnographic and personal material, and problems of writing to

communicate experiences, such as violence and art.

Taylor, J.

439 DOCUMENTARY AND ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM (3-0-3)

Provides a broad overview of the history of documentary and ethnographic cinema. Maintaining

a worldwide perspective, both canonical and alternative films and film movements will be
discussed. Particular attention will be paid to the shifting and overlapping boundaries offiction and
nonfiction genres. Also offered as Hart 439/539. Not offered 1995-96.

Naficy, H.
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440 NONWESTERN CINEMA: THIRD WORLD CINEMAS (3-0-3)

Deals with significant national cinemas, film movements, and filmmakers ofthe ThirdWorld ft-om

Africa to Latin America, from the Middle East to China. Colonial and postcolonial discourses will

be mobilized. Also offered as Hart 440. Not offered 1995-96.

Naficy, H.

446 ADVANCED TOPICS IN BIOMEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)

Seminar on contemporary research on the biomedical aspects of human health and disease.

Includes topics from medical ecology and epidemiology. Not offered 1995-96.

Georges, E.

458(S) HUMAN OSTEOLOGY (3-0-3)

Introduction to the analysis of human skeletal material from archaeological sites.

Mcintosh, S.

460(S) ADVANCED ARCHAEOLOGICAL THEORY (3-0-3)

History and analysis of the major currents of archaeological theory from the Encyclopaedist

origins of positivism, through cultural evolutionism and historical particularism, to the New
Archaeology and current trends. Prerequisite: Anth 205.

Mcintosh, R.

463(F) WEST AFRICAN PREHISTORY (3-0-3) . a ,^ .
-

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Seminar providing in-depth consideration of the later prehistoric archaeology (late Stone Age and

Iron Age) of the West African subcontinent.

Mcintosh, S.

470(S) PROPHETS, REFORMERS, REVOLUTIONARIES (3-0-3)

The course explores social and cultural movements and the figures by whom such movements are

inspired and guided. Specific topics to be treated include sectarianism and millenialism, intellec-

tual vanguardism, and the "new" politics of identity and intersubjectivity.

Faubion, J.

471(F) CULTURE, MEDIA, SOCIETY: EXILE CINEMA (3-0-3)

Focuses on cultural productions as vehicles by which a society speaks to itself and to others across

national, cultiu-al, and other boundaries. Uses contemporary theories of cultiu-e and media to

examine the way meaning and cultural capital are created, minority and alternative views are

represented, and individual and group identities are constructed. Also offered as Hart 471/571.

Naficy, H.

474 ADVANCED SEMINAR ON THE PREHISTORIC
LANDSCAPE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP E
The interaction of human geography (cultural ecology) and the physical landscape (geomorphol-

ogy and physical geography) as applied to past and present settlement on major floodplains. Not
offered 1995-96.

Stc^

490(F) DIRECTED HONORS RESEARCH (3-0-3)

A two-semester sequence of independent research culminating in the preparation and defense of

an honors thesis. Open only to candidates formally accepted into the Honors Program.

Stajf

491(S) DIRECTED HONORS RESEARCH (3-0-3)

See Anth 490.

Staff
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503 (F) INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)
See Anth 203.

Mcintosh, S.

505(F) INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY (3-0-3)
See Anth 205.

Mcintosh, R., Mcintosh, S.

506 HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL IDEAS (3-0-3)
See Anth 306.

Faubion, J.

507(S) ANTHROPOLOGICAL DIRECTIONS: FROM THE SECOND
WORLD WAR TO THE PRESENT (3-0-3)

See Anth 307.

508 HISTORY AS A CULTURAL MYTH (3-0-3)

See Anth 308.

512(F) AFRICAN PREHISTORY (3-0-3)

See Anth 312.

513(F) LANGUAGE AND CULTURE (3-0-3)

See Anth 313.

514 ORALITY, LITERACY, AND CULTURE (3-0-3)

See Anth 314.

Faubion, J.

Taylor, J.

Mcintosh, R.

Tyler, S.

Staff

515 EMPIRICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)
See Anth 315.

Staff

516(S) INTRODUCTION TO WORLD PREHISTORY (3-0-3)

See Anth 206.

^sw /; '^y'rw'^f ^fS'iS V' '.. / :'Vi
Mcintosh, R., Mcintosh, S.

519 SYMBOLISM AND POWER (3-0-3)

See Anth 319.

Staff

520(S) PUBLIC SPHERES AND PUBLIC CULTURES (3-0-3)

See Anth 320.

; Lee,B.

527(F) GENDER AND SYMBOLISM (3-0-3)

See Anth 327.

i Taylor, J.

530(F) TOPICS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE (3-0-3)

See Anth 330.

Faubion, J.
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535(S) ANTHROPOLOGY AS CULTURAL CRITIQUE (3-0-3)

See Anth 335.
Marcus, G.

536 THE ART OF ETHNOGRAPHY (3-0-3)

See Anth 336.
Staff

538 READING POPULAR CULTURE (3-0-3) O.K>i. if r

See Anth 338.
Milun, K.

539 DOCUMENTARY AND ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM (3-0-3)

See Anth 439.
Naficy, H.

540 NONWESTERN CINEMA: THIRD WORLD CINEMAS (3-0-3)

See Anth 440.
Naficy, H.

541 ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM AND THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY (3-0-3)

''-''

See Anth 341.
Marcus, G.

542 POLITICAL CINEMA (3-0-3) ' '

See Anth 342.
Milun. K.

546 (F) MODERN ETHNOGRAPHY AND THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF '

MODERNITY (3-0-3)

See Anth 346.

548 AMERICA AS A CULTURE (3-0-3)

See Anth 348.

550 INDIANS OF THE AMERICAS (3-0-3)

See Anth 350.

551 (S) CULTURES OF NATIONALISM (3-0-3)

See Anth 351.

553(S) CULTURES OF INDIA (3-0-3)

See Anth 353.

556 ETHNOGRAPHY OF TRIBAL PEOPLE (3-0-3)

See Anth 356.

Faubion, J.

Staff

IjfJS:

^«

Staff

Lee, B.

Tyler, S.

Staff

558 THE FOURTH WORLD: ISSUES OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES (3-0-3)

See Anth 358.
Milun, K.
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560 MODERNITY AND SOCIAL SPACE (3-0-3)

See Anth 360.

561 LATIN AMERICAN TOPICS (3-0-3)

See Anth 361.

562(S) ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD TECHNIQUES (3-0-3)

See Anth 362.

563 EARLY CIVILIZATIONS (3-0-3) ^^^^>M
See Anth 363.

568 PRIMATOLOGY (3-0-3) ' "^r • .,-, >
.'^;: :' '^5ii>^ i

See Anth 368.

570 RADICAL EUROPE (3 0-3) - ,' f^\

See Anth 370.

571(F) CULTURE, MEDIA, SOCIETY: EXILE CINEMA (3-0-3)

See Anth 471.

581 MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)

See Anth 381.

583 HUMAN ADAPTATION (3-0-3)

See Anth 383.

'" /'

586 HUMAN NUTRITION (3-0-3)

See Anth 386.

588(F) THE LIFE CYCLE: A BIOCULTURAL VIEW (3-0-3)

See Anth 388.

590(F) CULTURE, NARRATION, AND SUBJECTIVITY (3-0-3)

See Anth 390.

600 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

Milun, K.

Staff

Mcintosh, R. ,

I

Mcintosh, R.

Staff

Staff

Naficy, H.

Georges, E.

Staff

Staff

Georges, E.

Lee, B.

Staff

601(F) GRADUATE PROSEMINAR IN ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)

Mapping the current fields of anthropological discourses, examining the debates in and between

each of these fields, and discussing how these debates are conducted in the domains of fieldwork,

ethnographic writing, and in the construction of careers in anthropology.

Marcus, G.
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603 ANALYZING PRACTICE (3-0-3)

See Anth 403.
Faubion, J.

606(S) COGNITIVE STUDIES IN ANTHROPOLOGY AND LINGUISTICS
(3-0-3)

See Anth 406.
Tyler, S.

607(F) FIELD TECHNIQUES AND ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

See Anth 407.
Gildea, S.

608(S) FIELD TECHNIQUES AND ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

See Anth 408.
Gildea, S.

610 THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF DEVELOPMENT (3-0-3)

See Anth 410.

Staff

611 NEUROLINGUISTICS: LANGUAGE AND THE BRAIN (3-0-3)

See Anth 411.
Staff

612(F) RHETORIC (3-0-3)

See Anth 412.
Tyler, S.

614 HERMENEUTICS AND LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)

See Anth 414.
Tyler. S.

615 THEORIES IN MODERNITY/POSTMODERNITY: I (3-0-3)

See Anth 415.
Milun, K.

616 THEORIES IN MODERNITY/POSTMODERNITY: H (3-0-3)

See Anth 416.

Milun, K.

619 LEGAL DISCOURSE IN MODERNITY (3-0-3)

See Anth 419.

Milun, K.

625 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ARCHAEOLOGY (3-0-3)

See Anth 425.
Mcintosh, S.

630(F) EXPERIMENTAL WRITING AND ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)

See Anth 430.

Taylor, J.

646 ADVANCED TOPICS IN BIOMEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)

See Anth 446.

Georges, E.
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658(S) HUMAN OSTEOLOGY (3-0-3)

See Anth 458.

Mcintosh, S.

660(S) ADVANCED ARCHAEOLOGICAL THEORY (3-0-3)

See Anth 460.

Mcintosh, R. I

663(F) WEST AFRICAN PREHISTORY (3-0-3)

See Anth 463.

Mcintosh, S.

670(S) PROPHETS, REFORMERS, REVOLUTIONARIES (3-0-3)

See Anth 470.

Faubion, J.

674 ADVANCED SEMINAR ON THE PREHISTORIC
LANDSCAPE (3-0-3)

See Anth 474.

800 RESEARCH AND THESIS (Variable)

./X-Ax-' .'\(i , -III-

Staff^

Staff}
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The School of Architecture

Professor Lerup, Dean

Professor Casbarian, Director, Undergraduate Programs

Associate Professor Pope, Director, Graduate Programs

Professor Cannady, Director, Center for Professional Studies

Associate Professors Ingersoll, Parsons, and Wittenberg

Assistant Professors Bell, Chang, Gamard, Kwinter, Roy, and Wamble
Lecturers Blackburn, Colaco, DeLaura, Ford, Fox,

Fleishacker, Furr, Lord, and White

Visiting Critics Appel, Baker, el-Dahdah, Guthrie, and Samuels

Degrees Offered: B.A., B.Arch., M.Arch., M.Arch. in Urban Design, D.Arch.

The School of Architecture seeks to contribute through teaching and research to a

more humane environment. Its primary educational missions are teaching and research,

development of a broad liberal education for undergraduates in the allied sciences and

arts of architecture, and professional education at the graduate and postgraduate level in

architecture and urban design.

These programs are offered in the setting of a small school to provide intimate

student-faculty interaction, freedom for learning, and unrestricted institutional coopera-

tion within and outside the university.

Degrees Offered. Five degrees are offered: Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Archi-

tecture, Master of Architecture, Master of Architecture in Urban Design, and Doctor of

Architecture. The Bachelor of Arts, a liberal arts degree, is awarded after successful

completion of the first four years of study. Rice students who have completed or will

complete the four-year B.A. with a major in architecture may apply for admission to the

Bachelor of Architecture program, which requires two additional years of work, one of

which is an in-service preceptorship in a professional office.

The master's degrees are awarded after successful completion of a minimum of

three semesters of study beyond the bachelor's degree. Approval of Rice students for

admission to either bachelor' s or master' s programs is contingent upon evaluation ofthe

student's undergraduate academic record at the conclusion of the fourth year of study.

The Master ofArchitecture is an accredited first professional degree, whereas the Master

of Architecture in Urban Design requires prior or concurrent completion of accredited

bachelor's or master's degrees.

Undergraduate Programs

The Bachelor of Arts degree in architecture curriculum leading to the Fifth Year

Program and resulting in the professional Bachelor of Architecture degree provides a

balance between a broad-based liberal arts education and professional study.

Bachelor ofArts in Architecture. Following is a suggested course of study for the

four-year Bachelor ofArts in architecture degree. Certain conditions apply to sequence

and selection ofcourses, as follows: ( 1 ) architecture studio and technology courses must

be taken in sequence; (2) failure to take prerequisite courses in the earlier years may
result in later scheduling problems; (3) ofthe 1 3 electives* listed, two each must be taken

from Group II and Group III to satisfy architecture major requirements; the remaining
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nine electives are free electives, but they must complete university distribution require-

ments, particularly in Group II; (4) none of the architecture major requirements may be

taken pass/fail, including all foundation courses; (5) all foundation courses are also

architecture requirements and all must be taken, regardless of double major status; (6)

it is recommended that physical education be taken in the first year; (7) it is the

responsibility of students to make sure that their study plans fulfill requirements of both

the architecture major as well as university distribution.

Typical curriculumforfour-year Bachelor ofArts in Architecture

First Semester (fall)
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The following information outlines the requirements for undergraduate degrees in

the School of Architecture:

1

.

For a Bachelor ofArts degree with a major in Architecture, the requirements

are 91 semester hours credit chosen from specific architecture and nondepartmental

listings plus 1 5 hours ofrequired foundation courses /7/m5 27 hours of electives for a total

of 133 hours credit that also complete university distribution requirements.

2. For a Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in Architectural Studies

(see 2 below), the requirements are 55 hours credit chosen from specific architecture and

nondepartmental listings p/M5 15 hours of foundation courses p/wi' 63 hours of electives

for a total of 133 hours credit that also complete university distribution requirements.

3. For a Bachelor of Architecture degree, the professional degree, the require-

ments are the completion ofthe Bachelor ofArts degree with a major in Architecture (see

1 above), completion of the 30-credit-hours Preceptorship Program, and completion of

35 credit hours of two additional studios and five specified electives.

Students who have been admitted into the architecture program in the School of

Architecture and who have successfully completed the first two years of the foundation

have two options for study in the third and fourth years:

l.The architecture major requires two years of advanced studio courses and

additional requirements that permit reasonable elective freedom. This curriculum serves

the needs of students who anticipate professional studies in architecture at an advanced

level either at Rice through the Fifth Year Program or elsewhere in the first professional

master's degree programs.

2. The architectural studies option is open only to those students currently in good

standing in the foundation program and who have decided to postpone concentrated

preprofessional training. It requires advanced work combining architectural studies

with other fields during the third and fourth years and is focused on an approved

interdisciplinary curriculum chosen by the individual and approved by an adviser.

Specific application must be made during the second year of the foundation program.

Students wishing to do so must apply to the Fifth Year Program at the beginning

of the final semester of the B.A. in architecture curriculum.

The undergraduate program maintains a balance between academic studies and

professional practice both in the content of the curriculum as well as in the structure of

the staff Visiting lectures and other public outreach programs, visiting faculty, and

scholars' positions all complement the faculty core of outstanding teachers and practi-

tioners. In addition, the Preceptorship Program, which is part of the Fifth Year Program,

provides a one-year internship in outstanding architectural offices throughout the

United States, Europe, and Japan.

Preceptors

Mario Botta

Lugano, Switzerland

Cambridge Seven Associates

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Ellerbe/Becket Architects

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Gensler and Associates

London, England

Gensler and Associates

San Francisco, California

Michael Graves Architects

Princeton, New Jersey

Itsuko Hasegawa Atelier

Tokyo, Japan

Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum
Santa Monica, California

Kohn Pedersen & Fox, Architects

New York, New York

Lake/Flato Architects

San Antonio, Texas

;i11
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Machado «fe Silvetti Associates, Inc.

Boston, Massachusetts

Pei Cobb Freed & Partners

New York, New York

Cesar Pelh & Associates

New Haven, Connecticut

Renzo Piano Building Workshop
Genoa, Italy

Renzo Piano Building Workshop
Paris, France

RTKL
Dallas, Texas

Robert A. M. Stem Architects

New York, New York

Terry Dwan, Architetto

Milan, Italy

Venturi, Scott-Brown & Associates

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Zimmer, Gunsul, Frasca Partnership

Los Angeles

^ Graduate Programs '^

The School ofArchitecture offers the degrees ofMaster of Architecture and Master

of Architecture in Urban Design. Within the two degree programs, varied areas of

interest are open to students.

An advanced building design curriculum is the basis for the Master of Architecture

degree program, which is designed to provide the student an individual course of study

with a wide choice of special project, research, and internship opportunities both within

and outside the School of Architecture.

Graduate studies are open to candidates who hold the degree of Bachelor of

Architecture, Bachelor of Arts with a major in architecture, or Bachelor of Arts in other

disciplines. Candidates with Bachelor of Architecture degrees take an average of three

semesters to complete the master's degree requirements. Those with Bachelor of Arts

in Architecture are required to complete five semesters. Those with a Bachelor of Arts

in other disciplines are required to complete seven semesters.

The graduate program has three major areas of emphasis: architectural design with

particular interest in history, theory, and practice; urban design, where the concern is the

emerging form of the American city; and essentially a research area in computer

visualization that uses the resources of the Rice Advanced Visualization Lab, a

university-wide resource housed in the School of Architecture involved in both research

and teaching in the most advanced aspect of computer visualization.

Typical Curriculum for Master ofArchitecture/Master ofArchitecture in Urban

Design

M.Arch. Option 1. The requirements for students entering the graduate program

without a previous degree in Architecture include a core curriculum consisting of four

ten-hour studios, 12 three-hour courses, and an advanced cuniculum consisting oftwo

ten-hour studios, seven three-hour courses, a three-hour thesis prep, and a ten-hour

thesis (130 hours). Requirements are:
;r?-;?;. ^

Core Level Requirements

First semester (fall):

Arch 501 - Design Studio

Arch 513 - Building Tech I

HistoryATieory Distribution'

Techniques Distribution^

Second semester (spring):

Arch 502 - Design Studio

Arch 514 - Building Tech H
HistoryATieory Distribution'

Techniques Distribution^
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Third semester (fall):

Arch 503 - Design Studio

Arch 515 - Building Techm
History/Theory Distribution'

Arch 623 - Professionalism

and Management

Advanced Level Requirements

Fifth semester (faU):

Arch 601 - Design Studio

Advanced Structures Elective

Criticism Elective

Elective

Fourth semester (spring)

Arch 504 - Design Studio

Arch 516 - Building Climatology

History/Theory Distribution'

Techniques Distribution^

Sixth semester (spring)

Arch 602 - Design Studio

Criticism Elective

Elective

Thesis Prep

Thesis semester

Arch 701 - Thesis Studio

Elective

Elective

' Courses that fulfill history/theory

distribution requirement (four required):

Hart 205 - Intro Art and Arch History

Hart 206 - Intro Art and Arch History

Hart 645 - Renaissance and Baroque

Architecture (Widrig)

Arch 646 - Modem Survey (Gamard)

Arch 643 - Cities and History (IngersoU)

These courses must be taken or the requirement waived forcomparable course work. Waived courses

must be substituted by elective courses in the same distribution.

^ Courses that fulfill techniques

distribution requirement (three required):

Arch 653 - Photography (White)

Arch 620 - Woodworking
Arts 225 - Drawing I

Arch 635 - Intro to CAD (DeLaura)

M.Arch. Option 2 The requirements for students entering the graduate program with

a B.A. in Architecture include a core curriculum consisting of two ten-hour studios,

six three-hour courses, and an advanced curriculum consisting of two ten-hour

studios, seven three-hour courses, a three-hour thesis prep, and a ten-hour thesis (92

hrs. total). Requirements are as follows:

Core Level Requirements

First semester (fall):

Arch 503 - Design Studio

History/Theory Distribution'

Techniques Distribution^

Technology Elective

Second semester (spring):

Arch 504 - Design Studio

History/Theory Distribution'

Techniques Distribution^

Technology Elective

Advanced Level Requirements

Third semester (fall): Fourth semester (spring)

Arch 601 - Design Studio

Advanced Structures Elective

Criticism Elective

Elective

Arch 602 - Design Studio

Criticism Elective

Elective

Thesis Prep

Thesis semester

Arch 701 - Thesis Studio

Elective

Elective

' Courses that fulfill history/theory

distribution requirement (four required):

Hart 205 - Intro Art and Arch History

Hart 206 - Intro Art and Arch History

Hart 645 - Renaissance and Baroque

Architecture (Widrig)

Arch 646 - Modem Survey (Gamard)

Arch 643 - Cities and History (IngersoU)

These courses must be taken or the requirement waived for comparable course work. Waived

courses must be substituted by elective courses in the same distribution.

^ Courses that fulfill techniques

distribution requirement (thuree required):

Arch 653 - Photography (White)

Arch 620 - Woodworking
Arts 225 - Drawing I

Arch 635 - Intro to CAD (DeLaura)
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M.Arch. Option 3. The requirements for students entering the graduate program with

a bachelors in Architecture (professional degree) include two ten-hour studios, seven

three-hour courses, a three-hour thesis prep, and a ten-hour thesis (54 hours). Require-

ments are as follows:

First semester (fall): Second semester (spring): Thesis semester (fall):

Arch 601 - Design Studio Arch 601 - Design Studio Arch 702 - Thesis Studio

History/Theory Elective HistoryATieory Elective Elective

Criticism Elective Advanced Structures Elective Elective

Elective >' iv^' Thesis Prep

Doctor of Architecture. Admission to the Doctor of Architecture program requires a

master's degree in architecture. A student entering with a master's degree normally

takes one and one-half years of course work before the qualifying examination.

Candidates should be prepared for advanced analytic and creative work in their

specialized field. Such preparation may include foreign languages, statistics, or a

computer language. This requirement is established individually when the student is

admitted.

After successful completion of all required course work, students may apply for the

qualifying examination. At this time, students must submit an outline of their research

program for the doctoral dissertation, which must represent an original contribution to

knowledge in the field of architecture. The completion ofthe dissertation and the passing

of the final oral examination required for the doctorate in architecture take a minimum
of one year.

Architecture Courses

101(F) PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURE I (2-6-4)

Visual studies of restricted dimensions, explorations using simple tools, and materials to develop

an awareness of the environment. Requisite for architecture majors.

Samuels, D.

102(S) PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURE I (2-6-4)

Introduction to concepts of beginning architectural design. Manipulation of visual structure to

render formal and operational information. Design process as problem solving with emphasis on

conscious method. Requisite for architecture majors. Prerequisite: Arch 101.

Casbarian, J., Samuels, D.

132(F/S) CHANGING PERSPECTIVES OF ARCHITECTURE (2-0-2)

Introductory tutorial. Reading, field trips, and observation of current events and public affairs to

understand the values, institutions, and nature ofenvironmental changes relating to future role and

practice of architecture.

,., , .,. Staff

134(S) INTRODUCTION TO ARCHITECTURAL THEORY (2-0-2)

An introduction to the major texts and theories of architecture, conducted as an adjunct to the

Freshman Design Studio. It is open to nonmajors by permission of the instructor.

Staff

201(F) PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURE H (3-9-6)

Further elaboration ofarchitectural concepts applied to building design in the urban context as well

as introductory urban planning issues. Requisite for architecture majors. Prerequisites: Arch 101

and 102. " -'

" Appel, N., Gamard, E.
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202(S) PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURE II (3-9-6)

Intermediate-level design problems with emphasis on building technology, programming, and

formal design. Requisite for architecture majors. Prerequisites: Arch 101, 102, and 201.

Wittenberg, G.

213(F) STRUCTURAL AND CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS I (3-0-3)

Introduction to characteristics of structural and construction systems in architectural technology.

Lab experiments are combined with lecmres on systems, methods, and their historical develop-

ment.
Colaco, J., Ford, W.

214(S) STRUCTURAL AND CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS II (3-0-3)

Application of materials and construction (wood, masonry, concrete, and steel). Case studies and

field trips.

Colaco, J., Ford, W.

301(F) PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURE III (2 12-6)

Complex building design program emphasizing the development of the architectural concept into

detail design development. Requisite for architecture majors. Prerequisites: Arch 101 , 102, 201

,

and 202.

Chang, Y., Baker, J.

302(S) SELECTED ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEMS I (2-12-6)

Variety of intermediate-level problems with specific topical focus for developing comprehensive

experience in design methods and processes. Requisite for preprofessional major in architecture.

Prerequisites: Arch 201, 202, 301.

Bell, M., Parsons, S.

308(S) ARCHITECTURE FOR NONARCHITECTS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Designed to increase awareness ofarchitectural issues through site visits and comparative building

studies, guest architects, design problems, lectures, reading, and discussion. Impact of architecture

on its users and its relation to institutions that produce it. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Casbarian, J.

311(F) HOUSTON ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

A series of illustrated lectures and walking tours that describe and analyze the architecture of

Houston from the city's founding in 1836 to the present.

Fox, S.

315(F) STRUCTURAL AND CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS III (3-0-3)

Application of principles of analysis to construction of steel and concrete framed structures.

Continuation of Arch 213, 214. Prerequisites: Arch 213, 214.

Colaco, J., Ford, W.

316(S) BUILDING CLIMATOLOGY (3-0-3)

An introduction to the thermal performance of buildings. Course is divided into two parts:

Building Climatology and Air Conditioning Systems.

Wittenberg, G.

325(F) THEORY AND MODERNISM (3-0-3)

Four parts: first, the "early modems," including Durand, Laugier, Ledoux, Boullee, Blondel, etc.;

second, a brief introduction to the concept of modernity in the history of Western thought; third,

an examination of the formulation and use of "modernism" as a consistent and rigorous term;

fourth, readings from the canonical texts and buildings of "modem architecture."

Gamard, E.
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343(S) CITIES AND HISTORY (3-0-3)

Historical survey of the city from Sumer to the Baroque capitals.

Ingersoll, R.

344(S) CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN (3-0-3)

A seminar in which normative relationships between the construction and aesthetics of an object

are explored and challenged. The premise of the course is that the way things are made can be one

credible point of departure for the architectural design process.

Parsons, S.

345(F) NATURAL ENVIRONMENT FACTORS (3-0-3)

An overview of issues on natural resource consumption and environmental impact pertinent to

urban design activities. Also offered as Envi 445.

Blackburn, J.

346(S) NINETEENTH/TWENTIETH-CENTURY ARCHITECTURAL
HISTORY (3-0-3)

A survey of the history and theories of modem architecture.

Gamard, E.

353(F) PHOTOGRAPHY FOR ARCHITECTS (3-0-3)

Exploration of a variety of photographic techniques for architectural research, design, and

presentation. Enrollment limited.

White, F.

401(F) PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURE IV (2-12-6)

Upper-level architectural design problems with an emphasis on urban design principles and

methodology and the effects of social and political forces on planning and building organization.

Requisite for preprofessional major in architecture. Prerequisites: Arch 101, 102, 201, 202, 301,

and 302.

Wamble, M.

402(S) SELECTED ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEMS II (2-12-6)

See Arch 302. Requisite for professional major in architecture. Prerequisites: Arch 101 , 102, 201

,

202, 301, 302, and 401.

Bell, M., Parsons, S.
\,

412(S) ADVANCED DESIGN OF STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS (3-0-3)

Advanced course in structural design. Topics include factors controlling structural design of

buildings, floor systems, building systems, fa9ade treatments, long span structures, pneumatic and

cable structures, and new structural systems and materials. Case studies will also be conducted.

Prerequisite: Arch 213, 214, 315, or equivalent.

Colaco,J.,Ford,W.

414(S) HOUSTON RESEARCH PROJECT (3-0-3)

Through examination of the work of a single architect, cultural issues are identified and explored.

Fox, S.

418(F) LE CORBUSIER/MODERN ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

Examine fundamental issues of modernism in architecture emerging from both European and

American sources. Systematic analysis of the works and writings of major twentieth-century

architects.

Ingersoll, R.

420 HISTORY OF BUILDING TECHNOLOGY (3-0-3)

Survey of the history of building technology from ancient times to the present. Lectures cover

theory, methods, and practical applications.

Wittenberg, G.
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422(F) INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER GRAPHICS (3-0-3)

The first course in a series of computing courses in architecture. As such, its primary focus will

be on developing core skills that will serve students in utilizing the ever-increasing computer

facilities in the School of Architecture.

Staff

423 PROFESSIONALISM AND MANAGEMENT IN ARCHITEC-
TURAL PRACTICE (3-0-3)

Introductory survey of professional practice in architecture.

Furr, J., Fleishacker, A.

434(S) INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN (3-0-3)

Staff

435(F) INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERAIDED DESIGN IN ARCHI-
TECTURE (3-0-3)

Continuation of Arch 434 with emphasis on use of advanced software, 3-D, etc.

DeLaura, L.

436(S) COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN (3-0-3)

Advanced computer graphic techniques using CAD in architecture as a design and presentation

medium.
DeLaura, L.

-o-

440(S) ADVANCED COMPUTER MODELING AND RENDERING (3-0-3)

Advanced course in computer modeling, rendering, and graphics manipulation. This course is

designed to explore computer modeling and rendering techniques and their role in the design

process.

van Horn, P.

455(F) HOUSING AND URBAN PROGRAMS: ISSUES IN POLICY (3-0-3)

This course will explore current issues in the formulation and implementation ofhousing and urban

development programs in the United States. Each class member will select a specific topic within

a general policy area and make oral presentations to the class as well as submit a written paper on

the topic at the end of the semester.

Lord, T.

461 SPECIAL PROJECTS (Variable)

Independent research or design arranged in consultation with a faculty member. Subject to

approval of faculty adviser and director. Very limited enrollment.

Casbarian, J.

500 PRECEPTORSHIP PROGRAM (0-0- 15)

Requisite for admission to graduate studies in architecture for all recipients of Rice B.A. degrees

in preprofessional or area majors. Student completes nine to 12 months of full-time internship

under guidance of an appointed preceptor.

Casbarian, J.

501(F) GRADUATE COURSE STUDIO I (5-15-10)

Requisite for admission to graduate professional program options in architecture or urban design

for students with nonarchitectural bachelor's degree. Lectures, seminars, laboratories, and design

studio projects adjusted to individual needs. Prerequisite: determined by the Graduate Affairs

Committee with the School of Architecture.

Bell, M.

502(S) GRADUATE COURSE STUDIO II (5-15-10)

See Arch 501.

Pope, A.
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503(F) GRADUATE COURSE STUDIO III (5-15-10)
Design studio to follow Arch 501, 502. Preparation for entering studios in the regular graduate
programs in architecture and urban design in the following semester.

Parsons, S.

504(S) GRADUATE COURSE STUDIO IV (5-15-10)

See Arch 503.

Staff

514(S) BUILDING TECHNOLOGY AND STRUCTURES II (3-0-3)

A course in structures for students in the Qualifying Graduate Program. Topics include: structure

in architecture; forces and equilibrium; structural materials; the behavior, analysis, and design of
structural elements and their connections.

Colaco, J., Ford, W.

515(F) BUILDING TECHNOLOGY AND STRUCTURES HI (3-0-3)

A second course in structures for students in the Qualifying Graduate Program. Topics include:

additional topics in the behavior, analysis, and design of structural elements; synthesis ofstructural
elements into structural systems; integration of structural systems with other building systems.

Prerequisite: Arch 514.

Colaco, J., Ford, W.

516(S) BUILDING CLIMATOLOGY (3-0-3)

See Arch 316.

Wittenberg, G.

541(F) ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

A survey of the development, reappraisal, and transformation of architectural ideals in the period

since 1945.

Pope, A.

542(S) ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

See Arch 541.

Pope, A.

600(F/S) QUALIFYING GRADUATE PRACTICAL INTERNSHIP (3-0-3)

Practical work experience for students who have completed at least four semesters in the

Qualifying Graduate Program prior to their entrance into the regular Master of Architecture studio

sequence. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Very limited enrollment.

Staff

601(F) ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEMS: STUDIO (5-15-10)
Emphasis on abstract thought and design capabilities relevant to systematic processes ofdesigning
specific buildings and facilities.

Anderson, A., Cannady, W., Casbarian, J., Wittenberg, G.

602(S) ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEMS: STUDIO (5-15-10)

Emphasis on abstract thought and design capabilities relevant to systematic processes ofdesigning

specific buildings and facilities.

Chang, Y., Wamble, M.

609(S) ARCHITECTURE FOR NONARCHITECTS (3-0-3)

Classroom teaching under the supervision of the instructor. For elective credit only.

Casbarian, J.

611(F) HOUSTON ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

See Arch 311.

Fox, S.
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612(S) ADVANCED DESIGN-STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS (3-0-3) t a
See Arch 412.

Colaco, J., Ford, W.

614(S) HOUSTON RESEARCH PROJECT (3-0-3)

See Arch 414.

Fox, S.

618(F) LE CORBUSIER/MODERN ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

See Arch 418.

Ingersoll, R.

618(S) WRITING IN THE MARGINS OF ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

In this seminar we will look at contemporary theory—specifically in the disciplines of literature,

psychology, and feminist criticism—implicating the practice of architecture through recent

projects used as case studies. Should architecture aspire to these conditions of poststructuralist

thought—which for the time are only written in the margins of architectural discourse—or is

architecture a discipline that confounds contemporary theory?

Wamble, M.

620 HISTORY OF BUILDING TECHNOLOGY (3-0-3)

See Arch 420.

Wittenberg, G.

623 PROFESSIONALISM AND MANAGEMENT IN ARCHITEC-
TURAL PRACTICE (3-0-3)

See Arch 423.

Fleishacker, A., Furr, J.

625(F) THEORY AND MODERNISM (3-0-3)

See Arch 325.

Gamard, E.

628(S) HISTORY IN ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

A seminar on the discourse of history in and around architecture and its impact on architectural

ideas.

Gamard, E.

635(F) INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROJECTS IN ARCHITEC-
TURE(3-0-3)

See Arch 435.

DeLaura, L.

636(S) COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN (3-0-3)

See Arch 436.

DeLaura, L.

640(S) ADVANCED COMPUTER MODELING AND RENDERING (3-0-3)
See Arch 440.

van Horn, P.

643(S) THE HISTORY OF THE CITY (3-0-3)

See Arch 343.

Ingersoll, R.
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644(S) CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN (3-0-3)

See Arch 344.
'•-'""'"'-'' Parsons, S.

645(F) NATURAL ENVIRONMENT FACTORS (3-0-3)

See Arch 345.

Blackburn, J.

646(S) HISTORY OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

See Arch 346.
' GamardyE.

647(F) LATE TWENTIETH-CENTURY ARCHITECTURE AND
URBANISM (3-0-3)

The design process and the hved-in form of architecture and urbanism are the primary focus of this
lecture course. The scope of inquiry will comprehend the development of current building types,

new technological practices, emerging urban patterns, the changing role of the architect, and
stylistic trends.

' " Ingersoll.R.

650(S) ADVANCED APPLICATIONS IN COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN
(Variable)

This course is intended for those students who wish to further explore CAD as a design and
presentation tool for architectural applications. The emphasis will be on three-dimensional
modeling and two-dimensional drafting as extensions of traditional media and methods of
architectural presentation.

DeLaura, L.

653(F) PHOTOGRAPHY FOR ARCHITECTS (3-0-3)

See Arch 353. "• ' •>«

White, F.

655(F) HOUSING AND URBAN PROGRAMS: ISSUES IN POLICY (3-0-3)

See Arch 455.

:*t'v '
'i-' Lord,T.

665(F) GRADUATE SEMINAR—ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN (3-0-3)

Seminars structured around topics dealing with design theory with special emphasis on participa-

tion by visiting critics and professors.

Visiting Critics

666(S) GRADUATE SEMINAR—ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN (3-0-3)

See Arch 665.

Visiting Critics

667(F) CRITICISM AND ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

This seminar investigates the history of critical writings on architecture from the eighteenth

century to the present and analyzes the various categories, such as aesthetics, politics, and
technology, used to criticize architecture projects.

Ingersoll, R.

668(S) ANTI-ECOLOGY—ARCHITECTURE AGAINST NATURE; OR,
A HISTORY OF ECOLOGISM IN ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

"Anti-ecology" is the pessimistic antithesis to the optimistic pursuit of ecological design. It is

predicated on the observation that human settlement and architecture are inherently against nature.

The course analyzes the theory and practice of architecture from the fifteenth century until

postmodernism in terms of its relationship to nature and resources.

Ingersoll, R.
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670(S) THE BAUHAUS AND THE TEXTS OF MODERNISM (3-0-3) '

This seminar analyzes the writings of the three successive directors of the Bauhaus, Walter

Gropius, Hannes Meyer, and Mies van der Rohe, as well as those ofsome ofthe important members
of the Bauhaus, such as Itten, van Doesberg, Klee, and Schlemmer.

Ingersoll, R.

700 PRACTICUM (3-0-3)

Full-time internship service in approved local offices under interdisciplinary supervision. Empha-
sis on "real world" design, planning, or research experiences. Special tuition. May be taken in any

semester or in summer.

Staff

701 THESIS PREPARATION ( 1 -0- 1

)

Staff

702 THESIS STUDIO (0-10-10)

Lerup,L.,Pope,A.

711(Sec. 1) SPECIAL PROJECTS (Variable)

Independent research or design arranged in consultation with a faculty member subject to approval

of the student's faculty adviser and director.

Pope, A.

711(Sec. 2) THESIS PREPARATION (1-0-1)

714 INDEPENDENT DESIGN PROJECTS (Variable)

Pope, A.

800 GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

Pope, A.
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Art and Art History

The School of Humanities

Professor Neil Havens, Chair

Professors Broker, Camfield, Poulos, Smith (on leave fall 1995), and Winningham
Associate Professors Huberman, Manca (on leave fall 1995),

VV^»>^ Naficy, Widrig, and Wilson

Assistant Professors Dillon, Keeton, Mersereau, Neagley,

'

[
^

^^ and Sparagana (on leave 1995-96)

"' ' Distinguished Lecturer McEvilley

Playwright-in-Residence Bren Dubay
Visiting Lecturer Neff

Degrees Offered: B.A., B.F.A., M.A.

The Department of Art and Art History offers courses in studio art, the history of

art, media studies, and theater.

A minimum oftwelve semester courses (36 to 38 hours depending on certain course

options) are required for the full major. These courses are classified according to two

distinct tracks within the department: a Studio Art Track and an Art History Track. Each
major is asked to select one of those two tracks.

In the Studio Art Track, ten courses in Studio Art and two courses in Art History

are required, with open selection subject to prerequisites and consultation with the studio

faculty adviser.

In the Art History Track, ten courses in the History of Art and two courses in Studio

Art are required, with the additional proviso that the ten History of Art courses must

include History of Art 205 and 206 (introductory survey courses), one non-Western

course, at least one seminar, and some chronological distribution. One Intern course and

one course outside the department, approved in advance by the History of Art adviser,

may be taken with credit toward the major. The faculty strongly recommends courses

on theoretical perspectives in the visual arts and the study of foreign languages.

Double majors are also required to select either the Studio or Art History Track and

must take a minimum of ten semester courses. In the Studio Art Track, eight courses

must be in Studio Art and two in Art History. In the Art History and Criticism Track,

eight courses must be in the History of Art and two in Studio Art, with the additional

condition that three of the courses must be Hart 205, 206, and a non-Western course.

For all majors, at least halfthe required number ofcourses must be at the 300 or 400
level, of which more than half must be taken at Rice.

In addition to department requirements for the major, students must also satisfy all

the university requirements for the B.A. degree. See Degree Requirements and Majors,

pages 67-75.

Bachelor of Fine Arts Program. The Bachelor of Fine Arts program consists of

a fifth year of intensive study in the creative arts to be taken after a student has obtained

a B.A. degree in art at Rice or its equivalent at another university. Candidates possessing

a B.A. degree with a major in a field other than art may, in exceptional cases, be admitted
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to the program. Special fifth-year courses are available to the B.F.A. candidate only, in

addition to advanced courses normally offered by the department. Satisfactory comple-

tion of a total of 30 semester hours in approved courses or the equivalent in approved

major electives at the 300-400 or 500 level is required for the B.F.A. degree.

Admission to the program is determined by the recommendation of the Bachelor

of Fine Arts Committee in the department. For further information about application

forms, deadlines, admission standards, and the like, write to the chairman of the

Department of Art and Art History.

Graduate Program. Qualified students are eligible to apply for the graduate

program leading to a degree of Master of Arts in art history with options in classical

archaeology and media studies. Areas of concentration in art history are those in the

Western tradition of European and American Art. Graduate work is also possible in

Asian Studies and Media Studies.

Graduate fellowships and scholarships are awarded on the basis of scholarly

achievement and available funds. Fellowships consist of a stipend and a waiver of

tuition; scholarships provide only a waiver of tuition. Graduate students, as part of their

training, will be expected to render some service as research assistants.

Entering students must pass a reading examination in either French or German. In

classical archaeology, a reading examination in Greek or Latin is also mandatory. Other

languages may be required depending on the course of studies chosen by the student.

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts:

1

.

Complete with high standing a minimum of 33 hours of graduate course work
to include a three-hour course in art historical concepts, history, and methods

of research; a nine-hour thesis in the second year; and 1 8 hours of lecture,

seminar, and reading courses. For students in classical archaeology, an

additional six hours must be earned in archaeological field experience.

2. Pass satisfactorily a comprehensive examination.

Rice University Art Gallery

Kimberly Davenport, Director

Rice University Art Gallery organizes exhibitions and related activities designed

to enrich the teaching program of the Department of Art and Art History as well as the

larger community of the university, the city of Houston, and beyond.

Rice Media Center
The Rice Media Center mounts several photographic exhibits each year and

sponsors the "Rice Cinema" film series, a public film program presented four times a

week. Featured films include classic and contemporary titles, independent and experi-

mental films, documentaries, and alternative cinemas. The program is intimately

connected with the teaching curriculum in Media Studies and in film and photography

production. It is enriched by frequent guest lecturers, panel discussions, and media
events.
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History of Art and Architecture

History ofArt Courses

205(F) INTRODUCTION—HISTORY OF ART (4-0-4)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A survey of painting, sculpture, and architecture from the Paleohthic period to the fifteenth

century. An additional hour of tutorial per week will be assigned during the first week.

Widrig, W., Neagley, L.

206(S) INTRODUCTION—HISTORY OF ART (4-0-4)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A survey of painting, sculpture, and architecture from the Renaissance to the twentieth century.

An additional hour of tutorial per week will be assigned during the first week.
Dillon, D., Manca, J.

209 INTRODUCTION TO ASIAN ART (3 0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A survey of the art of Asia from the Neolithic period to the present. , ;r

Wilson, R.

218(S) HISTORY OF FILM (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Classic films from both silent and sound eras. Griffith, Eisenstein, Chaplin, Stroheim, Sternberg,

Renoir, Renais, Godard, Bergman, and others. Attention to technique, theory, principles of

criticism, relationship to art history in general.

McEvilley, T.

291(F) SPECIAL TOPICS (Variable)

Courses at the introductory level or special research and reading. May be used in awarding transfer

credit. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
•••/ '',':'.•' Stajf

292(S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

Staff

293(F) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

Staff

294(S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

Staff
i ,.1

295(F) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

Staff

296(S) SPECIAL TOPICS IN FILM HISTORY (3-0-3)

A changing set oftopics. Will focus attention on themes such as auteur theory, directorial signature,

film and semiotics, film and social control, film and revolution, film and Christianity, surrealist

film, film and the other arts, etc.

McEvilley, T.

304(S) ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE PREHISTORIC AEGEAN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A survey of the material culture of Aegean civilizations from the Neolithic era to the end of the

Bronze Age (c. 6000-1000 b.c). Emphasis is placed on the Minoan and Mycenaean cultures,

understanding them within the larger Mediterranean world, as well as their important legacy to

later ancient Greece. No prerequisites. Hart 205 recommended. Not offered 1995-96.

Mersereau, R.
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305(F) GREEK ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY I (3-0-3) f

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study of the material culture and society ofearly Greece, from its origins in the Greek "Dark Ages"
through the crucial and formative Geometric, Orientalizing, and Archaic periods (c. 1 000-480 B.C.)

No prerequisites. Hart 205 and 304 recommended.
Mersereau, R.

306(S) GREEK ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY H (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study of the material culture and society of Classical and Hellenistic Greece, beginning with the

fifth century b.c. and following developments and changes throughout the fourth century to the

Age of Alexander the Great and his successors. Hart 205 recommended. Hart 305 or permission

of instructor required.

Mersereau, R.

307(F) ETRUSCAN AND EARLY ROMAN ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Art, architecture, and civilization in Italy from prehistoric times through the Etruscans and the

early Roman Republic.

Mersereau, R.

308(F) ROMAN ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY (3 3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Architecture, sculpture, and painting of the ancient Romans from the founding of Rome and the

Republic through the Imperial era to the age of Constantine. Emphasis will be placed on cultural

context and interaction. The geographical range will comprise the entire European and Mediter-

ranean worlds that were encompassed in the Roman Empire. Hart 205 recommended. Hart 306 or

permission of instructor required.

Mersereau, R.

309(S) LATE ANTIQUE AND EARLY CHRISTIAN ART (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The adaptation of Late Antique art and architecture to Christian content in the centuries following

Constantine.

Widrig, W.

317(S) EARLY MEDIEVAL ART FROM FIFTH CENTURY TO RO-
MANESQUE PERIOD (3-0-3)

The first half of the course will focus on the art and architecture produced in Europe during the

"DarkAges," including the work ofthe Visigoths, Celts, Anglo-Saxons, Merovingians, Carolingians,

and Ottonians. The second half of the course will consider the major revival of art and architecture

in the medieval monasteries of the Romanesque period. Not offered 1995-96.

Neagley, L.

319(S) GOTHIC ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN NORTHERN EUROPE,
1140-1300: "THE AGE OF THE CATHEDRALS" (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

This course will examine the full array ofsacred art and architecture produced in the Early and High
Gothic Periods in northern Europe. Cathedral architecture, sculpture, stained glass, manuscripts,

and metalwork will be studied in relationship to expansion of royal and episcopal power.

Neagley, L.

321(S) ART AND THE MIND (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Selected topics in art history, criticism, aesthetics, philosophy, and the psychology of art. Previous

art history courses desirable but not required.

McEvilley, T.
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330(F) INTRODUCTION TO FILM (4-0-4)

Students are introduced to the art and aesthetics offdm as an artifact produced within certain social

contexts. Topics include style; narration; mise-en-scene; editing; sound; ideology; classical

Hollywood cinema; independent, alternative, nonfiction, and Third World cinemas.

Naficy, H.

331(S) FILM AND TV AUTHORS: KUBRICK, SCORSESE, MEKAS (4-0-4)

Focuses on theories and issues of authorship in fdm and television. Presents a structuralist and
poststructuralist reading of fdms of selected fdmmakers in the context of the social issues of their

times. Not offered spring 1996.

Naficy, H.

338(S) INTRODUCTION TO TELEVISION AND VIDEO (3-0 3)

Provides a broad overview of the history of American television and video. It will familiarize

students with milestone genres, programs, and videos, contextualizing them within socioeconomic
and political events and discourses of the time. Mainstream TV and newer forms such as cable TV,
video art, and ethnic TV will be examined. Not offered spring 1996.

Naficy, H.

340(S) GENDER, MODERNISM, AND REPRESENTATION (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Examination of the network of connections linking issues of gender, modernism, and representa-

tion in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century European painting. Concentration on the

Impressionists and Post-Impressionists in France and the Pre-Raphaelites and the Bloomsbury
group in England. Readings focused on specific artists and paintings, social history, and theoretical

inquiries into larger categories of gender, sexuality, modernism, and the issue of representation.

Dillon, D.

345(F) RENAISSANCE AND BAROQUE ARCHITECTURE IN ITALY:
A TALE OF THREE CITIES AND THREE CENTURIES (3-0-3)

The course first considers fifteenth century Rome, moves on to sixteenth century Rome before the

Sack of 1527, then architectural expression based on a personally interpreted Classicism,

seventeenth century Baroque Rome, and fmally the late seventeenth century/early eighteenth

century new possibilities which come to the fore in the area around Turin.

Widrig, W.

346(S) 19TH-20TH CENTURY ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The origins of modem architecture in rival modes of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; the

new architecture of Richaidson, Sullivan, and Wright; the International Style of Gropius, Le
Corbusier, and Mies; to the mid-twentieth century. Also offered as Arch 346.

McKee, E.

356(S) TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN ART (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Survey of painting, sculpture, photography, and architecture in the United States from 1900 to

midcentury.

Camfield, W.

358(S) REPRESENTING HISTORY IN AMERICAN ART FROM COLO-
NIAL TIMES TO 1900 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Consideration of the way history has been thematized in American art, focusing on the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries. The course will examine painting, architecture, sculpture, photography,

and decorative arts within a broader social framework, contextualizing these objects with other

forms of cultural expression, such as historical pageantry, novels, and nonfictional historical

writing. Not offered 1995-96.

Dillon, D.
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361(F) ART OF CHINA (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Chinese painting, sculpture, and decorative arts with special consideration of recent archaeologi-

cal finds. Prerequisite: Hart 209 or permission of instructor.

Wilson, R.

365(S) ARTS OF JAPAN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

From pre-Buddhist Japanese art to the impact of Chinese and Korean culture and the emergence
ofindigenous Japanese expression in the arts and architecture. Prerequisite: Hart 209 or permission

of instructor.

Wilson, R.

370(S) LATE GOTHIC ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN NORTHERN
EUROPE, 13001500: "PRIVATE, PUBLIC, AND RELIGIOUS LIFE
IN THE COURT, THE CITY, AND THE CHURCH" (3-0-3)

This course will examine the art and architecture produced in the Late Gothic period within three

distinct settings—the court, the city, and the church. We will explore private, public, and religious

life as expressed in the objects, architecture, and decoration of the castle and palace, the house, the

city hall and hospital, and the chapel and parish church. Not offered 1995-96.

Neagley, L.

375(F) ART OF THE NORTHERN RENAISSANCE (3-0 3)

Art in northern Europe from Jan van Eyck to Peter Bruegel. Not offered 1995-96.

Manca, J.

378(S) JAN VAN EYCK: PROBLEMS OF INTERPRETATION (3-0-3)

The seminar format will provide students with the opportunity for in-depth study and research into

the art and historiography of the early Netherlandish painter, Jan van Eyck. Not offered 1995-96.

Neagley, L.

380(S) INVESTIGATING DRAWING: THEORY AND PRACTICE (3-0-3)

Close examination of the basic principles of drawing and representation, focused through the

lenses of studio practice, art history, and theory. We will explore the fundamental categories of
representation—still life, landscape, figure—through the process of making drawings as well as

through related readings, group discussions, and writing assignments. Students must enroll in both

Arts 380 (three credit hours) and Hart 380 (three credit hours). May be substituted for Arts 225 as

a studio prerequisite. Not offered 1995-96.

Dillon, D.

404(F) SPECIAL TOPICS: THE CITY OF ATHENS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

An interdisciplinary seminar on ancient Athens, from the Neolithic Age to the Roman Period,

thematically organized by an examination of the utilization of space and resources. Emphasis will

be placed on the monuments of Classical Athens in the fifth century b.c, especially architectural

forms and their political, social, and religious functions. Hart 305 and 306 or permission of
intructor required.

Mersereau, R.

405(S) GREEK AND ROMAN ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A study of the fundamental principles of design, construction, and function of Greek and Roman
domestic and monumental architecture as documented in the archaeological record and ancient

literary sources. Consideration is given to the respective cultural contexts regarding architectural

form and function. Hart 205 recommended. Prerequisites: Hart 305, 306, and 308 or permission
of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Mersereau, R.
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411(S) EARLY RENAISSANCE ART IN ITALY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Art and architecture from Giotto to Botticelli with an emphasis on painting and sculpture in the

fifteenth century. Not offered 1995-96.

Manca, J.

412(F) THE HIGH RENAISSANCE AND MANNERISM IN ITALY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A study of the High Renaissance, with an emphasis on its leading masters: Leonardo, Raphael,

Bramante, Michelangelo, and Titian. The course will include a study of Mannerism, the stylish art

produced after the first quarter of the sixteenth century. Not offered 1995-96.

Manca, J.

417(S) MASTERS OF THE BAROQUE ERA (3-0-3)

A study of the works of the greatest painters and sculptors in Europe during the Baroque period,

including Rembrandt, Rubens, Caravaggio, Poussin, Claude, and Velazquez. Not offered 1995-

96.

Manca, J.

419(F) THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The art and architecture of the Age of Enlightenment, including Rococo, Neoclassicism, and early

Romanticism.
Stajf

425(S) JOHN SINGLETON COPLEY IN COLONIAL AMERICA AND
GEORGIAN ENGLAND (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

This seminar, focusing on two special exhibitions of the work of John Singleton Copley at the

Museum of Fine Arts, will explore the cultural functions of portraiture and history painting in the

context of the growing commercialization of the Anglo-American art world during the eighteenth

century.

Dillon, D.,Neff,E.

439(F) DOCUMENTARY AND ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM (4-0-4)

Provides a broad overview of the history of documentary and ethnographic cinema. Maintaining

a worldwide perspective, both canonical and alternative films and film movements will be

discussed. Particular attention will be paid to the shifting and overlapping boundaries offiction and

nonfiction genres. Also offered as Anth 439.

Naficy, H.

440(F) NON-WESTERN CINEMA: THIRD WORLD CINEMAS (4-0-4)

Deals with significant national cinemas, film movements, and filmmakers ofthe Third World from

Africa to Latin America, from the Middle East to China. Colonial and postcolonial discourses will

be mobilized. Limited enrollment. Also offered as Anth 440.

Naficy, H.

461(S) NINETEENTH-CENTURY ART (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Major developments in painting and sculpture from late eighteenth-century Neoclassicism and

Romanticism through Realism, Impressionism, and Post-Impressionism. Brief consideration of

architecture, photography, and decorative arts.

Stajf

463(F) TRENDS IN CONTEMPORARY ART (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Consideration of trends in the painting and sculpture of America and Europe, from Abstract

Expressionism to the present. Emphasis on American art and criticism. Prerequisite: Hart 475 or

permission of instructor.

Camfield, W.
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471(S) CULTURE, MEDIA, SOCIETY (4-0-4)

Focuses on cultural productions as vehicles by which a society speaks to itself and to others across

national, cultural, and other boundaries. Uses contemporary theories of culture and media to

examine the way meaning and cultural capital are created, minority and alternative views are

represented, and individual and group identities are constructed. Also offered as Anth 571. Not
offered spring 1996.

Naficy, H.

475(F) EUROPEAN TWENTIETH-CENTURY ART (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Consideration of major developments in painting and sculpture from the 1880s to the 1940s:

Impressionism and Post-Impressionism through Expressionism, Cubism, Abstraction, Dada, and

Surrealism. Brief consideration of architecture and photography.

Camfield, W.

480/580THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE VISUAL ARTS (3 0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Exploration of theoretical approaches to the visual arts, incorporating texts from Plato to

postmodernism. Readings and discussions clustered around a series ofoverlapping themes central

in the history of art history. Topics include the concept of mimesis, questions of authorship and

the use of biography, issues of originality and rarity, theories of taste and aesthetic experience, the

relationship between art and social life, and representations of the body and sexuality.

Dillon, D.

482(S) BUDDHISM: ART AND FAITH (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Buddhist art (writing, painting, sculpture, architecture, crafts) from the third century B.C. to the

sixteenth century a.d. Some background in Asian culture helpful but not required.

Wilson, R.

483(F) ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELDWORK AND RESEARCH (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Fieldwork and research applied to specific archaeological problems.

Stajf

484(S) ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELDWORK AND RESEARCH (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I .

See Hart 483.

Stajf

489(S) LEONARDO AND MICHELANGELO (3 0-3)

The art and thought of the two greatest geniuses of the Italian Renaissance. Not offered 1995-96.

Manca, J.

492 SPECIAL TOPICS: FOUR MODERN MASTERS (3-0-3)

Consideration of the art, life, context, and criticism of Picasso, Marcel Duchamp, Max Ernst, and
Rene Magritte. Prerequisite: Hart 475 or permission of instructor.

Camfield, W.

494 THE GOTHIC PORTAL (3-0-3)

This seminar will focus on the form and meaning of the sculptural programs attached to French

Gothic cathedrals, such as Chartres, Reims, and Amiens. Issues of iconography, style, and
production as well as more recent concerns of narrative, reception, and audience will be discussed

within the context of medieval church doctrine and political and social life. Not offered 1995-96.

Neagley, L.

495(F) MUSEUM INTERN PROGRAM (Variable)

Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Staff
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496(S) MUSEUM INTERN PROGRAM (Variable)

See Hart 495. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Stajf

497(F) SENIOR THESIS (3-0-3)

Thesis written under the direction of a member of the faculty. Limited to senior art majors.

Prerequisite: permission of faculty.

Stajf

498(S) SENIOR THESIS (3-0-3)

See Hart 497.

499(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

504(F) THE CITY OF ATHENS (3-0-3)

Graduate level. See Hart 404.

Stajf

Staff

Mersereau, R.

505(S) GREEK AND ROMAN ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

Graduate level. See Hart 405.
Mersereau, R.

509(S) LATE ANTIQUE AND EARLY CHRISTIAN ART (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

See Hart 309.
Widrig, W.

525(S) JOHN SINGLETON COPLEY IN COLONIAL AMERICA AND
GEORGIAN ENGLAND (3-0-3)

See Hart 425. " Dillon, D.,Neff,E.

539(F) DOCUMENTARY AND ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM (4-0-4)

See Hart 439. Also offered as Anth 539.

Naficy, H.

545(F) GRADUATE SEMINAR—RENAISSANCE AND BAROQUE ARCHI-
TECTURE (3-0-3)

Consideration of theoretical issues involved in the development of the Renaissance-Baroque

styles. Individual project assignments. Prerequisite: Hart 345 or equivalent.

Widrig, W.

571 CULTURE, MEDIA, SOCIETY (4-0-4)

See Hart 47 1 . Also offered as Anth 57 1

.

Naficy, H.

575(F) TOPICS IN MODERN ART (3-0-3)

Camfield, W.

580 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE VISUAL ARTS (3-0-3)

Graduate level. See Hart 480.
Dillon, D.

583(F) ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELDWORK AND RESEARCH (3-0-3)

Graduate level. See Hart 483, 484.
Staff
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584(S) ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELDWORK AND RESEARCH (3 0-3)

See Hart 483, 484.

Stajf

585(F) INDEPENDENT READING (3-0-3)

Stajf

586(S) INDEPENDENT READING (3-0-3)

Stajf

591(F) MASTER OF ARTS THESIS (Variable)

Graduate-level courses or special research and reading. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Staff

592 MASTER OF ARTS THESIS (Variable) '
? A

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Manca, J.

593(F) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

594(S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

595(F) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

597(F) INTERNSHIP PROGRAM (Variable) * <

See Hart 495. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

598(S) INTERNSHIP PROGRAM (Variable)

See Hart 496. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

800 THESIS AND RESEARCH (Variable)

Studio Art, Film, and Photography

Arts Courses

205(F) PHOTOGRAPHY I (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Exploration of the basic materials and processes of the photographic medium; viewing, analysis,

and discussion of the medium's history and current trends.

Winningham, G.

206(S) PHOTOGRAPHY II (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Second semester photography. Continuation of Arts 205.

Winningham, G.

216(S) 35MM PHOTOGRAPHY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Staff
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225 DRAWING I (0-6-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Introduction to the problems of drawing using various media (charcoal, pencil, pen and ink).

Staff

291 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN DESIGN (Variable)

Problems at the introductory level in creative art with individual instruction and criticism. May be
used in awarding transfer credit.

Staff

292 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN DRAWING (Variable)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

293 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN DRAWING (Variable)

294 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN STUDIO ART (Variable)

295 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PHOTOGRAPHY (Variable)

Staff

Staff

Staff

Winningham, G.

296(S) SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN FILM & VIDEOTAPE MAKING (Variable)

Huberman, B.

301(F) PAINTING I (0-6-3) - -. .

'

.

>'-- 1 "'-. u

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Problems in painting, both traditional and experimental, in various opaque media. Prerequisite:

Arts 225 or permission of instructor.

Keeton, D.

302(S) PAINTING I (0-6-3)
"..... ,....,

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

See Arts 301.

Staff

305(F) PHOTOGRAPHY III (3-0-3)

Advanced problems in photography. Emphasis on independent pursuit ofprojects submitted by the

students.

,. ,
,

• Winningham, G.

306(S) PHOTOGRAPHY IV (3-0-3)

Continuance of Arts 305.

Winningham, G.

311(F) PRINTMAKING I (0-6-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Etching in black and white, color, and monoprint techniques.

Broker, K.

312(S) PRINTMAKING H (0-6-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Etching and photo etching, including advanced color methods and coUograph techniques.

Broker, K.

313(F) LITHOGRAPHY I (0-6-3)

Stone and plate lithography in black and white.

Broker. K.
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320(S) PRINTMAKING: MONOTYPE (0-6-3)

Introduction to monotype. Exploration of black and white and color monotype printing. Prereq-

uisite: Arts 225 and permission of instructor.

Stajf

325(F) LIFE DRAWING (0-6-3)

*DISTRIBUT10N COURSE: GROUP I

Drawing from the model in various media. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Stajf

326(S) LIFE DRAWING (0-6-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 1

See Arts 325.

Stajf

327 FILM AND VIDEOTAPE MAKING I (0-5-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A study of the expressive possibilities of the media, video documentary production, and 16mm
animation.

Hubermati, B.

328 FILM AND VIDEOTAPE MAKING I (0-5-3)

One major film project by the class employing 16mm film and synchronous sound equipment.

Prerequisite: Arts 327.

Huberman, B.

329(F) FILM FORM (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Viewing, analysis, and discussion of modem and classic films.

Huberman, B.

337(S) COLOR DRAWING (0-6-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Introduction to color using still lifes and employing various media (pastel and watercolor).

Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.

Poulos, B.

345(F) COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Fundamental techniques of color photography, including special problems in color camera work,

color negative and transparency processing, and color printing. Prerequisite: Arts 205, 206.

Winningham, G.

346(S) COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY II (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuance of Arts 345.

365(F) SCULPTURE I (0-6-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Sculpture in wood, metal welding, and other sculptural media.

366(S) SCULPTURE I (0-6-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

See Arts 365.

Winningham, G.

Staff

Smith, G.
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390(S) INVESTIGATING DRAWING: THEORY AND PRACTICE (3-0-3)

Close examination of the basic principles of drawing and representation, focused through the

lenses of studio practice, art history, and theory. We will explore the fundamental categories of

representation—still life, landscape, figure—through the process of making drawings as well as

through related readings, group discussions, and writing assignments. Students must enroll in both

Arts 390 (three credit hours) and Hart 390 (three credit hours). May be substituted for Arts 225 as

a studio prerequisite.

Staff

391 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN DRAWING (Variable)

Problems in creative art with individual instruction and criticism. May be used in awarding transfer

credit. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. . yiM't-.v, ;,•;)- • •;
'

Staff

392 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN LIFE DRAWING (Variable)

393 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PAINTING (Variable) .;y

394 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PRINTMAKING (Variable)

Staff

Keeton, D.

Broker, K.

395 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PHOTOGRAPHY (Variable)

Winningham, G.

396(F) SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN FILM AND VIDEOTAPE (Variable)

See Arts 391.
Huberman, B.

397 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN SCULPTURE (Variable)

Smith, G.

420 ADVANCED DRAWING (0-6-3)

Large scale drawing with conte and pencil. Various drawing surfaces and ideas explored.

423 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PAINTING (Variable)

Staff

Staff

427(F) FILM AND VIDEOTAPE MAKING II (1-5-3)

One major film project by each student, using either video or 16mm film.

428(S) FILM AND VIDEOTAPE MAKING H (1-5-3)

See Arts 427.

Huberman, B.

Huberman, B.

432(S) FILM GENRE: THE WESTERN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The essential American film experience spanning all the years of U.S. cinema. Focusing on the

Western, the course concerns itself with the mythic function of this film genre in society.

Huberman, B.
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445 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN DRAWING (Variable)

Advanced problems in creative art with individual instruction and criticism. May be used in

awarding transfer credit. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Stajf

Staff

Staff

Staff

446 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN DRAWING (Variable)

447 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN LIFE DRAWING (Variable)

448 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN LIFE DRAWING (Variable)

449 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PRINTMAKING (Variable)

450 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PRINTMAKING (Variable)

451 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PAINTING (Variable)

452 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PAINTING (Variable)

453 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PHOTOGRAPHY (Variable)

454 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PHOTOGRAPHY (Variable)

Broker, K.

Staff

Poulos, B.

Poulos, B.

Winningham, G.

Winningham, G.

455(F) SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN FILM AND VIDEOTAPE (Variable)

Huberman, B.

456(S) SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN FILM AND VIDEOTAPE (Variable)

See Arts 445.

{l-C-0) >'',)if,.i|:a 'J O! Huberman, B.

457(F) SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN SCULPTURE (Variable)

458 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN SCULPTURE (Variable)

465 SCULPTURE II (0-6-3)

Advanced problems in various sculptural media. Prerequisite: Arts 365, 366.

466(F/S) SCULPTURE H (0-6-3)

Staff

Smith, G.

Smith, G.

Smith, G.

475(F) ADVANCED PAINTING (0-6-3)

Advanced problems in painting. Emphasis on independent development and participation in class

critiques. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Poulos, B.
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476(S) ADVANCED PAINTING (0-6-3)

See Arts 475.

Poulos, B.

501(F) STUDIO I: PAINTING (0-6-3)

Individual work in the studio arts, film, or photography under the direction of one or more staff

members. Restricted to B.F.A. degree candidates.

Stajf

502(S) STUDIO I: PAINTING (0-6-3)

See Arts 501. , , . . ...X ».

503(F) STUDIO I: SCULPTURE (0-6-3)

See Arts 501.

504(S) STUDIO I: SCULPTURE (0-6-3) - ^ -^
See Arts 501.

-' "' "**' *:--.^-i '
I Alt

505(F) STUDIO I: DRAWING (0-6-3)

See Arts 501.

506(S) STUDIO I: DRAWING (0-6-3)

See Arts 501.

507(F) STUDIO I: LIFE DRAWING (0-6-3) H;

See Arts 501.

"" '""'"""'"^ >^-. ...
-If v,";: ;(.:^j;;.;

;?--:
^( ;'

J,

508(S) STUDIO I: LIFE DRAWING (0-6-3)

See Arts 501.

509(F) STUDIO I: DESIGN (0-6-3)

See Arts 501.

A.,. /:V

511(F) STUDIO I: PRINTMAKING (0-6-3)

See Arts 501. '
. • 'i'i JM'

512(S) STUDIO I: PRINTMAKING 0-6-3)

See Arts 501.

513(F) STUDIO I: PHOTOGRAPHY (0-6-3)

See Arts 501.

514(S) STUDIO I: PHOTOGRAPHY (0-6-3)

See Arts 501.

Smith, G.

Stajf

Winningham, G.

Staff
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See Arts 501.
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Huberman, B.

516(S) STUDIO I: FILMMAKING (0-6-3)

See Arts 501.

520(F) STUDIO II: PAINTING (0-12-6)

The same as Arts 501-516 with increased credit hours.

521(S) STUDIO II: PAINTING (0-12-6)

See Arts 520.

522(F) STUDIO II: SCULPTURE (0-12-6)

See Arts 520.

523(S) STUDIO II: SCULPTURE (0-12-6)

See Arts 520.

/' :l;* '"'k .;

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Smith, G.

524(F) STUDIO II: DRAWING (0-12-6)

See Arts 520.

525(S) STUDIO II: DRAWING (0-12-6)

See Arts 520.

530(F) STUDIO II: PRINTMAKING (0-12-6)

See Arts 520.

531(S) STUDIO II: PRINTMAKING (0-12-6)

See Arts 520.

532(F) STUDIO II: PHOTOGRAPHY (0-12-6)

See Arts 520.

533(S) STUDIO H: PHOTOGRAPHY (0-12-6)

See Arts 520.

534(F) STUDIO H: FILMMAKING (0-12-6)

See Arts 520.

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Winningham, G.

Winningham, G.

Huberman, B.

535(S) STUDIO II: FILMMAKING (0-12-6)

See Arts 520.
Huberman, B.

546(F) STUDIO HI: PHOTOGRAPHY (0-18-9)

See Arts 520.
Winningham, G.
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547(S) STUDIO III: PHOTOGRAPHY (0-18-9)

See Arts 520.

Winningham, G.

548(F) STUDIO III: FILMMAKING (0 18 9) i'iU
See Arts 520. -

. '

Huberman, B.

549(S) STUDIO HI: FILMMAKING (0-18-9) (V! i/ > ;

See Arts 520. .:ii .J' ^ >><.' ";

Huberman, B.

Theater Courses ^^
i

. , »j .

.
...

301(F) ACTING I (3 3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I .........

Development of the actor's technique through exercises in body work, concentration, creative

imagination, sensory perception, and improvisation. Permission of instructor required.

Havens, N.

302(S) ACTING II (3-0-3)

" '

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 1

Scene analysis, characterization, work on acting roles. Permission of instructor required.

Havens, N.

327(F/S) SPECIAL PROBLEMS: INTRODUCTION TO PLAYWRITING
(3-0-3)

Independent study. Permission of instructor required. . .t. ».. „ . .

Dubay, B.

329(F/S) SPECIAL PROBLEMS: TECHNICAL PRODUCTION (3-0-3)

Independent study. Permission of instructor required.

Havens, N.

431(F/S) SPECIAL PROBLEMS: HISTORY, LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Independent study. Permission of instructor required.

Havens, N.

432(F) SPECIAL PROBLEMS: DESIGN, DIRECTING (3-0-3)

Independent study. Permission of instructor required.

Havens, N.

432(S) SPECIAL PROBLEMS: DESIGN, DIRECTING (3-0-3)

Independent study. Permission of instructor required.

Dubay, B.

433(F/S) SPECIAL PROBLEMS: ADVANCED PLAYWRITING (3-0-3)

Independent study. Permission of instructor required.

Dubay, B.

434(F/S) SPECIAL PROBLEMS: NEW PLAY WORKSHOP (3-0-3)

Independent study. Permission of instructor required.

Dubay, B.

435(F/S) SPECIAL PROBLEMS: ADVANCED ACTING (3 0-3)

Independent study. Permission of instructor required.

Havens, N.
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Asian Studies

The School of Humanities and the School of Social Sciences

Professors Klein, Smith, Tyler, and von der Mehden ^ •'*

Associate Professor Wilson

Assistant Professor Qian

Adjunct Professor Mitchell

Lecturers Chen, Soeshima, and Yang

Degree Offered: B.A.

Asian Studies is an interdisciplinary major that explores the complex interaction

between political, social, religious, and other important spheres of human life in Asia.

Emphasis is placed not only on the diversity and achievements ofAsian civilizations but

also on the ways an understanding of Asia may shed new light on Western cultural

traditions. The major is buiU around courses in the humanities and social science

divisions and a team-taught interdisciplinary core course, Introduction to Asian Civili-

zations.

Requirements: The undergraduate Asian Studies major will consist of 30 hours or

more of course work. All majors must take the core course, Huma 21 1 (cross-listed as

Reli 211 and Hist 206), and nine additional courses drawn from at least three of the

departments offering courses in Asian Studies. At least six of these courses must be

chosen from the 300 level or above, and no more than four semesters ofAsian languages

may be counted toward the major.

One or more independent reading courses taught by Asian Studies faculty in these

departments may be counted toward the major, although any changes in the require-

ments for the major must be approved by the Asian Studies Committee.

Majors are required to take at least one year of an Asian language. They may also,

of course, explore opportunities beyond the classes in Chinese, Japanese, Sanskrit,

Korean, and Tibetan offered on this campus.

Courses:

Anthropology

353 CULTURES OF INDIA (3-0-3)

Tyler. S.

Art and Art History

209 INTRODUCTION TO ASIAN ART (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson, R.
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361 ARTS OF CHINA (3 3)

365 ARTS OF JAPAN (3 3)

jr.

't ^.. iLi", h-yd) i
';;',*';!??'//.<. \K'

482 BUDDHISM: ART AND FAITH (3-0-3)

Wilson, R.

Wilson, R.

Wilson, R.

History

250/450 CHINESE CULTURE (3-0 3)

341 EARLY CHINESE HISTORY (3 3)

Not offered 1995-96.

342 MODERN CHINESE HISTORY (3 3)

343 CONTEMPORARY CHINA (3 3)

Not offered 1995-96.

353 THE COMPARATIVE MODERNIZATION OF CHINA AND
JAPAN (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

405 ISSUES IN COMPARATIVE HISTORY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Smith, R.

Smith, R.

Smith, R.

Smith, R.

Smith, R.

Smith, R.

Humanities

211 INTRODUCTION TO ASIAN CIVILIZATIONS (3-0-3)

Cross-listed as Hist 206 and Reli 211.

Klein, A., Smith, R., Wilson, R.

Linguistics > ^^^M-i

Linguistics Courses

330(F) INTRODUCTION TO TRADITIONAL CHINESE POETRY (3-0-3)

Cross-listed as Huma 330.

Qian, N.

332(S) CHINESE FILMS AND MODERN CHINESE LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Cross-listed as Huma 332.
r Qian.N.
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334 P^RODUCTION TO TRADITIONAL CHINESE NARRATIVE (3-0-3)

Cross-listed as Huma 334.

Qian, N.

440 THE CHINESE NOVEL (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

443 TOPICS IN CHINESE LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

Chinese Courses

201 ELEMENTARY CHINESE (3- 1 -4)

202 ELEMENTARY CHINESE (3-1-4)

301 INTERMEDIATE CHINESE (3- 1 -4)

302 INTERMEDIATE CHINESE (3-1-4)

Japanese Courses

101 ELEMENTARY JAPANESE (3-1-4)

102 ELEMENTARY JAPANESE (3- 1 -4)

201 INTERMEDIATE JAPANESE (3-0-3)

202 INTERMEDIATE JAPANESE (3-0-3)

301 ADVANCED JAPANESE READING (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

302 ADVANCED JAPANESE READING (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Korean Courses

101 ELEMENTARY KOREAN (3-0-3)

102 ELEMENTARY KOREAN (3-0-3)

Chen, L.

Chen, L.

Chen, L.

Chen, L.

Chen, L.

Chen, L.

Soeshima, Y.

Soeshima, Y.

Soeshima, Y.

A

Soeshima, Y.

Soeshima, Y.

Soeshima, Y.

Yang, I.

Yang, I.
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201 INTERMEDIATE KOREAN (3-0-3)

202 INTERMEDIATE KOREAN (3-0-3)

301 ADVANCED KOREAN (3-0-3)

302 ADVANCED KOREAN (3-0-3)

Sanskrit Courses

n ' ? €

^1 ,i},:-'i It

301 INTRODUCTION TO SANSKRIT (3 0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

302 INTRODUCTION TO SANSKRIT (3-0 3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Yang, I.

Yang, I.

Yang, I.

Yang, I.

Mitchell, E.

Mitchell, E. i

Political Science
^,'- ,.,'/_ rt 'I { .'.i^J'-hvl*

351 POLITICS OF SOUTHEAST ASIA (3-0-3)

von der Mehden, F.

353 POLITICS OF CHINA AND JAPAN (3-0-3) ^

Not offered 1995-96.

von der Mehden, F.

520 APPROACHES TO COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

, . : ., » . von der Mehden, F.

Religious Studies .^„,,

322/572 INTRODUCTION TO BUDDHISM (3-0-3)

325 BUDDHISM AND THE FEMALE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

470/570 BUDDHIST WISDOM TEXTS (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

471/571 BUDDHIST MEDITATION THEORY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

532 INTRODUCTION TO THE TIBETAN LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

Klein, A.

Klein, A.

Klein, A.

Klein, A.

Klein, A.
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BIOSCIENCES

Biochemistry & Cell Biology

The Wiess School of Natural Sciences

Professor Rudolph, Chair

Professors Beckingham, Bennett, Campbell, Glantz, Matthews,

Olson, Palmer, Phillips, Schroepfer, and Stewart

Associate Professors Gomer and Gustin

Assistant Professors Bartel, Braam, de Hostos, Gibson,

Matsuda, Nikonowicz, and Stern

Lecturer/ Laboratory Coordinator Cooper

Lecturer Clarage

Adjunct Professor Quiocho

Ecology & Evolutionary Biology

The Wiess School of Natural Sciences

Professor Sass, Chair

Professors Fisher, Harcombe, Philpott, Strassmann, Subtelny, and Ward
Associate Professor Queller

Adjunct Professors Cameron, Turner

Huxley Fellow Byrd

Lecturers/Laboratory Coordinators Caprette, Johnson

Degrees Ojfered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. The Departments of Biochemistry & Cell Biology and

Ecology & Evolutionary Biology offer a broad range of courses in the biosciences:

animal behavior, animal biology, biochemistry, biophysics, cell biology, developmen-

tal biology, ecology, endocrinology, evolutionary biology, genetics, immunology,

microbiology, molecular biology, neurobiology, plant biology, and advanced courses in

these and related areas. B.A. students may elect a major in biology or biochemistry and

select courses from this range of topics.

Biosciences Undergraduate Program

All biosciences majors must complete the following courses:

Math 101, 102, 211; Chem 101, 102, 105, 21 1, 212, 213, 214; Phys 125, 126;

Bios 201, 202, 301, 302; Bios lab courses 211,212, 213, 31 1, and any two of

thefollowing: Bios312, 313, 314, 315,316, 317, or318orStat305. Math 111

and 1 12 may be substituted for Math 101 ; Chem 111,112 may be substituted

for Chem 101, 102; Phys 101 and 1 02 or Phys 1 11 and 11 2 and their labs may
be substituted for Phys 125, 126.
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Biochemistry majors must also take: Bios 352 (or Chem i7 7 , 372); Bios 48 1

;

two additional biosciences courses listed as Group A (see course listings for

designation as Group A or B); an additional course, for three or more credits,

at the 200 level or higher in mathematics, physics, computer science, statistics,

or computational and applied mathematics; and an additional advanced

course, for three or more credits, in either chemistry or biosciences Group A.

One semester of Bios 401 or 402 may be counted as one of the courses from

Group A, provided that the faculty supervisor is from the Department of

Biochemistry & Cell Biology. The recommended courses for those taking a

limited number of Group A courses are Bios 341 and 344.

Biology majors must also take: two biosciences courses from Group A; one

biosciences course from Group B; and three additional biosciences courses

from Groups A and/or B . Stat 305 may be substituted for one of the three latter

courses. It is recommended, particularly for those planning research careers in

cell or molecular biology, that Bios 352 be chosen as one of these courses. For

those planning research careers in ecology or evolutionary biology, Stat 305

is recommended. One semester of Bios 401 or 402 may be counted as one of

the courses from Group A ( if the faculty supervisor is from the Department

of Biochemistry & Cell Biology ) or from Group B (if the faculty supervisor '

is from the Department of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology). The recom-

mended courses for those taking a limited number ofGroupA courses are Bios

341, 344, and 352.

It is recommended that the 100-level mathematics and chemistry courses be

taken in the freshman year; that the 100-level physics courses and Bios 201,

202 be taken in either the freshman or the sophomore year; and that Chem 211,

212, 213, 214 and Bios 211,212, 213 be taken in the sophomore year. Those ,

with a weak background in chemistry should complete Chem 101 , 102 before

taking Bios 201 , 202. Others are urged to take Bios 201 , 202 as freshmen, to

permit earlier access to advanced level Bios courses. Phys 125 and 126 are the

preferred physics courses for biosciences majors. However, Phys 101 and 102

or Phys 1 1 1 and 1 12 and their labs may be taken instead by those wishing to

preserve the option of majoring in a subject for which Phys 101 and 102 are

required. If Stat 305 is used to satisfy one ofthe lab course requirements, it may
not also be used to satisfy one of the lecture course requirements.

An undergraduate major in biosciences must have 48 semester hours in courses

numbered 300 or higher to obtain a Bachelor of Arts degree.

Students must also complete no fewer than 60 semester hours outside the depart-

mental requirements, for a total program of at least 1 29 semester hours ( 1 28 if the Phys

101, 102 option is chosen; 132 ifthe Math 111, 112 option is chosen). These must include

the required foundation courses and other courses needed to satisfy the distribution

requirements.

Undergraduate majors are encouraged but not required to pursue independent i

supervised research in Bios 401 and 402. Concurrent registration in Bios 411/412 and i

a thesis are required. Independent research projects may also be undertaken in Bios 310.

Coherent Minor. Students seeking a coherent minor in biological sciences are !i

advised to take either Bios 122, 201, and 202 or Bios 201,202 and either Bios 329 or 336.
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Accelerated Rice B.A./Ph.D. Program in

Biochemistry & Cell Biology

Qualified undergraduate students at Rice can apply to enroll in the biochemistry and

cell biology graduate program in their senior year. The course requirements for graduate

studies are therefore completed at the same time as the upper-level undergraduate degree

requirements; laboratory research performed as part of the undergraduate thesis project

can serve as the initial phases of the Ph.D. thesis work. As a result, the graduate careers

of these students will be accelerated by at least one full year, and, in principle, such

students should be able to obtain their Ph.D. degree approximately three years after

obtaining their B.A. degree.

Criteria for selection include academic performance (GPA > 3.3), GRE scores,

motivation, previous research experience, and personal qualities. Selection is made by

the department admissions committee.

Mechanics of the Program
The program requires the completion of two and a half years (or their equivalent)

of undergraduate studies at Rice before a student can be considered for enrollment in the

accelerated Ph.D. program. To continue in the program, the following requirements

must be fulfilled: (1) The student must take the GRE before receiving the B.A. degree

and receive scores greater than 80 percent in the Analytical and Quantitative Tests. (2)

Students must also maintain a B average in all courses in their senior year, and the usual

graduate requirements will apply for continuation in the program.

Graduate Program in Biochemistry & Cell Biology

General

Admission for graduate study in the Department of Biochemistry & Cell Biology

requires: (1) a bachelor's degree in biochemistry, biology, chemistry, or the equivalent;

and (2) demonstrated quality and motivation as indicated by the student's previous

academic record. Graduate Record Examination scores, and recommendations. Al-

though the department offers an M.A. degree, only on rare occasions will a student who
does not intend to pursue the Ph.D. degree be admitted to the graduate program.

The advanced degree requirements given on the following pages are those estab-

lished by the Department ofBiochemistry & Cell Biology and are above and beyond the

general requirements of Rice University for the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees. Students

should be familiar with the general university regulations for graduate students that are

listed in the Rice University General Announcements. Any changes in these policies

and/or regulations will be brought to your attention by the Office of Graduate Studies

and/or the Department of Biochemistry & Cell Biology.

A. Doctor of Philosophy Degree Program in Biochemistry & Cell Biology.

Most of the formal course studies will be completed in the first year of residence

in order to allow the student to commence thesis research at the end of the second

semester of residence. During the first year all graduate students will be advised

by the Graduate Advisory Committee (current composition: Olson, Phillips, and

Gustin). This committee will determine the formal course program to be pursued

by each student during the first year in residence. All students will be required to
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complete the following courses (unless equivalent educational experience has
been obtained previously):

Bios 301 Biochemistry (lecture)

Bios 302 Biochemistry (lecture)

Bios 311,312, 313 Laboratory for Experimental Biosciences (laboratory)

Bios 341 Cell Biology (lecture)

Bios 344 Molecular Biology and Genetics (lecture)

Bios 352 Physical Chemistry for the Biosciences (lecture)

Bios 575 Introduction to Research

Bios 581, 582 Graduate Seminar in Biochemistry

Bios 583, 584 Graduate Seminar in Biochemistry (first and second years)

Students will be responsible for the content of these course programs in their

Admission to Candidacy Examination (see below).

In addition to these courses, students will be required to take a minimum oftwo 400-

level bioscience courses in fields that are fundamental to their graduate education. These

requirements will be determined by the Graduate Advisory Committee. There will be an

evaluation of previous course studies, and any deficiencies must be corrected, usually

in the first year. Once the student selects a thesis adviser, the individual faculty adviser

may require additional course work of a more specialized nature. All such additional

courses must be completed prior to the Admission to Candidacy Examination.

Students will gain experience in teaching by serving as discussion leaders and

graders in sections of undergraduate courses during their second year of residence.

Safety and ethics orientation will be provided during the first year of residence.

Evaluation of Progress in Graduate Study in Biochemistry & Cell Biology.

Six procedures are used in the evaluation of a graduate student's progress:

1

.

At the end of each semester the Chair, in consultation with the Graduate

Advisory Committee and the faculty, will review the student's performance in

formal courses. In addition, at the completion of the first two semesters in

residence, each student's course record, motivation, and general competence

will be reviewed at a meeting of the entire faculty. Students are required to

^

'
' maintain at least a B (3.0) average and to demonstrate outstanding motivation,

' ' ' research ability, and productivity in research to be allowed to continue in the

program. In addition, a grade of C-i- or below in any required Bios course listed
'

'

''• above will require that the student retake the course. In addition, a B- or better
'

is required in at least two 400-level Bios courses. To remain in the program,
'^'

a student must obtain a grade of B- or above upon retaking any course.

2. Continual review of research progress by the thesis research adviser.

3. A yearly research progress review by the three members of the student's

Research Progress Review Committee (see below).

4. Annual presentation of research progress in Bios 581/582. All students

register in Bios 58 1 and Bios 582 each year. All students present their research

at least once each year until they have submitted a completed doctoral thesis.

The scheduling of a given student's seminar will be made by the faculty

member responsible for this seminar program.

5. An oral "Admission to Candidacy Examination," completed prior to the

beginning of the student's sixth semester of residence.

6. Evaluation of Ph.D. thesis by thesis committee and final oral defense of thesis.

B, Master of Arts Degree Program in Biochemistry & Cell Biology.

The course requirements for a candidate for the Master of Arts degree will be
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determined by the Graduate Advisory Committee as outlined in Part A. As in the

case of Ph.D. candidates, all students complete (unless equivalent educational

experience has been obtained previously) the following courses:

Bios 301 Biochemistry (lecture)

Bios 302 Biochemistry (lecture)

Bios 3 1 1 , 3 1 2, 3 1 3 Laboratory for Experimental Biosciences (laboratory)

Bios 341 Cell Biology (lecture)

Bios 344 Molecular Biology and Genetics (lecture) ^

Bios 352 Physical Chemistry for the Biosciences (lecture)

Bios 575 Introduction to Research

Bios 581, 582 Graduate Seminar in Biochemistry

Bios 583, 584 Graduate Seminar in Biochemistry (first and second years)

In addition to these courses, students will be required to take a minimum oftwo 400-

level bioscience courses in fields that are fundamental to their graduate education. These

requirements will be determined by the Graduate Advisory Committee. There will be an

evaluation of previous course studies, and any deficiencies must be corrected, usually

in the first year. Once a student selects a thesis adviser, the individual faculty advisermay
require additional course work of a more specialized nature.

Students must achieve an overall average of B in the formal biosciences courses to

be a candidate for the M.A. degree. The student's overall performance will be evaluated

by the faculty as a whole after the second semester in residence.

One progress review session will be held for M.A. students during their second full

year of residence. This research review session will be identical in format to that for the

Ph.D. students but, in the case of M.A. students, replaces the admission to candidacy

examination since no other preliminary examination will be held prior to the final oral

defense of the master's thesis. Master of Arts degree candidates are required to submit

a formal written thesis. The final examination will consist of a public oral presentation

of the research work to the thesis committee members and other interested parties

followed by a question-and-answer session with the thesis committee.

Graduate Program in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology

The graduate program is open to qualified applicants who hold a bachelor's degree

or equivalent. Prospective graduate students must take the Graduate Record Examina-

tion, including the advanced examination in biology. The entering student generally is

expected to have a strong background in biology; in addition, completion of courses in

physics (one year), mathematics (including calculus), chemistry (including organic),

and biochemistry is required. The above requirements do not preclude admission of

qualified applicants who have majored in areas other than biology. Any deficiencies

should be made up no later than the first year of residence in graduate study, including

the first summer. It is strongly recommended that deficiencies be made up during the

summer preceding the first semester of residence. An examination is administered

during the first year. Students entering with the master's degree are normally exempt

from this examination.

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts. The degree of Master of Arts

may be obtained after the completion of 30 semester hours of graduate study, six hours

ofwhich must be earned by the completion and public defense of a thesis embodying the

results of an original investigation.
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Requirements for the Degree ofDoctor ofPhilosophy. In addition to the general

university requirements for advanced degrees (page 134), the following departmental

requirements must also be met:

1

.

Three or more years of graduate study with at least two years in residence at

Rice;

2. An original investigation worthy of publication in a scientific journal and a

doctoral thesis as described in the General Announcements;

3. A grade average of "B" or better in courses taken in the department and

satisfactory grades in courses taken outside the department;

4. Satisfactory performance in teaching assignments for at least two semesters;

5. Satisfactory performance on a candidacy examination administered by the

advisory committee; this examination may be oral and/or written;

6. Public defense of the thesis;

7. Presentation of a departmental seminar on the candidate's research.

Biological Sciences Curriculum

122(S) FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS IN BIOLOGY (3-0-3)

An introduction for nonscience, nonengineering majors to specific concepts in modem biology

from the molecular to organismal level. Topics may include recombinant DNA, genetic engineer-

ing, AIDS, and cardiovascular disease.

Schroepfer, G., Stern, M.

201(F) INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY (3-0-3)

The first in an integrated sequence of four courses (Bios 201, 202, 301, 302). Chemistry and
energetics, cell physiology, cell biology, organ system physiology, immunology, and plant

physiology. Corequisite: Chem 101 or permission of instructor.

Gustin, M., Philpott, C.

202(S) INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY (3-0-3)

The second in an integrated sequence of four courses (Bios 201, 202, 301, 302). Transmission

genetics, molecular genetics, development, behavior, evolution, ecology, and diversity. Prerequi-

site: Bios 201 or permission of instructor.

Sass, R., Subtelny, S.

211 INTRODUCTORY LAB MODULE IN BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES (1-4-1)

Lab days will be assigned at the first Monday lecture. Course taught in the first halfofthe semester.

Prerequisite: current or prior enrollment in Bios 201.

Caprette, D.

212 INTRODUCTORY LAB MODULE IN CELL AND
DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY (1-4-1)

Taught in the second half of the semester. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite: Bios 211.

Caprette, D.

213 INTRODUCTORY LAB MODULE IN ECOLOGY AND
EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY (1-4-1)

Experimental, laboratory, and field studies of natural history, evolution, and animal behavior.

Computer simulations of population genetics. Course wiU begin Oct. 23 in the fall semester and

March 1 1 in the spring semester. May be taken following Bios 211 in the fall or in the spring

semester. Enrollment limited to 60. Everyone must attend Monday lecture and one afternoon lab

section. Prerequisite: Bios 211.

Johnson, K.
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301(F) BIOCHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

The third in an integrated sequence of four courses (Bios 201, 202, 301, 302). Structure and
function of proteins, enzymes, and nucleic acids. Molecular Biology. F*rerequisites: Chem 211,

212, Bios 201, 202, or permission of instructor.

Gomer, R., Olson, J.

302(S) BIOCHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

The last in an integrated sequence of four courses (Bios 201, 202, 301, 302). Introduction to

metabolism, membranes, electron transport, oxidative phosphorylation, general metabolism, and

regulation. Prerequisite: Bios 301 or permission of instructor.

Palmer, G., Rudolph, F.

310 INDEPENDENT STUDY FOR UNDERGRADUATES (0-TBA-Credit

Variable: from one to four hours per semester)

An independent program of study for students with previous training in the biosciences. A research

paper is a required part of this course. This course does not count toward credit for a biology or

biochemistry major. Prerequisites: Bios 201, 202, three credits of Bios lab, and permission of

supervising faculty member and the departmental chair.

Rudolph, F., Sass, R.

311 LAB MODULE IN PROTEIN PURIFICATION (1-4-1)

Introduction to biochemical laboratory techniques with an emphasis on study of proteins. Course

taught for first halfof fall and spring semesters. Enrollment limited to 24 per section. Prerequisites:

Bios 211 and 212, prior or current enrollment in Bios 301, or permission of instructor.

Cooper, B.

312 LAB MODULE IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 1(1-4-1)

Introduction to microbiological and molecular biology techniques. Course taught for second half

of fall and spring semesters. Enrollment limited to 28 per section. Prerequisites: Bios 212, 311,

current or prior enrollment in Bios 301, or permission of instructor.

(F) Bennett, G., Cooper, B., Stewart, C.

(S) Cooper, B., Gibson, S., Gomer, R.

313(S) LAB MODULE IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY H ( 1 -4- 1

)

Introduction to DNA sequencing techniques. Course taught for first half of semester only.

Enrollment limited to 28 per section. Prerequisite: Bios 31 1 or permission of instructor.

Cooper, B., Gibson, S., Gomer, R.

314(S) LAB MODULE IN CELL AND DEVELOPMENTAL
BIOLOGY (1-4-1)

Experiments in the regulation of early development, cell recognition, differentiation, intracellular

organization and transport. Meets two days per week starting in February. Enrollment limited to

20. Prerequisites: Bios 212, Bios 341 or Bios 343, or permission of instructor.

Caprette, D.

315(S) LAB MODULE IN PHYSIOLOGY (1-4-1)

A laboratory-oriented short course in membrane, nerve, and muscle physiology. Meets two days

per week for four weeks starting in January. Enrollment limited to 24 per section. Prerequisites:

Bios 211, 212, and 301.

Caprette, D.

316(F) LAB MODULE IN ECOLOGY (1-4-1)

Field and lab experiments in ecology. Prerequisite: Bios 213. Corequisite: Bios 325.

Harcombe, P.

317(S) LAB MODULE IN BEHAVIOR (1-4-1)

Field experiments in behavior. Work in teams to solve the mystery of breeding systems in wild

mockingbirds and grackles. Prerequisites: Bios 213 and 321.

Strassmann, J.
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318(S) LAB MODULE IN MICROBIOLOGY (1-4-1)

Self-paced studies include the isolation, culture, and identification ofbacteria from mixed cultures

and natural sources, using a variety of culture and observation techniques. Enrollment limited to

20. Starts following mid-semester break. Prerequisite: Bios 212.

v.ci-,' ^:. - • ^,' Caprette.D.

321(F) ANIMAL BEHAVIOR (3-0-3) Group B.

Evolutionary theory is used to evaluate behavioral adaptations of organisms to their environment.

Prerequisite: Bios 202 or permission of instructor.

Strassmann, J.

322(S) GLOBAL ECOSYSTEM DYNAMICS (3-0-3) Group B.

A systems analysis of the Earth from a biological perspective stressing biogeochemical cycles and

global change. Prerequisites: Bios 201, 202, or permission of instructor. Alternate years (odd).

Sass, R.

324(S) WETLAND ECOSYSTEMS (3-0-3) Group B.

A study ofcoastal wetland systems including floodplains, freshwater, brackish, and saline marshes

and consideration ofestuarine and river interaction with coastal marine waters. F*rerequisites: Bios

201, 202, 325, 329, 336, or permission of instructor. Alternate years (even).

Fisher, F.

325(F) ECOLOGY (4-0-4) Group B.

Analysis ofpopulation dynamics, species interactions, plant and animal community organization,

and ecosystem function. Prerequisites: Bios 201, 202, or junior standing in a science/engineering

major, or permission of instructor.

Harcombe, P.

329(F) ANIMAL DIVERSITY (3-0-3) Group B.

The evolution and systematics of the animal kingdom with consideration of the functional

morphology, comparative physiology, and behavior. Prerequisites: Bios 201, 202, or permission

of instructor.

Fisher, F.

334(S) EVOLUTION (3-0-3) Group B.

Principles of biological evolution. Topics include natural selection, adaptation, molecular evolu-

tion, formation of new species, the fossil record, biogeography, and principles of classification.

Prerequisites: Bios 201, 202, or permission of instructor.

Queller, D.

336(S) PLANT DIVERSITY (3-0-3) Group B.

Analysis of the physiology, morphology, and evolution of plants in terms of adaptation to

environment. Not offered every year. Prerequisites: Bios 201, 202.

Byrd, G.

341(F) CELL BIOLOGY (3-0-3) Group A.

Molecular mechanisms of the processes common to all cells, including exposition of structure,

function, and biogenesis of all subcellular organelles. Emphasis will be on cytoplasmic events;

molecular studies of transcription will be taught in Bios 344. Prerequisites: Bios 201 and 202.

Corequisite: Bios 301 or permission of instructor.

Braam, J., Gustin, M.

343(F) DEVELOPMENT (3-0-3) Group A.
Analysis of the processes and principles ofdevelopment as seen in a broad spectrum ofeukaryotic

organisms. Prerequisites: Bios 201, 202.
Subtelny, S.

344(S) MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND GENETICS (3-0-3) Group A.

Analysis of transmission, function, and molecular structure of the genetic material. Prerequisites:

Bios 201, 202, and 301, or permission of instructor.

Stewart, C.
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352(S) PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY FOR THE BIOSCIENCES (3-0-3) Group A.

Selected aspects of physical chemistry as it relates to the biosciences, including thermodynamics,

reaction rate theory, quantum mechanics, and atomic and molecular structure, fterequisites: Chem
211,212, Phys 101, 102 , Bios 301, or permission of instructor.

Nikonowicz, E., Olson, J.

401(F) UNDERGRADUATE HONORS RESEARCH (0 15 5)

Open only to undergraduate majors with the permission of the research supervisor and chair.

Prerequisites: Bios 201, 202, 301, 302. Corequisite: Bios 411. Registration for Bios 401/402
implies a commitment to participate in research for at least two semesters.

Staff

402(S) UNDERGRADUATE HONORS RESEARCH (0-15-5)

See Bios 401. Corequisite: Bios 412.

Staff

411(F) UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SEMINAR (1-0-1)

Discussion of current research in area under investigation. Corequisite: Bios 401.

Rudolph, F., Sass, R.

412(S) UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SEMINAR (1-0-1)

See Bios 41 1. Corequisite: Bios 402.

Rudolph, F., Sass, R.

421(S) NEUROBIOLOGY (3-0-3) Group A.

Cellular and molecular mechanisms of nervous system function. Emphasis on membrane and

synaptic biophysics, sensory and motor systems, neiu-onal plasticity, and development. Prerequi-

sites: Bios 201, 202, 301, 302.

Glantz, R.

422(S) ENDOCRINOLOGY (3-0-3) Group A.
Molecular and cellular mechanisms of hormone synthesis and of target cell responses; hormonal
interactions in mammalian homeostasis. F*rerequisites: Bios 201, 202, 301, 302.

Campbell, W.

423(F) IMMUNOBIOLOGY (3-0-3) Group A.
Cellular and molecular basis of immune function in mammals. Prerequisites: Bios 201, 202, 301,

302.

Campbell, W.

424(S) MICROBIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY (3-0-3) Group A.
Structure and function of microorganisms with emphasis on their environmental, industrial, and
medical importance. Prerequisites: Bios 201, 202, 301, or permission of instructor. Corequisite:

Bios 302 or permission of instructor.

Bennett, G.

432(S) ADVANCED EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY (3-0-3) Group B.

In-depth study of selected topics in evolutionary theory and their application to behavior and

adaptation. Topics may include kin selection, sexual selection, molecular evolution, evolution of

disease, systematics, and population genetics. Prerequisites: Bios 201 , 202, and either 32 1 or 334.

Staff

442(S) SPECIALIZED CELL FUNCTION (3-0-3) Group A.
The structure/function specializations seen in selected types of cells and tissues in higher animals.

Prerequisites: Bios 201, 202, 301, and 302. Bios 341 is recommended as a prerequisite.

Philpott, C.
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445(F) ADVANCED MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND
GENETICS (3-0-3) Group A.

Molecular and genetic aspects of the regulation of gene expression as seen in simple prokaryotic

systems and the model eukaryotic systems used for studies of development. Prerequisites: Bios

201, 202, 301, and 344, or permission of instructor.

Beckingham, K., Stern, M.,

481(F) MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS (3-0-3) Group A.

Examination, at an intermediate level, of interaction of light with matter, UV-visible absorption,

natural optical activity, fluorescence, EXAFS, EPR, NMR of biomolecules. X-ray diffraction and

crystallography, neutron scattering, electron microscopy, and theoretical protein dynamics.

Prerequisites: Bios 301, 352, or permission of instructor.

Palmer, G., Phillips, G.

482(S) ADVANCED MOLECULAR AND COMPUTATIONAL BIOPHYSICS
(2-3-3) Group A.

Emphasis on advanced spectroscopy or structure analysis including computational aspects of

molecular biophysics. Spectroscopy and structure are emphasized in alternate years.

Spring 1996. Spectroscopy. Advanced treatment of interaction of light with matter, absorption,

naturally and magnetically induced optical activity, fluorescence, fast kinetics, EXAFS, EPR,

NMR of biomolecules. Prerequisites: Bios 301, 352. Bios 481 is recommended. Working

knowledge of a programming language, such as Fortran, C, Basic, MATLAB, or Pascal, or per-

mission of instructor.

Nikonowicz, E.

Spring 1997. Structure Analysis. Advanced treatment of the areas of x-ray diffraction and

crystallography, neutron scattering, electron microscopy, theoretical protein dynamics, protein

folding, fast kinetics, and protein engineering. Prerequisites: Bios 301, 352. Bios 481 is recom-

mended. Working knowledge of Fortran, C, or MATLAB is also required.

Phillips, G.

541 SPECIAL TOPICS IN ECOLOGY & EVOLUTIONARY
BIOLOGY (3-0-3)

Staff

575(F) INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH IN BIOCHEMISTRY & CELL
BIOLOGY (1-0-1)

Introduction offirst-year graduate students to the research programs and laboratories of individual

faculty members.
....... Staff

581(F) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN BIOCHEMISTRY & CELL BIOLOGY
(1-0-1)

A discussion of selected research topics. Required of all biochemistry and cell biology graduate

students.
Rudolph, F.

',; '5 ...'. •*".'-'
582(S) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN BIOCHEMISTRY & CELL BIO-

LOGY (1-0-1)

See Bios 581.
Rudolph, F.

583(F) GRADUATE SEMINAR FOR FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS IN BIO-

CHEMISTRY & CELL BIOLOGY (2-0-2)

Review of literature on current biosciences research.

de Hostos, E., Schroepfer, G.

584(S) GRADUATE SEMINAR FOR FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS IN BIO-

CHEMISTRY & CELL BIOLOGY (2-0-2)

See Bios 583.
Bartel, B., Beckingham, K.
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1

585 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN ECOLOGY & EVOLUTIONARY >

BIOLOGY (10-1)
Faculty and student presentations on current research. Required of all EEB graduate students.

Sass, R.

587(F) GRADUATE SEMINAR FOR SECOND-YEAR STUDENTS IN
BIOCHEMISTRY & CELL BIOLOGY (2-0-2)

Review of literature on current biosciences research. Prerequisite: graduate status in Biochemistry

& Cell Biology, second year.

Palmer, G., Phillips, G.

588(S) GRADUATE SEMINAR FOR SECOND-YEAR STUDENTS IN
BIOCHEMISTRY & CELL BIOLOGY (2-0-2)

See Bios 587.

Braam, J., Matsuda, S.

585 SPECIAL TOPICS IN BIOCHEMISTRY & CELL
BIOLOGY (Variable)

Development of specific topic areas at the graduate level. Prerequisite: graduate status or

permission of chair and instructor.

Stajf

590 SPECIAL TOPICS IN BIOCHEMISTRY & CELL
BIOLOGY (Variable)

Development of specific topic areas at the graduate level. Prerequisite: graduate status or

permission of chair and instructor.

Staff

591 GRADUATE TEACHING ( 1 -0- 1

)

Supervised instruction in teaching ecology and evolutionary biology. Prerequisite: graduate

standing in ecology and evolutionary biology.

Johnson, K.

592 SEMINAR IN COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY ( 1 -0- 1

)

A discussion of selected research topics in computational biology. Prerequisites: graduate status

or permission of chair and instructor.

Phillips, G.

611(F) RESEARCH SEMINAR (3-0-3)

Discussion of individual laboratory research or current topics in particular areas. Corequisite: Bios

800 or permission of instructor.

Staff

612(S) RESEARCH SEMINAR (3-0-3)

Continuation of Bios 61 1.

Staff

621(F) THESIS SEMINAR (1-0-1)

Staff

622(S) THESIS SEMINAR (1-0-1)

Staff

800 GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

Staff
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Chemical Engineering *
'

^ ^
^

The George R. Brown School of Engineering

Professor J.W. Hightower, Chair

Professors Armeniades, Davis, Dyson, Heliums,

Hirasaki, Mclntire, Miller, Robert, and Zygourakis

Adjunct Professors G. D. Fisher and Kobayashi

Associate Professors San and Shanks

Adjunct Associate Professors Carnahan and House

Assistant Professors Badgwell, W. Chapman, and Mikos

Adjunct Assistant Professors Hokanson and Moorhead

v...

Degrees Offered: B.A., B.S., M.Ch.E., M.S., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. The undergraduate curriculum in chemical engineer-

ing is designed to provide a sound scientific and technical basis for further professional

development. Concurrently, the student has the opportunity to concentrate on a particu-

lar technical specialty, such as applied mathematics, biomedical engineering, biotech-

nology, environmental quality, kinetics and catalysis, chemical reaction engineering,

engineering economics, petroleum production, solid state materials, or polymer science

and engineering.

In the four-year undergraduate curriculum, a student may qualify for either the

Bachelor of Arts degree or the Bachelor of Science degree. The Bachelor of Arts

program is highly flexible and allows a student to pursue other areas of interest with or

without a double major. The Bachelor of Science program has a higher content of

required scientific and professional courses. On completion of either bachelor's pro-

gram, a student is eligible to apply for a fifth year of specialized study leading to the

degree of Master of Chemical Engineering. The undergraduate curriculum is designed

so that outstanding students interested in careers in research and teaching may enter

graduate school after either bachelor's degree.

The Department of Chemical Engineering specifies 73 semester hours for the B.A.

degree, prerequisites and laboratory courses included. In addition to these requirements,

students must also satisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 62

semester hours outside the departmental requirements for a total of at least 1 35 semester

hours.

The department specifies 100 semester hours for a B.S. degree, which is accredited

by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET). Students enrolled

in the B.S. program must take:

Chem 111, 112 (or 101, 102), 105,211,212,213,214,311,312;

Ceng 301, 302, 343, 390, 401, 402, 403, 404, 411, 412, 443, 444, 470;

Math 101, 102, 21 1, 212 or equivalent honors courses;

Caam 335 (or Math 381);

Phys 101, 102; - -

Computing requirements: Caam 211;

Mech211; ; . ?»
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An approved basic science course;

Two courses selected from Elec 241, Msci 301, Civi 300, and Envi 534.

In addition to these courses, students must satisfy the distribution requirements and

complete sufficient courses outside the departmental requirements for a total of at least

135 semester hours. A specific B.A. with double majors in chemical engineering and

biochemistry is available. A new specific B.S. in chemical engineering plus an

environmental engineering option is also offered. Both these elective options will be

mentioned explicitly on one's transcript.

Graduate Program. Graduate study in chemical engineering can lead to the

Master of Chemical Engineering, the Master of Science, or the Doctor of Philosophy.

University requirements for the professional degree M.Ch.E. are given on page 1 35. The

department requires that at least six of the courses taken must be at the advanced level

in chemical engineering. In addition, two semesters of chemical engineering design,

courses in process control and computer science, and an approved mathematics course

must have been taken at some time in the student's curriculum.

University requirements for the research degrees M.S. and Ph.D. are outlined on

pages 134-135.

Candidates for the Master of Science degree are required to complete a minimum
of 18 approved semester hours with high standing. They must also submit an original

research thesis and defend it in a public oral examination.

Candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy degree must demonstrate competence in

the areas of applied mathematics, thermodynamics, transport processes, and chemical

kinetics and reactor design by passing qualifying examinations, normally during the first

year of study. They must also complete a minimum of 36 approved semester hours with

high standing and submit a thesis that provides evidence of their ability to carry out

original research in a specialized area of chemical engineering. With departmental

approval, the course requirements may be reduced to 24 hours for students already

having an M.S. degree. The thesis must be defended in a public oral examination.

Prerequisites for Undergraduate Chemical Engineering Courses

Ceng 301 Math 101, 102; Chem 1 1 1, 1 12 (or 101, 102); co-/prerequisite Ceng 303

Ceng 302 Ceng 30 1 ; co-/prerequisites Math 2 1 1 , 2 1 2 and Caam 2 1

1

Ceng 390 Ceng 301; Math 211,212; co-/prerequisites Chem 31 1 and Ceng 343

Ceng 401 Phys 101, 102; Ceng 302

Ceng 402 Ceng 401

Ceng 403 Ceng 302, 390, 402, 4 1 1 ; co-/prerequisite Mech 2 1

1

Ceng 404 Ceng 403; co-/prerequisite Ceng 412, 470

Ceng 4 1

1

Chem 311; Ceng 302; co-/prerequisite Chem 3 1

2

Ceng 412 Ceng 411

Ceng 470 Ceng 390, 401,411

Note: With the written consent of the instructor, a student may register for a course

without having completed the required prerequisite(s), but such consent can be expected

only in unusual circumstances and will not carry forward. For example, if the instructor

forCeng 4 1 1 waives Chem 3 1 1 for a person, then the person, upon completing Ceng 411,

may not proceed to Ceng 4 1 2 without the consent of that instructor, since Chem 3 1 1 is

an implied prerequisite for Ceng 412.
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Chemical Engineering Courses

301(F) CHEMICAL ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS (3-0-3)

Use of basic mathematical concepts, physical laws, stoichiometry, and the thermodynamic
properties of matter to obtain material and energy balances for steady and unsteady state systems.
Required for sophomores intending to major in chemical engineering. Corequisite Ceng 303 or

prerequisite Caam 211.

Davis Jr., S.

302(S) SEPARATION PROCESSES (3-3-4)

Analysis and design of single and multistage contacting operations involving binary and multi-

component systems.

Dyson, D., Hirasaki, G.

303(F) MATLAB FOR CHEMICAL ENGINEERS (0-3-1)

Teaches students how to use workstations and the computer language MATLAB that is applied

extensively in Ceng 301. Course is a corequisite for students enrolled in Ceng 30 1 (unless they have
already taken Caam 211 as a prerequisite).

Davis Jr., S.

343(F) CHEMICAL ENGINEERING LAB I (1-3-2)

Experiments demonstrating the principles presented in Ceng 301, 302, and 390.

Hightower, J.

390(F) KINETICS AND REACTOR DESIGN (3-0-3)

Principles and significance of chemical kinetics, procedures for evaluating kinetic parameters

from reaction rate data, application of these methods to design and predict the performance of
various types of ideal and nonideal chemical reactors in both homogeneous and heterogenous

systems.

Hightower, J.

401(F) TRANSPORT PHENOMENA I (3-0-3)

Fundamental principles ofheat, mass, and momentum transport applied to the continuum, analysis

of macroscopic physical systems based on the continuum equations, applications in chemical

engineering practice.

Dyson, D.

402(S) TRANSPORT PHENOMENA II (3-0-3)

Continuation of Ceng 401.

Heliums, J.

403(F) EQUIPMENT DESIGN (3-3-4)

Design and economic analysis ofchemical process equipment. Use ofcomputer-design packages

in the analysis of chemical equipment.

Badgwell, T., Davis Jr., S.

404(S) PROCESS DESIGN (3-3-4)

Optimal design of chemical processes, industrial economic principles, special process design

projects in small groups.

Badgwell, T., Davis Jr., S.

411(F) THERMODYNAMICS I (3-0-3)

Development and application of the first and second laws of thermodynamics.
Robert, M.
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412(S) THERMODYNAMICS II (3-0-3)

Advanced treatment of chemical and phase equilibrium in multicomponent systems. Includes a

detailed study of nonideal solutions.

Miller, C.

443(F) CHEMICAL ENGINEERING LAB II (1-3-2)

Experiments demonstrating transport coefficient measurement, forced and free convection

transfer operations, and thermodynamic principles as covered in Ceng 401, 402, and 411.

Dyson, D.

444(S) CHEMICAL ENGINEERING LAB III (1-3-2)

Same as Ceng 443.

Dyson, D.

470(F) PROCESS DYNAMICS AND CONTROL (3-3-4)

Modeling ofdynamic processes. Response of uncontrolled systems. Transfer functions. Feedback
controllers, response and stability of controlled systems, frequency response. Design of feedback

controllers. Cascade, feedforward, and multivariable control systems. Introduction to computer
control. Students will use simulators for designing feedback controllers and experiment with a

laboratory computer control system. Prerequisites: Ceng 301, 302; Math 21 1, 212; Phys 101, 102.

San, K., Zygourakis, K.

500(F/S) REPEATABLE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH (1 to 6 hrs. credit)

Independent investigation of a specific topic or problem in modem chemical engineering research

under the direction of a selected faculty member. Prerequisite: permission of the department.

Hightower, J.

501(F) FLUID MECHANICS AND TRANSPORT PROCESSES (3-0-3)

Advanced study in fluid mechanics and transport processes, including analytical and numerical

approximation methods, boundary layer theory, and potential flow theory.

Heliums, J.

503(S) CHEMICAL ENGINEERING PROCESSES: AIR
POLLUTION (2-0-2)

Synthesis course applying the principles of staged processes, transport phenomena, kinetics, and
economics to the simulation, design, and operation of equipment and processes.

McKee, H., Zygourakis, K.

540(F) STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS (3-0-3)

A development of the equihbrium theory of statistical mechanics. Applications to the calculation

ofmicroscopic and thermodynamic properties of matter. Prerequisites: Chem 311,312, 430; Math
21 1, 212; Phys 201, 202 or 21 1, 212. Also offered as Chem 522.

Robert, M.

551(F) INTRODUCTION TO BIOENGINEERING ( 1 -0- 1

)

A seminar course introducing current research areas in bioengineering and biotechnology. This

course will be taught in a tutorial manner to help acquaint students with the research activities of
various laboratories at Rice and the Texas Medical Center. Prerequisite: graduate standing or

permission of instructor. Also offered as Elec 55 1

.

Staff

560(F) INTERFACIAL PHENOMENA (3-0-3)

Interfacial tension, wetting and spreading, contact angle hysteresis, interation between colloid

particles, stability of interfaces, flow and transport near interfaces.

Miller, C.
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571(F) FLOW AND TRANSPORT THROUGH POROUS MEDIA I (3-0-3)

Geology, chemistry, and physics of multicomponent, multiphase fluids in porous media. Hydro-
static and hydrodynamic properties of fluids in soils and rocks. Simulation of fundamental
transport processes in one dimension.

Hirasaki, G.

580(F) MATH MODELS IN BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING (2-0-2)

Enzyme kinetics. Modeling of biological systems; lumped parameter, single cell, and structured

models. Metabolic engineering.

San, K.

582(S) NMR SPECTROSCOPY IN ENGINEERING (3-0-3)

Basic principles and applications of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to chemical
engineering problems. Topics include in vivo NMR, imaging,NMR microscopy, two-dimensional
methods, solid state. Material from current literature.

Shanks, J.

591(S) HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS (2-0-2)

Principles of heterogeneous catalysis, catalyst preparation, measurement, and significance of

surface physical and chemical properties, adsorption, heterogeneous kinetics, diffusion in porous

media, catalyst poisoning and regeneration, aspects of reactor engineering, and a review of

selected commercial catalytic reactions. Prerequisite: Ceng 390 or equivalent.

Hightower, J.

592(S) REACTION ENGINEERING (2-0-2)

Conservation equations; analysis and design ofcontinuous flow, stirred-tank, and tubular reactors;

multiplicity and stability of steady states; nonideal reactors. Prerequisite: Ceng 390 or equivalent.

Zygourakis, K.

593(F) POLYMER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (3-0-3)

Basic concepts in macromolecular chemistry and their application in the synthesis and chemical

modification of polymers. Prerequisites: Chem 211,212.
Armeniades, C.

594(S) PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS (3-0-3)

Molecular organization and physical properties of polymeric materials; elastomeric, semicrystal-

line, and glassy polymers; processing and technology ofpolymeric systems. Also offered as Msci
594.

Armeniades, C.

600(F/S) REPEATABLE MASTER OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
RESEARCH (1 to 6 hrs. credit)

Independent investigation of a topic or a problem in modem chemical engineering research under

the direction of a selected faculty member. Prerequisite: permission of department.

Miller, C.

601(F) FLUID MECHANICS AND TRANSPORT (3-0-3)

Advanced study in one of several areas of fluid mechanics or transport, including tensor analysis,

continuum mechanics, rheology, and mathematical methods of special interest in fluid mechanics.

Mclntire, L.

602(S) PHYSICO-CHEMICAL HYDRODYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Topics in hydrodynamics, including areas such as waves on liquid surfaces, convective diffusion

in liquid bubbles, and electrophoresis.

Mclntire, L.

611(F) ADVANCED TOPICS—THERMODYNAMICS (3-0-3)

An advanced treatment ofthe thermodynamics ofpure and multicomponent systems. Topics range

from classical thermodynamics to a discussion of modem developments.

Chapman, W.
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615(S) APPLICATION OF MOLECULAR SIMULATION AND STATISTI-
CAL MECHANICS (3-0-3)

Molecular simulation techniques and application of statistical mechanics based theory to engineer-

ing problems are taught. Projects involve topics of current research interest. Students are expected

to know thermodynamics and to have had some introduction to statistical mechanics.

Chapman. W.

620(S) TISSUE ENGINEERING (3-0-3)

This course will focus on cell-cell interactions and the role of the extracellular matrix in the

structure and function of normal and pathological tissues for the development of ( 1 ) strategies to

regenerate metabolic organs and repair structural tissues and (2) cell-based therapies to deliver

proteins and other therapeutic drugs. Issues related to cell and tissue transplantation, such as

substrate properties, angiogenesis, growth stimulation, cell differentiation, and immunoprotection,
will be emphasized.

Mikos, A.

661(F) REPEATABLE GRADUATE SEMINAR (10 1)

Robert, M.

662(S) REPEATABLE GRADUATE SEMINAR (1-0-1)

Mikos, A.

671(S) FLOW AND TRANSPORT THROUGH POROUS MEDIA II (3-0-3)

Calculation of multicomponent-multiphase transport in one to three dimensions using finite

difference methods. Develop multidimensional models of systems. Representation and estimation

of geological heterogeneity.

Hirasaki, G.

672(F) APPLIED MATHEMATICS I (3-0-3)

Vector Spaces. Linear Transformations. Existence and uniqueness of solutions for linear equa-

tions. Numerical solution of linear equations. Gauss elimination, band matrices, finite differences.

Determinants. Inner products, norms, orthogonality. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors, diagonaliza-

tion, similarity transformations, solution of systems of ordinary differential equations. Unitary

transformations, Jordan canonical forms. Quadratic forms, least squares, QR factorization,

numerical computation of eigenvalues, introduction to finite elements. Applications of linear

algebra to engineering problems.

Mikos, A., Zygourakis, K.

675(F) ELEMENTS OF MODERN CONTROL THEORY (3-0-3)

Dynamics of multivariable processes, discrete and continuous time representations, optimal

control theory, internal model control, model predictive control.

Badgwell, T.

681(S) BIOPROCESS ENGINEERING (2-0-2)

Bioseparation processes, animal cell culture, bioreactor control.

San, K.

700(F/S) REPEATABLE MASTER OF SCIENCE RESEARCH AND
THESIS (1 to 12 hrs. credit)

Miller, C.

760(F/S) REPEATABLE BAYLOR/RICE M.D./PH.D. PROGRAM
(1 to 3 hrs. credit)

Departmental permission required.

Miller, C.

800(F/S) REPEATABLE GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

Miller, C.
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Chemistry

The Wiess School of Natural Sciences

Professor R.F. Curl, Chair

Professors Barron, Billups, Brooks, Curl, Engel, Glass, Kinsey,

Margrave, Parry, Sass, Schroepfer, Scuseria, Smalley,

Weisman, Whitmire, and Wilson

Adjunct Professors Harland and Hayes

Associate Professors Ciufolini and Hutchinson

Assistant Professor Matsuda

Distinguished Faculty Fellow Haugue
Lecturer Busby

Faculty Fellow Johnson

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. Undergraduates electing chemistry as a major are

required to take the following core courses:

Chem 101 or 11 1,102 or 112, 105,211,212,213,214,311,312,313,314,360,
403

Math 101, 102 (or 121, 122), 211, 212 (or 221, 222)

Phys 101, 102(Phys201 and 202 are also recommended, though not required.)

Nsci 230 (or equivalent)

In addition, chemistry majors must take at least two courses from
Chem 401, 430, 495
A minimum of three semester hours of research (Chem 49 1 ), taken in not less

than two-hour segments, are required. Following approval on an individual basis

from the chemistry department, this requirement may be satisfied by Hons 470/

47 1 , for students whose research project is in chemistry: this requires participation

in Chem 491 meetings as well.

An additional six semester hours are required in advanced courses from

chemistry, physics, mathematics, computational and applied mathematics, bio-

chemistry, or from other subjects with approval from the chemistry major adviser.

Students may satisfy three hours of this requirement with additional research

(Chem 491).

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also

satisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semesters

hours outside of the departmental major for a total program of at least 127 hours.

See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

American Chemical Society Certification. The Rice Department of Chem-
istry is on the approved list of the Committee on Professional Training of the

American Chemical Society and as such can certify that graduates have met the

appropriate standards. For certification, students must meet all of the requirements

listed for the core courses above, and must take Chem 495, one ofChem 401 or 430,
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and three hours of research. An additional nine semester hours in advanced courses

must be taken from chemistry, physics, mathematics, computational and applied

mathematics, biochemistry, or from other subjects with approval from the chem-

istry major adviser. A foreign language, preferably German, is recommended.

Chemical Physics Major. Students in the chemical physics program take a

combination of advanced courses in chemistry and physics, focusing on the

applications of physics to chemical systems. The following courses are required:

Chem 101, 102 (or HI, 112), 105, 211, 212, 213, 214, 311, 312

Phys 101, 102, 132, 201, 202, 231, 301, 302, 311,312
Math 101, 102 (or 121, 122), 21 1, 212 (or 221, 222)

In addition, students must choose either Phys 331, 332 or Chem 313, 314 and

two semesters of mathematics or computational and applied mathematics at the

300 level or above.

The chemical physics major is offered jointly with the physics department. For

more information, contact the chemical physics advisers. Professor Hutchinson in

chemistry or Professor Stevenson in physics.

Accelerated Ph.D. Plan. Because of the high level of training provided in the

Rice B.A. program, it is possible for certain especially qualified undergraduate

students to be admitted to an accelerated program that could lead to the Ph.D.

degree in about two years after completion of the B.A. program. In order to

complete the work in this time, the student initiates research during the summer
following the junior year and continues research by taking Chem 491 during the

senior year. The student may start taking cumulative examinations during the

senior year and should be able to complete all courses and examinations before the

end of the second year after the B.A. The student may, in favorable cases, be able

to complete the thesis in this time as well.

Graduate Program. Students who have completed work equivalent to that

required for the bachelor's degree in chemistry may be admitted to graduate

standing. Preference is normally given to applicants who earn high scores on the

Graduate Record Examination, including the advanced test in chemistry (see page

141). A minimum of two years of graduate study is required for the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy. A nominal amount of undergraduate teaching is normally

considered an integral part of the graduate program.

Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts are required to complete six one-

semester courses, present in a thesis the results of a program of research approved

by the department, and pass a final oral examination.

Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy must complete for publi-

cation a thesis that represents a distinctly original and significant contribution to

the field of chemistry. Candidates must further have acquired through course work

and independent study a broad fundamental knowledge of chemistry in addition to

those areas of the subject encompassed by their own research interests. Cumulative

examinations for the Ph.D. degree are given periodically, and a final oral exami-

nation on the thesis is required for all candidates.
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Chemistry Courses ^ .>•:.

101(F) GENERAL CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Introduction to chemical phenomena emphasizing problems and methods in chemistry.

Normally taken with Chem 105. Either 101 or 1 1 1 may be taken as prerequisite for advanced

study in chemistry, but only one of these two may be taken for credit. Prerequisite: high

school chemistry.
Hutchinson, J.S.

102(S) GENERAL CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

See Chem 101. Either 102 or 112 may be taken as prerequisite for advanced study in

chemistry,butonlyoneof these two may be taken for credit. Prerequisite: Chem 101 or 111.

Smalley, R.E.

105 INTRODUCTORY LAB IN QUANTITATIVE CHEMISTRY ( 1 -4-2)

Laboratory measurements of chemical composition, molecular weights, equilibrium con-

stants, heats of reaction, optical spectra, and reaction kinetics using a variety of classical and

instrumental methods. Normally taken with Chem 101 or 111, 102 or 112. The lab is a

prerequisite for advanced courses in chemistry. (One afternoon lab plus one lecture hour per

week.)
Weisman, R.B.

106(S) HONORS LABORATORY (0-4-1)

Independent projects in synthesis and characterization of compounds. Prerequisite: Chem
101 or 1 1 1 and permission of instructor. Corequisite: Chem 105.

Whitmire, K.H.

111(F) PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

An introduction to chemical phenomena emphasizing principles and theories in chemistry.

Normally taken with Chem 105. Either 101 or 1 1 1 may be taken as a prerequisite for

advanced study in chemistry, but only one of these two may be taken for credit. Prerequisite:

high school chemistry, physics, calculus.

Whitmire, K.H.

112(S) PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

See Chem 111. Either 102 or 112 may be taken as a prerequisite for advanced study in

chemistry, but only one of these two may be taken for credit. Prerequisite: Chem 111 or

permission of instructor.

Wilson, L.J.

211(F) ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Aliphatic and aromatic organic chemistry with emphasis on structure, bonding, and reaction

mechanisms. Normally accompanied by Chem 213, 214. Chem 212 must be preceded by

Chem 211. Prerequisites: Chem 101, 102 or 111, 112.

Ciufolini, M.

212(S) ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

See Chem 211. Second semester: greater emphasis on the chemistry of various functional

groups. Prerequisite: Chem 211.
' M : Engel, P.S.
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213(F) ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB (0-4-1)

Synthesis, purification, and characterization of organic compounds. Experiments related to

topics covered in Chem 211,212. (One-hour lecture precedes each lab.) One lab per week.

Corequisites: Chem 211, 212.
Billups. W.E., Matsuda, S.

214(S) ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB (0-4-1)

See Chem 213. Second semester includes identification of unknown organic compounds.
Prerequisite: Chem 213.

Parry, R.

311(F) PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)
" "

'

An introduction to the fundamental principles of physical chemistry, including quantum
chemistry, chemical bonding, molecular spectroscopy, statistical thermodynamics, and

kinetic theory of gases. Prerequisites: Math 211, 212; Phys 101, 102; Chem 101, 102, or 111,

112; Phys 202 is recommended.
Staff

312(S) PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (3 0-3)

A continuation of Chem 311, including the principles of thermodynamics, statistical

thermodynamics, kinetic theory of gases, chemical kinetics and reaction dynamics, and the

structures of liquids, solids, and macromolecules. Prerequisite: Chem 311; Phys 202 is

recommended.
Brooks, P.R.

313(F) EXPERIMENTS IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (1-4-2)

Experiments illustrating techniques employed in high-resolution optical spectroscopy,

electrochemistry, calorimetry, surface-area measurements, and kinetics. Lab meets alter-

nate weeks. Prerequisite: Chem 105. Corequisite: Chem 311.

Brooks, P.R.

314(S) ADVANCED INSTRUMENTAL LABORATORY (0-8-2)

Principles and applications of modem instrumental methods to inorganic and physical

chemistry. Prerequisite: Chem 311. Corequisite: Chem 313.

Busby, III, G.

360(S) INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Survey of the periodic table; atomic and molecular structure; bonding in covalent, ionic, and

electron deficient systems; thermochemical principles and experimental techniques for

analysis, structure determination, and synthesis. Prerequisites: Chem 211,213. Corequisites:

Chem 212, 213.
Margrave, J.L.

401(F) ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Pericyclic reactions (Woodward-Hoffman rules), reactive intermediates, rearrangements,

sterochemistry. Chemistry of carbohydrates, aminoacids, peptides, and nucleic acids.

Important reactions of organic chemistry and their mechanisms.
Billups, W.E.

403(F) ADVANCED ORGANIC LABORATORY (1-8-2)

Covers the techniques of modem organic chemistry. Prerequisites: Chem 212, 213, 214.

Staff

411(S) SPECTRAL METHODS IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Elucidation of organic stmctures by physical techniques. Interpretation of infrared, ultra-

violet, nuclear magnetic resonance, and mass spectra. Prerequisite: Chem 401.

Staff
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415(F) CHEMICAL KINETICS AND DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Description and analysis of the rates of unimolecular, bimolecular, and composite chemical

reactions in gas and solution phases. Both macroscopic kinetics and microscopic reaction

dynamics are covered. Prerequisites: Chem 311, 312.

Glass, G.P.

430(F) QUANTUM CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Quantum mechanical principles, atomic structure, and chemical bonding. Prerequisite:

Chem 312. Phys 202 is recommended.
Scuseria, G.E.

445(F) PHYSICAL-ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3) - ^
^

Organic reaction mechanisms, substituent and medium effects, linear free energy relations,

and acidity functions. Prerequisites: Chem 311, 312. Corequisite: Chem 401.
tn ' Ml, .. V 1

,
'

I .. , 1,1*. .... 7- Engel,P.S.

491(F) RESEARCH FOR UNDERGRADUATES (Variable)

Open only to chemistry majors. Written report required.

Parry, R.

495(F) TRANSITION METAL CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Structure, bonding, and reactivity of coordination, bioinorganic, and organometallic com-
pounds; ligand field theory; electronic spectroscopy; magnetism; reaction mechanisms;

catalysis. Prerequisites: Chem 311, 312. Chem 460 recommended.
Wilson, L.J.

.
(.'-,• „' />'^': " '

515(F) CHEMICAL KINETICS AND DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Description and analysis of the rates of unimolecular, bimolecular, and composite chemical

reactions in gas and solution phases. Both macroscopic kinetics and microscopic reaction

dynamics are covered. Prerequisites: Chem 311, 312.

Glass, G.P.
.: .

•" ••': .1 i:^'\.

520(S) CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS (3-0-3)

A review of the principles of classical thermodynamics and an introduction to the theories

and methods of statistical thermodynamics with applications to problems in chemistry.

Prerequisites: Chem 311, 312, or equivalent.

Weisman, R.B.
.y--,-' a::''u. : rt'-.'r . . ; Hi. ;l..

522(S) STATISTICAL MECHANICS (3-0-3)

A development of the principles of statistical mechanics with applications to problems of

chemical interest. Prerequisites: Chem 311, 312, 520. Also offered as Ceng 540.

Robert, M.

530(F) QUANTUM MECHANICS I (3-0-3)

Quantum mechanical principles, atomic structure, and chemical bonding. Prerequisite:

Chem 312. Phys 202 is recommended.
Scuseria, G.E.

531(S) QUANTUM MECHANICS II (3-0-3)

A development of the elements and techniques of quantum mechanics with applications to

atomic and molecular systems. Prerequisite: Chem 430 or 530.
Scuseria, G.E.

541(F) SPECIAL TOPICS IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Topics in transition metal chemistry, synthesis, photochemistry, and photophysics. Offered

every other year. Usually alternates with Chem 543.
Parry, R.
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542(S) SPECIAL TOPICS IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Seminars in mechanistic and synthetic chemistry. Prerequisite: Chem 561.

543(S) SPECIAL TOPICS IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Topics vary. Not offered every year.

Staff

Staff

561(F) ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

The disconnection approach to organic synthesis. Heavy emphasis on reactions, reagents,

and mechanisms. Prerequisite or corequisite: Chem 401.

Staff

562(S) ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Continues in the same vein as Chem 561 but with emphasis on very recent advances in

stereoselective synthesis.

Ciufolini, MA.

575(S) PHYSICAL METHODS IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

A survey course of research techniques used in modem inorganic chemistry. Topics covered will

include x-ray diffraction, calorimetry, matrix isolation, mass spectrometry, magnetism, electro-

chemistry, and various spectroscopies (IR, Raman, UV-Vis, nmr, epr, XPR, EXAFS, and

Mossbauer). Open to undergraduates by special permission only.

Barron, A., Margrave, J., Whitmire, K., Wilson, L.

595(F) SPECIAL TOPICS IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Rotation of topics include solid-state chemistry, organometaUic chemistry, bioinorganic chemis-

try, and single-crystal x-ray diffraction. Open to undergraduates by special permission only.

Barron, AM.

600 INORGANIC SEMINAR
Selected topics in current research and literature.

Whitmire, K., Wilson, L.

611(F) HIGH TEMPERATURE AND HIGH PRESSURE
CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

The techniques for generation and measurement of high temperature and high pressures and
of the nature of phenomena under extreme conditions.

Margrave, J.L.

630(F) MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY AND GROUP THEORY (3-0-3)

Experimental and theoretical principles of the spectroscopy of simple molecules, including

microwave, infrared, visible, ultraviolet, and Raman spectra; introduction to molecular
symmetry and group theory. Prerequisite: Chem 531.

Curl, R.F.

800 GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

Staff
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Civil Engineering

The George R. Brown School of Engineering

Professor Durrani, Chair

Professors Merwin, Nordgren, Spanos, and Veletsos

Associate Professor Dakoulas

Assistant Professor Conte

Lecturers Banavalkar, Gosain, Hanks, and Sedlak

Degrees Offered: B.A., B.S.C.E., M.C.E., M.S., Ph.D.

The profession of civil engineering is concerned with the development, planning,

design, construction, and operation of large facilities and systems, including buildings,

bridges, and other structures of various forms; transportation systems, water supply

systems, drainage and flood control, and systems for waste disposal and pollution

control. The planning of new communities and the redevelopment of existing cities are

also within the spectrum of civil engineering activities.

Undergraduate Program. The professional degree is the Bachelor of Science in

Civil Engineering. The programs leading to this degree are accredited by the Accredi-

tation Board for Engineering and Technology. The student may select either a basic

program or a more specialized option, the Environmental Engineering Option (offered

in conjunction with the Department of Environmental Science and Engineering).

Basic Program
Math 101, 102, 211,212, and Caam 211, 335, or 353 and 381 or Stat 310

Phys 101, 102,Cheml01, 102

One of the following: Chem 21 1, Geo 101, 102, Envi 201,443, Phys 201, Bios 201, 202

Msci 301, Mech 200 or Elec 241

Civi 21 1, 251, 300, 302, 304, 305, 306, 363, 400, 403, 404, 451, 464, 470, Envi 403

One of the following: Civi 530 or 540

An approved elective at the 400 or 500 level in Civi or a closely related area

Environmental Option

Math 101, 102, 211,212, Caam 211, 335, or 353 and 381 or Stat 310

Phys 101, 102, Bios 201 or 202, Chem 101, 102, 105,211

One of the following: Geol 341, 352, Envi 443, Chem 212 and 214, 311

Civi 211, 300, 302, 304, 306, 363, 403, 404, 470

Envi 201, 401, 403, 412, 534

Three of the following: Envi 443, 5 1 8, 525, 530, 534, 536

Recommended Courses: Envi 406, Spac 346

In addition to the departmental requirements above, students must satisfy the

university distribution requirements (pages 68-70) and must complete a total program

of at least 134 semester hours. More information on the civil engineering program,

including a recommended course of study by semesters and suggestions for selecting

electives, may be obtained from the departmental office. The program of each student

is formulated in consultation with a departmental adviser. As soon as students decide on

an engineering major, they should consult the departmental advisers.
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A Bachelor of Arts degree with a civil engineering major is also available for

students not interested in a professional career in civil engineering. The B.A. program

has less technical content than the B.S.C.E. program and hence more flexibility with

electives. It is not accredited as a professional engineering curriculum. The detailed

curriculum may be obtained from the departmental office. This curriculum requires at

least 124 semester hours of which no fewer than 60 must be outside of the specific

departmental requirements.

The Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering is a suitable terminal degree for

students interested in a professional career, but a master' s degree is highly desirable. The

Doctor of Philosophy degree is generally required for a career in teaching or in research

and development.

Graduate Program. Programs of study in structural engineering and structural

mechanics and geotechnical engineering can lead to the degrees of Master of Civil

Engineering, Master of Science, and Doctor ofPhilosophy. In the M.S. and Ph.D. degree

programs, special attention is given to developing the student's interest in and ability for

independent study and research.

The research interests of the civil engineering faculty lie in the areas of structural

and foundation dynamics, including earthquake engineering and offshore structures;

applications of probability theory to civil engineering problems, particularly random

vibrations and structural fatigue; behavior of concrete components and structural

systems; experimental studies of fatigue in steel structural assemblies; the mechanical

properties of soils; and the mechanics of solids.

Applicants for graduate study are generally required to have a Bachelor of Science

in Civil Engineering, with a significant emphasis on structural engineering. Consider-

ation may be given to applicants with other undergraduate degrees if they have adequate

preparation in mathematics, mechanics, and structural analysis and design. Curricula

such as engineering technology or construction technology do not represent adequate

preparation.

The requirements for a professional Master of Civil Engineering degree are

described on page 137. University requirements for other advanced degrees are

described on page 134. Departmental requirements for the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees are

as follows. A candidate for the Master of Science degree is required to (1 ) complete at

least 24 semester hours of approved courses, (2) complete an acceptable thesis, and (3)

pass a final oral examination on the thesis. A candidate for the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy must satisfy the following requirements: (1) complete at least 48 semester

hours of approved courses with high standing, (2) pass a comprehensive preliminary

examination designed to test the candidate's knowledge of the field and ability to think

in a creative manner, (3) pass an oral qualifying examination on the proposed thesis

research and related topics, (4) complete a thesis that shall constitute an original

contribution to knowledge, and (5) pass a final public oral examination on the thesis and

related topics. If the departmental facuhy concludes at any stage of a student's doctoral

program that he or she is unqualified to continue, the student is denied further

registration.

M.S. and Ph.D. students are expected to participate in the instructional activities of

the department as part of their educational experience.
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Civil Engineering Courses

211(F) ENGINEERING MECHANICS (3-0-3)

Equilibrium of static systems, dynamics of a particle, dynamics ofparticle systems, and rigid-body

dynamics. Elements of vibrational analysis. Prerequisites: Phys 101, 102, Math 101, 102. Also

offered as Mech 211.

Staff

251(F) PLANE SURVEYING (1-3-2)

Fundamental surveying principles and techniques.

Hanks, M.

300(S) MECHANICS OF SOLIDS (3-0 3)

Stresses and deformations due to various loads. Study of engineering properties of materials and

failure theories. Prerequisite: Civi 211.

Merwin, J.

302(S) STRENGTH OF MATERIALS LABORATORY (0 3-1)

Standard tension, compression, and torsion tests of ferrous and nonferrous metals; experimental

techniques, behavior of structural elements. Enrollment limited, preference given to Civi majors.

Merwin, J.

304(S) STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS I (3-0-3)

Analysis of statically determinate structures, stability and determinacy, influence lines and

moving loads. Calculation of deflections. Introduction to analysis of indeterminate structures.

Prerequisite: Civi 21 1 and concurrent registration in Civi 300.

Veletsos.A.

305(F) STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS II (3-0-3)

Force and displacement methods of analysis of indeterminate structures, influence lines, energy

methods. Limit analysis of beams and frames. Prerequisite: Civi 304.

Conte, J.

306(S) STEEL DESIGN (3-0-3)

Design of steel members, connections, and assemblies. Behavior of steel members as related to

design. Prerequisite: Civi 304.

Staff

363(F) APPLIED FLUID MECHANICS (3-0-3)

Fluid properties, fluid statics, and incompressible fluid steady flow. Energy and momentum
equations with many applications. Similitude and dimensional analysis. Viscous fluid flow in

pipes and pipe networks.
Merwin, J.

400(F) MECHANICS OF SOLIDS II (3-0-3)

Continuation of Civi 300. Additional topics include curved beams, beams on elastic foundations,

torsion of noncircular sections, energy methods, and failure modes. Intended for undergraduates.

Does not count toward graduate degree requirements in civil engineering. Prerequisite: Civi 300.

Merwin, J.

403(F) REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN (3-0-3)

Material properties, flexural strength of rectangular and T-sections; strength design ofbeams, one-

way slabs, and footings; shear strength; deflections; and colunm design. Use of handbooks and

computer programs for design. Prerequisite: Civi 304.

Durrani, A.
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404(F) CONCRETE LABORATORY (0-3-1)

Tests of materials and reinforced concrete members. Prerequisite: Civi 403 (concurrent).

Durrani, A.

451(S) INTRODUCTION TO TRANSPORTATION (3-0-3)

Operational characteristics of transport modes, elements of transportation plarming, and design of

stationary elements.
Sedlak, J.

464(S) HYDROLOGY AND WATERSHED ANALYSIS (3-3-4)

Fundamentals of the hydrologic cycle, hydrography techniques, flood routing, and open-channel

flow; local watershed apphcation and laboratory. Also offered as Envi 412.

Bedient, P.

470(F) BASIC SOIL MECHANICS (3-3-4)

Soil exploration, soil properties and behavior, soil classifications, hydraulics of soil moisture,

consolidation and settlement, strength characteristics, soil stabilization, lateral earth pressure,

slope stability, and retaining wall design.

Dakoulas, P.

499 SPECIAL PROBLEMS (Variable)

Study of selected topics including individual investigations, special lectures, and seminars.

Offered upon mutual agreement of faculty and student.

Stajf

500(F) ADVANCED MECHANICS OF SOLIDS I (3-0-3)

General analysis of stress and infinitesimal strain, linear elastic and thermo-elastic stress-strain

relations. Formulation and solution of boundary value problems, including torsion and flexure of

cylinders, plane problems, flexure of plates, and selected three-dimensional problems. Approxi-

mate solutions by energy methods and the finite element method. Intended for graduate students,

others by permission of instructor.

Nordgren, R.

501(S) ADVANCED MECHANICS OF SOLIDS II (3-0-3)

Analysis of the nonlinear behavior of elastic and inelastic solids with application to engineering

materials. Nonlinear theory of rods and the stability of columns. Prerequisite: Civi 500.

Nordgren, R.

509(S) DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF OFFSHORE STRUCTURES (3-0-3)

Loads on offshore structures are described on deterministic and probabilistic basis. Methods are

examined for calculating the structural response. Specific examples involving drill strings, marine

risers, and fixed and compliant structures are given. Offered irregularly.

Staff

512(F) ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS OF PROBABILITY (3-0-3)

Applications of probability theory and statistics in planning, analysis, and design of civil

engineering systems. Probabilistic modeling ofrandom phenomena. Occurrence models, extreme

value distributions. Statistical inference methods. Modeling and analysis of uncertainties in

engineering. Introduction to Bayesian statistical decision theory. Prerequisite: Caam 381 or Stat

310.

Conte, J.

513(F) THEORY OF ELASTICITY (3-0-3)

Advanced topics in the linear and nonUnear theory of elasticity. Offered irregularly.

Staff
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515(S) STRUCTURAL PLASTICITY, FATIGUE, AND FRACTURE (3-0-3)

Problems in limit analysis and design, plastic behavior of structures, fatigue failure and brittle

fracture of structural components. Also offered as Mech 515.

, , i,

,

Merwin, J.

516(F) PLATES (3 0-3)

Introduction to theories of plates and cylindrical shells with applications to practical problems.

Offered irregularly.

Stajf

^'«'('^. '•
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519(S) SHELLS (3-0-3)

Introduction to theories of shells with applications to practical problems. Offered irregularly.

Stajf

521(F) STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS I (3-0-3)

Dynamics of force-excited discrete linear systems with applications to design. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor for undergraduates.

iv ;
: • ti'.iiv , ; Veletsos,A.

522(S) STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS II (3-0-3)

Dynamics of force-excited continuous linear systems and ground-excited linear and yielding

structures. Fundamentals of earthquake engineering. Prerequisite: Civi 521.

VeletSOS, A.

523(S) PROBABILISTIC STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Introduction to probability theory and random processes. Dynamic analysis of linear and nonlinear

structural systems subjected to analysis of stationary and nonstationary random excitations.

Reliability studies related to first excursion and fatigue failures. Applications to earthquake

engineering, offshore engineering, and wind engineering. Prerequisites: Civi 52 1 or Mech 4 1 2 and
basic knowledge of probability theory. Also offered as Mech 523.

Conte, J.

524(S) STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY THEORY AND APPLICATIONS
(3-0-3)

Probability theory and random processes, fundamentals of structural reliability theory. Methods
of reliability analysis, structural component and system reliability, reliability-based design codes,

structural load modeling and combination for performance and safety evaluation. Seismic risk

analysis of structural systems. Prerequisite: basic knowledge of probability theory.

Conte, J.

525(F) STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS III (3-0-3)

Special topics in structural dynamics, including problems of wave propagation, response of

structures to waves, dynamics of foundations, soil-structure and fluid-structure interaction.

Offered irregularly. Prerequisite: Civi 521.

Veletsos, A.

526(S) STRUCTURAL STABILITY (3-0-3)

Stability criteria. Flexural and torsional buckling of columns and frames, lateral buckling of

beams, plate buckling. Effect of imperfections on strength. Beam-columns. Evaluation of design-

code provisions.

Staff

530(F) CONCRETE BUILDING DESIGN (3-0-3)

Design of reinforced concrete building structures and floor slab systems. Case histories will be

discussed. Prerequisite: Civi 403.

Gosain, N.
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531(F) BEHAVIOR OF REINFORCED CONCRETE MEMBERS (3-0-3)

Moment-curvature relationship for beams and columns, biaxally loaded columns, slendemess

effects, interaction diagrams, shear and torsion in members, shear wall-frame interaction, behavior

under large load reversals; extensive use of microcomputers. Prerequisite: Civi 403.

Durrani, A.

532(S) PRESTRESSED CONCRETE (3-0-3)

Prestressing techniques, prestress losses, deflections, shear and torsion, analysis and design of

members using microcomputers, composite members, continuous beams and prestressed slabs.

Prerequisite: Civi 403. Offered alternate years.

Durrani, A.

540(S) STEEL BUILDING DESIGN (3-0-3)

Practical considerations from the conceptual stage to the final analysis, including design param-

eters and serviceability limitations. Prerequisites: Civi 305, 306, 403.

Banavalkar, P.

570(S) FOUNDATION ENGINEERING (3-0-3)

Geotechnical engineering applications to the analysis, design, and construction of shallow and

deep foundations and earth retaining structures. Prerequisite: Civi 470.

Dakoulas, P.

571(F) SOIL DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Introduction to vibrations and wave propagation in elastic media. Behavior of soil subjected to

dynamic and cyclic loading, including field and laboratory testing. Engineering applications,

focusing on earthquake engineering problems such as modification of ground shaking caused by

the soil, liquefaction of sands, machine foundations, etc.

Dakoulas, P.

678(F) ADVANCED STOCHASTIC MECHANICS (3-0-3)

Nonlinear random vibrations. Statistical Linearization, ARMA filters modeling, Monte Carlo

Simulation, Wiener-Volterra series, time-variant strucmral reliability, and Stochastic Finite

Elements are presented from a perspective of usefulness to aerospace, civil, marine, and

mechanical applications. Prerequisites: Civi 512, 523.

Spanos, P.

699 SPECIAL PROBLEMS (Variable)

Study of selected topics including individual investigations under the direction of a member ofthe

civil engineering faculty. Offered upon mutual agreement of faculty and student.

Staff

800 RESEARCH AND THESIS (Variable)

Staff
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The School of Humanities

Associate Professors Wallace and Yunis

Assistant Professor Mackie

Degrees Offered: B.A. in Classics (Greek and Latin), B.A. in Latin.

Undergraduate Program. The program in Classics offers instruction in the

languages, literature, history, and culture of ancient Greece and Rome. We offer two
types of major: Classics, which includes the study ofboth ancient Greek and Latin. Both
majors stress the study of the literature of the classical civilizations in the original

languages. The student who chooses one of these two majors will learn that the study of

ancient Greek and Latin is a demanding but rewarding discipline. For our majors we try

to facilitate travel to Greece or Italy and experience on a dig or study at the Intercollegiate

Center for Classical Studies in Rome. Rice is now a supporting member of the

Intercollegiate Center.

Each year we also offer courses about various aspects of the classical civilizations

using English translations. These courses are organized below under the rubric "Clas-

sical Studies."

A major in Classics is essential preparation for graduate study in Classics, ancient

history, ancient philosophy, ancient religion (especially early Christianity), and ancient

art history. Knowledge of Greek and Latin is useful for graduate study in English, the

Romance languages, German, the Slavic languages, theology, European history, and

linguistics. A Secondary Teaching Certificate in conjunction with a B.A. in Latin or

Classics is available through the Department of Education. The program in Classics is

formally administered as part of the Department of Hispanic and Classical Studies.

Students interested in majoring in Classics or in finding out more about the program

should see Professors Wallace, Yunis, or Mackie.

Requirements for the Major. Students may choose a major in either Classics

(Greek and Latin) or Latin.

For the major in Classics, the student must take 27 semester hours (nine courses):

1

.

21 semester hours (seven courses) in Greek and Latin at the 200 level or above,

including at least six semester hours (two courses) in each language.

2. Three semester hours (one course) at the 300 level in Classical Studies or

one of the following fields from outside the Classics program: Greek and

Roman history, philosophy, art, or religion.

3. Lati 493 in the spring semester of the senior year, in order to prepare for and

then take the comprehensive examination in the ninth week of the semester.

Lati 493 is to be taken in addition to the 21 semester hours required above.

For the major in Latin, the student must take 24 semester hours (eight courses):

1. 18 semester hours (six courses) in Latin at the 200 level or above.

2. Three semester hours (one course) at the 300 level in Classical Studies or

one of the following fields from outside the Classics program: Greek and

Roman history, philosophy, art, or religion.

3. Lati 493 in the spring semester of the senior year, in order to prepare for and

then take the comprehensive examination in the ninth week of the semester.

Lati 493 is to be taken in addition to the 18 semester hours required above.
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Classical Studies

222(S) PERSPECTIVES ON GREEK TRAGEDY (3-0-3)

An introduction to Greek tragedy that will emphasize the performance culture of democratic

Athens, contemporary philosophical issues, and the Greek traditions ofpoetry and myth. All plays

will be read in translation. Not offered 1995-96.

Mackie, H.

315(S) SOCRATES: THE MAN AND HIS PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

An appraisal of Socrates's life, thought, and achievements. Extensive readings in Plato's Socratic

dialogues, especially the Gorgias and Protagoras. Not offered 1995-96.

Yunis, H.

321(F) THE AGE OF NERO (3-0-3)

Study of the history ofNero's reign (54-68 a.d.) and of the literary and artistic works of the period.

Authors read will include Tacitus, Suetonius, Seneca, Lucan, Persius, and Petronius. Not offered

1995-96.
Wallace, K.

322(S) WOMEN IN GREECE AND ROME (3-0-3)

A survey of the depiction of women in Greek and Roman mythology, literature, and art together

with a study of the lives of Greek and Roman women as evidenced by archaeological as well as

literary materials.

Wallace, K.

335(S) CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

An introduction to the Greek myths, their form and function in ancient society, and their afterlife

in modem European literature. Discussion of a variety of theoretical approaches to myth will be

included. All works will be read in translation. Not offered 1995-96.

Mackie, H.

341(F) THE FALL OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC (3-0-3)

Study of the last free state of the ancient Mediterranean world as it was transferred by dynasts

(Marius, Sulla, Pompey, Crassus, Caesar, Antonius, Octavian) and civil war in the first century b.c.

Ancient authors read will include Cicero, Caesar, Sallust, Plutarch, Catullus, and Lucretius. Not

offered 1995-96.
Wallace, K.

351(S) THE DEATH OF EPIC (3-0-3)

A comparative analysis of epic narrative and epic themes in ancient, medieval, and modem
literature and film. All works will be read in translation.

Mackie, H.

352(S) PERICLEAN ATHENS (3-0-3)

A close examination of what was unique about Athens during the age of Pericles: the Athenian

empire and democracy, the crisis of the Peloponnesian war, the influence of the sophists, social

crises as reflected in tragedy and comedy, the life and trial of Socrates. Not offered 1995-96.

Yunis, H.

491(F) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

Independent work for qualified juniors and seniors.

Staff

492(S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

Independent work for qualified juniors and seniors.

Staff
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Greek

101(F) INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT GREEK I (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

^,„.„.. ._. ... Mackie.H.

102 (S) INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT GREEK II (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

- . Mackie, H.

201(F) INTERMEDIATE GREEK I (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Review of forms and syntax followed by readings in Plato's Apology. Not offered 1995-96.

Yunis, H.

202 (S) INTERMEDIATE GREEK II: TRAGEDY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

301 (F) ADVANCED GREEK I: HOMER, ODYSSEY (3-0-3)

Staff

302 (S) ADVANCED GREEK II: HERODOTUS (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

491(F) DIRECTED READING (3-0-3)

Independent work for qualified juniors and seniors in genres or authors not presented in other

courses.

Staff

492(S) DIRECTED READING (3-0-3)

Independent work for qualified juniors and seniors in genres or authors not presented in other

courses.

Staff

Latin

101(F) ELEMENTARY LATIN I (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

NOTE: 102 must be completed to receive distribution credit for 101. Fundamentals of Latin

grammar with emphasis on the acquisition of reading skills.

Wallace. K.

102(S) ELEMENTARY LATIN H (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of Lati 101.

201(F) INTERMEDIATE LATIN I: PROSE (3-0-3)

202(S) INTERMEDIATE LATIN II: POETRY (3-0-3)

Readings in Catullus.

Wallace, K.

Wallace, K.

Wallace, K.
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302(F) ADVANCED LATIN: ROMAN SATIRE (3-0-3)

Reading selections from the Epodes, Odes, Satires, and Epistles.

Wallace, K.

303(S) ADVANCED LATIN: CICERO (3-0-3)

Stajf

491(F) DIRECTED READING (3-0-3)

Independent work for qualified juniors and seniors in genres or authors not presented in other

upper-level courses.

Stajf

492(S) DIRECTED READING (3-0-3)

Independent work for qualified juniors and seniors in genres or authors not presented in other

courses.

Stajf

493(S) COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION (3-0-3)

Reading course to be taken by all majors in the spring semester of the senior year. Preparation for

the comprehensive examination that is to be taken in the last week of the semester. For Classics

and Latin majors only.

Mackie, H.
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Cognitive Sciences

The School of Social Sciences

Professor Martin, Chair I

Professors Cartwright, Cheatham, Copeland, P.W. Davis, Gorry, Grandy,

Lamb, Roediger, J.R. Thompson, Tyler, and Watkins

Associate Professors Kemmer, D.M. Lane, and Poianyi

Assistant Professors Bowers, Dutta, Margolis, and Sullivan

Degree Ojfered: B.A.

Cognitive sciences are concerned with how the mind works. Cognitive scientists

seek to understand perceiving, thinking, remembering, understanding language, learn-

ing, concept formation, and other mental phenomena. This field of study constitutes,

under a new name and aided by new technologies, a restoration of lines ofstudy that were

pursued before a restructuring of universities in the eighteenth century broke it up into

separate disciplines. As a result of that dismemberment, cognitive sciences is now
treated as an interdisciplinary field.

Research in cognitive sciences ranges from observing children through program-

ming computers to do complex problem solving to analyzing the nature ofmeaning. The
methods include observation and analysis, model building, experimentation, and

computer simulation of mental structures and processes. Some students see cognitive

sciences as a way to study the last frontier, the mind. Some see it as a way to get in on

the ground floor of the information society. Some see it as a way to get useful experience

with computers.

Suggested preparation for the major: Psyc 101 ; Phil 106 or mathematical maturity;

and calculus or probability theory. Prospective majors should try to complete the

required courses at the 200-level by the end of the sophomore year. These include Comp
210, Ling 200 (or alternatively Ling 300), and Psyc 203.

All Cognitive Sciences majors are required to do a senior project. In order to obtain

the necessary background skills, majors are strongly encouraged to complete a course

by the end of their junior year that involves a research project (such as Ling 317, Psyc

340, Comp 440). In order to obtain concentrated research experience, students may elect

to take Csci 390, Supervised Research in Cognitive Science. This course will count for

one of the four additional courses required beyond the eight core courses. The

department for which this course will count will depend on the faculty member who is

supervising the research. Majors may also want to audit Csci 491 and 492 during their

junior year in order to learn about the research interests ofthe Cognitive Sciences faculty

and the projects that seniors have undertaken.

Requirements. A student majoring in Cognitive Sciences must complete 1 2 three-

hour or four-hour courses plus Csci 49 1 , a one-hour course to be taken in the fall term

of the senior year. The 12 courses include eight core courses as follows:

Csci 492, Cognitive Sciences Seminar (spring term of senior year);

Comp 210, Introduction to Scientific Computation (4 hours);

Comp 440, Artificial Intelligence;

Ling 200, Language, or Ling 300, Linguistic Analysis;
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Ling 306, Cognitive Linguistics, or Ling 315, Semantics: Introduction to

the Study of Meaning;

Phil 305, Mathematical Logic, or Phil 312, Philosophy of Mind .,.! ^j ji

Psyc 203, Introduction to Cognitive Psychology;

Psyc 351, Psychology of Perception, or Psyc 362, Biopsychology.

Of the four additional courses, no more than two courses from a single department

can be counted toward the requirements for the major. ..

Anthropology

406 COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3) * >:: >T'/.I ir

'-•- Tyler, S.

Cognitive Sciences

390(F/S) SUPERVISED RESERCH IN COGNITIVE SCIENCE (1-9-3)

Supervised research on topics relevant to the cognitive sciences. Prerequisite: permission of

instructor. Limited to cognitive sciences majors.

Martin, R.

491(F) COGNITIVE SCIENCES SENIOR SEMINAR (2 0-1)

Discussion of current research, issues, and problems in Cognitive Sciences. Seniors majoring in

Cognitive Sciences will participate in discussions and begin work on their projects. Content varies

from year to year. Restricted to cognitive sciences majors. Credit is contingent upon completion

of Csci 492.

Martin, R.

492(S) COGNITIVE SCIENCES SENIOR SEMINAR (2-0-3)

Continuation of Csci 49 1 . Seniors majoring in cognitive sciences will work on projects and present

reports. Csci 491 is an absolute prerequisite.

Martin, R.

Computer Science

210 INTRODUCTION TO SCIENTIFIC COMPUTATION (4-0-4)

240 THE AGE OF INTELLIGENT MACHINES (3-0-3)

440 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (3-0-3)

Electrical Engineering

498 INTRODUCTION TO ROBOTICS (3-0-3)

Staff

Gorry, A.

Staff

Walker, J.
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Linguistics '"''p*; - -" '
'

200 LANGUAGE (3-0-3) x
-

300 LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

301 PHONOLOGY (3-0-3)

306 COGNITIVE LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

.fVJ'
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Staff

Copeland, J.

Staff

Lamb, S.

315 SEMANTICS: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF MEANING (3-

0-3)

317 LANGUAGE AND COMPUTERS (3-0-3)

402 SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS (3-0-3)

403 MODERN LINGUISTIC THEORY (3-0-3)

411 NEUROLINGUISTICS (3-0-3) -

412 LANGUAGE AND INTELLIGENCE (3-0-3)

467 COMPUTATIONAL PROJECTS (3-0-3) . -

490 DISCOURSE ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Philosophy

103 PHILOSOPHY AND COGNITIVE SCIENCE (3-0-3)

303 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE (3-0-3)

305 MATHEMATICAL LOGIC (3-0-3)

312 PHILOSOPHY OF MIND (3-0-3)

353 PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

'^:\i if:

^fc<

Kemmer, S.

Barlow, M.

Davis, P.W.

Staff

Lamb, S.

Davis, P.

Barlow, M.

Polanyi, L.

Margolis, E.

DeRose.K.

Grandy, R.

Staff

DeRose, K., Grandy, R.
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357 ADVANCED TOPICS IN MATHEMATICAL LOGIC (3-0-3)

Grandy, R.

Psychology

203 INTRODUCTION TO COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

308 MEMORY (3-0-3)

309 PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

340 RESEARCH METHODS (3-0-3)

351 PSYCHOLOGY OF PERCEPTION (3-0-3)

362 BIOPSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

Sociology

353 CONCEPTIONS OF HUMAN NATURE (3-0-3)

Statistics

301 MODEL BUILDING (3-0-3)

Bowers, J.

Roediger, R., Watkins, M.

Martin, R.C.

Watkins, M.

Pomerantz, J.

Bowers, J.

Klineberg, S.

Atkinson, E.
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Computational and Applied Mathematics

The George R. Brown School of Engineering

Professor D. Sorensen, Chair

Professors Akin, Carroll, S.H. Davis, Dennis, Miele, Pfeiffer,

D.W. Scott, Symes, Tapia, J.R. Thompson,

C.C. Wang, and Wheeler

Adjunct Professors Christie, Eisner, Glowinski, Kendall, Matthews, Mufti, Nunez,

^

Peaceman, Trosset, and Vu
Associate Professors Arbogast, Cox, and Dawson

Lecturer Bixby ">•.'<':

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.C.A.M., M.C.S.E., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. The program allows each student considerable free-

dom to plan a course of study consistent with his or her particular interests in

mathematics and its applications. Available courses provide foundations for applica-

tions to many fields of engineering, physical sciences, life sciences, behavioral and

social sciences, and computer science.

Within the flexible framework of university requirements, the program consists of

three parts: (1) basic courses in mathematics and computer science, (2) introductory

courses in appropriate areas of computational and applied mathematics, and (3)

electives for which major credit is given.

1. Students normally take eight basic courses, as follows:

Calculus—Math 101, 102 (or honors equivalent);

Differential equations—Math 211;

Multivariable calculus—Math 212;

Linear algebra—Math 355 or Caam 310;

Foundation mathematics—Math 321 or Caam 321

Computation—Caam 2 1 or 2 1 1

;

Numerical analysis—Caam 353.

2. Students take one course each in three of the following areas:

Computation—Comp 2 1 or 2 1

2

Numerical analysis-—Caam 45 1 , 452, or 454;

Operations research/optimization—Caam 460, 471, 472, 475, or

476; or Econ 472.

Physical mathematics: Caam 335, 336, or Math 381, 382.

Applied probability : Caam 381.

3. Each student will take, as a minimum, two additional courses in one of these

areas. Students are expected to consult with a faculty adviser to work out a

coherent package (of some three to five courses) that provides a reasonable

foundation in the area of emphasis.

To these are added courses in computational and applied mathematics, computer

science, statistics, or mathematics and approved electives in other areas to bring total

major credits to 55 semester hours.
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In addition to departmental requirements for the major, students must also satisfy

university distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours

outside the departmental requirements for a total program of at least 1 20 semester hours.

See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

A student contemplating a major in Computational and Applied Mathematics is

encouraged to contact any member of the department, particularly a member of its

undergraduate committee. A faculty member will help the student explore possible

programs suited to his or her individual needs and interests.

The Department of Computational and Applied Mathematics participates in the

interdisciplinary program in Managerial Studies. More information may be obtained

from the description of the Managerial Studies program on page 421.

Graduate Program. Admission to graduate study in Computational and Applied

Mathematics is open to qualified students holding bachelor's or master's degrees (or

their equivalent) in engineering, mathematics, or physical, biological, mathematical, or

behavioral sciences. The credentials ofeach applicant will receive individual evaluation

by the faculty of the department. A complete application folder should include the

quantitative, verbal, and advanced scores from the Graduate Record Examination, all

transcripts, and evidence of proficiency in English (such as the TOEFL) where
appropriate.

The graduate program is designed for students seeking the professional degree of

Master of Computational and Applied Mathematics or the research degrees of Master
of Arts or Doctor of Philosophy. It normally takes one or two years to obtain a master's

and three to five years to obtain a doctorate. A master's degree is not a prerequisite for

the doctoral degree.

The professional degree emphasizes the applied aspects of mathematics. This

degree is intended for persons who plan careers as practitioners rather than primarily as

researchers. Presently, this degree emphasizes the following areas, singly or in combi-
nation: (1) general applied mathematics, (2) operations research and optimization, and

(3) numerical analysis. Further information about this degree may be obtained from the

department.

The granting of a research degree presupposes demonstrated ability to do advanced
original research. Students are encouraged to initiate research activities at the earliest

possible time in their graduate study. Presently, the research interests of the faculty are

in the following four major areas: (1) numerical analysis and computation, (2) physical

mathematics, (3) operations research and optimization, and (4) mathematical modeling
in physical, biological, or behavioral sciences. Further information about these areas

may be obtained from the department.

Graduate fellowships, research assistantships, and graduate scholarships are avail-

able and are awarded on the basis of merit to qualified students. Current practice in the

department is for most doctoral students in good standing to receive some financial aid.

As an integral part of their scholarship programs, all graduate students are expected to

attain some proficiency in teaching by engaging in instructional assignments of the

department.

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Computational and Applied Math-
ematics:

Satisfactory completion of at least 30 semester hours of course work approved

by the department.
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Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts:

1 . Satisfactory completion of at least 30 semester hours (including thesis) at

the graduate level. Normally five courses must be in Computational and

Applied Mathematics.

?! :^r.'!i 2. An original thesis acceptable to the department. Note, however, that

successful performance on the qualifying examination fulfills the master's

thesis requirement for a student working toward the Ph.D. degree.

3. Satisfactory performance on a public oral examination on the thesis; the
^ procedure for the public oral examination is given in the general rules ofthe

university.

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy:

1

.

Satisfactory completion ofcourses ofstudy approved by the department. At

least two courses outside the major area are required.

2. Satisfactory performance on preliminary and qualifying examinations and

reviews.

3. Satisfactory completion of two semester courses or a reading examination

on an approved foreign language.

4. An original thesis acceptable to the department.

5. Satisfactory performance on a final public oral examination on the thesis;

the procedure is given in the general rules of the university.

Computational Science and Engineering Degree Program. Modem science and

engineering have become increasingly reliant upon computation as an aid to research,

development, and design. However, using the newest and most powerful computers

requires a knowledge of parallel and vector capabilities along with a variety of other

things such as visualization, networking, and programming environments. It is also

necessary to be aware of a variety of new algorithms and analytic techniques that have

been developed to utilize most effectively the power of these computational tools.

In order to address this need, the computational and applied mathematics depart-

ment in conjunction with the biochemistry and cell biology, geology and geophysics,

computer science, chemical engineering, electrical and computer engineering, and

statistics departments, has established an advanced degree program in an area called

Computational Science and Engineering (CSE). The program focuses attention upon

modem computational techniques and provides a resource of training and expertise in

this area.

Oversight. The program is govemed by a committee offaculty chosen by the deans

of engineering and natural sciences, with ultimate oversight by the provost. This

Computational Science Committee (CSC) is responsible for assisting the student in

designing an appropriate course of study. It also sets the examination requirements for

each student.

There are two degree tracks. One leads to a Ph.D. and the other to a professional

degree. Master of Computational Science and Engineering (M.C.S.E.).

The Professional Master's Degree. At the master's level, the intent is to produce

a professional expert in scientific computing who will be able to work as part of an

interdisciplinary research team. A recipient of this degree will be well trained in state of

the art numerical methods, high performance computer architectures, use of software

development tools for parallel and vector computers, and in the application of these

techniques to at least one scientific or engineering area.
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Requirements for the Degree of Master of Computational Science and Engineering:

1. Satisfactory completion of at least 30 semester hours of course work
approved by the department.

2. At most two courses may be at the 300 (junior) level; at most two may be

taken outside the department; and at most two courses may be transferred.

The program of study will be designed by the student with the advice and

approval ofthe CSC. The student will be required to adhere to the following

specifications:

Required Courses: Comp 412, Elec 425, Caam 420, one of Caam 451, 452,

453, 454, 47 1 . The central course (420) should be taken in the first semester

of study.

Computational Science Electives: Four courses selected from an approved

list of Comp or Caam courses, including at least two at the 500 level.

Open Electives: Two approved courses from a department other than Caam
or Comp at the 300 level or above. Students may elect to undertake a

computational project within a participating department to satisfy this

requirement. Examples would be Elec 490 or 590, Ceng 584.

Application Areas: Appropriate sequence from a participating application

area at the level of 300 or above.

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy:

1

.

Satisfactory completion of courses of study approved by the CSC. At least

two courses outside the major area are required.

2. Satisfactory performance on preliminary and qualifying examinations and

reviews administered by the CSC.
3

.

Satisfactory completion of two semester courses or a reading examination

on an approved foreign language.

4. An original thesis acceptable to the CSC.
5. Satisfactory performance on a final public oral examination on the thesis;

the procedure is given in the general rules of the university.

Recruitment, Financial Aid, and the Associated Department. Students may be

recruited either directly into the Computational Science and Engineering Program or

indirectly through one of the participating departments. In all cases, however, the

student must fulfill the admissions requirements of one department that will then agree

to act as the student's associated department. The student then participates as a normal

graduate student within that department in every way except that the curriculum and
examination requirements will be set by the CSC. This means that the student must fulfill

the normal teaching requirements of the associated department as well as any other

normal duties.

Computational and Applied Mathematics Courses

210(F) INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING COMPUTATION (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP ID
Introduction to engineering computation: engineering workstations, programming, software

systems, and numerical meSiods. Laboratory to illustrate the applications of computational and
visualization methods to problem analysis. MATLAB serves as the primary computational and
display tool, with supplementary programs written in C. Prerequisites: Math 101, Phys 101.

Johnson, D.
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211(S) INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING COMPUTATION (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Introduction to engineering computation: engineering workstations, programming, software

systems, and numerical methods. Laboratory to illustrate the applications of computational and

visualization methods to problem analysis. MATLAB serves as the primary computational and

display tool, with supplementary programs written in Fortran. Prerequisites: Math 101, Phys 101.

Akin, E.

310(S) LINEAR ALGEBRA (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Concepts and results of linear algebra useful in a variety of fields of application.

Staff

321(F) INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

A careful treatment of fundamental topics of analysis, including vector spaces, differentiation and

(Riemann) integration, the implicit function theorem, compactness and completeness, inner

product spaces, and differential equations. Prerequisites: Math 211, 212 (or honors alternative).

Cox, S.

335(F) FOUNDATIONS OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS I (3-0-3)

Analytical and numerical methods for problems of fluid and solid mechanics and electromag-

netism. Firstof a two-semester sequence. Prerequisites: Math 211, 212. MATLAB will be used

extensively.

Cox, S., Symes, W.

336(S) FOUNDATIONS OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS II (3 0-3)

Continuation of Caam 335.

Arbogast, T.

353(S) COMPUTATIONAL NUMERICAL ANALYSIS (3-0 3)

An introductory course in numerical analysis with computer applications. Prerequisite: Math
211.

Staff

376(F) INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT SCIENCE (3-0-3)

Mathematical models in deterministic and stochastic situations, including linear programming,

inventory theory, decision theory, waiting line theory. Prerequisite: a statistics course.

Dennis, J.

378(S) INTRODUCTION TO OPERATIONS RESEARCH (3-0-3)

An alternative to Caam 376 for students with a year of calculus. Some knowledge of linear algebra

and of probability is desirable.

Staff

381(F/S) INTRODUCTION TO APPLIED PROBABILITY (3-0-3)

Concepts, interpretations, elementary techniques, and applications of modem probability theory.

Prerequisite: Math 102. Also offered as Elec 331 and Stat 381.

Pfeiffer,P.

400(F) CASE STUDIES IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS (3-0-3)

In-depth study of selected scientific and technological problems and the mathematical tools useful

in their solution. Formulation of mathematical models from physical principles; application of

dimensional analysis, perturbation theory, asymptotic expansions, eigenfunction series, and other

techniques. Recommended background: Caam 335/336 or Math 381. Not offered every year.

Staff
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420(S) INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE (3-0-3)

Basic principles of computational science, including vector and parallel computer architectures,

parallel numerical algorithms, scientific visualization, analysis and enhancement of perfor-

mance, and use ofprogramming tools and environments. Programming assignments will involve

hands-on experience with supercomputers and parallel computers. Prerequisites: Comp 2 10 and
Caam 353.

Stajf

432 TENSOR ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Review of linear algebra. Tensor algebra. Tensor analysis on Euclidean spaces. Applications to

particle mechanics, continuum mechanics, and electromagnetic theory. Prerequisite: Linear

Algebra. Not offered every year.

Staff

435(S) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I (3-0-3)

The existence and continuous dependence of solutions. The theories of Floquet (periodic

coefficients), Sturm, Liouville, Titchmarsh, and Weyl (boundary value problems), Liapunov
(stability), Hartman and Grobman (stability via linearization), and Poincare and Bendixson
(periodic solutions). Prerequisites: Math 21 1, 321.

Staff

436(F) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS II (3-0 3)

The derivation from first principles of the governing equations of fluid mechanics, solid

mechanics, and electromagnetism and their analytical/numerical study via (i) the method of

characteristics/Euler's method, (ii) eigenfunction expansions/fast Poisson solvers, and (iii)

Green's functions/fast integral transforms. Prerequisites: Math 21 1, 321.

Symes, W.

451(F) NUMERICAL LINEAR ALGEBRA (3 3)

A detailed study of numerical methods for the basic problems of linear algebra. Derivation,

analysis, and computer implementation of algorithms for the solution of linear systems, least

squares problems, eigenvalue problems, floating point arithmetic, rounding error analysis, matrix

and vector norms, sensitivity analysis. Prerequisite: Caam 310 or Math 355.

Staff

452(S) COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
(4-0-4)

Finite difference, variational, and collocation methods for approximating numerically the solu-

tions of ordinary and partial differential equations. Computer implementation to verify conver-

gence to the solution.

Dawson, C.

453(F) COMPUTATIONAL AND THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF NUMERI-
CAL ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Topics include linear and nonlinear systems, interpolation and approximation theory, integration

and differentiation, initial value problems, and fast Fourier transforms. Prerequisite: Math 211.

Dawson, C.

454(S) OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS IN COMPUTATIONAL ENGINEER-
ING AND SCIENCE (3-0-3)

An introduction to the formulation of optimization problems, with practical applications. Topics
include appropriate algorithms for systems of nonlinear equations, parameter identification for

differential equations, basic reduction methods, and examples from computational engineering

and science. A complement to Caam 460. Prerequisite: proficiency in Fortran or C and an
understanding of numerical linear algebra and calculus, Math 21 1, 212.

Dennis, J.

460(F) OPTIMIZATION THEORY (3-0-3)

Derivation and application of necessity conditions and sufficiency conditions for constrained

optimization problems. Prerequisite: Math 212 and linear algebra.

Tapia, R.
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471(F) LINEAR PROGRAMMING (3-0-3)

Formulation of managerial and technical problems, simplex method, revised simplex method,

duality theory and applications, transportation problems, decomposition techniques. Also offered

as Econ 47 1

.

Staff

472 GAME THEORY AND DECISION ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Matrix games, relation to linear programming, nonzero sum games, games against nature, decision

trees, models for group decisions, utility theory, benefit-cost models. Not offered every year.

Staff

475(S) INTEGER AND COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION (3-0-3)

Modeling and solving optimization problems with discrete components, graphs and networks,

network flow problems, minimum spanning trees, basic polyhedral theory, some standard

problems, computational complexity, branch and bound, cutting planes, Lagrangian relaxation.

Benders' decomposition. Prerequisite: Caam 471. Also offered as Econ 475.

Bixby, R.

476(S) OPERATIONS RESEARCH—STOCHASTIC MODELS (3-0-3)

Probability and decisions, random selection, Markov chains and decision processes, waiting lines,

martingale models. Prerequisite: Caam 381 or Stat 310. Also offered as Econ 476.

Pfeiffer, P.

479 OPERATIONS RESEARCH: ELEMENTARY DISCRETE OPTIMI-
ZATION (3-0-3)

Elementary treatment of ill-behaved optimization problems. Discrete dynamic programming and

integer programming. Emphasis on theory, formulation, and computational methods. Prerequisite:

Caam 47 1 . Not offered eVery year.

Staff

483 MARKOV AND MARTINGALE SEQUENCES—RENEWAL PRO-
CESSES (3-0-3)

The Markov property and Markov sequences. Discrete parameter martingales. Poisson and other

renewal processes. Prerequisite: Caam 381. Also offered as Stat 483. Not offered every year.

490(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

Staff

491(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

Staff

533 ADVANCED TENSOR ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Differential and integral calculus on manifolds. Riemannian geometry. Calculus of variations.

Hamilton-Jacobi theory. Applications to analytical mechanics, relativity and continuum mechan-

ics. Prerequisite: Caam 432. Offered occasionally.

Staff

535 MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF NONLINEAR ELASTICITY (3-0-3)

Representation theory for the constitutive relations forelasticity ; homogeneous and inhomogeneous
bodies; wave propagation; second-order elasticity and approximations. Prerequisites: Mech 511,

512, or Caam 432. Offered occasionally.

Staff

540(S) APPLIED FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Applications of basic concepts and theorems in functional analysis to mechanics, quantum
mechanics, and/or optimal control problems. Not offered every year.

Staff

'
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541 PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I (3-0-3)

Boundary value problems of mathematical physics; function spaces and distributions; direct

method in the calculus of variations; Green's functions and integrjd equations; compact operators,

spectral theory, regular and singular Sturm-Liouville problems. Prerequisites: Math 423 and 425
or permission of the instructor.

Stajf

542 PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS II (3-0-3)

Continuation of 541. Local existence of solutions, Hamilton-Jacobi theory; classical theory of

the heat and wave equations; weak solutions, Sobolev spaces, and boundary regularity of

solutions of elliptic boundary value problems; additional topics at the discretion ofthe instructor.

Stajf

551(S) ADVANCED NUMERICAL LINEAR ALGEBRA (3-0-3)

Numerical methods for large (sparse) linear algebra problems. Classical iterative methods for

solution, Krylov subspace projection methods for large-scale eigenvalue problems and linear

systems, introduction to multigrid techniques, direct methods for sparse symmetric positive

definite systems. Content selected from the above will vary from year to year. The course may be
repeated with permission of instructor. Prerequisite: Caam 451 or permission of instructor.

Sorensen, D.

552(F) NUMERICAL METHODS PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
I (3-0-3)

Analysis of modem numerical methods, including finite-difference methods, finite-element

methods, collocation methods, and associated algebraic problems.

Stajf

553(S) NUMERICAL METHODS PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
n (3-0-3)

Continuation of Caam 552.

Stajf

554(S) NUMERICAL NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING (3-0-3)

Analysis of modem numerical methods for constrained problems, including variable metric

methods, successive quadratic programming, and trust region methods. Not offered every year.

Dennis, J.

563(F) ENGINEERING APPROACH TO MATHEMATICAL PROGRAM-
MING (3-0-3)

Minimization of functions of variables that are either unconstrained or subject to equality

constraints, or subject to inequality constraints, or subject to both equality and inequality

constraints. Analytical methods: first-order conditions and second-order conditions. Numerical
methods: first-order methods and second-order methods. Also offered as Mech 563.

Miele,A.

564(S) ENGINEERING APPROACH TO OPTIMAL CONTROL (3-0-3)

Optimal control theory and calculus of variations. Minimization of functionals depending on
variables subject to differential constraints. Numerical methods; first-order methods and second-

order methods. Also offered as Mech 564.

Miele,A.

571(S) ADVANCED INTEGER AND COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION
(3-0-3)

Material will vary from year to year. Emphasis will be on methods for solving optimization

problems with discrete components. Possible topics include polyhedral structure of fundamental
problem classes, matrix properties of integral polyhedra, cardinality and weighted matching,

matroids and polymatroids, submodular functions, the ellipsoid algorithm and its consequences,

integer lattices, advanced integer programming techniques. Prerequisite: Caam 475.

Staff
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574 INTEGER PROGRAMMING (3-0-3)

Applications, theory, and computational methods in pure and mixed integer programming. Special

problem structures. Not offered every year.

Staff

581(F) MATHEMATICAL PROBABILITY I (3-0-3)

Measure-theoretic foundations of probability for students who need access to advanced math-
ematical literature in probability and random processes. Open to qualified undergraduates.

Prerequisite: Caam 381. Also offered as Stat 581.

Pfeiffer, P.

582(S) MATHEMATICAL PROBABILITY II (3-0-3)

Continuation of Caam 581. Also offered as Stat 582.

Pfeiffer, P.

583(F) INTRODUCTION TO RANDOM PROCESSES AND
APPLICATIONS (3-0-3)

Formulation, analysis, representations, and applications of some standard random processes.

Prerequisite: Caam 381. Recommended: Caam 581 or acourse in real variable theory. Also offered

as Elec 533 and Stat 583.

584 ESTIMATION THEORY (3-0-3)

Maximum likelihood and Bayesian vector parameter estimation. Minimum mean square error

estimation. Time series analysis. Algorithms based on state variable andARMA models for signal

estimation, model identification, and spectral estimation. Prerequisite: Caam 381 (583 recom-

mended). Also offered as Elec 534 and Stat 584. Not offered every year.

Staff

585 INFORMATION AND CODING THEORY (3-0-3)

See Elec 535. Prerequisite: Caam 381. Also offered as Elec 535.

Staff

587 ADVANCED STOCHASTIC PROCESSES (3-0-3)

Measure-theoretic probability. Separability and measurability. Analytic properties of sample

functions. Standard properties of second-order processes. Continuous-parameter Markov pro-

cesses and martingales. Prerequisite: Caam 58 1 or 583. Also offered as Elec 587. Not offered every

year.

Staff

590(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3 to 6 hours)

Staff

591(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3 to 6 hours)

Staff

592/593 TOPICS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS (3-0-3)

Staff

594/595 TOPICS IN APPLIED PROBABILITY (3-0-3)

Staff

597(S) SPECIAL TOPICS IN COMPUTATIONAL AND APPLIED
MATHEMATICS (3-0-3)

Staff

652 TOPICS IN NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (3-0-3)

The content of this course varies from year to year. It may be repeated if the change of content

justifies. Not offered every year.

5to#
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654(F) TOPICS IN OPTIMIZATION (3-0 3)
Content varies from year to year.

Tapia, R.

800 THESIS (Vaiiable)
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Computer Science

The George R. Brown School of Engineering

Professor Vardi, Chair

Professors Cartwright, Felleisen, Goldman, Gorry, Kennedy, and Zwaenepoel
Visiting Professor Fowler

Adjunct Professors Dongarra and Fox
Associate Professors Cooper and Warren

Assistant Professors Cox, Djidjev, Druschel, and Schaffer

Faculty Fellows Mellor-Crummey and Torczon
Adjunct Associate Professor S, Warren

Research Scientists Adve, Carle, Dwarkadas, Granston, Koelbel, and Moore
Lecturers Clarkson and Hofri

Senior Research Scientist Hansen

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.C.S., M.S., and Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. During the first two years, all computer science majors
are required to take the following courses:

Math 101, 102 (or 121, 122)

PhyslOlorlll
Comp210, 212, 280, 320

In addition, the following courses are strongly recommended:

Math 21 1,212
Phys 102

During the spring semester ofthe sophomore year, prospective majors should apply
for admission into the program. Because enrollment in the major is limited to the number
of students that the facilities can handle, some applications may be turned down. After
admission, a student will plan a course of study for the junior and senior years with a
departmental undergraduate adviser. To complete the major, a student must fulfill the
following requirements:

Algorithms: Comp 382
Linear algebra: Caam 3 10 or Math 355
Probability/Statistics: Stat 310 or 381
Software systems (two of): Comp 310, 412, or 421
Hardware and architecture: Elec 326
Computational mathematics: one of Caam 353, 451, 452, 453, 454, 471
Mathematics: one of Math 212, 312, 356, 425, or 463

plus two of the following courses not used to satisfy the above requirements:

Comp 310, 31 1, 360, 409, 411,412, 421, 425, 430, 440, 461, 480, 481, 512,

513,515,520,529,581,582.
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The courses required for the major sum to between 59 and 61 hours. Since the

university requires 60 hours in addition to those used for the major, as many as 1 2 1 hours

may be needed to graduate.

For teacher certification, a CS major must have taken Comp 310, 491, Educ 311,

312, 409, 420, and either 418 or both 304 and 408.

Graduate Program. The department offers three graduate programs: the profes-

sional master's, the research master's, and the doctoral. The professional program, a

terminal degree program for students intending to pursue a technical career in the

computer industry, awards the Master of Computer Science degree. To earn the degree,

the student must successfully complete 30 semester hours of course work approved by

the department. Up to six hours may be accepted as transfer credit. A minimum grade-

point average must be achieved over all courses counting toward the degree. The
professional master's program normally requires three semesters of study.

The research master's program requires a thesis in addition to course work and

culminates in the Master of Science degree. Admission to this program, however, is

reserved for special situations.

The doctoral program, offered to students planning to pursue a career in computer

science research and education, awards the degree of Doctor of Philosphy. To earn this

degree, the student must pass a comprehensive examination covering the core areas of

computer science, pass a qualifying examination in an area of specialization, conduct

original research, submit an acceptable thesis proposal, successfully defend the thesis

proposal, submit an acceptable thesis reporting research results, and pass a final oral

defense. Upon successful completion ofthe comprehensive examination, the qualifying

examination, and the proposal defense, the student will be awarded the Master of

Science degree. After a successful thesis defense and the completion of all departmental

and university requirements, the student will be awarded the Doctor of Philosophy

degree. The doctoral program normally requires four to five years of study.

Fellowships and research assistantships are available to students in the doctoral

program. Both provide a monthly stipend for the academic year and cover all tuition

expenses. More substantial monthly stipends may be available during the summer for

students working on departmental research projects. In all cases, continued support is

contingent on satisfactory progress in the program. During the academic year, students

in the doctoral program assist the department in the teaching and administration of

undergraduate and graduate courses. However, such duties will not be required of any

student for more than four semesters and will not exceed an average of ten hours per

week.

Current research interests ofthe faculty include algorithms, applications of logic to

computer science, compiler construction, distributed systems, geometric modeling and

robotics, parallel processing, performance evaluation, programming environments,

programming languages, program verification, semantics, symbolic computation, and

the theory of computation.

For further information and application materials, write the Department of Com-
puter Science, MS 132, Rice University, 6100 Main, Houston, Texas 77005-1892.
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Computer Science Courses
Note that course registrations at the 300 and 400 level may be restricted. In addition,

course registrations at the 500 level and above require the permission of the instructor.

100(F/S) INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING AND INFORMATION
SYSTEMS (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Introduction to computer organization, operating systems, programming languages, artificial

intelligence, and programming. Not intended for science-engineering students. May not be taken
for credit after any other programming course.

Stajf

200(S) ELEMENTS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

A broad introduction to the major topics ofcomputer science, including algorithms, mathematical
models of computation, machine organization and design, programming languages, communica-
tion, and artificial intelligence. Not intended for science-engineering students.

Stajf

210(F/S) INTRODUCTION TO PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC COMPU-
TATION (3-3-4)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III ' '
> '

'

Fundamental concepts of scientific computation including recursive and iterative problem
decomposition. Functional and imperative programming paradigms. Basic numerical methods.
Laboratory assignments using Scheme and MATLAB, a high-level language for matrix compu-
tations and graphics. Enrollment limited.

Stajf

211(F) INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING (3 to 6 Variable)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Introduction to programming using Pascal. Problem solving and algorithms, elementary data

structures, procedures and functions, debugging. No longer offered. Remains as a course number
in awarding transfer and advanced placement credit. NOTE: Only ONE of Comp 21 1 or 212 may
be counted for distribution.

Staff

212(F/S) INTERMEDIATE PROGRAMMING (3 1-4)

Programming methodology, problem solving, recursion, data structures, introduction to analysis

of algorithms, sorting techniques. NOTE: Only ONE of Comp 211 or 212 may be counted for

distribution. Prerequisite: Comp 210.

Staff

240(F) THE AGE OF INTELLIGENT MACHINES (3-0 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Problems ofcreating minds for computers, problems commonly addressed by the field ofcomputer
science known as artificial intelligence. History and accomplishments of artificial intelligence.

Approaches to aspects of intelligence and mind through readings drawn from logic, philosophy,

religion, psychology, linguistics, neuroscience, and science fiction.

Staff

280(F) MATHEMATICS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE (4 4)

Mathematical induction, recursive definitions and recurrence equations, finite state machines,
computability, logic. Prerequisites: Math 102, Comp 210.

V :-.,, Staff

290(F/S) COMPUTER SCIENCE PROJECTS ( 1 -4)

Theoretical and experimental investigations under staff direction. Prerequisite: permission of

department.

Staff
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1

310(F) PROGRAMMING STUDIO (2 6 4)

Advanced programming methods, including structured programming, team programming, pro-

gram specification and testing. Prerequisites: Comp 212, 280.

Stajf

311(S) PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES (3-3-4)

The design, definition, and interpretive implementation of programming languages, including

methods for precisely specifying syntax and semantics. Prerequisite: Comp 210. Corequisite:

Comp 280.

Stajf

320(S) INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ORGANIZATION (3-3-4)

Basic computer architecture and assembly language programming. System software, including

loaders and assemblers. Input-output devices and programming. Prerequisite: Comp 212.

Stajf

360(S) INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER GRAPHICS (3 3)

2D graphics techniques, including fast line and curve drawing and polygon filling. 3D graphics

problems, including representation of solids, shading, and hidden surface elimination. Fractals,

graphics standards. Not necessarily offered every year. Prerequisite: Comp 382.

Staff

382(S) DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS (4-0-4)

Design and analysis ofefficient computer algorithms and data structures. Prerequisites: Comp 212,

280. Also offered as Elec 322.

Staff

390 COMPUTER SCIENCE PROJECTS ( 1 -4)

See Comp 290.

Staff

409(F) LOGIC IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (3-0 3)

Set-theoretic concepts. Propositional and first-order logic. Soundness, completeness, incomplete-

ness, and undecidability. Functional programming as an extension of first-order logic. Logical

issues in computer science. Prerequisites: Comp 210, 280, 311.

Staff

411(S) ADVANCED PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES (3-0-3)

Formal methods for the specifications of operational semantics. Operational equivalence and
programming language calculi. Approaches to a formalization of the programming language
design space. Prerequisites: Comp 280, 311, 320.

Staff

412(F) COMPILER CONSTRUCTION (3-3-4)

Topics in the design of programming language translators, including parsing, run-time storage

management, error recovery, code generation and optimization. Prerequisite: Comp 382.

Staff

421(S) OPERATING SYSTEMS AND CONCURRENT PROGRAM-
MING (3-3-4)

Introduction to the design, construction, and analysis ofconcurrent programs with an emphasis on
operating systems, including filing systems, schedulers, and memory allocators. Specific attention

is devoted to process synchronization and communication within concurrent programs. Prerequi-

sites: Computer Science 212, 320. Also offered as Elec 421.

Staff
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422(F) PARALLEL COMPUTING (3-0-4)

Need for parallel computing, models for parallel computations, basic algorithms on PRAM
machines, architectures of parallel computing, mapping and scheduling in parallel computers,
program design for parallel computations. The course includes an extensive programming
component. Prerequisites: Comp 212, 320.

Staff

425(F) COMPUTER SYSTEMS (3-3-4)

Memory hierarchy, storage management, addressing, control, and input-output. Microprogram-
ming. Comparison of solutions to computer system design problems. Prerequisites: Comp 320 and
Elec 326. Also offered as Elec 425.

Staff

430(F) INTRODUCTION TO DATABASE SYSTEMS (3-3-4)

Survey of database system design and implementation. Physical data organization. Relational

databases. Object-oriented databases. Query languages. Query optimization. Transaction process-
ing. Concurrency control. Recovery. Prerequisites: Comp 212, 310.

Staff

440(S) ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (3-0-3)

Techniques for simulating intelligent behavior by machine, problem solving, game playing,

pattern perceiving, theorem proving, semantic information processing, and automatic program-
ming. Prerequisites: Comp 210. Also offered as Elec 521.

Staff

441(S) APPLIED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE PROJECTS (3-0-4)

Seminar on the development ofknowledge-based (expert) systems. In addition to reading original

papers on aspects of knowledge engineering and expert systems development, students will work
as members ofteams to develop a knowledge-based system using an expert systems tool. Potential

applications include medical decision making, molecular biology, and banking. Prerequisite:

Comp 440.

Staff

461(S) COMPUTER-AIDED GEOMETRIC DESIGN (3-0-4)

Fundamental representations and algorithms for curves and surfaces in computer-aided geometric
and hermite interpolation. Bezier and B-spline approximation. Geometric continuity and Beta-

splines. Recursive algorithms for evaluation, differentiation, subdivision, and knot insertion.

Blossoming and polar forms. Descartes's law of signs and the variation diminishing property.

Prerequisite: Masc 353.

480(S) CONCRETE MATHEMATICS (3-0-3)

Discrete and combinatorial mathematics, including sums and products, integer functions, elemen-
tary number theory, factorials, binomial coefficients, harmonic numbers, Fibonacci numbers,
generating functions, asymptotic representations. Applications to advanced algorithm analysis.

Not offered every year. Prerequisite: Comp 382.

Staff

481(F) AUTOMATA, FORMAL LANGUAGES, AND
COMPUTABILFTY (4-0-4)

Finite automata, regular expressions, regular languages, pushdown automata, context-free lan-

guages, Turing machines, recursive languages, computability, and undecidability. Prerequisite:

Comp 382.

Staff

490 COMPUTER SCIENCE PROJECTS ( 1 -9)

Theoretical and experimental investigations under staff direction. Prerequisite: permission of

department.

„ Staff
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491 COMPUTER SCIENCE TEACHING (3-0-3)

A combination of in-service teaching and a seminar. Prerequisite: permission of department.

Staff

492 COMPUTER SCIENCE HONORS PROJECT (3 9)

Theoretical and experimental investigations under staff direction. Open only to students in the

undergraduate honors program in Computer Science. Prerequisite: permission of department.

Staff

511(S) DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS OF PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES (3-0-3)

The operational and denotational semantics of programming languages. Prerequisites:

Comp311,411,481.
Staff

512(F) ADVANCED COMPILER CONSTRUCTION (3-3-4)

Advanced topics in the design and implementation of programming language translators. Data

flow analysis and optimization, code generation and register allocation, attribute grammars and

their evaluation, translation within programming environments, the implementation of advanced

language features. Prerequisite: Comp 412.

Staff

513(F) IMPLEMENTATION OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES (3-3-4)

Automatic storage management. Representation of function closures and continuations. Imple-

mentation of logic programming. Type checking in the presence of polymorphic typing and

overloading. Compiler generation from formal semantics. Not offered every year.

Staff

514(F) PROGRAMMING LOGICS (3-0 3)

Formal systems for specifying and verifying properties of programs. First-order predicate logic,

models ofprogramming languages, and deductive systems for proving properties ofprograms. Not
offered every year.

Staff

515(F) ADVANCED COMPILATION FOR VECTOR AND PARALLEL
PROCESSORS (3-0-3)

Advanced compilation techniques for vector and parallel computer systems, including the analysis

of program dependence, program transformations to enhance parallelism, compiler management
of the memory hierarchy, interprocedural data flow analysis, and parallel debugging.

Staff

519 TOPICS IN PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

Content varies at the discretion of the instructor.

Staff

520(F) DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS (3-3-4)

Distributed systems: workstations, local area networks, server machines. Multiprocess structuring

and interprocess communication. File access and memory management. User interfaces: window
systems and command interpreters. Case studies of selected destributed systems. Emphasis on
performance aspects of system software design. Prerequisites: Comp 421, 425. Also offered as

Elec 520.

Staff
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525(S) ADVANCED COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)
'

Design issues ofpipelined, vector, and multiprocessor architectures. Development ofperformance
'

evaluation techniques to model and simulate configuration of concurrent architectures. Software
aspects of processing and their effects on performance. Prerequisite: Comp 425. Also offered as

Elec 525.

526(S) COMPUTER NETWORKS: DESIGN AND ANALYSIS (3-0-3)
\

Design and comparison ofcomputer networks, techniques for performance analysis, connectivity
,

and reliability, capacity assignment. Network topologies. Local area networks, including rings,
\

busses, and contention networks. Prerequisite: Elec 428. Also offered as Elec 526. •

529(S) COMPUTER NETWORKS: ARCHITECTURE AND PROTOCOL
(3-0-3)

Introduction to computer networks and computer communication. Design of protocols for error
'

recovery, reliable delivery, routing, and congestion control. Store-and-forward networks, satellite

networks, local area networks, and locally distributed systems. Case studies ofnetworks, protocols

and protocol families. Emphasis on software design issues in computer communication. Prereq-

uisites: Stat 310, Comp 421. Also offered as Elec 529.

530 DATABASE SYSTEM (3-0-3)

Survey of database system implementation and design techniques. File structures; relational,

hierarchical, and network schemes; query languages; protection; and concurrent access. Prereq-

uisite: Comp 382. Not offered every year.

541(S) KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS (3-0-3)

The uses of artificial intelligence to augment human capabilities. Decision support systems, expert

systems with emphasis on applications in complex organizational settings. Conceptual and
technical limitations of existing expert systems technology and possible remedies. Prerequisite:

Comp 440.

561(F) GEOMETRIC MODELING (3-0-3)

Curves and surfaces: parametric form, implicit form, conversion between forms. Representation

of solids: wireframes, octtrees, boundary representations, constructive solid geometry. Applica-

tions: graphics, motion planning, simulation, finite element mesh generation. Prerequisite: Comp
382.

Stajf

563(F) ALGORITHMIC ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY (3-0-3)

Coordinate systems, commutative algebra, algebraic curves and surfaces, relational maps.

Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

581 THEORY OF COMPUTATION (3-0-3)

Computational complexity, abstract complexity, NP- and PSPACE-completeness, polynomial

hierarchy, cryptography, Kolgomorov complexity, parallel algorithms, random algorithms. Pre-

requisite: Comp 481.

582 ADVANCED ALGORITHMS (3-0-3)

Advanced design and analysis of efficient computer algorithms and data structures, lower bound
techniques, semi-numerical algorithms, and fast Fourier transforms. Prerequisite: Comp 481.

Staff
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83(S) VLSI ALGORITHMS (3-0-3)

/lodels of parallel computation. Design and analysis of parallel algorithms. VLSI complexity.

u-ea-time tradeoffs. Area-efficient VLSI networks. Prerequisite: Comp 382. Also offered as Elec

19.

Stajf

84(F) COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRY (3-0-3)

'oint location, range searching, convex hulls, proximity algorithms, intersections, geometry of

^tangles.

89(F) TOPICS IN THEORY OF COMPUTATION (3-0-3)

90 COMPUTER SCIENCE PROJECTS (1-9)

idvanced theoretical and experimental investigations under staff direction.

00 GRADUATE SEMINAR (1-0-1)

discussion of selected topics in computer science.

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

«7(F) AUTOMATED PROGRAM VERIFICATION (3-0-3)

dethods, tools, and theories for the computer-aided verification of concurrent systems. Topics

overed: verification and validation tools for hardware and software systems, verification and

aUdation methods based on model checking, theorem proving, and automata-based methods, and

omplexity and efficiency issues in automatic verification.

Vardi, M.

m UNIVERSAL ALGEBRA (1-0-3)

lements of universal algebra (isomorphic algebras, quotients, direct products, varieties). Boolen

Igebras (rings, filters, ideals, Stone duality, connection to model theory and logic). Prerequisite:

4ath 463, Comp 409.

Staff

10 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES ( 1 -0- 1

)

K discussion of programming-language semantics in computer science.

Staff

12 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN COMPILER CONSTRUCTION (2-0-2)

opics in construction ofprogramming-language translators. Prerequisite: Comp 412. Not offered

very year.

Staff

13(F) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN ADVANCED LANGUAGE IMPLEMEN-
TATION (3-0-3)

'opics in advanced language implementation. Prerequisites: Comp 311, 412.

Staff

il5(F) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN PARALLEL PROGRAMMING SYS-
TEMS (2-0-2)

opics in parallel-programming environments and compilers for parallel computers.

Staff

|i20 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATION ( 1 -0- 1

)

Content varies at discretion of instructor. Prerequisite: Comp 520.

Staff
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661 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN GEOMETRIC COMPUTATION

680 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN COMPUTABILITY THEORY ( 1 -0- 1

)

Content varies at discretion of instructor. Prerequisites: Comp 581, 582.

682 GRADUATE SEMINAR IN GRAPH ALGORITHMS (3-0-3)

Advanced graph algorithms, separator theorems, planar graphs. Prerequisite: Comp 582.

690 RESEARCH AND THESIS
'

800 DOCTORAL RESEARCH

, I'iuj .i.C'J ^-'.'i-"!-:.: Uih ::-rr,i .':.:^ti'i \
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Economics

The School of Social Sciences

Professor B.W. Brown, Chair

Professors Brito, J. Brown, Bryant, Gillis, Hartley, Mieszkowski,

Sickles, Smith, Soligo, and Zodrow

Associate Professor Chae

Adjunct Professors Lairson and Swint

Adjunct Associate Professor Begiey

Assistant Professors Chang, Dudey, Kim, Merz, Vella, and Yi

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. Undergraduates may major in either economics or

mathematical economic analysis. Major requirements are not subject to change for

students who are multiple majors.

Economics majors are required to take a minimum of ten courses including nine

in economics plus one in quantitative methods as specified in (5) below.
^

Course requirements include:

1. Econ211 and212;

2. Econ 370 or 372;

3. Econ 375;

4. At least three of the following: Econ 301, 355, 415, 416, 417, 420, 421, 430,

435, 436, 438, 440, 445, 448, 450, 455, 461, 483, 485, 486;

5. One course in quantitative methods selected from Econ 382, 400, 471, 475,

476, Caam 223, Stat 301, 310, 381, 410, 431, 432, Comp 21 1, and Acco 305

or an approved equivalent.

6. No more than three of the nine economics courses may be transferred from

other schools. (If Econ 211 or 212, department qualifying exam must be

taken). Additional transfer credits in economics may count toward meeting

university graduation requirements but not toward fulfillment of the depart-

mental major requirements. The required course in quantitative analysis may
also be transferred. It is strongly recommended that students take two semes-

ters of calculus (Math 101/102 or Math 1 1 1/1 12) and a course in probability

and statistics (Econ 382/Stat 310). Failure to take these courses will limit the

range of electives available to the student.

Students may graduate with "honors in Economics" by achieving a B+ (3.33)

average in all Economics courses and writing a senior thesis while taking Econ 403 and

404 (two semesters of independent research).

Mathematical economic analysis majors are required to take a minimum of 15

courses, including:

1. Econ 21 1,212, 372,375;

2. At least three of the following: Econ 301, 355, 415, 416, 417, 420, 421, 430,

435, 436, 438, 440, 445, 448, 450, 455, 461, 483, 485, 486;

3. Econ 400.

4. Math 101 and 102, 212, either Math 21 1 or 355 or Caam 3 10, and Econ 382/

Stat 410, 431, or 432.
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5. At least one of the following: Econ 440, 471, 472, 475, 476, 477, 478; Caam
451, 460, 472, or an approved equivalent;

6. At least one research course, with prior approval, selected from: Econ 403,

404, 495, 496, or a graduate course.

Students may graduate with "Honors in Mathematical Economic Analysis" by

achieving a B+ (3.33) average in the 15 courses required for the major and any other

economics electives taken.

The major in Mathematical Economic Analysis is recommended for students

intending to do graduate work in economics. Additional information regarding major

requirements can be obtained from the departmental office.

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also

satisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours

outside the departmental requirements for a total program of at least 1 20 semester hours.

See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

Graduate Program. The graduate program is designed for students who wish to

pursue a course of study leading to the Ph.D. degree.

Training in mathematics including at least two semesters in calculus and one in

linear algebra is a prerequisite for admission to the Ph.D. program. Students who have

not met these requirements may take these prerequisites as Class III students before

being admitted to the graduate program. All applicants are required to take the Graduate

Record Examination.

Candidates for the Ph.D. degree should expect to devote two to two and one-half

years to full-time course work plus a minimum ofone additional year for the completion

of the dissertation. Completing the program in four years is a reasonable goal.

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy:

1. Complete an approved program of at least 18 courses, including Econ 593,

594, 595, and 596 (workshops in economics/econometrics).

2. Perform satisfactorily on written general examinations in economic theory.

3. Demonstrate proficiency in a major field by:

,

,

a. Taking the relevant courses in that field;

b. Performing satisfactorily on a written field examination in which the

candidate plans to write a dissertation. Fields may be chosen from the

following areas of interest: ( 1 ) econometrics, (2) economic development,
'" '" (3) economic theory, (4) industrial organization and regulation, (5)

'" '

"'
international trade and finance, (6) labor, (7) macroeconomics/monetary

theory, or (8) public finance.

4. Complete and defend orally a doctoral dissertation setting forth in publishable

form the results of original research.

Economics Courses

211(F/S) PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS I (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Nature of economics; the price system; household decisions; cost and supply; marginal produc-

tivity and capital theory; industrial organization and control; economic efficiency, externalities,

and public goods. Also offered in summer under Continuing Studies.

Soligo, R.

{?'
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212(F/S) PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS II (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Measurement and determination of national income; money, banking, and fiscal policy; business

cycles, unemployment, and inflation; international trade and balance of payments; other contem-

porary economic problems. Prerequisite: Econ 211. Also offered in summer under Continuing

Studies.
Merz, M.

301 HISTORY OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The fundamental ideas of great economic thinkers from Plato to the present. Prerequisite: Econ

211. Not offered every year.

Stajf

355(S) MONEY AND BANKING (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Demand and supply of money and other financial assets. American and international institutional

trends and reforms. Prerequisites: Econ 211, 212.

Smith, G.

370(F/S) MICROECONOMIC THEORY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Intermediate-level analysis of markets, firms, households, income distribution, and general

equilibrium. Prerequisites: Econ 211. Also may be offered in summer under Continuing Studies.

Brown, J.

372(F) MATHEMATICAL MICROECONOMICS (3-0 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Mathematical approach to microeconomic theory. Recommended for engineering and science

smdents. Students may not receive credit for both Econ 370 and Econ 372. Prerequisites: Econ 21 1,

Math 101, 102.

Vella, F.

375(F/S) MACROECONOMIC THEORY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Intermediate-level analysis of relationships between the levels of income, employment, interest,

investment, consumption, and government spending. Prerequisites: Econ 21 1, 212, Nsci 101, 102

or equivalent. Also may be offered in summer under Continuing Studies.

Yi, K.

382 ELEMENTS OF STATISTICAL METHODS (3-0-3)

Basic concepts and techniques of probability and statistics. Applications to economics, marketing,

and finance. Prerequisites: Econ 211, Math 102. Also offered as Stat 310.

Staff

400(S) ECONOMETRICS (3-0-3)

Estimation and forecasting models; topics include multiple regression time series, contingency

table analysis, and Bayesian inference. Prerequisite: Econ 382 or Stat 310 or 381. Also offered as

Stat 400.

Vella, F.

403(F/S) SENIOR INDEPENDENT RESEARCH (3-0-3)

Independent research project for seniors on an approved topic of their own choosing. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

Stajf

404(F/S) SENIOR INDEPENDENT RESEARCH (3-0-3)

See Econ 403.

Staff
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415(F) HUMAN RESOURCES, WAGES, AND WELFARE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Study of labor markets and wage determination. Special emphasis on "investment in human
capital" through education, training, and health services.

Vella.F.

416 ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE U.S.: 1700-1945 (3-0-3)

Economic history of the United States from the colonial period to the end of World War II.

Attention focuses upon the trends in per capita income and the forces behind these trends.

Prerequisite: Econ 211. Not offered every year.

Staff

417 COMPARATIVE HISTORY OF INDUSTRIALIZATION (3-0-3)

Comparative historical analysis of industrialization of Western Europe, the United States, and
Russia fr-om the eighteenth century to WorldWar I. Prerequisite: Econ 211. Not offered every year.

Staff

420(F) INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A study of the economic relationships between countries. Trade theory, tariffs, and other trade

restrictions; international finance; trade and development; and current policy issues. Prerequisites:

Econ 21 1,212, 370.

Smith, G.

421(S) INTERNATIONAL FINANCE (3-0-3)

Analysis offoreign exchange and international capital markets. Linkages between exchange rates,

interest rates, and prices. Overview ofhistorical and institutional developments, and current policy

issues. Prerequisites: Econ 370, 375; Stat 280 or Econ 382. Not offered every year.

Merz, M.

430(S) COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Theoretical models of various economic systems as a basis for analyzing the operation and

institutional characteristics of economies, including the U.S., Japan, and others, selected from

Europe and Asia. Discussion includes problems of transition of former planned economies to

market systems.

Soligo. R.

435(F) INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Market structure, concentration, barriers to entry, and oligopoly pricing. Application of micro

theory to industry problems. Prerequisites: Econ 211, Math 101 , 102, or permission of instructor.

Dudey, M.

436 GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF BUSINESS (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Analysis ofgovernmental regulatory activities under antitrust laws and in such regulated industries

as communications, energy, and transportation. Prerequisite: Econ 211. Econ 370, 435 recom-

mended.
Staff

438(F/S) ECONOMICS OF THE LAW (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The role of economic reasoning in understanding the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement

of the law. Applications to contracts, property, torts, discrimination, and criminal justice.

Prerequisites: Econ 211 and 370, or permission of instructor.

Brito, D.
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440(F) ECONOMICS OF UNCERTAINTY (3-0-3)

Decision making under uncertainty with applications to the choice offinancial assets, the operation

of insurance markets, and the microeconomic foundations of macroeconomics. Prerequisites:

calculus and algebra will be used extensively; Econ 211, 212, 372; Math 212 and some familiarity

with probability theory as gained in Econ 382, Stat 310.

Hartley, P.

445(S) MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS (3-0-3)

Application of economics to decision making within the frnn; organization theory, cost, pricing,

and problems of control. Prerequisite: Econ 211. Econ 212 desirable.

Sickles, R.

448(F/S) CORPORATION FINANCE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Financial analysis, planning, and control in modem corporations; includes valuation, cost and

allocation of capital, capital markets. Prerequisites: Econ 21 1 and Acco 305.

Hartley, P.

450 WORLD ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Examines past and future development in advanced and poor countries emphasizing resources,

population, entrepreneurship, education, and planning. Prerequisites: Econ 21 1, 212. Not offered

every year.

Staff

455(S) MONEY AND FINANCIAL MARKETS (3-0-3)
^

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Determinants of the demand and supply of money, bonds, stocks, and other financial assets.

Financial intermediaries. Monetary policy. Inflation. International linkages of financial markets.

Prerequisites: Econ 375 and Math 101, 102 or equivalent.

Bryant, J.

461(F) URBAN ECONOMICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Economic analysis of the development and problems of urban areas with particular attention to

current policy issues. Prerequisite: Econ 21 1 or permission of instructor.

Mieszkowski, P.

471(F) LINEAR PROGRAMMING (3-0-3)

Formulation of managerial and technical problems, simplex method, revised simplex method,

duality theory and applications, transportation problems, decomposition techniques. Also offered

as Caam 47 1

.

Bixby, R.

472(S) INTRODUCTION TO GAME THEORY (3-0-3)

Solution concepts for different games: strategic form game, coalition form game, and extensive

form game. Elementary application to economics and political science.

Chae, S.

475(S) INTEGER AND COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Modeling and solving optimization problems with discrete components, graphs, and networks;

network flow problems; minimum spanning trees; basic polyhedral theory; the knapsack problem;

the plant location problem; the set packing problem; computational complexity; branch and bound;

cutting planes; Lagrangian relaxation and Bender's decomposition. Prerequisite: Econ 471 or

Masc 471. Also offered as Masc 475.

Bixby, R.
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476(S) OPERATIONS RESEARCH—STOCHASTIC MODELS (3-0-3)

Probability and decisions; random selection; Markov chains and decision processes, waiting lines;

martingale models. Prerequisite: Masc 381 or Stat 382. Also offered as Masc 476.

Pfeijfer, P.

^11 MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE OF ECONOMIC THEORY (3-0-3)

Competitive economics from a mathematical prespective, unifying calculus, matrix algebra, and

set-theoretic approaches. Theories of household, firm; production models. Prerequisites: Econ

21 1, Math 212, Caam 310. Also offered as Caam 477. Not offered every year.

Stajf

478 ECONOMIC APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICAL PROGRAM-
MING (3-0-3)

Topics include activity analysis; computational general equilibrium, intertemporal optimization;

market games; peak load and public good pricing. Prerequisites: Masc/Econ 471 and Masc 461.

Not offered every year.

Stajf

479 OPERATIONS RESEARCH, ELEMENTARY DISCRETE OPTIMI-
ZATION (3-0-3)

Elementary treatment of ill-behaved optimization problems. Discrete dynamic programming and

integer programming. Emphasis on theory, formulation, and computational methods. Prerequi-

sites: Econ 471/Masc 471. Not offered every year.

Stajf

483(S) PUBLIC FINANCE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Tax and expenditure policies at the federal, state, and local levels; emphasizes resource allocation

and equity. Prerequisite: Econ 211. "-'' " ''' Zodrow.G.

485/486 CONTEMPORARY ECONOMICS ISSUES (3-0-3)

Analysis of urgent and significant economic problems. Emphasis on the evaluation of policy

remedies. Principal topics vary from year to year. Not offered every year.

Staff

495/496 SENIOR SEMINAR (3-0-3)

Reading and discussion of topics in advanced economics. Open to seniors with special approval.

Staff

500(F/S) M.A. THESIS RESEARCH (Variable)

Research on an approved topic in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the master's degree.

Staff

501(F) MICROECONOMIC THEORY I (3-6-5)

Theory of the firm, the theory of consumer behavior, duopoly, bilateral monopoly, imperfect

competition, capital theory, and the theory of income distribution.

Brown, J.

502(F) MACROECONOMICS/MONETARY THEORY I (3-6-5)

Macroeconomic theory of output, consumption, investment, interest rates, inflation, and employ-

ment.
Bryant, J.

504(F) ADVANCED ECONOMIC STATISTICS (3-6-5)

Statistical inference and the testing of hypotheses, multiple and partial correlation analysis;

analysis of variance and regression.

Chang, Y.
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505(S) MACROECONOMICS/MONETARY THEORY H (3-6-5)

More detailed discussion of selective macroeconomic and monetary topics.

Hartley, P.

506(F) TOPICS IN MACROECONOMICS/MONETARY THEORY (3-6-5)

I

Selected topics of current interest. The purpose of the course is to introduce students to active

research issues and to methods of the neoclassical school.

Bryant, J.

507(F) MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS I (4-0-5)

Theory of household, firm; activity analysis; set theory, matrix algebra, vector calculus, metric

; spaces, separation theory, constrained optimization.

Kim, D.

508(S) MICROECONOMIC THEORY H (4-0-5)

Continuation of Econ 501. Set theoretic approach to general equilibrium; aggregate linear and

nonlinear production models; existence, stability, optimaUty.

Dudey, M.

510(S) ECONOMETRICS I (3-6-5)

Estimation and inference in single equation regression models, multicoUinearity, autocorrelated

and heteroskedastic disturbances, distributed lags, asymptotic theory, and maximum likelihood

techniques. Emphasis is placed on the ability to analyze critically the hterature. Prerequisite: Econ
504.

Chang, Y.

511(F) ECONOMETRICS H (3-6-5)

Topics in linear and nonlinear simultaneous equations estimation, including qualitative and
1 categoric£il dependent variables models and duration analysis. Applied exercises use SAS and the

Wharton Quarterly Econometric Model. Prerequisite: Econ 510.

Sickles, R.

512(F) INTERNATIONAL TRADE THEORY (3-6-5)

Classical, neoclassical, and modem trade theory; some welfare aspects of trade, including the

theory of commercial policy. Applications are emphasized.

Smith, G.

514(F) INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONTROL (3-6-5)

Industrial markets and pubhc policy.

Dudey, M.

515(S) LABOR ECONOMICS (3-6-5)

The economics ofthe labor market and the economic implication oftrade unions. Attention is given

to major public policy issues. Not offered every year.

Brown, J.

516 ECONOMIC HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT (3-6-5)

Historical analysis of economic growth and industrialization of the U.S., Western Europe, and
Russia in the last 150 years. Stresses conditions that favored or retarded growth. Not offered every

year.

St(^

517 HISTORY OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS (3-6-5)

The development ofeconomic analysis from the scholastics to the neoclassical school. Not offered

[ every year.

St(^
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518(S) INTERNATIONAL MACROECONOMICS (3-6-5)

Effects of fiscal and monetary policies on exchange rates, the current account and balance of

payments. Other topics include exchange market efficiency, exchange rates and prices, LDC debt

and policy coordination.

Yi, K.

519 ECONOMIC GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT (3-6-5)

Analysis of theory and policy questions relating to the level and rate of economic development.

Stajf

521(F) PUBLIC FINANCE I (3-6-5)

Theory of public goods and externalities, political mechanisms and public choice, theory of local

public goods, cost-benefit analysis and project evaluation issues of income redistribution.

Mieszkowski, P.

522(S) PUBLIC FINANCE II (3-6-5)

Effects of taxation on individual and firm behavior, general equilibrium tax incidence analysis,

optimal taxation theory, optimal implementation of tax reform, analysis ofcomprehensive income

and consumption taxes.

'
' "

,

523(S) OPTIMIZATION AND CAPITAL THEORY (3-6-5)

Dynamics, capital theory, and intertemporal optimization.

Mieszkowski, P.

Brito, D.

530 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS (3-6-5)

Analysis of theoretical models of market and centrally planned economics; national economic

systems of the Soviet Union, China, Yugoslavia, Western European countries, and the United

States. Not offered every year.

.v:jc> :'-. .:; ,- • i r
. i - :>: ; Stajf

536 GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF INDUSTRY (3-6-5)

Advanced analysis of the economics of antitrust and other forms of regulation. Not offered every

year.

Staff

561 URBAN ECONOMICS (3-6-5)

Analysis of urban development and such urban problems as housing, land use, transportation,

discrimination, and pollution.

Staff

565(F) HEALTH ECONOMICS (3-6-5)

Economic aspects of health; production, cost demand and supply factors; methods ofpayment and

effects of regulation.

Begley, C, Swint, J., Lairson, D.

S12> NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING (3-0-5)

Theory and computational methods for nonlinear programming, including: Kuhn-Tucker condi-

tions, duality theory, methods for constrained optimization of convex and nonconvex problems.

Also offered as Caam 573. Not offered every year.

Staff

577(S) TOPICS IN ECONOMIC THEORY I (3-0-5)

Selected topics in advanced economic theory. Prerequisite: Econ 508. Not offered every year.

Chae, S.
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578 ECONOMIC THEORY II (3-0-3)

Selected topics in advanced mathematical economics. Prerequisite: Econ 508 or Econ/Masc 478.

Not offered every year.

Stqjf

SmS) TOPICS IN ECONOMETRICS (3-0-5)

Selected topics in advanced econometrics. Prerequisite: Econ 511. Not offered every year.

Sickles, R.

591/592(S) TOPICS IN POLICY AND APPLIED ECONOMICS (3-6-5)

Kim, D.

593(F) WORKSHOP IN ECONOMICS I (3-0-3)

This course is designed to expose graduate students to advanced topics through guest lectures by

leading researchers. Students participating in the seminars are expected to prepare, over the course

of the year, a research paper and present it in the workshop. Workshops are offered in

microeconomics, macroeconomics, and econometrics.

Staff

594(S) WORKSHOP IN ECONOMICS I (3-0-3)

Continuation of Econ 593.

595(F) WORKSHOP IN ECONOMICS II (3-0-3)

This is the second-year continuation of Econ 593/594.

596(S) WORKSHOP IN ECONOMICS II (3-0-3)

Continuation of Econ 595.

597(F) READINGS IN ADVANCED TOPICS (3-0-5)

598(S) READINGS IN ADVANCED TOPICS (3-0-5)

800 GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff
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Education

The School of Humanities

Professor R. Sass Acting Chair

Associate Professors J.D. Austin, L. McNeil, and D. Shirley

Assistant Professor E. Harcombe
' '>i . Clinical Professors M. Hoffman and A. Papakonstantinou

Professor R.O. Wells Jr., Chair (on leave)
'

Lecturer Heckelman

Degrees Offered: Secondary Teaching Certificate in conjunction with B.A. in

major field; Master of Arts in Teaching

Teacher Education and Certification. Rice University seeks to prepare teachers

who will be leaders in their schools and in the profession. Students are admitted into the

teacher education program on the basis of their commitment to teaching, their record of

scholarship in their subject fields, and their promise as reflective, engaging teachers.

Students graduate from the professional preparation at Rice knowledgeable about their

own teaching fields, about children and children's learning, about schools and school

policy, and about a broad diversity of teaching styles and methods. Rice offers three

teacher education plans: undergraduate preparation in combination with the under-

graduate degree in the subject field(s); a Master of Arts in Teaching; and a

postbaccalaureate plan under Class III status that involves taking only those courses and

state examinations needed for certification but does not confer a degree. All three plans

include intensive study in the teaching field, courses in professional preparation,

teaching in the Rice Summer School for Middle and High School Students and, for

postbaccalaureate students in the MAT plan, a paid internship in an accredited second-

ary school. While maintaining complete institutional integrity. Rice University teacher

education programs comply with State of Texas certification requirements.

In addition, the Rice University Department of Education closely cooperates with

departments offering work in subject matter fields. It is the function of this department

to provide rigorous professional courses and to administer the established teacher

education programs.

The Rice University teacher education program strives to prepare the prospective

teacher to perform all the roles that may be expected of a teacher. To accomplish this

objective, it gives sustained close attention to the following vitally interrelated compo-
nents:

1

.

A sound liberal or general education.

2. An extended knowledge of the subject(s) or area(s) to be taught.

3. Professional knowledge (i.e., relevant historical, philosophical, social, and

psychological basis of education).

4. Skills in classroom teaching, in working with children and adults, and in

supervising the learning process.

Admission to the Undergraduate Teacher Education Program. Students who
have satisfied the following requirements may apply to the Rice University Teacher

Education Council for admission to the teacher education program:

1

.

Junior standing at Rice University.

2. A grade of"C" or better in all semester hours attempted in applicant's teaching

field(s).
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3. Evidence of adequate physical vigor and strength to perform as a teacher in a

classroom.

4. Approval of a completed Teacher Certification Program form by the appropri-

ate departmental representatives and the Teacher Education Council prior to

registration for the junior year.

5. Satisfactory scores on all preprofessional skills tests.

Applications for both undergraduate and postbaccalaureate teacher education

programs are available in the department offices.

Requirements for a Texas Provisional Teaching Certificate (Grades 6-12).

Rice University is approved by the State ofTexas to offer teacher preparation programs

in the following fields: art, biology, chemistry, computer science, earth science,

economics, English, French, general science, geology, German, health sciences, his-

tory, Latin, life-earth science, mathematical sciences, physical education, physical

science, physics, political science, psychology, Russian, social studies, sociology, and

Spanish.

After satisfactory completion ofthe Rice University teacher education program and

the state-mandated ExCET examinations, the student will be recommended for a Texas

teaching credential. The Texas Education Agency will then award the student a Texas

Provisional Teaching Certificate, Grades 6-12.

For undergraduate students, the Rice University teacher preparatory program

requires the following:

1. A bachelor's degree.

2. Foundations in Arts and Sciences (recommended to be completed during the

freshman and sophomore years): a broad base of liberal arts courses, including

Rice distribution requirements and a state requirement for computer literacy.

Please check with education faculty for requirements for students who are

undergraduates, M.A.T. candidates or nondegree (Class III) candidates to

satisfy those courses deemed necessary to support their preparation to teach.

The State of Texas permits each university to devise a course of study for

postbaccalaureate students according to their need to have a sound general

education. The faculty member in the Department of Education assigned to

advise the student will be responsible for determining those background

courses needed.

3. An approved Plan for Academic Specialization (student selects one of the

following plans):

Plan I. Preparation to teach one field: At least 36 hours in teaching field

with at least 12 semester hours ofadvanced work. All courses must

be approved by the Rice Teacher Education Council.

Plan II. Preparation to teach two fields: At least 24 semester hours in each

field with 12 semester hours of advanced work in each field.

Courses must be approved by the Rice Teacher Education Council.

Plan IV. Preparation to teach related fields: At least 48 semester hours in a

composite field (general science or social studies) with at least 18

semester hours of advanced work. Courses must be approved by

the Rice Teacher Education Council.

4. Professional Education, 1 8 semester hours consisting of the following: Educ

311,312, 409, three semester hours in the appropriate Seminar in Teaching,

and six hours in student teaching (Supervised Teaching).
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Supervised Teaching Experience. Either of two plans may be followed by
teacher education candidates:

1. Apprenticeship Plan (Plan A):

Prerequisites: Educ 311,312, Seminar in Teaching

Apprenticeship is designed for undergraduate students who wish to

complete preparation for their teaching careers in four years and two six-week
summer sessions. Candidates will enroll for the summer session following

theirjunior year. The apprentice will assist and teach under the supervision of;

a master teacher and university faculty in the Rice Summer School for Middle •

and High School Students.

Educ 409 and a 4G0-level course. Seminar in Teaching, are to be!

completed during the senior year.

Following graduation from Rice, the apprentice will again teach in the

Rice Summer School for Middle and High School Students under the super-

vision of a master teacher and university faculty. The apprentice is not

remunerated for teaching either summer. He or she is recommended for the

Texas Provisional Teacher's Certificate following successful completion of

the second summer and state ExCET tests.

2. Internship Plan (Plan B):

Prerequisite: completion of all course work except student teaching.

Under this plan, undergraduate students must complete all Education]

academic course requirements (Educ 311,312, 409, and three semester hours

of an appropriate Seminar in Teaching) prior to assisting and teaching under

the supervision of a master teacher and university faculty in the Rice Summer
School for Middle and High School Students. During the fall after graduation

from Rice, interns will teach in a neighboring secondary school. Such
placement will be subject to the student's applying for and obtaining a teaching

position in the appropriate teaching field(s).

The intern will be employed for full-time duty and will teach under the

supervision of a member of the cooperating school system and a faculty

member from the university. The intern will complete all requirements in the

seminar accompanying intern teaching. During the half year of service, the

intern will be paid a salary commensurate with the salary being paid a full-time

teacher with a degree and an emergency teaching permit by the cooperating

school system. Upon successful completion of the internship semester and

upon the recommendation of the secondary school principal, the intern will be

offered a regular teaching contract for the spring semester ifa suitable vacancy

exists. He or she will be recommended for a Texas Provisional Teacher's

Certificate after successful completion of state ExCET tests.

Program for the Master of Arts in Teaching. Most candidates entering the

program will have had no professional education courses. During the program, candi-

dates usually fulfill all requirements for a Texas Provisional Teaching Certificate. The
program consists of the following components:

1

.

Courses in secondary school educational theory, teaching strategies, educa-

tional practice, and evaluation.

2. Graduate or upper-division courses in the candidate's teaching field(s). (See

teaching fields, listed previously.)
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3

.

Supervised full-time teaching in the Rice Summer School for Middle and High

School Students for one summer. Candidates will be responsible for the design

and implementation of courses, for teaching, and for evaluation.

4. Supervised teaching internship for one semester in a cooperating secondary

school, including the seminar accompanying the intemship.

Normally, the degree program will consist of 1 1 semester courses. However, some

candidates may need to remove deficiencies for certification and may therefore require

additional courses.

Students in the internship semester will not normally be eligible for Rice graduate

fellowships or scholarship support since the cooperating school districts pay a salary for

intemship teaching. However, a limited number of tuition waivers are available.

Please refer to page 137 for additional information regarding admission to the

graduate program in education. .,

.

^

Class III Certification. The Rice Department of Education also provides a

nondegree (Class III) plan for teacher certification for those who hold a bachelor's

degree but do not choose to pursue a graduate degree. Inquiries should be directed to the

Office of Continuing Studies for their admission requirements. Once the applicant is

approved by Continuing Studies for admission to Rice, application to the Teacher

Education Program can be reviewed by the Department of Education.

Education Courses

311(F) HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS (3-0-3)

Analysis of historical and contemporary theories and practice in American education. Prerequisite

(for those intending to complete Rice teacher preparatory program): permission of instructor and

filing of Teacher Certification Plan. May be elected by students not in the teacher education

program.
Austin, J., Harcombe, E.

312(S) PSYCHOLOGY OF HUMAN LEARNING (3-0-3)

Introduction to theoretical systems ofhuman learning with emphasis on implications for secondary

education; introductory tests and measurements. May be elected by students not in the teacher

education program.
Austin, J.

367(S) COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION (3-0-3)

Analysis of this course will teach how computers can enhance teaching at the secondary level.

Students must be in Rice's Teacher Education Program. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Enrollment is limited.

Austin, J.

409(F) FUNDAMENTALS OF SECONDARY EDUCATION (3-0-3)

Background, purposes, and organization of modem secondary schools and their curricula; the

policy and administration ofsecondary schools. Introductory educational research. May be elected

by students not in the teacher education program. Prerequisite: Educ 311.

McNeil, L., Shirley, D.

419(F) SUPERVISED TEACHING (3-0-3)

Field-based practicum for secondary teachers, with accompanying seminar.

Shirley, D.
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420(S) SEMINAR IN TEACHING ART (Variable)

Apprentice art teachers only. Prerequisite: Educ 311 and permission of instructor.

Heckelman, E.

421(S) SEMINAR IN TEACHING ENGLISH (Variable)

Apprentice English teachers only. Prerequisite: Educ 311 and permission of instructor.

Heckelman, E., Hoffman, M.

422(S) SEMINAR IN TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGE (Variable)

Apprentice foreign language teachers only. Prerequisite: Educ 311 and permission of instructor.

Heckelman, E., McNeil, L.

423(S) SEMINAR IN TEACHING MATHEMATICS (Variable)

Apprentice mathematics teachers only. Prerequisite: Educ 311 and permission of instructor.

Heckelman, E., Papakonstantinou, A.

424(S) SEMINAR IN TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Variable)

Apprentice health and physical education teachers only. Prerequisite: Educ 3 1 1 and permission of

instructor.

' •[" ,' *
'-": '--! Heckelman, E.

425(S) SEMINAR IN TEACHING SCIENCE (Variable) i

Apprentice science teachers only. Prerequisite: Educ 3 1 1 and permission of instructor.
'

Harcombe, E., Heckelman, E.

426(S) SEMINAR IN TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES (Variable)

Apprentice social studies teachers only. Prerequisite: Educ 311 and permission of instructor.

Heckelman, E., Shirley, D.

440 SUPERVISED TEACHING (3-0-3)

Student teaching in the Rice Summer School for Middle and High School Students under the

supervision of assigned Master Teachers and Education faculty. Prerequisites: Educ 31 1, appro-

priate seminar(s) in teaching, and permission of instructor. Undergraduates will typically repeat

for credit.

Staff

441(S) MINORITIES IN SCHOOL PROCESS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
Minority academic underachievement, as viewed from various theoretical p)erspectives in the

sociology of education. Using a seminar format, contemporary issues pertaining to the

undereducation of cultural and linguistic minorities will be discussed and analyzed in light of

current empirical evidence.

Valenzuela, A.

489(S) ADOLESCENT LITERATURE (Variable)

This course explores using literature written for middle and high school students to engage and
motivate reluctant readers.

Hoffman. M.

502(S) COLLOQUIUM ON EDUCATION (Variable)

Discussion of current issues and research in education through presentations from faculty,

students, and guest speakers.

Staff

509(F)
M.A.T. equivalent of Educ 409.

McNeil, L., Shirley. D.
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511(F)
M.A.T. equivalent of Educ 311.

Austin, J., Harcombe, E.

512(S)
M.A.T. equivalent of Educ 312.

7 Austin,!.

519(F) SUPERVISED TEACHING (3-0-3)

Field-based internship for secondary teachers, with accompanying seminar.

Shirley, D.

590 CONTEMPORARY TOPICS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL MATH-
EMATICS (6-0-6)

Selected topics in secondary school mathematics. Offered in sununers as needed. Enrollment by

permission of instructor.

Austin, J.

591(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY AND RESEARCH (Variable)

Austin, J., Harcombe, E., McNeil, L., Sass, R.

592(F) SEMINAR IN SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS (3-0-3)

Selected topics in seminar with practicing scientists. Open to graduate-level and Class HI students.

Harcombe, E.

593(F) PRACTICUM IN TEACHING SCIENCE (2-0-2)

Open to graduate-level and Class III students.

Harcombe, E.

594(S) PRACTICUM IN TEACHING SCIENCE (2-0-2) ^
Open to graduate-level and Class III students.

Harcombe, E.

595 CONTEMPORARY TOPICS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE
AND MATHEMATICS (3-0-3)

Offered in summers as needed. Enrollment by permission of instructor.

Austin, J.

596(F/S) FIELD-BASED STUDIES IN TEACHING AND LEARNING (Vari-

able)

Field-based ethnographic research on teaching and learning. Offered as needed. Enrollment by

permission of instructor.

McNeil, L.
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Electrical and Computer Engineering

The George R. Brown School of Engineering

Professor Jump, Chair

Professors Aazhang, Antoulas, Burrus, Clark, Johnson,

Pearson, Rabson, Tittel, Wilson, and Young

.\ Vvi'
' Adjunct Professors Bidani, Byrne, Giles, Harman

Associate Professors Bennett, Cavallaro, Halas,

Sinclair, Varman, and Walker

Adjunct Associate Professor Golding

Assistant Professors Adve and Baraniuk

Visiting Assistant Professor Veeravalli

Faculty Fellow Oraevsky

Lecturers Bourland, Cyprus, Jacques, Krishen, Massey,
'^'

'

' Smayling, and Szabo

Degrees offered: B.A., B.S., M.E.E., M.S., Ph.D.

The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) offers degree

programs in a variety of areas: system and control theory; bioengineering; robotics;

communications; quantum electronics and lasers; electronic materials, devices, and

circuits; and computer systems engineering, including software, hardware, and architec-

ture. Bioengineering in the ECE department is primarily a graduate program, although

introductory courses in this field are offered which may be taken by undergraduates as

electives in the B.S. program or as part of their Specialization Area courses in the B.A.

program.

The ECE undergraduate degrees provide a foundation for a wide variety of careers

and for further professional development. The Master of Electrical Engineering is

highly desirable, if not essential, for a professional career of engineering practice. The
Doctor of Philosophy is required for a career in research or university teaching.

Undergraduate Program. The department offers two undergraduate degrees, the

Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) and the Bachelor of Science (B.S.). The B.S. degree is approved

by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) and has a higher

content of required scientific and professional courses. Because of the ABET require-

ments, the B.S. program is structured and requires 134 semester hours. The B.A.

program requires 120 semester hours and is highly flexible, permitting the student to

tailor the program to his or her interests, whether very broad or highly focused.

Outstanding students interested in careers in research and teaching may enter graduate

school after either bachelor degree.

New students can obtain an introduction to ECE and the engineering process by

taking Elec 20 1 ; there are no prerequisites. Students considering a major in electrical and

computer engineering should take Phy s 1 1 , 1 02 and Math 101,102 their freshman year

and perhaps Chem 101 , depending on their area and degree plans. The first core course

in the department, Elec 241 , is usually taken the sophomore year, along with more math
and science. Students entering with advanced placement have more scheduling options

and should consult with one of the department's undergraduate advisers. Details of the

degree programs are given below.
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i Bachelor ofScience in ECE
The Bachelor of Science is the usual degree taken by those students planning a

traditional career of engineering practice. It is accredited by ABET and can lead to

professional registration. Accreditation and professional registration are important for

some careers, and several states require registration for those providing engineering

services directly to the public (e.g., as a consultant).

The program for the B.S. degree depends on the student's choice from three

concentration areas or tracks: systems, computer engineering, or physical electronics.

The systems area generally involves the study ofprocessing and communicating signals

and information through systems of devices; the subareas include circuits and electron-

ics, control and robotics, signal and image processing, and communications. A computer

engineering concentration provides a broad background in computer systems engineer-

ing, including computer architecture, hardware engineering, software engineering, and

computer systems performance analysis. The physical electronics area includes studies

ofelectronic materials, semiconductor and optoelectronic devices, lasers, and photonics.

While it is possible to design a custom program that crosses these categories, consider-

able care is required to meet ABET requirements. In such cases, it may be more
appropriate to base a program on the B .A. degree, supplementing it with specific courses

of interest.

University Distribution Requirements: Groups I and n
Science: Phys 101, 102, Chem 101, plus Concentration requirements

Mathematics: Math 101, 102, 21 1, and 212, plus Concentration requirements

ECE Core: Elec 241, 301, 305, 320, 326, 342 - '.=7 .-j.-v ,m,

Laboratory: Chem 105 or Phys 231

non-ECE Engineering: Mech 200, 21 1, or Msci 301

Concentration Programs:

Systems:

Science: two from Phys 201, 202, or Chem 102

Math: Stat 310 or Elec 331

Computation: Caam 210
Depth: Caam 335, 302; Elec 431, 430, and 436
Major Electives: two courses from Computer Engineering or Physical Electronics

Tracks; Elec 303 and Elec 433 may be substituted for one elective.

Computer Engineering:

Science: one from Phys 201, 202, or Chem 102

Math: Stat 310 or Elec 331; and Caam 310 or 353
Depth: Comp 210, 212, 280; Elec 322, 421, 425, 428, and 424, 426 or 427
Major Electives: none

Physical Electronics:

Science: two from Phys 201, 202, or Chem 102

Math: Math 381

Computation: Caam 210
Depth: Elec 306, 359, 461, 462, and 463;

Major Electives: two from Systems or Computer Engineering Tracks.

Unrestricted Electives: to provide the required total of at least 134 units.

Students who place out of required courses but who do not have credit must substitute

other courses in the same area.
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Bachelor ofArts in ECE
The Bachelor of Arts degree in ECE provides a basic foundation in electrical and

computer engineering that the student can build upon to construct a custom program.
Because of its flexibility and large number of free electives, the B.A. can be combined
easily with another major to create an interdisciplinary program. This may be particu-

larly appropriate for students planning further study in law, business, or medicine. The
ECE B.A. combined with a science major (or equivalent courses) can create a rigorous

technical program for a career or graduate study. For example, an ECE-physics
combination can create an effective engineering physics or applied physics program; a

bioengineering program can be constructed by adding biology, chemistry, and chemical
engineering courses to the B .A. On the other hand, combining the B .A. with a humanities

major creates a broad, liberal education program with an engineering focus and allows

a student to explore a wide range of interests.

The B.A. program is organized around a core of required courses and a selection

of specialization courses grouped into five areas. Students must take a minimum of four

specialization courses: there must be two courses in one area, and there must be courses

from at least two different areas. This flexibility can be used to create a focus, such as

optical communications or robotics, that crosses the B.S. degree tracks. Because of the

number of options, students should consult early with departmental advisers to plan a

program that meets their needs. In particular, students planning a technical career or

graduate school will need to use their electives, and probably additional units, to create

a rigorous, coherent program. The ECE B.A. degree is not accredited by ABET. (This

new degree program became effective in fall semester 1995; students enrolled earlier

may use the previous B.A. specifications if desired.)

University Distribution Requirements: Groups I and II

Mathematics: Math 101, 102, 211, and 212 or Caam 353, plus one from: 355, 381,

Caam 353, or Caam 381

Science: Phy s 1 1 , 1 02, and Phys 20 1 or Chem 101

ECE Core: Elec 241, 326, 320, 301, and 305
Restricted Electives:

Computation: Caam 210, Caam 21 1, or Comp 210
Laboratory: Elec 201, 403, 423, 433, 465, 496, 490, or 491,492

Specialization: four area courses which must include a two-course sequence in one

area, and courses from at least two areas.

Unrestricted Electives: to provide the required minimum of 60 department-unspeci-

fied units and a total of at least 120 units.

B.A. Specialization Area Electives

Bioengineering: Elec 481, 482, 483.

Computer Engineering: Elec 322, 326, 421, 422, 424, 425, 426, 428.

Control, Communications, and Signal Processing: Elec 401 , 430, 436, 438, 498.

Circuits and Devices: Elec 342, 326, 427, 442, 443, 462.

Quantum Electronics: Elec 306, 359, 461, 462, 463, 465, 591, 563.

In addition to the courses listed above, graduate courses and equivalent courses from

other departments may satisfy area requirements; also, the department may add or delete

courses from other areas; consult with departmental advisers for the latest list.

Graduate Program. Requirements of a general nature for advanced degrees are

outlined beginning on page 134. Students should consult departmental advisers for

specific courses of study.

A candidate for the professional degree of Master of Electrical Engineering is

required to complete an approved sequence often advanced courses totaling at least 30

hours. See Professional Degrees in Engineering, page 135.
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A candidate for the Master of Science Degree in the Department of Electrical and

Computer Engineering is required to complete an approved course of study. In addition,

the candidate is required to complete an approved research program and to submit an

acceptable thesis. The M.S. degree is not a terminal degree but part ofthe Ph.D. program

at Rice.

The granting of the Doctor of Philosophy degree presupposes academic work of

high quality and demonstrated ability to do independent and creative research. To be

admitted to candidacy, the student must obtain high standing in an approved course

program and perform satisfactorily on qualifying examinations. Normally, the candi-

date completes the requirements for an M.S. degree as part of the Ph.D. program.

Emphasis is placed on research leading to a satisfactory dissertation. Each candidate

takes a final oral examination. The doctoral candidate should expect to spend aminimum
of three academic years of graduate study in this program.

Electrical Engineering Courses

201(F) AN INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING DESIGN (3-3-4)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

This is a "hands-on" introduction to engineering design. Using skills developed in the course,

teams of students will design and construct a functional robot and program this robot to perform

simple tasks. The course is completely self-contained, assumes no prerequisites, and is intended

for both engineering majors and nonmajors. Also offered as Engi 201 . Enrollment may be limited.

Bennett, J.K.

241(F/S) ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS (3-3-4)

Basic circuit elements, mesh, and node analysis, Thevenin and Norton equivalent circuits,

controlled sources and op-amps, transient response analysis using differential equations, use of

phasors and impedance for sinusoidal AC analysis, frequency response. Laboratory on basic

electrical measurements and a selected sequence of electrical circuit experiments, culminating in

the design testing of anAM radio as the final project. Prerequisites: Math 101 , 102 or equivalent.

Burrus, C.S.

242(S) INTRODUCTION TO CIRCUITS AND ELECTRONICS (3-3-4)

Basic concepts of electrical circuits, including models of circuit elements, formulation and

solution of network equations, time and frequency response. Basic electronic devices and circuits,

including diodes, switches, and op-amps. Introduction to electronic laboratory techniques.

Prerequisites: Math 101, 102, or equivalent.

Wise, J.D.

301(F) INTRODUCTION TO SIGNALS (3-0-3)

Analysis of linear systems using circuits as the primary example. Time and frequency domain
analysis: solution of differential equations, convolution, and the Lapace transform. Fourier

analysis. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite: Elec 241.

Veeravalli, V.

302(S) INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEMS (3-0-3)

A study of linear systems based on state-space representation. Structural properties of systems,

such as controllability, observability, and stabilizability . Relations between input-output and state-

space descriptions. Applications to control problems. Prerequisite: Elec 301.

Pearson, J.B.

303(S) SYSTEMS LABORATORY (1-0-1)

To be taken concurrently with Elec 301.

Pearson, J.B.
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305(F) ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND WAVES (3-0-3)

Transmission lines. Smith Charts and impedance matching. Static and oscillatory fields. Maxwell's
equations. Interaction of waves with media, optical fibers, and antennae. Prerequisites: Math 212,
Phys201.

Tittel, F.

306(S) ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND DEVICES (3-0-3)

Magnetic fields and interactions with materials; antennas, including arrays; electrostatic field

synthesis; analytical and numerical solutions of boundary value problems; waveguides and
resonators; optical fibers. Prerequisite: Elec 305.

Young, J.F.

320(F/S) INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ORGANIZATION (3-3-4)

Basic computer architecture and assembly language programming. Systems software, including

loaders and assemblers. Input-output devices and interrupt programming. Prerequisite: Caam 210
or Comp 210.

Cox, A., Jump, J.R.

322(S) DESIGN/ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS (3-3-4)

Design and analysis ofefficientcomputer algorithms and data structures. Prerequisites: Comp 212,
Comp 280. Also offered as Comp 382.

Staff

326(F/S) DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN (3-3-4)

Gates, flip-flops, combinational and sequential switching circuits, registers, logical and arithmetic

operations. Prerequisites: Comp 210, Elec 241.

Jump, J.R., Varman, P.

331(F/S) APPLIED PROBABILITY (3-0-3)

Concepts, interpretations, elementary techniques, and applications ofmodem probability theory,

including a brief introduction to statistical inference. Prerequisite: Math 1 02. Also offered as Caam
381 and Stat 381.

Pfeiffer, P.

342(F/S) ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS (3-3-4)

Models of bipolar and field effect transistors. Biasing methods, two-port analysis, single and
multistage amplifiers, frequency domain characteristics, feedback, stability, power amplifiers.

Laboratory includes a selected sequence of electronic experiments, culminating in the design and
testing of a hi-fi audio power amplifier as the final project. Prerequisite: Elec 241.

Massey, R., Wilson, W.

359(S) QUANTUM MECHANICS (3)

This course provides the student with a background in quantum mechanics necessary for the

understanding of solids and solid-state devices: topics include the Schroedinger equation,

tunnelling, harmonic oscillators, the hydrogen atom interaction of matter with radiation, and the

band theory of solids. Prerequisites: Math 212 and Phys 201.

Halas, N.

421(S) OPERATING SYSTEMS AND CONCURRENT PROGRAMS (3-3-4)

Introduction to the design, construction, and analysis ofconcurrent programs with an emphasis on
operating systems, including filing systems, schedulers, and memory allocators. Specific attention

is devoted to process synchronization and communication within concurrent programs. Prerequi-

sites: Comp 212, Elec 320. Also offered as Comp 421.

Druschel, P.
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422(F) VLSI DESIGN I (4) ' ^

A study of VLSI technology and design. MOS devices, characteristics, and fabrication. Logic

design and implementation. VLSI design methodology, circuit simulation, and verification.

Course includes group design projects. Enrollment is limited due to equipment limitations.

Students are required to enroll in Elec 423, VLSI Design II, in the following spring semester.

Prerequisite: Elec 326.

Cavallaro, J.

423(S) VLSI DESIGN II (2)

Testing and evaluation of VLSI circuits designed in VLSI Design I, Elec 422. Efficient test

methodologies. Topics in computer-aided design. Prerequisite: Elec 422.

Cavallaro, J.

424(S) COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN (3-6-5)

The specification, design, and implementation of practical computer systems, taking into account

such factors as cost constraints and available technology. Details of data path, control unit, and

memory system design. Comparison of various bus architectures. Techniques for peripheral

interfacing. Laboratory will include a major design project. Prerequisites: Elec 425, 426.

Bennett, J.

425(F) COMPUTER SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE (3-3-4)

Advanced uniprocessor system architecture and basics of parallel architectures. Advanced
pipelining, including dynamic scheduling and precise interrupt handling. Advanced techniques for

exploiting instruction level parallelism, including superscalar and VLIW architectures. Case

studies of several recent high-performance microprocessors. Vector processors. Memory system

design—techniques to improve cache performance, virtual memory systems, main memory
enhancements I/O systems—disk arrays, and graphical interfaces. An overview of parallel

computers. Prerequisites: Elec 326, Elec/Comp 320. Also offered as Comp 425.

Adve, S.

426(F) DIGITAL SYSTEMS DESIGN (3-3-4)

Design elements ofmodem computer and microprocessor systems. Emphasis upon state machine

based design and microcontrollers. Use of VHDL and graphical simulation software to model
complex digital systems. Laboratory implementation of a system involving high-speed arithmetic

techniques. Prerequisites: Elec 320, Elec 326.

Cyprus, J.

427(S) PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS (3-3-4)

Discrete and integrated solid-state circuits. Interaction of linear components with diodes, bipolar

transistors, and field effect transistors. Monostable, bistable, and astable multivibrators. Applica-

tions of linear one and two degree of freedom circuits to digital hardware. Analysis of circuits and

their interconnection to form digital systems. Construction of digital projects from discrete and

integrated circuits. Prerequisites: Elec 326, 342.

Cyprus, J.

428(F) COMPUTER SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE (3-3-4)

Analytical models of computer systems. Queueing theory and Markov chains. Simulation and

analysis of simulation results. Operational analysis. Course will include a project. Prerequisites:

Elec 331, Caam 381 or Stat 310.

Sinclair, J.

430(S) COMMUNICATION THEORY AND SYSTEMS (3-0-3)

Review of applied probability theory. Introduction to stochastic processes. Complex-signal

analysis. AM and FM. Digital communication, PCM, signal transmission, optimum receiver

theory, information theory and coding. Prerequisites: Elec 302 and either Elec 331 or Stat 310.

Aazhang, B.
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431(F) DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (3-0-3)

Analysis of discrete-time signals and systems; filter design and implementation; introduction to

least squares and statistical signal processing; applications in speech and image processing.
F*rerequisite: Elec 301.

Baraniuk, R.G.

432(S) INTRODUCTION TO TIME SERIES ANALYSIS (3)
Time series modeling and forecasting. Prerequisite: Stat 310 or permission of instructor. Also
offered as Stat 421.

Staff

433(S) COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LAB (1)

This lab course is designed to provide students with hands-on experience in simulation of
communication systems; Monte Carlo simulation of random signals (noise); block-oriented

simulation of physical links; performance evaluation of data network. Prerequisite: concurrent
enrollment in Elec 430.

Aazhang, B.

435(F) ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES AND SYSTEMS (3-0-3)

Introduction to the physical and engineering aspects of electromechanical sensors and activators,

including underlying physical phenomena, practical devices, electrical and mechanical interfac-

ing, and control of electromechanical systems. Prerequisite: Elec 241.

Also offered as Mech 435.

Wise, J.D.

436(S) CONTROL SYSTEMS I (3-0-3)

Representation, analysis, and design of simple control systems in the time and frequency domain.
Prerequisite: Elec 302.

Walker, I.

438(S) REMOTE SENSING (3-0-3)

Remote sensing using wave propagation. Statistical formulation of diffraction problems. Wave
scattering from rough surfaces. Applications include monitoring from space and noncontact

sensing for robotics and automation. Prerequisite: Elec 305, Elec 306.

Krishen, K.

440(S) ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (3-0-4)

Techniques for simulating intelligent behavior by machine, problem solving, game playing,

pattern perceiving, theorem proving, semantic information processing, and automatic program-
ming. Prerequisite: Comp 210. Also offered as Comp 440.

Duba, B.

442(F) ADVANCED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS (3-3-4)

Electronic circuits used in communication and other systems, including feedforward, automatic

gain control, active filtering, tuned amplification, oscillation, modulation, and detection. Empha-
sis on design and a challenging laboratory project. Prerequisite: Elec 342.

Massey, R.

443(S) POWER ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS (4-0-4)

Electronic circuits used in power systems, including principles of phase-controlled rectification,

high-frequency inversion, dc-dc conversion, and cyclo-conversion. Emphasis on design and a
challenging laboratory project. Prerequisite: Elec 342.

Massey, R.

461(F) PROPERTIES OF ELECTRONIC MATERIALS (3-0-3)

Properties and parameters ofdielectric, conducting, and semiconducting materials important in the

understanding of device characteristics. Corequisite: Elec 359.

Rabson, TA.
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462(S) SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES (3-4-4)

Physical principles and operational characteristics of semiconductor devices. Prerequisite: Elec

461.

Wilson, W.

463(S) LASERS AND PHOTONICS (3-0-3)

Lasers, optoelectronics, integrated optics, nonlinear optics, holography, and optical processing.

Prerequisite: Elec 306.

Rabson, TA.

464(F) INTEGRATED CIRCUIT ENGINEERING (3)

Semiconductor device physics with an emphasis on process/device interactions in the integrated

circuit environment. Scaled device technologies and nonideal behavior of devices in a monolithic

circuit. Process engineering and the impact of the statistics of device parameters on reliability and

circuit design. Prerequisite or corequisite: Elec 462.

Stajf

465(F) PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS LAB (2)

A laboratory course, with lecture, to introduce students to a variety of experimental techniques,

methods, and instruments of current interest. The content will generally correspond to the ideas

and concepts introduced in the physical electronics courses Elec 305, 306, 46 1 , and 463, including

general optics; laser and fiber optics, microwaves and transmission lines; semiconductor devices

and materials; spectroscopy; computer control of equipment and data collection; acousto-,

electro-, and nonlinear optics; vacuum systems, cryogenics, etc. Prerequisite: Phys 201.

Young, J.

481(F) FUNDAMENTALS OF SYSTEMS PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOPHYSICS
1(3)

An introduction to the nervous system and control of movement. Fundamental topics covered

include the electrophysiology of excitable cells (nerve and muscle). Synaptic transmission and

general sense receptors. The functional organization of the nervous system is discussed, including

the reflex arc, spinal reflexes, and ascending (sensory) as well as descending (motor) neural

pathways associated with the brain. The electrophysiology and reflex neural organization of the

visual, auditory, and vestibular senses is also treated in some detail. The genesis of the

electroencephalogram (EEG) is discussed as is the control of movement. Prerequisite: permission

of instructor.

Clark, J.W.

482(S) FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOPHYSICS II (3)

A continuation of Elec 481 focusing on several large organ systems. The fundamental electro-

physiological and mechanical properties of the heart and vascular system are discussed as is the

control of heart rate, myocardialcontractility, and vascular tone by the autonomic nervous system

(ANS). Airway mechanics, gas transport in the lungs and peripheral tissues, and the neural control

of ventilation by the ANS are also discussed. The physiology of the kidney is included as is the

important role that it plays in both the acid-base balance of blood and water balance in the body.

Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.

Clark, J.W.

483(S) INTRODUCTION OF BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION AND
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES (3)

A review of basic sensors and measurement principles; operational amplifier circuits, including

instrumentation and isolation amplifiers; in addition, micro- and macrobiopotential electrodes are

discussed and cell cytometry, measurement of blood pressure, blood flow, and heart sounds;

measurement of temperature and principles of electrical safety, including micro- and macroshock
hazards. Medical applications of ultrasound are also discussed. Two laboratory exercises are

required plus a term project. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Clark, J.W.
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484(S) LASER BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION AND LASER INTER-
ACTIONS (3-0-3)

Fundamentals of modem electro-optical, fiber-optical, spectroscopic, and optoacoustic sensing
technologies; medical lasers; optical diagnostics and imaging systems, optical microscopy,
photochemical, photothermal, and photomechanical interactions of laser radiation with mol-
ecules, cells, and tissues; therapeutic applications of lasers, computer modeling, and simulations
of related processes.

Jacques, S., Oraevsky, A.

490(F/S) ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PROJECTS (Variable)
Theoretical and experimental investigations under staff direction. May be repeated for credit.

Staff

491(F) SENIOR HONORS PROJECTS (2)

A two-semester sequence for individual projects supervised by a faculty member of the depart-

ment. The portions of the first semester course (491) are devoted to group discussion of
professional aspects of engineering: technical writing, engineering ethics, research protocols,

patent considerations. A written proposal describing the project is required. Oral presentations

throughout the year culminating in a final written report and in an oral, conference-style

presentation. Senior standing in the department and permission of the course coordinator required.
No credit will be given for Elec 491 without completion of 492.

Walker, I.

492(S) SENIOR HONORS PROJECTS (3)

A two-semester sequence for individual projects supervised by a faculty member of the depart-

ment. The portions of the first semester course (491) are devoted to group discussion of
professional aspects of engineering: technical writing, engineering ethics, research protocols,

patent considerations. A written proposal describing the project is required. Oral presentations

throughout the year culminating in a final written report and in an oral, conference-style

presentation. Senior standing in the department and permission of the course coordinator required.

No credit will be given for Elec 491 without completion of 492.

Walker, I.

496(F) ROBOTICS LABORATORY (1-0-1)

Computer vision experiments, programming a mobile robot and an industrial-type PUMA robot,

operating a CNC mill and an industrial-size CNC lathe, projects. Also offered as Mech 496.

Cheatham Jr., J.

498(F) INTRODUCTION TO ROBOTICS (3-0-3)

An introduction to kinematics, dynamics, and control of robot manipulators. Introduction to

applications of artificial intelligence and computer vision in robotics. Also offered as Mech 498.

'
• Cheatham Jr., J.

501(F) LINEAR SYSTEM THEORY (3-0-3)

Basic concepts: reachability, observability. Realization theory. Interpolation. General time series

modeling. Matrix Fraction description of linear multivariable systems. Prerequisite: Elec 301 or

equivalent. Not offered 1995-96.

Antoulas, A.

502(S) CONTROL SYSTEM SYNTHESIS (3-0-3)

Optimal synthesis of control systems using various norms. Stability robustness. Computational
solutions using state space methods. Prerequisite: Elec 501. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

503(F) ROBOTICS H (3-0-3)

Advanced topics that vary from year to year. Not offered every year.

Walker, I.
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504(S) CONTROL OF ROBOTICS (3-0-3) < >

Modeling of robots, kinematics, dynamics. Review of basic control methods. Approaches to

robotic control, including linearization (featuring "computed torque") variable structure and

adaptive control of manipulators. Prerequisite: Elec 501 or permission of instructor. Not offered

1995-96.

Staff

505(F) ADVANCED ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD THEORY (3-0-3)

Boundary-value problems in electrostatics and magnetostatics. Propagation of electromagnetic

waves. Time-varying fields. Wave guides and resonant cavities. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

506(S) APPLIED ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY (3-0-3)

Basic plasma physics and gaseous electronics, laser-produced plasmas and their properties,

fundamentals of controlled nuclear fusion. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

507(F) NONLINEAR DYNAMIC SYSTEMS ANALYSIS I (3)

Analytical methods, including singular point and phase plane analysis, describing functions;

introduction to stability analysis via Lyapunov functions, digital computer simulation methods,

parameter estimation, and sensitivity analysis. Course includes an introduction to the chaotic

behavior of nonlinear dynamic systems. Also offered as Mech 507.

Clark, J.W.

508(S) NONLINEAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS II (3)

Review offundamental properties ofnonlinear systems. Nonlinear ordinary differential equations:

existence and uniqueness of solution. Lyapunov Stability: stability definitions, Lyapunov's direct

method, invariance theory, stability of linear systems, Lyapunov's linearization methods, con-

verse theorems. Input-Output stability: small gain theorem, passivity theorem. Case studies:

application to control problems, including nonlinear and adaptive control and robotics. Also
offered as Mech 508.

Ghorbel, F.

519(S) PARALLEL ALGORITHMS AND ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

Parallel architectures: arrays, trees, hypercubes, and shared memory. Structure and relation

between architectures. Parallel time, work, and efficiency. Parallel algorithms for fundamental

computational problems and applications. Inherently sequential problems. Prerequisites: Elec

322. Also offered as Comp 583.

Varman, P.

520(F) DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS (3-3-4)

Distributed systems: workstations, local area networks, server machines. Multiprocess structuring

and interprocess communication. File access and memory management. User interfaces: window
systems and command interpreters. Case studies of selected distributed systems. Emphasis on
performance aspects of system software design. Prerequisites: Elec 421, 425. Also offered as

Comp 520.

Zwaenepoel, W.

521(F) ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (3-3-4)

Techniques for simulating intelligent behavior by machine: problem solving, game playing,

pattern perceiving, theorem proving, semantic information processing, and automatic program-
ming. Prerequisite: Elec 322, Elec 33 1 , orCaam 382. Also offered as Comp 440. Not offered 1995-

96.

Staff
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522(S) ADVANCED VLSI DESIGN (3-0-3)

Design and analysis of algorithm-specific VLSI processor architectures. Topics include the

implementation of pipelined and systolic processor arrays. Techniques for mapping numerical
algorithms onto custom processor arrays. Course includes design project using high-level VLSI
synthesis tools. Prerequisites: Elec 422, 423. Enrollment limited to 15.

Cavallaro, J.

525(S) ADVANCED COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

Design of parallel architectures, including shared-memory multiple-instruction-multiple-data

(MIMD), message passing MIMD, and single-instruction-multiple data (SIMD) architectures.

Specific topics include techniques to reduce and tolerate communication latency (e.g., cache
coherent protocols, memory consistency models, multithreaded architectures, and dataflow

architectures), interconnection networks, synchronization, and software involvement for improv-
ing performance. Prerequisite: Elec 425. Also offered as Comp 525.

Adve, S.

526(S) COMPUTER NETWORKS DESIGN/ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Design and comparison of computer networks, transmission media, data enclosing, error control,

techniques for performance analysis. Emphasis on local area networks, including rings, busses,

and contention networks. Prerequisite: Elec 428. Also offered as Comp 526.

Sinclair, J.

529(S) COMPUTER NETWORKS: ARCHITECTURE AND PROTO-
COL (3-0-3)

Introduction to computer networks and computer communication. Design of protocols for error

recovery, reliable delivery, routing, and congestion control. Store-and-forward networks, satellite

networks, local area networks, and locally distributed systems. Case studies of networks,

protocols, and protocol families. Emphasis on software design issues in computer communication.
Prerequisites: Stat 310, Elec 421. Also offered as Comp 529. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

530(S) DETECTION THEORY (3 3)

Review of stochastic processes, Karhunen-Loeve expansion, transmission and reception of digital

signals over a variety of channels, intersymbol interference and equalization. Additional topics

vary from year to year in modem communication theory. Prerequisite: Elec 430.

Veeravalli, V.

531(F) DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (3-0-3)

Analysis of discrete-time signals and systems. Design and implementation of digital filters.

Efficient algorithms for the discrete Fourier transform and for convolution. Prerequisite: Elec 301

or a senior-level course in signals and linear systems.

Burrus, C.S.

532(S) SPECTRAL ANALYSIS (3)

Classical and Modem techniques for characterizing the frequency content of signals. Review of

random processes and linear algebra; fourier transform based methods and the periodogram;

parametric techniques, including autoregressive (AR) and autoregressive moving average (ARMA)
modeling; nonparametric techniques, including minimum variance and eigenspace methods; and
time-varying spectral analysis. Prerequisites: Elec 401, 430. Also offered as Stat 586.

Baraniuk, R.

533(F) INTRODUCTION TO RANDOM PROCESSES AND APPLICATIONS
(3-0-3)

Review of basic probability; sequence ofrandom variables; random vectors and estimation; basic

concepts of random processes; random processes in linear systems, expansion of random
processes; wiener filtering; spectral representation of random processes; white-noise integrals.

Also offered as Caam 583 and Stat 583.

Aazhang, B.
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534(S) ESTIMATION THEORY (3-0-3)

See Masc 584. Prerequisite: Elec 430. Also offered as Caam 584 and Stat 584. Not offered 1995-

96.

Stajf

535(S) INFORMATION AND CODING THEORY (3-0-3)

Introduction to information theory concepts, basic theorems of channel coding and source coding

with a fidelity criterion. Techniques of channel coding, parity check codes, introduction to

algebraic coding theory, introduction to convolutional codes. Variable-length source coding.

Prerequisite: Elec 331 or Caam 382. Also offered as Caam 585 and Stat 585. Not offered 1995-

96.

Aazhang, B.

536(F/S) CONTROL SYSTEMS II (3-0-3)

A second course in feedback control design in which the role of uncertainty is emphasized. The

objective is to design feedback control systems that meet performance specifications in the

presence of uncertainties such as disturbances, measurement noise, and unmodeled plant dynam-

ics. Prerequisite: Elec 436 or equivalent.

Pearson, J., Stajf

539(S) DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING (3-0 3)

Modem techniques for image analysis, processing, and enhancement: two-dimensional system

and transform theory, sampling, linear and non-linear filtering, feature extraction, compression

and coding, imaging systems. Prerequisite: Elec 531.

Baraniuk, R.

551(F) INTRODUCTION TO BIOENGINEERING (1-0 1)

A seminar course introducing current research areas in bioengineering and biotechnology. This

course will be taught in a tutorial manner to help acquaint students with the research activities of

various laboratories at Rice and the Texas Medical Center. Prerequisites: graduate standing or

permission of instmctor. Also offered as Ceng 55 1

.

Staff

562(F) MICROWAVE ENGINEERING (3-3-4)

Wave guides and resonant cavities. Scattering matrix, application to two-, three-, and four-port

devices. Broadband transformers, couplers, and filters. Microwave generation. Tensor suscepti-

bility and nonreciprocal devices. Prerequisite: Elec 306. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

563(F) INTRODUCTION TO SOLID-STATE PHYSICS I (3-0-3)

Fundamental concepts of crystalline solids, including crystal stmcture, band theory of electrons,

and lattice vibration theory. Also offered as Phys 563.

Rau, C.

564(F/S) INTRODUCTION TO SOLID-STATE PHYSICS II (3-0-3)

Continuation ofElec 563 , including scattering of waves by crystals, transport theory, and magnetic

phenomena. Also offered as Phys 564.

Nordlander,P.,Staff

565(F) PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS LAB (2)

Graduate-level version of 465.

Wilson, W.L.. Young, J.F.

566(S) PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS PROJECTS (Variable)

An extension of 565 to include standard experiments, development of new experiments, and

special projects in collaboration with a faculty member.
Wilson, WL., Young, J.F.
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580(S) NEURONAL MODELING (3-0-3)

This course introduces the mathematical techniques employed in modeling neurons and neuronal
systems. It begins with a review of membrane ion channel kinetics and rapidly progresses to the
mathematical characterization ofvarious parts ofthe neuron (soma, axon, and dendritic tree). Both
vertebrate and invertebrate neuron models are considered; models of axonal conduction, as well
as volume conduction in the medium surrounding the axon, are discussed. Neuron models
exhibiting pacing and bursting activity will be given particular attention. The course will include
guest lectures in selected application areas. Prerequisites: Elec 481, 507 or equivalent.

Clark Jr., J.

581(F) CARDIOVASCULAR DYNAMICS (3-4-4)

Analysis of the properties and functions of the cardiovascular system, including a detailed study
of cardiac electrophysiology, ventricular mechanics, arterial hemodynamics, coronary and cere-

bral circulations, heart rate control, imaging methods for determining ventricular volume and
output flow. Therapeutic devices, such as mechanical circulatory-assist and total replacement
devices, will be studied as will computer-controlled drug delivery systems. Mathematical models
of many of these systems will be considered. As part of the course requirements the student will

complete an internship project with an engineer or life scientist working in the Texas Medical
Center. Prerequisite: Elec 481, 482, 507 or equivalent. Not offered every year.

Clark Jr., J.

584(S) ADVANCED TOPICS IN LASER BIOMEDICAL INSTRU-
MENTATION (3-0-3)

Graduate version of Elec 484.

Jacques, S., Oraevsky, A.

590(F/S) SPECIAL PROJECTS (Variable)

Theoretical and experimental investigations under staff direction.

Staff

591(F) OPTICS (3-0-3)

Survey covering important aspects of classical optical theory, wave properties of light, and the

Fourier analysis approach to physical optics. Holography, integrated optics, and fiber optics. Not
offered 1995-96.

Rabson, T.

592(F) TOPICS IN QUANTUM OPTICS (3-0-3)

Various subject areas covering both current and continuing topics of interest in lasers and quantum
electronics. May be repeated for credit.

Halas,N.J.

594(S) SEMINAR IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING (3-0-3)

A seminar focusing on specific areas of biomedical research and involving students and faculty

from other universities in the Houston area. The course is under the sponsorship of the Houston
Biomedical Engineering Society and exposes students to an intense treatment of a specific

biological system from several scientific and engineering viewpoints. Graduate students in

chemical, electrical, and mechanical engineering are particularly encouraged to take this course.

Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

602(S) PHYSICS/ELECTRONIC MATERIALS (3)

A detailed look at properties of natural and artificial electronic materials. Emphasis will be on
electronic structure, transport, and optical properties. Topics may include: bulk properties,

semiconductor heterostructure interfaces, superlattices, reduced dimensionality structures, ferro-

electrics, nonequilibrium effects, quantum transport. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

620(F) COMPUTER ENGINEERING GRADUATE SEMINAR (1-0-1)

This is a seminar series required of all computer engineering graduate students. Research

presentations of general interest will be made by visitors, faculty, and senior graduate students.

May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Adve, S., Bennett, JX.
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625(S) COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE SEMINAR (1) < ^"^^

Discussion of recent research papers in computer architecture and current computer architecture

research at Rice.

Adve, S., Bennett, J.

630(S) ADVANCED TOPICS-TELECOMMUNICATIONS (3)

This is a graduate course consisting of a sequence of lectures on telecommunications by Rice

faculty, scientists from Bell Northern Research (BNR), and guest speakers. Topics include radio

and optical fiber data networks; spread spectrum signaling; error control coding; time-division,

frequency-division, and code-division multiple-access systems; collision resolution algorithms;

stability and throughput analysis; routing, flow control, switching, and buffering as well as design

examples from operational telecommunication systems.
' .' " Staff

632(S) SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING (3-0-3)

Acoustic models of speech production. Pitch and format structure of speech. Estimation of speech

spectra: short-time Fourier analysis, filter banks, homomorphic signal processing, autoregressive

models. Pitch detection. Vocoding algorithm: channel vocoders, homomorphic vocoders, linear

predictive vocoders. Prerequisite: Elec 531. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

645(S) THIN FILMS (3)

Materials issues relevant to thin films. Techniques for vapor phase deposition of thin films, such

as evaporation, sputtering, and chemical vapor deposition. Epitaxy, generation ofthin film defects,

strain, growth anistropy, and grain structure. Electrical, optical, and magnetic properties of thin

film materials and structures. Also offered as Msci 645. Not offered 1995-96.

Lairson, B.

691(F) TOPICS IN ADVANCED SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES (Variable)

Seminar on advanced and developing semiconductor devices and systems, including advanced

RAM design, EEPROMs, quantum wells and quantum dots, ferroelectric devices, micropower

analog neural systems, and other devices will be discussed.

Smayling, M., Wilson, W.

692(S) ADVANCED TOPICS-LASER PHYSICS (Variable)

Staff

693(F) ADVANCED TOPICS-COMPUTER SYSTEMS (3-0-3)

May be repeated for credit.

Cavallaro, J., Sinclair, J.B.

694(S) ADVANCED TOPICS-COMPUTER SYSTEMS (3-0-3)

May be repeated for credit.

Sinclair, J.B.

695(F) ADVANCED TOPICS IN COMMUNICATIONS AND STATISTICAL
SIGNAL PROCESSING (3-0-3)

Advanced topics that vary from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered every year.

Staff

696(S) DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (3-0-3)

Advanced topics in digital signal process: time varying systems, multidimensional signal process-

ing, and other topics of current interest. Individual projects are a part of this course.

Burrus, C.S.

698(S) ADVANCED TOPICS IN ROBOTICS (3-0-3)

Not offered every year.

Staff
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699(S) OPTIMIZATION THEORY AND APPLICATION (3-0-3)

Linear vector spaces, normed linear spaces, Hilbert space, dual spaces, Lagrange multiplier theory.

Applications from control and system theory.

760(F/S) BAYLOR/RICE/M.D./PH.D. PROGRAM (Variable)

Departmental permission required.

Stajf

800(F/S) RESEARCH AND THESIS (Variable)

Stajf

\ . -.lA .<
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English

The School of Humanities

Professor Isle, Chair

Professors Apple, Chance, Doody, Doughtie, Driskill, Grob, Huston,

Michie, Minter, Morris, Patten, Piper, Skura, Snow, and Wood
Associate Professor Lamos

Assistant Professors Aranda, Derrick, Fultz, Joseph, and Lurie

Lecturers Daichman, Logan, Recknagel, Tobin, and Wallingford

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. A major in English requires 36 semester hours in

inglish; at least 24 semester hours must be courses at or above the 300 level. A double

Inajor requires 30 semester hours in English with at least 1 8 hours at the advanced level.

jUl English majors must take two semesters ofMajor British Writers (Engl 210,211) and

introduction to the Study ofAmerican Literature (Engl 260, 261 ) as preparatory surveys,

iuma 101 and 102 may be counted as credit toward the major.

An Enghsh major must also take advanced courses in the following categories: (1)

jhree semester hours in English literature before 1800; (2) three semester hours in

jinglish literature after 18(X); (3) three semester hours in American literature.

It is recommended that all English majors take some formal instruction in English

ind American history and, if they plan to do graduate work, at least six semester hours

It the advanced level in a foreign language.

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also

atisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours

mtside the departmental requirements for a total program of at least 1 20 semester hours.

»ee Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

The Graduate Program. The graduate program in English is designed for

borough training of a limited number of carefully selected students. Rice offers the

*h.D. to smdents interested in all fields of British and American literature and in literary

heory.

As a part of their training, graduate students are expected to participate in the

I esearch and teaching activities of the department.

Within the limits of available funds, graduate scholarships and fellowships are

iwarded to qualified students. Scholarships provide a waiver of tuition; fellowships

nclude a stipend and a waiver of tuition.

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts. While the English department

loes not have an M.A. program, it does offer the M.A. under two circumstances: 1) to

'h.D. students in the process of obtaining their doctorate after official admission to

candidacy for the Ph.D. ; and 2) to Ph.D. smdents who decide to leave the program before

;ompleting their doctorate. Students admitted to the graduate program may take the

,naster's degree by meeting four requirements:

1 . If they have not done so before entering the program, they must satisfactorily

complete at least three semester hours at the junior or senior level in the

literature of a foreign language, not in translation, either at Rice or another

accredited institution.
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2. They must satisfactorily complete at least 24 semester hours of graduate work
in English, exclusive of the thesis.

3. They must fulfill distribution requirements by taking at least one course in

each of five of the following fields: 1) Medieval Literature, 2) Renaissance

Literature to 1600 (including Shakespeare), 3) Seventeenth- or Eighteenth-

Century British Literature, 4) Nineteenth-Century British Literature, 5) Twen-
tieth-Century British Literature, 6) American Literature to 1900, 7) Twenti-

eth-Century American Literature, 8) Literary Theory.

4. They must complete a thesis of approximately 50 pages and must defend it in

an oral examination. For students admitted to candidacy for the Ph.D. degree,

the requirement of a thesis will be waived.

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Candidates for the

doctoral degree must complete five requirements:

1

.

If they have not done so before entering the program, they must satisfactorily

complete at least six semester hours at the junior or senior level in the literature

of a foreign language, not in translation, either at Rice or another accredited
'* ' institution.

2. They must satisfactorily complete at least 48 semester hours of course work
in English, exclusive of the thesis, including a three-hour pedagogy course.

3. They must fulfill distribution requirements by taking at least one course in

each ofthe following fields: 1 ) Medieval Literature, 2) Renaissance Literature

to 1600 (including Shakespeare), 3) Seventeenth- or Eighteenth-Century
^' British Literature, 4) Nineteenth-Century British Literature,
" '^'

5) Twentieth-Century British Literature, 6) American Literature to 1900,

7) Twentieth-Century American Literature, 8) Literary Theory.

4. They must pass a six-hour written preliminary examination conducted by two

departmental faculty members. The exam may focus on (a) one of seven

traditional literary periods: 1 ) Medieval, 2) Renaissance, 3) British Literature

1660-1880, 4) Nineteenth-Century British Literature, 5) Twentieth-Century

British Literature, 6) American Literature to 1900, 7) Twentieth-Century

American Literature; (b) a theoretical tradition or topic; or (c) a combination

of a traditional literary period or portion of a period and a theoretical topic or
'^ topics or a genre. In special cases the preliminary examination may be

interdisciplinary in focus.

5. They must complete a dissertation that demonstrates a capacity for indepen-

dent work of high quality in either traditional scholarship, critical interpreta-
^

' tion, or critical theory; and they must pass an oral examination on the thesis and

related fields.

In order to qualify for continuing financial aid, students must be approved for

candidacy for the Ph.D. by the beginning of the seventh semester at Rice (fifth semester

for those entering with an M.A.). To secure approval, they must satisfy the foreign

language requirement, fulfill the distribution requirements, pass the preliminary exami-

nation, and have a dissertation prospectus approved by the department's graduate

studies committee.

English Courses

101(F) FRESHMAN SEMINAR (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Analysis and discussion of literary texts: poetry, drama, prose, fiction. Students submit essays

frequently.

Recknagel, M., Wallingford, K., Staff
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102(S) FRESHMAN SEMINAR (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of Engl 101, with sections giving special emphasis to individual genres: fiction,

drama, and poetry.

Recknagel, M., Staff

103(F) BASIC COMPOSITION (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Intended primarily for students whose English Competency Examination is below standard.

Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Driskill, L., Tobin, M., Staff

104(S) BASIC COMPOSITION (3-0-3)

See Engl 103. Permission of instructor required.

Tobin, M.

210(F) MAJOR BRITISH WRITERS: CHAUCER TO 1800 (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Readings in British major authors ofthe Middle Ages, the Renaissance, and the eighteenth century.

Required of English majors. Enrollment in each section limited.

Doughtie, E., Logan, T., Piper, W.

211(S) MAJOR BRITISH WRITERS: 1800 TO PRESENT (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Readings in major British authors of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Required of English

majors. Enrollment in each section limited.

Doody, T., Logan, T., Wallingford, K.

215(F) THE STRUCTURE OF ENGLISH WORDS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Also offered as Ling 215.

260(F) INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF AMERICAN
LITERATURE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Freshmen admitted only with permission of instructor.

261(S) INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF AMERICAN
LITERATURE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Freshmen admitted only with permission of instructor.

Kemmer, S.

Aranda, J.

Lurie, S.

301(F) FICTION WRITING (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Discussion and analysis of student fiction. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Recknagel, M.

302(S) FICTION WRITING (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

See Engl 301. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Recknagel, M.
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304(S) POETRY WRITING (3-0 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Extensive reading in modem poetry as well as regular practice in the writing of various forms will

be required. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit.

Wood, S.

306(S) EXPOSITORY WRITING (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A course in the composition of personal essays.

Piper, W.

308(F/S) ENGINEERING COMMUNICATION (3-0 3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Rhetorical principles of analyzing situations and audience needs, organizing information, and
choosing communication strategies. Must be concurrently enrolled in one or more engineering

courses.

Driskill, L.

309(F) INTERACTIONS OF STYLE AND AUDIENCE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Students discuss and write critically about popular writing in the U.S.: ads, newspaper stories,

feature articles, scripts, and best-selling fiction and nonfiction. Enrollment limited to 25.

Driskill, L.

310(S) BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Driskill, L.

318(F) CHAUCER (3-0 3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Readings in the Canterbury Tales and other writings of Chaucer.

Chance, J.

327(F) SHAKESPEARE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Representative plays, including tragedies, comedies, histories, and romances, will be read.

Grob, A.

328(S) SHAKESPEARE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

See Engl 327. Limited to juniors and seniors.

1. Doughtie, E.

337(F) MILTON (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Major poems and prose of John Milton.

Snow, E.

340(S) RESTORATION LITERATURE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

-

Piper, W.

345(S) BRITISH ROMANTICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The major writings of Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, and Keats.

Grob, A.
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347(F) VICTORIAN LITERATURE (3-0 3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The poetry of Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, Meredith, the Pre-Raphaelites, and Hopkins; the

prose of Carlyle, Ruskin, Pater, Arnold, Mill.

Grob, A.

350(S) VICTORIAN FICTION (3-0 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The novel from Austen to Hardy.

355(S) 20TH CENTURY BRITISH FICTION (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

356(S) 20TH CENTURY BRITISH POETRY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

360(F) AMERICAN LITERATURE TO 1860 (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Michie, H.

Lamos, C.

Wallingford, K.

Derrick, S.

362(F) AMERICAN FICTION: 1910-1940 (3-0 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Wharton, Gather, Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Faulkner, Wright, Huston, and their contemporaries.

t
-^ Minter, D.

363(S) AMERICAN FICTION: 1940 TO PRESENT (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Limited to juniors and seniors only.

Doody, T.

366(S) AMERICAN POETRY: 1900-1960 (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Frost, Pound, Eliot, and Stevens, with some attention to the other poets of the twentieth century.

Lamos, C.

372(F) SURVEY OF CONTEMPORARY CHICANO/A LITERATURE:
FROM VILLARREAL'S POCHO (1959) TO CISNEROS'S HOUSE ON
MANGO STREET (1988) (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Aranda, J.

376(S) MODERN DRAMA: 1940 TO PRESENT (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

O'Neill, Miller, Williams, French Modems, Absurdism, and recent trends.

Isle, W.

379(F) INTRODUCTION TO THIRD WORLD LITERATURE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Joseph, B.

380(F) TWENTIETH-CENTURY WOMEN WRITERS:
THE NOVELISTS (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Readings in modem women novelists.

Lurie, S.
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381(F) FEMINISM AND NATIONALISM (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

385(S) LITERATURE AND FILM (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

387(F) LITERATURE AND MUSIC (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

395(S) HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Also offered as Ling 395.

397(F) FEMINIST LITERARY THEORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

401(F) ADVANCED CREATIVE WRITING: FICTION (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

402(S) ADVANCED CREATIVE WRITING: FICTION (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

404(S) ADVANCED CREATIVE WRITING: POETRY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

457(F) TWENTIETH-CENTURY IRISH LITERATURE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

469(S) LITERATURE OF THE AMERICAN WEST (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I f , ., ,
•

,

472(S) CHICANO/A AUTOBIOGRAPHY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I ...t,- *

Joseph, B.

Snow, E.

Doughtie, E.

Mitchell, E. D.

Michie, H.

Blake, G.

Blake, G.

Wood, S.

Lamos, C.

Isle, W.

Aranda, J.

475(S) MODERN DRAMA ON FILM AND IN PERFORMANCE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Enrollment limited to 25. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

1 wjyjj • a Huston, JD.

476(S) BALLAD AND FOLKLORE (3-0-3)

The study of oral verbal art in international folktales, British and American ballads, American folk

lyrics, spirituals, work songs, and blues.

Doughtie, E.

.1 .'.^
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478(F) LITERATURE AND THE ENVIRONMENT (3-0 3)

Enrollment limited. Permission of instructor.

Isle.W.

482(S) TOPICS IN LITERATURE: NARRATIVES OF BESET MANHOOD
(3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 1

Enrollment limited to 25. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Derrick, S.

483(F) STUDIES IN LITERARY TYPES: AMERICAN CONFESSIONAL
POETRY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Wallingford, K.

484(S) STUDIES IN LITERARY TYPES: THE DEATH OF EPIC? (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Mackie, H.

490(S) AREA STUDIES: LITERATURE OF COLONIALISM (3 3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

495(F) DIRECTED READING (3-0 3)

496(S) DIRECTED READING (3-0-3) '•

498(F) SENIOR THESIS (3 3)

499(S) SENIOR THESIS (3-0-3)

Enrollment limited. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

//JIT

500(F) SEMINAR: LITERARY THEORY (LACAN) (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Joseph, B.

Staff

Stajf

Staff

Staff

Lamos. C.

506(S) SEMINAR: CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES TO COMPOSITION
(3-0-3)

Driskill, L.

515(F/S) SEMINAR: PEDAGOGY (3-0 3)

Staff

520(F) SEMINAR: MEDIEVAL WOMEN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Chance, J.

528(S) SEMINAR: SHAKESPEARE AND THEORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Snow, E.

535(F) SEMINAR: SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY POETRY (3-0 3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Snow, E.
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542(F) SEMINAR: EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY LITERATURE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Piper, W.

547(F) SEMINAR: VICTORIAN LITERATURE (3-0-3) ': <
Michie, H.

561(F) SEMINAR: HOWELLS AND WHARTON (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Derrick, S.

563(F) SEMINAR: CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE (3-0-3)

.
, < ,. Isle.W.

564(S) SEMINAR: FAULKNER AND CONTEMPORARY THEORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

.
-<

. -: ^ ; Morris, W.

580(F) SEMINAR: WOMEN'S STUDIES (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I , -T

,

'

. O- 1 Lurie, S.

581(S) SEMINAR: FEMINISM AND NATIONALISM (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Joseph, B.

598(S) SEMINAR: HISTORY OF AMERICAN LITERARY CRITICISM,
1900-1950 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

p
; H Aranda, J.

601(F) TEACHING PRACTICUM (3-0-3)

Enrollment limited to graduate students serving as teaching assistants for courses in English or the
;

humanities.

Staff

602(S) TEACHING PRACTICUM (3-0-3)

Enrollment limited to graduate students serving as teaching assistants for courses in English or the

humanities.

Staff'

603(F) TEACHING OF LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION (3-0-3)

Enrollment limited to graduate students teaching Engl 101, 102, and 103.

604(S) TEACHING OF LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION (3-0-3)

Enrollment limited to graduate students teaching Engl 101, 102, and 103.

621(F) DIRECTED READING (3-0-3)

622(S) DIRECTED READING (3-0-3)

701(F) BRITISH AND AMERICAN LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff
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702(S) BRITISH AND AMERICAN LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Stajf

703(F) RESEARCH LEADING TO CANDIDACY (Variable)

Topics in British and American literary theory. To be taken after a student has completed

departmental course requirements for the master's or doctorate and before being admitted to

candidacy.

Stajf

704(S) RESEARCH LEADING TO CANDIDACY (Variable)

See Engl 703.

Stajf

800(F/S) PH.D. RESEARCH AND THESIS (Variable)

To be taken after a student has been admitted to candidacy.

Staff
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Environmental Science and Engineering

The George R. Brown School of Engineering

Professor Bedient, Chair
'

l Professors Few, Tomson, and Ward
, . s Adjunct Professor Wilson

i ; v

Associate Professor Wiesner

Assistant Professor Hughes

Faculty Fellow Rifai

Adjunct Assistant Professor Newell

Lecturer Blackburn

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.E.E., M.E.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. The major in environmental science (offered only as a

double major with other fields of science or engineering) is intended for students

wishing academic training oriented toward the solution of technical environmental

problems and leads to the B.A. degree.

General requirements during the first two years include: two years ofmathematics,

one and one-half years of chemistry, and one year of physics. Specific courses to satisfy

these requirements vary somewhat and should be determined in consultation with a

departmental adviser. For the B.A. degree, a specified list of environmental science and
engineering courses is required during the junior and senior years. The total number of

semester hours required for the B.A. with a double major depends on department

requirements for the other major. Generally, however, in addition to the department

requirements for the majors, students must also satisfy the distribution requirements and

complete no fewer than 60 semester hours outside the department requirements for a

total program of at least 120 semester hours. See Degree Requirements and Majors,

pages 67-75.

Undergraduates interested in environmental engineering must contact the Depart-

ments of Civil Engineering or Chemical Engineering for information on their B.S.

degree programs with an environmental option.

Graduate Programs. Graduate programs in the Department of Environmental

Science and Engineering lead to the degrees of Master of Environmental Engineering

(M.E.E.), Master of Environmental Science (M.E.S.), Master of Science (M.S.), and

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.). Applicants for graduate study in the department of

Environmental Science and Engineering are expected to have at least a"B" (3.0) average

in undergraduate work and high GRE scores in the verbal, quantitative, and analytical

sections of the exam. University requirements for the advanced degrees are presented

beginning on page 134.

Master's Programs. The M.E.E. and M.E.S. degrees are professional nonthesis

degrees requiring one year of study. To enter the M.E.S. program, applicants must have
successfully completed a four-year curriculum leading to the Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) or

Bachelor of Science (B.S.) in any of the natural or physical sciences. Completion of a

four-year curriculum leading to the Bachelor of Science in any field of engineering

qualifies the student forpossible admission to the M.E.E. program. While the M.E.S. and
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M.E.E. degree programs are open to all qualified applicants, these degrees are typically

awarded to persons completing undergraduate programs in environmental science or

environmental engineering who wish to extend their education into a fifth year of

specialized study.

Most of the graduate students admitted for study toward a master's degree pursue

a thesis program culminating in the degree ofMaster ofScience (M.S.) in Environmental

Science and Engineering. Candidates for the M.S. degree must complete a minimum of

eight approved semester courses and present and defend, in oral examination, a research

thesis. A set of four core courses in the areas of environmental chemistry, water and

wastewater treatment, hydrology, and environmental modeling is required of all M.S.

candidates. Comparable course work completed previously by the candidate may be

substituted for core courses. Normally, two academic years and the intervening summer

are required for the degree. In conjunction with the candidate's research adviser, the

student will select an M.S. advisory committee, which consists of the candidate's

research adviser, one or two additional members from the Environmental Science and

Engineering (ES&E) facuhy, plus at least one member from another department.

Individuals from other institutions (academic, business and/or governmental) may also

serve on the thesis advisory committee, but they may not substitute for any of the Rice

faculty positions specified above. The advisory committee is normally established by

mutual agreement between the student and the research adviser, with approval of the

department chair. It is the responsibility of the student to secure the consent of facuhy

members to serve on the thesis advisory committee. Students are advised to discuss their

progress with committee members as their work evolves. Students will be allowed to

take an oral examination on their thesis only after their thesis advisory committee has

determined that the thesis is in an acceptable written format for a public defense.

The Doctoral Program. Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy must:

(1) complete a rigorous list of approved courses with high standing, (2) pass a

preliminary written examination to evaluate preparation for doctoral studies in the field

of environmental science and engineering, (3) pass a qualifying examination on course,

proposed research, and related topics, (4) complete a dissertation indicating the

candidate's ability to do original research, and (5) pass a formal public oral examination

on the thesis and related topics.

Successful completion of at least 90 semester hours of course work and research

beyond the bachelor's degree is required for the Ph.D. University residency require-

ments also include at least four semesters of full-time study at Rice. Doctoral candidates

typically take the written and oral preliminary exams after one to two semesters ofcourse

work in the department. This exam is administered by the ES&E faculty. Candidates

who pass the preliminary exam will be allowed to form a doctoral committee. The

doctoral committee consists of no fewer than three members of the Rice University

faculty. The candidate's research adviser chairs the doctoral committee and at least one

member of the committee must be from a department other than ES&E. After the

doctoral candidate has formed a committee and developed a proposal for doctoral

research, the candidate must pass a qualifying examination administered by the doctoral

committee. The purpose of the qualifying examination is to evaluate the candidate's

preparation for his or her proposed research and to identify any areas requiring

additional course work or study.
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Environmental Science and Engineering

Environmental Science and Engineering Courses

201(F) INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS (3-3-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Chemical, physical, and biological components of the environment as natural resources and the

effects of pollution on their maintenance and utilization. Also offered as Heal 201.

Ward, C.

306(F) GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND SUSTAINABLE DEVEL-
OPMENT (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP IH
Examination of emerging trends toward sustainable development and global environmental
protection: international treaties on management of the oceans, global warming, ozone depletion,

biodiversity, and development patterns; impact of trade treaties, such as NAFTA and GATT.
Limited enrollment.

Blackburn, J.

401(F) INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY (3-3-4)

Principles and significance of measurements used to assess environmental quality. Hands-on
measurements of both classical titration, etc., and modem instrumental methods of measuring
pollutant concentrations. Prerequisites: Chem 101, 102.

Tomson, M.

403(F) PRINCIPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING (3-0-3)

Fundamental principles of water treatment, wastewater treatment, air pollution control, and solid

waste management.

Hughes, J.

404(F) INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS
(1-3-2)

Fundamental principles of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and their applications in

engineering, architecture, geology, biology, and environmental and social sciences. Hands-on
instruction on two to three different GIS systems.

Rifai, H.

406(S) INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL LAW (3-0-3)

Legal techniques used by societies to plan and regulate the use of environmental resources.

Blackburn, J.

412(S) HYDROLOGY AND WATERSHED ANALYSIS (3-3-4)

Fundamentals of the hydrologic cycle, hydrograph techniques, flood routing, and open channel
flow; hydrologic design; local watershed application and laboratory. Also offered as Civi 464.

Bedient, P.

443(S) ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE (3-0-3)

This course emphasizes the science ofthe atmosphere. Subjects studied include: radiation, climate

dynamics, energy balance models, structure and stability, water cloud and precipitation physics,

atmosphere dynamics, storms and special systems, and atmospheric electricity. Prerequisites:

permission of instructor required. Also offered as Spac 443 and Mech 477.

Few, A.

445(F) NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS (3-0-3)

Readings, discussion, and review of data sources on natural environmental factors affecting and
affected by the development of the built environment. Also offered as Arch 345.

Blackburn, J.
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490 SPECIAL STUDY AND RESEARCH (Variable)

Open to environmental science or engineering majors with permission ofchairman. Written thesis

required.

Stajf

511(F) ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY (3-0-3)

Physical and chemical environment as it affects the physiology and population dynamics of

organisms (including humans). Stability and maintenance of biogeochemical cycles (University

of Texas School of Public Health). Available to graduate students only.

Stajf

512(S) ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY (3-0-3)

See Envi 511. (University ofTexas School of Public Health). Available to graduate students only.

Stajf

518(F) GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY (3-0-3)

Groundwater hydrology, hydrogeology, well mechanics, hydraulics. Contaminant transport in

aquifer systems, numerical models, and groundwater remediation.

Bedient, P.

525(S) ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY (3-0-3)

Topics will include cell biology, microbial ecology, metabolic diversity, bioentergetics, microbial

growth, and the degradation of environmental contaminants. Emphasis is placed on the role of

microorganisms in the environment and engineered systems for environmental applications.

Offered alternate (even) years.

Hughes, J.

530(S) PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL PROCESSES IN ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEERING (3-0-3)

Introduction to colloid and surface chemistry, precipitation, mixing, particle aggregation, settling,

packed bed filtration, adsorption, ion exchange, gas transfer, membrane processes, chemical

oxidation and disinfection operations used in envirormiental pollution control and potable water

treatment. Prerequisities: Envi 403 or equivalent and Envi 534.

Wiesner, M.

534(F) TRANSPORT PHENOMENA AND ENVIRONMENTAL MODELING
(3-0-3)

Principles of fluid flow, mass transport, and transformation processes in natural and engineered

systems. Applications of reactor engineering, chemical and biological reaction kinetics to

environmental systems modeling, including streams, lakes, estuaries, and the atmosphere.

Previous course work in fluid mechanics and calculus through differential equations is strongly

suggested.
Wiesner, M.

536(S) BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES (3-0-3)

Theory and application of biochemical processes in envirormiental engineering. Offered alternate

I

(odd) years.

Staff

550(S) APPLIED WATER CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

i Theoretical basis for considering the chemistry of natural and wastewater systems. Interfacial

I processes and parameter estimation methods in common use.

_ Tomson, M.

I 564 ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Hydrodynamic equations of motion on a rotating planet solved for static, perturbed, and unstable

flows for mesoscale and macroscale weather system on Earth and other planets.

Few, A.
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590 M.E.E. AND M.E.S. SPECIAL STUDY AND RESEARCH (Variable)

Independent investigation of a specific topic or problem in environmental engineering under the ,

-

direction of a selected faculty member. Preparation of a formal report and an oral presentation oi

results are required.

Staff

601(F) SEMINAR (3-0-3)

Continuing seminar on environmental research.

602(S) SEMINAR (3-0-3)

See Envi 601.

StafI

Staff

630(F) CHARACTERIZATION, TRANSPORT, AND TREATMENT OF
PARTICLES IN WATER (3-0-3)

Theory and methods for characterizing aquasols, colloid chemistry, particle transport in porous
media and simple flows, particle aggregation, aggregate and deposit morphology, and other

special topics. Offered alternate (odd) years.

Wiesner, M.

631(F) ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS (3-0-2)

Process interactions, optimal design, and focused treatment needs related to water supply, water
and industrial waste treatment, water reuse, residuals management, and other special topics.

Offered alternate (even) years.

Wiesner, M.

634(S) GROUNDWATER TRANSPORT (3-0-3)

Groundwater transport and modeling theory, water quality models, analytical and numerical
techniques, computer applications. Formal lecture and student projects. An advanced topics

course.

Rifai, H.

635(F) ADVANCED TOPICS IN WATER CHEMISTRY (Variable)

Formal lecture and assigned reading in topics such as redox kinetics and thermodynamics,
adsorption and desorption, and the associated mathematics. An advanced topics course.

Tomson, M.

636(S) WATER CHEMISTRY (Variable)

See Envi 635.

Tomson, M.

640(F) ADVANCED TOPICS IN ENVIRONMENTAL BIOPROCESS ENGI-
NEERING

Topics include biodegradation of xenobiotic compounds, methods of studying biotransformation

processes, and design of bioremediation systems. Prerequisites: Envi 525 or 536.

Hughes, J.
j

651(F) M.S. RESEARCH AND THESIS (Variable)

Staff

652(S) M.S. RESEARCH AND THESIS (Variable)

Staff \

800 PH.D. RESEARCH AND THESIS (Variable)

Staff
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French Studies

The School of Humanities

Professor Goux, Chair

Professors Alcover, Carrington, and Nelson

Associate Professors Aresu, Harter, Sherman, and Wood
Lecturers Caflisch, Datta, Kelly, and Smith

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

French

Undergraduate Program. A major in French Studies requires a minimum of 30

semester hours (10 courses) in upper-level courses (300 or 400), while a double major

or an area major requires 24 semester hours (eight courses) of upper-level courses. Any

student who matriculated at Rice University before August 1993 is required to take

French 301, 302, 311, and 312 unless exempted by his or her major adviser. These

students also have the option of choosing to fulfill the new requirements. Students who

matriculate August 1993 or later must fulfill the following requirements:

1. Courses required of all majors: a) 304; b) either 31 1 or 312; c) either 369, 371,

or 372.

2. Seven additional courses for single majors (at least three at the 400 level), five

for double majors (at least two at the 400 level). Of these, at least one must be in

Group IV (Philosophy, Sociology, Politics, Theory).

3. Of the above courses, at least one must cover the period prior to 1750 (311, 369,

401, 415, 425, 430), and one must cover the period subsequent to it (312, 361,

37 1 , 372, and other 400-level courses).

As many as two French courses taught in English may count toward a French major.

Students who have taken French 300- and 400-level courses (with the exception ofthose

courses taught in English) cannot enroll simultaneously or afterward in French 200-level

courses for credit. Students with a diploma from French-speaking institutions must

consult with the department before enrolling in courses. At least half of the courses for

the major must be taken at Rice University.

Students are urged to take some courses in fields closely related to French Studies,

such as English, European history, and other European literatures. All majors and

prospective majors must have their programs approved by one of the undergraduate

advisers. In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also

satisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours

outside the departmental requirements, for a total program of at least 1 20 semester hours.

See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75. Students who would like to

complete the honors program in French should consult one ofthe undergraduate advisers

concerning the requirements.

Activities sponsored by the department to acquaint students with French language

and culture include a weekly French Table that meets at lunch in one of the colleges. In

addition, the Club Chouette organizes outings to French movies, sponsors guest

lecturers, and, in cooperation with the department, helps to produce a play during the

spring semester. Students who maintain at least a B average in two or more upper-level
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French courses will be invited to join Theta chapter of the honorary Pi Delta Phi.

The department encourages majors to spend time living and studying in a francophone

country. The Alliance Fran9aise of Houston presents a summer scholarship of $2,500
each year to a sophomore or a junior for six weeks study in France. The Clyde Ferguson
Bull Traveling Fellowship, awarded each year to a graduating senior with a major or

double major in French, permits the recipient to spend an entire year in France. Members
of the department are available to discuss the numerous programs of study and travel in

France sponsored by both American and French institutions. Information about study

abroad is also available in the Office of Academic Advising.

Graduate Programs. Admission to graduate study in French is granted each year

to a limited number of qualified students. A distinguished undergraduate record in the

study of French literature and a capacity for independent work are essential. The award
of advanced degrees is not based solely on accumulation of credits or compliance with

formal requirements. Candidates are expected to attain not only a wide general

knowledge ofFrench literature but also to place this knowledge within a broad spectrum

of cultural, historical, philosophical, and theoretical concems. It is expected finally that

all candidates demonstrate a near-native command of the French language. In most
cases, two years will be required for the completion of work for the degree of Master of
Arts.

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts:

1. Completion with satisfactory standing of 24 hours (beyond B.A.) in advanced

courses, plus thesis work (six semester hours). Graduate students normally
- select their courses from among the 500-level courses offered each semester.

However, as many as two 400-level courses may count toward fulfillment of

course requirements for the M.A.
2. Satisfactory performance on a reading examination in one language other than

French approved by the department.

3. Satisfactory performance on preliminary written and oral examinations in

French on the works indicated on the reading list provided by the department.

4. Completion of a thesis on a subject approved by the student's graduate

committee.

5. Satisfactory performance on a final oral examination on the thesis.

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy:

1 . Completion with high standing of a program approved by the department.

.^ Normally, this will include 54 semester hours of course work plus 36 hours for

the thesis. For those already holding the degree of Master of Arts, the

requirement would be 27 semester hours of course work plus 36 hours for the

thesis.

2. Satisfactory completion of an upper-level course (300 or above) in a language

other than French or English, to be chosen in consultation with the graduate

advisers on the basis of its relevance to the student's possible research

interests.

3. Satisfactory performance on a preliminary written and oral examination based

on a list ofrequired texts for all students. This list will include selected readings

in French literature from all of the major periods but also readings in what the

department feels to be crucial texts in the domains of philosophy, history,

critical theory, and aesthetics. The oral examination may be taken only after

the successful completion of the written examination.
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Note: Requirements 2 and 3 must be fulfilled one year before the submission of a

dissertation.

4. Completion of a dissertation approved by the department. The dissertation is

expected to represent an original contribution to the field of French Studies.

5. Satisfactory performance on a final oral examination on the dissertation.

Graduate students normally select their courses from among the 500-level courses

offered each semester. At the discretion of the instructor, some of the courses may be

listed with both a 400 and a 500 number. As many as three 400-level courses (for students

entering with the B.A.) or two 400-level courses (for those entering with the M.A.) may
also count toward fulfillment of course requirements. Graduate student enrollment in a

course listed only at the 400-level is subject to the instructor's approval.

Summer Program in France. The Department of French Studies offers an annual

six-week summer travel/study program in Dijon, France, in conjunction with the

Institute of European Studies and the Ecole Superieure de Commerce de Dijon.

Undergraduate students who have completed one or more years of college French (or

equivalent) are urged to take part in order to improve their language skills and their

knowledge of the culture and civilization of France through personal experience.

Program participants will spend four days in Paris and live in Dijon with French families

for the remaining five weeks. There will also be many opportunities for day trips to sites

in the city and the surrounding area. Brochures and application materials are available

in the department office.

• >.

French Courses

101(F/S) ELEMENTARY FRENCH I (3-1-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Equal emphasis given to reading, writing, speaking, and understanding. Classroom activities

supplemented by work in the language laboratory. NOTE: Fren 102 must be completed to receive

distribution credit for Fren 101.

Stajf

102(F/S) ELEMENTARY FRENCH H (3- 1 -4)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

For description see Fren 101. Prerequisite: Fren 101 or placement exam.

Staff

201(F/S) INTERMEDIATE FRENCH I (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Intense oral and written grammar review; literary and cultural readings serve as basis for class

discussions and compositions. Prerequisite: Fren 102 or placement exam.

Staff

202(F/S) INTERMEDIATE FRENCH II (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

For description see Fren 201. Prerequisite: Fren 201 or placement exam.

Staff

203 INTERMEDIATE CONVERSATION (3-0-3)

Not offered regularly.

Staff
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207 INTERMEDIATE CONVERSATION (6-0-6)

Intensive grannmar review with an important writing component that will concentrate on aspects
ofmodem culture as observed and experienced in the city of Dijon. This course will be conducted
entirely in French and will feature activities that will encourage immersion into the life of Dijon
as sources ofconversation and composition. Successful completion will indicate that students are
prepared for 300-level courses. Equivalent of 201 and 202.

Stajf

Note that the upper-level courses are organized according to content instead of
by number.

I. ADVANCED LANGUAGE

301(F/S) ADVANCED FRENCH GRAMMAR (3-0-3)

Intensive review of French grammar and syntax at the advanced level, with concentration on the
idiomatic practice of modem French. Prerequisite: Fren 202 or placement exam.

Datta, Smith

302(S) FRENCH PHONETICS (3-0-3)

Contrastive analysis of the French sound system, including such key areas as diction and
articulation of French speech, with emphasis on class as well as laboratory practice. Prerequisite:

Fren 202 or placement exam. ,, ,
. , .

Stajf

303 ADVANCED CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Active practice of composition, oral analysis, and discussion based upon the reading of texts on
selected issues and problems in contemporary French society. Prerequisites: Fren 301 and 302 or
placement exam.

Datta

304(F/S) THE ART OF WRITING (3-0-3)

Acquisition of creative and expressive writing skills at the advanced level. Analysis and practice

of modes of expression, such as exposition, narration, description, and argumentation. Prerequi-
site: Fren 301 or equivalent.

Aresu, Wood

305 COMMERCIAL FRENCH (3-0-3)

An introduction to career and to commercial French, this course will deal with the essential

vocabulary and syntax specific to the language of French-speaking business. Prerequisite: Fren
301 or 304.

Datta

401(F) TRANSLATION (3-0-3)

Theory and practice of translation. Translation of modem texts from and into English. Prerequi-
sites: Fren 301 or 304 and 311 or 312 and instructor's permission.

Aresu

II. LITERATURE

311(F/S) INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE I (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Main currents in French literature from its beginning to the eighteenth century. Lectures and
discussions in French. Prerequisite: Fren 202 or placement exam.

Stc^
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312(F/S) INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE II (3-0-3)
»"^

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Main currents in French hterature from the nineteenth century to the present. Lectures and

discussions in French. Prerequisite: Fren 202 or placement exam.
Barter, Wood

320(F) CLASSICS OF THE FRENCH NOVEL IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION
(3-0-3)

The evolution of the novel from the seventeenth cenuiry to the present as an introduction to the

histor>' of the genre as well as of personhood, gender ideology, sexuality, and modem capitalism.

Works by Mme de Lafayette, Diderot, the Marquis de Sade, Balzac, Flaubert, Proust, Sartre,

Robbe-Grillet, and Duras.
Wood

410 LITERATURE AND CULTURE OF THE MIDDLE AGES: KING
ARTHUR (3-0-3)

An examination of the origins and reasons for the popularity of the legend of King Arthur, its

manifestation particularly in the literature of the French Middle Ages but also in other medieval

literatures of western Europe, with discussion of the influence of the legend in diverse areas even

in modem times. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 31 1 or placement exam.
Nelson

415 COURTLY LOVE IN MEDIEVAL FRANCE (3-0-3)

Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 311. See Fren 515.

Nelson

425 FRENCH HUMANISM (3-0-3)

Cultural, historical, intellectual, and literary traditions from Villon through Montaigne. Prerequi-

sites: Fren 301 or 304 and 311.

Carrington

430 FRENCH CLASSICISM (3-0-3)

Study of the formation and the development of classicism and absolutism through the literary and

visual arts. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304. 302, and 311.

Aleover

440 FRENCH ENLIGHTENMENT (3-0-3)

A study of literary, philosophical, and visual works that demonstrate how the ideas of the

Enlightenment and the rise ofthe Bourgeoisie led to the French Revolution. Prerequisites : Fren 30

1

or 302 and 311.
Alcover

445 ENLIGHTENMENT AND COUNTER-ENLIGHTENMENT (3-0-3)

See Fren 545. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 311.

Wood

450(S) TOPICS IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY LYRIC (3-0-3)

Study of the poetry and prose poetry of the nineteenth century, from the Romantic period to the

Symbolist era, through such writers as Desbordes-Valmore, Vigny, Hugo, Nerval, Baudelaire,

Verlaine, Rimbaud, and Mallarme. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 311 or 312.

Harter

455 NARRATIVE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY (3-0-3)

Studies in brief fiction and the novel from romanticism through realism and naturalism, with

attention to modem critical perspectives. Works by Balzac, Stendhal, Flaubert, Maupassant, Zola,

Villiers de I'lsle-Adam, and Rachilde. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 311 or 312.

Harter
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460 WOMEN IN FRENCH LITERATURE (3-0-3)

An examination ofthe ways in which women have been represented in fiction—by themselves and
by others—since the beginning of the modem period. Readings from Mme de Lafayette, Sade,
Baudelaire, Villiers de I'lsle-Adam, Beauvoir, Duras, and Wittig will help focus attention on the

constitution of "the feminine" in the literary text as a cultural, historical, and social artifact.

Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 31 1 or 312.

''; ::^h t''* V :'.>: Harter

462 THE LYRIC GENRE FROM BAUDELAIRE TO BONNEFOY (3-0-3)
A study of major lyrical figures and poetic preoccupations of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, not limited to the hexagon. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 312.

Aresu

465 SURREALIST NARRATIVES (3-0-3)

Sociohistorical reasons for the emergence of the avant-garde. Breton: Nadja; Aragon: Le paysan
de Paris; Arthaud: Heliogabale; Michaux: Un barbare en Asie; Bataille: Le bleu du ciel, Histoire

de I'oeil; Gracq: Au chateau d'Argol. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 312.

Wood

466 THE NARRATIVE AND THE OTHER ARTS (3-0-3)

For description see Fren 566. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 312 or placement exam.
Occasionally offered in English.

^'
,

' ., J - r ,
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^11 PROUST (3-0-3)

See Fren 572. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 312.

475 FLAUBERT AND SARTRE (3-0-3)

See Fren 575. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 312.

HI. CULTURE/HISTORY/CIVILIZATION

Wood

Wood

306/406 ASPECTS OF MODERN FRENCH CULTURE (3-0-3)

Conversation and composition using as a basis current newspapers, magazines, and events in the

city of Dijon during the duration of the program. In addition, food and wine of the region will be
studied as part of the culture. Offered only in the Dijon summer program.

Stajf

309/409 STUDY OF THE MASTERPIECES OF BURGUNDIAN ART AND
ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

This course will examine the art and architecture of Burgundy within the context of the history of
the region. The city of Dijon and its surrounding area will provide many opportunities for on-site

visits to museums and buildings of interest. Offered only in the Dijon summer program.

Stajf

360(S) SOCIETY AND THE SEXES IN MODERN FRANCE (3-0-3)

An examination of gender roles, gender ideology, and sexual practices in the construction of
French society and culture from the Enlightenment to World War IL Taught in English. Cross-

listed as Hist 360.

Sherman

369 FRENCH CULTURE AND SOCIETY IN THE ANCIEN REGIME (3-0-3)

Topics include: the emergence of absolutism, bourgeois and popular culture, the family and the

state. Taught in English. Cross-hsted as Hist 366.

-n^v\ Sherman
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371 FRANCE IN AN AGE OF REVOLUTION, 1750-1870 (3-0-3)

Transformations in French society, culture, and politics before and after the revolution. Taught in

English. Cross-hsted as Hist 371.

Sherman

372 SOCIETY AND POLITICS IN MODERN FRANCE, 1870-1988

(3-0-3)

The emergence ofmodem France: the impact of war, industrialization, imperialism, and cultural

mastery. Taught in English. Cross-listed as Hist 372.

Sherman

405 PARIS (3-0-3)

History ofParis as a city and a capital as well as a cultural, intellectual, and economic center. Texts,

slides, music, and films. Prerequisite: Fren 301 or 304.

Alcover

407 FRENCH FILM I (3-0-3)

See Fren 507. Prerequisites: Fren 302 and 301 or 304.

408 FRENCH FILM II (3-0-3)

See Fren 508. Prerequisites: Fren 302 and 301 or 304.

453 HISTORY AS TEXT IN MODERN FRANCE (3-0-3)

For description see Fren 553. Cross-listed as Hist 453.

Alcover

Alcover

Sherman

473(S) "LA REVOLUTION TRANQUILLE": SEMINAR ON THE HISTORY
AND CULTURE OF MODERN QUEBEC (3-0-3)

Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 312 or 372. For description see Fren 573.

Aresu

474 COLONIAL AND POSTCOLONIAL TEXTS (3-0-3)

Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 312 or 372. For description see Fren 574.

Aresu

476 TRADITION, IDENTITY, AND HISTORICAL WRITING (3-0-3)

Individuals and societies define themselves partly by establishing a relationship with the past. This

course explores the intersection of cultural tradition, collective identity, and historical writing in

the modem West. Topics include the uses of the classical past from the Renaissance to the present,

the development of nationalist traditions, and the creation of European identities through

juxtapositions with other cultures. French examples will be considered in comparative perspec-

tive. Cross-listed with Hist 476.

Sherman, Quillen

rV. PHILOSOPHY, SOCIOLOGY, POLITICS, THEORY

452(F) ART, POLITICS, AND SOCIETY IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY
FRANCE (3-0-3)

Realism, impressionism, and "official" institutional culture. Taught in English.

Sherman

463 FROM MODERNITY TO POSTMODERNITY AND THE THIRD
TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION (3-0-3)

Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 31 1 or 312. See Fren 563.

Wood
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464 LITERATURE AND PSYCHOANALYSIS (3-0-3)

See Fren 564. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 312.

Harter

467 THE POSTMODERN BREAK IN FRENCH PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)

For description see Fren 567. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 312, or placement exam.
Goux

468(F) AESTHETIC THEORIES OF MODERNISM AND
POSTMODERNISM (3-0-3)

This course will analyze the crisis of "representation" and "subjectivity" through the French
theories of aesthetic modernism and postmodernism, expressed particularly in the arguments of
the "avant-garde" (cubism, abstraction, surrealism, existentialism, structuralism, "Tel Quel,"
etc.). The parallelism between literature, painting, and theater (and occasionally cinema and
architecture) will be stressed. Among the readings: Delaunay, Valery, Breton, Artaud, Sartre,

Barthes, Sollers, and Lyotard.

, Goux

469 FEMININE AND MASCULINE IDENTITY (3-0-3)

Through philosophy, anthropology, and psychoanalysis, the issue of gender in French theory will

be examined. Texts by Breton, Levi-Strauss, Beauvoir, Lacan, Bachelard, Derrida, Irigaray,

Badinter, etc.

Goux

470 FRENCH UTOPIANISTS (3-0-3)

An examination of the most important utopianists: Cyrano de Bergerac, Fenelon, Fontenelle,

Restif de la Bretonne, Mercier, Morelly, Fourier, Cabet, and others. Sociological as well as

psychoanalytical and philosophical interpretations of Utopian discourse will be discussed (Marx,
Barthes, Ricoeur, and others). Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 312.

Goux

471 SOCIETY, CULTURE, AND THE BODY IN MODERN FRANCE (3-0-3)

Taught in English. Cross-listed as Hist 471. For description see Fren 571.

Harter, Sherman

417 THE MEANING OF THE SACRED IN FRENCH THOUGHT, FROM
SURREALISM TO THE PRESENT (3-0-3)

See Fren 577. Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 31 1 or 312.

Wood

478 CONTEMPORARY FRENCH THOUGHT: TOWARD A SYMBOLIC
ECONOMY (3-0-3)

From the works of Mauss and Levi-Strauss (about the triple "exchange of goods," "exchange of

words," "exchange ofwomen") to the later developments brought by Bataille, Lacan, Baudrillard,

Irigaray, and others, we will elaborate the idea of a "symbolic economy" that widens and
transforms the notions of production, exchange, and consumption at the junction of anthropology,

semiotics, psychoanalysis, and literature. Theory and practice of "economic criticism" (Balzac,

Zola, Gide, etc.). Prerequisites: Fren 301 or 304 and 312.

Goux

485 NOVEL FROM BELLE EPOQUE TO 1950 (3-0-3)

Evolution of the novel, vicissitudes of the modem subject and identity. Texts by Proust, Gide,

Malraux, Drieu la Rochelle, de Beauvoir, Sartre, Genet, Camus, and Sarraute. Prerequisites: Fren

301 or 304 and 312.

Wood

403 SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)
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Graduate Courses

501(F/S) GRADUATE RESEARCH (M.A.) (0-0-3)

502(F) TEACHING COLLEGE FRENCH (1-0-1)

Teaching in applied Unguistics as well as practical aspects of teaching. Required for teaching

assistants.

Urrutibeheity

503(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS IN FRENCH LITERATURE (3-0-3)

504 BEGINNINGS OF THE LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE OF
FRANCE (3-0-3) ., .

This course includes an external history of the French language an examination of hagiographic

Uterature, and the chanson de geste in their cultural and artistic contexts as well as a bibliographic

component to acquaint the students with library tools available for research emphasizing medieval

resources but not excluding those for later periods. Students will acquire a reading knowledge of

Old French.

Nelson

507 FRENCH FILM (3-0-3)

An introduction, through French cinema, to film analysis and the field ofcinematographic illusion.

Alcover

508 FRENCH FILM H (3-0-3)

Special topics.

Alcover

510 THE LITERARY AND HISTORICAL IMAGE OF THE MEDIEVAL
WOMAN (3-0-3)

Comparison and contrast of the presentation of the medieval woman in literature with extant

evidence concerning historical women from contemporary documents and records.

Nelson

515 COURTLY LOVE IN MEDIEVAL FRANCE (3-0-3)

In an attempt to define this ambiguous concept, the course will examine the social, religious,

philosophical, and historical aspects ofthe twelfth century that combined to produce anew concept

of love that found expression first in Occitan lyric poetry and later in the poetry, lais, and romances
of northern France. Texts will include lyric poetry of both langue d'oc and langue d'oil, the lais

of Marie de France, and Le Chevalier a la charette by Chretien de Troyes.

Nelson

SIS FRENCH HUMANISM (3-0-3)

Carrington

530 FRENCH CLASSICISM (3-0-3)

Formation and culmination of absolutism and classicism in the literary and visual arts.

Alcover

540 THE AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT (3-0-3)

Enlightenment and "Bourgeoisie": Works of major writers and painters of this age will be
examined in their social context and also in Ught of contemporary critical theory.

Alcover
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545 ENLIGHTENMENT AND COUNTER-ENLIGHTENMENT (3-0-3)

The classic texts of the eighteenth century—Kant, Condorcet, d'Holbach, etc.—and the anti-

Enhghtenment tradition: de Sade, the romantic reaction, de Maistre, Nietzsche. Continuation of
this debate in French and European thought: Sartre, Marxism, poststructuraUsm (e.g., versus

Habermas), Adomo, '80s neohberahsm, the return of the sacred in recent French thought. Taught
alternately in French and in English.

Wood

553 HISTORY AS TEXT IN MODERN FRANCE (3-0-3

)

Major nineteenth- and twentieth-century historical texts examined both as narratives about the

French past and as discourses embodying particular attitudes toward contemporary society and
politics. Topics include the emergence of a "scientific" history of the Revolution (Michelet,

Tocqueville, Taine), the Annales school and the question of French identity (Bloch, Braudel), and
the politics of theory in recent French history. Taught in English; readings in French or English

according to students' abilities. Cross-listed as Hist 553.

Sherman

555 STUDIES IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY FICTION (3 0-3)

Selected topics in nineteenth-century fiction and narrative poetics.

Harter

560 DEVELOPMENTS IN FRENCH FEMINIST THEORY (3-0-3)

A study of recent French feminist theory, with a view to mapping out this critical perspective both

in its ideological and its interpretive implications.

Alcover, Harter, Wood

562 THE LYRIC GENRE FROM BAUDELAIRE TO BONNEFOY (3-0-3)

Using Bonnefoy's theoretical reflection in "La presence et I'image" as a point of departure, the

seminar will study the situation of the writing subject and the strategies of representation in the

modem lyric, with special reference to such poets as Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Lautreamont, Breton,

Perse, Ponge, and Bonnefoy.

Aresu

563 FROM MODERNITY TO POSTMODERNITY AND THE THIRD
TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION (30-3)

Literary and philosophical postmodemity and feminism as, simultaneously, bearers and
problematisers of the "postindustrial" revolution—the services/information economy, the disso-

lution of the nuclear family, the end of Oedipus, the functionally adaptive feminization (or rather,

androgynization) of the work force, etc. Taught alternately in French and in English.

Wood

564 LITERATURE AND PSYCHOANALYSIS (3-0-3)

An articulation of those ways in which literature and psychoanalysis have seemed most fruitfully

to inform each other. Readings in primary literature as well as in Freud, Lacan, Cixous, Lacoue-
Labarthe, Silverman, Jameson, Felman, Bersani, and others.

Harter

566 THE NARRATIVE AND THE OTHER ARTS (3-0-3)

The seminar will focus on the production oiimaginaires and on the relationship between scriptural

and pictorial languages in modem culture. Theoretical texts by Breton, Bachelard, Durand,

Burgos, le Doeuff, Robbe-Grillet, and Sarraute as well as narratives (textual, cinematic) by
Cocteau, Breton, Robbe-Grillet, Duras, and painting (Magritte and surrealism).

Aresu

567 THE POSTMODERN BREAK IN FRENCH PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)

A study of the questioning of philosophical modemity (starting with Descartes and the Enlight-

enment philosophers) by stmcturalist and poststmcturalist thinkers and theorists ofthe postmodem
condition. Among contemporary authors studied will be Lacan, Derrida, Foucault, Lyotard, and
others.

Goux
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568(S) FRENCH PHILOSOPHY (3-0 3)
^'"

Moral philosophy from Descartes to today: the relationship between the individual and society, the

problem of freedom and values, the questions of universality, humanism, the important moments
of the constitution and deconstitution of the subject through a study of moral philosophers:

Descartes, Rousseau, Condorcet, Comte, Guyau, Durkheim, Fouillee, Bergson, Alain, Camus,

Sartre, Simone de Beauvoir, Lacan. Irigaray, Foucault, Ricoeur. . ...

Goux

569 MODERN LITERATURE AND LITERARY THEORY: TOWARDS •

AN AESTHETICS OF THE FRAGMENTARY (3-0-3)

A study of the way in which fragmentation, both as epistemological and linguistic phenomenon,

has become in the modem/postmodern period a crucial perspective through which to view not only

literary but also philosophical and theoretical texts. Readings among such writers as Baudelaire,

Flaubert, Breton, Beckett, and Barthes.

Harter

570(F) FRENCH CULTURAL HISTORY (3-0-3)

Exploration of recent and classical theoretical and historical work on collective memory and its

relation to national and local identities, historical knowledge, and the politics of commemoration.

After six to seven weeks of common reading and discussion, the seminar will divide into tutorial

groups for the purpose of preparing research papers. Although the reading (available in French and

in translation) will be largely concerned with French cases, students wishing to work on other

countries are welcome.
Sherman

571 SOCIETY, CULTURE, AND THE BODY IN MODERN FRANCE (3 3)

This seminar will consider the body as a central text, metaphor, and contested site in French culture

and society since the eighteenth century. Readings, taken from a variety of literary genres as well

as from history, art history, and theory, will cover such topics as sexuality and sexual difference,

science, discipline and regulation, domination and submission, and the construction of the body

in such fields as pornography, lyric poetry, political imagery, and painting. Taught in English.

Cross-hsted as Hist 571.

Harter, Sherman

572(S) PROUST (3-0-3)

Extensive readings from/l la recherche du tempsperdu—mobilizing simultaneously close textual

readings and broad-ranging meditations on the historical meaning of the work in terms of the

history of artistic modernism and social modernity. Taught alternately in French and in English.

Wood

573 "LA REVOLUTION TRANQUILLE": SEMINAR ON THE HISTORY
AND CULTURE OF MODERN QUEBEC (3 3)

Literary texts by Carrier, Godbout, Maillet, and Hebert. The plastic arts: Pellan, Riopelle, and
Borduas. "Le cinema direct" and the cinematography of Perrault, Jutra, and Arcand. Emphasis
varies from year to year.

Aresu

474/574 COLONIAL AND POSTCOLONIAL TEXTS (3-0-3)

The course will focus on the various modes ofnegotiation and construction ofidentity (transnational,

transcultural) through selected artistic, historical, literary, and theoretical "texts." Current debates

on ethnicity and crossculturalism will be examined through the works of such figures as Fanon,

Soyinka, Mudimbe, Kourouma, Labou Tansi, Djebar, Mimouni, Glissant, Conde, Wamer-Vieyra,
and others, although students will be encouraged to contribute their own selections (in English for

non-French Studies majors).

Aresu
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575 FLAUBERT AND SARTRE: "L'IDIOT DE LA FAMILLE" (3-0-3)
Close readings of Flaubert (the major novels, juvenilia) in conjunction with Sartre's biography of
Flaubert with a view to 1 ) investigating the theoretical problems entailed in mobilizing simulta-
neously Marxism, sociology, psychoanalysis, hterary history, and literary critical analysis, and 2)
comparing late Sartre with poststructuralist accounts of the construction of the subject. Taught
alternately in French and in English.

Wood

576 EVOLUTION OF THE NOVEL (3-0-3)

Camus, Butor, Duras, Robbe-Grillet, Simon, Sarraute, Yourcenar, Toumier, SoUers, and Modiano.
Selection of writers varies from year to year.

Aresu

511 THE MEANING OF THE SACRED IN FRENCH THOUGHT FROM
SURREALISM TO THE PRESENT (3-0-3)

Surrealism, College de sociologie, Sartre, Levinas, Girard, Toumier, Derrida, etc. The reasons for,

and significance of, the rise of a post-theological notion of the sacred in modernity. Postmodern
theology and cosmology. Taught alternately in French and in English.

Wood

578 CONTEMPORARY FRENCH THOUGHT (3-0-3)

For description see Fren 478.

Goux

580 TWENTIETH-CENTURY FRENCH THEORY FROM SAUSSURE
TO IRIGARAY I (3-0-3)

Introduction to psychoanalytic, Marxist, existentialist, semiotic, poststructuralist, feminist

theoretical developments and their mobilization for interpretation and critical methodology.
Taught alternately by professors Goux (in French) and Wood (in English).

581 TWENTIETH-CENTURY FRENCH THEORY FROM SAUSSURE
TO IRIGARAY II (3-0-3)

See description for Fren 580. Required for graduate students.

800 THESIS RESEARCH (Ph.D.) (Variable)

Italian Language and Culture

A scholarship sponsored by the Italy in America Association ofHouston is awarded
annually to an eligible sophomore or junior to support studies in Italian language and
culture. The department also sponsors a weekly Italian table at Brown College on
Thursdays.

101(F) ELEMENTARY ITALIAN I (4-0-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Concentration on all four language skills. Classroom activities supplemented by work in the

language laboratory. Basic elements of Italian culture and civilization: an overview of current

events and ideas. This course also includes an "RAI" (Radio Audizioni Italiane) video. Ital 102
must be completed to receive distribution credit for Ital 101.

Caflisch

102(S) ELEMENTARY ITALIAN II (4-0-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of Ital 101. Includes the video of an Italian opera.

Caflisch
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201(F) INTERMEDIATE ITALIAN I (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A review and consolidation ofthe structure ofcontemporary Italian. Literary and cultural readings

serve as a basis for class discussion and conversation. Oral reports and compositions will help

increase fluency and naturalness. This course also includes an "RAI" (Radio Audizioni Italiane)

video and a movie by an Italian director.

Caflisch

202(S) INTERMEDIATE ITALIAN II (3 0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of Ital 20 1

.

Caflisch

301(F) MODERN ITALIAN LITERATURE I (3-0 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

An introductory survey of modem Italian writers used as a vehicle for reinforcing and enhancing
the study of Italian language and culture. Selection of writers varies from year to year. Works by
C. Levi, Silone, Palazzeschi's Futurismo, Verga, Pirandello, M. Bellonci, and the last Calvino.

Prerequisite: Ital 202 or placement exam.

Caflisch

302(S) IMAGES OF ITALIAN CULTURE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Expression and development of Italy's historical, social, and artistic achievements.

Caflisch
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Geology and Geophysics

The Wiess School of Natural Sciences

Professor Anderson, C/ja/r

Professors Ave Lallemant, Bally, Dunbar, Gordon, Heymann, Leeman,
Levander, Taiwan!, and Vail

Associate Professors Droxler, Sawyer, and Wright

Assistant Professors Sisson and Zelt

Adjunct Professors Aminzadeh, BufTler, Burke, Cramez, Donelick, Hopkins,

Rosenbaum, Taner, and Wilson

H Adjunct Associate Professors Dravis, Matteucci, and Riese

Adjunct Assistant Professors Kurkjian and Spudis

Lecturer R. Wright Dunbar

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program in Geology. The following courses are required for

completion of the degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Geology:
Geol 204, 212, 31 1, 312, 331, 332, 334, 390, 442 or 446.

At least 12 semester hours in additional courses at the 300 level or higher, from an
approved list in science and engineering.

The following supporting courses are also required:

Math 101, 102, and 211

Chem 101 or 111, 102 or 112, and 105

Phys 101 or 111, 102 or 112

Nsci 230
Double majors including Geology must comply with the above requirements

except that six of the 12 hours of Geology electives may be deleted.

Students in the Geology major must satisfy the distribution requirements and
complete no fewer than 60 semester hours in addition to the departmental requirements
for the Geology major for a total of no fewer than 132 semester hours.

Students interested in careers in Environmental Geology are encouraged to take the

following courses as electives:

Environmental Science and Engineering: Envi 406, Introduction to Environmental
Law; Envi 412, Hydrology and Watershed Analysis;

Geology: Geol 353, Environmental Geochemistry; Geol 326 and 426, Environ-
mental Geology.

The Department of Geology and Geophysics offers an approved curriculum

leading to certification in earth science as a teaching field. The curriculum consists of

25 semester hours of introductory courses that would most benefit a secondary school

teacher, i.e., earth processes, historical geology and paleontology, studies of minerals

and rocks; some work in paleontology, meteorology, and oceanography.

Undergraduate Program in Geophysics. The following courses are required for

completion of the degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Geophysics:

Geol 204, 313, 331, 334, 390, 442, 444, 446, and one of 441, 461 or 462
Math 101, 102, 211, and 212
Chem 101 or 1 1 1, 102 or 1 12, and 105

Phys 101 or 111, 102 or 112, 201, and 231

Nsci 230
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At least three hours in additional courses at the 300 level or higher from an approved list

in science and engineering.

Students in the geophysics major must also satisfy the distribution requirements

and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours in addition to the departmental require-

ments for the geophysics major for a total of no fewer than 133 semester hours.

Graduate Program. The department offers graduate programs leading to M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees. At present the department is prepared to offer advanced work in

marine geology-oceanography, stratigraphy, sedimentation, carbonate petrology, igne-

ous petrology, meteoritics, geochemistry, structural geology, regional tectonics, reflec-

tion and crustal seismology, and geodynamics. Programs of study and research that

incorporate more than one of these specialties are encouraged.

We expect all incoming students to have a strong background in physics, chemistry,

and mathematics and to have, or acquire, a broad grounding in fundamental earth

sciences. We encourage applications from well-qualified students with degrees in the

other sciences and mathematics.

Teaching assistantships and research assistantships, which do not obligate a student

to specific research projects, are available for the first year of study. During the first year

students select an adviser and a research project, and in the second and subsequent years

they normally receive a stipend and tuition from external funds for specific research. Our
degree programs require full-time study and close interaction with faculty and fellow

students for the optimum educational experience. Therefore, we do not encourage part-

time students who will be concurrently employed in full- (or nearly full-) time positions

outside the university.

The general requirements for the M.A. and Ph.D. are similar. However, the Ph.D.

demands the attainment of a significantly higher level ofknowledge, research skills, and

scholarly independence. Details of the requirements are contained in the departmental

"Guidelines for Advanced Degrees in the Department of Geology and Geophysics"

distributed to all incoming students and are only summarized here. All university

requirements apply. Most students can expect to spend at least two years beyond the

bachelor's degree to complete requirements for the master's degree and at least two
years beyond the master's degree for the Ph.D. Students of exceptional ability with a

bachelor's degree may be allowed to work directly toward the Ph.D. In this case, the

course of study will be equivalent to that required for both degrees, and performance on

the examinations and the thesis will be at the level required for the Ph.D.

Course requirements are flexible to meet the needs in individual students' pro-

grams. Each candidate will complete a course of study determined by his/her major

professor and advisory committee and approved by the departmental Graduate Commit-
tee. Geol 403 and 405 are the only required courses, but the course program for each

degree includes 20 credit hours of course work at the 400 level and above (or other

approved courses), other than research courses. The department requires that a student

maintain a grade point average of 3.0 (B) or better.

Usually during the second semester ofresidence but no later than the third semester,

students will register for the preparation of a thesis proposal. The student must pass an

oral qualifying exam based on the research proposal before beginning the research

program. The research program culminates in a thesis, which is ultimately published,

representing an original contribution to science. Finally, the research and the conclu-

sions of the thesis are defended in an oral examination.
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Geology Courses

101(F) THE EARTH (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Nature of the earth and the processes that change it.

Anderson, J., Levander, A., Wright, J.

103(F) FIELD TRIPS FOR THE EARTH (0-1-1)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Four evening lectures of one hour each prior to one long field trip. Corequisite: Geol 101.

Heymann, D.

202(S) GEOPHYSICS IN THE STUDY OF THE EARTH (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

The historical development of geophysics. Application of geophysical methods to learn about the

earth's interior and to explore for oil and other minerals. For coherent minors, nonmajors, and
majors. Geol 101 is recommended but not required.

Talwani, M.

204(S) HISTORICAL GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

History of the earth and evolution of continents, ocean basins, life, and climate over the past 4.6

billion years. Accompanying Geol 212 Lab is optional for nongeology majors. Prerequisite: Geol
101 is recommended but not required. Geol 212 Lab is a corequisite for geology majors.

Stajf

212(S) LABORATORY IN HISTORICAL GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOL-
OGY (0-6-2)

Practical exercises in stratigraphy, sedimentology, and paleontology. Introduces the taxonomy,
systematics, morphology, ecology, paleoecology, and correlation of fossils. Includes fundamen-
tals of sequence stratigraphy. Laboratory exercises include one weekend field trip. Corequisite:

Geol 204.

Stajf

214(S) THE PLANETS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

The physical, chemical, and geological development ofthe solar system from 4.6 billion years ago
until today. All planets, their major satellites, comets, and asteroids will be discussed individually.

For coherent minors and nonmajors. Prerequisite: Geol 101.

Heymann, D.

230(S) GEOLOGY OF NATIONAL PARKS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Study of the geologic features and history of selected national parks as an introduction to the basic

principles of physical geology. Not offered every year.

Wright Dunbar, R.

311(F) MINERALOGY AND OPTICS (3-6-5)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Introduction to crystallography, crystal chemistry, systematics and classification, physical and

chemical properties, distribution, occurrence and genesis of minerals, and optical mineralogy.

Leeman, W.

312(S) PETROLOGY (3-3-4)

Description and interpretation of igneous and metamorphic rocks. Laboratory work emphasizes

study of rock thin sections with petrographic microscope and includes a one-weekend field trip.

Prerequisite: Geol 311.

Wright, J., Sisson, V.
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313(F) MINERALOGY (3-3-4)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Introduction to crystallography, crystal chemistry, systematics and classification, physical and

chemical properties, distribution, occurrence, and genesis of minerals. Same as Geol 311 but lab

first half of semester only.

Leeman, W.

314(S) PETROLOGY (3-0-3)

Same course as Geol 312 without the laboratory.

Wright, J., Sisson, V.

326(F) ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY (3-0-3)

Course examines interrelations between humans and the geologic environment. Emphasis on
geologic processes, hazards, environmental management. Topics include groundwater, soils,

landslides, subsidence, river, coastal and lacustrine environments, earthquakes, and volcanic

activity, mineral and energy resources, waste disposal. Course includes local field trips. Not
offered every year. Offered with additional work as Geol 426.

Wyld, S.

331(F) STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY (3-3-4)

Introduction to deformation mechanics, structural analysis of faults and folds, and elementary

tectonics. Laboratory emphasizes practical use of structural analysis and includes a one-weekend
field trip.

Ave Lallemant, H., Staff

332(S) SEDIMENTOLOGY (3-3-4)

Processes in sedimentation and sedimentary rocks including both clastic and carbonate rocks.

Laboratory exercises include a one-weekend field trip.

Anderson, J., Droxler, A.

333(F) STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Same course as Geol 331 without the laboratory. For nonmajors only.

Ave Lallemant, H., Staff

334(S) GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL TECHNIQUES (0-6-2)

Beginning field techniques taught in seven labs and seven field days, plus class meetings. Geologic

map and report to be submitted. Prerequisite: Geol 331 or permission of instructor.

Ave Lallemant, H., Sawyer, D.

341(F) THE OCEANS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Introduction to oceanography; survey of the geological, physical, and biological aspects. There
will be one Saturday field trip. For nonscience majors.

Droxler, A., Staff

352(S) ENGINEERING GEOLOGY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP lU
Analysis, in terms of engineering and environmental applications, of earthquakes, faults, land-

slides, shorelines, groundwater, subsidence, and other geologic phenomena. Techniques of

engineering geology investigation. Not offered every year.

Clark, H.C.

353(F) ENVIRONMENTAL GEOCHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Theories and problems of the geochemistry of the environment with emphasis on low-temperature

aqueous systems.

Heymann, D.
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392(Sunimer) FIELD GEOLOGY (0-9 3) ^

A four-week course in geology. Geol 393 required to complete field camp credit.

Stajf

393(F) FIELD GEOLOGY REPORT (0-3-3)

Preparation offinal geological maps made during the summer field trip geology course (Geol 392).

Construction of cross sections and compilation of statigraphic and structureal data, petrography
ofrock units mapped during the summer. Collectively this information will be used by each student

to prepare a final report for previous summer's field work. Prerequisite: Geol 392. Required to

complete field camp credit. Not offered every year.

Wright, J.

403(F) ADVANCED PHYSICAL GEOLOGY (1-0-1)

Introduction to current research in geology. Each faculty member in the department participates

by describing his/her research and some of the techniques involved.

Stajf

405(F) SEMINAR: CURRENT RESEARCH IN EARTH SCIENCES (1-0-1)

A series of lectures on current research in various areas of geology and geophysics.

406(S) SEMINAR: CURRENT RESEARCH IN EARTH SCIENCES (10-1)
See Geol 405.

411(F) METAMORPHIC PETROLOGY (3-3-4)

Evaluation of sub-solidus mineral equilibria through consideration of natural assemblages,

thermodynamic calculations, and experiments. Labs will stress thin section petrography. Not
offered every year. Prerequisite: Geol 312.

Sisson, V.

412(S) IGNEOUS PETROLOGY (3 3 4)
Evaluation of the evolution of igneous rocks in the earth's crust and mantle. Topics will include

phase equilibria, experimental studies, and geochemistry. Labs will stress thin section petrogra-

phy. Not offered every year.

Leeman, W., Wright, J.

413(F) ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY (3 3)

The origin and evolution of petroleum and natural gas. The fate of biogenic compounds in

sedimentary rocks over geologic time. Cross-listed with chemistry and chemical engineering

departments. Not offered every year.

Mango, F.

415(S) ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—PETROLEUM (3-0-3)

A study of the geology of petroleum: origin, migration, and accumulation will be studied.

Government regulation and industry economics will be examined. Not offered every year.

Staff

416(F) ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—MINERAL DEPOSITS (3-0-3)

An overview of metallic and nonmetallic mineral deposits, theories of their origin, and classifica-

tion. The impact of government regulation, economics, production practices, and exploration will

be considered. Not offered every year.

Sisson, V.

418(S) GEOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (3-3 4)
Study of geological aspects of oceanography, including geomorphology, nearshore processes,

seafloor spreading, plate tectonics, marine geophysics, marine sediments, and paleoceanography.

Not offered every year.

Anderson, J., Droxler, A.
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420(S) MARINE GEOPHYSICAL METHODS (Variable)

Field course that focuses on methods of seismic reflection, data acquisition, processing, and

analysis. Experiments will be carried out using the research vessel. Students will process and

interpret data and present findings. Not offered every year.

Anderson, J., Sawyer, D.

421(F) DEEP-SEA SEDIMENTOLOGY/PALEOCEANOGRAPHY (3-0-3)

Study of the Mesozoic and Cenozoic evolution of the ocean system based on the analyses of

biogenic and terrigenous deep-sea sediments. Prerequisite: Geol 332.

Droxler,A.

423(S) ANTARCTIC MARINE GEOLOGY (3-0-3)

The study of marine geologic principles and processes using examples from the southern oceans.

Not offered every year.

Anderson, J.

426(F) ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY (3-0 3)

An enriched version of Geol 326. To receive credit at this level, students are required to complete

an extra project. Students may not receive credit for both 326 and 426.

Wyld, S.

427(F) SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHY (3-0-3)

Principles of sequence stratigraphy (a new tool used to subdivide, correlate, and map sedimentary

rocks within chronostratigraphically constrained genetic intervals) and its application to outcrop,

well log, and seismic data.

Vail, P.

432(F) MICROPALEONTOLOGY AND WELL LOG SEQUENCE
STRATIGRAPHY (3-0-3)

The basic concepts and procedures for interpreting stratigraphy on individual well logs and

correlating between well logs. The fundamentals of micropaleontology are used to determine

geologic age and environments of deposition. Well log sequence stratigraphic analysis is used to

aid in the interpretation of depositional environments and lithofacies, tie in with seismic data, and

correlate between wells. Not offered every year.

Vail, P.

438(S) SEDIMENTARY GEOCHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY (3-0-3)

Study of the chemistry ofenvironments of formation of the major sedimentary minerals and rocks

and secular variations throughout geologic history. Not offered every year.

Stajf

441(S) GEOPHYSICAL DATA ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Review complex variables, Fourier, Laplace, and Z-transforms; convolutions, correlation, filter-

ing, deconvolution, probability, sampling and aliasing, spectral estimation and discrete inverse

theory. Computer-based exercises. Prerequisite: Math 211. Not offered every year. Offered in

1996-97.

Zelt, C.

442(F) EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICS (3-3-4)

Principles and procedures involved in geophysical exploration. This course covers acquisition,

processing, and interpretation of gravity, magnetic, and seismic data. Offered every year.

Staff

444(S) REFLECTION SEISMIC DATA PROCESSING LAB (1-3-2)

Experience with processing reflection seismic data. The lab covers seismic data organization,

velocity analysis, stacking, filtering, deconvolution, migration, and display, using the Geophysical

Computing Facilities DISCO seismic processing system. Prerequisite: Geol 442. Offered every

year.

Staff
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446(S) SOLID EARTH GEOPHYSICS (3-3-4)

Description and analysis ofgravity , magnetic, thermal, and seismic properties ofthe earth and their

bearing on plate tectonics. Offered every year.

Stajf

452(F) ADVANCED ENGINEERING GEOLOGY (3-0-3)

Consideration of methods and research in engineering geology. Application of geophysical

techniques to specific problems will be emphasized. Students will work as teams on several field

projects. Not offered every year.

Clark.H.

461(F) SEISMOLOGY I (3-0-3)

Principles of elastic wave initiation, propagation, and reflection in ideal media and real rocks, with

applications to exploration for hydrocarbons. Prerequisites: Math 21 1, Phys 101, 102. Math 212
recommended, may be taken concurrently. Not offered every year. Offered in 1995-96.

Levander, A., Symes, W.

462(F) ADVANCED SOLID EARTH GEOPHYSICS (3-0-3)

The forces that govern the motions and deformations in the earth and how they are constrained by
geophysical and geological measurements. Prerequisites: Math 211, 212, Geol 446. Not offered

every year. Offered in 1996-97.

Sawyer, D.,Talwam,M.

463(F) ADVANCED TECTONICS (3-3-4)

Mechanics of rock deformation in theory, in experiments, and in nature.

Ave Lallemant, H.

465(S) REGIONAL TECTONIC ANALYSIS (3-3-4)

Practical application of methods used in the tectonic analysis of deformed belts. Lectures and
excersises are centered on case studies of deformed belts from around the world and focus on the

uses of map, statigraphic, structural potential field, and seismic reflection data as a means of

integrating surface and subsurface relations. Restorable structural sections and forward simula-

tions are used in developing time-integrated, three-dimensional models.

. -, ... ,-.
, , Stajf

471(F) ISOTOPE GEOLOGY (3-0-3)

An introduction to the principles, interpretation, and techniques of Radiogenic isotope systems.

The course will focus on geochronology applications as well as the use of isotopes in the study of

petrogenesis of igneous rocks.

Wright, J.

481(F) SENIOR RESEARCH IN GEOLOGY (Vaiiable)

Advanced work adapted to the needs of the individual student.

Stajf

482(S) SENIOR RESEARCH IN GEOLOGY (Variable)

See Geol 481.

^^
491(F) SPECIAL STUDIES (Variable)

Study in specific fields under the guidance of a staff member.
Stajf

492(S) SPECIAL STUDIES (Variable)

See Geol 491.

Stajf
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501(F) SPECIAL STUDIES (Variable)

Advanced work in certain phases of geology adapted to the needs of individual graduate students.

Prerequisite: permission of department.

Stajf

502(S) SPECIAL STUDIES (Variable)

SeeOeolSOl.
Stajf

503(Summer) SPECIAL STUDIES (Variable)

SeeOeolSOl.
Staff

504(F) CLASTIC SEDIMENTARY ENVIRONMENTS, PROCESSES, AND
FACIES (3-0-3)

Study ofmodem and ancient sedimentary environments with emphasis on fieldwork. Depositional

models examined in relation to climatic, oceanographic, and tectonic influences.

Anderson, J.

505(F) APPLIED SEDIMENTOLOGY ( 1 -6-3)

Field investigation of sedimentary deposits of northwestern New Mexico to provide graduate

students in sedimentology with training in field methods, interpretation of sedimentary deposits,

and facies mapping. Prerequisite: Geol 504. Not offered every year.

Anderson, J.

506(S) CARBONATE SEDIMENTOLOGY (3-0-4)

Characterization ofmodem and ancient, shallow and deep sedimentary environments and facies.

Examination of different depositional models in relation to climate as well as hydrographic and

geographic settings. Three field trips. Prerequisite: Geol 332.

Droxler, A.

511(F)/530(S) SEMINARS IN GEOLOGY (Variable)

Individual seminars cover different topics in different years and may be taken more than once.

Staff

535(F) STABLE ISOTOPE GEOCHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Review of basic principles of isotope fractionation mechanisms and distribution of isotopes with

focus on significance to major geological problems. Not offered every year.

Staff

537(F) ADVANCED SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY (3-3-4)

Lecture, lab, and field problems focusing on sedimentology and sedimentary petrography. Not
offered every year.

Staff

539(F) ADVANCED PETROLOGY (3-3-4)

Advanced topics in igneous and metamorphic petrology with emphasis on interests of the staff.

Modem developments are rigorously examined in physico-chemical terms. Not offered every

year. May be taken more than once. Prerequisite: Geol 412 or equivalent.

Staff

540(S) ADVANCED PETROLOGY (3-3-4)

See Geol 539.

Staff
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542(S) SEISMOLOGY II (3-0-3)

Review of elastodynamics. Calculation of synthetic seismograms for acoustic and elastic media
using reflectivity, asymptotic, and finite difference methods. Migration of reflection data by finite

difference, FK, and boundary integral methods. Also offered as Caam 592. Prerequisite: Geol 441
or Caam 335, 336. Geol 461 recommended. Not offered every year. Offered in 1995-96.

Levander, A., Symes, W.

550(S) ADVANCED MINERALOGY AND CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)

Advanced topics in crystal structure, chemistry, thermodynamics, and solution models. Detailed
examination of important mineral groups such as feldspars, oxides, carbonates, phyllosilicates,

etc. Not offered every year.

Staff

561(F) ADVANCED TOPICS IN GEOPHYSICS (3-0-3)

Content varies from year to year: Convection, advanced wave propagation, tectonophysics,

inverse problems, etc. May be taken more than once. Not offered every year.

Staff

562(S) ADVANCED TOPICS IN GEOPHYSICS (3-0-3)

See Geol 561. Not offered every year.

Staff

568(S) STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF DEFORMED ROCKS (3-3-4)

Studies of structures, textures, and fabrics of deformed rocks, strain and kinematic analysis.

Ave Lallemant, H.

574(S) ELECTRON MICROPROBE/SCANNING ELECTRON MICRO-
SCOPE: THEORY (2-2-2)

Principles, techniques, and applications of the Electron Microprobe/SEM. Emphasis on quantita-

tive analysis and geological problems. Practical laboratory instruction and experience in analytical

techniques.

Sisson, J.

579(F) PREPARATION OF M.A. THESIS PROPOSAL (0-9-3)

Students may not receive credit for both Geol 579 and 580.

580(S) PREPARATION OF M.A. THESIS PROPOSAL (0-9-3)

See Geol 579.

589(F) PREPARATION OF PH.D. THESIS PROPOSAL (0-9-3)

Students may not receive credit for both Geol 589 and 590.

590(S) PREPARATION OF PH.D. THESIS PROPOSAL (0-9-3)

See Geol 589.

800(F/S) THESIS RESEARCH (Variable)

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff
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German and Slavic Studies

School of Humanities

Professor M. Eifler, Chair

Professors J. Copeland, E. M. Thompson,

K. Weissenberger, J. Wilson, and M. Winkler

Associate Professor R. G. Jones

Assistant Professor R. Bledsoe

Adjunct Professor E. D. Mitchell

Lecturers W. Mucha and R. Spuler

Visiting Professor A. Nowak

German Studies

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. A major in German Studies requires a minimum of 30

semester hours (ten courses) in upper-level courses (300 or 400), while a double major

requires 24 semester hours (eight courses) at the advanced level. German Studies majors

may take two German subject related courses in other fields such as art, music, linguistics,

history, philosophy, and political science. The German Studies major is designed to offer

maximum exposure to an interdisciplinary program in German. Departmental courses

simate German culture within the broad context ofEuropean History and cover not only the

traditional fields of language and literature but also those of gender, film, and cultural

theory. The German Studies degree is aiming to prepare for career options in academia,

communications, diplomacy, international law, intemational economics, etc.

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also satisfy

the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours outside the

departmental requirements for a total program of at least 120 semester hours. See Degree

Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

The department encourages all majors to meet with faculty and graduates at a weekly

German Table for lunch in one of the colleges to practice their German language and to

exchange information. German students are also urged to spend time Uving and studying

in Germany, sponsored by the Earl Douglas Mitchell Fellowship established for smdy

abroad. German faculty will also assist in numerous other programs of study in Germany

and highly recommends possibilities available through the Office of Academic Advising.

Outstanding students will annually be presented with the Max Freund Prize and the Goethe

Institut Book Prize.

The department offers an Honors Program for excelling German majors consisting of

readings and research leading to a substantial honors essay under the supervision of a

departmental faculty member. Such Honors work should be considered by the smdent as

a special interest study to enhance preparation and appUcation for graduate school.

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts:

1. Completion with high standing of a program approved by the department.

Normally, this includes 24 semester hours at the graduate level plus thesis work.

2. Satisfactory performance on a reading examination in one foreign language other

than German or satisfactory completion of a language course on the 202 level

approved by the department.

3. Completion of an acceptable thesis.

4. Satisfactory performance on a final oral examination on the thesis and related

topics.
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Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy:

1

.

Completion with high standing of a program approved by the department.

Normally, this includes 45 semester hours at the graduate level, including those

required for the degree of Master of Arts.

2. Satisfactory performance on a reading examination in one foreign language other

than German or satisfactory completion of a language course on the 300 level

approved by the department.

3. Satisfactory performance on a preliminary written and oral examination on the

general field ofGerman studies; this examination is based in part on a reading list

provided by the department.

4. Completion of a dissertation approved by the department; the dissertation is

expected to represent an original contribution to knowledge.

5. Satisfactory performance on a final oral examination on the dissertation and related

fields.

As part of their training, graduate students, regardless of the type of appointment, will

be required to perform some duties such as teaching or assisting in classes, working in the

language laboratory, assisting in faculty research, and other activities suggested by the

department. Study abroad is encouraged and supported by the Earl Douglas Mitchell

Fellowship.

German Courses

101(F) ELEMENTARY GERMAN I (3-1-4)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Basic communicative skills for speaking, reading, and writing German and understanding spoken
German. Introduces cultural aspects of German-speaking countries as well. Classroom work is

supplemented by working in the Language Laboratory. Germ 102 must be completed to receive

distribution credit for Germ 101.

Weissenberger, K., Staff

102(S) ELEMENTARY GERMAN II (3-1-4)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Basic communicative skills for speaking, reading, and writing German and understanding spoken
German. Introduces cultural aspects of German-speaking countries as well. Classroom work is

supplemented by work in the Language Laboratory. Germ 101 must be completed to receive

distribution credit for Germ 102.

Weissenberger, K. , Staff

103 ELEMENTARY GERMAN (6-2-8)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Offered in summer (equivalent to Germ 101 and Germ 102).

Staff

105(F/S) ELEMENTARY GERMAN (3-1-4)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

106(F/S) ELEMENTARY GERMAN (3-1-4)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

111(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-1-4)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff
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112(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-1-4)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

201(F) INTERMEDIATE GERMAN I (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Improves and reinforces communication skills (speaking, understanding, reading, and writing

German), increases familiarity with German culture. Course emphasizes the functional use of

German through a variety of texts and audiovisual materials.

Eifler M. . Staff

202(S) INTERMEDIATE GERMAN II (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Improves and reinforces communication skills (speaking, understanding, reading, and writing

German), increases familiarity with German culture. Course emphasizes the funcdonal use of

German through a variety of texts and audiovisual materials.

Spuler, R.

203(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

204(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

206 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN (6-0-6)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Offered in summer (equivalent to Germ 201 and Germ 202).

Staff

209(F/S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Staff

301(F/S) SCIENTIFIC GERMAN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Readings ofreports of current scientific research in Germany supplemented by films. Independent

readings in the student's chosen field. Prerequisite: second year competence. Not offered 1995-

96.

Wilson, J.

302(F/S) ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC GERMAN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Readings ofreports ofcurrent scientific research in Germany supplemented by films. Prerequisite:

second year competence. Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson, J.

303(F/S) COMMERCIAL GERMAN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Introduction to contemporary German economic texts and European contexts useful in a subse-

quent international business career. The course will target specific economic language and

situations in German business practices. Prerequisite: second year competence or permission of

instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Eifler, M.
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305(F) COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION I (3 0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A variety of reading materials (e.g., current German newspapers and video films) serve as the basis

for discussions and compositions.

Spuler,R.

306(S) COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION II (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Extensive practice of reading German texts and oral analytic discussion. The class will also work
collectively on a longer translation project from German into English. Prerequisite: second year
competence.

Spuler, R.

307(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff,

311(F) SURVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE I (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

An introduction to the major social and cultural developments in Germany from 1750 to 1850, the

period which marks the emergence ofa specifically German cultural identity. The course will focus

on the changed relationship of the individual to the state, the community, and the environment that i

accompany the intellectual, political, social, and technological revolutions of the period. Readings
will encompass a wide range of literary and cultural texts, including works by Lessing, Goethe,
Kant, Schiller, Kleist, Bettina von Amim, Buechner, and Heine. Not offered 1995-96.

Bledsoe, R.

312(S) SURVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE II (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Introduction to pertinent cultural movements and literary works from 1900 to the present. Not
offered 1995-96.

Eifler,M..Winkier, M.

322(S) SPECIAL TOPIC : THE GERMAN DETECTIVE STORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: CATEGORY I.

The course discusses the development of the German detective story from Romanticism to the

present, i.e., from a metaphysical solution of the crime to the acknowledgement of a void thereof,

leaving only the possibility of an accidental solution. The readings will concentrate on the

following authors: E.T.A. Hoffmann, Droste-Hulshoff Fontane, C. Goetz, Zuckmeyer, and
Durrenmatt. The course will be taught in German. Not offered 1995-96.

Weissenberger, K.

341(S) THE AGE OF GOETHE: CLASSICAL WEIMAR AND ROMANTIC
JENA (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

These two neighboring towns were the locus for what many have considered the high point of

German literature and culture: Weimar Classicism and Early Romanticism. This course will focus

on the writings of the classical Goethe and Schiller and the Romantics, such as the Schlegels,

Novalis, Tieck, etc., but it will also locate the texts and their authors within the historical context

that many of their works try so hard to transcend.

Bledsoe, R.

342(F/S) ROMANTICISM AND REALISM (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A study of cultural, historical, intellectual, and literary tendencies of the nineteenth century. Not
offered 1995-96.

Weissenberger, K., Bledsoe, R.
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371(F/S) GERMAN LITERATURE, 1900-1945 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Concentrates on the literature of German Expressionism and the Weimar Republic. Not offered

1995-96.
Weissenberger, K., Winkler. M.

372(F/S) GERMAN LITERATURE SINCE 1945 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study ofmale and female authors who began their careers after 1945; German, Austrian, and Swiss

writers. Not offered 1995-96.

Eifler, M., Winkler, M.

375(F/S) CONTEMPORARY GERMANY (3-0-3)

*D1STRIBUTI0N COURSE: GROUP 1

Historical and cultural study of the two postwar German states and their merger in 1989. Progress

and problems since unification and focus on the gradual changeover from national autonomy to

European integration. Course materials include documentary , critical and literary texts, videos and

films. The course is open to all and taught in English. German majors may complete readings and

papers in German. Not offered 1995-96.

, .
Eifler, M.

378(S) NEW CINEMA: CONTEMPORARY WOMEN FILMMAKERS (3-0-3)

*D1STRIBUTI0N COURSE: GROUP 1

In a comparative study, characteristics of women's cinema will be explored through themes,

techniques, and imaging, taking into account the context of production. The course will present a

survey of selected films by intemational women filmmakers, such as Akerman, Varda, Kurys,

Sander, Export, Treut, Borden, Friedrich, Rainer, Seidelman, Campion, and others. All foreign

films subtitled. Course taught in English. German majors may complete readings and papers in

German. Also listed in Women's Studies.
'

Eifler, M.

381(F) DISCOURSE IN ALIENATION: FROM KAFKA TO THE HOLO-
CAUST (1910-1945) (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The socio-political and economic upheaval on the one hand and the religious and intellectual one

on the other, which mark this period, manifest themselves in literature between the poles of artistic

experimentation (expressionism, Kafka, Musil) and a forced ideological stabilization (fascism);

Holocaust literature reflects the ultimate clash between these principles. This course is open to all

and will be taught in English. German majors may complete readings and papers in German. Also

offered as Gman 321

.

Weissenberger, K.

391(F) SPECIAL TOPIC: GERMAN SOCIETY AND CULTURE: 1945-1995

(3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A survey retrospective of the distinctive developments and cultural issues in Germany (East and

West) during the past 50 years. Readings include literary as well as sociological, philosophical, and

other analytical texts. Special emphasis on distinctly German continuities within European

traditions. This course is open to all and will be taught in English. German majors may complete

readings and papers in German. Also offered as Gman 35 1.

Winkler, M.

392(S) SPECIAL TOPIC: GERMAN FAIRY TALE - OLD AND NEW (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The course will discuss several prototypes from the fairy tale collection ofthe Brothers Grimm and

then trace the subsequent development of the "literary" fairy tale from Goethe and the Romantics

to the twentieth century. The course will be taught in German. Not offered in 1995-96.

Weissenberger, K.
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401(F/S) INDEPENDENT WORK IN GERMAN LITERATURE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Qualified students work on projects of their choice under the supervision of individual instructors

with approval of the undergraduate adviser.

Staff

402(F/S) INDEPENDENT WORK IN GERMAN LITERATURE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Qualified students work on projects of their choice under the supervision of individual instructors

with approval of the undergraduate adviser.

Staff

403(F/S) HONOR THESIS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Independent research projects by oustanding German majors leading to a substantial honors essay

in close cooperation with a departmental faculty member. Thesis proposal will need prior

departmental approval.

Staff

404(F/S) HONOR THESIS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Independent research projects by outstanding German majors leading to a substantial honors essay

in close cooperation with a departmental faculty member. Thesis proposal will need prior

departmental approval.

Staff

405(F/S) INTRODUCTION TO GOTHIC AND OLD HIGH GERMAN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Basic reading in language and literature. Open to graduate students for credit. Not offered 1995-

96.

Wilson, J.

411(F/S) INTRODUCTION TO MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Middle High German language and representative works fi"om literatiu-e of the courtly period

(twelfth and thirteenth centuries). Open to graduate students for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson, J.

412(F) MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN LYRIC AND EPIC POETRY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Selections in the original Middle High German from two of the great medieval epics: Parzival, the

quest for the Holy Grail; and Tristan, the celebration of the overwhelming power of illicit love.

Open to graduate students for credit.

Wilson, J.

421(S) GERMAN LITERATURE: MEDIEVAL GERMANIC LITERATURE
AND MYTHOLOGY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Selections from major works of Old and Middle High German (Nibelungenlied, Arthurian

romances, Minnesang) and Old Icelandic (sagas, mythological poetry), read in modem German
translations. Open to graduate students for credit.

Wilson, J.

422(S) THE INTERACTION OF GERMAN AND WENDISH (SORBIAN) IN
TEXAS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Transliteration and translation of nineteenth-century manuscripts. Acquaintance with a Slavic

language required. Also offered as Slav 437. Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson,/.
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431(F/S) ADVANCED STYLISTICS (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Analyses of different narrative styles. Prerequisite: Germ 305 or permission of instructor. Not

offered 1995-96.

Stajf

432(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS IN GERMANIC LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

433(F) LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE OF GERMAN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Synchronic study of modem German phonology, syntax, and semantics, including aspects of

discourse structure. Also offered as Ling 433. Not offered 1995-96.

Copeland, J.

434(S) HISTORY OF THE GERMAN LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Aspects of the history of German phonology, syntax, and semantics (with related systems) from

its Proto-Indo-European origins to the present. Not offered 1995-96.

Copeland J. ,Wilson,J.

435(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

436(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

437(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

Staff

Staff

454(F/S) GERMAN WOMEN AUTHORS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Literature and films by German-speaking feminists will be critically analyzed and discussed in

their theoretical and contemporary socio-political contexts. Emphasis will be placed on writers

such as Bachmann, Wolf, Morgner, Maron, and Jelinek and filmmakers, such as Sander, Bruckner,

Export, and Trent. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

500(F/S) GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

Graduate research and thesis in partial fulfillment for the degree of Master of Arts.

Staff

511(F/S) TEACHING GERMAN: PRAXIS AND THEORY (1-0-1)

Practical and theoretical considerations of foreign language teaching methodologies, instructional

planning and evaluation, textbook evaluation and use, testing methods and design, course

planning, etc. Peer instruction observations required.

Weissenberger, K.

512(F/S) GRADUATE INDEPENDENT WORK (Variable)

With approval of the graduate adviser.

Staff
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521(F/S) GOTHIC (3-0-3)

The Gothic language, its significance in Germanic subfamily, readings from the Bible translation

of Bishop Ulfila (fourth century). Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson, J.

522(F/S) OLD HIGH GERMAN (3-0-3)

Language and literature of the Old High German period (eighth to eleventh centuries); texts from
the pagan and monastic traditions. Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson, J.

524(F/S) OLD ICELANDIC (3-0-3)

The earliest Scandinavian language and literature; runic inscriptions, the prose sagas ofthe Viking
era, the Eddie poetry of Germanic gods and heroes. Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson, J.

526(F/S) SPECIAL TOPIC: MEDIEVAL LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Specific aspects and problems of medieval literature. The topics vary from year to year. May be
repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson, J.

531(F/S) LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE OF GERMAN (3-0-3)

Synchronic study of Modem German syntax, phonology, and semantics, including discourse

structure. Also offered as Ling 433. Not offered 1995-96.

Copeland, J.

532(S) HISTORY OF THE GERMAN LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

Aspects of the history of German phonology, syntax, and semantics (with related systems) from
its Proto-Indo-European origins to the present. Also offered as Germ 434. Not offered 1995-96.

Copeland J., Wilson, J.

561(F) LITERARY THEORY: OF READERS AND READING (3-0-3)

Readers: ideal, implied, intended, portrayed, characterized, historical, critical, synthetic readers.

Reading: the ethics of, pleasures of, protocols of, virtues of, allegories of (mis-) reading (against

the grain). This course explores the relationship of reader to written text from a variety of

theoretical and historical perspectives. It will also consider the extension of the term "reading" to

objects such as film, art, and architecture. Language of instruction will be English. Readings may
be completed in either German or English.

Bledsoe, R.

562(S) GERMAN CULTURAL AND SOCIAL THEORY (3-0-3)

A survey of historically relevant theories of society and culture from Nietzsche to Habermas,
including selections from G. Simmel, G. Lukacs, W. Benjamin, B. Brecht, Th. W. Adomo, J.

Habermas, and other members of the "Frankfurt School." Special emphasis will be placed on the

interdependence of social analysis, aesthetic theory, and evaluative interpretation of art/literature.

Should there be significant student interest from other departments, the seminar will be taught in

English. Not offered 1995-96.

Winkler, M.

563(F) SEMINAR IN LITERARY GENRES (3-0-3)

Aspects of realism. A literary survey of poetic realism, naturalism, neue sachlichkeit, inner

imigration, exile literature, verismus, and neo-realism. Not offered 1995-96.

Weissenberger, K.

565(F) SPECIAL TOPIC: THE SEARCH FOR CULTURAL IDENTITY (3-0-3)

The contemporary literature ofcultural and ethnic minorities in Germany, and the issue ofnational

traditions (ideals, stereotypes) in German writing after 1871. Authors representing the "classical

diaspora," the Swiss and Austrian quest for a distinct identity, and the German self-image during

the exile period establish a frame for current attempts to find images for life in a "post-national"

society.

Winkler. M.
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566(S) SEMINAR: TRIVIAL LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Representative readings from modem "writing for the masses" and from non-canonic literature,

including examples from sub-literary genres and popular authors of the bourgeois tradition

(bestsellers). Emphasis on the correlation between image-projection, cultural market forces,

psychological dispositions, and patterns of social frustration.

Winkler, M.

571(S) LITERATURE BETWEEN ROMANTICISM AND REALISM (3-0-3) '

Seminar will cover specific aspects, problems, and authors from 1820-1850.

Weissenberger, K.

572(S) TURN OF THE CENTURY LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Specific aspects, problems, and authors of the period. Not offered 1995-96.

Winkler, M.

578(S) NEW CINEMA: CONTEMPORARY WOMEN FILMMAKERS (3-0-3)

In a comparative study, characteristics of women's cinema will be explored through themes,

techniques, and imaging, taking into account the context of production. The course will present a

survey of selected films by international women filmmakers, such as Akerman, Varda, Kurys,

Sander, Export, Trent, Borden, Friedrich, Rainer, Seidelman, Campion, and others. All foreign

fihns subtitled. Course taught in English. Also listed in Women's Studies. Enriched version of

Germ 378.
Eifler, M.

591(F) CONTEMPORARY GERMANY (3-0-3)

Historical and cultiu-al study of Germany after 1945. Progress and problems since the merger of

1989. Focus on the gradual changeover from German national autonomy to European integration.

Materials include documentary and literary texts, videos and films. Not offered 1995-96.

Eifler, M.

592(S) SELECTED PROBLEMS IN MODERN LITERATURE: WOMEN
AUTHORS (3-0-3)

Literature and films by German-speaking feminists will be critically analyzed and discussed in

their theoretical and socio-political contexts. Emphasis will be placed on writers, such as

Bachmann, Wolf, Morgner, Maron, and Jelinek and filmmakers such as Sander, Bruckner, Export,

and Treut. Not offered 1995-96.

Eifler, M.

600(F/S) GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

With the approval of the graduate adviser.

Stajf

700(F/S) GRADUATE SUMMER RESEARCH (Variable)

With the approval of the graduate adviser.

Stajf

800(F/S) GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

Graduate research and dissertation in partial fulfilhnent of the requirements for the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy.

Staff
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German Culture Studies (Taught in English)

313(F/S) NATIONAL SOCIALISM AND EXILE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Critical discussions of life under German fascism and the survival ofGerman culture in exile. Not
offered 1995-96.

Winkler, M.

314(F/S) WEIMAR REPUBLIC AND THE AVANT-GARDE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 1

An intensive survey of the distinct complexity of Germany's intellectual-artistic, cultural, and

socio-political life from 1918-1933. Not offered 1995-96.
- ..'' /- - - - Winkler, M.

321(F) DISCOURSE IN ALIENATION: FROM KAFKA TO THE HOLO-
CAUST (1910-1945) (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The socio-political and economic upheaval on the one hand and the rehgious and intellectual one on

the other which mark this period, manifest themselves in literature between the poles of artistic

experimentation (expressionism, Kafka, Musil) and a forced ideological stabilization (fascism);

Holocaust literature reflects the ultimate clash between these principles. Also offered as Gemi 381.

Weissenberger, K.

351(F) SPECIAL TOPIC: GERMAN SOCIETY AND CULTURE: 1945-1995

(3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A survey retrospective of the distinctive developments and cultural issues in Germany (East and

West) during the past 50 years. Readings include literary as well as sociological, philosophical, and

other analytical texts. Special emphasis on distinctly German continuities within European

traditions. Also offered as Germ 391.

Winkler, M.

352(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

361(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

362(F/S) SPECIAL TOPIC: MODERN GERMAN LITERATURE IN TRANS-
LATION (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes firom year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

376(F/S) CONTEMPORARY GERMANY TODAY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Historical study of the two postwar German states and their merger in 1 989. Progress and problems

since unification and focus on the gradual changeover from national autonomy to European

integration. Course materials include documentary and literary texts, videos, and films. The course

is open to all and taught in English. German majors may complete readings and papers in German.

Not offered 1995-96.

Eifler, M.
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391(S) NEW CINEMA: CONTEMPORARY WOMEN FILMMAKERS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

In a comparative study, characteristcs of women's cinema will be explored through themes,

techniques, and imaging, taking into account the context of production. The course will present a

survey of selected films by international women fihnmakers, such as Akerman, Varda, Kurys,

Sander, Export, Trent, Borden, Friedrich, Rainer, Seidelman, Campion, and others. All foreign

films subtitled. Course taught in English. Also listed in Women's Studies.

Eifler, M.

392(S) SPECIAL TOPIC: GERMAN LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION (34)-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

401(F) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

402(F/S) VIKING LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The medieval literature of Scandinavia, especially Iceland. The heroic prose of the sagas;

Germanic mythology and the Nibelungen cycle in the Poetic Edda; runic inscriptions. Not offered

1995-96.
Wilson, J.

406(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

407(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

Swedish Courses

101(F) ELEMENTARY SWEDISH (3-1-4)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Rapid progression from elementary work to challenging readings such as the social-critical stories

of Nobel Prize winner Par Lagerkvist. Supplemented by tapes.

Wilson, J.

102(S) ELEMENTARY SWEDISH (3-1-4)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Several Bergman films wUl be studied. Supplemented by readings, and tapes in Norwegian,

Danish, and Icelandic. Prerequisite: Swed 101.

Wilson, J.
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., ,<, . ,, ,
r Slavic Studies

Degrees Offered: BA.

Undergraduate Program. A Bachelor's Degree in Russian/Slavic Studies will

facilitate access to jobs relating to Russia (150 million inhabitants) and eastern Europe

(200 million inhabitants). Even though the days ofthe empire are over, Russia is and will

remain an important state, and eastern Europe will require increased Western presence

as it integrates into western Europe.

The Department offers an opportunity to acquire proficiency in subjects related to

Russia and eastern Europe (language, culture, literature). We offer a four year study

course in the Russian language and a variety of Russian literature courses taught in

English. Our department is one of the few American Slavic departments offering a

semester course in Tolstoy (Russ 351) and Dostoevsky (Russ 352). For those wishing

to acquire some proficiency in Slavic languages other than the Russian, a course in

Polish and other Slavic languages can usually be arranged on an Independent Study

basis. A course in Slavic Cultures (Russ 320, Slav 320) deals with the fundamental issues

in Russian and eastern European cultures. Courses in post-communist Russia and
eastern Europe (Slav 411, Slav 412) are frequently updated. Those wishing to acquire

some proficiency in Russian are advised to take Russ 101, Russ 1 02, Russ 20 1 , and Russ
202, taught every year.

To qualify for a double major in Russian/Slavic Studies, one has to take in the

department six courses above the 300 level. Two of these courses must be in literature

and culture, and at least one course must be a survey-style course (Russ 312, Survey of

Russian Literature or Russ 320, Slav 320, Slavic Cultures). To qualify for a single major
in Russian/Slavic Studies, one has to take in the department eight courses above the 300
level.

Scholarships: Available for Slavic language studies from the Earl Douglas

Mitchell Fellowship. .<-;.. , >, - v ^ w-, <

Slavic Courses

101(F) BEGINNING SLAVIC LANGUAGE (3-1-4)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

NOTE: 102 must be completed to receive distribution credit for 101 . Introductory study ofa Slavic

language other than Russian (Polish, Czech, Ukrainian) with emphasis on speaicing and reading.

Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

102(8) BEGINNING SLAVIC LANGUAGE (3-1-4)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Prerequisite: Slav 101. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

101(F) ELEMENTARY POLISH I (3-1-4)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Introductory study of Polish with emphasis on speaking and reading. Pish 102 must be completed
to receive distribution credit.

Staff

102(S) ELEMENTARY POLISH II (3-1-4)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study of Polish with emphasis on speaking and reading. Pish 101 must be completed to receive

distribution credit.

Nowak, A.
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242(F) DRAMA I (3-0-3)

May be repeated for credit. Permission of instructor required. Not offered 1995-96.

242(S) DRAMA II (3-0-3)

May be repeated for credit. Permission of instructor required. Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

Stajf

320(F) SLAVIC CULTURES (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Development of Slavic cultures, with emphasis on the history of ideas. Also offered as Russ 320.

Not offered 1995-96.

Thompson, E.

411(F/S) CONTEMPORARY RUSSIA: CULTURE IN ITS POLITICAL
CONTEXT (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study of changes in Russia in the 1980s and 1990s. Emphasis on literature and politics. No
knowledge of Russian required. Also offered as Russ 411.

Thompson, E.

412(S) AND THE WALLS CAME TUMBLING DOWN: EASTERN AND
CENTRAL EUROPE IN THE 1990s (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 1

Study of changes in Eastern and Central Europe in the 1990s. Emphasis on literature and politics.

No knowledge of Russian required. Also offered as Russ 412.

Nowak, A.

422(F/S) CONSERVATIVE AUTHORS AND READINGS (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study of conservative responses to major modem and postmodern thinkers. Readings include

Mortimer Adler, Hannah Arendt, Leszek Kolakowski, Czeslaw Milosz, Alexander Solzhenitsyn,

Karl Popper, Thomas Molnar, Jacques Maritain, Fyodor Dostoevsky, and Zbigniew Brzezinski.

Familiarity with or additional readings in Friedrich Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud, G.W.F. Hegel, and

Karl Marx will also be required. Not offered 1995-96.

Thompson, E.

436(F/S) TOPICS IN SLAVIC LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The Old Church Slavic language in its Indo-European, Balto-Slavic, and Slavic contexts with

emphasis on translation and analysis of representative Glagolitic and Cyrillic texts. Also offered

as Ling 436. Not offered 1995-96.

Jones, R.

437(F/S)THE INTERACTION OF GERMAN AND WENDISH (SORBIAN) IN
TEXAS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

TransUteration and translation of nineteenth-century manuscripts. Acquaintance with a Slavic

language required. Also offered as Germ 437. Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson, J.

450(F/S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Qualified students may conduct research and write a paper on a topic of particular interest.

Staff
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Russian Courses

101(F) ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN I (3-2-4)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

NOTE: 102 must be completed to receive distribution credit for 101. Fundamentals of Russian
grammar. Pronunciation, reading, oral practice, and translation.

Jones, R., Mucha, W.

102(S) ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN II (3-2-4)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Fundamentals of Russian grammar. Pronunciation, reading, oral practice, and translation. See
Russ 101.

'

Jones, R., Mucha, W.

103(S) ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN II (6-2-8)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Offered in summer (equivalent to Russ 101 and Russ 102). Not offered 1995-96.

105(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-2-4)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

106(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-2-4)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

201(F) INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN I (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Grammar review, reading of selected texts, conversation, and composition.

Staff

Staff

Staff

Jones, R.

202(S) INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN II (3-0-3) '
i

-
'

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Grammar review, reading of selected texts, conversation, and composition. See Russ 201.

Jones, R.

301(F) CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION I (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Emphasis on composition and conversation with reading of relevant texts.

Mucha, W.

302(S) CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION II (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Emphasis on composition and conversation with reading of relevant texts. See Russ 301.

Mucha, W.
: !:•! .' f.T- •'y.AJf.- 'y.\.iAV- o?M>. x

303(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

311(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff
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312(F/S) SURVEY OF RUSSIAN LITERATURE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Comprehensive survey of Russian literature from the eighteenth century to the Soviet period. No
knowledge of Russian required. Not offered 1995-96.

Thompson, E.

320(S) SLAVIC CULTURES (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Development of Slavic cultures, with emphasis on the history of ideas. Also offered as Slav 320.

Thompson, E.

341(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

342(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

351(S) TOLSTOY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study of the major works of Tolstoy. No knowledge of Russian required.

Thompson, E.

352(S) DOSTOEVSKY (3-0 3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study of the major works of Dostoevsky. No knowledge of Russian required. Not offered 1995-

96.

Thompson, E.

401(F) RUSSIAN STYLISTICS I (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Designed to improve the spoken and written language with emphasis on syntactic and idiomatic

structures. Weekly papers required.

Thompson, E.

402(S) RUSSIAN STYLISTICS II (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Designed to improve the spoken and written language with emphasis on syntactic and idiomatic

structiu'es. Weekly papers required.

Thompson, E.

410(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

411(F/S) CONTEMPORARY RUSSIA: CULTURE IN ITS POLITICAL
CONTEXT (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study of changes in Russia in the 1980s and 1990s. Emphasis on literature and politics. No
knowledge of Russian required. Also offered as Slav 411.

Thompson, E.
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412(S) AND THE WALLS CAME TUMBLING DOWN: EASTERN AND
CENTRAL EUROPE IN THE 1990s (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study of changes in Eastern and Central Europe in the 1990s. Emphasis on literature and politics.

No laiowledge of Russian required. Also offered as Slav 412.

Nowak, A.

420(F/S) WOMEN IN RUSSIAN LITERATURE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The portrayal ofwomen in major works of Russian literature. No knowledge of Russian required.

Not offered 1995-96.

Thompson, E.

437(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

441(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3) ,. r

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

442(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

Staff

Staff

450(F/S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3) - > i
>

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Qualified students may conduct research and write a paper on a topic of particular interest.

Staff

...ijs V'.,. :iK>'- I.
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Hispanic and Classical Studies

The School of Humanities

Associate Professor Urrutibeheity, Chair

Professors Castaneda and Leal

Associate Professors Kauffmann, Perez, Rea, Wallace, and Yunis

Assistant Professor Mackie

Lecturers Daichman and Kiperman

Degrees Offered: B.A. and M.A. in Spanish; B.A. in Classics*

Study is offered in Classics, Greek, Latin, Portuguese, and Spanish. A fully

equipped language laboratory is in operation. Laboratory work is required of students

in the beginning classes of all modem languages.

Qualified upper-class students may engage in independent work at the discretion

of the department.

*For information on the curriculum in Classics, please see the separate section in

this catalog.

Spanish

Undergraduate Program. A student majoring in Spanish may pursue the follow-

ing options: (1) language, (2) literature, or (3) Latin American studies. For an option in

literature, 30 semester hours (ten courses) offered in fulfillment of major requirements

must be Spanish courses numbered 300 or higher. For an option in Latin American

studies, a minimum of 24 semester hours (eight courses) in Spanish courses numbered

300 or higher must be taken, plus six semester hours (two courses) of Portuguese. For

an option in Spanish Language and Linguistics, a minimum of 24 semester hours (8

courses) in Spanish language and Spanish linguistics numbered 300 or higher and Ling

200 or Ling 300 or Ling 305 must be taken, plus one semester ofcollege Latin. Qualified

upper-class students are offered an opportunity to earn up to six semester hours in

independent work. For specific requirements as to courses and the sequence to be

followed, see the departmental advisers. All majors must have their programs approved

by the department.

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also

satisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours

outside the departmental requirements for a total program of at least 1 20 semester hours.

See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts:

1. Completion with high standing of a program approved by the department;

normally, this includes 24 semester hours in advanced courses plus six

semester hours of thesis work.

2. Satisfactory performance on a reading examination in one foreign language

other than Spanish approved by the department.
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3. Satisfactory performance on a written comprehensive examination in Spanish,

which tests the student's competence in the chosen area of specialization and

in the remaining areas of Hispanic literature and linguistics.

4. One semester of college Latin or equivalent.

5. One semester of "Teaching College Spanish" and practice teaching.

6. Completion of an acceptable thesis.

7. Satisfactory performance on a final oral examination on the thesis.

Summer Program in Spain

The Department of Hispanic and Classical Studies offers an annual six-week

Summer Program in Spain. Rice students in good standing are eligible to take two

courses for credit (six hours). The program, which began in 1 973, was the first of its kind

established in Houston. Program participants live with Spanish families and attend

classes daily (Monday through Friday) in the mornings. On weekends, they visit

Spanish cities of artistic and historic interest. Courses range from second-year to

graduate level. Students are granted Rice credit for courses successfully completed.

Brochures and application materials are available in the department office.

Fall Semester in Chile

The Department of Hispanic and Classical Studies offers a Fall Semester in Chile

in conjunction with the University of Chile in Santiago. Rice students in good standing

are eligible for this program. Since its inception in 1 989, the program has attracted many
students from universities all over the U.S. Students may take a variety of courses

through the University of Chile in Santiago. Brochures and application materials are

available in the department office.

Spanish Courses

101 FIRST-YEAR SPANISH (3- 1 -4)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

NOTE: 102 must be completed to receive distribution credit for 101 . Introduction to the study of

the Spanish language with emphasis on the development of audiolingual skills. Language

laboratory work required.

Staff

102 FIRST-YEAR SPANISH (3- 1 -4)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of Span 101. Staff

103(F) ACCELERATED BEGINNING SPANISH (6-2-8)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Double course comparable to Span 101 and 102 designed to achieve in one semester maximum
proficiency in spoken language. Five classes a week, language lab twice a week.

Daichman, G., Hansz, I.

201 SECOND-YEAR SPANISH (3- 1 -4)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Contemporary short stories and essays provide current linguistic models and serve as the point of

departure for class conversation and discussion. Thorough grammar review.

Kauffmann, R.

202 SECOND-YEAR SPANISH (3-1-4)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of Span 201

.

Kauffmann, R.
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204(S) ACCELERATED INTERMEDIATE SPANISH (6-2-8)

* DISTRroUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of Span 103 comparable to Span 201, 202. Contemporary short stories provide

current linguistic models and serve as the point of departure for class conversation and discussion.

Daichman, G., Hansz, I.

304(S) LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Selected works of outstanding writers from Latin America. Readings and class discussions in

English. Open to all students.

Rea, J.

305(F) INTERMEDIATE SPANISH: LEGAL AND COMMERCIAL (3-0-3)

Introduction to general business and legal practices and terminology useful in subsequent business

or legal career. Prerequisite : second-year proficiency or permission of instructor. Offered alternate

years.
Kiperman, A.

306(F) INTERMEDIATE SPANISH: MEDICAL (3-0-3)

Introduction to general medical terminology and the reading of medical texts and journals. Useful

in subsequent medical career. Prerequisite: second-year proficiency or permission of instructor.

Kiperman, A.

311(F) ADVANCED SPANISH (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Third-year course designed primarily to improve command of the spoken language. Emphasis is

on new vocabulary and idioms, morphology, syntax, and mechanisms of interference.

Staff

312(S) ADVANCED SPANISH (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of Span 311.

Staff

315(F) STUDIES IN HISPANIC LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

Topics vary: history of the Spanish language. Old Spanish, Spanish American dialectology. Topic

for spring 1996: history of the Spanish language.
Urrutibeheity, H.

319(F) SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The history of Spanish Uterature through representative readings from the medieval period to the

present. Emphasis on stylistic analysis.

Perez, J.

320(S) SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of Span 319.
Perez, J.

321(F) SURVEY OF SPANISH AMERICAN LITERATURE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The history of Spanish American literature through representative readings from the colonial

period to the present. Emphasis on stylistic analysis.

Staff

322(S) SURVEY OF SPANISH AMERICAN LITERATURE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of Span 321.
Rea, J.
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323(F) HISPANIC CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topics relating to the development of social, political, and economic institutions of Spain form the

basis for extensive conversation, discussion, and writing of compositions.

Perez, J.

324(S) CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION OF LATIN AMERICA (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The development of social, political, and economic institutions of Latin America forms the basis

for extensive conversation, discussion, and writing of compositions.

Glantz, M.

341(F) MODERN SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topics vary (e.g., the generation of '95, Miguel de Uanmuno, the works of Antonio Machado).
Topic for fall 1995: Miguel de Unamuno.

Kauffinann,R.

342(S) MODERN SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topics vary (e.g., the Romantics, nineteenth-century Spanish fiction, contemporary Spanish lyric

poetry, the Spanish novel in the twentieth century). Topic for spring 1996: the Spanish novel in

the twentieth century.

Perez, J.

352(F) ADVANCED SPANISH COMPOSITION (3-0-3)

Designed to strengthen written rhetorical skills by using literary texts and current periodicals. Not
offered 1995-96.

Staff

361(F) STUDIES IN GOLDEN AGE DRAMA (3-0-3) ic
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Development of the comedia, illustrated by selected works ofLope de Vega, Tirso de Molina, Ruiz

de Alarcon, and other seventeenth-century playwrights. Topics vary.

Castaneda, J.

362(S) GOLDEN AGE DRAMA (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Development of the comedia, illustrated by selected works ofCalderon de la Barca, Moreto, Rojas

Zorrilla, and other seventeenth-century playwrights.

Castaneda, J.

381(F) PROSE AND LYRIC POETRY OF THE GOLDEN AGE (3-0-3)

Analysis of poetry and prose emphasizing mysticism, the development of lyric poetry from
Garcilaso to Gongora, the picaresque novel, and Cervantes 'sDon Quijote, Parti. Offered alternate

years. Not offered 1995-96.

Castaneda, J.

382(S) PROSE AND LYRIC POETRY OF THE GOLDEN AGE (3-0-3)

Analysis of poetry and prose emphasizing development of the baroque and Cervantes's Don
Quijote, Part II. Offered alternate years. Not offered 1995-96. Continuation of Span 381.

Castaneda, J.

403(F) ADVANCED SPANISH THROUGH MEDIA (3-0-3)

Course for advanced undergraduates. Emphasis on perfecting listening comprehension and
speaking ability. Topics for oral expression developed from selected Spanish-language films to be

viewed in class. Not offered 1995-96.

Daichman, G.
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405(F) CONTEMPORARY CARIBBEAN LITERATURE (3-0 3)

!

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

> A study and analysis of major works by outstanding Cuban and Puerto Rican writers.

Glantz, M.

406(S) SPANISH AMERICAN POETRY (3 3)

Contemporary Spanish American poetry—a study of major works by Borges, Huidobro, Vallejo,

Neruda, Paz, and others. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

418(S) MEDIEVAL SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0 3)

Three medieval masterpieces: Cantor de mio Cid, Libro de huen amor, and La Celestina.

Leal, M.

420(S) LITERARY SEMIOTICS (3-0-3)

Application of semiotic models to the study of literature. Topics vary. Also offered as Ling 420.

Not offered 1995-96.

Kauffmann, R.

421(F) INDEPENDENT WORK (3 0-3)

Hispanic literature, Hispanic linguistics, and Hispanic culture and civilization. Reserved for

qualified juniors and seniors who are particularly interested in a topic not covered in other courses.

Prerequisite: permission of the department.

Staff

422(S) INDEPENDENT WORK (3-0 3)

Hispanic literature, Hispanic linguistics, and Hispanic culture and civilization. Reserved for

qualified juniors and seniors who are particularly interested in a topic not covered in other courses.

Prerequisite: permission of the department.

Staff

423(F) LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE OF SPANISH (3-0-3)

A synchronic study ofmodem Spanish phonology. Special attention given to Hispanic American
variants. Also offered as Ling 423. Open to graduate students for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Urrutiheheity, H.

424(S) LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE OF SPANISH (3 3)

A synchronic study of modem Spanish morphology and syntax. Open to graduate students for

credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Urrutiheheity, H.

435(F) PRACTICUM IN CONSECUTIVE INTERPRETATION (3-0-3)

Intensive practice in Spanish-English interpretation for native speakers of English. The emphasis
for native speakers of Spanish is on English to Spanish interpretation.

Daichman, G.

436(S) PRACTICUM IN SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION (3 3)

Intensive practice in Spanish-English interpretation for native speakers of English. The emphasis
for native speakers of Spanish is on English to Spanish interpretation.

Daichman, G.

450(S) HISPANIC DRAMA PRACTICUM (4 0-4)

Critical reading and performance of modem Spanish and Latin American plays. Prerequisite:

approval of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff
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507(F) TEACHING COLLEGE SPANISH (1-0-1)

Teaching methods and techniques, test preparation, and evaluation. One hour per week of
discussion. Students observe language classes for three weeks and teach for three weeks. Required
for graduate students.

Urrutibeheity, H.

511(S) METHODS OF RESEARCH IN HISPANIC LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Theoretical and practical course for beginning graduate students. Emphasis on techniques of
stylistic and linguistic analysis and on the bibliographical resources in the field. Not offered 1995-

96.

Staff

515(F) STUDIES IN HISPANIC LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

Topics vary: history of the Spanish language, Old Spanish, Spanish American dialectology. Topic
for spring 1996: history of the Spanish language.

Urrutibeheity, H.

518(S) STUDIES IN MEDIEVAL SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Three medieval masterpieces: Cantor de mio Cid, Libro de buen amor, and La Celestina.

Leal, M.

520(S) STUDIES IN LITERARY SEMIOTICS (3-0-3)

Application of semiotic models to the study of literature. Topics vary. Not offered 1995-96.

Kauffinann, R.

523(F) STUDIES IN GOLDEN AGE THEATRE (3-0-3)

Studies in the comedia illustrated by selected works of Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina, Ruiz de
Alarcdn, and other seventeenth-century playwrights.

'

;. M 1 . r Castaneda,J.

524(S) STUDIES IN GOLDEN AGE THEATRE (3-0-3)

Studies in the comedia illustrated by selected works ofCalderon de la Barca and other seventeenth-

century playwrights. Continuation of Span 523.

Castaheda, J.

525(F) PROSE AND LYRIC POETRY OF THE GOLDEN AGE: DON
QUUOTE (3-0-3)

Analysis of poetry and prose emphasizing mysticism, the development of lyric poetry from
Garcilaso to Gongora, the picaresque novel, and Cervantes 's Don Quijote, PartL Offered alternate

years. Not offered 1995-96.

Castaneda, J.

526(S) PROSE AND LYRIC POETRY OF THE GOLDEN AGE: DON
QUIJOTE (3-0-3)

Analysis of poetry and prose emphasizing development of the baroque and Cervantes 's Don
Quijote, Part U. Offered alternate years. Not offered 1995-96. Continuation of Span 525.

Castaneda, J.

535(F) THE SPANISH ESSAY FROM 1700 TO THE PRESENT (3-0-3)

Topic: Modem Spanish Essay. Topics vary (e.g., the works of Feijoo, Cadalso, Jovellanos, Larra,

Azorin, Ortega y Gasset, and other writers). Not offered 1995-96.

Kauffmann, R.

541(F) STUDIES IN MODERN SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Topics vary (e.g., the Generation of '95, Miguel de Unamuno, the Works of Antonio Machado).

Topic for fall 1995: Miguel de Unamuno.
Kauffmann, R.
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542(S) MODERN SPANISH LITERATURE (3 3)

Topics vary (e.g., the Romantics, nineteenth-century Spanish fiction, contemporary Spanish lyric

poetry, the Spanish novel in the twentieth century). Topic for spring 1996: the Spanish novel in

the twentieth century.

Perez, J.

555(F) LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Topics vary.

Glantz, M.

556(S) STUDIES IN SPANISH AMERICAN POETRY (3-0-3)

Topics vary. Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

591(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY
Hispanic literature, Hispanic linguistics, and Hispanic culture and civilization. Reserved for

graduate students who are particularly interested in a topic not covered in other courses.

Prerequisite: permission of the deparment. Number of credits may vary.

Staff

592(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY
Hispanic literature, Hispanic linguistics, and Hispanic culture and civilization. Reserved for

graduate students who are particularly interested in a topic not covered in other courses.

Prerequisite: permission of the deparment. Number of credits may vary.

Staff

701(F) RESEARCH LEADING TO CANDIDACY
Topics in Spanish and Latin American literary theory and Spanish linguistics. Number of credits

may vary.

Staff

702(S) RESEARCH LEADING TO CANDIDACY
To be taken after a student has completed departmental course requirements for the master's

degree and before being admitted to candidacy. Number of credits may vary.

Staff

801(F) RESEARCH FOR M.A. THESIS
Number of credits may vary.

Staff

802(S) RESEARCH FOR M.A. THESIS
Number of credits may vary.

Staff

Portuguese Courses

101(F) FIRST-YEAR PORTUGUESE (3-1-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

NOTE: 102 must be completed to receive distribution credit for 101 . Introduction to the study of
the Portuguese language with emphasis on development of audiolingual skills. Language labora-

tory work required.

Staff

102(S) FIRST-YEAR PORTUGUESE (3-1-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Introduction to the study ofthe Portuguese language with emphasis on development ofaudiolingual
skills. Language laboratory work required.

Staff
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201(F) SECOND-YEAR PORTUGUESE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Not offered 1995-96.

202 SECOND-YEAR PORTUGUESE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Not offered 1995-96.

400 INDEPENDENT STUDY (0-0-3)

Reserved for qualified students who wish to work on a topic not covered in other courses.

Prerequisite: permission of the department.

Stajf

.

'

\ f

'!"•'
'

"
^^ ••'

' '•' Classics

See "Classics" section on page 247.
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History

The School of Humanities

Professor Haskell, Chair

Professors Boles, Drew, Gruber, Hyman, Loewenheim,

Matusow, Odhiambo, Seed, R. J. Smith, Stokes, Van Helden, Wiener, and Wolin

Associate Professors Cox, Maas, Sanders, and Zammito

Assistant Professors Caldwell, Dailey, Fishman, Nirenberg, and Quillen

Lecturer Taylor

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. A student majoring in history must take a minimum of

30 semester hours (ten courses) in history, ofwhich 1 8 semester hours (six courses) must

be on the advanced level (300 or 400). Two of the student's advanced courses must be

chosen from a departmental list of seminars/colloquia devoted mainly to writing and

discussion. In addition, students are expected to distribute their ten courses over four

fields:

I. Ancient-Medieval: one course minimum
II. Modem Europe: two courses minimum
in. United States: two courses minimum
IV. Asia, Latin America, Africa: one course minimum
History majors also are advised to acquaint themselves with humanistic disciplines

other than history (for example, literature, fine arts, and philosophy) and also with social

sciences such as political science, sociology, economics, and anthropology, whose
contributions to historical studies are vital. Some foreign language proficiency is

desirable for a history major, and the department highly recommends that students

contemplating graduate work in history study at least one foreign language in some
depth (most graduate schools require a reading knowledge ofFrench and German for the

Ph.D. degree).

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also

satisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours

outside the departmental requirements for a total program of at least 1 20 semester hours.

See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

The Department of History grants transfer credit to enrolled undergraduates on the

following criteria: the course taken elsewhere does not have to be similar in content to

one offered at Rice, but it does have to be at an intellectual standard not markedly inferior

to that of a course taken at Rice. All requests for transfer credit must be accompanied

with evidence ofthe scope and work requirements ofthe proposed course. Courses taken
at two-year institutions are not eligible.

Graduate Program. Graduate students in history are accepted for study leading to

either the M.A. or the Ph.D. Holders of the B.A. degree (or its equivalent) from an

acceptable institution are eligible to apply. The graduate program is designed to train a

limited number of carefully selected students. Both the M.A. and the Ph.D. degrees are

offered in limited areas of American, European, and other history. Further information

about the fields may be obtained on request from the department.
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Graduate fellowships as well as graduate scholarships within the limits of available

funds are awarded to qualified students with demonstrated ability. Fellowships include

a stipend and a waiver of tuition; scholarships provide a waiver of tuition only. As a part

of their training, graduate students are expected to render limited services to the

department as tutorial instructors, as research assistants, or as assistants to the editors of

the Journal ofSouthern History or The Papers ofJejferson Davis, both of which are

sponsored by Rice University.

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts. Students pursuing the M.A.
degree are expected to complete a certain amount of formal class or seminar work (at

least 24 semester hours); take one graduate seminar; and write a thesis under the

direction of an advisory committee of the department headed by a professor having

special competence in the subject area of the thesis. An oral defense of the thesis is also

required. Completion ofthese requirements usually takes two years. Not more than three

years may elapse between the time the student is admitted to graduate study and the

completion of the degree, unless an extension is approved by the departmental graduate

committee. An alternate M.A. degree is available to doctoral students who fulfill the

special requirements set by the department.

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Students pursuing a

doctoral program are expected to prepare themselves in three fields of history. At least

two of the three fields must be in the student's major area of concentration (European,

U.S., or other history). The third field must be in an area not included in the first two
fields; e.g., if the major area is European history the third area must be in U.S. or other

non-European history. If the area is U.S. history, the third area must be in European or

other non-U. S. history. Students who wish to make their third area in a field outside the

history department should petition the Graduate Committee by the end of their second

semester.

In general it is expected that the student will prepare thoroughly in the field taken

with his or her adviser and broadly in the other two fields. This normally includes course

work, directed reading, and a substantial amount of independent reading. As part of this

course work students are required to take two graduate seminars and two graduate

colloquia (one each in European and U.S. history). The department has no specific

requirements for the number of hours that must be completed, but Ph.D. students are

expected to remain full-time students from their entry into the program until they pass

their qualifying examination. The qualifying examination usually is oral, though it may
be written or both written and oral at the discretion of the department. It is given only

after the student has completed all necessary course and seminar work and passed

reading examinations in the principle language of research (unless it is English) and one

other language (not English). The qualifying examination for students entering with a

B.A. is normally scheduled during the fifth semester and must be completed by the

beginning of the sixth semester. Students who entered with the M.A. should take their

qualifying examination during their third semester at Rice and no later than the

beginning of their fifth semester.* In addition to the foreign language examinations and

the qualifying examination, the Ph.D candidate must present a dissertation embodying
the results of original research and defend it in a public oral examination. The
dissertation must be completed within three calendar years after passing the qualifying

examination, unless an extension is granted by the departmental graduate committee.

*Passing the qualifying examination allows the student to apply for formal

admission to candidacy for the Ph.D. degree.
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History

History Courses

101(F) EUROPE'S FIVE HUNDRED YEARS, 1450-1815 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

How was the world so thoroughly reshaped by the European experience?A comprehensive attempt

to answer that question. Recommended for freshmen and sophomores. Offered with additional

work as Hist 301.

Stokes, G.

102(S) EUROPE'S FIVE HUNDRED YEARS, 1815-PRESENT (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Continuation of Hist 101. Both courses can be taken separately. Recommended for freshmen and
sophomores. Offered with additional work as Hist 302.

Stokes, G.

105(F) VARIETIES OF THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE I (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Interpretive approaches to American history.

Hyman, H.

106(S) VARIETIES OF THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE II (3-0-3)

Interpretive approaches to American history. Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

152(S) FRESHMAN SEMINAR IN ANCIENT HISTORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The hero and his companion from Gilgamesh to Sam Spade. How does presentation of heroic

action illustrate the basic values of a society? Through consideration as historical sources of

several ancient texts, modem mystery stories, and two "western" movies, we will see the

development of a style of community service that links heroism with alienation. The extent to

which women participate will be traced. Limited enrollment.

Maas, M.

154(S) LIFE OF MUHAMMAD (Freshman Seminar) (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An examination of the life of the Prophet Muhammad in the context of Islamic history and the

growth of Islamic tradition as well as the Western view of Muhammad and Islam. We will be

reading classical and modem Arabic biographies of Muhammad in translation as well as some
Westem polemical treatises on Muhammad and the responses to them from the Islamic world.

Enrolhnent limited to 15. Not offered 1995-96.

Sanders, P.

160(S) FRESHMAN SEMINAR: JEFFERSON AND THE ORIGINS OF THE
AMERICAN REPUBLIC (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This freshman seminar considers one of the most talented of our Founding Fathers—a man who
helped define our revolutionary ideals, diplomacy, and politics as well as our public lands,

domestic architecture, religion, slavery, and education. Readings, discussions, and essays.

Enrollment limited to 18.

Gruber, I.

200(F) ORIGINS OF WESTERN CIVILIZATIONS I (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An interdisciplinary introduction to the great cultural traditions of ancient Near Eastem and
Mediterranean society. Mesopotamia, Israel, Greece, and the Hellenistic world.

Maas, M.
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201(S) ORIGINS OF WESTERN CIVILIZATIONS II (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Continuation of Hist 200. Rome; Late Antiquity and its heirs; developments in Judaism,

Christianity, philosophy, and art.

Maas, M.

202(F) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CIVILIZATION: THE EARLY
MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An introduction to European culture of the "Dark Ages," from the fall of Rome to the end of the

Viking invasions. Taught by a historian and an art historian, the course will use historical, literary,

artistic, and archaeological sources to trace changes in European material, spiritual, and cultural

life between the years 300 and 1000 a.d. Offered with additional work as Hist 325.

Neagley, L., Nirenberg, D.

203(S) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CIVILIZATION: THE HIGH
MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A continuation of Hist 202 (not a prerequisite). An inter-disciplinary introduction to European
culture from the year 1000 to the discovery of the Americas, the course covers topics such as the

Crusades, the "Discovery ofthe Individual," chivalry and chivalric literature, the Black Death, and
the beginnings of the Age of Exploration. These topics and others are each explored through

pictorial and architectural sources, as well as literary and historical ones. Offered with additional

work as Hist 326.

Neagley, L., Nirenberg, D.

205(F) MYTH, HISTORY, AND THE PROBLEM OF THE PAST (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Myth and history are two ways of interpreting the past which today evoke quite different responses

:

we believe history while we enjoy myth. Exploring material from Classical Antiquity and

contemporary America, we will use written texts and visual arts, including cinema, to compare
their interpretive strategies. Cross-listed with Huma 105 and Clas 212. Enrollment limited.

Maas, M., Mackie, H.

206(F) INTRODUCTION TO ASIAN CIVILIZATIONS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Introduction to the great cultural traditions of Asia, past and present, with emphasis on evolving

religious and philosophical traditions, artistic and literary achievements, and patterns of political,

social, and economic change.

KleinA.; Smith, RJ.; Wilson, R.

209(F) THE UNITED STATES, 1815-1877 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An introductory survey of American social, political, and economic history from the Early

Republic through the Civil War and Reconstruction. The course will stress industrialization and

the history of labor, women's history, and race relations. Offered with additional work as Hist 33 1

.

Dailey, J.

210(S) THE UNITED STATES, 1877-PRESENT (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A continuation of Hist 209 (though 209 is not a prerequisite), from Reconstruction to the present.

Offered with additional work as Hist 310.

Dailey, J.
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211(F) AMERICAN THOUGHT AND SOCIETY I (3 0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A topical introductory survey of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century American history, primarily

concerned with intellectual and social developments underlying the surface of events. Offered

with additional work as Hist 31 1. Not offered 1995-96.

Haskell, T.

212(F) AMERICAN THOUGHT AND SOCIETY H (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A topical introductory survey of nineteenth- and twentieth-century American history, primarily

concerned with intellectual and social developments underlying the surface of events. Offered

with additional work as Hist 312.
Haskell, T.

215(F) BLACKS IN THE AMERICAS (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 11

A survey of the history of blacks in the New World from 1619 to the present. Offered with

additional work as Hist 315.
Cox, E.

217(F) SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1877-1917 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An examination of how social groups, as defined by such categories as gender, class, religion,

ethnicity, and race, responded to the rapid and confusing changes brought about by industrializa-

tion, urbanization, and immigration in the years of America's rise to world power and industrial

supremacy. Offered with additional work as Hist 317. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

218(S) SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1917-1960 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A continuation of Hist 217, tracing the differential impacts of prosperity, depression, war, and

economic change on the multifaceted American social structure. Offered with additional work as

Hist 318. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

230(F) RETHINKING WESTERN TRADITION (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course seeks to provide a critical introduction to the major themes of modem European

intellectual history from the eighteenth century to the historical present. We will concentrate on

major intellectual movements, such as the Enlightenment and romanticism, examining the way in

which these currents influenced developments in philosophy, literature, the arts, and political

theory. Significant attention will also be paid to the ways in which these movements emerge from

and respond to the historical circumstances of the day. The course will begin by reviewing

Nietzsche's provocative assessment of "European nihilism" in order to pose the question: Can the

Western tradition truly withstand such a withering critique? Also offered as Huma 230. Not offered

1995-96.
Wolin, R.

231(F) AFRICA TO 1884 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This survey course covers the changing historiography of Africa, the emergence ofthe Bantu, early

Christianity and Islam, trans-Saharan trade, the medieval Sudanic empires, statelessness and state

formation, Portugal in Africa, the slave trade. South Africa to 1867, the Mfecane, the Sudanic

jihads, long-distance trade, and African-European relations in the nineteenth century. Not offered

1995-96.
Odhiambo, A.
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232(S) THE MAKING OF MODERN AFRICA (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course surveys the transformation of Africa from the late nineteenth century to the present.

The topics covered include Europe and Africa in the nineteenth century; the scramble for and
partition of Africa; the evolution of the colonial state; economic change in the twentieth century:

plantation and peasant agriculture, mining and industrialization, wage and migrant labor, African
capitalism, rural differentiation, the roots of hunger and poverty; social change in the twentieth

century: the invention of ethnic identity, the emergence of elites, cultural policies—language,
leisure, the changing roles ofwomen, religion and cultural resistances, the rival conceptions of law
and order, changes in medicine and healing, urbanization; political developments: ethnic unions,

political parties, and decolonization; and Africa since independence: the economic and political

crises. Not offered 1995-96.

Odhiambo, A.

243(F) AMERICAN FAMILIES FROM THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
TO THE PRESENT (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will examine how ideas about what a family should do—and what a family actually

does—have varied over time and by region, ethnicity, class, and race. It will also address
alternatives to the family, including homosocial and homosexual relationships. Assignments
include a 10 to 15 page original research paper. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

244(S) INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN'S HISTORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

What does it mean to study women's history? Is women's history the same thing as the history of
women? This course examines both the range of approaches and the types of evidence used by
scholars in the field. We will also discuss the relationship of women's history to several related

fields, including feminist theory, gender studies, and the history of sexuality. Offered with
additional work as Hist 344. Not offered 1995-96.

Quillen, C.

250(S) CHINESE CULTURE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An introduction to the language, philosophy, religion, art, literatiu-e, and social customs of China.
Offered with additional work as Hist 450.

Smith, R. J.

256 EUROPEAN POLITICS AND SOCIETY, 1890-1945 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A lecture course examining European history in the age of total war. Topics wUI include:

imperialism and the development of the welfare state, the institutional responses to the demands
of total warfare, the crisis of liberal constitutionalism, the Russian Revolution, and the rise of
fascism. Offered with additional work as Hist 356.

Caldwell. P.

257(S) PERCEPTIONS OF JEWS AND JUDAISM FROM TACITUS TO
TOYNBEE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP n ' '

Course compares Jewish self-images with perceptions of Jews and Judaism held by the dominant
cultures in the West from antiquity through the modem period. Readings include selections from
Tacitus, Paul, Eusebius, Chrysostom, Halevi, LutherModena, Grimmelhausen, da Costa, Spinoza,
Gluecke of Hamelin, Solomon Maimon, Marx, Freud, Hitler, Kook Grade, and Toynbee. Cross-
listed with ReU 257. Not offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.
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261(F) HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM THE REFORMATION TO THE
DEFEAT OF NAPOLEON (3 3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The personalities and forces that changed England from a backwater of Europe into the leading

nation in the world. Lectures, discussions, and papers. Offered with additional work as Hist 361.

Not offered 1995-96.

Wiener, M.

262(S) HISTORY OF ENGLAND: FROM 1815 TO THE PRESENT (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP n
England's takeoff into the Industrial Revolution and how it has adapted to the flourishing of the

Empire. The twentieth-century geopolitical and economic decline. Novels, biographies, and other

materials are used to examine the transformation of Britain in the past two centuries. Lectures,

discussions, and frequent short papers. Offered with additional work as Hist 362. Not offered 1 995-

96.

Wiener, M.

269(S) U.S.-LATIN AMERICAN RELATIONS (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
This course is a basic history of United States-Latin American relations from 1775 to the present.

Particular attention is given to twentieth-century policies and problems focusing on intervention

since 1945. Offered with additional work as Hist 469.

Seed, P.

273(F) POSTBIBLICAL JEWISH HISTORY I (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Examination of the social, political, economic, and theological contexts that shaped Jewish life

under the rule of Romans, Christians, and Muslims and of developments in Jewish culture during

this period in the areas of rabbinics, liturgy, poetry, philosophy, and mysticism. Lecture and

discussion ofprimary sources in translation. Offered with additional work as Hist 373. Not offered

1995-96.

Fishman, T.

274(S) POSTBIBLICAL JEWISH HISTORY H (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP n
Evolution and revolution in Jewish life under the impact of the Reformation, Sabbatean messianic

movement, Hasidism, Enlightenment, Emancipation, and nationalism. Reform, positive-histori-

cal (i.e.. Conservative), Neo-Orthodox, and Zionist redefinitions of Jewish identity. Lecture and

discussion ofprimary source readings in translation. Offered with additional work as Hist 374. Not
offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.

281(F) HISTORY OF THE ISLAMIC NEAR EAST, 600-1258 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A survey of the basic political, institutional, and social history of the Near East from the rise of

Islam to the Seljuks. We will pay particular attention to the elaboration of political and religious

instimtions (especially the caliphate), the origins and rise of Shii Islam, the growth and subsequent

fragmentation of the caliphal empires, and the advent of the Turkic peoples (lecture/discussion).

Offered with additional work as Hist 381. Not offered 1995-96.

Sanders, P.

282(S) HISTORY OF THE ISLAMIC NEAR EAST, 1258-1805 (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Continues the first semester survey from the advent of the Seljuk Turks to the Ottoman conquest

of Egypt. It includes discussion of the fate of the caliphate after the political fragmentation of the

Abbasid empire, the rise of the mamluk military system, Mongols, Crusades, and the early history

of the Ottoman and Safavid empires. Lecture/discussion. Hist 281 is recommended but not

required. Offered with additional work as Hist 382. Not offered 1995-96.

Sanders, P.
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284(S) THE CRUSADES: HOLY WAR IN MEDIEVAL CHRISTENDOM
AND ISLAM (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course examines the Crusades (eleventh-fifteenth centuries) from the point of view of both

Christian Europe and the Islamic Near East. We will discuss the political and military history of

the Crusades as well as the social, cultural, and religious transformations that both caused and were
wrought by these conflicts. Offered with additional work as Hist 384. Not offered 1995-96.

Nirenberg, D., Sanders, P.

286(S) THE REFORMATION AND ITS RESULTS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Theology and church-state issues from sixteenth-century Reformation to seventeenth century;

medieval background; Luther, Calvin, Catholic Reformation; religious wars; Protestant Ortho-

doxy; Pietiest spirituality; Puritanism; calls for toleration. Also offered as Reli 286.

Stroup, J.

292(S) THE HOLOCAUST IN HISTORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will examine the way historians have attempted to view the Holocaust in recent years.

Many have insisted on the irreducible historical uniqueness of the Holocaust. Yet historians have

been forced to compare it with other instances of genocide—for example, in Armenia, the Soviet

Union, and Cambodia. One of the questions we will ask is: Do such comparisons place the alleged

uniqueness of the Holocaust in jeopardy? Following an introductory treatment of the historical

circumstances surrounding the Holocaust, we will proceed to review the recent, often contentious,

historical debates surrounding it. Not offered 1995-96.

Wolin, R.

293(F) THE ART OF WAR FROM MACHIAVELLI TO NAPOLEON (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A study of the theory and practice of warfare from the fifteenth to the early nineteenth century.

Reading includes selections from Machiavelli, Saxe, and Napoleon. Lectures, discussions, and

examinations. Also offered with additional work as Hist 393. Not offered 1995-96.

Gruber, I.

294(S) WAR IN THE MODERN WORLD (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The theory, practice, and experience of war in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Reading

includes selections from Clausewitz, Remarque, and Fuchida. Offered with additional work as

Hist 394. Not offered 1995-96.

Gruber, I.

295 THE AMERICAN SOUTH (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An introductory survey of the history of the American South, from the development of Native

American cultures to the present. A lecture-reading course, it will emphasize social, cultural, and

intellectual history, with much attention to the origins and development of slavery and the

plantation economy, the rise ofsouthern distinctiveness. Civil War and Reconstruction, sharecrop-

ping, political reform, the civil rights movement, the rise of the Sunbelt, southern religion, music

and literature, and the future of southern regionalism. Offered with additional work as Hist 395.

Boles, J.

297(F) CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL HISTORY OF THE U.S. I (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
Major questions in the historical development of American law and governing institutions.

Offered with additional work as Hist 397. Not offered 1995-96.

Hyman, H.

298(S) CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL HISTORY OF THE U.S. H (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Major questions in the historical development of American law and governing institutions.

Offered with additional work as Hist 398. Not offered 1995-96.

Hyman, H.
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299(S) CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
An examination of the causes, events, and results of America's most severe conflict. Special

attention goes to connections between federalism, racial democracy, and military-political events.

Offered with additional work as Hist 399.

Hyman, H.

300(F/S) INDEPENDENT STUDIES
Independent study under supervision of a history faculty member. Permission of instructor is

required.

Stajf

301(F) EUROPE'S FIVE HUNDRED YEARS, 1450-1815 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 101. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 101 and 301.

Recommended for juniors and seniors.

Stokes, G.

302(S) EUROPE'S FIVE HUNDRED YEARS, 1815-PRESENT (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
An enriched version of Hist 102. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 102 and 302.

Recommended for juniors and seniors.

Stokes, G.

303(F) UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT READING (3-0-3)

Independent reading under the supervision of a faculty member. Open to a limited number of

advanced students with special permission.

Staff

304(S) UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT READING (3-0-3)

Independent reading under the supervision of a faculty member. Open to a limited number of

advanced students with special permission.

Staff

306(F) POLITICS AND SOCIETY IN ANCIENT GREECE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Discussion of the main developments in social, political, and intellectual life in the Greek world

from the end of the Mycenaen Age to the advent of Alexander the Great. Not offered 1995-96.

Maas, M.

307(F) IMPERIAL ROME FROM CAESAR TO DIOCLETIAN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
How did Rome acquire, maintain, and understand her empire? This course considers the

development of a political, social, and ideological system fitted to an empire reaching from
Scotland to Mesopotamia during the three centuries ofRome's greatest power. Not offered 1995-

96.

Maas, M.

308(S) THE WORLD OF LATE ANTIQUITY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
A social, religious, and political history of the Roman world from Diocletian to the rise of Islam.

Focus will be on the breaking of the unity of the Mediterranean world and the formation of

Byzantine society in the Greek east. Not offered 1995-96.

Maas, M.

309(F) DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
What was the "fall" of the Roman Empire? This course examines the circumstances of the end of

Roman political authority in western Europe. Ancient andmodem theories will be considered, with

special emphasis on the importance of the Germanic invasions. Not offered 1995-96.

Maas, M.
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310(S) THE UNITED STATES, 1877-PRESENT (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 210. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 210 and 310.

Dailey, J.

311(F) AMERICAN THOUGHT and SOCIETY I (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Enriched version of Hist 211. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 211 and 311. Not
offered 1995-96.

Haskell, T.

312(F) AMERICAN THOUGHT and SOCIETY II (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 212. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 212 and 312.

Haskell, T.

313(F) THE MIND OF THE SOUTH (3 3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course explores central themes in the intellectual history of the American South from the

seventeenth century to the mid-twentieth century—race and racism, religion, slavery, honor, civil

rights, and southern versions of American ideals, such as freedom, equality, and independence.

Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

314(S) AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY IN THE NINETEENTH
AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will explore the influence of formal thought, systems of belief, and ideology on the

development of society in the United States over the last two centuries. It will be organized around

broad themes presented in rough chronological order and constructed from the written legacy of

particular American philosophers, scientists, theologians, novelists, and social critics. Not offered

1995-96.

Staff

315(F) BLACKS IN THE AMERICAS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 215. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 215 and 315.

Cox, E.

316(F) MEXICAN AMERICAN HISTORY: THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will examine the historical development of the people of Mexican descent within the

context of United States history in the twentieth century. The purpose is to provide a general

understanding of change and continuity in Mexican American history through the following

themes: social relations, transborder relations, community formation and development, immigra-

tion, labor, political organization, ideology, and identity. A major objective of the course will be

to understand time- and place-specific variations in the social incorporation of the Mexican
community as a national minority and bottom segments of the working class. Permission of the

department chair; preference will be given to graduating seniors. Enrollment limited to 30. Not
offered 1995-96.

Zamora, E.

317(F) SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1877-1917 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 217. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 217 and 317. Not

offered 1995-96.

Staff
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318(S) SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1917-1960 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
An enriched version of Hist 218. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 218 and 318. Not

offered 1995-96.
Stajf

319(S) THE CITY, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE ENVIRONMENT (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will focus on the political, environmental, and social impacts of technology on urban

growth in the U.S. during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. We will devote particular

attention to the city-building process, urban technology, public works and city services, and

environmental conditions. Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

320(F) SCIENCE IN ANTIQUITY AND THE MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

A survey of science from ancient Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Greece to the end of the Middle Ages.

No expertise in science required. Not offered 1995-96.

Van Helden, A.

321(F) SCIENCE IN EARLY MODERN EUROPE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
Between 1400 and 1700, Greek science, assimilated during the High Middle Ages, was radically

transformed, not only in content but also in method and institutional setting. The thought of

Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, Descartes, Newton, and others will be examined in the context of the

more general cultural history of this period.

Van Helden, A.

322(S) PHYSICAL SCIENCE FROM NEWTON TO EINSTEIN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
A survey of the physical sciences from the estabhshment of the Newtonian worldview, c. 1700,

to its breakdown in the twentieth centiu^. Not offered 1995-96.

Van Helden, A.

323(F) MODERN BALKAN HISTORY I (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
First of a two-semester sequence on the history of southeastern Europe. This semester will cover

the Ottoman period (fifteenth to nineteenth centuries) and will discuss some of the following

problems: Ottoman social and economic structure, the spread of Islam, the Ottoman impact on the

society, politics, economics, and culture of the Byzantine and medieval Balkan states, ttie Eastern

question in European international relations. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

324 WOMEN IN GREECE AND ROME (3-0-3)

A survey of the depiction of women in Greek and Roman mythology, literature, and art together

with a study of the lives of Greek and Roman women as evidenced by archaeological as well as

literary materials. Cross-listed with Clas 322.

Wallace, K.

325(S) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CIVILIZATIONS: THE EARLY
MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP E
An enriched version of Hist 202. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 202 and 325.

Neagley, L., Nirenberg, D.

326(F) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CIVILIZATIONS: THE HIGH
MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
An enriched version of Hist 203. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 203 and 326.

Neagley, L., Nirenberg, D.
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327(S) COLONIAL LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The first part of a two-semester survey course of colonial Latin America focusing on construction

of the self and "other" narrative strategies and rhetoric. The colonial part examines narratives of
conquest, travel, and piracy in Latin America and the Caribbean in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries.

Seed, P.

328(S) MODERN LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This is the second part of a two-semester course on Latin America focusing on construction of the

selfand "other" narrative strategies, and rhetoric in contemporary Latin America. The modem half

examines nineteenth- and twentieth-century essays and novels dealing with modem Latin

American identity. Readings include Sarmiento, Paz, and Naipaul. Not offered 1995-96.

Seed, P.

329(S) FIRST EUROPEAN EXPANSION, 1492-1640 (3 0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course covers the histories of the first European expansion in the sixteenth century and the

establishment of overseas colonial empires by France, Spain, Portugal, England, and the Nether-
lands. It focuses on the rationales for empires created by each of the concepts of "voluntary"

subjection through commercial treaty and conversion and those dealing with involuntary submis-
sion through conquest for "just war."

Seed, P.

330(S) U. S. ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY (3-0 3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will trace the history of human interaction with the American environment from
colonial times to the present. Topics will include colonization, westward expansion, industrializa-

tion, conservation, and environmentalism as we discuss five centuries ofboth reckless exploitation

and efforts to restore harmony between humans and the natural world.

Dewey, S.

331(F) THE UNITED STATES, 1815-1877 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 209. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 209 and 331.

Dailey, J.

332(F) HISTORICAL THEMES IN AMERICAN CULTURE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This undergraduate seminar will explore the presence of historical themes in popular culture.

Through film, video, readings, speakers, museum exhibitions, and exhibition catalogues, students

will examine both forms that historical information may assume and the quality of historical

content in these popular venues. The course will examine underlying assumptions inherent in

popular historical presentations and encourage critical evaluation of the history portrayed.

Enrollment limited.

Bixel, P.

333(S) GALILEO IN CONTEXT (3-0 3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The Italian scientist Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) is usually remembered as one of the founders of

modem science and a martyr who was condemned for his scientific ideas. In this course we will

examine his life and work in the context ofEuropean science at the tum of the seventeenth century

and the culture of the absolutist courts in Italy. Subjects covered in depth include experimentation,

the role of mathematics in science, Galileo's celestial discoveries with the telescope, and his trial.

Class time will be devoted as much as possible to discussions of Galileo's writings. Much of the

material in this course will be conveyed through the Virtual Notebook System in the Electronic

Studio. No prior expertise in science or computers required. Enrollment limited to 30.

Van Helden, A.
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334(S) MARINERS, RENEGADES, and CASTAWAYS: ATLANTIC DIS-

SENT IN THE AGE OF EMPIRE (3 0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Popular life and resistance movements in the Atlantic World. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

335(F) CARIBBEAN HISTORY TO 1838 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

History of the Caribbean from the arrival of Europeans to the abolition of slavery in the British

West Indies in 1838. Focus will be on the social and economic history of the region during this

period. Why did slavery and the plantation system emerge? Why did they fall? Not offered 1995-

96.
Cox, E.

336(S) CARIBBEAN HISTORY: 1838 TO THE PRESENT (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Social, economic, and political history of the people from the abolition of slavery to the emergence

of independent nations in the modem era.

Cox, E.

337(F) HISTORY OF ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL LAW (3-0-3)
'

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A history of ancient law focusing on imperial Roman law and the various forms of medieval law:

vulgar Roman law, barbaric Germanic law, and English common law. Not offered 1995-96.

Drew, K.

338(F) HUMANIST TRADITION and ITS CRITICS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course explores the development of the humanist tradition from its origins in the Renaissance

to the present. We will focus first on the political, "civic" dimensions of humanism, concentrating

on interpretations of Machiavelli's writings. Then we will study the implications of "literary"

humanism for ideas about education, including our contemporary debates about university

curricula and the role of the university in society. Students interested in this class should see the

instructor prior to preregistration. Not offered 1995-96.

Quillen, C.

339(S) MORALITY AND HISTORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Does it subvert the very idea of morality to say that it has a history, that it is susceptible to change?

Students in this discussion and writing course will grapple with this problem through selected

readings drawn mainly from Anglo-American history and philosophy that range over a period of

several centuries. Not offered 1995-96.

Haskell, T.

340(F) VICTORIAN INTELLECTUALS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The upheaval in late nineteenth-century social thought and culture associated with Darwin's

theory of evolution. Readings (mainly American but including English and continental writers for

comparison) may include Spencer, Veblen, Henry Adams, William James, Dewey, Matthew

Arnold, and Nietzsche. Not offered 1995-96.
Haskell, T.

341(F) HISTORY OF CHINA I (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Survey of Chinese history from antiquity to about 1800, highlighting salient aspects of China's

heritage. Not offered 1995-96.
Smith, R. J.
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342(S) HISTORY OF CHINA II (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

China's revolutionary transformation in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries—from Ch'ing
dynasty to People's Republic.

Smith, R. J.

343(S) CONTEMPORARY CHINA (3-0-3) " •
-

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An examination ofthe interplay between "tradition" and "modernity" in contemporary China. Not
offered 1995-96.

Smith, R. J.

344(S) INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN'S HISTORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 244. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 244 and 344. Not
offered 1995-96.

•• '- ^
'

Quillen, C.

345(F) RENAISSANCE EUROPE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course explores major cultural developments in western Europe from the rise of Italian

humanism in the fourteenth century through European conquest and expansion in the sixteenth

century. Not offered 1995-96. '

Quillen, C.

346(S) REFORMATION EUROPE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II '' if! ".

A survey of western Europe in the sixteenth century, emphasizing the interplay between politics

and religion in the rise and consolidation of Protestantism and the Catholic revival. Not offered

1995-96.

Quillen, C.

347(F) SLAVERY AND ABOLITION IN ANTEBELLUM AMERICA (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course explores the central moral, social, and political problem of antebellum America. It

examines the cultural and intellectual setting for the crisis and exploreshow the debate over slavery

was influenced by region, race, class, and gender. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

348(S) U.S AND VIETNAM (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A critical reassessment of America's Vietnam experience, including the origins of U.S. involve-

ment in Southeast Asia, United States and Communist military strategy, the war's impact on
American politics and society, the influence of the news media on popular perceptions and on the

course of the war, and the role of Vietnam in postwar superpower diplomacy. Lectures,

discussions, and frequent short papers.

Taylor, M.

349(F) WOMEN AND GENDER IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY
EUROPE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
This course examines the political and cultural discussions concerning the so-called "Woman
Question" in nineteenth-century Europe. Three problems in particular are central: the role ofpublic

and private legal rights in republicanism and the early feminist movement, the reformulation of

notions of gender equality in the context of the nineteenth-century socialist movements, and,

finally, the challenges to gender identity posed by cultural modernism at the end of the century.

Not offered 1995-96.

Caldwell, P. C.
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350(S) AMERICA FROM 1900-1940 (3-0-3)

*DISTRffiUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Survey of major economic, social, and political developments in the United States from 1900 to

1940. Lectures, readings, discussions, and one research paper.

Matusow, A.

352(F) COMPARATIVE MODERNIZATION OF CHINA AND JAPAN (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A systematic comparison of the historical development of China and Japan in the nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries, giving attention not only to domestic issues and Sino-Japanese relations

but also to the larger international environment. Not offered 1995-96.

Smith, R. J.

353(S) THE COLD WAR: 1945-1963 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An in-depth examination of America's role in world affairs since 1945, focusing on the origins of

the struggle between the free and Communist worlds, the influence of nuclear weapons on

superpower relations, the interaction offoreign policy and American domestic politics, the contest

for influence in the developing world, and the factors responsible for the cold war's apparent

demise. Enrollment limited to 20. Permission of instructor required.

Taylor, M.

354(F) GERMAN HISTORY, 1648-1890 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A history of the "Germanies" from the rise of the absolutist state following the Thirty Years' War
to the unification of Germany in 1871. We concentrate on the development of bureaucratic and

military institutions of the modem state, changing conceptions of state and society, and the major

social and economic changes of the period. Not offered 1995-96.

Caldwell, P. C.

355(S) MODERN GERMANY, 1890-1990 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This lecture class examines German history from the crisis of the monarchical regime before

World War I to the unification of East and West Germany in 1 989/1 990. We concentrate especially

on political attempts to come to terms with the challenges posed by organized capitalism, the

political demands of the working classes, and advanced technology; the dictatorship ofWorldWar
I, Weimar democracy, and the welfare state; the National Socialist revolution; and the West
German model of the welfare state under law and the East German model of "real, existing

socialism." Not offered 1995-96.

Caldwell. P. C.

356 EUROPEAN POLITICS AND SOCIETY, 1890-1945 (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 256. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 256 and 356. Not

offered 1995-96.

Caldwell, P.

357(S) PERCEPTIONS OF JEWS AND JUDAISM FROM TACITUS TO
TOYNBEE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 257. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 257 and 357. Cross-

listed with Reli 301. Not offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.
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358(S) CULTURAL RESPONSES TO THE FRENCH REVOLUTION IN
ENGLAND AND GERMANY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will explore the role that the French Revolution had in the rise of European
Romanticism and German Classicism. It will focus on the German and English traditions.

Readings will include selections from Goethe to Heine, Blake to Carlyle. The course will try to

incorporate music and art of the period as well. Language of instruction will be English. Readings
may be completed in either English or German. Cross-hsted with Germ 341.

Bledsoe, R., Zammito, J.

359(F) ROMAN BRITAIN AND MEDIEVAL ENGLAND (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Survey of historical developments in Roman Britain and medieval England with special attention

to social, economic, and religious factors.

Drew, K.

360(S) SOCIETY AND THE SEXES IN MODERN FRANCE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An examination of gender roles, gender ideology, and sexual practices in the construction of
French society and culture from the Enlightenment to World War II. Topics to be examined
include: sexual politics and the emergent notion of the "public sphere" in the eighteenth century;

masculine and feminine images of the state during the Revolutionary period; feminist discourses

and politics in 1789, 1848, and in the campaign for women's suffrage; family structures,

patriarchy, and notions ofproperty. Readings will include novels and memoirs as well as historical

works. Taught in English; some readings may be done in French. Also offered as Fren 360.

Sherman, D.

361(F) HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM THE REFORMATION TO THE
DEFEAT OF NAPOLEON (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 261 . Students may not receive credit for both Hist 261 and 361 . Not
offered 1995-96.

Wiener, M.

362(S) HISTORY OF ENGLAND: FROM 1815 TO THE PRESENT (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 262. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 262 and 362. Not
offered 1995-96.

Wiener, M.

363(S) GENDER AND SOCIETY IN EARLY MODERN EUROPE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
This course explores the relationship between ideas and gender and social, political, and legal

institutions in Europe from about 1 350 to 1 800. Topics include the structure and role ofthe family,

gender roles inreligious institutions, and the regulation of sexuality. Not offered 1995-96.

Quillen, C.

364(F) THE RISE AND FALL OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A survey of British imperialism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Major themes include

the evolution of empire; pro- and anti-imperialist discourses; strategic/diplomatic implications of

empire; British society and the empire; and interactions between colonizer and colonized. Not
offered 1995-96.

Staff
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365(F) THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, 1763-1789 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An investigation of the causes, process, and consequences of the American Revolution. Special

emphasis will be placed on the reasons why colonial Americans rebelled, on the character of the

War for American Independence, and on the constitutional settlement of 1787 and the securing of

fundamental liberties. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

366(S) WOMEN IN BRITAIN, 1500-1900 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

From the time of Henry VIII to the reign of Victoria, women in Britain had a different experience

from that of men. This course explores their lives through their homes, work, and public actions.

Particularly, it focuses on the ambiguities ofwomen's roles in English society: their mixed feelings

about marriage and motherhood; the differing reactions ofmiddle- and worlong-class women; and

the pressures that pushed women into the formal workplace and the woman's movement. It offers

a new perspective on the modem era of British history. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

367(F) HISTORY OF SOUTH AFRICA (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will survey the history of South Africa from the mid-seventeenth century. The topics

to be covered include South Africa before the Europeans; white settlers and Cape colonial society

to 1814; the capitalist revolution; the struggle for South Africa in the nineteenth century; the

transformation of South African society; the rise and development of the apartheid state;

resistances and struggles. Not offered 1995-96.

Odhiambo.A.

368(S) IMPERIALISM AND NATIONALISM IN AFRICA (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course traces the origins, processes, and critiques of imperialism and nationalism in

Africa in the twentieth century. Not offered 1995-96.

Odhiambo, A.

370(F) EUROPEAN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY: BACON TO
HEGEL (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP n
This course will survey the major thinkers and movements of thought from the emergence of the

Scientific Revolution to the epoch of the French Revolution, drawing on primary and secondary

sources to establish the main contours ofphilosophical, political, and cultural expression and relate

them to their historical context.

Zammito, J.

371(F) FRANCE IN AN AGE OF REVOLUTION, 1750-1870 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
Transformations in French society, culture, and politics before and after the revolution. Taught in

English. Counts toward a history major. Cross-listed with Fren 371. Not offered 1995-96.

Sherman, D.

372(S) SOCIETY AND POLITICS IN MODERN FRANCE, 1870-1988 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 11

The emergence of modem France: the impact of war, industrialization, imperialism, and cultural

mastery. Taught in English. Counts toward a history major. Cross-listed with Fren 372. Not offered

1995-96.

Sherman, D.
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373(F) POSTBIBLICAL JEWISH HISTORY I (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 273. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 273 and 373. Not
offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.

374(S) POSTBIBLICAL JEWISH HISTORY H (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 274. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 274 and 374. Not
offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.

375(S) EUROPEAN ROMANTICISM, 1750-1850 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will investigate the emergence, triumph, and defeat ofRomanticism as a major cultural

force in European history. We will focus on national and epochal diversity within Romanticism,
considering the British, German, and French cases. Major literary figures for consideration are •

Rousseau, Goethe, Schiller, Schlegel, Schelling, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Stendhal, Hugo,

.

and Baudelaire. The course will try to incorporate the music and art of Romanticism as well. Not
offered 1995-96.

Zammito, J.

376(F) EXISTENTIALISM (3-0-3)

An examination of the genesis and development of existentialism as an intellectual force in

nineteenth- and twentieth-century Europe. Will begin with a brief treatment of Kierkegaard and
Nietzsche before proceeding to a study of twentieth-century figures such as Heidegger, Sartre, and
Camus.

Wolin, R.

378(S) CULTURAL CRITICISM AND AMERICAN SOCIETY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will focus on the tension between ideals and reality in American life as expressed by
a growing number of postwar social critics and theorists such as Marcuse, Lasch, Bellah, and
Daniel Bell. Not offered 1995-96.

Wolin, R.

379(F) INTRODUCTION TO POSTMODERNISM (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

We will begin with a survey of the most important intellectual precursors of postmodernism

—

Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Bataille—before moving on to consider the movement's leading

representatives in contemporary France: Lyotard, Derrida, and Foucault. We will then conclude

by examining some of the more important criticisms of the postmodern worldview (e.g., the

critique of Jurgen Habermas). Not offered 1995-96.

Wolin, R.

380(S) INTELLECTUAL POLITICS IN POSTWAR FRANCE: FROM
SARTRE TO DERRIDA (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

We will examine the rise and fall of three major intellectual paradigms in postwar France

—

existential humanism, poststructuralism, and neoliberalism—as they relate to broader themes of

French political and cultural history.

Wolin, R.

381(F) HISTORY OF THE ISLAMIC NEAR EAST, 600-1258 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 28 1 . Students may not receive credit for both Hist 28 1 and 381. Not
offered 1995-96.

Sanders, P.
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382(S) HISTORY OF THE ISLAMIC NEAR EAST, 1258-1805 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 282. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 282 and 382. Not
offered 1995-96.

Sanders, P.

383(F) THE ENLIGHTENMENT (3-0-3)

A study of the transformation of the European intellect during the eighteenth century, with special

emphasis on the Enlightermient as the intellectual harbinger of the French Revolution. Among the

authors: Locke, Hume, Voltaire, Diderot, Rousseau, and Kant. Not offered 1995-96.

Wolin, R.

384(S) THE CRUSADES: HOLY WAR IN MEDIEVAL CHRISTENDOM
AND ISLAM (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 284. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 284 and 384. Not
offered 1995-96.

Sanders, P., Nirenberg, D.

385(F) CHRISTIANS AND JEWS IN THE ISLAMIC WORLD (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course examines the history of Christian and Jewish communities in the Islamic world from
the rise of Islam to the end of the Ottoman Empire. We will discuss the legal status oidhimmis
(protected peoples), social and economic life, communal organization, interplay of Jewish and
Muslim laws, and the constitution of political authority in these communities. The course will also

include discussion of the modem historiography of these communities, comparative study of
Jewish communities in Christendom and Islam, and discussion of Muslim communities living

under Christian rule in the Middle Ages. Not offered 1995-96.

Sanders, P.

386(F) INTRODUCTION TO ISLAM (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
An introduction to Islam, emphasizing the historical development of classical Islamic religious

thought, forms ofQuranic exegesis, the development of Shi'i Doctrine, Islamic Law and theology,

mysticism, and varieties of religious practice in different parts of the Islamic world. We will also

discuss the imperialism and the emergence ofmodem Islamist movements. The primary emphasis
in the class will be on the ways in which Muslims have historically understood themselves and their

own history. Not offered 1995-96.

Sanders, P.

387(F) EASTERN EUROPE IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
This course focuses on the historical background and interpretation of the recent events in eastern

Europe. It introduces and analyzes the concepts of central and southeastern Europe and studies

their political, economic, and cultural rationale, both in the period between the two world wars and
during the cold war era. Finally, it takes a close look at the events of 1989, "the fall that shook the

world," in the specific context of each country involved. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

389(F) EASTERN EUROPE TO 1945 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
A lecture and discussion course covering the historical development of the countries ofeast central
Europe (Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary) and of southeast Europe (Romania, Bulgaria,

Albania, and Yugoslavia) through the end of World War n. Not offered 1995-96.

Stokes, G.
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390(F) EASTERN EUROPE SINCE 1945 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A discussion and writing seminar covering the development of eastern Europe since 1945, with

special emphasis on the causes and results of the revolutions of 1989. Completion of Hist 389 is

desirable but not required.

Stokes, G.

391(F) CAPITALISM AND CULTURE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

What are the cultural consequences (ethical, aesthetic, and religious) of capitalism as a social

formation? This question will be addressed through an examination of the work of several major
social theorists, classical and contemporary. Among the authors treated will be Marx, Weber,
Parsons, Habermas, and Bell.

Wolin. R.

392(S) FRENCH SOCIAL THOUGHT: FROM DURKHEIM TO
DERRIDA (3-0 3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Modem French intellectual life has often been superficially viewed as inspired by Cartesian

rationalism—an empire of triumphant enlightenment twentieth-century French thinkers have,

more often than not, striven to free themselves from the limitations of that Cartesian tradition. By
taking a close look at the work of leading French intellectuals from the domains of anthropology

(Durkheim, Mauss, Levi-Strauss), philosophy (Sartre, Foucauh, Derrida), and letters (the surre-

alists and George Bataille), we will attempt to reevaluate the predominant orientations ofmodem
French thought. Not offered 1995-96.

Wolin, R.

393(F) THE ART OF WAR FROM MACHIAVELLI TO NAPOLEON (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 293. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 293 and 393. Not
offered 1995-96.

Gruber, I.

394(S) WAR IN THE MODERN WORLD (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 294. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 294 and 394. Not
offered 1995-96.

Gruber, I.

395 THE AMERICAN SOUTH (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 295. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 295 and 395.

Boles, J.

397(F) CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL HISTORY OF U.S. I (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 297. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 297 and 397. Not
offered 1995-96.

Hyman,H.

398(S) CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL HISTORY OF U.S. II (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 298. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 298 and 398. Not
offered 1995-96.

. !, Hyman,H.

399(S) AMERICAN CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 299. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 299 and 399.

Hyman, H.
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402(S) HONORS THESIS (3-0-3)

Open to well-qualified students with special permission. Students must take both Hist 402 and 403

,

or both 403 and 404, to gain credit.

Staff

403(F) HONORS THESIS (3-0-3)

Open to well-qualified students with special permission. Students must take both Hist 402 and 403,
or both 403 and 404, to gain credit.

Staff

404(S) HONORS THESIS (3-0-3)

See Hist 402 and 403.

Staff

405(F) ISSUES IN COMPARATIVE HISTORY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A seminar-style exploration of the theory and practice of comparative history. After an initial

period of readings and discussions on methodology, students will select topics to present orally in

class as a prelude to their final paper. Collaborative projects are possible and even encouraged. Not
offered 1995-96.

Smith, R. J.

409(F) HISTORY OF EAST AFRICA (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A survey of East African cultures, societies, economies, and politics from the earliest times to the

present: the peopling and languages of East Africa; migrations and settlement, state formation;

long-distance trade and expansions in scale; imperialisms and colonial conquest; colonial

transformations of Aftican societies; nationalism; and independence. Not offered 1995-96.

Odhiambo, A.

410(S) KENYA IN MODERN HISTORY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will trace the path of the transformation of Kenya from tribal societies to a modem
state. A background survey of the migrations, settlement, and emergence of precolonial societies

will be provided. The underlying cultural unities of the precolonial societies will be sketched, as

will the precapitalist socioeconomic formations. The course will then cover Kenya in the

nineteenth century; the British conquest of Kenya; the colonial state and its contradictions; the

colonial economy; educational and religious changes; social and cultural changes; the traditions

of resistance and collaboration; the invention of tribes; clan, district, and territorial politics; Mau
Mau, decolonization and constitutional changes; the postcolonial state; and Kenyan societies

toward the end of the twentieth cenmry. Not offered 1995-96.

Odhiambo, A.

421(F) TOPICS IN CHINESE HISTORY: DIVINATION IN CHINESE
HISTORY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This seminar will explore the role of divination in the political and social life of China from
neolithic times to modem era, focusing on fortune-telling as a reflection of traditional Chinese
attitudes, values, worldview, and cosmology. Prerequisite: any course in Chinese history or the

permission of the instmctor; enrollment limited to 15. Not offered 1995-96.

Smith, R. J.

423(F) WOMEN IN EARLY MODERN EUROPE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The course develops a critical feminist perspective on the historical issues of the early modem era.

Topics covered include the coming of capitalism, the Reformation, the expansion of literacy, the

demographic transition, and the development of seventeenth-century science. Not offered 1995-

96.

Seed, P.
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424(S) AMERICAN EMANCIPATION IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
(3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A discussion-seminar course examining the comparative history of emancipation in the New
World. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

425(F) COLONIAL/POSTCOLONIAL DISCOURSE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The course will cover one of the most important emerging theoretical issues in the study of Third
World peoples, namely, how Europeans and Americans have created definitions of who these

people are, and how they behave, by virtue of not their systems of knowledge but ours. The
constitution ofcolonized peoples as subjects ofknowledge by their colonizers is known as colonial

discourse; the reactions of the colonized, postcolonial discourse. The first half of the course will

analyze the theories ofcolonial and postcolonial discourse, the second halfwill deal with examples
from Latin America, Africa, and South Asia. Prerequisite: EITHER one Third World history

course (any area) OR a course in literary or anthropological theory.

Seed, P.

426(F) COMPARATIVE SLAVERY AND RACE RELATIONS IN THE
AMERICAS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP n
A comparative analysis of slavery and race relations in the United States, the Caribbean, and Latin

America, chiefly to the late nineteenth century. It addresses issues like the relative harshness or

mildness of the institution of slavery in various systems, opportunities for advancement for the

former slaves, and the resultant nature of race relations.

.... , ,, ... ,. ,., , .,,; ..... Cox, E.

427(S) HISTORY OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT, 1954-1984 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An examination of the modem civil rights movement, focusing on the goals and strategies of the

major spokespersons and leaders as well as the achievements of the campaign. To what extent was
there success? To what extent was there failure? Is there an "unfinished" agenda that needs to be
completed?

Cox, E.

430(S) SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND POLICY IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY
BRITAIN (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will focus on sexual relations and the family as sites of social problems. The discovery

and construction ofproblems, such as prostitution, illegitimacy, child abuse, abortion, and divorce,

will be explored. Discussion and a research paper. Not offered 1995-96.

Wiener, M.

431(F) VICTORIAN MORALITY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The rise and decline ofa set ofattitudes and values abouthuman nature and behavior that flourished

widely in the nineteenth century. Social sources and functions of this morality will be stressed, in

particular its role in structuring class, gender, and generational relations in an age of rapid change.

Britain will be the geographical focus, with glances at the United States and western Europe.

Material examined will include literature and art. Lectures, discussions, and a research paper. Not
offered 1995-96.

Wiener, M.

436(S) WARFARE IN THE ROMAN EMPIRE (31 B.C.-A.D. 476) (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
This course discusses the military practices of the Roman empire and its enemies until the fall of

the empire. Core themes are the military effectiveness of the Roman army and its adaptability to

face regional problems. Other issues examined include leadership, communication, civil wars, and
naval operations. Not offered 1995-96.

St<^
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437(F) LIFE ON THE NILE: EGYPTIAN POLITICS, CULTURE, AND
SOCIETY FROM MEDIEVAL TO MODERN TIMES (3-0-3)

An examination of Egyptian history from the Arab conquest in 64 1 until the twentieth century,

focusing on major themes in Egypt's political, social, and cultural life, on historical continuities

and discontinuities, and on problems of historical interpretation. Lecture/discussion. Not offered

1995-96.

Sanders, P.

438(S) WOMEN AND GENDER IN ISLAMIC SOCIETIES (3-0-3)

This course will examine some features of the legal position and social realities ofmen and women
in the Islamic world. We will discuss the family and sexual ethics, the harem, polygyny, divorce,

and eunuchs (who played an important role in both the military and in certain religious institutions)

in order to understand how the boundaries of gender have traditionally been drawn. Not offered

1995-96.

Sanders, P.

439(F) CHRISTIANITY AND THE WEST: FROM THE BARBARIANS TO
BEOWULF (3 3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course begins with the invasion of the Roman Empire by pagan Barbarians and ends with a

Christian's meditations upon his people's pagan past. In between, we will study the Christianization

of England, France, and Ireland, the relationship between saints and sinners, and the creation of

an expansionist European Christianity. Not offered 1995-96.

Nirenberg, D.

440(F) SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC HISTORY OF EUROPE IN THE
MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
Seminar covering selected problems in the social and economic history of medieval Europe.

Drew, K.

442(S) HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY AND COSMOLOGY (3-0-3)

A lecture and discussion course dealing with topics in the history of astronomy and cosmology
from antiquity to the twentieth century. Not offered 1995-96.

Van Helden, A.

445(F) RELIGIOUS RADICALISM AND ITS PERSECUTION IN THE AGE
OF THE REFORMATION (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This seminar examines instances of religious radicalism and its persecution in order to explore the

relationship between religious and political authority in Europe from 1400 to 1 700. Topics of study
include Christian treatment of the Jews, the Anabaptist Movement, Quakerism, the Inquisition, the

German Peasants' War, and the "witch craze." Enrollment is limited. Not offered 1995-96.

Quillen, C.

446(S) POWER AND POWERLESSNESS IN JEWISH HISTORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Flouting the image of Jews as all-powerful manipulators of international finances, media, and
politics is the perception of Jews as politically powerless fi^om the fall of Jerusalem in 70 c.e. to

the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948. This course will explore myths of Jewish absolute

power and Jewish powerlessness, their uses by Jews and Christians alike, and their correspondence
to Jewish collective behavior through the ages. Jewish responses—political, social, and theologi-

cal—to historical crises from the Destruction of the First Temple through the Holocaust will be
examined through primary source readings. Cross-listed with Reli 446. Not offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.
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447(F) JEWISH PHILOSOPHY AND MYSTICISM (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

In their quest for a life of greater spiritual intensity, Jews throughout the ages have sought means
of enhancing and supplementing ritual observance. Course explores pietistic attitudes and
practices, meditational techniques, theosophical speculation and strategies for effecting redemp-
tion, both personal and collective. Readings in translation include selections from ethical wills,

manuals for self-improvement, philosophical and mystical treatises composed from the rabbinic

period through modem times. Not offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.

448(S) PERCEPTION OF THE JEWS: TACITUS TO MARX (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP n
Exploration of social and cultural developments in west European life and thought resulting from
the dominant society's interaction with Jews and Judaism. Readings include selections from the

Pauline Epistles, Eusebius, Pico della Mirandola, Reuchlin, Luther, Spinoza, Rabelais,

Grimmelshausen, Voltaire, Hegel, Herder, Marx, and Freud. Frequent short papers and student

presentations. Not offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.

450(S) CHINESE CULTURE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Hist 250. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 250 and 450.

Smith, R. J.

451(S) PHILOSOPHIES AND THEOLOGIES OF HISTORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Modem thought on the meaning and ultimate direction ofhistory, roots in eschatology, Augustine,

flowering in progress, and historicism—e.g., Vico, Lessing, Hegel, Ranke, Burckhardt, Nietzsche,

Hamack, Troeltsch, Meinecke, Spengler, Heidegger, Butterfield, Dawson, Schweitzer, Jaspers,

and Toynbee.

Stroup, J.

452(F) ART, POLITICS, AND SOCIETY IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY
FRANCE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
This seminar will cover such topics as realism, impressionism, and "official" and institutional

culture. Cross-listed with Fren 452.

Sherman, D.

453(F) HISTORY AS TEXT IN MODERN FRANCE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Major nineteenth- and twentieth-century historical texts examined both as narratives about the

French past and as discourses embodying particular attitudes toward contemporary society and
politics. Topics include the emergence of a "scientific" history of the Revolution (Michelet,

Tocqueville, Taine) and its relation to the historical novel, the Annales school and the question of
French identity (Bloch, Braudel), and the politics of theory in recent French history (Foucault,

Chartier). Taught in English; readings in French or English according to students' abilities. Cross-

listed with Fren 453. Offered with additional work as Hist 553. Not offered 1995-96.

Sherman, D.

455(F) THE STATE, LAW, AND TERROR: TWENTIETH CENTURY
RUSSIAN AND GERMAN LEGAL HISTORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
This seminarexamines the development ofdespotic legal systems in Russia and Germany. We will

examine the ambiguous inheritance of nineteenth-century liberalism, the attempt at a revolution-

ary revision of legal theory and practice under Bolshevism and Nazism, and the deadly effects of
these retooled notions of law. Readings will include secondary sources as well as primary sources,

including transcripts of court proceedings. Not offered 1995-96.

Caldwell, P.
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456(F) POLITICS AND CULTURE IN INTERWAR EUROPE,
1920-1940 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This seminar will explore several different aspects of the cultural and political crisis in Europe
between the wars: the political challenge of fascism and communism; new developments in the

world of art and literature (Expressionism, Surrealism); and the development of a new mass
culture, especially in Nazi Germany, Stalinist Russia, and Republican France. Readings include

selections from the major thinkers of the time and recent secondary literature. Not offered 1995-

96.

Caldwell, P. C.

459(F) TOPICS IN MODERN GERMAN HISTORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
This seminar will focus on selected topics in the history of Germany. Topics change from year to

year. Not offered 1995-96.

Caldwell, P.

460(S) ADVANCED SEMINAR IN ANCIENT HISTORY (3-0-3)

Limited enrollment. Prerequisites: Hist 307, 308, or 309 or permission of the instructor. Not
offered 1995-96.

Maas, M.

462(F) VICTORIAN MARRIAGE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This seminar will look at the institution and experience ofmarriage in nineteenth-century England
from a variety of disciplinary perspectives. Using sources ranging from novels to political debates

to conduct and medical manuals, we will explore the literary, psychological, and political power
of matrimonial ideology and how it affected the self-understanding of Victorian men and women.
Not offered 1995-96.

Michie, H., Wiener, M.

463(8) CRIME AND PUNISHMENT IN BRITISH HISTORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will cover the past 400 years, examining how the British developed one of the world's

most orderly and peaceable societies, the price paid for that achievement, and how it gave way to

the present "law and order crisis" not all that dissimilar from America's. We will compare British

criminal justice history with both the continent of Europe and with the United States. Substantial

amount of writing and discussion. No prerequisite. Not offered 1995-96.

Wiener, M.

464 FOREIGN POLICY OF NIXON AND KISSINGER (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will be a seminar in which students will write three short research papers on foreign

policy crises since 1945.

Matusow, A.

465(F) COLONIAL AMERICA TO 1754 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The growth of society, thought, and politics in the English colonies of North America. Lectures,

discussions, and papers.

Gruber, I.

466(S) THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, 1754-1789 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP D
The origins and implications of the American Revolution, emphasizing constitutional, social, and
political developments.

Gruber, I.
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469(S) U.S.-LATIN AMERICAN RELATIONS (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Enriched version of Hist 269. Students may not receive credit for both Hist 269 and 469.

Seed, P.

470(S) EUROPEAN FAMILY HISTORY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This is an introductory course to family history as a discipline and to the history of the modem
European family. Topics will include some of the following: kinship and its patterns, reproduction
and sexuality, the family life course, interaction of the family and other social institutions, social

discussion of major writings on these topics, based mostly on the West European experience. Not
offered 1995-96.

Stajf

471(S) SOCIETY, CULTURE, AND THE BODY IN MODERN
FRANCE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Taught in English. Cross-listed as Fren 471. For description see Hist 571. Not offered 1995-96.

Sherman, D., Harter, D.

474(F) TOPICS IN EUROPEAN SOCIAL HISTORY, 1500-1950 (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An exploration of the dramatic changes in the lives of ordinary (and not so ordinary) Europeans
from the early modem period, through the upheaveals of industrialization, to our own turbulent

century. Among the areas of society in which change will be examined: women's lives, the family,

sexuality, popular culture, childhood, schooling, and work. Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

475(S) RADICAL THOUGHT (3 0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A survey of the theories of some of the most important thinkers in the Marxist and Neo-Marxist
tradition. Although we begin with an introductory treatment of Marx, we will focus primarily on
the Hegelian Marxism of Georg Lukacs and the "critical theory" of the Frankfurt School: Max
Horkheimer, TheodorAdomo, Walter Benjamin, and Herbert Marcuse. Among the themes we will

be emphasizing will be the critique of "instmmental reason," the Neo-Marxist theory of culture,

and the attempt at a Freud-Marx synthesis. Not offered 1995-96.

Wolin, R.

476(S) TRADITION, IDENTITY, AND HISTORICAL WRITING (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Individuals and societies define themselves partly by establishing a relationship with the past. How
does this happen? And what role do historical writing and interpretation play in this process? This

course explores the intersection of cultural tradition, collective identity, and historical writing in

the modem West. Topics include the uses made of the classical past in movements from
Renaissance humanism to contemporary Afrocentrism; the development of nationalist traditions;

and the creation of European identities through juxtapositions with other cultures. Enrollment
limited. Cross-listed with Fren 476. Not offered 1995-96.

Quillen, C, Sherman, D.

480(S) PRISONS IN AMERICAN CULTURE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A historical investigation of the changing cultural significance of imprisonment, from the early

Quaker reforms to the uprisings of the contemporary period. The emphasis is not on criminology
or ethics but on what prisons have meant, how and why they have been viewed or kept from sight,

in American literary expression, politics, and society. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff
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481(F) SOUTHERN VIOLENCE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The American South has been portrayed as a pecuHarly violent region, home of eye-gougers and
lynch law. How legitimate is this image? What are the roles of violence in southern society? This

course will examine the origins and legacies of southern violence, paying particular attention to

the connections between different types of violence—e.g., domestic violence and racial vio-

lence—from the eighteenth century to the present. Not offered 1995-96.

Dailey, J.

482(S) WOMEN IN THE AMERICAN SOUTH (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
Southern women were divided along lines of class, region, and, above all, race. Yet the lives of
black and white women in the South were intimately intertwined, both before and after emanci-
pation. How did slavery and its legacies affect relationships among women and between women
and men? What forces and issues brought southern women together, and what held them apart?

How did race affect the construction of gender? We will look at women's lives in the South from
the mature slave system of the 1830s through the civil rights movement of the 1960s.

Dailey, J.

483 THE POSTWAR SOUTH, 1865-1965 (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will examine the Reconstruction South, biracial democracy. Populism, violence, race

relations, and class relations.

Dailey, J.

489 SEX AND GROUP IDENTITY, FROM BIBLICAL TIMES TO THE
MODERN UNITED STATES (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
This seminar will focus on the problem of miscegenation (sexual intercourse between members
of different reUgious, racial, or ethnic groups) in a variety of different historical contexts. The
approach will be comparative, with case studies drawn from Biblical Judaism, early Christianity,

medieval and early modem Spain, Latin America, modem Germany, and the United States.

Extensive reading in primary and secondary historical texts, as well as in the anthropology of

marriage. Enrollment limited. (For graduate credit see Hist 589.)

Nirenberg, D.

491 NIETZSCHE AND HEIDEGGER (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A course in European intellectual history that treats in depth the philosophical, political, and
cultural implications of Nietzsche's and Heidegger's doctrines.

Wolin, R.

492(F) MICHEL FOUCAULT (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A seminar devoted to a critical reading of Foucault's work from Madness and Civilization to The
History of Sexuality. Not offered 1995-96.

Wolin, R.

494(S) PROBLEMS IN NINETEENTH- AND TWENTIETH-CENTURY
EUROPEAN HISTORY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A discussion and proseminar on various problems of nineteenth- and twentieth-century European
history. Different topics are covered in different years. Enrollment limited to 15. Not offered 1995-
96.

Stokes, G.

501(F) MASTER'S HISTORICAL RESEARCH (Variable)

Master's thesis. Students must take both Hist 501 and 502 in order to gain credit.

Staff
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502(S) MASTER'S HISTORICAL RESEARCH (Variable)

See Hist 501.

503(F) GRADUATE TOPICS (Variable)

504(S) GRADUATE TOPICS (Variable)

511(F) DIRECTED READINGS IN AMERICAN HISTORY I (4-0 4)
For graduate students only.

512(S) DIRECTED READINGS IN AMERICAN HISTORY I (4 0-4)

For graduate students only.
, ,,,_ ,, , . .

,

513(F) DIRECTED READINGS IN AMERICAN HISTORY II (4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

514(S) DIRECTED READINGS IN AMERICAN HISTORY II (4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

Stajf

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

517(F) DIRECTED READINGS IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

....::.. .- ' Staff

518(S) DIRECTED READINGS IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

Staff

521(F) DIRECTED READINGS IN MEDIEVAL HISTORY (4 4)

For graduate students only. . .

522(S) DIRECTED READINGS IN MEDIEVAL HISTORY (4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

524(S) COLONIAL/POSTCOLONIAL DISCOURSE (4-0-4)

An enriched version of Hist 425 for graduate students only.

Staff

Staff

Seed, P.

525(F) DIRECTED READINGS IN AFRICAN HISTORY (4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

Odhiambo, A.

526(S) DIRECTED READINGS IN AFRICAN HISTORY (4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

Odhiambo, A.

527(F) DIRECTED READINGS IN NONWESTERN HISTORY (4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

Staff
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528(S) DIRECTED READINGS IN NONWESTERN HISTORY (4 4)

For graduate students only.

Stajf

529(F) DIRECTED READINGS IN MODERN EUROPEAN
HISTORY I (4 0-4)

For graduate students only.

Staff

530(S) DIRECTED READINGS IN MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY I

(4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

Staff

531(F) DIRECTED READINGS IN MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY II

For graduate students only. »• ..,. .. .
.

Staff

532(S) DIRECTED READINGS IN MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY II

(4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

Staff

533(F) GRADUATE COLLOQUIUM IN EUROPEAN HISTORY (4-0-4)

For graduate students only. ,,
•: ," .»

Wolin, R.

535(F) GRADUATE COLLOQUIUM IN AMERICAN HISTORY (4-0-4)

For graduate students only. Not offered 1995-96.

Boles, J.

540(F) REVISIONISM IN AFRICAN HISTORY (4-0-4)

The course is concerned with the impact of theoretical constructs and debates on African

historiography. It takes note of the intellectual debates that have been organized around modern-
ization, underdevelopment, dependency, world systems, and the Marxist/Neo-Marxist theories.

These postulations, originally derived from historical studies in Europe, Asia, and Latin America,

have simultaneously opened up African history to a wider comparative discourse while at the same
time imposing hegemony on the nature of that discourse. This course is concerned in part with the

histories ofthese theories. In the second part it will discuss the histories ofcertain specific concepts,

including feudalism. Oriental despotism, modes of production, capitalism, social classes, nation-

alism, race, ethnicity, peasantries, class consciousness, the state—in their home contexts—and the

ways they have been applied to the study of African history. Third, the course will discuss in what
ways these theories and concepts have influenced the evolution of specific historiographies in

Africa: "Africanist," "nationalist," and "radical." Not offered 1995-96.

Odhiambo,A.

543(S) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN NATIONALISM (4 4)

A seminar for graduate students interested in exploring the ramifications ofnationalism. Extensive

reading and/or research paper.

Stokes, G.

550(S) MAIN ISSUES IN CARIBBEAN HISTORY (4 0-4)

This course will focus on some of the major local and international forces and ideas that have

shaped the course of the history of the Caribbean. Not offered 1995-96.

Cox, E.
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552(S) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN HISTORICAL INTERPRETA-
TION (4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

553(F) HISTORY AS TEXT IN MODERN FRANCE (4-0-4)

Graduate seminar. Cross-listed with Fren 553. Not offered 1995-96.

Haskell, T.

Sherman, D.

565(F) GRADUATE READINGS SEMINAR IN EARLY AMERICA, 1607-

1800 (4-0-4)

For graduate students only. Readings and discussions of major works on the English colonies of
North America as well as readings on topics of particular interest to individual students.

Gruber, I.

570(S) TOPICS IN FRENCH CULTURAL HISTORY (4-0-4)

Topic for 1995-96: History and memory. This seminar will explore both recent and "classic"

theoretical and historical work on collective memory and its relation to national and local

identities, historical knowledge, and the politics of commemoration. After five to six weeks of
group reading and discussion, the seminar will divide into tutorial groups for the purpose of
preparing research papers. Although the reading (available in French and in translation) will be
largely concerned with French cases, students wishing to work on other countries are welcome.
Cross-listed with Fren 570.

Sherman, D.

571(S) SOCIETY, CULTURE, AND THE BODY IN MODERN
FRANCE (4-0-4)

This seminar will consider the body as a central text, metaphor, and contested site in French culture

and society since the eighteenth century. Readings, taken from a variety of literary genres as well

as from history, art history, and theory, will cover such topics as sexuality and sexual difference,

science, discipline and regulation, domination and submission, and the construction of the body
in such fields as pornography, lyric poetry, political imagery, and painting. Taught in English.

Cross-listed as Fren 571. Not offered 1995-96.

Sherman, D., Harter, D.

581(F) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN MEDIEVAL HISTORY (4-0-4)

For graduate students only.

Drew, K.

582 ISSUES IN MODERN BRITISH HISTORY (4-0-4)

Open to all graduate students. Required of those who intend to do a field in British History. Not
offered 1995-96.

Wiener, M.

583(F) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN SOUTHERN HISTORY (4-0-4)

Religion and slavery in the Old South. Not offered 1995-96.

584(S) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN SOUTHERN HISTORY (4-0-4)

Religion and slavery in the Old South. Not offered 1995-96.

Boles, J.

Boles, J.

585(F) U.S. CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL HISTORY (4-0-4)

Significant constitutional and legal questions stressing civil liberties, criminal law, civil-military

relations, race relations, and urban problems.
.:. . .., Hyman, H.
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586(S) U.S. CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL HISTORY (4-0-4)

Significant constitutional and legal questions stressing civil liberties, criminal law, civil-military

relations, race relations, and urban problems.

Hyman, H.

589(S) SEX AND GROUP IDENTITY, FROM BIBLICAL TIMES TO THE
MODERN UNITED STATES (4-0-4) n

An enriched version of Hist 489 for graduate students only.

Nirenberg, D.

591 GRADUATE READING (10-1)
Graduate reading in conjunction with another course.

Stajf

592 GRADUATE READING (1-0-1)

See Hist 591.

Stajf

593 GRADUATE READING (10-1)
See Hist 591.

Stajf

595(F) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN THE AMERICAN SOUTH (4-0-4)

A seminar focusing on the major scholarly literature of southern history. Readings and discussions,

with the major paper on a historiographical topic decided in consultation with the instructor.

Boles, J.

800(F) PH.D. RESEARCH (Variable)

Doctoral dissertation.

Staff

800(S) PH.D. RESEARCH (Variable)

Doctoral dissertation. '\?> .'i''..- :'Jii?>5

.. Staff
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Human Performance and Health Sciences

The School of Humanities
•117 fU«.l' D.,'- .y.HfMHA'J

Associate Professor Disch, Cfcair

Professors Bearden, lammarino, Lee, Poindexter, and Spence

Adjunct Professors Bryan, Butler, Fred, Risser, Skaggs, and Weinberg

Associate Professor Etnyre

Assistant Professors Spencer and Wilde

Instructor Phenix

Lecturers Bordelon, Eggert, Lidvall, Lindiey, Pyung-Soo, Vandenberg, and Yost

Degrees Offered: B.A. with major in Human Performance and Health Sciences

A minimum of 120 semester hours is required for the Bachelor of Arts degree with

a major in Human Performance and Health Sciences. In addition to the university

distribution requirements, students majoring in Human Performance and Health Sci-

ences must complete 40 to 46 hours of course work in one of five concentrations

(exercise science, sports medicine, sports management, health sciences, and teaching/

coaching). All students must complete six hours ofcore courses (Hper 161 and 120). The
remaining course work is selected from the concentration requirements for each track.

Both physical education and health education are offered as fields for teacher

certification. Students wishing to qualify for teacher certification by the Texas Educa-

tion Agency must complete 12 semester hours of English, six semester hours of

American history, six semester hours of federal and state government, 1 8 semester hours

of education, 24 semester hours in another teaching field, and 24 semester hours of

health education courses or physical education courses, according to which is selected

for the teaching field. Requirements are subject to change based on Texas Education

Agency regulations.

Human Performance Courses (Hper)

101(F/S) BASIC INSTRUCTION IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY (0-2-0)

Skill development, knowledge of rules and strategy, concepts of conditioning, and participation

in physical activity. Required for baccalaureate degree. Normally, it is expected that the

requirement for Hper 101-102 be completed during the freshman year. Prerequisite: Health Data
Form must be submitted to the Health Service prior to class registration.

Spencer, A.

102(F/S) INTERMEDIATE INSTRUCTION IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
(0-2-1)

Skill development, knowledge of rules and strategy, concepts of conditioning, and participation

in physical activity. Required for baccalaureate degree.

Spencer, A.

103(F/S) INTERMEDIATE INSTRUCTION IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY (0-2-1)

Intermediate instruction in physical activity. Open to all students on a space-available basis, with

priority to Hper majors. Additional work required. Prerequisites: Hper 101 and 102.

Spencer, A.
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104(F/S) INTERMEDIATE INSTRUCTION IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY (0-2-1)

Interniediate instruction in physical activity. Open to all students on a space-available basis, with

priority to Hper majors. Additional work required. Prerequisites: Hper 101 and 102.

Spencer, A.

105(F/S) INTERMEDIATE INSTRUCTION IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY (0-2-1)

hitermediate instruction in physical activity. Open to all students on a space-available basis, with

priority to Hper majors. Additional work required. Prerequisites: Hper 101 and 102.

Spencer, A.

106(F/S) INTERMEDIATE INSTRUCTION IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY (0-2-1)

Intermediate instruction in physical activity. Open to all students on a space-available basis, with

priority to Hper majors. Additional work required. Prerequisites: Hper 101 and 102.

Spencer, A.

120(S) SCIENTIFIC FOUNDATIONS (3-0-3)

An introduction to the scientific areas ofhuman movement: anatomy and physiology, physiology
of exercise, motor learning, and kinesiology.

Stajf

161(F) FOUNDATIONS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE (3-0-3)

Interactions ofhistory , philosophy, economics, politics, education, and contemporary social issues

in the evolution of sport. For first- and second-year students. Formerly Hper 105.

Poindexter, H.

204(S) PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS (3-0-3)

Investigation of the theoretical and empirical psychological foundations of sport and physical

activity.

Poindexter, H.

205(F) SPORT IN AMERICAN SOCIETY (3-0-3)

A study of the development of contemporary sport and its interrelationships with existing social

institutions.

Lee, E.

250(S) ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY (3-0-3)

Introduction to human anatomy and physiology, with emphasis on gross structure and basic

concepts of function.

Spence, D.

260(F) INTRODUCTION TO SPORT MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)

Management theory and practice related to the administration of sports organizations.

Wilde, J.

302(S) KINESIOLOGY (3-0-3)

Anatomical and mechanical bases ofhuman movement with emphasis on the analysis of sport and
exercise skills. Prerequisites: Hper 120, 250, or permission of instructor.

Staff

304(S) FIRST AID/EMERGENCY CARE/CPR (1-1-1)

The American Red Cross certification program for emergency care procedures for illness,

traumatic injuries, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Enrollment limited to 25. Also offered as

Heal 304.

Vandenberg, K.
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305(F) EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN (3-0-3)

Studies of the exceptional child in relation to the educational process.
-' 'j;.i^ y.<,i ..-.•'5 ,,/ "i^';;;i-v: :• --.i}.- -' m; ;• Bearden, F

.

308(S) PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3-0-3)

Teaching methodology, program development, and implementation of teaching techniques and
class management. For junior and senior students.

Spencer, A.

311(F) MOTOR LEARNING (3-0-3)

Physiological, neurological, and psychological factors affecting voluntary skill acquisition and
development.

- ' ' , - Mc i. Etnyre, B., Poindexter, H.

314(F) METHODS PRACTICUM (0 3-1)

Practicum in the application of teaching methods in physical education activities. Prerequisite:

concurrent or previous enrollment in Hper 308.

Spencer, A.

315(S) METHODS PRACTICUM (0-3-1)

Practicum in the application of teaching methods in physical education activities. Prerequisite:

concurrent or previous enrollment in Hper 308.
• ' ' • Spencer, A.

319(F) MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION (3-0-3)

Introduction to basic statistics, test construction and evaluation, and elementary measurement
theory in Human Performance and Health Sciences. •

Disch, J.

321(F) PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE (3-0 3)

Physiologic response of the circulatory, respiratory, and muscular systems to exercise stress.

Prerequisite: Hper 120 or permission of instructor.

Stajf

323(F) PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE LABORATORY (0 3-1)

Measuring physiologic response to exercise stress. Prerequisite: concurrent enrollment in Hper
321.

Stajf

325(F) MOTOR LEARNING LABORATORY (0-3-1)

Measuring the physiological, neurological, and psychological factors affecting voluntary skill

acquisition and development. Prerequisite: concurrent enrollment in Hper 31 1.

Etnyre, B.

326(F) TRAINING ROOM PROCEDURES LABORATORY (0-3-1)

Field application in prevention, management, and rehabilitation of athletic injuries. Limited

enrollment: 24. For junior and senior students. , ..

Eggert,A.

337(F) BASIC MOVEMENT—DANCE (0-3-1)

An introduction to modem dance techniques and improvisation.

338(S) DANCE TECHNIQUE AND IMPROVISATION (0-3-1)

Modem dance techniques and improvisations.

Phenix, L.

Phenix, L.
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362(S) SPORT MARKETING AND PROMOTION (3-0-3)

An examination of marketing and promotion strategies in sport. For junior and senior students

only.

Lee, E.

364(S) SPORT AND THE LAW (3-0-3)

Study of general legal principles and their particular application within the sports industry. For
junior and senior students.

Wilde, J.

yiS SPORTS MEDICINE INTERNSHIP (Variable)

Internship experience for senior students in sports medicine track. Prerequisite: permission of

instructor.

Spence, D.

376 SPORT MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP (Variable)

Internship experience for senior students in sports management track. Prerequisite: permission of

instructor.

Wilde, J.

377 EXERCISE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP (Variable)

Internship experience for upper-level students in exercise science track. Prerequisite: Permission

of instructor.

Staff

378 COACHING INTERNSHIP (Variable)

Internship experience for senior students in teaching/coaching track. Prerequisite: permission of

instructor prior to the semester in which the internship will be taken.

Disch, J.

412(F) MOTOR CONTROL (3-0-3)

Exploration of neurophysiological, behavioral, and biomechanical aspects of motor control.

Etnyre, B.

421 CONCEPTS OF PHYSICAL FITNESS AND WELLNESS (3-0-3)

A study of the theoretical concepts regulating wellness, health-related physical fitness, and
performance-related physical fitness. Prerequisite: Hper 120.

Staff

422 CLINICAL EXERCISE TESTING AND PRESCRIPTION (3-0-3)

Instruction in clinical exercise testing and prescription, with particular focus on pathophysiology

ofdisease, administration and organization of a clinical exercise laboratory, research in the clinical

setting, and exercise prescription development. Prerequisite: Hper 321.

Staff

431(S) TEACHING/COACHING OF BASKETBALL (2-0-2)

Study of teaching/coaching methods and strategies for developing high-level sport performance.

Disch, J.

432(S) TEACHING/COACHING OF BASEBALL (2-0-2)

Study of teaching/coaching methods and strategies for developing high-level sport performance.

Disch, J.

433(F) TEACHING/COACHING OF FOOTBALL (2-0-2)

Study of teaching/coaching methods and strategies for developing high-level sport performance.

Etnyre, B.

434(S) TEACHING/COACHING—TRACK AND FIELD (2-0-2)

Study of teaching/coaching methods and strategies for developing high-level sport performance.

Spence, D.
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435 TEACHING/COACHING OF SOCCER (2-0-2)

Study of teaching/coaching methods and strategies for developing high-level sport performance.

Disch, J.

436(F) TEACHING/COACHING OF VOLLEYBALL (2-0-2)

Study of teaching/coaching methods and strategies for developing high-level sport performance.

Disch, J.

440 RESEARCH METHODS (30 3)

A study ofresearch methodology. Topics include the scientific approach to research, measurement
foundations, and designs and types of research. Prerequisite: Hper 319.

Disch, J.

466 SPORT LABOR RELATIONS (3-0-3)

Study of antitrust and labor law principles and their particular application within the sports

industry. Prerequisite: Hper 364.

..'•:td:-<.^:'' .:}^'i ': ;^:i^r1r, - _:' yi\ .i-. ;;?.,,,:;)•,•;;:.;;.(;: tm Wilde, J.

490(S) SEMINAR IN SPORTS MEDICINE (3-0-3)

Case study approach is used to present sports-related injuries, management, and rehabilitation.

Prerequisite: Hper 341.

495(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

For junior and senior students only.

496(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

For junior and senior students only.

498(F/S) SPECIAL TOPICS (Variable)

I

Spence, D.

Lee, E.

Lee, E.

Poindexter, H.

Health Courses (Heal)

103(F) NUTRITION (3-0-3)

Concepts underlying the science of nutrition: food composition, calories and needs for energy,

special nutrients, and nutritional deficiencies.

Stajf

119(F) CONCEPTS IN HEALTH SCIENCE (3-0-3)

Designed to acquaint prospective health educators with the structure and function of health in our

society.

.
Yost, J.

201(F) INTRODUCTION-ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS (3-3-4)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

The chemical, physical, and biological components of the environment as natural resources and

the effect of pollution on their maintenance and utilization. Also offered as Envi 201.

Ward, C.

208(S) CHEMICAL ALTERATIONS OF BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)

Investigates the use, abuse, and misuse of alcohol, tobacco, and psychoactive drugs.

Yost, J.
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212 CONSUMER HEALTH (3-0-3)

Provides factual information and guidelines to enable consumers to act intelligently in selecting

health products and services with emphasis on the economic aspects of health.

lammarino, N.

304(S) FIRST AID/EMERGENCY CARE/CPR (111)
American Red Cross certification program for emergency care procedures for illness, traumatic

injuries, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Enrollment limited to 25. Cross-listed as Hper 304.

Vandenberg, K.

350 UNDERSTANDING CANCER (3 3)

Examination of cancer from a biological, psychological, and sociological perspective with

emphasis on cancer epidemiology, prevention, and early detection.

lammarino, N.

379 HEALTH SCIENCES INTERNSHIP (Variable)

Internship experience for upper-level students in health sciences track. Prerequisite: permission

of instructor.

lammarino, N.

407(F) EPIDEMIOLOGY (3-0-3)

Study ofcommunicable, noncommunicable, and behavioral diseases with emphasis on the disease

process and basic epidemiologic methods.

lammarino, N.

410(S) PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN HEALTH EDUCATION (3-0-3)

Content and methods in teaching health education; program materials and curriculum construction

in secondary school health education programs. Required for Teaching Certification in Health.

lammarino, N.

495(F) INDEPENDENT STUDIES (Variable)

496(S) INDEPENDENT STUDIES (Variable)

498(F) TOPICS IN HEALTH EDUCATION (Variable)

lammarino, N.

lammarino, N.

lammarino, N.
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Humanities

The School of Humanities

Humanities Foundation Courses. These courses are designed to provide a wide-

ranging, critical, and integrated introduction to the humanities. In small group discus-

sions, occasional lectures, and their own essays, students will encounter enduring issues

in Western civilization. For students planning a humanities major. Humanities 101-102

will provide an excellent foundation for advanced study; for other students these courses

offer valuable contributions to general education. For this reason they are required of all

science-engineering, architecture, and music majors.

101(F) INTRODUCTION TO HUMANITIES: CONSTRUCTING WESTERN
TRADITIONS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A study ofrepresentative works in the Western tradition in literature, philosophy, and history, from
Homer to Chaucer. Discussion sections.

A FOUNDATION COURSE.
.jmr:r.' .^u -.,-//:.:.:;<,. ; .'....

I- '-r-. ..:.',ry.. Staff

102(S) INTRODUCTION TO HUMANITIES: CONSTRUCTING WESTERN
TRADITIONS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continued study, in discussion and occasional lectures, of representative works in the Western

tradition, from Michelangelo to Martin Luther King.

A FOUNDATION COURSE.
Staff

103(F) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CIVILIZATION: THE HIGH
MIDDLE AGES (1000-1492) (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The Middle Ages witnessed the rise and spread of Christianity, Islam, and Rabbinic Judaism as

well as the formation of the modem European languages and of a political geography that persists

to the present day. They were a period of great artistic, philosophical, literary, and technological

innovation. In this interdisciplinary introduction to the period, we will study topics, such as the

Crusades, economic growth and religious change, cathedral building, chivalry, die Black Death,

and European expansion. We will use pictorial and architectural sources as well as literary and

historical ones. (This course is chronologically a continuation of Hist 202/Hart 202, but that is not

a prerequisite.)

Neagley, L., Nirenberg, D.

104(S) SELF IN TEXT AND IMAGE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

This course will explore representations of the self in Western culture from late antiquity to the

present. We will examine film, autobiography, the novel, and visual portraits as well as the

relationships among these genres. Works to be studied may include Christopher Columbus's
letters, Rousseau's Confessions, John Singleton Copley's portraits, Jane Austen's Emma, and
Freud's Dora.

Dillon, D., Minter, D., Quillen, C, Sherman, D.

105(F) MYTH, HISTORY, AND THE PROBLEM OF THE PAST (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Myth and history are two ways of interpreting the past which today evoke quite different responses:

we believe history while we enjoy myth. Exploring materijil from Classical Antiquity and
contemporary America, we will use written texts and visual arts, including cinema, to compare
their interpretive strategies.

Mass, M., Mackie, H.
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111(F) INTRODUCTION TO ASIAN CIVILIZATIONS (3-0 3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Introduction to the great cultural traditions of Asia, past and present, with emphasis on evolving

religious and philosophical traditions, artistic and literary achievements, and patterns of political,

social, and economic change. Also offered as Asia 21 1, Hist 206, Reli 211.

Klein, A., Smith, R., Wilson, R.

Joint Venture (Business and the Humanities). The Rice Joint Venture Program,

sponsored by the Career Services Center, is designed to provide liberal arts majors the

opportunity to explore their interests in a possible business career. Students accepted for

the program will register for Huma 301 , which will be offered in the fall and spring. The
course is an introduction to business with emphasis on basic business concepts. As apart

of the curriculum, each student will also do an internship with a Houston-area business

organization during the semester. Students will acquire an understanding ofthe business

community while gaining valuable experience and contacts in the business world.

301 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS (3 3)

Prerequisite: prior acceptance to Joint Venture internship program or permission of instructor.

Preference given to humanities majors.

Sanborn, R., Motherly, C.

Major in Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations

See page 166 for full description.

Major in Asian Studies

See page 2 1 7 for full description. -.
tv,-, i—i

. .,

Major in Medieval Studies /'i :"
.
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See page 440 for full description. ':..•:'

Major in The Study of Women and Gender
See page 532 for full description.

Other Humanities Listings

201 PUBLIC SPEAKING (3-0-3)
,(

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Prerequisite: jjermission of instructor.

Huston, D., West, D.

206 LIBRARY RESEARCH SOURCES AND STRATEGIES
Students will make use of print and computerized library resources to locate and evaluate

information on topics of their choice. This class is especially useful when taken the same semester

as a course in which a research project is required.

Staff

230(S) RETHINKING THE WESTERN TRADITION (3-0-3)

This course seeks to provide a critical introduction to the major themes of modem European
intellectual history from the eighteenth century to the historical present. We will concentrate on
major intellectual movements, such as the Enlightenment and romanticism, examining the way in

which these currents influenced developments in philosophy, literature, the arts, and political

theory. Significant attention will also be paid to the ways in which these movements emerge from
and respond to the historical circumstances of the day. The course will begin by reviewing
Nietzsche's provocative assessment of "European nihilism" in order to pose the question: can the

Western tradition truly withstand such a withering critique? Also offered as Hist 230. Not offered

1995-96.

Wolin, R.
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270(S) INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN'S STUDIES (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

An introductory survey of issues in the study of women, including women's social, political, and
legal status in the United States and around the world; feminist perspectives on sexuality, gender,
family, and reproduction; and the implications of these persjjectives for social and critical theory.

Quilien, C.

305(F) ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING (3-0-3)

Designed for students with at least two prior years of instruction or public speaking experience.
Will address the ancient origins of speech theory and will require students to apply contemporary
speech theory in the presentation of four in-class speeches. Permission of instructor. Not offered
1995-96.

Staff

307(S) ORAL INTERPRETATION/LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Comprehensive study of oral interpretation theory and techniques applied to performance of
dramatic, poetry, and prose literature. Not offered 1995-96.

: ' . '. Staff

308(F/S) BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL SPEAKING (3-0-3)

Practical application ofcommunication theory with emphasis on oral presentations, interviewing,

and small group dynamics.

West, D.

317(F) CONSULTING WITH STUDENT WRITERS (1-0-1)

Excellent student writers prepare for working with other student writers by studying writing

processes, writing problems, texts, and exercises and by role-playing. Lasts eight weeks. Not
offered 1995-96.

DriskilUL.

318(S) CONSULTING WITH STUDENT WRITERS (1-0-1)

See Huma317. _, ._ ,

Driskill, L.

320(F) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CULTURE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

An interdisciplinary course providing insights into the literature, art, philosophy, history, music,
science, and cuisine of the Middle Ages, with guest lectures by specialists in various fields, slide

lectures, and full-length films. Along the way we will also examine medieval Judaism, varying
perspectives of chivalry and feudalism, forgery, the rights of the poor, and the role of medieval
women. Not offered 1995-96.

Chance, J.

330(S) INTRODUCTION TO TRADITIONAL CHINESE POETRY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A critical survey of traditional Chinese poetry and poetics focusing on important literary texts and
some theoretical essays. Topics will include "words and meanings," the formation and transfor-

mation of poetic genres, the rhetorical function of figurative language, allegory, poetic allusions

and intertextuality, poems by women (and poems in women's voices), etc. All readings are in

English translation. No previous knowledge of Chinese literature or the Chinese language is

required. Cross-listed as Chin 330.

Qian, N.
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332(F) CHINESE FILMS AND MODERN CHINESE LITERATURE (3-0-3)

*DISTRffiUTION COURSE: GROUP I

This course is designed to approach modem Chinese hterature through visual images (Chinese

fikns, subtitled in Enghsh). All films shown for this course will be adaptations from modem
Chinese fiction; therefore, our analysis of the films will be connected to the original texts. The
discussion will be conducted on the basis of literary history and narrative stmcture, with explicit

attention given to narratology and movie theory. Films will be shown outside ofclass; in-class time

will be devoted to lectures and discussions on the films. All readings are in English translation. No
previous knowledge ofChinese literature or the Chinese language is required. Cross-listed as Chin
332.

Qian, N.

334(F) INTRODUCTION TO TRADITIONAL CHINESE NARRATIVE (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

This course will introduce the basic features of traditional Chinese narrative, including historical

records, biographies, novels, and short stories. Our attention will focus primarily upon narrative

stmcture and characterization. We will analyze the texts using Westem as well as Chinese literary

theories. All readings are in English translation. No previous knowledge of Chinese literature or

the Chinese language is required. Cross-listed as Chin 334.

Qian, N.

335(S) INTRODUCTION TO CLASSICAL CHINESE NOVELS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

This course will examine the basic characteristics of classical Chinese novels, primarily through

reference to five important works created during the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, namely, the

Water Margin, the Monkey, the Golden Lotus, the Scholars, and the Dream ofthe Red Chamber.
I>uring the term we will also consider issues in comparative narratology and their application to

the Chinese case. All readings are in English translation. No previous knowledge of Chinese
literature or the Chinese language is required. Cross-listed as Chin 335.

Qian, N.

376(S) GENDER AND SCIENCE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A review of contemporary scholarship on the experiences of women in the natural sciences, the

role of gender in the sciences, women and technology, and feminist critiques of traditional

approaches to scientific methodology. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

401(S) INTERDISCIPLINARY SEMINAR IN ANCIENT MEDITERRA-
NEAN CIVILIZATIONS (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

420(S) INTEGRATIVE INTERDISCIPLINARY SEMINAR (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Senior seminar for students majoring in the study of women and gender. Topic varies yearly.

Prerequisites: Huma 270 and four additional courses in the study ofwomen and gender major. Also
offered as Engl 413 and Soci 395.

Long, E.
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Linguistics

The School of Humanities

Professor Copeland, Chair

Professors P. W. Davis, Lamb, and Tyler

Associate Professors R. Jones, Kemmer, Polanyi, and Urrutibeheity

Visiting Assistant Professor Barlow

r V ., j-( Adjunct Professors Hockett and Mitchell

Assistant Professors Gildea and Qian
• ' ' ^ Lecturers Chen, Soeshima, and Yang

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. Because human language is a multifaceted object of

study. Linguistics is by nature an interdisciplinary field. The undergraduate major
provides both an in-depth grounding in the field as well as cross-disciplinary breadth.

Students beginning a Linguistics major should take Ling 200, which is a prerequisite for

'

many upper-level courses in the department. All majors are required to taJce at least eight

courses (24 semester hours) in Linguistics at the 300 level or above, including four core

courses: Ling 300, 301, 402, and one of Ling 305, 315, or 416. No more than one
independent study course may be counted toward the major requirement. In addition,

competency in one language other than English is required. This requirement may be
satisfied by two courses in a foreign language at the 200 level or above or equivalent.

Students may elect either a general Linguistics major, or one of four areas of

concentration. Majors who plan to pursue graduate training in Linguistics are recom-
mended to choose one of the areas of concentration. These students are also urged to

apply for admission to the Honors Program in their junior year.

The general Linguistics major requires, in addition to the four core courses and the

language requirement, at least four upper-level Linguistics electives. The requirements

for the various concentrations include additional courses, as follows:

Language concentration. In addition to the basic language competency required

of all majors, the Language concentration requires an advanced level competency in a

different language. This can be satisfied by two language courses taught in a language

other than English at the 300 level or above, or equivalent. In addition to the core courses,

four advanced Linguistics electives, which should be chosen in consultation with the

Linguistics adviser, are required. Courses in the structure or history of the languages

studied are especially appropriate.

Cognitive Science concentration. In addition to the core courses, this concentra-

tion requires three courses focused on the cognitive aspects ofhuman language, selected

from the following: Ling 306, 315, 317, 41 1, 412; two courses from cognitively related

disciplines (Psychology, Computer Science, Anthropology, Philosophy) as approved

by the major adviser; and two other advanced Linguistics electives.

Language, Culture, and Society concentration. For an in-depth grounding in a

particular language and culture, this concentration requires two language courses at the

300 level or above. The language may be the same as that used to satisfy the basic-level

language competency. Besides the four core courses, two additional courses from the

following must be selected: Ling 313, 406, 415, 416, 422, 490. Finally, two courses in

sociocultural studies outside the department are required and must be approved by the

major adviser. Examples of appropriate courses are Anth 353, Psyc 202, Soci 353, Reli

393, and Hist 250.
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Second Language Acquisition concentration. Two language courses at the 300

level orabove are required; the language may be the same as that used to satisfy the basic-

level language competency. In addition to the Linguistics core courses, four additional

courses are required as follows: Ling 340 and Ling 417; Ling 394 or a foreign language

equivalent (e.g., Structure of Spanish, Structure of German, etc.) as approved by the

major adviser; and one of the following: Ling 309, 313, or 415.

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must satisfy the

distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours outside the

departmental requirements for a total of at least 120 semester hours. See Degree

Requirements and Majors.

Honors Program. The departmental Honors Program provides selected under-

graduate majors with the opportunity to conduct supervised research within their area

ofspecialization in the major. Majors planning to pursue graduate training in Linguistics

or a related field are strongly encouraged to apply as well as others who wish to add the

experience of an intensive, individualized research project to their undergraduate

education.

Application to the Honors program should be made in person to the undergraduate

adviser no later than the tenth week of the second semester of a student's junior year. In

support ofthe application, the student should prepare a briefdescription of the proposed

project signed by the faculty member who is to supervise the work. Acceptance into the

program is at the discretion of the Linguistics faculty. On acceptance, the student will

enroll in Ling 482, Honors Project, with the supervising faculty member named as

instructor. The Honors Program framework is designed to facilitate as far as possible the

development ofa mentoring relationship between student and faculty member. Students

are thus expected to consult with the project supervisor periodically regarding their

progress; the supervisor will provide research guidance and general support. With the

appropriate completion of major requirements and the Honors project or thesis, the

student will graduate with departmental honors as follows: "With Distinction," "With
High Distinction," and "With Highest Distinction," as determined by the Linguistics

faculty.

Graduate Program. The graduate program admits students planning to study for

the Ph.D. degree on a full-time basis. It is structured to ensure foreach student a thorough

grounding in general linguistics and a sound introduction to advanced research in some
field of special interest. Linguistics at Rice is treated as an inherently interdisciplinary

field, with connections not only to language and literature studies but also to psychology,

anthropology, computer science, and philosophy. Study of computer science enhances

a student's career opportunities as well as his or her research skills. Linguistics, as

practiced at Rice, extends the concepts and analytical tools of the field to the broader

class of language-like systems in general, including literary and artistic works and other

products of human culture as well as information systems occurring in nature.

Undergraduate preparation need not include linguistics courses as such but should

include courses in at least two of the following areas: anthropology, cognitive science,

computer science, electrical engineering, foreign languages, logic, discrete mathemat-

ics, philosophy, and psychology. Fellowships are available for especially well-qualified

students.

During the first year of residence, each entering graduate student will work closely

with the linguistics graduate adviser to choose a plan of study congruent with the

demands of the program and with his or her individual interests. Subsequent training is

by course work, seminars, independent field study, and guided research. Students are

encouraged to select areas of specialization that fit the research interests and activities

of the faculty.
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All students are expected to acquire a command of general linguistics and to select

one or two areas of concentration. Recommended areas are:

Anthropological Linguistics Functional or Discourse Linguistics

Applied Linguistics Second Language Acquisition

Cognitive Linguistics English, Germanic, or Romance Linguistics

Field Linguistics Language Typology and Universals

At the end of the second semester of residence, each student is required to undergo

an oral qualifying examination. The purpose of this examination is to assess the student's

progress and potential as well as to identify areas of strengths and weaknesses.

Continuation to the second year requires satisfactory performance on this examination.

Students who pass with distinction are urged to go on directly to the Ph.D. degree. Others

are eligible for a master's degree upon completion of an appropriate thesis.

Following successful completion of the qualifying examination, each student, on
the basis of discussions with faculty members, and in accordance with his or her

proposed area of concentration, selects a committee of advisers from among the faculty,

typically a major adviser and two or three minor advisers. The major adviser will act as

chair of the committee. During the student's tenure in the program, the committee

members serve as mentors and assist the student in designing an individually tailored

program of advanced studies and research. The composition of the committee can be

changed at any time upon agreement between the student and the advisers. Emphasis is

placed on a close working relationship between the student and the members of this

special committee.

On completion of the required course work and by agreement of the special

committee, the student presents himself or herself to the faculty for a public comprehen-

sive examination, which consists of written and oral parts and covers general linguistics

and the area(s) of concentration. Responsibility for administering the examination and

the determination of the results rests with the student's special committee. The
linguistics graduate adviser is an e.x ojficio member of each examining committee.

For the Ph.D. degree, competence in two foreign research languages is required. In

addition, a structural knowledge of a non-Indo-European language is expected. The
appropriateness of the languages is determined in consultation with the graduate

adviser, and in some cases specific research languages may be required because of the

student's research area.

As a supplement to formal instruction, graduate students are given the opportunity

to gain teaching experience by participating with the faculty in the design ofcourses and

instruction of undergraduate students.

Each student is expected to present a dissertation research proposal to his or her

special committee, normally by the time of the comprehensive examination. Such a

proposal is required for admission to candidacy, and it must be approved by the student's

special committee. At this time a dissertation adviser is selected. Normally, this is the

chair of the special committee, but with the agreement of the student and the committee

members, a different dissertation adviser may be selected from within or from outside

the special committee. Each student presents himself or herself for a public examination

in defense of the completed dissertation. Responsibility for accepting the dissertation

rests with the special committee.
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Linguistics

Linguistics Courses

200(F/S) INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
Introduction to the concepts and terminology used in the scientific study of language, including

sound systems (phonology), construction of words (morphology), organization of words in the

sentence (syntax), meaning (semantics), and information flow (pragmatics). Also a survey of

interdisciplinary uses of linguistics, including historical linguistics (coimections to archaeology),

dialectology (connections to sociology), and language acquisition (connections to psychology,

cognitive science, and language teaching).

Barlow, M., Gildea, S.

215(F) WORDS IN ENGLISH: THE STRUCTURE OF ENGLISH rt; ^

WORDS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Introduction to the study of English words, focusing on their internal structure and the nature and
history of the English vocabulary. Aims are to enhance knowledge of the rich lexical resources of

the language and to facilitate the acquisition of scientific, technical, and humanistic vocabulary.

No previous linguistics background required. Also offered as Engl 215.

Kemmer, S.

300(S) LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

English and other languages as objects of scientific analysis; phonological structure, morphology
and syntax, semantic structure, techniques of linguistic analysis. Recommended: Ling 200. Also
offered as Anth 300.

Copeland, J.

301(F) PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY (3-0-3) '

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
Introduces the study of sound and sound systems found in the languages of the world. Begins with

the anatomy and physiology of the speech mechanism then surveys all the linguistic sounds that

are known to be produced with this mechanism. In phonology, introduces the organized patterns

of speech sounds found cross-linguistically and introduces tfiree types of theories that attempt to

model these patterns: Phonemic Theory, feature-based theories (e.g., classical Generative Phonol-

ogy), and Autosegmental Theory. Prerequisite: Ling 200 or permission of instructor.

Copeland, J.

305 HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
The processes of linguistic change and their relationships to social and geographical contexts.

Emphasis on Indo-European. Also offered as Anth 305 . Prerequisite: Ling 200 or Ling 300 or Ling
301.

Staff

306(F) LANGUAGE AND THE MIND: COGNITIVE LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
Language as a cognitive system. The study of linguistic data and of thought patterns expressed in

language as evidence for the cognitive structures and processes that enable people to learn and use

language. Prerequisite: Ling 200 or Ling 300 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

Lamb, S.

309 PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

Human and other animal communication, structure of human language, word meaning and
semantic memory, psychological studies of syntax, bUingualism, language and thought, language
errors and disorders. Offered alternate years. Also offered as Psyc 309.

Staff
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313(F) LANGUAGE AND CULTURE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Investigation of the systematic relations between linguistic form and expression and culture. Also
offered as Anth 313.

' Tyler, S.

315(F) SEMANTICS: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF MEANING (3-

0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Basic approaches to the study of meaning in Linguistics and related fields. Topics treated include

the cognitive representation of meaning, lexical categorization, conceptual structures, metaphor/
metonymy, meaning change, pragmatic inference, and the relation of language and mind.
Prerequisite: Ling 200 or permission of instructor.

Kemmer, S.

316 THE LANGUAGE OF SONG (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A linguistic approach to the study of songs with emphasis on folk songs. The relationship ofwords
to music and the contribution of the music of a song to its interpretation, with emphasis on kinds

of meaning expressed by music as opposed to words. Data include recorded songs and live

performances.

Lamb, S.

317(F) LANGUAGE AND COMPUTERS (3-0-3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course provides a general introduction to the relation of computers and natural language,

including attempts to program computers to exhibit language-like behavior and to use computers
to analyze language. The main part of the course presents an overview of different aspects of
computational linguistics: speech recognition, syntactic parsing, semantic representation, and
neural net models. The second part of the course focuses on the use of corpora and concordance
programs to discover syntactic and semantic patterns of English. (No programming experience is

required.)

Barlow, M.

340(S) THEORY AND METHODS OF TEACHING ESL AND FOREIGN
LANGUAGES (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The course provides an introduction to the theory and practice of teaching a second language. The
course examines the process of language learning from social, psychological, and linguistic

perspectives and also covers some commonly used teaching "methods," such as the Audiolingual

Method, Situational Language Teaching, the Natural Approach, and TPR, among others.

Barlow, M.

353(F) THE PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE (3-0-3)
*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Philosophical investigation of relations among language, thought, and reality. Specific topics

include such notions as analyticity, meaning, reference, and speech act. Prerequisite: two courses

in Ling or Phil. Also offered as Phil 353. Not offered every year.

Grandy, R.

394 STRUCTURE OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Introduction to modem English grammar, phonology, and semantics. Also offered as Engl 394.

Staff

bm < - "
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395(S) HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Six thousand years of language history in 15 weeks. The phonological, morphological, syntactic,

and semantic history of the English language from its Indo-European origins, through the Anglo-

Saxon and Middle English periods, and up to the present day. Also offered as Engl 395. Not offered

every year.

Mitchell, E.

402(S) SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Study of semantic categories and their formal expression in morphological, syntactic, and lexical

units and patterns. Also offered as Anth 402.

Davis, P.

403(S) MODERN LINGUISTIC THEORY (3-0-3)

Selected theories of language from de Saussure to the present.

Davis, P.

405 TOPICS IN LANGUAGE CHANGE (3-0-3)

Current research on the nature of diachronic processes and their implications for linguistic theory.

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: Ling 305 or equivalent.

Kemmer, S.

406(S) COGNITIVE STUDIES IN LINGUISTICS AND ANTHROPOLOGY
(3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Relations among thought, language, and culture. Special emphasis given to natural systems of

classification and the logical principles underlying them. Not offered every year. Also offered as

Anth 406.

Tyler, S.

407(F) FIELD TECHNIQUES AND ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP n
Techniques and practice in the observation, analysis, and recording of a human language.

Discussion of ethical issues in working with indigenous peoples. Enrollment limited, instructor

approval required. Recommended preparation: Ling 300, 301 , and 402. Also offered as Anth 407.

Gildea, S.

408(S) FIELD TECHNIQUES AND ANALYSIS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Continuation of Ling 407. Enrollment limited, instructor approval required. Also offered as Anth
408.

r Gildea, S.

409 SPECIAL TOPICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Topic changes from year to year. May be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: Ling 300 or permission

of instructor.

Barlow, M.

410(F) RHETORIC (3-0-3)

Overview of classical theories of rhetoric followed by more intensive discussions of both

contemporary theories and applications in a wide variety of disciplines. Also offered as Anth 412.

Tyler, S.

411(S) NEUROLINGUISTICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP U
Language and the brain. Organization of the brain, localization of speech, language, and memory
function; hemispheric dominance; pathologies of speech and language associated with brain

damage. Also offered as Anth 411.

Lamb, S.
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412 LANGUAGE AND INTELLIGENCE (3-0-3)

The primary basis of language in human intelligence. Conclusions from ethology, comparative
psychology, and the study of learning and memory are explored.

Davis, P.

413 FORMAL THEORIES OF SYNTAX (3-0-3)

A survey ofcurrent formal theories of syntax: Government and Binding theory. Lexical Functional
Grammar, Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar, and Categorical Grammar.

Barlow, M.

414 HERMENEUTICS AND LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Application of linguistic theory and method in the analysis of cultural materials. Discourse
analysis; the structure and interpretation of texts and conversation. Also offered as Anth 414.

Tyler, S.

415(S) LANGUAGE AND SOCIETY (3-0-3)

An introduction to the relation of language and society. Begins with an overview ofcontemporary
sociolinguistic theory and methodologies. Continues with an examination of the linguistic

behavior of social groups, including topics such as bilingualism, language variation across groups,

language attitudes, and linguistic minorities.

Polanyi, L.

416(S) LANGUAGE UNIVERSALS AND TYPOLOGY (3-0-3)

An investigation of what human languages have in common and the range of ways in which they
can differ. Observation of marking patterns in particular linguistic domains (e.g., case marking,
animacy, passives, etc.), and discussion of theoretical and methodological issues.

Kemmer, S.

417(F) COMPUTER-ASSISTED LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION
*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The course explores the theory and practice of using computers and other technologies in the

language classroom, including language software, authoring systems, hypertext. E-mail, video,

videodisc, and CD-ROM. The course surveys ways in which technology can be used in language
teaching and examines various aspects of courseware development.

Barlow, M.

422(S) TEXT AND CONTEXT (3-0-3)

Perspectives on literary and nonliterary language. Not offered every year.

Polanyi, L.

423 LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE OF SPANISH (3-0-3)

Synchronic study of modem Spanish phonology and syntax, including peninsular and Hispanic
American variants. Also offered as Span 423.

Urrutibeheity, H.

424(S) STUDIES IN HISPANIC LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

Topic changes from year to year. Also offered as Span 515.

Urrutibeheity, H.

433 LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE OF GERMAN (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Synchronic study of modem German phonology, syntax, and semantics, including aspects of
discourse stmcture. Also offered as Germ 433.

Copeland, J.

434 HISTORY OF THE GERMAN LANGUAGE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Aspects of the history of German phonology, syntax, and semantics (with related systems) from
its Proto-Indo-European origins to the present. Also offered as Germ 434.

..... Copeland, J.



435 TOPICS IN GERMANIC LINGUISTICS (3 0-3)

Topic: Early biblical texts in Germanic. Not offered every year.

Linguistics 415

Mitchell, E.

436 TOPICS IN SLAVIC LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The Old Church Slavic language in its Indo-European, Balto-Slavic, and Slavic contexts with

emphasis on translation and analysis of representative Glagolitic and Cyrillic texts. Also offered

as Slav 436.

Jones, R.

437(F) A HISTORY OF LINGUISTICS (3-0-3) ^ ^

Linguistic theories from the book of"Genesis," the Pre-Socratics, Plato, Aristotle, the Alexandrians,
the Stoics, the Modistae, the German Romantics, the Neo-Grammarians down to de Saussure.

Mitchell, E.

443 TOPICS IN CHINESE LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

Mandarin syntax and semantics.

Chen, L.

451 TOPICS IN HAMITO-SEMITIC LANGUAGES (3-0-3)

Stajf

452 ETHIOPIC (GE'EZ) (3 0-3)

An introductory reading course in a Semitic language, Ge'ez. This course will include discussion

of critical issues in Semitic or Afroasiatic linguistics. Topic changes from year to year. May be

repeated for credit. Also offered as Reli 494.

.'J... Stajf

455 ANCIENT LANGUAGES/NEAR EAST (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A survey of the languages of the ancient Near East, with emphasis on the Cuneiform system of

writing and on Sumerian, Akkadian, and Hittite. Particular attention will be devoted to Hittite and
its relationship to the Indo-European family of languages. Not offered every year.

Stajf

456 ANCIENT LANGUAGES/NEAR EAST (3 0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of Ling 455, a survey of the languages of the ancient Near East, with emphasis on
the Cuneiform system of writing and on Sumerian, Akkadian, and Hittite. Particular attention will

be devoted to Hittite and its relationship to the Indo-European family of languages. Not offered

every year.

Staff

467 COMPUTATIONAL PROJECTS (3-0-3)

Computational modeling of natural language. Prerequisite: Ling 317 and basic programming
knowledge. Not offered 1995-96.

Barlow, M., Lamb, S.

470 LANGUAGE DESCRIPTION (3-0-3)

Theory and practice of describing linguistic systems, including various notation systems and their

relative advantages and disadvantages, the types of information that should be included in a

language description and ways of organizing it, computational techniques for testing descriptions,

and devices to allow the modification and expansion of the linguistic system in the course of its

use. Prerequisite: Ling 306 or permission of instructor.

Staff

481(F/S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

Staff
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482(F/S) HONORS PROJECT (3-0-3)

Independent directed research toward preparation of an undergraduate honors project or thesis.

Instructor approval required.

Stajf

490(F) DISCOURSE ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Linguistic, social, and cultural constraints on the structure and interpretation of discourse.

Formal modeling of discourse structure as a prerequisite for computational implementation of
discourse theory.

Polanyi, L.

500(S) LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Techniques of linguistic analysis and description. See Ling 300.

501(F) PHONOLOGY (3-0-3)

See Ling 301.

502(S) SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS (3-0-3)

See Ling 402.

503(S) MODERN LINGUISTIC THEORY (3-0-3)

See Ling 403.

504 TOPICS IN LANGUAGE CHANGE (3-0-3)

See Ling 405.

505 HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

See Ling 305.

Copeland, J.

Copeland, J.

Davis, P. I

Davis, P.

Kemmer, S.

Mitchell, E.

506(F) LANGUAGE AND THE MIND: COGNITIVE LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

See Ling 306.

Lamb, S.

507(F) FIELD TECHNIQUES AND ANALYSIS (Variable)

See Ling 407.

Gildea, S.

508(S) FIELD TECHNIQUES AND ANALYSIS (Variable)

Continuation of Ling 507.

Gildea, S.

515(F) SEMANTICS: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF MEANING
See Ling 315.

Kemmer, S.

516 HISTORY OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

May be repeated for credit when the topics vary. Also offered as Span 516.

Urrutibeheity, H.

540(S) THEORY AND METHODS OF TEACHING ESL AND FOREIGN
LANGUAGES (3-0-3)

See Ling 340.

Barlow, M.
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' 550(F/S) DEPARTMENTAL COLLOQUIUM (1-0-1)

Faculty, graduate students, and invited guests meet weekly to present reports on current research

or to discuss current issues in linguistics.

Gildea, S.

551(S) SEMINAR IN LINGUISTIC THEORY (3-0-3)

Topic for spring 1996: Advanced survey of contemporary theories of phonology. Prerequisite:

Ling 301/501.

Gildea, S.

552 SEMINAR IN SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS (3-0-3)

Complex expressions.

553 SEMINAR IN LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE (3-0-3)

Davis, P.

Kemmer, S.

554(S) SEMINAR IN SEMANTIC THEORY (3-0-3)

Current theories in the area of semantics/pragmatics. May be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: Ling

315/515 or equivalent. Topic for 1995-96: cognitive grammar.
Kemmer, S.

555(F/S) SEMINAR IN HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

r Topic for fall: Indo-European linguistics. Topic for spring: Indo-European culture.

' 570 LANGUAGE DESCRIPTION (3-0-3)

See Ling 470.

581(F) GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

582(S) GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

583(F) GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

584(S) GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

585(F) GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

586(S) GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

587(F) GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

588(S) GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

590(F) TEACHING LINGUISTICS (Variable)

591(S) TEACHING LINGUISTICS (Variable)

Pulju, T.

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Copeland, J.

Copeland, J.
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636 ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE ( 1 -0- 1

)

Stajf

800(F/S) DISSERTATION RESEARCH (Variable)

Stajf

Languages and Non-European Literatures

Chinese Courses

201(F) ELEMENTARY CHINESE I (3-1-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Note: 202 must be completed to receive distribution credit for 201. For nonspeakers of Chinese
only.

{l-'.-Ki \ /^O'^ils r '';:
'' AAh'^'i':' Chen,L.

202(S) ELEMENTARY CHINESE II (3-1-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

For nonspeakers of Chinese only.

301(F) INTERMEDIATE CHINESE I (3-0-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

302(S) INTERMEDIATE CHINESE II (3-0-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

:.:)t :

Chen, L.

'I
')? '

'

i\ ':'} ' «•>. i\j Chen, L.

Chen, L.

330(S) INTRODUCTION TO TRADITIONAL CHINESE POETRY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A historical and critical survey of traditional Chinese poetry and poetics, focusing on important

literary texts and some theoretical essays. Topics will include "words and meanings," the

formation and transformation of poetic genres, the rhetorical function of figurative language,

allegory, poetic allusions and intertextuality, poems by women (and poems in women's voices),

etc. All readings are in English translation. No previous knowledge of Chinese literature or the

Chinese language is required. Also offered as Huma 330.

Qian, N.

332(F) CHINESE FILMS AND MODERN CHINESE LITERATURE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

This course is designed to approach modem Chinese literature through visual images (Chinese

films, subtitled in English). All films shown for this course will be adaptations from modem
Chinese fiction; therefore, our analysis of the films will be connected to the original texts. The
discussion will be conducted on the basis of literary history and narrative stmctiu-e, with explicit

attention given to narratology and movie theory. Films will be shown outside ofclass; in-class time

will be devoted to lectures and discussions on die films. All readings are in EngUsh translation. No
previous knowledge of Chinese literature or the Chinese language is required. Cross-listed as

Huma 332.

Qian, N.

334(F) INTRODUCTION TO TRADITIONAL CHINESE NARRATIVE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

This course will introduce the basic features of traditional Chinese narrative, including historical

records, biographies, novels, and short stories. Our attention will focus primarily upon narrative

stmcture and characterization. We will analyze the texts using Western as well as Chinese literary

theories. All readings are in English translation. No previous knowledge of Chinese literature or

the Chinese language is required. Cross-listed as Huma 334.

Qian, N.
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335(S) INTRODUCTION TO CLASSICAL CHINESE NOVELS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

This course will examine the basic characteristics of classical Chinese novels, primarily through

reference to five important works created during the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, namely, the

Water Margin, the Monkey, the Golden Lotus, the Scholars, and the Dream ofthe Red Chamber.
During the term we will also consider issues in comparative narratology and their application to

the Chinese case. All readings are in English translation. No previous knowledge of Chinese
literature or the Chinese language is required. Also offered as Huma 335.

Qian, N.

401 CHINESE READING AND WRITING (3-0-3)

Chen, L.

402 CHINESE READING AND WRITING (3-0-3)

Chen, L.

440 THE CHINESE NOVEL: STRUCTURE AND SYMBOLISM (3-0-3)

An exploration via translation into the symbolic and structural world of the traditional Chinese
novel. The structural principles, symbohsm, and aesthetic assumptions in China's rich literary

tradition, with special attention given to the greatest of all Chinese novels. Dream of the Red
Chamber. Not offered every year.

Chen, L.

Hebrew Courses

351(F) ELEMENTARY BIBLICAL HEBREW (3-0-3)

No prior knowledge ofHebrew is assumed. The course covers all grammar and vocabulary needed
for reading simple prose texts. The grammar will be approached through historical linguistics and
through comparison of Hebrew with other Northwest Semitic languages whenever helpful. Also
offered as Reli 351.

Katz, A.

352(S) INTERMEDIATE BIBLICAL HEBREW (3-0-3)

This course is a continuation of Ling 351 and aims to develop vocabulary and grammatical skills

through reading biblical prose and poetic texts. Also offered as Reli 352. Prerequisite: Hebr 351.

Katz, A.

Hindi Courses

101(F) ELEMENTARY HINDI I (3-1-4)

Prakash, A.

102(S) ELEMENTARY HINDI H (3-1-4)

Prakash, A.

Japanese Courses

101(F) ELEMENTARY JAPANESE I (3-1-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Soeshima, Y.

102(S) ELEMENTARY JAPANESE n (3-1-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Soeshima, Y.

201(F) INTERMEDIATE JAPANESE I (3-1-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Soeshima, Y.
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202(S) INTERMEDIATE JAPANESE II (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

301(F) ADVANCED JAPANESE READING (3-0-3)

302(S) ADVANCED JAPANESE READING (3-0-3)

Korean Courses ' '

••i' <*

101(F) ELEMENTARY KOREAN I (3-1-4) , •

, ,

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

^

'

102(S) ELEMENTARY KOREAN II (3-1-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

201(F) INTERMEDIATE KOREAN I (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Grammar, conversation, and composition.

(* -i 'f

Soeshima, Y.

Soeshima, Y.

Soeshima, Y.

/^^

Yang, I.

Yang. I.

Yang, I.

202(S) INTERMEDIATE KOREAN II (3-0-3) '
'

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Intermediate language skills, conversation, and composition. Prerequisite: Kore 20 1 or equivalent.

S.J.. . -.,..-.. . ;^vv .-.-..,. . . •

. .J. - -
^ , , .. Yang, I.

Sanskrit Courses

301(F) INTRODUCTION TO SANSKRIT I (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Not offered every year.

302(S) INTRODUCTION TO SANSKRIT II (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Not offered every year. »;\'F

Mitchell, E.

Mitchell, E.

. \

,iw.W>
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Managerial Studies ^

The George R. Brown School of Engineering

and The School of Social Sciences

Degree Offered: B.A.

NOTE: A new Managerial Studies Program applies to freshmen entering

Rice University beginning in 1993-94 and to all students entering in 1994-95 and
subsequent years. A description of the new program is given at the end of this

section.

The managerial studies major is a preprofessional program for students planning

management careers in either the private or public sector. The program is interdepart-

mental and leads to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, either as a terminal degree or as

preparation for graduate professional studies in accounting, law, business, or public

management. Courses are drawn from the departments of economics, computer

science, computational and applied mathematics, statistics, political science, and

psychology and include accounting courses offered as a service by the Jesse H. Jones

Graduate School of Administration.

The program is designed to provide students with an understanding both of the

environment in which business firms operate and of the tools employed by manage-
ment in making decisions. To major in managerial studies, students must complete 45

semester hours ofapproved course work in the following subject areas: ( 1 ) accounting,

(2) economics, (3) finance, (4) statistics, (5) quantitative methods, (6) computing, (7)

business law, and (8) psychology. A list of approved courses is available from the

program director. Professor Stephen A. Zeff, 352 Herring Hall, or from the managerial

studies program advisers in each of the participating departments.

An honors program is available in managerial studies. This program is designed

(1) to provide students with the opportunity to enrich and expand their knowledge of

the managerial studies discipline by means of specified advanced course work and/or

independent research and writing and (2) to provide recognition for students who have

demonstrated unusual competency in managerial studies. Students admitted to the

honors program may elect certain graduate courses in accounting and administration

as part of their major requirements.

The managerial studies program is administered by a committee consisting of

faculty from the departments of computer science, economics, computational and
applied mathematics, statistics, political science, and psychology and the Jesse H.

Jones Graduate School of Administration as well as student representatives. The
program director chairs this committee. Student records for all managerial studies

majors are maintained in the office of the program director. The managerial studies

program director assigns students an adviser closely related to the area in which they

intend to specialize. Students should consult with their adviser as early as possible to

ensure establishment of an appropriate plan of study.

While Rice does not offer an undergraduate degree in accounting. Rice seniors

may apply to enter the degree program for the Master of Accounting (see Accounting
and Administrative Science). Students may complete the Master of Accounting
program in one year ofgraduate study ifthey have taken a prescribed set ofprerequisite

courses by the end of their senior year. For details, contact the Jesse H. Jones Graduate

School of Administration in Herring Hall.
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Undergraduate Program. Students majoring in managerial studies are required

to take the following ten courses: Accounting 305, Computer Science 100, Economics
211 and 448, Computational and Applied Mathematics 376 or 378, Statistics 280,

Political Science 309 and 310, and Psychology 101 and 231. Students may satisfy the

computer science, computational and applied mathematics, and statistics required

courses by alternatives. In addition, students must take five electives from a list of

approved courses in accounting, computer science, economics, computational and

applied mathematics, statistics, political science, and psychology. All prospective

majors should obtain the program information sheets and advising notes from the

program director. Dr. Stephen A. Zeff, 352 Herring Hall, for full particulars about the

major. A new Managerial Studies Program applies to freshmen entering Rice Univer-

sity in 1993-94 and to all students entering in 1994-95 and subsequent years.

New Managerial Studies Major

Managerial Studies has become an eleven-course major, requiring a second

major, for freshmen entering Rice University in 1993-94 and for all students entering

in 1 994-95 and subsequent years. Students who entered Rice University prior to 1 993-

94 and transfer students who entered in 1993-94 may, at their option, choose the new
Managerial Studies major. All students taking the new Managerial Studies major must

also complete at least one of the established departmental or interdepartmental majors,

other than an area major. The eleven courses constituting the new Managerial Studies

major are the following:

Econ 211—Principles of Economics I (microeconomics)

Econ 212—Principles of Economics II (macroeconomics)

Econ 448—Corporation Finance

Acco 305—Introduction to Accounting

Psyc 101—Introduction to Psychology

Psyc 231—Industrial and Organizational Psychology

Stat 280—Elementary Applied Statistics

Caam 376—Introduction to Management Science

One course to be chosen from the following set:

Econ 436—Government Regulation of Business

Econ 438—Economics of the Law
Poli 362—European Integration

A course in the legal environment of business (to be offered beginning in

1996-97)

One course to be chosen from the following set:

Acco 406—Management Accounting
-)< i ' Acco 41 1—Asset Accounting
- Econ 370—Microeconomic Theory

Mana 404—Management Communications in a Consulting Simulation (This

is a capstone course, and it may not be taken until all of the other ten

required courses in the major have been completed.)

Students having strong mathematical backgrounds will be encouraged to take

optional courses, in place of Stat 280 and Caam 376, that cover equivalent subject

matter.

For more information, students should consult the program director, Dr. Stephen

A. Zeff, 352 Hen-ing Hall.
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Managerial Studies Courses

404(S) MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATIONS IN A CONSULTING
SIMULATION (3-0-3)

This capstone course will teach communication processes related to the management function and
will integrate approaches from students' other courses in the Managerial Studies major. Commu-
nication topics include: analyzing audiences; researching information needs; organizing docu-
ments, presentations, and meeting agendas; designing and editing documents; creating graphics;

giving presentations; running meetings; and negotiating agreements. This course is limited to

Managerial Studies majors who have completed all of the other ten required courses in the major.

Beginning in 1996-97, this course will be offered in both the fall and spring semesters.

Tebeaux, E.

495(F) SENIOR HONORS THESIS (3-0-3)

Completion of senior honors thesis. Open only to seniors in the managerial studies honors
program.

Zeff, S.

496(S) SENIOR HONORS THESIS (3-0-3)

See Mana495.
Zeff, S.

497(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

Independent study on an approved project under faculty supervision. Enrollment by special

permission.

Zeff, S.

498(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

See Mana 497.

Zeff, S.
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Mathematics

The Wiess School of Natural Sciences

Professor Hardt, Chair

Professors Boshernitzan, Harvey, Hempel, Jones,

Polking, Ryan, Semmes, Veech, and Wells

Associate Professors Cochran, Forman, Gao, and Wolf
Assistant Professor Stong

Instructors Chase, Hamilton, Harris, Stingley, Tonegawa, Ward, and Zulli

Degrees Offered: B.A.,M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. There are two programs for students majoring in

mathematics.

1

.

Regular major. Math 1 1 , 1 02, 2 1 1 , 2 1 2; or 22 1 , 222; and at least 24 semester

hours (eight courses) in courses numbered 300 or above in the Department of

Mathematics. Students can receive advanced placement credit for Math 101

by achieving a score of4 or 5 on the AP AB level test or for Math 101 and 102

by achieving a score of 4 or 5 on the BC level test. Students who have had

^j., calculus but have not taken the AP test may petition the Department of

Mathematics for a waiver of the calculus requirements for a major in math-
ematics. Entering students are encouraged to enroll in the most advanced
course commensurate with their background, and thorough advice is available

from the mathematics faculty during Orientation Week.
2. Double major. The requirements for the double major are the same as above

with the exception that up to nine of the 24 semester hours numbered 300 or

above can be replaced by approved mathematics-related courses.

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also

satisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours

outside the departmental requirements for a total program of at least 1 20 semester hours.

See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

Graduate Program. Admission to graduate study in mathematics will be granted

to a limited number of students who have indicated ability for advanced and original

work. Normally, one or two years are required after the bachelor's degree to obtain an

M.A. degree and four or five years to obtain a Ph.D. An M.A. is not a prerequisite for

the Ph.D.

A number of graduate scholarships and fellowships are available and will be

awarded on the basis of merit. As part of the graduate education in mathematics, each

graduate student is normally expected to engage in teaching or other instructional duties.

Generally, fewer than six hours a week are devoted to such duties.

Qualifying Examinations. The qualifying examinations in mathematics consist

of two parts: the general examination and the advanced examination.

1 . General examinations. They consist of three examinations covering algebra,

analysis, and topology. The examinations will be given two times a year, at the

start of each semester. A student must take at least one examination after the

third semester of graduate study. At least one examination must be passed by
the beginning ofthe fourth semester and all three examinations must be passed

\ by the start of the fifth semester. A student may take an examination several

times and is encouraged to begin taking the general examinations as soon as

possible.
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2. Advanced oral examination. After completing the general examination, the

student should prepare for an advanced oral examination by selecting some
special field (e.g., homotopy theory, several complex variables, group theory,

etc.) and submitting the topic to the departmental graduate committee for

approval. The time of the advanced examination will be scheduled by the

graduate committee and will normally be within six to nine months after the

general examination. A student who fails the advanced examination may, with

the approval of the graduate committee, be allowed to retake it (on the same
or possibly a different topic) but will generally not be allowed to take the

advanced examination more than twice.

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts:

1

.

Satisfactory completion (grade of "B" or better) of a course of study approved

by the department and fulfillment of the general rules of the university

(described on pages 1 34-144). Transfer of credits from another university will

be allowed only when approved by both the department and the University

Graduate Council.

2. Satisfactory performance on an examination in at least one approved foreign

language (French, German, or Russian).

Other requirements for the master's degree may be satisfied in either of the

following ways:

1

.

Completion of all the requirements for qualification as a candidate for the

doctoral degree as given below.

2. Presentation and oral defense of an original thesis acceptable to the depart-

ment.

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy:

1

.

Satisfactory completion (grade of "B" or better) of a course of study approved

by the department. Transfer of credits from another university will be allowed

only when approved by both the department and the University Graduate

Council.

2. Satisfactory performance on both the general and advanced qualifying exami-

nations described above.

3. Satisfactory performance on examinations in two approved foreign languages

(French, German, or Russian).

4. The writing of an original thesis acceptable to the department.

5. Satisfactory performance on a final oral examination on the thesis.

6. Any other conditions required by the general rules ofthe university (described

on pages 134-144).

Mathematics Courses

101 SINGLE VARIABLE CALCULUS I (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Differentiation, extrema, Newton's method, integration, fundamental theorem of calculus, area,

volume, natural logarithm, exponential, basic techniques of integration.

102 SINGLE VARIABLE CALCULUS II (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Further techniques of integration, arc length, surface area, Simpson's rule, L'Hopital's rule.

Infinite sequences and series, tests for convergence, power series, radius of convergence. Polar

coordinates, parametric equations, arc length.
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111(F) FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF CALCULUS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

This course and Math 1 1 2 form a slower-paced course than 1 1 - 102 and do not go into great detail

in their coverage of infinite series. A student may take Math 111,112, and then Math 102.

112(S) CALCULUS AND ITS APPLICATIONS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

See Math 111.

211 ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND LINEAR ALGE-
BRA (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP HI
Solutions to separable and linear first order equations and to higher order linear equations with
constant coefficients. The properties of the solutions to differential equations. Numerical solution

methods. An introduction to linear algebra, including vector spaces, solutions to algebraic linear

equations, dimension, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors of a matrix. Application of linear algebra to

first order systems of differential equations. Qualitative theory of nonlinear systems and phase
portraits. The course has a computer component, with students required to use the computers in

Owlnet as part of each homework assignment. Prerequisite: Math 102.

212 MULTIVARIABLE CALCULUS (3-0-3)

Gradient, divergence, and curl. Lagrange multipliers. Multiple integrals. Spherical coordinates.

Line integrals, conservative vector fields, Green's theorem, Stokes's theorem, Gauss's theorem.

221(F) HONORS CALCULUS III (3-0-3)

This course and Math 222 include the material of Math 212 and more. Topology of R", calculus

for functions of several variables, linear and multilinear algebra, theory of determinants, inner

product spaces, exterior differential calculus, integration on manifolds. Enrollment by permission
of department. A student may not receive credit for both Math 212 and 222.

222(S) HONORS CALCULUS IV (3-0-3)

See Math 221.

321(F) INTRODUCTION TO MODERN ANALYSIS I (3-0-3)

A thorough treatment of basic methods of analysis such as metric spaces, compactness, sequences
and series of functions. Also further topics in analysis, such as Hilbert spaces, Fourier series,

Sturm-Liouville theory. Prerequisite: Math 212 (or 222).

322(S) INTRODUCTION TO MODERN ANALYSIS II (3-0-3)

See Math 321. Math 321 and 322 are roughly divided as follows: 321 provides proofs of the basic

results for single-variable calculus, 322 for multivariable calculus.

355(F) LINEAR ALGEBRA (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Linear transformations and matrices, solution of linear equations, eigenvalues and eigenvectors,

quadratic forms, rational canonical form, Jordan canonical form. A student may not receive credit

for this course and Caam 310.

356(S) ABSTRACT ALGEBRA (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Groups: normal subgroups, factor groups, Abelian groups. Rings: ideals, Euclidean rings, and
unique factorization. Fields: algebraic extensions, finite fields. Students may not receive credit for

both this course and Math 463.

365(S) NUMBER THEORY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP UI
Properties ofnumbers depending mainly on the notion ofdivisibility. Continued fractions. Offered

alternate years.
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366(F) GEOMETRY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Topics chosen from EucHdean, spherical, hyperbolic, and projective geometry, with emphasis on
the similarities and differences found in the various geometries. Isometrics and other transforma-

tions are studied and used throughout. The history of the development of geometric ideas is

discussed. This course is strongly recommended for prospective high school teachers.

381(F) INTRODUCTION TO PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (3-0-3)

Emphasis on equations from science and engineering. The methods used are elementary.

Separation of variables is used to study various boundary value problems, requiring that Fourier

series and various special functions (Bessel functions, Legendre polynomials, etc.) be covered in

depth.

382(S) COMPLEX ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Cauchy integral theorem, Taylor series, residues, evaluation of integrals by means of residues,

conformal mapping, application to two-dimensional fluid flow. A student may not receive credit

for both this course and Math 427.

390 UNDERGRADUATE COLLOQUIUM (1 -0- 1

)

Expository lectures by undergraduate students on various mathematical topics not usually

contained in other courses. Each student is required to give one lecture and attend all sessions.

401(F) DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY (3-0-3)

Differential geometry of curves and surfaces in R^ including an introduction to the concept of

curvature. The Gauss-Bonnet theorem is treated thoroughly.

402(S) DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY (3-0-3)

Introduction to Riemannian geometry. Additional topics vary from year to year. Prerequisite: Math
401 and either Math 443 or permission of the instructor.

423(F) PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (3-0-3)

Wave equation, Laplace's equation, heat equation. Other topics include first order hyperbolic

systems, Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem, potential theory, Dirichlet and Neumann problems,

integral equations, elliptic equations.

424(S) PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (3-0-3)

Theory of distributions. Fundamental solutions. Additional topics vary from year to year.

Prerequisite: Math 423.

425(F) REAL ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Lebesgue theory of measure and integration.

426(S) TOPICS IN REAL ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Topics vary. Past topics include: Fourier series, harmonic analysis, probability theory, advanced
topics in measure theory, ergodic theory, elliptic integrals.

427(S) COMPLEX ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Cauchy-Riemann equations, power series, Cauchy 's integral formula, residue calculus, conformal
mappings, special topics such as the Riemann mapping theorem, elliptic function theory.

428(F) TOPICS IN COMPLEX ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Special topics include Riemann mapping theorem, uniformization, Runge's theorem, elUptic

function theory, prime number theorem, Riemann surfaces.

443(S) GENERAL TOPOLOGY (3-0-3)

Basic point set topology. Includes a treatment of cardinality and well ordering. Recommended:
Math 321 or permission of the instructor.
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444(F) GEOMETRIC TOPOLOGY (3-0-3)

Introduction to algebraic methods in topology and differential topology. Elementary homotopy
theory. Covering spaces. Prerequisite: Math 356 or Math 463 (or concurrent enrollment) or

permission of the instructor.

445(S) ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY (3-0-3)

Introduction to the theory of homology. Simplicial complexes, cell complexes, and cellular

homology, cohomology, manifolds, Poincare duality. Prerequisites: Math 443 and 356 or 463 or

permission of instructor. Recommended: Math 444.

463(F) ALGEBRA I (3-0-3)

Groups, rings, fields, vector spaces. Matrices, determinants, eigenvalues, canonical forms,

multilinccU" algebra. Structure theorem for finitely generated abelian groups. Galois theory.

464(S) ALGEBRA II (3-0-3)

See Math 463.

490 SUPERVISED READING (Variable)

501(F) TOPICS IN DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY (3-0-3)

Topic to be announced.

502(S) TOPICS IN DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY (3 3)

The Atiyah-Singer theorem, secondary invariants, and related topics.

517 MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS (3 0-3)

518(S) MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS (3 3)

521(F) ADVANCED TOPICS IN REAL ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Possible topics include singular integral operators, maximal functions. Hardy spaces, Lipschitz

spaces, and Sobolev spaces. Prerequisite: Math 425 or permission of instructor.

522(S) ADVANCED TOPICS IN REAL ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

See Math 521.

523(F) FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Locally convex spaces. Banach spaces. Hilbert spaces. Special topics.

526(S) TOPICS IN COMPLEX ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

527(F) ERGODIC THEORY AND TOPOLOGICAL DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

541 TOPICS IN ADVANCED TOPOLOGY (3-0-3)

542 TOPICS IN ADVANCED TOPOLOGY (3-0-3)

590 CURRENT MATHEMATICS SEMINAR (1-0-1)

Expository lectures on topics of recent research in mathematics. These lectures are to be delivered

by mathematics graduate students and faculty. Prerequisite: Graduate student status or permission

of department.

591 GRADUATE TEACHING SEMINAR ( 1 -0- 1

)

Discussion on teaching issues and practice lectures by participants as preparation for classroom

teaching of mathematics. Prerequisite: graduate student status or permission of department.

800 THESIS AND RESEARCH (Variable)
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Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science

The George R. Brown School of Engineering

Professor Cheatham, Chair

Professors Akin, Bayazitoglu, Carroll, McLellan,

Nordgren, Pharr, Spanos, and Wang
Adjunct Professors Krouskop, Rodarte, and Paslay

Associate Professors Angel and Meade
Adjunct Associate Professor Reuben

Visiting Associate Professor Harrigan

Assistant Professors Barrera, Callahan, Ghorbel, Lairson, and Ramaswamy
Lecturers Cunningham and Kelly

Degrees Offered: B.A., B.S.M.E., B.S.M.S., M.M.E., M.M.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. Undergraduate programs offered by this department

lead to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts (with a major in mechanical engineering or

materials science and engineering). Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering,

and Bachelor of Science in Materials Science and Engineering.

The programs in mechanical engineering may, by proper choice of electives, lead

to specialization in one of several options: thermal sciences and energy conversion, gas

dynamics, hydrodynamics, stress analysis and mechanical behavior of materials,

robotics and control, aerospace engineering, and materials engineering. The programs

in materials science and engineering provide the student with knowledge of the

fabrication, structure, and properties of materials used by engineers. The B.A. programs

are highly flexible, involve less technical content, and allow the student to pursue more
deeply areas of interest outside of engineering. The B.S. programs, both accredited by

the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, have higher content of

technical courses and prepare the student for the professional practice of engineering.

The senior year of the B.S. programs in mechanical engineering and materials

science and engineering provides a capstone design experience. Senior mechanical

engineering students are required to complete a major design project in addition to

course work in computer-aided design and design applications. Senior materials science

and engineering students work on a design problem in an industrial setting.

The basic university requirements for the B.A. and B.S. programs are summarized
under Degree Requirements and Majors (pages 67-75). The detailed requirements are

summarized below. Lists ofrepresentative courses and their normal sequence during the

students' undergraduate years are available from the department for either the B.A. or

B.S. programs in both mechanical engineering and materials science and engineering.

Students seeking the B.A. degree with a major in mechanical engineering must
satisfy the university distribution requirements while completing not less than 75

semester hours in courses specified by the department and not less than 60 additional

semester hours. Those seeking the B.A. degree with a major in materials science and

engineering must satisfy the university distribution requirements while completing not

less than 52 semester hours in courses specified by the department and not less than 68

additional semester hours.

Students seeking the accredited B.S. in Mechanical Engineering must satisfy the

university distribution requirements while completing not less than 42 semester hours

in courses unspecified by the department and not less than the 92 semester hours

comprised by the following courses.

Math 101, 102, 211, 212
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Caam211,335, 336

Phys 101, 102

Cham 101, 102, 105

Elec 241

Msci301,304
Mech 200, 21 1,31 1,331, 332, 340, 371, 372, 401, 403, 404 or 408, 41 1,412, 431,

471,481
Civi 400
Approved major design elective of three semester hours.

Students seeking the accredited B.S. in Materials Science and Engineering must
satisfy the university distribution requirements while completing not less than 43

semester hours in courses unspecified by the department and not less than the 91

semester hours comprised by the following courses:

Math 101, 102,211,212
Phys 101, 102, 132

Chem 101, 102, 105
, ; ../ .^ -. ,.:v

Mech 211 ' '" / '

' ' '

Elec 241

Msci 301, 303, 311, 401, 402, 404, 406, 411, 415, 500, 501, 535, 537, 594
Caam210or211
Caam 335

Civi 300 ,, ,

One approved science elective (200 level or higher)

One approved engineering science elective (not Msci)

One of the following: Phys 201, Chem 211, Chem 311

One approved technical elective

A suggested sequence in which courses should be taken is available from the

department.

Professional and Graduate Programs. Advanced-level programs offered by this

department lead to the professional degrees of Master of Mechanical Engineering and

Master of Materials Science and to the research degrees ofMaster of Science and Doctor

of Philosophy in either mechanical engineering or materials science.

The professional degrees involve a fifth year of specialized study, integrated with

the four prior years leading to either the B.A. or B.S. degrees in the same areas of interest

described in the foregoing discussion of the undergraduate programs. The professional

programs are open to students who have shown academic excellence in their under-

graduate studies. Detailed university requirements for professional degrees are de-

scribed under Professional Degrees (pages 1 35- 1 39) and involve the successful comple-

tion of 30 semester hours of course work. Suggested lists of courses are available from

the department; however, specific programs are developed for each student according

to interest.

The programs leading to the research degrees ofM.S. and Ph.D. are open to students

who have demonstrated outstanding performance in their undergraduate studies. The
general university requirements for these degrees are outlined under Requirements for

Research Degrees (page 134). Specific course requirements are variable, depending on

preparation and performance in courses and on qualifying examinations, etc. The
granting of a graduate degree presupposes superior quality academic work and a

demonstrated ability to do original research. For both the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees, a

thesis must be presented that comprises an original contribution to knowledge, and it

must be defended in a public oral examination.
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The research interests of the faculty and the laboratory equipment available provide

the following areas of specialization: ( 1 ) engineering mechanics; (2) materials science;

(3) fluid dynamics, gas dynamics, heat transfer; (4) aeroastronautics; (5) computer-

aided design; (6) robotics and control; and (7) computational mechanics.

Mechanical Engineering Courses

200(S) CLASSICAL THERMODYNAMICS (3 0-3)

Fundamental exposition of the laws of classical thermodynamics and deductions therefrom.

Applications illustrations with particular attention to pure substances. Prerequisites: Phys 101,

102.

Chapman, A.

211(F) ENGINEERING MECHANICS (3 3)

Equilibrium of static systems, dynamics of a particle, dynamics of particle systems, and rigid-body

dynamics. Elements of vibrational analysis. Prerequisites: Phys 101, 102, Math 101, 102. Also
offered as Civi 21 1.

Wang, C. Angel, Y., Nordgren, R.

311(S) MECHANICS OF DEFORMABLE SOLIDS (3 3)

Analysis of stress and deformation of solids with applications to beams, circular shafts, and
columns. Prerequisite: Mech 211.

Wang, C.

314(S) INTRODUCTION TO MECHANICAL DESIGN (3-0 3)

An introductory design course covering the design process, materials selection, and design

methods. Prerequisite: Mech 31 1 or Civi 300. Not offered every year.

Staff

321(F) COMPUTATIONAL MECHANICS IN DESIGN (3 3)

Fundamental theory of computational mechanics for thermal, fluid, and solid systems. Hands-on
experience with commercial software. Applications to open-ended design problems. Prerequi-

sites: Mech 200, Mech 31 1 or Civi 300, Mech 371.

Ramaswamy, B.

331 JUNIOR LABORATORY I (0 3 1)

Static and impact testing of engineering materials. Beam deflection and shear center experiments
are included. Strain gauges are applied and tested.

Angel, Y.

332 JUNIOR LABORATORY II (0-3- 1

)

Instruction in fluid mechanics and thermodynamics.

Kelly, J.

340 INDUSTRIAL PROCESS LAB (0-3-1

)

Practical experience in and observation of selected industrial processes. Sign up in mechanical
engineering office. Prerequisite: Mech major.

Gesenhues, J.

371(F) FLUID MECHANICS I (30-3)
Introduction to fluid statics and dynamics, the development of the fundamental equations of fluid

mechanics and their application to problems ofengineering interest. Prerequisites: Mech 200, 211,
Math 212.

Bayazitoglu, Y.
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372(S) FLUID MECHANICS II (3-0-3)

Continuation of Mech 37 1 devoted to airfoil theory, lubrication, boundary layers, and turbulence.

Prerequisite: Mech 371.
,

/- ,- ,^
'

' '
' '

Meade, A.

380(S) INTRODUCTION TO MECHANICAL EFFECTS IN TISSUES (3-0-3)

Meant to provide some background in physiology and advanced mechanics for applications in

medicine. Bone mechanics in remodeling, cartilage and ligament mechanics, and muscle mechan-
ics will be discussed. Will include an on-paper design project on a subject chosen by students.

Prerequisite: Mech 21 1, 31 1, or Civi 300.

Harrigan, T.

401(F) MECHANICAL DESIGN APPLICATIONS (3-0-3)

Applications of the principles of mechanical design to the analysis and design of machine
elements. Prerequisite: Mech 31 1 or Civi 300.

. ' ' Cunningham, R.

403(F) COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN (3-0-3)

Integration of the computer into the area of design. Optimization, simulation, finite elements,

expert systems, etc. Prerequisite: Caam 211.

Akin, J.

404(S) SENIOR DESIGN PROJECT (0-12-4)
'

Kelly, J.

406(F) MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL (3-3-4)

Instrumentation methods, analogs, analysis ofexperimental results, applications in controls. Also
offered as Civi 406.

Bourland,H.

407(F) MECHANICAL DESIGN PROJECT I (0-9-3)

Group projects aimed at preliminary design of complex mechanical devices.

Cheatham, J., Cunningham, R., Kelly, J.

408(S) MECHANICAL DESIGN PROJECT II (0-12-4)

Design for production and actual fabrication of complex mechanical devices. Prerequisite: Mech
407.

Cheatham, J., Cunningham, R., Kelly, J.

411(F) ANALYTICAL DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Application of energy methods in the study of particle and rigid-body dynamics, electric circuits,

electromechanical systems, and continuous dynamic systems. Prerequisite: Mech 211.

Ghorbel, F.

412(S) VIBRATIONS (3-0-3)

Analysis ofdiscrete and continuous linear, mechanical, vibrating systems with particularemphasis

upon multi-degree-of-freedom systems. Approximate methods are included. Prerequisite: Mech
411.

Spanos, P.

420(S) FEEDBACK CONTROL OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS (3-0-3)

Introduction to feedback control, system modeling in frequency domain, introduction to space

analysis and design.

Ghorbel, F.

431 SENIOR LABORATORY I (0-3- 1

)

Introduction in gas dynamics, heat transfer, applied thermodynamics, and engine cycles.

Kelly, J.
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435(F) ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES AND SYSTEMS (3 3)

Introduction to the physical and engineering aspects of electromechanical sensors and actuators,

including underlying physical phenomena, practical devices, electrical and mechanical interfac-

ing, and control of electromechanical systems. Also offered as Elec 435.

Wise, J.D.

471(F) APPLICATIONS OF THERMODYNAMICS (3-0 3)

Applications of thermodynamics to various systems of interest in mechanical engineering with

particular attention to energy conversion, refrigeration, and psychrometrics. Prerequisite: Mech
200.

Chapman, A.

472(F) THERMAL SYSTEMS DESIGN (3-0-3)

Design and synthesis of systems based on applications of thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, heat

transfer, economics, and optimization theories. Prerequisites: Engi 200, Mech 371, 372, 471, or

481.

Meade, A.

476 FLUID MACHINERY (3-0-3)

Continuous-flow machinery analysis and design problems. Prerequisite: Mech 37 1

.

Staff
'• -'"-., i

481(S) HEAT TRANSFER (4-0-4)

General study of the principles of heat transfer by conduction, convection, and radiation and their

application to problems of engineering practice.

Bayazitoglu, Y.

482(S) INTERMEDIATE HEAT TRANSFER (3-0-3)

Further study of heat transfer by conduction, convection, and radiation. Applications to various

problems in mechanical engineering. Prerequisite: Mech 481.

Bayazitoglu, Y.

496(F) ROBOTICS LABORATORY (0-3-1)

Laboratory exercises involving robot manipulators, computer vision system and CNC (Computer
Numerical Control) Lathe and Mill. Prerequisite: enrollment in Mech 498. Also offered as Elec

496.

Cheatham, J.

498(F) INTRODUCTION TO ROBOTICS (3-0-3)

An introduction to kinematics, dynamics, and control of robotic manipulators. Introduction to

applications of artificial intelligence and computer vision in robotics. Also offered as Elec 498.

Cheatham, J.

501(F) ANALYTICAL DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Graduate-level version of Mech 411. Offered concurrently with Mech 411. Term project required

for the course.

Ghorbel, F.

502(S) VIBRATIONS (3-0-3)

Graduate-level version of Mech 412. Offered concurrently with Mech 412. Term project required

for the course.

Spanos, P.
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507(F) NONLINEAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS I (3-0-3)

Analytical methods, including singular point and phase plane analysis, describing functions,

introduction to stability analysis via Lyapunov functions, digital computer simulation methods,
parameter estimation and sensitivity analysis. Course includes an introduction to the chaotic

behavior of nonlinear dynamic systems. Also offered as Elec 507.

Clark, J.

508(S) NONLINEAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS II (3-0-3)

Review offundamental properties ofnonlinear systems. Nonlinear ordinary differential equations:

existence and uniqueness of solution. Lyapunov stability: stability definitions, Lyapunov 's direct

method, invariance theory, stability of linear systems, Lyapunov's linearization method, converse

theorem. Input-output stability: small gain theorem, passivity theorem. Case studies: application

to control problems including robotics. Also offered as Elec 508.

Ghorbel, F.

509(S) DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF OFFSHORE STRUCTURES (3-0-3)

Loads on offshore structures are described on deterministic and probabilistic basis. Methods are

examined for calculating the structural response. Specific examples involving drill strings, marine

risers, fixed and compliant structures are given. Also listed as Civi 509.

Spanos, P.

510(F) ELASTODYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Propagation of waves in linearly elastic strings, fluids, and solids. Surface waves, wave reflection

and refraction at interfaces. Wave propagation in waveguides. Steady-state and transient half-

space problems. Scattering of waves by cracks.

Angel, Y.

511(S) CONTINUUM MECHANICS I (3-0-3)

Concepts and general principles common to all branches of solid and fluid mechanics. Applica-

tions include non-Newtonian fluid mechanics and nonlinear elasticity.

Angel, Y.

513(F) THEORY OF ELASTICITY (3-0-3)

Advanced topics in the linear and nonlinear theory of elasticity. Also offered as Civi 513.

Wang, C.

515(S) STRUCTURAL PLASTICITY (3-0-3)

Problems in limit analysis and design, plastic behavior of structures, flexure and torsion of

prismatic members. Also offered as Civi 515.

; V . ,,
Merwin,J.

517(S) FINITE ELEMENT METHODS (3-0-3)

Introduction to the finite element analysis with applications to problems in fluid and solid

mechanics.

Akin, J.

521(S) FLIGHT MECHANICS I (3-0-3)

Introduction to the performance, stability, and control of flight vehicles. Not offered every year.

523(S) PROBABILISTIC STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Dynamic response of structural systems to excitations characterized as stochastic processes.

Prerequisites: Mech 412, Civi 521. Also offered as Civi 523.

Conte, J.
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530 HEAT EXCHANGER DESIGN (3-0-3)

Introduction to the fundamentals of the thermal design of heat exchangers, the design of a heat

exchanger for a specified application.

Bayazitoglu, Y.

537(F) INTRODUCTION TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (3-0-3)

See Elec 537. Also offered as Elec 537.

Staff

538(F) EXPERT SYSTEMS APPLIED TO ROBOTICS (3-0-3)

Introduction to expert systems and fuzzy logic control with appUcations to robotics and automa-
tion.

Cheatham, J.

563(F) ENGINEERING APPROACH TO MATHEMATICAL PROGRAM-
MING (3-0-3)

Minimization of functions of variables that are (1) unconstrained or (2) subject to equality

constraints or (3) subject to inequality constraints or (4) subject to both equality and inequality

constraints. Analytical and numerical methods. Also offered as Caam 563.

Miele, A.

564(S) OPTIMAL CONTROL (3-0-3)

Optimal control theory and calculus of variations. Minimization of functionals depending on
variables subject to differential constraints, nondifferential constraints, initial constraints, and
final constraints. Analytical and numerical methods. Also offered as Caam 564.

Miele, A.

580(S) MECHANICAL MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF PHYSIOLOGI-
CAL AND BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS (3-0-3)

A survey of existing mathematical models for physiological systems wiU be presented. Bone
remodeling around orthopedic devices, circulatory mechanics. Models for immune response,

reaction-diffusion systems, and others will be discussed.

Harrigan, T.

591 GAS DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Fundamentals of compressible, one-dimensional gas flows with area change, normal shocks,

friction, and heat addition; oblique shocks, Prandtl-Meyer flows expansions and numerical
techniques. Prerequisite: Mech 371.

Meade, A.

593 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING PROBLEMS (Variable)
With approval, mechanical engineering students may elect an investigation or design project imder
the direction of a member of 5ie staff.

Staff

594(F) AN INTRODUCTION TO AERODYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Development of theories for the prediction ofaerodynamic forces and moments acting on airfoils,

wings, and bodies and their design appUcations.

Ramaswamy, B.

601 SPECIAL TOPICS (Variable)

Miele, A.

602 SPECIAL TOPICS (Variable)

Cheatham, J.

603 SPECIAL TOPICS (Variable)

Bayazitoglu, Y.
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604 SPECIAL TOPICS (Variable)

605 SPECIAL TOPICS (Variable)

606 GRADUATE SEMINAR (0)

Stajf

Staff

Wang, C.

673(F) ADVANCED FLUID MECHANICS I (3-0-3)

Conservation equations for viscous compressible fluids. Applications to viscous and inviscid

flows. Simple flows of non-Newtonian fluids.

Staff

674(S) ADVANCED FLUID MECHANICS H (3-0-3)

Conservation equations for viscous compressible fluids. Applications to viscous and inviscid

flows. Simple flows of non-Newtonian fluids. Not offered every year.

Staff

676(F) COMPUTATIONAL FLUID MECHANICS (3-0-3)

Numerical methods for the solutions of the equations of fluid mechanics. Finite element and
difference schemes, accuracy, stability considerations. Prerequisite: Mech 673.

Ramaswamy, B.

678(F) ADVANCED STOCHASTIC MECHANICS (3-0-3)

Nonlinear random vibrations, statistical linearization, ARMA filters modeling, Monte Carlo

simulation, Wiener-Volterra series, time-vibrant structural reliability, and stochastic finite ele-

ments are presented from a perspective of usefulness to aerospace, civil, marine, and mechanical

applications. Prerequisite: Civi 512, 523, or Mech 523. Also offered as Civi 678.

Spanos, P.

682(S) CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER (3-0-3)

Rigorous study of the transfer of heat by free and forced convection.

Bayazitoglu, Y.

683(F) RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER I (3-0-3)

Rigorous study of the transfer of heat by radiant exchange in the absence of absorbing media. Not
offered every year.

Bayazitoglu, Y.

684(S) RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER II (3-0-3)

Radiative transfer in the presence of absorbing, emitting, and scattering media; combined
radiation, conduction, and convection. Heat transfer in furnaces, fire propagation, and air pollution

problems. Not offered every year.

Bayazitoglu, Y.

698(S) ADVANCED TOPICS IN ROBOTICS (3-0-3)

Review of conventional robotics control, artificial neural networks for modeling, fuzzy logic

control, neurofuzzy modeling and control, genetic algorithms, and genetic programming applica-

tions in robotics. Also offered as Elec 698.

Cheatham, J.

699(S) ADVANCED ROBOTICS LABORATORY (0-3-1)

Not offered every year.

Cheatham, J.

800 RESEARCH AND THESIS (Variable)

Wang, C.
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Materials Science Courses

301(F/S) MATERIALS SCIENCE (3-0-3)
'

* DISTRTOUTION COURSE: GROUP m
Introduction to the science of soHd materials covering metals, ceramics, plastics, and semiconduc-

tors. The properties of solid materials from atomic and macroscopic points of view. Prerequisite:

Math 101.

Brotzen, F., Callahan, D.

303(S) MATERIALS SCIENCE JUNIOR LAB (0-3-1)

Selected laboratory experiments in materials science. Open to materials science majors.

Barrera, E.

304(F) APPLIED MATERIALS ENGINEERING (0-3-1)

Practical application of the basic principles of materials science, covering case studies of failures

under a variety ofconditions and topics in the fabrication selection and heat treatment ofmaterials.

Prerequisite (or corequisite): Msci 301

.

>

Cunningham, R.

311(F) INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN (1-9-4)

Fundamental aspects of design are introduced by means of semester-long group projects.

Prerequisite: Msci 301. Enrollment for non-materials science majors only by permission of

instructor.

Barrera, E.

401(F) THERMODYNAMICS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN MATE-
RIALS SCIENCE (4-0-4)

The kinetics and thermodynamics ofmass and energy transport are presented in a unified manner.
Topics include heterogeneous equilibrium, diffusion in solids, heat transfer, and the application

of these concepts to engineering design.

McLellan, R.

402(F) MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS (3-0-3)

Survey of the mechanical properties of solid materials. Topics include basic mechanics, elasticity,

plasticity, fracture, fatigue, creep, hardening mechanisms, mechanical testing, and structure-

property relationships. Prerequisite: Msci 301.

Barrera, E.

404(S) MATERIALS ENGINEERING AND DESIGN (2-6-4)

Technological aspects ofmaterials selection, design, failure, and analysis. Laboratory time is spent

in an industrial setting. Enrollment for non-materials science majors only by permission of
instructor.

Cunningham, R.

406(S) PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS (3-0-3)

Survey of electrical, magnetic, and optical properties of metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics

based upon elementary band theory concepts. Not offered every year. Prerequisite: Math 211.

Callahan, D.

411(S) METALLOGRAPHY AND PHASE RELATIONS (3-0-3)

Microstructures that may be observed in metals and alloys; optical metallography in addition to

more sophisticated techniques; relationships between structural properties and failures. I*rerequi-

site: Msci 301.

McLellan, R.

415(S) CERAMICS AND GLASSES (3-0-3)

Fundamentals of ceramic and glassy materials, including phase relations, structiu-e, bonding,
processing, and mechanical properties. The use ofceramics and glasses in engineering design. Not
offered every year. Prerequisite: Msci 301.

Callahan, D.
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500 MATERIALS SCIENCE SEMINAR (0)

A series of biweekly seminars on selected topics in materials science.

501 MATERIALS SCIENCE SEMINAR (10 1)

A series of biweekly seminars on selected topics in materials science.

Stajf

Barrera, E.

523(S) PROPERTIES, SYNTHESIS, AND DESIGN OF COMPOSITE
MATERIALS (3 3)

The science of interfaces and the properties that govern their use in composite materials. Not
offered every year.

Barrera, E.

535(F) CRYSTALLOGRAPHY AND DIFFRACTION (3-0-3)

Study of crystals by x-ray and electron diffraction and electron microscopy. Basic diffraction

theory and methods for characterization of structure and constitution of materials. Prerequisite:

Msci301.
Lairson, B.

537(F) MATERIALS SCIENCE SENIOR LAB (0-3 1)

Selected laboratory experiments in materials science. Prerequisite: Msci 303.

Callahan, D., Lairson, B.

541(S) PHYSICAL METALLURGY (3-0-3)

Fundamentals of solidification, alloying, and heat treatment. The mechanical and nonmechanical

properties of metallic systems from atomic and electronic theory. Prerequisite: Msci 301. Not

offered every year.

Staff

550(S) TIME DEPENDENT PLASTICITY (3-0 3)

Fundamental concepts in creep and creep rupture in solids. A phenomenological overview and

mechanistic theories are presented. Prerequisite: Msci 402 or permission of instructor. Not offered

every year.

Staff

561(F) ADVANCED LAB I (0-4-1)

Students whose interest lies primarily in the field of materials and metallurgy are given the

opportunity for research and design in these fields. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Staff

562(S) ADVANCED LAB II (0-4-1)

Students whose interest lies primarily in the field of materials and metallurgy are given the

opportunity for research and design in these fields. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Staff

569(F) CORROSION SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (3-0-3)

Survey of principles and theories of corrosion, corrosion testing, and selection of materials for

corrosion prevention. Prerequisite: Msci 301. Not offered every year.

Cunningham, R.

593(F) POLYMER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (3-0-3)

Basic concepts in macromolecular chemistry and their application in the synthesis and chemical

modification of polymers. Prerequisites: Chem 211,212. Also offered as Ceng 593.

Armeniades, C.
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594(S) PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS (3-0-3)

Molecular organization and physical properties of polymeric materials; elastomeric, semicrystal-

line, and glassy polymers; processing and technology ofpolymeric systems. Also offered as Ceng
594.

Armeniades, C.

609(S) FRACTURE MECHANICS (3-0-3)

Theory of elasticity and plasticity pertinent to fracture. Practical aspects of fracture toughness

testing. Not offered every year.

Staff

610(F) CRYSTAL THERMODYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Potentials and third-order elastic constants will be discussed. The lattice dynamics of harmonic
phonons and anharmonic perturbation expansion are included as well as the contribution of

electrons to the thermodynamic quantities. Not offered every year.

Brotzen, F.

614 SPECIAL TOPICS (Variable) ._ . .
My ;^.Vi i

Staff

615 SPECIAL TOPICS (Variable)

Staff

627(S) MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION (3-0-3)

Methods for the characterization of phases and lattice imperfections in engineering materials.

Common electron-beam techniques such as SEM, Auger, TEM, AEM, and HREM are covered in

detail as well as important diffraction and spectral methods. Prerequisite: Msci 535. Not offered

every year.

Callahan, D.

634(F) THERMODYNAMICS OF ALLOYS (3-0-3)

Relations between classical thermodynamics and statistical mechanics applied to understanding

solid and liquid alloys. Solid-solid, liquid-solid, and gas-solid equilibriums in metallurgy. Not
offered every year.

McLellan, R.

635(S) TRANSFORMATION IN ALLOYS (3-0-3)

Diffusion in metals and alloys. Mechanism and phenomenology of diffusion-controlled transfor-

mations. Precipitation from saturated alloys and liquid solutions. Transformations in heat-treated

alloys. Not offered every year.

McLellan, R.

645(S) THIN FILMS (3-0-3)

Materials issues relevant to thin films. Techniques for vapor phase deposition of thin films, such
as evaporation, sputtering, and chemical vapor deposition. Epitaxy, generation ofthin film defects,

strain, growth anistropy, and grain structure. Electrical, optical, and magnetic properties of thin

film materials and structures.

Lairson, B.

666(S) CONDUCTION PHENOMENA IN SOLIDS (3-0-3)

Fundamental aspects of electron and energy transport in conductors, semiconductors, and
insulators. Prerequisite: Msci 406 or equivalent.

Brotzen, F.



Medieval Studies

Professors Chance, Cuthbertson, Drew, Hammond, Leal, Nelson,

,y. 7 , .
Stroup, Van Helden, and Wilson

Adjunct Professor E. Mitchell
''^'

Associate Professors Maas, Meconi, Morrison, Polanyi, Sanders,

Urrutibeheity, Wallace, and Widrig

,

Assistant Professors Fishman, Mersereau, Neagley (Director),

, (', Nirenberg, and Quillen

Lecturers Daichman and Dunne

Degree Offered: B.A. y H'-t;

The interdisciplinary major in Medieval Studies allows students to compare

different medieval cultures and their common traditions in the period between 500 and

1500 A.D. This major accordingly combines a broad background in the various aspects i

of medieval culture with more specialized study in a chosen field of emphasis. The
available fields of emphasis are: Art History, History, Medieval Literature in one or

more departments (English, French, German, Spanish, Classics), Music (for Music

majors or by permission), or Philosophy and Religion.

Requirements.A student majoring in Medieval Studies must complete a minimum
of 36 semester hours ( 1 2 semester courses), of which at least six courses must be at the

300/400 level. All majors must take Hist 202 (Early Medieval Civilization) and either

Hist 203 (Civilization ofthe High Middle Ages) orHuma 320 (Introduction to Medieval

Culture). Majors must also take one medieval literature course, to be chosen in

consultation with the Medieval Studies adviser; one course in medieval art or music

(Hart 317, Early Medieval Art and Architecture; Hart 3 1 9, Gothic Art and Architecture;

Musi 222, Medieval and Renaissance Music; Musi 429, Medieval Music); one course

in medieval philosophy or religion (Hist 273/373, Postbiblical Jewish History to 1492;

Hist 281/381, History of the Islamic Near East, 600-1258; Phil 201, History of

Philosophy, Ancient and Medieval; Reli 381, Introduction to the History of Western

Christianity); and two semesters of foreign language study to be determined in

consultation with the Medieval Studies adviser. Three courses, at least two of which are

300/400 level, must be in the student's chosen field of emphasis; one of these may be

a directed reading course. Two additional courses, one of which may be a senior thesis

on a topic in the student's field of emphasis, must be chosen from offerings in the

medieval period. All prospective programs for majors in Medieval Studies must be

created in consultation with the director of Medieval Studies.

Students contemplating graduate work in Medieval Studies should study at least

one foreign language in some depth. (Most graduate schools require a reading knowl-

edge of French and German for the Ph.D.)

Core Courses

HIST 202(S) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CIVILIZATION: THE
EARLY MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

Nirenberg, D., Neagley, L.
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HIST 203(F) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CIVILIZATION: THE
HIGH MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

Nirenberg, D.. Neagley, L.

HUMA 320(F) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CULTURE (3 3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Chance, J.

I. Language, Literature, and Culture

Classics

LATI 101/102 FIRST-YEAR LATIN (3-0-3)

LATI 201/202 INTERMEDIATE LATIN (3-0-3)

GREE 101/102 ELEMENTARY GREEK (3 3)

GREE 201/202 INTERMEDIATE GREEK (3-0-3)

Wallace, K.

Wallace, K.

Mackie, H.

Staff

English

313/513BEOWULF (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

•!'3'
i '.

314/514 MIDDLE ENGLISH LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

318(F) CHAUCER (3-0-3)

320(F) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CULTURE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Chance, J.

Chance, J.

Chance, J.

Chance, J.

321(S) GENDER AND POWER IN OLD ENGLISH (In Translation) (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Chance, J.

395(S) HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

483/484 STUDIES IN LITERARY TYPES (3-0-3)

Topics vary; may be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Mitchell, E.

Chance, J.
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491/492 STUDIES IN A MAJOR BRITISH AUTHOR: TOLKIEN AND HIS
WORLD (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Chance, J.

495/496 TOPICS IN LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Variable topics; may be repeated for credit. Not offered 1995-96.

Chance, J.

512(S) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN OLD ENGLISH « .

Not offered 1995-96.
,

,-.

Chance, J.

515 READING LIKE/AS A WOMAN: CHRISTINE DE PIZAN IN
FIFTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND -

Not offered 1995-96.

Chance, J.

516(S) NEW APPROACHES TO CHAUCER AND THE FOURTEENTH
CENTURY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Chance, J.

517(F) MEDIEVAL WOMEN (3-0-3)

• ^
' Chance, J.

French <
'

'

403 HISTORY AND STYLISTICS OF FRENCH LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Nelson, D.

410(F) LITERATURE AND CULTURE OF THE [FRENCH] MIDDLE
AGES (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Nelson, D.

510 SEMINAR ON MEDIEVAL LITERATURE—IMAGE OF THE
WOMAN IN MEDIEVAL FRENCH LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Nelson, D.

German

321 VIKING LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson, J.

401 VARIABLE TOPICS: MAY BE MEDIEVAL (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

405 GOTHIC AND OLD HIGH GERMAN (3-0-3)

Wilson. J.

407(F) GERMAN LITERATURE OF THE MIDDLE AGES IN TRANSLA-
TION (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.
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411 INTRODUCTION TO MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN LANGUAGE AND
LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

412(F) MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN EPIC POETRY (3-0-3)

Wilson, J.

421(S) MEDIEVAL GERMANIC LITERATURE AND MYTHOLOGY
Wilson, J.

424 OLD ICELANDIC (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

512 GOTHIC (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

522 OLD HIGH GERMAN (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

523 OLD SAXON (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

524 OLD ICELANDIC (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

•r ff. 'y''y''"\i4,\}ji4,

Wilson, J.

Wilson, J.

Wilson, J.

Wilson, J.

Wilson, J.

Linguistics

395(S) HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

Also listed under English.

Mitchell, E.

Spanish

315/515(S) STUDIES IN HISPANIC LINGUISTICS: OLD SPANISH (3-0-3)

Urrutibeheity, H.

418(S) STUDIES IN MEDIEVAL SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Leal, M.

518(S) MEDIEVAL SPANISH LITERATURE GRADUATE TRAILER
Leal, M.

n. Art History, Music, Philosophy, Religion

History ofArt '

205(F) SURVEY OF WESTERN ART: ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL (3-0-3)

Widrig, W., Neagley, L.
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309(S) LATE ANTIQUE AND EARLY CHRISTIAN ART (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

,c,... r..
Widrig, W.

310 BYZANTINE ART (3-0-3)

Widrig, W.

312 GREEK AND ROMAN ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.
, . J »-,

Mersereau, R.

317(S) EARLY MEDIEVAL ART: FIFTH CENTURY TO
ROMANESQUE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.
'

-''*

' ,)-,!. Neagley.L.

319(F) GOTHIC ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN NORTHERN EUROPE,
1140-1300 (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Neagley, L.

370(F) LATE GOTHIC ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN NORTHERN
EUROPE, 1300-1500 (3-0-3)

Neagley, L.

494(S) THE GOTHIC PORTAL (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

-':-t]
' >*U^A T'S :^ Neagley, L.

Music

222(S) MUSIC OF THE MIDDLE AGES AND RENAISSANCE (3-0-3)

By permission of instructor.

- > - - - -^- Bailey, W.

429(F) MUSIC OF THE MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

By permission of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Meconi, H.

Philosophy fKK) :-/):/.', < vnJ > /'lA :«?sii>^ /

201(F) HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY I: ANCIENT & MEDIEVAL (3-0-3)

Morrison, D.

301(F) ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)

Morrison, D.

Religious Studies

381 INTRODUCTION TO HISTORY OF WESTERN
CHRISTIANITY I (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Stroup, J.

I" ':-"' '
--.

.1
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III. History

History

202(S) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CIVILIZATION: THE EARLY
MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

Neagley, L., Nirenberg, D.

203(F) INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL CIVILIZATION: THE HIGH
MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

Neagley, L., Nirenberg, D.

273(F) HISTORY OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE: EZRA TO 1492 (3-0-3)

Also offered as Hist 373. Not offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.

281(F) HISTORY OF THE ISLAMIC NEAR EAST, 600-1258 (3-0-3)

Also offered as Hist 381. Not offered 1995-96.

Sanders, P.

282(S) HISTORY OF THE ISLAMIC NEAR EAST, 1258-1805 (3-0-3)

Also offered as Hist 382. Not offered 1995-96.

Sanders, P.

284(S) THE CRUSADES: HOLY WAR IN MEDIEVAL CHRISTENDOM
AND ISLAM (3-0-3)

Also offered as Hist 384. Not offered 1995-96.

Nirenberg, D., Sanders, P.

303(F) UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT READING
Staff

304(S) UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT READING
Staff

308 THE WORLD OF LATE ANTIQUITY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Maas, M.

320(S) SCIENCE IN ANTIQUITY AND THE MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Van Helden, A.

325(S) MEDIEVAL HISTORY I (3-0-3)

An enriched version of Hist 202. Students may not recieve credit for both 202 and 325.

Nirenberg, D.

326(F) MEDIEVAL HISTORY H (3-0-3)

An enriched version of Hist 203.

Nirenberg, D.

337(S) HISTORY OF ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL LAW (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Drew, K.
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345 RENAISSANCE EUROPE (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Quillen, C.

359(F) ROMAN BRITAIN AND MEDIEVAL ENGLAND (3-0-3)

Drew, K.

438(S) WOMEN AND GENDER IN ISLAMIC SOCIETIES (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.
'"'

Sanders,?.

439(F) CHRISTIANITY AND THE WEST (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.
^ '''' -' Nirenberg,D.

440(F) SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC HISTORY OF EUROPE IN THE
MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

Drew, K.

521(F) DIRECTED READINGS IN MEDIEVAL HISTORY
Stajf

581(S) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN MEDIEVAL HISTORY
Drew, K.

Political Science

340 ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL POLITICAL THEORY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

M*iM > va f ^/-Tt -^K ' ' Cuthbertson, G.

'*t< * '1

\
•;•; '

: -'.'yrt-
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Military Science

Major Jones, Chair

Students may participate in a Military Science program (Army ROTC) through

cross-enrollment with the University of Houston. Academic transfer credit is given for

Army ROTC. Classes emphasize leadership and management with instruction given

that is common to all branches of the U.S. Army. Eligible students have the option of

completing Reserve Officers' Training Corps courses in either a four- or two-year

program. Graduates of the Army ROTC program are commissioned in the Active, the

Army Reserve, or the Army National Guard.

Four-Year Program. The four-year program consists of the Basic Course (Mili I

and II), taken during the first and second years, and the Advanced Course (Mili III and

IV), taken during the third and fourth years. Students enrolled in the first two years of

ROTC participate with no military obligation. Veterans receive credit for the Basic

Course and may enter the Advanced Course once they have a minimum of 60 credit

hours.

Two-Year Program. Students with two years of study remaining are eligible to

enter the Advanced Course following successful completion of a six-week Basic Camp.
There is no military obligation for attending Basic Camp. This camp is held during

the summer at Fort Knox, Kentucky. Each student is paid approximately $600 for the

six-week period. Veterans are exempt from this requirement and may enter directly into

the Advanced Course.

Advanced Camp. All students attend a six-week Advanced Camp at Fort Lewis,

Washington, between their junior and senior years. Each student is paid approximately

$600 for this camp.

Scholarships. Two-, three-, and four-year scholarships are available for students

participating in the ROTC program. Students with a GPA above 2.7 and students in

technical majors have an excellent chance for selection. The application deadline for

four-year scholarships is in December. The deadline for three-year scholarships is in

February. Scholarship students receive annual tuition assistance of up to $12,000. The
Army also pays scholarship students for books and educational fees (health, athletic, lab

fees, etc.) up to a maximum amount set annually by the U.S. Army Cadet Command.
Stipend. All contracted students, both scholarship and nonscholarship, receive a

$150 monthly stipend.

More information. For more information, contact the Military Science Depart-

ment at the University of Houston at (713) 743-3875.

Military Science Courses- suggestedformat

106(F/S) RANGER CHALLENGE TRAINING ( 0-3-1)

Enrollment restricted to Army ROTC cadets. Physically demanding. Develops skills through
team competition. Land navigation, rifle marksmanship, tactics, assembly of one-rope bridge.

Students are required to attend physical training Monday through Friday. Selected cadets

compete against teams from other universities.

Staff

107(F/S) LEADERSHIP LABORATORY (0-2-0)

Fall corequisite: Mili 121. Spring corequisite: Mili 122.

Staff

108(F/S) PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING (0-2-0)

Staff
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109(F/S) PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING (0-3-1)

Staff

121(F) INTRODUCTION TO THE ARMY AND MARKSMANSHIP ( 1 -2- 1

)

Open to all students. Introduction to the role, function, and purpose of the Armed Forces in

society; emphasis upon saftey, responsibility, and marksmanship techniques. There is no
military obligation for attending this course. Corequisite: Mili 107.

Staff

122(S) SURVIVAL AND UNARMED SELF-DEFENSE (1-2-1)

Open to all students. Basic concepts in wilderness survival and basic holds and movement
techniques. Emphasis on field expedient techniques and basic fieldcraft with techniques to

defend against attacker; addresses rape prevention techniques. There is no military obligation

for attending this course. Corequisite: Mili 107.

Staff

201(F) MILITARY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (2-2-2)

Characteristics of leadership, problem analysis, decision making, oral presentations, first aid,

small unit tactics, land navigation, basic radio communication, marksmanship, and rappelling.

No military obligation incurred. Corequisite: Mili 203, 108, or 109.

Staff

202(S) MILITARY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (2-2-2)

Continuation of Mili 201. Prerequisite: Mili 201. Corequisite: Mih 203.

Staff

203(F/S) LEADERSHIP LABORATORY (0-2-0)

Fall corequisite: Mili 201. Spring corequisite: Mili 202.

Staff

301(F) ADVANCED MILITARY SCIENCE (3-2-3)

Leadership, preparing combat orders, military instruction principles, small unit tactics, tactical

communications. Course is designed to prepare students for Advanced Camp. In addition to

class, students must attend lab and physical-fitness training. Prerequisites: Mili 202 or consent

of chairman. Corequisite: Mili 304.

Staff

302(S) LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (3-2-3)

Continuation of Mili 301. Prerequisite: Mili 301. Corequisite: Mili 304.

Staff

304(F/S) LEADERSHIP LABORATORY (0-2-0)

Fall corequisite: Mili 301. Spring corequisite: Mili 302.

Staff

401(F) ADVANCED MILITARY SCIENCE (3-2-3)

Leadership and command, military law, administrative/staffoperations and procedures, dynam-
ics of the military team, training management, ethics, and professionalism. In addition to class,

students must attend lab and physical fitness training. Prerequisites: Mili 302 or consent of

chairman. Corequisite: Mili 403.

Staff

402(S) ADVANCED MILITARY SCIENCE (3-2-3)

Continuation of Mili 401 . Prerequisites: Mili 302 and 401 or consent of chairman. Corequisite:

Mili 403.

Staff

403(F/S) LEADERSHIP LABORATORY (0-2-0)

Fall corequisite: Mili 401. Spring corequisite: Mili 402.

Staff
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The Shepherd School of Music

Professor Hammond, Dean

Professors Babikian, Burt, Citron, Cooper, Ellison, Farwell, N. Fischer, Fliegel,

Ghitalla, Giles, Goldsmith, Holloway, S. Jones, Milburn, Luca, and Schnoebelen

Associate Professors Atherholt, Bailey, Brooks, R. Brown, Diaz, Gottschalk, Hoebig,

Jaber, Kamins, Kirk, Lavenda, Meconi, Murray, Page, Peck, Pitts, Rachleff, Roux,

Ver Meulen, Waters, and Winkler

Assistant Professor Arbiter

Lecturers Dye and Malone

Artist Teachers Bado, Connelly, Dickinson,

J. K. Fischer, Lanier, Perry, Rarick, and Shank

Artist-in-Residence Eschenbach

Adjunct Lecturer Visser

Degrees Offered: B.A.; B.Mus.; B.Mus./M.Mus. (simultaneously); M.Mus.; D.M.A.

The Shepherd School of Music is committed to the highest quality education of

musicians and offers both professional training and a broad liberal arts curriculum at the

undergraduate level. At the graduate level, it offers professional music training for

qualified students in programs of performance, creativity, and scholarship.

Degrees Offered. The Shepherd School ofMusic offers four degrees: the Bachelor

of Arts degree in music; the Bachelor of Music degree in performance, composition,

music history, and music theory; the Master of Music degree in performance, compo-
sition, choral and instrumental conducting, musicology, and music theory; and the

Doctor of Musical Arts degree in composition and selected areas of performance.

Normally, four years are required for the bachelor's degrees and two years for the

master's. Qualified students may elect an honors program that leads to the simultaneous

awarding ofthe Bachelor ofMusic and Master ofMusic degrees after five years of study.

Admission. An audition, either in person or on tape, is required ofeach undergradu-

ate applicant. Undergraduate admission is determined jointly by the Shepherd School

faculty and by the Rice University Admission Committee, which bases its evaluation

upon successful academic achievement and standard college admission indices.

Transfer students from other colleges, conservatories, and universities are evalu-

ated in terms ofprior preparation, which may reduce the required period of study at Rice.

An audition, personal or taped, and placement exams in both music history and music

theory are required of transfer applicants.

An audition or personal interview and placement exams in music history and music

theory are required of graduate applicants. The Graduate Record Examination, includ-

ing the advanced music tests, is required of graduate applicants in musicology, theory,

and composition.

Curriculum Design. Undergraduate curricula consist of core music courses,

applied music, other required music courses, chamber music and large ensembles,

nonmusic courses as specified by the university, and electives. Music majors are entitled

to one hour of private lessons each week each semester they are enrolled as a music

major. Private or group lessons beyond this may result in additional fees. After the

required four semesters of instrumental or vocal study, students in the B.A. in music

program who wish to continue taking private lessons must secure permission from the

dean's office. All undergraduate majors are required to take the following core courses:
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Music Theory: 211, 212, 311, 312, 411

Music History: 221, 222, 321, 322, 421

Aural Skills: 231, 232, 331, 332, 431

Students in the B.A. in music program take all of the above, with the exception of

Aural Skills 33 1,332, and 43 1 . A minimum of 1 20 semester hours is required for either

bachelor's degree. The precise number ofhourly requirements varies according to major
area. Further information on curricular requirements for all majors and degree programs
may be obtained from The Shepherd School of Music.

Information on University Distribution Requirements and Foundation courses may
be found elsewhere in this catalogue. For music majors, Musi 221 and Musi 222 may be
counted as humanities (Group I).

The B.Mus./M.Mus. program includes the core curriculum and an advanced
curriculum. The first five semesters parallel the core curriculum of the four-year

degrees. The sixth semester is a transitional semester in which the student must qualify

for formal admission to candidacy for the master's degree as well as begin work in the

advanced curriculum. If qualifying does not take place by the end of the sixth semester,

the student is not allowed to register for the advanced curriculum without special

permission. At least five distribution courses (preferably six) must be completed by the

end of the sixth semester before the student is considered for formal admission to

candidacy for the master's degree.

The final two years are devoted to the advanced curriculum, in which the student

concentrates on creativity, performance, or research supported by laboratory or per-

forming ensembles, theory and history seminars, and professional apprenticeships,

which may involve a diversity ofprofessional activities as appropriate for the individual.

These may include participation with major or civic orchestras, choirs, or opera theaters;

off-campus solo and small ensemble performances; conducting apprenticeships with

professional orchestras, operas, or ballet companies; composition for films, television,

public schools, and for ensembles in residence; and research in major national and
international libraries. It is the responsibility ofstudents to arrange their apprenticeships.

Whenever possible, faculty members assist students in making arrangements for

apprenticeships. These and any other specialized studies must be engaged by the

individual student with the approval of the faculty. A minimum of 150 semester hours

is required for the combined B.Mus./M.Mus. degree. The precise number of hourly

requirements varies according to major area.

Special Examinations:

1

.

At the end of each semester, a jury examination is given in applied music over

the material studied during the semester.

2. Keyboard proficiency is required of all degree candidates except B.A. students

and must be satisfied by examination. If the student has little or no knowledge
ofthe keyboard, enrollment in secondary piano beginning in the student's first

semester is encouraged until the examination requirements are met.

3. Students on the five-year program must take a qualifying examination no later

than the sixth semester to determine admissibility to the student's preferred

major area in the advanced curriculum. For performance majors, this exami-

nation consists of the qualifying recital and an oral examination in music
history and music theory based on the compositions to be performed on the

qualifying recital. The Graduate Record Examination is required by the

conclusion of the sixth semester for music history, theory, and composition

majors.
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Performance and Large Ensembles. Students are expected to perform frequently

during their residence at Rice. Performance majors must present at least two full recitals.

Composition and conducting students are expected to present recitals as specified by

their degree programs. Students are expected to attend both faculty and student recitals.

In addition, all music majors are required to participate in the school's conducted

ensembles as assigned.

Thesis. The master's degree for composition, conducting, music history, and

theory majors assumes a high level of scholarship. A thesis is required of music history

and theory majors. An original work of extended scope is required of composition

majors. Conducting majors must present either an extended composition or project.

Warning, Music School Probation, Discontinuation. A student performing

unsatisfactorily in one or more courses at the midterm period may be placed on warning.

If at the end of the semester significant improvement has not been shown, the student

may be placed on music probation. A student may be placed directly on probation

without warning. Probation is a more serious status than warning, and it signifies that

the student's work has been sufficiently unsatisfactory to preclude graduation unless

significant improvement is achieved promptly. A student on music probation may be

absent from class only for extraordinary reasons and may not represent the school in any

public function not directly a part of a degree program.

If at the conclusion of the probationary period the student has not shown marked
improvement, the student may be discontinued from the school as a music major. Any
student discontinued as a music major but not on academic suspension may elect a major

elsewhere in the university, subject to the requirements of the major department or

school.

A minimum grade ofB- is expected of all music students in their major applied area.

A grade of C will be evaluated in the following manner. If in the first five semesters of

an undergraduate degree program a student receives a grade of C in his or her applied

area, he or she will be placed on music warning. If the student receives a second C, he

or she will be placed on music probation. With a third C in his or her major applied area,

the student will be discontinued as a music major.

Leaves of Absence and Voluntary Withdrawal. Music majors must secure

permission in writing from the dean of the Shepherd School prior to requesting a leave

ofabsence from the university. Requests must be submitted before the first day ofclasses

of the semester for which the leave is to be applicable.

Music majors taking voluntary withdrawal from the university are not guaranteed

readmission into the Shepherd School and may be asked to reapply/reaudition. (Such

students are encouraged to explain the circumstances of their withdrawal to the dean of

the Shepherd School before leaving campus.)

Courses for Nonmajors. Nonmajors will find the following courses designed for

the general student: Musi 1 17, 1 18; 307, 308; 317, 318; 327, 328; 334, 335; individual

instruction in all instruments: Musi 141-197.

In addition, other music courses may be taken by the nonmajor with the permission

of the instructor and approval of the dean of the Shepherd School.

Musical Opportunities. Musical and educational opportunities are afforded the

student both on campus and in the greater Houston area. A visiting lecturer series, a

professional concert series, and numerous visiting distinguished musicians contribute

to the Shepherd School environment. The Houston Symphony Orchestra, Symphony
Chorus, Houston Grand Opera, Texas Opera Theater, Houston Ballet, Houston Oratorio

Society, and Da Camera, as well as the activities of other institutions of higher learning

in the area, provide exceptional opportunities for musical experiences.
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Composition

303 UNDERGRADUATE COMPOSITION SEMINAR (Variable)

Burt, G., Gottschalk, A., Jones, S., Lavenda, R., Milburn, E.

305 COMPOSITION ELECTIVE (3-0-3)

307 COMPOSITION FOR NONMAJORS 1, 11 (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

401 COMPOSITION FOR MAJORS (3-0-3)

Creative composition employing twentieth-century vocabularies supported by extensive perfor-

mance, listening, and analysis of related scores. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.

Burt, G., Gottschalk, A., Jones, S., Lavenda, R., Milburn, E.

444(S) PRACTICUM IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC PERFORMANCE (1)
Music majors only. Each enrolled composer will write a piece for an ensemble formed from some
of the enrolled performers. The piece will be rehearsed and coached as it is being written and will

be performed on various recitals.

Lavenda, R., Milburn, E.

503(F) ELECTRONIC MUSIC COMPOSITION (1-6-3)

An introduction to analog synthesizers, VC programming, and basic tape manipulation and
recording techniques.

. ; : //i : .. \ K,
'": '•

,
". Gottschalk, A.

504(S) COMPUTER-ASSISTED MUSIC COMPOSITION (1-6-3)

An introduction to computer-controlled M.I.D.I. sound synthesis systems, sequencing,

multitrack tape recording, and outboard sound and signal processing. Musi 503 required.

Gottschalk, A.

505 ADVANCED ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER MUSIC COMPOSI-
TION (1-6-3)

A continuation of Musi 504, more individual project-oriented, with an emphasis on music
generation computer programming. Musi 504 required.

601 COMPOSITION FOR MAJORS, ADVANCED, AND GRADUATES
(3-0-3)

Burt, G., Gottschalk, A., Jones, S., Lavenda, R., Milburn, E.

603 GRADUATE COMPOSITION SEMINAR (Variable)

Burt, G., Gottschalk, A., Jones, S., Lavenda, R., Milburn, E.

605 ADVANCED ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER MUSIC COMPOSI-
TION II (3-0-3)

Gottschalk, A.

707 DOCTORAL INDEPENDENT STUDY IN COMPOSITION (3-0-3)

Major symphonic or symphonic/choral work of professional level.

Staff
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Theory

117(F/S) FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC I (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

For nonmusic majors with minimal music preparation. Rudiments of pitch and duration. Study of

scales, chord structure tonality, and forms. Permission of instructor.

Stajf

118(S) FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC 11(3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Application of Musi 117 materials. Creative work utihzing twentieth-century art and popular

vocabulary. Permission of instructor. Offered irregularly.

Stajf

211(F) THEORETICAL STUDIES I (3-0-3)

For music majors. Preliminary study of harmony, melody, rhythm, and form. Section determined

by exam.
Lavenda, R.

212(S) THEORETICAL STUDIES II (3-0-3) ' '''»'•' '

''^'

For music majors. Discussion, analysis, and creative application of theoretical concepts and

vocabulary from 1800 to the present.

Lavenda, R.

311(F) THEORETICAL STUDIES III (3-0-3)

For music majors. Baroque and early classical music. Study of species counterpoint and of two-

three-four voice tonal coimterpoint. Analysis of representative compositions of diverse genre and

medium.
Jones, S.

312(S) THEORETICAL STUDIES IV (3-0-3)

For music majors. Late Classical and Romantic music. Chromatic harmony. Analysis of selected

major works. Introduction to linear reductive analysis.

Staff

317(F) THEORY FOR NONMAJORS I (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 1

For nonmusic majors with appreciable instrumental and/or high school theory background.

Discussion, analysis, and application of the parameters of music: melody, rhythm, harmony,
counterpoint, instrumentation, and form. Permission of instructor.

Lavenda, R.

318(S) THEORY FOR NONMAJORS H (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

For nonmusic majors with appreciable instrumental and/or high school theory background.

Prerequisite: Musi 317 or permission of instructor. Stylistic harmony, melody, and form from
1700 to the present.

Lavenda, R.

411(F) THEORETICAL STUDIES V (3-0-3)

Music of the twentieth century. Compositional devices from 1900 to the present. Analysis of

selected major works.

Burt, G., Milburn, E.

412(S) THEORETICAL STUDIES VI (3-0-3)

Advanced analytical techniques. Practical applications of principal analytical systems from the

Middle Ages to the present.

Lavenda, R.
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417 MUSIC FOR FILM (2-0-2)

Lectures focusing on instances where music has made a decisive impact on the meaning and
vitality of various films. Generalized functions of film music (pacing, characterization, psycho-

logical extension, structural delineation) are examined with reference to dramatic intent. No prior

technical knowledge of either medium is assumed. Explanation or definition is offered where
needed. Some background in film or music is preferred.

Burt, G.

511(F) GRADUATE THEORY REVIEW (2-0-2)
-,' '' Burt, G.

513(F) MODAL COUNTERPOINT (2-0-3)

An in-depth examination of the vocal polyphony of the sixteenth century, with practical

applications of contrapuntal techniques.

Gottschalk,A.

515(F)/ ADVANCED ORCHESTRATION I, H (3)

516(S) Burt,G.,Milburn,E.

517(F) SPECIAL STUDIES—MUSIC THEORY ANALYTICAL SYSTEMS
(3-0-3)

Stajf

611(F)/PEDAG0GY OF THEORY I, H (3-0-3)

612(S) Principal learning theories and philosophies of learning and teaching. Examination and
critique of college-level materials. ,

; >

, _
. Lavenda, R.

613(S) CANON AND FUGUE (2-0-3)

Specialized study of imitative counterpoint. Examples from the fifteenth to the twentieth centuries.

Emphasis on the Baroque fugue and twentieth-century polyphony.

Milburn. E.

614 SELECTED STUDIES IN MUSIC THEORY (3-0-3)

Advanced study of the music of a single composer.

Stajf

711(F) ANALYTICAL APPROACHES (3)

An examination of critical passages from chosen works and with specific reference to central

points of view in the writings of Schenker, Forte, Babbitt, and Cone.
Burt, G.

715(F) HISTORY OF THEORY (3-0-3)

Offered irregularly. . .-;

History and Literature

221(F)/HISTORICAL STUDIES I, H (3 3)

222(S) Historical study of musical style. Introduction, first semester; Medieval and Renais-

sance, second semester.

Citron, M., Meconi, H.

321(F)/HISTORICAL STUDIES HI, IV (3-0 3)

322(S) Historical studies in music of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries.

Baroque, Preclassical, first semester; Classical and Romantic, second semester. Correlated with

Musi 31 1,312 and 331, 332.

Schnoebelen, A., Citron, M.
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325 BAROQUE STRING/CONTINUO PERFORMANCE (Variable)

This course combines the theoretical and pragmatic approaches to Baroque music performance

problems for string and continuo players. Research from treatises on various topics will be

discussed in weekly classes and then applied to the instruments in extensive performance

workshops. Prerequisite: audition. Offered irregularly.

Luca, S., Schnoebelen, A.

327(F)/ MUSIC LITERATURE FOR NONMAJORS I, II (3 0-3)

328(S) * DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Historical survey of music from the Middle Ages to 1 750, first semester; from 1 750 to the present,

second semester.

Bailey, W.

329 SPECIAL STUDIES—MUSIC HISTORY (3-0-3)

Special studies in music history. Offered irregularly.

^ ''-> Stajf

414 PIANO CHAMBER MUSIC LITERATURE (2)

Offered irregularly.

Connelly, B.

421(F) HISTORICAL STUDIES V (3-0-3)

Twentieth century and contemporary. Historical studies in music of the twentieth century.

Correlated with Musi 411 and 431.

Bailey, W.

All RENAISSANCE MUSIC (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

423(F) CHAMBER MUSIC LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Offered irregularly.

Meconi, H.

Staff

424(F)/ ORGAN LITERATURE I, H (3-0 3)

425(S) Holloway, C.

426(F) PIANO LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Offered irregularly.

427(F)/ORGAN LITERATURE III, IV (3-0-3)

428(S) Offered irregularly.

429 MUSIC OF THE MIDDLE AGES (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

521 GRADUATE REVIEW OF EARLY MUSIC (0)

Fischer, J. K.

Holloway, C.

Meconi, H.

Meconi, H., Schnoebelen, A.

523(F) BIBLIOGRAPHY AND RESEARCH METHODS I (3 3)

Studies in bibliography, techniques in research methodology.
Schnoebelen, A.
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524 SURVEY OF OPERA (3-0-3)

Historical, musical, and literary aspects of selected operas. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Offered irregularly.

Schnoebelen, A.

525 PERFORMANCE PRACTICES SEMINAR (3-0-3)

Study of performance practices from treatises and music, problems in editing music. Offered
irregularly.

Meconi, H., Schnoebelen, A.

621 SELECTED STUDIES IN MUSIC HISTORY (3-0-3)

Seminar on individual topics in music history to be announced each year.

Prerequisite: Musi 41 1, 421.
.''•'. Staff

624 SEMINAR ON A SELECTED COMPOSER (3-0-3)

Advanced study of the music of a single composer.
Prerequisites: Musi 411, 421. . •;:'.;

Staff

723 AESTHETICS OF MUSIC (3-0-3)

This is an introduction to music aesthetics, focusing on contemporary theories and writings.

Offered irregularly.

. i- Staff

lis NOTATION (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Offered irregularly. ' v
*'•'

Staff

Aural Skills j^
^^

231(F)/ AURAL SKILLS AND PERFORMANCE TECHNIQUES I, H
232(S) (3-0-2)

Ear-training and sight-singing: solfege, rhythmic studies, intervals, chords. Emphasis on diatonic

music. Placement test required prior to enrollment. Aural skills classes must be taken in sequence.

Staff

331(F)/ AURAL SKILLS AND PERFORMANCE TECHNIQUES III, IV
332(S) (3-0-2)

Continuation of Musi 232. Emphasis on chromatic music.

Gottschalk, A.
V. ", ; i

431(F) AURAL SKILLS AND PERFORMANCE TECHNIQUES V (3-0-2)

Continuation of performance techniques. Literature of the twentieth century.

Jones, S.

432(S) AURAL SKILLS AND PERFORMANCE TECHNIQUES VI (SCORE
READING) (3)

Jones, S.

437(F) GRADUATE EAR TRAINING REVIEW (3-0-2)

Offered irregularly. Staff
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Conducting

433(S) SCORE READING (2-2-2)

Staff

434(F) ELEMENTS OF CONDUCTING (2 0-2)

Offered irregularly. Staff

439(F) CHORAL CONDUCTING I (3-0-3)

The fundamental skills of choral conducting, including baton techniques, score reading, and
rehearsal procedures. Conducting materials will be selected from representative choral works.
Offered irregularly. ,, . ,, , ,, ,,-.., ., , .,^,

' Jaber, T.

440(S) CHORAL CONDUCTING II (3 3)

Advanced techniques of choral conducting with emphasis on expressive gestures and phrasal

conducting, interpretation and chironomy of chant, recitative conducting, repertoire selection,

score preparation, and conducting of choral-instrumental works. Offered irregularly.

Jaber. T.

533 GRADUATE CONDUCTING SEMINAR (4-0- 1

)

Rachleff, L.

630 GRADUATE CHORAL CONDUCTING SEMINAR (3-0-3)

Jaber, T.

637 ADVANCED CONDUCTING FOR MAJORS (3-9-3)

Graduate orchestral conducting majors only.

Rachleff, L.

Individual Instruction

Course numbers for individual instruction are constituted as follows: , .. o

1

.

The first digit indicates function within the student's curriculum: l=nonmusic
major; 2=secondary, i.e., study by a music major on an instrument other than

his or her principal instrument; 3=concentration, i.e., the principal instrument

of students majoring in composition, music history, theory, or conducting;

4=music performance major for four-year undergraduates and five-year

students prior to qualifying exams; 6=music performance major for two-year

graduate students and five-year students after qualifying exams.

2. The second digit indicates the instrumental "family."

3. The third digit indicates the particular instrument within the family.

Course numbers for flute are printed in complete format below. The remainder is

printed in summary form.
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Woodwind Instruction

Flute Courses ''
'• '^;

151 FLUTE FOR NONMAJORS (1-5-2) >
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

' ^ ^*'
'
' ^>'

251 SECONDARY FLUTE (1-5-2)

351 CONCENTRATION FLUTE (1-5-2)

352 CONCENTRATION FLUTE—INTENSIVE ( 1 -25 3)

451 FLUTE FOR MAJORS ( 1 -25-3)

Giles, A.

Giles, A.

651 FLUTE FOR MAJORS, ADVANCED, AND GRADUATES ( 1 -25-3)

Giles, A.

Oboe Courses

153 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE; GROUP I (1-5 2); 253 (1-5-2); 353 (1-5-2);

354 (1-25-3); 453 (1-25-3); 653 (1-25-3)

. , . ,. , ,
Atherholt,R.

Clarinet Courses

155 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 1(1-5 2); 255 ( 1 -5 2); 355 ( 1 -5-2);

356 (1-25-3); 455 (1-25-3); 655 (1-25-3)

Peck, D.

Bassoon Courses

157 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I ( 1 -5-2); 257 ( 1 -5-2); 357 ( 1 -5-2);

358(S) (1-25-3); 457 (1-25-3); 656 (1-25-3)

Kamins, B.

459 THEORY OF WOODWIND PERFORMANCE TECHNIQUES ( 1 -3- 1

)

For nonwoodwind students. Offered irregularly.

Stajf

559 WOODWIND PEDAGOGY ( 1 -3-2)

Offered irregularly.

Stajf

Brass Instruction
;

I. .

Horn Courses

161 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I ( 1 -5-2); 261 ( 1 -5-2); 361 ( 1 -5-2);

362 (1-25-3); 461 (1-25-3); 661 (1-25-3)

Ver Meulen, W.
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Trumpet Courses

163 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I ( 1 -5 2); 263 ( 1 -5 2); 363 ( 1 5 2);

364 (1-25-3); 463 (1-25-3); 663 (1-25-3)

Ghitalla, A.

Trombone Courses

165 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I ( 1 5-2); 265 ( 1 5 2); 365 ( 1 -5-2);

366 (1-25-3); 465 (1-25-3); 665 (1-25-3)

Waters. D.

Tuba Courses

167 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I ( 1 5 2); 267 ( 1 5-2); 367 ( 1 5-2);

368 (1-25-3); 467 (1-25-3); 667 (1-25-3)

Kirk, D.

469 THEORY OF BRASS PERFORMANCE TECHNIQUES (1-31)
For nonbrass students. Offered irregularly.

Staff

569 BRASS PEDAGOGY (1-3-2)

Offered irregularly.

Staff

Percussion Courses . ^ ,-

171 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I (1-5-2); 271 (1-5-2);

371 (1-5-2); 372 (1-25-3); 471 (1-25-3); 671 (1-25-3)

Brown, R.

479(S) THEORY OF PERCUSSION PERFORMANCE TECHNIQUES
(1-3-1)

For nonpercussion students. Offered irregularly.

Brown, R.

579 PERCUSSION PEDAGOGY ( 1 -3-2)

Offered irregularly.

Brown, R.

Voice Instruction

173 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I ( 1 5 2); 273 ( 1 -5-2); 373 ( 1 -5-2);

374 (1-25-3); 473 (1-25-3); 673 (1-25-3)

Babikian, V.,Farwell,J., Murray, W.

474 OPERA THEATER WORKSHOP (1

)

Operatic techniques for the singer/actor: the cultivation, through study and performance, of free,

expressive, and significant movement on stage, and the development of musical, dramatic, and
muscular sensitivity as the basis of good opera theater. Participation, according to ability, in

scenes, recitals, and major productions.

Bado, R., Dickinson, D., Lanier, H.



_ -..
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389 COLLABORATIVE PIANO SKILLS (2)

A practicum exploring the pianist as an ensemble player. Three sessions weekly: 1 ) performance

class for pianists in partnership with instrumentalists and singers—particular techniques discov-

ered in balance, pedaling, articulation, style, etc.; 2) private appointment with instructor on

individual repertoire—songs, sonatas, concerto reductions, etc.; 3) supervised sight-reading in the

four-hand and other duo literature.

Fischer, J. K.

445(F)/KEYBOARD PROFICIENCY I, II (2)

446(S) For organists. Offered irregularly.

Holloway, C, Staff

447(F) INTRODUCTION TO PIANO TECHNOLOGY (2)

An introduction and practicum in the tuning and maintaining of pianos. Among the topics to be

discussed will be the theory and acoustics of tuning, a brief history of the piano, proper repair and

replacement of sound-producing mechanisms, and a general exposure to restoration. There will be

hands-on experience and opportunities for supervised involvement in tuning and maintenance.

The course is designed primarily but not exclusively for piano majors.

Shank, C. D.

448(S) PIANO TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM FOR PIANISTS (2)

See Musi 447.

Shank, C. D.

482 SCORE READING AND IMPROVISATION FOR PIANISTS (3)

An introduction to basics of historical and modem styles of improvisation. Offered irregularly.

Connelly, B.

545(F)/KEYBOARD PROFICIENCY III, IV (2)

546(S) For organists. Offered irregularly.

Holloway, C, Kloeckner, P.

547(F) ORGAN PEDAGOGY (1-3-2)

Holloway, C.

583 INSTRUMENTAL ACCOMPANYING TECHNIQUES (2)

A course for piano majors, emphasizing practical skills of accompanying string and wind
instruments in a wide variety of repertoire, including sonatas, transcriptions, and orchestral

reductions. Offered irregularly.

Connelly, B.

584 VOCAL COACHING TECHNIQUES FOR PIANISTS (2)

A course for piano majors to develop skills of accompanying and coaching singers. Topics will

include basic vocal production and terminology, lieder, opera, and oratorio. Offered irregularly.

Jaber, T.

588(F)/PIANO PEDAGOGY I, H (1-3-2)

589(S) Offered irregularly.

Shank, C. D.

633(F) COMPREHENSIVE PRACTICUM IN PIANO TUNING (3)

The complete restoration of a studio or performance piano under the scrutiny of the instructor.

Areas of emphasis include restringing, the installation of new action parts and dampers, and the

finish regulation, and voicing of these parts.

Shank, C. D.
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645(S) ORGAN CONSTRUCTION (2)

Offered irregularly.

Visser, P.

686 APPLIED PIANO TECHNOLOGY (3)

The comprehensive study of tuning all important historical and modem temperments; supervised

work on action, voicing, regulation, and restoration.

Shank, CD.

689 PIANO FOR CHAMBER MUSIC AND ACCOMPANYING MAJORS,
ADVANCED AND GRADUATE (3)

Connelly, B.

String Instruction

Violin Courses ; • ' ,
- n' ...; ^,; .-n, ,;:

191 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I ( 1 -5 2); 291 (1 -5-2); 391 ( 1 -5-2);

392 (1-25-3); 491 (1-25-3); 691 (1-25-3)

Fliegel, R., Luca, S., Goldsmith. K., Winkler, K.

Viola Courses

193 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I (15 2); 293 (1-5-2); 393 (1-5-2);

394 (1-25-3); 493 (1-25-3); 693 (1-25-3)

Brooks, W., Diaz, R.

Violoncello Courses

195 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I ( 1 -5-2); 295 ( 1 -5-2); 395 ( 1 -5-2);

396 (1-25-3); 495 (1-25-3); 695 (1-25-3)

. ,., , ,, Fischer, N., Hoebig, D.

Double Bass Courses ,...., „,.,,• ,,,. .,

197 *DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I ( 1 -5-2); 297 ( 1 -5-2); 397 ( 1 -5-2);

398 (1-25-3); 497 (1-25-3); 697 (1-25-3)

Ellison, P.. Malone, D., Pitts, T.

408 UNACCOMPANIED BACH PERFORMANCE CLASS ( 1 )

Performances with commentary about stylistic and historic aspects of the works for one unaccom-
panied instrument of J. S. Bach. Students will perform versions in original form or transcribed for

their instruments when applicable.

Luca, S.

492(S) STRING TECHNOLOGY (2)

An introduction and practicum in the maintenance and repair of string instruments. Offered

irregularly.

Staff

499(F) THEORY OF STRING PERFORMANCE TECHNIQUES (1-3-1)

For nonstring students. Offered irregularly.

Staff
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599 STRING PEDAGOGY (1-3-2)

Offered irregularly. Section 1, Violin; Section 2, Viola; Section 3, Cello; Section 4, Double Bass.

Stajf

Ensembles

334 CAMPANILE ORCHESTRA (0 3 1

)

Stajf

335 UNDERGRADUATE CHORUS (0 3 1

)

Section 1, Shepherd Singers (by audition only); Section 2, Rice Chorale; Section 3, Sallyport (by

audition only).

Jaber, T.

337 UNDERGRADUATE ORCHESTRAS (0-9 2)

Rachlejf, L.

338 UNDERGRADUATE CHAMBER MUSIC (0-6- 1

)

436 COLLEGIUM (1)

Stajf

531 ORCHESTRAL REPERTOIRE (13 1)

May be repeated. Section 1, Violin; Section 2, Viola; Section 3, Cello; Section 4, Double Bass;

Section 5, Woodwinds; Section 6, Brass; Section 7, Percussion Ensemble; Section 8, Harp.

635 ADVANCED ORCHESTRAS (0-9-2)

Rachlejf, L.

636 ADVANCED CHAMBER MUSIC (0-6 1)

640 ADVANCED CHORUS (0-3- 1

)

Section 1, Shepherd Singers (by audition only); Section 2, Rice Chorale; Section 3, Sallyport (by

audition only).

Jaber, T.

736 SOLO, CHAMBER, AND CONCERTO REPERTOIRE (3)

Preparation of a wide range of repertoire as determined by the instructor.

747 SURVEY OF ORCHESTRAL REPERTOIRE (2)

A survey of the techniques of orchestral playing with emphasis on preparation of orchestral

excerpts for professional auditions.

Courses Applicable to All Specializations

141 GUITAR FOR NONMAJORS (1-5-2)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

341 JUNIOR RECITAL (0-0-0)
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441 QUALIFYING RECITAL (0-0-0)

442 RECITAL ACCOMPANYING (0-2 1

)

Accompanying a single student recital, including the preview, dress rehearsal, performance, three

lessons with the soloist's teacher, and practice times mutually agreeable to soloist and accompa-
nist. May be repeated for additional credit.

("?
., ,.»';'„ a/ \ 't |iy; i''VI>'

443 STUDIO ACCOMPANYING (0-4 1)

Accompanying private lessons in studios as assigned for a total of four hours per week. May be
repeated for additional credit.

449 UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

641 ADVANCED OR SENIOR RECITAL (0-0-0)

642 ACCOMPANYING FOR ENSEMBLE CREDIT (0-4- 1

)

Requires permission of student ' s major teacher and conductor ofensemble in which student would
normally perform. Taken in lieu of Musi 335, 337, 635, or 640. Student to fulfill requirements of
Musi 442 or 443.

647 MASTER'S THESIS IN COMPOSITION, THEORY, OR HISTORY
AND LITERATURE (10-3)

649 GRADUATE INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

700 GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable) ^
'^ ^ " ^

Requires permission of director of Graduate Studies of the Shepherd School.

741 GRADUATE RECITAL (0-0-0)
i :

»

743 DOCTORAL SEMINAR—INSTRUMENTAL LITERATURE (3)

Directed analysis of selected works in student's current repertoire; additional works as specified

by instructor. Required of D.M.A. instrumental majors except organists, for two semesters.

745 INSTRUMENTAL TECHNIQUES—WOODWINDS ( 1

)

A study of the relationships of the various instruments within a family; technical problems to be
encountered in the repertoire and resolution of those problems.

748 DOCTORAL RECITAL RESEARCH (Variable)

Requires permission of director of Graduate Studies of the Shepherd School.

749 APPRENTICESHIP (Variable)
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750 DOCTORAL DOCUMENT (3)

Supervised research and writing in areas of performance study. Not limited to areas of original

research. Normally taken following completion of other coursework, beginning the semester in

which the comprehensive examinations are scheduled.

751 DOCTORAL RECITAL (0)

Section 1, Solo; Section 2, Chamber; Section 3, Concerto; Section 4, Lecture.

800 DISSERTATION (3)

Band

340 CONCERT BAND (0-4-
1

)

By audition or with permission of the instructor.

Dye, K.

342 JAZZ ENSEMBLE (0-3-1

)

By audition or with permission of the instructor.

Dye, K.

345 APPLIED STUDIES IN JAZZ IMPROVISATION (2)

Private lessons on specific advanced techniques in jazz improvisation.

415(S) BANDARRANGING(2 1 1)

Creative band arranging for marching, jazz, and concert bands. Study of contemporary harmony,

musical style, and scoring supported by practical performance and analysis of student projects.

Dye, K.



Natural Sciences

The Wiess School of Natural Sciences

101(F) INTRODUCTION TO THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

The methods and basic principles of science, with major emphasis on mathematics, physics, and
chemistry. A FOUNDATION COURSE

Freeman, J.

102(S) INTRODUCTION TO THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

The methods and basic principles of science, with major emphasis on mathematics, physics, and
chemistry. A FOUNDATION COURSE ,. i. ., ^ . „ y.

Freeman, J.

230(S) COMPUTATION IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES (3-0-3)

An introduction to scientific problem solving and analysis using MATLAB on a UNIX worksta-

tion. Emphasis is on the use of numerical methods to solve and visualize problems from the

physical sciences that cannot be treated analytically. Course work consists of lectures and seven
computational projects. Previous computing experience is not required. Prerequisites: Chem 102,

102 or 111, 112, Math 101, 102 or 121, 122,Phys 101, 102, and Math 2 11 (may be concurrent).

Hutchison, J. S.

r, •

'
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Naval Science

Professor W. O. King, Chair . - v , j •
,

.

Assistant Professors Guevarra, Smitii, and Wisniewski

The Department of Naval Science is administered by a senior U.S. naval officer,

assisted by officers and enlisted personnel of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps.

There are two categories ofNROTC students: ( 1 ) scholarship, (2) nonscholarship.

Scholarship Students.A scholarship NROTC student is appointed a midshipman,

U.S. Naval Reserve, on a nationwide competitive basis and receives retainer pay at the

rate of $150 per month for a maximum of four academic years, with all tuition, fees,

books, and equipment paid for by the government. Midshipmen are required to complete

prescribed naval science courses, to participate in drills and three summer cruises, and,

upon graduation with a baccalaureate or advanced degree, to accept a reserve commis-

sion as ensign in the U.S. Navy or second lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps.

Nonscholarship Students. Nonscholarship students are civilian college students

who enter into a mutual contract with the Secretary of the Navy in which they take naval

science courses and participate in drills and one summer training cruise. On a competi-

tive basis, students may be selected to continue NROTC program participation into their

junior and senior years. In return, the Navy pays the student $150 per month during the

junior and senior years and offers a reserve commission in the Navy or Marine Corps

upon graduation. Nonscholarship students may, on a local, competitive basis, be

recommended for scholarship status by the professor of naval science.

Two-Year Program Students. Interested students may, in their sophomore year

(junior year for five-year students at Rice), apply for the two-year NROTC program. A
nationwide competition will initially determine their scholarship or nonscholarship

status (see above). Following selection, applicants attend a six-week Naval Science

Institute (NSI) at Newport, Rhode Island, during July and August. NSI is designed to

provide students with course material and training normally covered during the first two

years of the regular NROTC program. Successful completion of NSI qualifies the

student for enrollment in the advanced NROTC on an equal footing with the four-year

students. About 15 percent of the nonscholarship students finishing NSI may be offered

a two-year NROTC scholarship at that time. Additional scholarships may be awarded

to the others from time to time upon the recommendation of the professor of naval

science at Rice.

U.S. Marine Corps. NROTC students, either scholarship or nonscholarship, may
apply for the Marine Corps program. Such selectees are referred to as Marine Corps

option students and attend separate classes under a Marine Officer Instructor during their

junior and senior years.

Naval Science

Naval Science Courses

101(F) NAVAL ORIENTATION (4-0-0)

An introduction to naval traditions and customs, seamanship, naval organization and missions, and
the fundamental concepts of seapower.

Wisniewski, B.
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102(S) NAVAL ENGINEERING-NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS I (4-0-3)

A study of ship propulsion systems, auxiliary systems, steering systems, electrical power
distribution, ship design, ship stability, and damage control measures.

Guevarra, M.

201(F) NAVAL WEAPONS-NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS H (3-0-3)

A study of the theory and employment of weapons systems. The student explores the processes of
detection, evaluation, threat analysis, weapon selection, delivery, guidance, and explosives. The
physical aspects of radar and underwater sound are described in detail.

Guevarra, M.

202(S) SEAPOWER AND MARITIME AFFAIRS (3-0-2)

Readings, discussions, and research on selected topics related to the history, importance, and
impact of seapower on modem civilization.

Wisniewski, B.

301(F) NAVIGATION (3-0-3)

A comprehensive study of coastal piloting, celestial and electronic ship navigation; involves

nautical astronomy, navigational aids, satellite and inertial systems. Prerequisite: Requires Nava
311 lab.

Guevarra, M.

302(S) NAVAL OPERATIONS (3-0-2)

An analysis of ship movements, formations, and fleet operations; includes Rules of the Road,
maneuvering board, tactical publications and communications.

Wisniewski, B.

303(F) EVOLUTION OF WARFARE (3-0-2)

Historical survey of the evolution of the conduct of warfare. Strategy, tactics, weapons, organiza-

tion, and military leaders/thinkers are studied.

Smith, G.

311(F) NAVIGATION LAB (0-2-0)

Guevarra, M.

401(F) LEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT I (2-0-2)

An introduction to the principles and concepts ofmanagement, organization, leadership, informa-

tion systems, and decision making.

King, W.

402(S) LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT H (2-0-
1

)

A comprehensive study of leadership and management principles, with particular emphasis on the

practical application of interviewing, counseling techniques, human resources management,
military law and discipline, and administration.

King, W.

410(F) AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE (3-0-2)

Study of the history of amphibious warfare. Case studies examine doctrine, tactics, and the factors

necessary for successful operations.

Smith, G.

In addition to the courses listedabove,NROTC students may be required to complete certain other

courses that are offered by the university.
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Philosophy '"''-
'

'

The School of Humanities
.'W

Professor G. Sher, Chair

Professors Brody, Engelhardt, Grandy, and Temkin

Associate Professors Crowell, Kulstad, and Morrison

Assistant Professors DeRose, Hitchcock, and Margolis

Degrees Offered: B.A.,M.A., Ph.D. ' <-: : . :. iro - *; r - . «

Undergraduate Program. The philosophy major requires 30 semester hours (ten

courses); at least 18 semester hours (six courses) must be at the 300 level or above.

Majors must take Phil 201 , 202, either 306 or 307, one course in logic (either 106 or 305),

and two further courses in the history of philosophy (301, 302 or 308). If the student

wishes, metaphysics (Phil 304), theory of knowledge (Phil 303), or philosophy of

language (Phil 353) may be substituted for one of these additional history courses. A
double major requires 27 hours (nine courses) with all other requirements remaining the

same.

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also

satisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours

outside the departmental requirements for a total program of at least 120 semester hours.

See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts:

1. Completion with high standing of at least 30 semester hours in advanced

courses approved by the department.

2. Completion of a written thesis on a subject approved by the department.

3. Satisfactory performance on a final oral examination not limited to the

student's special field of study.

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy:

1

.

Completion with high standing of 42 hours of course work approved by the

department (including logic).

2. Satisfactory performance on a qualifying examination.

3. Completion ofa written thesis on a subject approved by the department; at least

one year of thesis research must be spent in residence.

4. Satisfactory performance on a final oral examination, not limited to the

student's special field of study.

Bioethics Program. The department offers a Ph.D. in Philosophy with a special-

ization in Medical Ethics, in cooperation with the Center for Ethics, Medicine, and

Public Issues at Baylor College of Medicine. Applicants to this special program must
have enough background in philosophy to complete two and a half years of strong

general training in philosophy at the graduate level. After completing their general

training, students will receive instruction in clinical bioethics at Baylor College of

Medicine and will write a dissertation drawing upon their philosophical and clinical

training. Further information about this program is available from the Department of

Philosophy.
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Philosophy Courses

100(F) PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY (3 0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Survey of traditional and contemporary authors on such topics as the nature of scientific

knowledge, the theory of justice, and the conflict between determinism and freedom. Normally
offered every year.

DeRose, K., Margolis, E., Sher, G.

lOl(S) CONTEMPORARY MORAL AND LEGAL ISSUES (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Examination of the moral and legal issues surrounding such topics as abortion, euthanasia, war,

capital punishment, and equality of opportunity. Enrollment limited to 150. Normally offered

every year.

_ ^ ., DeRose, K.,Temkin,L.

103(F) PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Examination of the interrelationship between philosophical and psychological thought. Normally
offered every year.

Margolis, E.

104(F) PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES ON SCIENCE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Philosophical issues that arise in and about science. Specific theories in science are examined to

understand the nature and impact of scientific knowledge. Normally offered every other year.

Hitchcock, C.

105(S) HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study and discussion of central ideas of Western philosophy as developed by its original thinkers.

Normally offered every other year.

Brody,B.

106(S) LOGIC (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

A system of natural deduction is used to evaluate arguments, whose validity turns on their truth

functional form or quantificational form. Normally offered every year.

Hitchcock, C, Margolis, E.

201(F) HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY I (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Survey ofmajor philosophers ofthe ancient and medieval world from Thales to Ockham. Normally
offered every year.

Morrison, D.
.:T^ ..^,:

202(S) HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY II (3-0 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A survey of the history of Wfestem philosophy from the seventeenth to the twentieth century, with

special emphasis on the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Normally offered every year.

Kulstad, M.

301(F) ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topics drawn from major philosophical writings from the fourth century b.c. through the

fourteenth century a.d. Content varies from year to year. Normally offered every year.

Morrison, D.
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302(S) MODERN PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Examination of themes or authors in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century philosophy. Normally

offered every year.

.li;^/ .• Kulstad,M.

303(F) THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Topics: analysis of knowledge, foundations of knowledge, skepticism, perception, etc.

Prerequisite: one course in philosophy. Normally offered every year.

DeRose, K., Kulstad, M.

304(S) METAPHYSICS (3-0-3) - > - •

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Examination of some classical and contemporary metaphysical systems. Particular attention is

paid to the very possibility of metaphysical analysis. Prerequisite: one course in philosophy.

Normally offered every year.

Brody, B., DeRose, K., Morrison, D.

305(F) MATHEMATICAL LOGIC (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Natural deduction and semantical treatments of first order logic, with discussion of the value and

hmits of logic. Normally offered every year.

Grandy, R.

306(F) ETHICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Philosophical analysis of traditional and contemporary theories of ethics. Normally offered every

year.

Sher, G., Temkin, L.

307(S) SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

What makes a society just? On what grounds may the liberty of individuals be legitimately limited?

What social ends may a state legitimately pursue? Normally offered every year.

Sher, G., Temkin, L.

308(F) CONTINENTAL PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Selected readings from Kant, Hegel, Nietzsche, and Heidegger. Normally offered every year.

Crowell, S.

312(S) PHILOSOPHY OF MIND (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Inquiry into the nature ofmind with emphasis on the mind/body problem. Prerequisite: one course

in philosophy. Normally offered every year.

Margolis, E.

313(F) PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study of the relationship among scientific theories, experiment, observation, and reality. Prereq-

uisite: one course in philosophy. Normally offered every year.

Hitchcock, C.

315(S) ETHICS, MEDICINE, AND PUBLIC POLICY (3-0-3)

An examination of some of the ethical and policy questions raised by contempory medical

techniques and by contemporary modes for the delivery of medical services. Normally offered

every year.

Engelhardt, H. T.
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316 PHILOSOPHY OF LAW (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Examination of social control of private property, compensation in the law of torts, the right to

privacy and bodily integrity, and justice through compensatory discrimination, etc. Normally
offered every other year.

''
Brody.B.

353(F) THE PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Why has language mattered to philosophy? Should language matter to philosophy? Why do
philosophers look at language differently than linguists or psychologists? Survey of historical and
contemporary philosophical views on the relations among language, mind, and reality. Prerequi-

site: Two courses in philosophy or linguistics. Also offered as Ling 353. Normally offered every

other year.

DeRose, K., Grandy, R., Margolis, E.

357(S) ADVANCED PHILOSOPHICAL TOPICS IN MATHEMATICAL
LOGIC (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Survey of systems alternative to or beyond standard logic to represent concepts in natural

languages, including: possibility and necessity, time and change, existence, conditionals, and
vagueness. Prerequisite: Phil 305. Normally offered every other year.

Grandy, R.

390 (S) CONTEMPORARY TOPICS (3-0-3)

Problems in selected areas of philosophy.

401(F) INDEPENDENT READING I (Variable)

Prerequisite: permission of the department.

402(S) INDEPENDENT READING II (Variable)

See Phil 401. ,. .;«, ,.;, ,: „ ,„,. ,
. .

501(S) SEMINAR IN ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)

502(F) SEMINAR IN MODERN PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)

Staff

Sher, G.

Sher, G.

Morrison, D.

Kulstad, M.

503 SEMINAR IN THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE (3-0-3)

DeRose, K., Kulstad, M.

504(S) SEMINAR IN METAPHYSICS (3-0-3)
. , ,^

DeRose, K, Grandy, R.

505(F) MATHEMATICAL LOGIC (3-0-3)

Natural deduction and semantical treatments of first order logic, with discussion of the value and
limits of logic. Open to philosophy graduate students only.

Grandy, R.

506(S) SEMINAR IN ETHICS (3-0-3)

Brody, B., Temkin, L.

507(F) SEMINAR IN SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)

Brody, B., Sher, G.
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508(S) SEMINAR IN CONTINENTAL PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)

Crowell, S.

512 SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY OF MIND (3-0-3)

Margolis, E.

513(S) SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE (3-0-3)

Hitchcock, C.

521(F) SEMINAR IN KANT AND HEGEL (3 3)

Engelhardt, H.

530 FREGE TO LOGICAL POSITIVISM (3-0-3)

Brody, B.

553 PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

DeRose, K., Grandy, R.

601(F) ADVANCED INDEPENDENT READING I (Variable)

602(S) ADVANCED INDEPENDENT READING II (Variable)

800 RESEARCH AND THESIS (Variable)

Sher, G.

Sher, G.

Sher, G.

.^'i-.^'
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Physics

The Wiess School of Natural Sciences

Professor Corcoran, Chair

Professors S. D. Baker, Bonner, Duck, Dunning, Estle, Hannon,

Huang, Michel, Miettinen, Mutchler, Rau, Roberts, Smalley,

Stebbings, Stevenson, Trammell {Emeritus), and Walters

Associate Professors Dodds, Hulet, and Nordlander

Assistant Professor Si

Faculty Fellows D. Adams, Ahmad, Llope, and Yepes

Degrees Ojfered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. The physics major has several options to accommodate
differing interests. In addition, there is an interdepartmental major in chemical physics.

Detailed major requirements for each option are specified below. Courses are listed by

year only as a suggested guideline for scheduling.

Credit for some of these courses may be obtained by Advanced Placement.

Moreover, the Physics Department Undergraduate Committee can modify the require-

ments to meet the needs of students with special backgrounds.

The physics requirements for double majors are the same as given below, except

that substitutions may be possible when comparable courses have been taken in other

departments.

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, all students must satisfy

the university requirements for the degree, including the completion of at least 60

semester hours outside the courses specified for the major.

A. Regular Physics Major

1st year: 2d year:

Phys 101, 102 (or 1 1 1, 1 12) Phys 201, 202, 231

Math 101, 102 (or 121, 122) ,
Phys 331

Chem 101, 102 (or 111, 112) Math 212, 211 (or 221, 222)

3d year: 4th year:

Phys 301, 302, 31 1, 312, 332 Phys 41 1, 412 (or approved substitutes)

Math 38 1 , 382 or Caam 335, 336 Phys 425, 43 1 , 432

B. Physics Major with Option in Space Physics and Astronomy

1st year: 2d year:

Phys 101, 102 (or 111, 112) Phys 201, 202, 231, 331

Chem 101, 102 (or 1 1 1, 1 12) Math 212, 21 1 (or 221, 222)

Math 101, 102 (or 121, 122) Spac 250

3d year: 4th year:

Phys 301, 302, 425 ^
• < Phys 311, 312, 431, 432

Spac 300, 330 Two Spac courses, 400 or 500 level

Math 381, 382 or Caam 335, 336

(Students may wish to defer one of the 300-level Math orCaam courses to the fourth year.)
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C. Physics Major with Option in Applied Physics.

This option has a slightly more applied emphasis than the regular physics major and

facilitates a double major in electrical engineering.

1st, 2d, and 3d years: 4th year:

Same as regular physics majors, (f Phys 425 1

plus Elec 241 Phys 431, 432

Elec 306 may substitute for Phys 302 One of: Phys 411, Phys 412,

Elec 326, 342 may substitute Elec 461

for Phys 331, 332

D. Physics Major with Option in Biophysics:

1st year: 2d year:

Phys 101, 102 (or 111, 112) Phys 201, 202, 231

Math 101, 102, (or 121, 122) ^' Bios 201, 202

Chem 101, 102, (or 111, 112) Math 212, 211 (or 221, 222)

Cheml05 Chem 211, 212, 213, 214

3d year: 4th year:

Phys 311, 312 Phys 301, 302

Bios 301 and Approved Bios elective
, ., , .......

E. Chemical Physics Major
This major program is administered jointly by the physics and chemistry departments.

1st year: 2d year:

Phys 101, 102 (or 111, 112) Phys 201, 202, 231

Chem 101, 102 (or 111, 112) Chem 211, 212, 213, 214

Chem 1 05 Math 2 1 2, 2 1 1 (or 22 1 , 222)

Math 101, 102 (or 121, 122) ., „ , , . . ..„o,.

3d and 4th years:

Chem 31 1,312
Phys 331, 332 or Chem 313, 314

Math or Caam (300 level or above), 2 semesters

Phys 301, 302, 31 1, 312 (or equivalents)

Graduate Program. The Department of Physics offers studies and research

leading to the degrees of Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy. The Department of

Physics offers research facilities and thesis supervision in the fields of astrophysics,

atomic and molecular physics, quantum electronics, biophysics, nuclear and particle

physics, condensed matter physics, surface physics, and theoretical physics.

To be eligible for the Master of Arts degree, a graduate student must complete 30

semester hours of approved graduate-level studies, including a research thesis per-

formed under the direction of a physics faculty member. A minimum of one year of

graduate study is required for the M.A.
To be eligible for the Doctor of Philosophy degree, a graduate student must first

demonstrate to the department the ability to engage in advanced research. This is

normally done by successfully completing the work for the Master of Arts in physics.

The student must also complete in residence 60 semester hours of approved graduate-

level study and a research thesis completed under the direction of a physics faculty

member. A minimum of two years of graduate study is required for the Ph.D. Further

details of research programs in physics and departmental degree requirements are

available from the Department of Physics.
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101(F) MECHANICS (WITH LAB) (3 3 3) '

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

A calculus-based survey of physics intended primarily for physical science and engineering

students. Lecture and laboratory exercises will focus on topics chosen from mechanics, electricity,

and magnetism.

102(S) ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM (WITH LAB) (3-3-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Continuation of Phys 101. , •

111(F) MECHANICS (WITH LAB) (3-3-3) f<'\.

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

A calculus-based survey of physics intended primarily for physical science and engineering

students with strong high school backgrounds in physics. Lecture and laboratory exercises will

focus on topics chosen from mechanics, electricity, and magnetism. Credit will be given for only

one of Phys 101 and Phys 111. Prerequisites: high school physics and calculus.

112(S) ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM (WITH LAB) (3-3-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Continuation of Phys 111. Credit will be given for only one of Phys 102 and Phys 112.

Prerequisites: high school physics and calculus.

125(F) GENERAL PHYSICS I (WITH LAB) (3 3-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

A calculus-based survey of physics primarily intended for bioscience and premedical students.

Lecture and laboratory topics will include mechanics, waves, electricity and magnetism, optics,

and modem physics.

126(S) GENERAL PHYSICS II (WITH LAB) (3-3-4) .
,

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III r
.^ <

/^

Continuation of Phys 125. ,

141(F) CONCEPTS IN PHYSICS (3-0-3)
" ^

' '

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Emphasis on the nature of physical phenomena, the conceptual development of physics, and
related cultural influences.

201(F) WAVES AND OPTICS (3-0-3)

The third semester of the four-semester sequence in physics for science and engineering students.

See Phys 231.

202(S) MODERN PHYSICS (3-0-3)

The final semester of the four-semester sequence in physics for science and engineering

students.

231(F) ELEMENTARY PHYSICS LAB H (0-3-1)

Recommended for students enrolled in Phys 201.

301(F) INTERMEDIATE MECHANICS (4-0-4)

Classical mechanics and appropriate mathematical methods. Emphasis on problem solving.

302(S) INTERMEDIATE ELECTRODYNAMICS (4-0-4)

Classical electrodynamics and appropriate mathematical methods. Emphasis on problem
solving.
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311(F) INTRODUCTION TO QUANTUM PHYSICS I (3-0-3)

Fundamentals of quantum mechanics and appHcations.

312(S) INTRODUCTION TO QUANTUM PHYSICS II (3-0-3)

SeePhys311.

331 JUNIOR PHYSICS LABORATORY I ( 1 -6-2)

332 JUNIOR PHYSICS LABORATORY II ( 1 -6-2)

411(S) INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS (3-0-3)

412(F) SOLID-STATE PHYSICS (3-0-3)

425(F) STATISTICAL AND THERMAL PHYSICS (3-0-3)

431(F) SENIOR PHYSICS RESEARCH I (1-6-3)

432(S) SENIOR PHYSICS RESEARCH II (1-6-3)

461 INDEPENDENT RESEARCH (Variable)

A reading course in special topics.

462 INDEPENDENT RESEARCH (Variable)

SeePhys461.

515(F) CLASSICAL DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Also offered as Spac 515.

521(F) QUANTUM MECHANICS I (3-0-3)

Graduate-level quantum mechanics.

522(S) QUANTUM MECHANICS H (3-0-3)

Continuation of Phys 521.

526(F) STATISTICAL PHYSICS (3-0-3)

532(S) CLASSICAL ELECTRODYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Graduate-level electrodynamics. Also offered as Spac 532.

542(S) INTRODUCTION TO ELEMENTARY PARTICLE PHYSICS (3-0-3)

Theory of elementary particles and characteristic features of experimental data. An enriched

version of Phys 411.

543(F) EXPERIMENTAL NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS (3-0-3)

A continuation of Phys 542.

552(S) SPECIAL TOPICS IN BIOPHYSICS (3-0-3)

563(F) INTRODUCTION TO SOLID-STATE PHYSICS I (3-0-3)

Fundamental concepts of crystalline solids, including crystal structure, band theory, and lattice

vibration theory. An enriched version of Phys 412. Also offered as Elec 563.

564(S) INTRODUCTION TO SOLID-STATE PHYSICS II (3-0-3)

Continuation of Phys 563, including scattering of waves by crystals, transport theory, and
magnetic phenomena. Also offered as Elec 564.
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566(S) SURFACE PHYSICS (3-0-3)

571(S) ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR SPECTRA (3-0-3)

Atomic structure, principles of lasers, fundamental interactions of atoms with electromagnetic

radiation, including coherent effects, laser spectroscopy, quantum optics, laser cooling of atoms.
Prerequisite: Phys 521.

574(S) SPIN-SENSITIVE ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPIES (3-0-3)

581 COLLISION THEORY (3-0-3)

Potential scattering; resonances. Bom and semiclassical approximations. Quantum dynamics and
S-matrix theory. Multichannel phenomena. Applications to simple atomic and nuclear systems.

Prerequisite: Phys 521, 522.
, »(«•.-.,' -^

595 PHYSICS TEACHING ( 1 -3-3) ; .^ , . , ^
. j

596 PHYSICS TEACHING (1-3-3)

621(F) ADVANCED QUANTUM MECHANICS I (30-3)
Relativistic quantum mechanics and quantum electrodyanamics.

622 ADVANCED QUANTUM MECHANICS II (3-0-3)

QED, QCD, and unified theories.

663(F) CONDENSED MATTER THEORY: APPLICATIONS (3-0-3)

664 CONDENSED MATTER THEORY: MANY-BODY FORMALISM
(3-0-3)

665 MAGNETISM (3-0-3)

800 GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

. .

•

^vS' "ti^i^ ^A^ j:> .'-^ .:-A''
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Policy Studies

The School of Social Sciences

Policy Studies is a liberal arts-oriented interdisciplinary major focusing on policy

issues that are of public interest. Evaluation and analysis of the determinants and effects

of policy decisions are the central subject matter. It is a course of study concerned with

theoretical issues as well as applied and prescriptive policy questions.

The policy studies major represents an area of concentration that can be taken only

as a second major, complementary to a major in any university department. The intent

of the major is to provide students from a wide variety of academic backgrounds with

an understanding of the policy-making process and an intellectual foundation in the

skills of policymakers and evaluators. Students in the fields of engineering and basic

sciences considering professions in business and/or government would benefit from an

understanding ofhow technical innovations or regulations are adopted and implemented

as matters of public policy. Students in humanistic fields such as languages or English

would receive systematic exposure to areas of study that have high intellectual appeal

and in which their language skills might prove to be particularly valuable.

The administration of the program is in the hands of a committee consisting of

representatives from the Departments ofAnthropology (Professor Marcus), Economics
(ProfessorZodrow), Psychology (Professor Dipboye), Sociology (Professor Davidson),

Mathematical Sciences (Professor Scott), and History (Professor Wiener). The chair of

the committee is Professor Robert Stein. Students interested in Policy Studies should

see Professor Stein, who will assign them an adviser closely related to their field of

interest.

Students majoring in Policy Studies can participate in American University's

Washington Semester Program. The Washington Semester Program offers a full

semester of course work at American University in Washington, D.C. Students also

participate in an internship that exposes them to the operation of different branches of

the federal government. American University offers separate programs in American
politics, U.S. foreign policy, journalism, economic policy, justice, public law, and peace
and conflict resolution. Students interested in the program should contact Professor

Stein in the political science department.

Degree Offered: B.A.

Undergraduate Program. Students are required to take 12 courses:

Three introductory social science courses (each from a different discipline but

including Econ 21 1 or 212) selected from: Anth 201, 306, Econ211, 212, Poli 210,

21 1, 212, Psyc 101, 102, Soci 203, 231, 353.

One course in statistical methods selected from: Econ 382, Stat 280, 310, Poli 495,

Psyc 339, or a more advanced course.

One course in analytical approaches: Sosc 300.

Three courses in advanced analysis selected from: Anth 313, 314, 336, Econ 301,

370, 372, 375, 416, 440, 455, 483, Hist 350, Phil 307, Poli 317, 318, 337, 339, 380,

435, Psyc 231, Soci 301, 311, 325, 425.
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Three courses in an applied area selected from one of the following groups:

1. Human Resources/Health/Welfare: Anth 381, 383, 386, 388, Econ 415, Hist

430, Phil 314, 315, Psyc 332, Reli 462, 463, Soci 313, Sosc 420, 430.

2. Foreign Policy/International Relations: Anth 353, 360, Econ 420, 430, 450,

Hist 456, 469, Poli 351, 354, 360, 361, 371, 372, 378, 379.

3. Law and Justice: Anth 326, Econ 438, Hist 297, 298, 397, 398, Poli 321, 410,

Phil 101, Soci 321.

4. Quantitative Analysis: Econ 400, 472, Caam/Econ 47 1 , 475, 476, Psyc 340,

Soci 313, 496, Stat 381, 480, 481.

5. Urban Studies: Anth 348, Econ 461, Poli 432, Soci 308, 309, 425, 432, 441,

446, 496.

One approved special topics seminar or one semester of independent work in a

participating department involving a research paper on a policy topic is required.

In addition to the requirements for the major, students must also satisfy the

university's distribution and graduation requirements. The policy studies major can be

taken only as a second major. The first major cannot be also in an interdepartmental

program. See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

,TS '.'i,0*^ -i^-' ,iwc 'C'''- '^.'d :"-'.''' l'-
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Political Science

Professor Stein, Chair

Professors Ambler, Black, Cuthbertson,

Hamm, Hobby, Stoll, von der Mehden, and Wilson

Associate Professors Alford and Morgan
Assistant Professors Anderson, Funk, Quinones, and Ward

Lecturer Hudspeth '

Emeritus Professor Robert H. Dix

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. Students majoring in political science are required to

complete 30 semester hours ( 1 courses) in the field. All majors must also complete six

semester hours (two courses) of advanced work, selected with the advice of the

department, in any of the following fields: anthropology, economics, history, philoso-

phy, psychology, or sociology.

Double majors in one of the above fields may automatically substitute six semester

hours (two courses) in upper-level courses in their second field for six of the required

30 semester hours in political science courses. Double majors whose second major is

managerial studies or policy studies may automatically substitute three hours (one

course). Double majors whose second field is not listed above normally are required to

take 30 semester hours (10 courses) in political science. They may petition for

substitution ofcourses in other fields, but such substitutions are permitted only when the

course to be substituted has a close and significant relationship to political science.

Within the major, each student is encouraged to take a program of courses that

provides both a broad understanding of the field and a specialized knowledge of some
portion of it. Specific distribution requirements are minimal. However, students are

required to take at least one course in any four of the six areas listed below:

1. American Political Institutions and 4. Political Philosophy and Legal

Behavior Theory
2. Comparative Politics 5. Empirical Theory and Method
3. International Relations 6. American Public Policy

Poli 209, 210, 211, and 212 constitute the introductory courses in political

philosophy, American politics, international relations, and comparative government,

respectively. Prospective majors are encouraged to take one or more of these courses,

preferably in their first or second year. However, none is required of majors, except that

Poli 210 is the course that meets the Texas state licensing requirements in political

science for teachers. It should be noted that no more than two of the above introductory

courses may be counted toward the major.

Two of the political science courses must be seminars (courses at the 400 or 500
level). A student may not take both seminars from the same faculty member. Reading

courses will not satisfy this requirement. Students may not substitute a course in another

department to meet this requirement. Students participating in the honors program (see

below) are additionally required to take one seminar. Note that all courses at the 500
level require the student to obtain the permission of the instructor before registering and
that all seminars have an enrollment limit of 20.

Directed Readings (Poli 305, 306) and Senior Thesis (405, 406) will be counted

toward the major only in addition to 24 hours of regular course work and will not count
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toward the department's distribution requirement. A student may not take more than one
directed readings course (305, 306) from a single faculty member, and that faculty

member must have a full-time appointment. Students should file a brief (no more than

one page) description of the work that will be conducted in the readings course no later

than two weeks into the semester in which the student is taking the course. The
description should include the name of the faculty member who is supervising the

research. It should be filed with the departmental director of undergraduate studies.

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also

satisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours

outside the departmental requirements for a total program of at least 1 20 semester hours.

See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

Honors Program. The honors program is a two-semester sequence. The first

semester is a readings course that will serve as the basis for drawing up a prospectus for

the honors thesis. At the end of the first semester, the prospectus must be approved by
a thesis committee composed of two full-time members of the political science

department. The second semester will consist of the writing of the honors thesis, which
must be approved by the student's thesis committee. The two honors courses must be

taken in different semesters. A student who successfully completes the honors require-

ment may substitute the two-semester honors sequence for one of the two seminars

required for the major. Admission to the honors program requires the approval of the

departmental director of undergraduate studies.

Interdisciplinary Programs. The Department of Political Science participates in

the interdepartmental programs in managerial studies and policy studies. See descrip-

tion of these programs on page 421 for managerial studies and page 479 for policy

studies.

Graduate Program. The Department of Political Science offers a graduate

program leading to the Ph.D. The Ph.D. student is expected to complete 48 semester

hours in advanced courses or seminars prior to candidacy and to present a dissertation

displaying original research. Normally, the student takes the core courses in the three

general fields of American government, comparative government, and international

relations. The student takes additional course work and comprehensive examinations in

two of these three fields. Before taking the comprehensive examinations, the student is

expected to complete a course in statistical analysis, demonstrate some familiarity with

traditional political theory, satisfy the language or skill requirement in his or her major

field, and complete all course requirements, including a two-semester sequence in scope

and methods. Specific courses are chosen in consultation with the faculty adviser.

Political Science • ^ <^

Political Science Courses • ' ^i^ ;» ;; iL f ^-i-r^.-

209(S) INTRODUCTION TO CONSTITUTIONALISM AND MODERN
POLITICAL THOUGHT (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Constitutionalism and authoritarianism from Machiavelli to Marx, introduction to contemporary
ideologies. Together with Poli 210 meets state professional requirements for teachers.

Cuthbertson, G.

210(F) AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Major topics in American politics: public opinion, group politics, political parties, elections,

congressional-presidential-bureaucratic politics, and judicial politics. Together with Poli 209
meets state professional requirements for teachers.

Black, E.
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211(S) INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An introduction to the study of international relations. The course examines topics from the role

of individuals to the impact of the international system. Major issues, such as the causes ofwar and
development of the Third World, are also discussed.

Stoll, R.

212(F) INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATIVE POLITICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An examination of political institutions and behavior in selected democratic, Communist, and
Third World countries.

Ambler, J.

300(S) FEDERALISM AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL POLITICS (3-0-3)

Examines the relationships between the federal government and the states. Lays out the effects of

national policy on state governments and explores changes in intergovernmental aid transfers

between levels of government. Not offered 1995-96.

Stein, R.

301(F) STATE POLITICS (3-0-3)

This course is organized around the themes of the constraints and influences on the adoption and
implementation of public policies in the American states. Not offered 1995-96.

Hamm, K.

305(F) DIRECTED READING I (Variable)

Independent reading under the supervision of a member of the department. Open to junior majors

in the honors program and to others in special cases with the permission of the instructor.

Stoll, R.

306(S) DIRECTED READING II (Variable)

See Poll 305. '• -

Stoll, R.

307(F/S) POLITICAL SCIENCE INTERNSHIP (13)
Students who obtain political internships will combine that experience with an independently

constructed set of readings. Requirements include regular meetings with the instructor and a final

paper.

Morgan, T.C.

317(F) CONGRESS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Examines the role ofCongress in the American political system. Attention is given to the historical

development of Congress, the current status of the Congress, and the functions of Congress in the

American political system. Enrollment limited to 75.

Wilson, R.

318(S) THE PRESIDENCY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Presidential powers and behavior are analyzed in the context of the legal, electoral, personal, and

other forces that shape and limit the actions of the president. Enrollment limited to 75.

Wilson, R.

321(F) AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Interpretation of the Constitution by the Supreme Court (juniors and seniors preferred). Enroll-

ment limited to 50. Not offered 1995-96.

Cuthbertson, G.
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332(F) URBAN POLITICS (3-0-3)

Examines issues of political behavior and public policy in urban and metropolitan areas. Specific

topics include urban decline and revitalization, conflict between "Snowbelt" and "Sunbelt" cities,

fiscal management, and urban and suburban relations.

Hamm, K.

333(S) COMPARATIVE LEGISLATURES (3-0-3)

Examines the similarities and differences of legislatures in different countries. Explores the causes

and consequences of these differences. Not offered 1995-96.

Hamm, K.

334(F) PARTIES AND INTEREST GROUPS (3-0-3)

Examines the organization and behavior of political parties and interest groups within the

American political system. Enrollment limited to 75.

. . . Ward,D.

336(F) POLITICS OF REGULATION (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will focus principally on government regulation of business and the political factors

that shape its content. Enrollment limited to 75. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

337(S) PUBLIC POLICY AND BUREAUCRACY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The role public bureaucracy plays in national policy-making process. Sources ofagency power are

examined and then linked to different policy outcomes. Offered irregularly.

Stein, R.

339(F) SOUTHERN POLITICS (3-0-3)

Examines selected political patterns and trends in the modem South. Considers political develop-

ments within the region and the impact of the South on American politics generally. Enrollment
is limited. Not offered 1995-96.

Black, E.

340 ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL POLITICAL THEORY (3-0-3)

The sources of ancient and medieval political thought. Special emphasis on historical analysis of

political philosophy and mythology and the influence of Plato and Aristotle. Not offered 1995-96.

Cuthbertson, G.

351(F) POLITICS OF SOUTHEAST ASIA (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Political processes, institutions, and attitudes in selected Southeast Asian states. Emphasis on the

postwar period, but traditional forces influencing contemporary political behavior also consid-

ered. Enrollment limited to 75.

von der Mehden, F.

353(F) POLITICS OF CHINA AND JAPAN (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Political processes, institutions, and attitudes of China and Japan; emphasis on postwar develop-

ments in relation to traditional patterns, political ideology, and international politics. Not offered

1995-96.

von der Mehden, F.

354(F) LATIN AMERICAN POLITICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A study of the political process in contemporary Latin America, with particular attention to

selected major countries. Enrollment limited to 40.

Staff
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360(S) WESTERN EUROPEAN DEMOCRACIES (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A survey ofgovernment and politics in western European democracies, with primary emphasis on
Great Britain, France, and Germany. Enrollment limited to 75.

Ambler, J.

361(S) COMPARATIVE COMMUNIST SYSTEMS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP
A survey of government and politics in selected Communist systems, including the U.S.S.R. and
Communist China. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

362(F) EUROPEAN INTEGRATION (3-0-3)

Examines the process ofEuropean integration since World War n. Special attention is given to the

European Community (EC), its institutions and policy processes as well as the consequences of

European Unity for tiie political process in European societies. Enrollment limited to 75. Not
offered 1995-96.

Anderson, C.

364(S) GERMAN POLITICS (3-0-3)

Examines the political process, institutions, and attitudes in Germany and German-speaking
societies. The main focus is on the Federal Republic of Germany, but attention is also given to the

politics of Austria and the former East Germany. Not offered 1995-96.

Anderson, C.

365(F) POLITICS OF FRANCE (3-0-3)

Political institutions, political parties, political culture, and public policy in contemporary France
viewed in historical and comparative perspective. Not offered 1995-96.

Ambler, J.

366(S) ELECTIONS IN WESTERN DEMOCRACIES (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This coirrse focuses on political parties, party systems, electoral systems, and voting behavior in

western democracies.

Anderson, C.

371(F) COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY (3-0-3)

A survey and comparative analysis of the foreign policies and policy-making systems of selected

countries, including China, Japan, and the Soviet Union. Offered irregularly. Not offered 1995-

96.

Staff

372(F) AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Examines the internal and external aspects of foreign policy leadership, presidential initiative,

congressional control, press, public opinion, and crisis management. Not a Managerial Studies

elective. Enrollment limited to 50.

Morgan, T.C.

373(F) INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT (3-0-3)

Considers the theoretical basis of, and empirical evidence for, a number of explanations of the

occurrence of interstate war. Contemporary theories dealing with dispute escalation, arms races,

deterrence, crisis management, and low-intensity conflict are also evaluated. Not offered 1995-96.

Morgan, T.C.

374(S) STRATEGIC INTERACTIONS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
(3-0-3)

This class will introduce students to the uses ofgame theory in the study of international relations.

Staff
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378(F) POLITICS OF AMERICAN NATIONAL SECURITY (3 0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Major issues of national security policy, including strategic doctrines, policy-making processes on
defense issues, arms control, and defense ofEurope. Not a Managerial Studies elective. Enrollment

limited to 75.

Stoll, R.

379(F) PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Enrollment limited to 75.

Quinones, S.

380(F) POLITICAL BEHAVIOR (3 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Examines basic concepts in political behavior and includes politicization, public opinion, political

participation, and voting behavior. Students will learn basic data analysis techniques.

Funk, C.

382(S) PUBLIC OPINION (3-0-3)

Examines the formation of political attitudes, the role of political socialization, and political

participation. Enrollment limited to 25.

.
, .

.' .:

,

Funk, C.

405(F) SENIOR THESIS (3-0 3)

Open to senior honors majors with the permission of the department. Students must complete both

Poli 405 and 406 to obtain credit. Enrollment limited to 20. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Stoll, R.

406(S) SENIOR THESIS (3-0-3)

See Poli 405.
' " Stoll, R.

410(F) ADJUDICATION OF CURRENT SOCIAL ISSUES (3-0-3)

Most political and social questions in America, as Tocqueville observed, ultimately become
judicial questions. In this course we examine current developments in several fields, including

basic constitutional issues, property, contracts, torts, crimes, corporate responsibility, and privacy.

Offered irregularly. Enrollment limited to 10. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor. Not
offered 1995-96. ; • , ...

' Hudspeth, C.

417(S) SEMINAR IN CONGRESS (3 3)

Seminar on the study of Congress. Topics vary from year to year. Enrollment limited to 20.

Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Ward,D.

430(F) SEMINAR IN TEXAS POLITICS (3-0-3)

Research seminar in the history of Texas politics. Enrollment limited to 20. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

Cuthbertson,G.

431(F) ELECTORAL CAMPAIGNS (3-0-3)

Examines the role ofcampaigns in determining the outcome of political races. Enrollment limited
to 20. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Alford, J.

432(S) URBAN POLITICS (3-0-3)

Research seminar examining issues ofpolitical behavior and public policy in urban and metropoli-
tan areas. Specific topics include urban decline and revitalization, conflict between "Snowbelt"
and "Sunbelt" cities, fiscal management, and urban and suburban relations. Enrollment limited to

20. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Stein, R.
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433(F) COMPARATIVE LEGISLATURES (3-0-3)

Research seminar examining the similarities and differences of legislatures in different countries.

Explores the causes and consequences ofthese differences. Enrollment limited to 20. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Hamm, K.

434(F) INTEREST GROUPS AND POLITICAL PARTIES (3-0-3)

Examines the organization and behavior of political parties and interest groups within the

American political system. The course emphasizes the extent to which these organizations operate

differently across the national, state, and local levels of government.

Hamm, K.

437(F) REPRESENTATION (3-0-3)

Deals with problems of representation in the U.S. political system. Enrollment limited to 20. Not
offered 1995-96.

Alford, J.

439(S) RESEARCH SEMINAR ON SOUTHERN POLITICS (0)

Focuses on political behavior and political institutions in southern states. Of special interest is

contemporary Texas politics. Enrollment limited to 20.

i-^.r A Black, E.

440(S) CURRENT LEGISLATIVE ISSUES (3-0-3)

This course intensively studies a small number of current legislative issues. It deals both with the

policy issues that are involved and the problems of passing and implementing the legislation from
both a practical and a theoretical perspective. Enrollment limited to 20. Prerequisite: two courses

in American political institutions and behavior or American public policy and permission of

instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Hobby, W.

454(S) REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENTS (3-0-3)

Causes and outcomes of revolutions, both past and contemporary, and their relationships to the

societies in which they occur. Enrollment limited to 15. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Not
offered 1995-96.

Stajf

457(S) CONDITIONS OF DEMOCRACY (3-0-3)

An examination ofwhy some countries are democratic and others are not, with particular emphasis
on the breakdown and restoration ofdemocracy in Latin America and southern Europe. Enrollment
limited to 20.

Stajf

460(F) SEMINAR IN COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT (3-0-3)

This seminar will analyze noneconomic factors influencing development in Asia. Enrollment
limited to 20. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

von der Mehden, F.

462(S) COMPARATIVE PUBLIC POLICY (3-0-3)

This seminar will examine the process and substance of public policy across nations, with a

primary focus upon Western democracies. Attention will be given to such policy areas as

education, health, economic policy, and defense. Enrollment limited to 20. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

Ambler, J.

463(S) POLITICAL ECONOMY OF INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES (3-0-3)

Research seminar examining the interrelationship ofeconomics and politics in advanced industrial

societies. Specific topics include economic policy-making, political behavior and economic
conditions, and the role of institutions for channeling conflicts between democracy and capitalism.

Enrollment limited to 20. Not offered 1995-96.

Anderson, C.
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465(S) INTERAMERICAN RELATIONS (3-0-3)

This seminar will examine relations between the United States and the countries ofLatin America,
with particular emphasis on the efforts of the U.S. to promote or inhibit political change, including

revolutionary change in Latin America. Enrollment limited to 15. Prerequisite: permission of
instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

466(F) POLITICAL PARTIES AND VOTING BEHAVIOR IN WESTERN
DEMOCRACIES (3-0-3)

This seminar will deal with the determinants of party systems, the structure and functions of

parties, and theories of voting behavior in Western democracies. Enrollment limited to 20. Not
offered 1995-96.

Ambler, J.

470(S) TOPICS—INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (3-0-3)

Conflict modeling and quantitative analysis of alliance formation. May be repeated. Enrollment

limited to 20.

' i ' '
'"'' '^ ^ f^' -

'

Morgan,T.C.

471(F) U.S. FOREIGN POLICY (3-0 3) ^

Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

472(S) AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY (3-0-3)

The content of American foreign policy, its sources, and the process of policy formulation.

Enrollment limited to 20. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Morgan, T. C.
-I

473(S) SEMINAR—DOMESTIC POLICY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.
. ,„ ,. ,, ,.

Staff

474(F) COLLECTIVE SOCIAL CHOICE (3-0-3)

The objective of this course is to introduce students to a growing body of literature on how and why
individual preferences dominate those of others; and the relationship between decision making
structures and the nature of decisional outcomes. Enrollment limited to 20. Prerequisite: permis-

sion of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson, R.

475(S) GAME THEORY (3-0-3)

Examines current developments in game theory and applications to political science. Enrollment

limited to 20. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Morgan, T. C.

476(F) INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY (3-0-3)

This seminar provides an overview of some of the primary theoretical perspectives and analytical

approaches for studying international political economy. It is designed to ( 1 ) survey the contem-

porary literature with special emphasis on theory and research and (2) show students how to

critically evaluate research and consequently how to set up their own research projects.

Staff

479(S) SEMINAR IN QUANTITATIVE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
(3-0-3)

This seminar explores topics in the quantitative study of international relations. This year, the

seminar will explore the uses of the computer simulation GLOBUS. Students will develop their

own study of the simulation. Enrollment limited to 20. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Quinones, S.
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490(S) MODERN POLITICAL THEORY AND INTERDISCIPLINARY
FIELDS (3-0-3)

The development of modem political theory and its relevance to contemporary problems.

Enrollment limited to 20.

Cuthbertson, G.

495(F) INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS (3-0-3)

This course aims at providing students with a working knowledge of statistics in political science.

It involves the study of descriptive and inferential statistics, as well as hands-on experience with

computer statistical packages. Enrollment limited to 20. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Alford, J.

496(F) SURVEY RESEARCH METHODS (3-0-3)

Seminar on the use of survey research methods in the study of public opinion. Attention will be
given to both substantive issues related to the nature of attitudes and attitude change as well as

measurement issues and potential biases in the survey research process. Offered alternate years.

Enrollment limited. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Funk, C.

503(S) TOPICS IN METHODS ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Applications of least squares and general linear model. Not offered 1995-96.

Alford, J.

510(S) SCOPE AND METHODS (3-0-3)

Introduction to research in political science, problems of the discipline, and basic political

concepts. History of political science as a discipline. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Wilson, R.

511(S) MEASUREMENT AND RESEARCH DESIGN (3-0-3)

Research design. Measurement theory. Data collection and modes ofanalysis. Use ofthe computer
in political research. Theory building. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Funk, C. , Ward, D.

520(F) APPROACHES TO COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT (3-0-3)

Core graduate course analyzing basic approaches to the study of comparative government. Open
to qualified undergraduates with permission of instructor.

Anderson, C.

525(S) COMPARATIVE POLITICS OF WESTERN DEMOCRACIES (3-0-3)

Research seminar on theories of political parties, voting behavior, party systems, and quantitative

comparitive political research.

Anderson, C, Ward, D.

527(S) ORGANIZATION THEORY (3-0-3)

Examination of applications of organization theory to the study ofAmerican political institutions.

Not offered 1995-96.

Wilson, R.

530(F) APPROACHES TO AMERICAN GOVERNMENT (3-0-3)

Core graduate course analyzing basic approaches to the study of American politics. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Ward, D.

531(S) STATE POLITICS (3-0-3)

Examines similarities and differences in the organization of state politics. Major issues include

state legislative organization, state elite behavior, and policy implementation. Not offered 1995-

96.

Hamm, K.
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533(S) POLITICAL BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)

Seminar on electoral behavior, political socialization, and political participation. Enrollment
limited to 20.

Funk, C.

537(F) PUBLIC POLICY/PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3-0-3)

The administration and implementation of public policies across federal, state, and substate

governments. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Also offered as Admn 563.

Stein, R.

540(F) INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (3-0 3)

Core graduate course analyzing basic approaches to the study of international relations. Open to

qualified undergraduates with permission of instructor.

. ' Stall, R.

580(S) TOPICS IN AMERICAN POLITICS (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96. . .

580(F) SEMINAR IN AMERICAN POLITICS (3 0-3)

Not offered 1995-96

591(F) DIRECTED READING—METHODOLOGY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Alford, J.

Stajf

Wilson, R.

593(F) DIRECTED READING—AMERICAN POLITICS (3-0-3)

594(S) DIRECTED READING—AMERICAN POLITICS (3-0-3)

595(F) DIRECTED READING—INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (3-0 3)

596(S) DIRECTED READING—INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (3-0-3)

597(F) DIRECTED READING—COMPARATIVE POLITICS (3-0-3)

598(S) DIRECTED READING—COMPARATIVE POLITICS (3-0-3)

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff

600 M.A. RESEARCH AND THESIS (Variable)

Research and thesis for resident students.

Staff

600 TOPICS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE (Variable)

Research and thesis for resident students.

Staff

800 PH.D. RESEARCH AND THESIS (Variable)

Staff
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Psychology

The School of Social Sciences

Professor Schneider, Chair

Professors Brelsford, Dipboye, Laughery, R. C. Martin, Pomerantz,

Roediger, Schneider, R. N. Taylor, and Watkins

Associate Professors Batsell, Burnett, D. M. Lane, and Napier

Assistant Professors Bowers, Currall, Dutta, O'Connor, and Quifiones

Adjunct Professors Byrne, Elden, Howell, Jerger, Lowman, Overall, and Wright

Adjunct Associate Professors Bachevalier, Doran, Loveland, and Pearson

Adjunct Assistant Professors Bordeaux,

Goldsberry, Vandaveer, and Wooten

Adjunct Instructor Diddel

Adjunct Lecturer Laux

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. Twenty-nine semester hours are required for a major in

psychology. The following courses are required for the major in psychology: Psyc 101

,

202, 203, 339, and 340. There may be no substitution or transfer credit for 339 or 340.

In addition to the five required courses listed above, the student must take at least one

course from each of the following blocks of courses:

Block 1: Psyc 308, 309, 351, 362

Block 2: Psyc 329, 330, 332

An honors program is available that requires completion of the major requirements

listed above, an honors thesis, and other requirements as determined by the student's

honors committee. Candidates for the honors program must submit an application. A
decision to admit a student will be made by vote of the faculty.

In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also

satisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours

outside the departmental requirements for a total program of at least 1 20 semester hours.

See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

Graduate Program. Graduate programs are offered at both the M.A. and Ph.D.

levels. The emphasis, however, is upon doctoral training, and only applicants of Ph.D.

caliber are admitted.

A research thesis with public oral defense is required for both M.A. and Ph.D.

degrees. In addition, 60 semester hours must be accumulated for the Ph.D. and 30 for the

M.A. Included in this total are required courses in the areas of memory, cognition,

engineering and industrial/organizational psychology, social psychology, and method-

ology plus whatever offerings are available in the student's specialty area. The three

specialty areas currently offered are cognitive-experimental, industrial-organizational/

social, and engineering psychology.

Competence in a foreign language is not required. The student must, however, pass

an admission-to-candidacy procedure designed to establish his or her expertise in the

chosen specialty area.
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Psychology Courses

101 INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY (3-0 3)

A survey of the diverse topics, problems, and approaches in contemporary psychology. Includes

the following topics: biological basis of behavior; sensation, perception, and attention; learning

and memory; thinking; language; abnormal behavior and therapies; personality and individual

differences; child development; and social process.

Laughery, K., Roediger, H., Schneider, D.

102 READINGS IN PSYCHOLOGY (1-0-1)
'

Discussion of articles and research reports in psychology. Concurrent registration in Psyc 101

required. Permission of instructor required.

Laughery, K., Roediger, H., Schneider, D.

202(F) INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
An overview of topics in social psychology such as conformity and social influence, attitude

change and the mass media, aggression, altruism, relationships, liking and loving, prejudice and
stereotyping, and socialization. Prerequisite: Psyc 101.

O'Connor, K.

203(S) INTRODUCTION TO COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
An overview of topics in cognitive psychology, such as perception, attention, memory,
psycholinguistics, thinking and reasoning, problem solving, concept formation, and decision

making. Prerequisite: Psyc 101.

Bowers, J.

221(F) DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

Focus on behavioral changes with age and general laws of development in both human and
nonhuman species. Prerequisite: Psyc 101.

,

.'
- '..; Stajf

231(S) INDUSTRIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An overview of the principles, techniques, and theories of psychology applied in the industrial

setting. Prerequisite: Psyc 101.

i: -i; •; ff;. ::<i- , • •., Dipboye,R.

308(S) MEMORY (3 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Critical review of traditional and contemporary approaches to the study of remembering and
forgetting. Prerequisite: Psyc 101, 203, or permission of instructor. Enrollment limited to 50.

Roediger, H.

309(S) PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Human and other animal communication, structure of human language, word meaning and
semantic memory, psychological studies of syntax, bilingualism, language and thought, language

errors and disorders. Prerequisite: Psyc 101, 203, or permission of instructor. Offered alternate

years. Not offered 1995-96. Also offered as Ling 309. Enrollment limited to 50.

J II Martin, R.

329(S) PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING (3-0-3)

Techniques for measuring individual differences and critical review of theories of individual

differences in intelligence and personality. Prerequisite: Psyc 101, 339, and permission of

instructor. Not offered 1995-96. Enrollment limited to 50.

Quinones, M.
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330(F) PERSONALITY THEORY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Consideration of those aspects of personahty emphasized by the major theorists past and present.

Prerequisite: Psyc 101, 202. Enrollment limited to 50.

Dipboye, R.

332(S) ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Reactions to stress, neurotic traits, therapy, depression, and schizophrenia. The course presents an

ecletic, empirically based exploration of the subject of abnormal psychology and explores topics

and theories in the light of research findings. Prerequisite: Psyc 101, 202, and permission of

instructor. Enrollment limited to 50.

Diddel, R.

339(F) STATISTICAL METHODS-PSYCHOLOGY (3-1-4)

Introduction to quantitative and computer methods applicable to the ainalysis ofexperimental data.

Prerequisite: Psyc 101 or permission of instructor. Enrollment limited to 50.

Quinones, M.

340(S) RESEARCH METHODS (3-1-4)

A continuation of Psyc 339 with a strong emphasis on individual student experiments and the

writing of research reports. Prerequisite: Psyc 101, 339. Enrollment limited to 50.

Watkins, M.

350(F) PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING (3-0-3)

Theoretical and empirical explorations into the topic of learning. Both historically important

theoretical positions and modem perspectives will be considered. Current and historically

important human and animal research will be discussed. Prerequisite: Psyc 101, Psyc 203, Psyc

339, Psyc 340 or permission of instructor. Enrollment limited to 20.

Brelsford, J.

351(F) PSYCHOLOGY OF PERCEPTION (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An overview of the sensory and cognitive processes involved in human vision and audition.

Prerequisite: Psyc 101 , 203 or permission of instructor. Offered alternate years.

Pomerantz, J.

360(S) THINKING (3-0-3)

The study of such higher mental processes as forming concepts, solving problems, making
decisions, and reasoning. Not offered every year. Prerequisite: Psyc 101 , Psyc 203, Psyc 339, Psyc
340 or permission of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

362(F) BIOPSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

An overview of the neurophysiological correlates of behavior. Prerequisite: Psyc 101. Offered
alternate years.

Bowers, J.

411(F) HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY (3-0 3)

A consideration of the evolution of psychological theory from the Greeks to the present and the

development of scientific approaches to the study of human thought and behavior. Not offered

every year. Prerequisite: Psyc 101, Psyc 202, Psyc 203. Not offered 1995-96.

Schneider, D.
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440(S) SEMINAR IN ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)
Through discussion and extensive reading ofempirically oriented issues drawn from various areas
ofpsychology. The course focuses on a more intensive and mature examination of topics typically

discussed in Introductory Psychology. Open to senior-level majors. Prerequisite: permission of
instructor. Enrollment limited to 15.

Brelsford, J.

442(F) COMPUTER APPLICATIONS (3 0-3)

Use of small computers in psychological research. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.

Enrollment limited to 10.

Lane, D.

450(F) ANIMAL BEHAVIOR METHODS (3-0-3)

Use of animal behavior as models of various applied human situations. Enrollment limited to 5.

Prerequisite: permission of the instructor. Not offfered 1995-96.

Wright, A.

460(S) THE PSYCHOLOGY OF MOTIVATION (3-0-3)

Motives and emotions as causes of behavior. Topics to be covered include: biological motives,
such as hunger, thirst, and sex, aggression, emotions and emotional expression, individual

differences in motivation, motivation in the workplace. Prerequisite: Psyc 101, 202, or 203.
Enrollment limited to 50.

Quinones, M.

470(S) ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

Principles of psychology and human performance applied to the design of modem systems.
Prerequisite: Psyc 101, 203, or permission of instructor. Enrollment limited to 50.

, :; , . Dutta. A.

480 ADVANCED TOPICS IN PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

An intensive examination ofa topic ofcontemporary interest to modem psychologists. Course may
be repeated when topics vary. Prerequisites: Psyc 101, 202, 203, and permission of instmctor.

Stajf

485 SUPERVISED RESEARCH IN PSYCHOLOGY (Variable)

Supervised empirical research. Course may be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: permission of
instmctor. Enrollment limited to psychology majors.

Brelsford, J.

488 SUPERVISED READING IN PSYCHOLOGY (Variable)

Supervised reading of books and empirical papers on a topic of mutual interest to students and
faculty. Course may be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: permission of instmctor. Enrollment
limited to psychology majors.

Brelsford, J.

499 SENIOR THESIS (Variable)

Prerequisites: Psyc 101, 339, 340, and permission of instmctor.

Brelsford, J.

500(F) MEASUREMENT IN PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

An introductory course on the principles of measurement in psychological research including the

topics of psychophysics and scaling, measurement theory, and test theory.

Staff

501(F) INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS (3-0-3)

Introduction to quantitative and computer methods for analyzing experimental data.

Dutta, A.
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502(F) ADVANCED PSYCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS I (3 0-3)

Introduction to inferential statistics with emphasis on analysis of variance and multiple regression.

Prerequisite: Psyc 501 or permission of instructor.

Dutta, A.

503(S) ADVANCED PSYCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS II (3 0-3)

A continuation of Psyc 502, focusing on multiple regression. Other multivariate techniques and

distribution-free statistics are also covered. Prerequisite: Psyc 502 or permission of instructor.

Lane, D.

504(F) COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

Introduction to SAS, HyperCard, Excel, Basic, and other software (software will vary from

semester to semester), using Macintosh computers and focusing on data analysis and computer-

based experimentation.

Lane. D.

507(S) RESEARCH METHODS (3-0 3)

Graduate-level treatment of a wide range of laboratory and field research methodologies. Offered

alternate years. v . r;
..

Dipboye, R.

510 TOPICS IN GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0 3)

Lectures or seminar discussions on topics of broad interest. An example would be discussions of

Great Books in Psychology. May be repeated for credit.

Staff

511(F) HISTORY AND SYSTEMS OF PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

The philosophical foundations of psychology, the development of scientific models in the

nineteenth century, twentieth-century schools of psychology, the growth of fields of modem
psychology. Offered alternate years.

Schneider, D.

512(S) DECISION MAKING (3-0-3)

An overview of the principal concepts, theories, methods, and evidence associated with the

exploration ofhuman decision functions. Both descriptive and normative approaches are critically

examined from a variety of perspectives: behaviorial, cognitive, applied. Offered every three

years. .. ,, . . ., ...
, ._ ^,...

^^^^

520(F) FOUNDATIONS OF COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY (3-0 3)

An intoduction to the basic topics in cognitive psychology, including perception, memory,
psycholinguistics, concept formation, problem solving, and decision making.

Martin, R.

521(F) PERCEPTION (3-0-3)

The study of how people interpret signals from their senses in a meaningful way. Offered every

three years.

Pomerantz, J.

522(F) INFORMATION PROCESSING AND ATTENTION (3-0-3)

The study of such problems as information overload, selective attention, response conflict, and
automatic and controlled processing. Offered every three years.

Dutta, A.
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523(F) MEMORY AND COGNITION IN ANIMALS (3-0-3)

Lecture, discussion, and laboratory course in learning and behaviorial control. Explores the
application of conditioning techniques to the study of memory and cognition in animals.
Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Enrollment limited to 5.

Wright, A.

524(F) MEMORY (3-0-3)

An overview of the issues and research in remembering and forgetting. Offered alternate years.
- Roediger, H.,Watkins, M.

525(S) PSYCHOLINGUISTICS (3-0-3)

The psychology of language, including the study of speech perception, reading, syntax, meaning,
bilingualism, language and thought, language errors and disorders. Offered alternate years.

Martin, R.

526(S) ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND COGNITIVE SCIENCE (3-0-3)
The study of cognitive processes from the vantage point of the human as a computer, with an
emphasis on expert systems and their development, parallel distributed processing models, and
connectionism. Offered every three years.

Lane, D., Martin, R.

527(F) THINKING (3-0-3) '

The study of higher mental processes, such as forming concepts, solving problems, making
decisions, and reasoning. Offered every three years.

Staff

528(S) COGNITIVE NEUROPSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

Study of the implications ofneuropsychological data for cognitive theory. Offered alternate years.

Martin, R., Bowers, J.

529 COGNITIVE RESEARCH SEMINAR ( 1 -0- 1

)

A weekly student-staff seminar on current and recent research about mental phenomena. May be
repeated for credit.

-'
'^'

Martin, R.

530(F) FOUNDATIONS OF I/O PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

Graduate-level introduction to the study of human behavior in the work setting. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

5 ,y ,, Dipboye,R.

531(S) PERSONNEL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

The application of psychological research and theory to problems of organizing human resource

utilization. Prerequisite: Psyc 530. Offered alternate years.

Quinones, M.

532(F) ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

An in-depth examination of selected research and theory in organizational psychology with an
emphasis on work motivation, leadership, and group dynamics. Offered alternate years.

Dipboye, R.

540(S) FOUNDATIONS OF ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

An introduction to the basic topics in engineering psychology, including basic methods of systems
analysis, display-control design, mental and physical workload analysis, and environmental
factors in human performance.

Dutta, A.
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541(S) HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTIONS (3-0-3)

Topics covered are relevant to the creation of effective interface design methodology, interaction

modes, hypertext, mental models, visual display characteristics, input devices, and on-line help.

Lane, D.

542(F) HUMAN RELIABILITY AND SAFETY (3-0-3)

Topics covered include human reliability in systems, accident analysis techniques, hazard and risk

perception, and safety communications. Offered every three years.

Laughery, K.

550(F) FOUNDATIONS OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

Review of theories of social psychology with an emphasis on current empirical research.

O'Connor, K.

551(S) INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES AND PERSONALITY (3-0-3)

Consideration of individual differences in motivation, behavior, and cognition. Offered every

three years.

Schneider, D.

560 PSYCHOLOGY PRESENTATIONS (2 2 3)

A practicum on oral and written psychology presentations. May be repeated for credit. Offered

alternate years.

Stajf

561 TEACHING IN PSYCHOLOGY (3-13)
Assistance in the teaching ofundergraduate and occasionally graduate courses in psychology. May
be repeated for credit.

Stajf

571 FIRST-YEAR PROJECT (0-8 3)

An individual research project undertaken in the first year of the graduate program.

Stajf

511 SECOND-YEAR PROJECT (0-8-3)

An individual project undertaken during each semester ofthe second year ofthe graduate program.

May be repeated for credit.

Stajf

S12> NON-THESIS GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

Individual research not for first- or second-year project or for thesis. May be repeated for credit.

Staff

600(S) TOPICS IN QUANTITATIVE METHODS (3-0 3)

Selected topics in quantitative methodology. May be repeated for credit. Offered alternate years.

Lane, D., Martin, R.

601(S) MULTIVARIATE STATISTICS (3-0-3)

Topics in multivariate statistics, such as factor analysis, multiple regression, cluster analysis,

multidimensional scaling, discriminate analysis, and structural equations. Offered alternate years.

Staff

602(S) PSYCHOMETRICS (3-0-3)

Test theory including reliability, validity, scaling, norms, sampling, and factor analysis. Offered

alternate years.

Lane, D.
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610 ADVANCED RESEARCH SEMINAR (1-01)
Weekly lunchtime talk by department graduate students and faculty. May be repeated for credit.

Roediger, H.

620 TOPICS IN COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

Seminars offered on an irregular basis on special topics in cognitive psychology. May be repeated
for credit. Offered alternate years.

Pomerantz, J., Martin, R.

621 TOPICS IN MEMORY (3-0-3)

Intensive study of selected topics and theories about memory. May be repeated for credit.

Roediger, H., Watkins, M.

622(S) PERCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION (3 0-3)

Issues concerning how sensory information is shaped into perceptual units, how it is grouped, and
how one unit (the figure) is segregated from other units (the ground) for purposes of attention.

Offered every three years.

Pomerantz, J.

623(S) RETRIEVAL PROCESSES IN HUMAN MEMORY (3-0-3)

Studies of how information is retrieved from memory, including such topics as reminiscence and
hypermnesia, the effectiveness of retrieval cues, encoding/retrieval interactions, and implicit

retention. Offered every three years.

Roediger, H.

628 MEMORY RESEARCH SEMINAR ( 1 -0- 1

)

A weekly seminar to discuss recent research in human memory.
Watkins, M.

629 PSYCHOLINGUISTICS RESEARCH SEMINAR ( 1 -0- 1

)

A weekly seminar to discuss recent research in psycholinguistics.

Martin, R.

630 TOPICS IN I/O PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3) " ^

Selected topics in I/O Psychology, such as organizational development and change, training, test

construction, utility of personnel procedures, career development, and job analysis. May be
repeated for credit. Offered alternate years.

Gaugler, B.

631(S) SOCIAL COGNITION IN ORGANIZATIONS (3-0-3)

Introduction to theory and research in social cognition as it relates to topics in organizational

behavior. Offered every three years.

Stajf

632(F) LEADERSHIP: THEORY AND RESEARCH (3-0-3)

Examination of the major psychological approaches to the study of leadership. Emphasis is on
theory and pratice in formal organizations. Offered every three years.

Dipboye, R.

633(S) WORK ATTITUDES AND MOTIVATION (3-0-3)

Theory and research regarding attitudes and motivation of individuals within work organizations.

Offered every three years.

Stajf
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634(S) PERSONNEL SELECTION (3-0-3)

Review of research and theory associated with both objective and subjective methods of selecting

personnel in organizations. Offered alternate years.

Dipboye, R., Gaugler, B.

635(S) THE ASSESSMENT CENTER METHOD (3-0-3)

Advanced graduate-level course on assessment center theory, research, and practice. Prerequisite:

Psyc 530. Offered every three years.

Gaugler, B.

639 I/O PSYCHOLOGY INTERNSHIP (Variable)

Supervised experience in organizational and/or personnel psychology. May be repeated for credit.

Stajf

640(F) TOPICS IN ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY (3-0 3)

Seminars offered on special topics in engineering psychology. May be repeated for credit. Offered

alternate years.

Brelsford, J., Laughery, K.

649 ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY INTERNSHIP (Variable)

Supervised experience in engineering psychology. May be repeated for credit.

Brelsford, J., Laughery, K.

651(F) TOPICS IN SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)

Seminars offered in special topics in social psychology. May be repeated for credit. Offered

alternate years.

Schneider, D.

652(S) SOCIAL COGNITION (3-0-3)

Discussion ofrecent research and theory in person perception, perception ofand memory for social

events, and social/cultural influences in cognitive processes. Offered every three years.

Schneider, D.

660(S) PROFESSIONAL ISSUES (Variable)

Selected topics on professional matters, including grant writing, licensing, and ethics in psychol-

ogy. Offered every three years.

Dipboye, R.

700 THESIS RESEARCH (Variable)

Research for the master's thesis. May be repeated for credit.

Staff

800 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (Variable)

Research for the doctoral dissertation. May be repeated for credit.

Staff
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Religious Studies

The School of Humanities

Professor Klein, C/2a/>

Professors Kelber, Stroup, and Wyschogrod
Assistant Professors Magid, McKenny, and Parsons

Adjunct Professor Reiser

Adjunct Assistant Professors Heitman and Sanborn

Lecturers Benjamin, Bongmba, and KarfT

Degrees Ojfered: B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. Students majoring or double-majoring in religious

studies are required to complete 24 semester hours (eight courses). Of these, 18 hours

(six courses) must be on the advanced level (300 and 400). A maximum of six semester

hours (two courses) may be taken outside of religious studies.

To gain exposure to principal approaches to and expressions of religion the eight

courses are to be selected according to two sets of distribution requirements. These are

broadly defined in terms of methodology and religious traditions.

Methodology divides into the following four areas:

V ' 1 ) The textual approach, which focuses on the study and interpretation of sacred

scriptures: Reli 308, 310, 355, 356, 357, 358, 470, 471.

2) The historical approach, which studies religion(s) in their development over
•--' -- time: Reli 240, 307, 446, 454, 456; Huma 211.

^ 3) The normative approach, which reflects on the ethical, theological, and
philosophical expressions of religion(s): Reli 236, 262, 264, 280, 291, 322,

361, 362, 364, 391, 393, 395, 432, 451, 462, 463.

4) The sociocultural approach, which examines religion(s) with the methods
provided by sociology, psychology, and anthropology: Reli 205, 241, 260,

264, 266, 294, 325, 334, 430, 432, 457; Hart 309; Soci 430.

.
: Religious traditions divide into the following six areas:

1) African: Reh 111, 113

2) Buddhism: Reli 322, 325, 328, 330, 470, 47 1

.

3) Christianity:Reh236,280,286, 308, 310, 454, 456; Hart 309.

4) Comparative: Reli 211, 264, 302, 305, 364, 432.

5) Islam: Hist 281, 381, 438.

' 6) Judaism: Reli 15 1,253, 270, 300, 303, 305, 3 11, 35 1,352, 355, 356, 357, 358,

370, 446; Hist 257, 357, 373, 374, 446.

Majors and double majors are required to take one course in each of the four

methodological areas and one course in four of the six areas covering religious

traditions. A number of courses will satisfy both the methodological and the traditions

requirements. All students who declare a major or double major in religious studies are

encouraged to devise a plan of study in consultation with a faculty adviser.

Students who wish to pursue a course of study more directly oriented toward their

intellectual and personal interests are referred to the existence of the area major. See
Other Options for Undergraduate Majors, pages 77-78. As a rule, area majors in

Religious Studies will be required to write a thesis.
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In addition, students must also satisfy the distribution requirements and complete

no fewer than 60 semester hours outside the departmental requirements for a total

program of at least 120 semester hours. See Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-

75.

Graduate Program. Admission to the graduate program will be granted to a

limited number of qualified students. A distinguished undergraduate record and high

GRE scores are essential. An advanced degree in the humanities is desirable. Students

are accepted in the following six fields: Asian Religions (Indo-Tibetan Buddhism),

Biblical Studies (New Testament), Ethics (including Medical Ethics), History of

Christianity, Philosophy and Religious Thought, and Psychology ofReligion. While the

M.A. is offered in Asian Religions, both M.A. and Ph.D. are conferred in each of the

remaining five fields. The program is designed to facilitate broad knowledge in religious

studies and to permit flexibility and interdisciplinary pursuits within a framework of

clearly defined fields.

Within the limits of available funds, fellowships and scholarships are awarded to

qualified students. Fellowships include a stipend and a tuition waiver; scholarships

provide a waiver of tuition only. Eligibility for stipends is three years for the M.A. and

five years for the Ph.D. As part of their training, a modest amount of service to the

department, such as teaching assistance or library work, is customarily required from

students.

Program in Health Care Ethics. The Department of Religious Studies in

cooperation with the University ofTexas Health Science Center offers a Ph.D. in ethics

with a specialization in health care ethics. Focus of the program is ethics in health care

generally, with attention to issues of religion and culture. This focus distinguishes the

Rice-UT Program from other programs that focus more exclusively on moral philoso-

phy or clinical ethics.

The program recognizes that entering students come with various interests.

Students seeking rigorous academic training in religious studies in general and in

theoretical approaches to ethics in particular but who also are interested in clinical and

policy issues in health care will benefit most. There are two tracks in the program: one

for those preparing to teach ethics, including medical ethics, in an academic department

ofa college or university, and another for those preparing for a career in a clinical setting,

institute, or policy setting. Both tracks will prepare students to develop academic skills

in interpreting religious and cultural texts and practices and in theoretical and concrete

issues in ethics, including medical ethics. The second track will also prepare students to

develop skills in clinical judgment, interpretation of cases, and clinical research.

The academic requirements for the two tracks overlap for general preparation in

religious studies and ethics. The program draws upon the strengths and interests of the

department. Students will take the standard number of course hours (54) and examina-

tions (M.A. and Ph.D. comprehensives) and will fulfill the other degree requirements.

They will be encouraged to select courses and examinations in consultation with their

adviser and with individual faculty members to facilitate maximum exposure to

intellectual issues of importance for work in health care ethics. The two tracks are

distinguished primarily in the selection of courses and in the content of the Ph.D.

comprehensive examination in health care ethics.

It is expected that students in the later stages of the program who seek careers in

clinical settings, research institutes, or policy settings will have opportunities for clinical

research in the form of an internship with selected faculty members ofthe University of

Texas Health Science Center.
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Course and Comprehensive Exam Requirements:

M.A. Ph.D. (continuing) Ph.D. (entering)

8 courses 10 courses 18 courses

5 exams 5 exams 6 exams

( 1 in Ethics) ( 1 major exam ( 1 major exam
each in Ethics & each in Ethics &
Health Care Ethics; Health Care Ethics;

; ' v.o.^^' 3 minor exams) 4 minor exams)

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts:

1

.

Completion of 24 semester hours. At least one course is required in five of the

six fields. The remaining three courses are to be selected in consultation with

the faculty adviser. Students in ethics, medical ethics, and Asian Religions are
'- expected to take courses outside the department.

2. A reading examination in a foreign language.

3. One oral examination in each one of three fields selected as minors. Two
written examinations: one in the field of specialization and a second one in the

remaining fifth field.

4. Completion of an M.A. thesis.

5. For students who wish to pursue the M.A. as a transit toward the Ph.D., the

M.A. thesis may be waived depending on the outcome of the oral/written

exams.

6. Oral defense of M.A. thesis.

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy:

1. Rice students who continue toward the Ph.D. will take additional course work
of 30 hours divided among four fields. Of those, two will count as minors and
two as majors. One course is required in each minor and two courses for each

major. Of the remaining four courses, two should be taken outside of the

department.

,.; 2. A reading examination in a second foreign language.

3. One oral examination in each minor and one written examination in each

major.

4. Approval of formal proposal by faculty adviser.

5. Approval of thesis by the appointed thesis committee.

6. Oral defense of thesis.

Students enrolled directly in the Ph.D. program will complete 54 semester hours.

Of five fields, three will count as minors and two as majors. One course is required for

one minor and two courses for each of the other two. Additionally, a minimum of three

courses is to be taken for each major. The remaining seven courses are to be selected in

consultation with the faculty adviser. At least two of those seven ought to be selected

outside of the department. Reading examinations in two foreign languages are required.

Comprehensive examinations consist of: two orals in two minors, one written test in the

third minor; three additional written tests—two of which are in the majors, third in the

thesis area.

Both the thesis proposal and the thesis itself require final approval. The require-

ments conclude with the oral defense of the thesis.
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Religious Studies Courses

101(F) INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF RELIGION (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Comparative and thematic approaches to the study of rehgion. Multidisciplinary analysis of topics

such as scripture, myth, ritual, art, and ethical teachings as exemplified in the world's religious

traditions. Challenges posed by pluralism and secularization. Readings from primary texts and

interpretive studies.

Carroll, J.. Parsons, W.

111(F) INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN RELIGIONS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

An introductory reading course in the structures of African religions (indigenous. Christian, and

Islamic). Course will include community, cosmology, ritual, ethical values, magic, witchcraft,

contribution to nationalism, independence, social change, and the transplantation of African

religions in the Americas.
Bongmba, E.

113(F) INTRODUCTION TO CHRISTIANITY IN AFRICA (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

An introductory reading course examining the dynamics of African Christianity from the early

church to the present. Course will include studying the African church during the Patristic era, the

Colonial period. Prophetic Movements, nationalism, racial tensions, the role of women, and the

emergence of a distinct theological voice.

Bongmba, E.

151(F) INTRODUCTION TO POST-BIBLICAL JUDAISM (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A thematic survey ofcentral ideas in the development ofJudaism from Late Antiquity until the 20th

century. Readings will include primary texts in translation and secondary literature. Emphasis will

be placed on charting recurring themes in Jewish thought as they change and develop.

Magid, S.

205(S) ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE BIBLE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

The Bible-on-location with sUdes from excavations in Jordan, Israel, Sinai and Cyprus. The
Biblical story alongside stories that architecture, pottery, metalwork, sculpture, tombs, painting

and other arts in biblical lands tell. Not offered 1995-96.

Benjamin, D.

211(F) INTRODUCTION TO ASIAN CIVILIZATIONS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Introduction to the great cultural traditions of Asia, past and present, with emphasis on evolving

religious and philosophical traditions, artistic and literary achievements, and patterns of political,

social, and economic change. Also offered as Hist 206 and Huma 211.

Klein, A., Smith, R., Wilson, R.

236(S) CHRISTIAN ETHICS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A survey of fundamental issues and problems of theological ethics from Christian and other

sources. Topics include moral selfhood, moral reasoning, evil, and the relation of religion to

morality. Not offered 1995-96.

McKenny, G.
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240(F) RELIGIONS ALONG THE NILE AND EUPHRATES (3-0 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A survey of religions and cultures flourishing in Egypt, Mesopotamia, Hatti, and Syria-Palestine

after 3000 b.c.e. Readings from their great stories, law codes, military histories, and love poetry,

including Enuma Elish, Gilgamesh, Ba'al and Anat, the Code ofHammurabi, the Treaty ofRamses
and Hattusilis, the Annals of Tiglath Pileser.

Benjamin, D.

241(S) THE WORLD OF THE BIBLE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Explores the world of the Bible as a key to understand better the Bible itself. Examines important

social institutions like prophecy or hospitality to appreciate how ancient audiences responded to

texts like Isaiah's Virgin Birth or Sodom and Gomorrah. Also listed as Anth 311.

Benjamin, D.

253(F) INTRODUCTION TO MODERN JEWISH THOUGHT (3 3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 1

Overview of themes in modem Jewish thought beginning with Spinoza's view of religion and
Bible criticism and ending with post-Holocaust theology. Explores traditional and nontraditional

positions. Focus on modernity's effect on religious traditions and how Judaism became trans-

formed as result of political, ideological, and theological innovations of modem society. Not
offered 1995-96.

Magid, S.

257(S) PERCEPTIONS OF JEWS AND JUDAISM: FROM TACITUS TO
TOYNBEE (3-0 3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II " --— ^-^^

Compares Jewish self-images with perceptions ofJews and Judaism held by the dominant cultures

in the West from antiquity through the modem period. Readings include selections from Tacitus,

Paul, Eusebius, Chrysostom, Helevi, Luther, Modena, Grimmelshausen, da Costa, Spinoza,

Glueckl of Hameln, Solomon Maimon, Marx, Freud, Hitler, Kook, Grade, and Toynbee. Also

offered as Hist 257. Not offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.

260(F) RELIGION AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Designed to introduce the student to classic texts in the social scientific study ofreligion. Readings

in Freud, Weber, Durkheim, Berger, Geertz, and Kakar. Emphasis on cross-cultural issues. Not
offered 1995-96.

Parsons, W.

262(S) MYSTICISM: TEXTS AND METHODS (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Familiarize the student with diverse texts (secular and religious. East and West) found in mystical

literature. Emphasis will be placed on psychological, philosophical, and comparative methods.

Offered with additional work as Reli 582.

Parsons, W.

264(S) SAINTS, SAGES, AND EXEMPLARS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Examines saints, sages, and exemplars in various religions. Covers scholarly perspectives and

addresses issues of imitation and intercession, tensions between ordinary and extraordinary

morality, psychological and cultural dynamics of sainthood. Also offered as Reli 432.

McKenny, G., Parsons, W.
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266(S) PSYCHOANALYSIS AND RELIGION (3 0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

An in-depth analysis of pivotal writings on religion in the psychoanalytic tradition (classical, ego-

psychology, object-relations theory). Reading in Freud, Enkson, Winnicott, Kohut, Rizzuto,

Meissner, and Kakar. Not offered 1995-96.

Parsons, W.

270(S) INTRODUCTION TO JEWISH MYSTICISM (KABBALA) (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Jewish mysticism, known as Kabbala, stretches from late antiquity to the modem era. Focuses on

the earliest stages of Jewish mysticism in the body of literature known as "Texts of the Palaces"

(Ascent Literature) and traces its development through Southern Europe until the advent of the

Zohar in the 14th century. Not offered 1995-96.

Magid, S.

280(S) SEARCH FOR THE CHRISTIAN GOD IN THE POSTMODERN
WORLD (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Explores forms of theistic religious experience, concentrating on the Western Christian tradition;

past and present cultural and philosophical challenges to traditional religious belief; the possibility

of Christian faith and the struggle for justice and meaning in the postmodern world.

Stroup, J.

286(F) THE REFORMATION AND ITS RESULTS (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Theology and church-state issues from sixteenth-century Reformation to seventeenth century;

medieval background; Luther, Calvin, Catholic Reformation; religious wars, Protestant Ortho-

doxy; Pietist spirituality; Puritanism; calls for toleration. Also offered as Hist 286.

Stroup, J.

291(S) RELIGION AND CULTURE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Introduction to the personal, social, theological, and linguistic aspects ofreligions, East and West,

in the works of Tillich, Eliade, Levi-Strauss, and Freud. Analysis ofnarrative accounts ofreligious

experience in Augustine, Edwards, and in selected texts from the Hindu and Buddhist traditions.

Enrolhnent limited to 25. Not offered 1995-96.

Wyschogrod, E.

294(S) RELIGION IN FICTION AND FILM (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Examines views of the sacred through interreligious encounter from the perspective of recent

literary theory, modem and postmodem theology in the fiction ofGraham Greene, Shisako Endo,

Yukio Mishima, Thomas Mann, Zora Neale Hurston, and films of Wemer Herzog, Satyajit Ray,

and Peter Brooks. Enrollment limited to 25. Not offered 1995-96.

Wyschogrod, E.

300(S) THE MIND OF AMERICAN JUDAISM (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Analyzes the development of Jewish thought in America in the twentieth cenmry. Read well-

known and less-known Jewish thinkers on American politics, philosophy, acculturation, and the

emergence of Jewish denominations. Issues on race relations, civil rights, and the women's
suffrage movement will also be addressed. Offered with additional work as Reli 526.

Magid, S.

302(S) JEWISH-CHRISTIAN DIALOGUE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Discussion of the basic questions that appear in interfaith exchange. Jewish and Christian beliefs

about God, man, history, evil, and eschatology. Enrollment limited to 40.

Kelber, W., Magid, S.
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303(S) PERCEPTIONS OF JEWS AND JUDAISM: FROM TACITUS TO
TOYNBEE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An enriched version of Reli 257. Students may not receive credit for both Reli 257 and Reli 303.

Also offered as Hist 357. Not offered 1995-96.

Fishman, T.

305(F) HASIDISM AND EXISTENTIALISM (3-0 3)

^DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP 1

Comparative analysis of existentialism and eighteenth-nineteenth century Jewish movement
known as Hasidism. Study of faith in Pascal, Kierkegaard, and Tillich v. some of the influential

Hasidic masters, i.e., Nahman of Bratzlar. Examines how existentialist and Hasidic faith emerges

out of biblical exegesis and mystical tradition. Not offered 1995-96.

Magid,S.

307(F) CHRISTIAN ORIGINS (3 0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Early Christianity in the context of ancient Mediterranean civilizations. Offered with additional

work as Reli 505. Not offered 1995-96.

Kelber.W.

308(S) SYNOPTIC GOSPELS (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

A reading of the gospel stories from a literary perspective.

Kelber,W.

310(S) PAULINE THEOLOGY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Introduction to the theological controversies between Paul and anti-Pauline Christians. Offered

with additional work as Reli 507. Not offered 1995-96.

Kelber,W.

311(F) JEWISH MESSIANISM AND PSEUDO-MESSIAHS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Study of the centrality of messianism in Jewish thought and the existence of pseudo-Messiahs

throughout Jewish history. Discusses the theological, philosophical, and sociological impact ofthe

messianic idea and messianic movements in Judaism.
Magid, S.

322(S) INTRODUCTION TO BUDDHISM (3-0 3)

The thought, practice, and historical development of Buddhism in India, Tibet, China, and Japan.

Also offered as Reli 572.
Klein, A.

325(F) BUDDHISM AND THE FEMALE (3-0-3)

Questions of self, relationships, and personal changes explored through examining Buddhist

theories and female symbolism in light of current work on or by women. Also offered with

additional work as Reli 575. Not offered 1995-96.

Klein, A.

328(S) SHAMANS AND PHILOSOPHERS: RELIGION/RITUAL ANCIENT
TIBET (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Tibetan culture was formed through Buddhist influence from India and Bon tradition, thought to

have originated in Persia. Both traditions borrowed from and questioned the other. Focus on

tensions between shamanic perspective of early Bon and philosophical perspective of later Bon

and Buddhism as well as rituals each employed. Much of this material has never been studied in

the West before. (Tibetan language available for extra credit.) Offered with additional work as Reli

530. Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf
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330(F) INTRODUCTION TO TIBETAN LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

Readings in Tibetan Bon and Buddhist religious texts. Also offered as Reli 532 and Ling 331.

Klein, A.

334(S) PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Significant contemporary problems examined from a clinical standpoint, e.g., ideas of God, evil,

anxiety, guilt, and therapeutic process.

Sanborn, H.

351(F) ELEMENTARY BIBLICAL HEBREW (3-0-3)

Also listed as Hebr 35 1

.

352(S) INTERMEDIATE BIBLICAL HEBREW(3-0-3)
Continuation of Reli 351. Also listed as Hebr 352.

Katz, A.

Katz, A.

355(F) BIBLICAL ANCESTORS AND HEROES (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Studies in the lore ofkings in Ancient Israel: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy,

Joshua, Judges, 1-2 Samuel, 1-2 Kings.
Benjamin, D.

356(S) THE PROPHETS (3 0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Analysis of prophets in ancient Israel: 1-2 Samuel, 1-2 Kings, Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and

Ezekiel.

Benjamin, D.

357(F) WOMEN IN THE BIBLE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Teaching literature in Ancient Israel. Clan-mothers and queens, warriors, wives, and lovers in

Proverbs, Qoheleth, Job, Psalms, Song of Songs, Ruth, Judith, Esther. Not offered 1995-96.

Benjamin, D.

358(S) BIBLE, CREATION, AND APOCALYPSE (3 0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Creation stories in Ancient Israel: The Garden ofEden, the Flood, the Exodus, the Battle ofJericho,

Isaiah's Messiah, Ezekiel's New Jerusalem, Daniel, Zechariah, Jonah. Not offered 1995-96.

Benjamin, D.

361(F) LOVE, JUSTICE, AND FRIENDSHIP (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Explores the relation of self and other as an ethical issue. Topics include friendship, self-sacrifice,

the tension between love and justice, altruism and egoism, mutuality and radical alterity.

Prerequisite: previous course work in ethics. Also offered as Reli 542. Not offered 1995-96.

McKenny, G.

362(S) RELIGION, ETHICS, AND ECOLOGY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Explores issues and problems of ecology, the environment, and future generations from perspec-

tives offered by ethical theories and religious traditions. Not offered 1995-96.

McKenny, G.
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364(S) RELIGION, ETHICS, AND VIOLENCE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Examines efforts ofreligious and secular morality to control andjustify violence. Explores religion

and sacrificial violence, modem theories ofjust war and criminal justice as applied to the Persian

Gulf War and capital punishment, modem terrorism and genocide, and religious expressions of

nonviolence. Covers a variety of secular and religious traditions and theories. Offered with

additional work as Reli 546.

,.
, w- . . yif;?jK] .ui'-^n:j^. McKenny,G.

370(S) STRUGGLE FOR IDENTITY AMONG JEWS IN CHRISTIAN SPAIN
(3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Jews in Christian Spain were unique in that they were highly educated, yet many remained ardent

defenders of traditional Jewish faith. Course will look at three central issues: (1) debate over

philosophy, (2) emergence of Kabbala, (3) viability of Principles of Faith in Judaism. Also offered

asHist369. Not offered 1995-96. .. r „ . . ^ ^- .c. u: .: ->

Magid, S.

391(F) DEATH AND DYING IN RELIGION AND LITERATURE (3 3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Death, immortality, resurrection, grief, and mouming in selected texts of Westem and Asian

religious traditions and modem and postmodem literature. Readings from the Bible, Plato,

Augustine, Pascal, St. Theresa of Avila, the Upanishads, selected Buddhist texts, and the works

of Tolstoy, Rilke, Kafka, Dickenson, Goyen, Celan, and Jabes. Offered with additional work as

Reli 591. Not offered 1995-96.

Wyschogrod, E.

393(F) RELIGION, MYTH, AND LANGUAGE (3-0 3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Survey of approaches to myth and language in relation to religious experience and meaning.

Readings from Feuerbach, Freud, Jung, Tillich, Eliade, Wittgenstein, Heidegger, James, Dewey,

Levi-Strauss, and Mary Douglas. Offered with additional work as Reli 593. Not offered 1995-96.

Wyschogrod, E.

395(F) RELIGION AND ASCETICISM (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Explores interpretations of the body in selected religious traditions in the context of contemporary

analyses of corporeality. Topics include the theological meanings of pain, suffering, self-denial,

and renunciation of the world. Offered with additional work as Reli 562. Not offered 1995-96.

""
I

.'
I

Wyschogrod, E.

401(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable) , , , , ( j

Permission of instmctor required.

402(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

Permission of instructor required.

Stajf

430(F) RELIGION AND THE MODERN THERAPIES (3-0-3)

An exploration of the fundamental issues and problems generated by the psychology and religion

movement. Particular emphasis will be placed on the emergence of"psychological religiousness."

Offered with additional work as Reli 584.
Parsons, W.
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432(S) SAINTS, SAGES, AND EXEMPLARS (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Examines saints, sages, and exemplars in various religions. Covers scholarly perspectives and

addresses issues of imitation and intercession, tensions between ordinary and extraordinary

morality, psychological and cultural dynamics of sainthood. Also offered as Reli 264.

McKenny, G., Parsons, W.

446(F) POWER AND POWERLESSNESS IN JEWISH HISTORY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Flouting the image of Jews as all-powerful manipulators of international finances, media, and

politics is the perception of Jews as politically powerless from the fall of Jerusalem in 70 c.e. to

the estabhshment ofthe state of Israel in 1948. Course will explore myths ofJewish absolute power

and Jewish powerlessness, their uses by Jews and Christians alike, and their correspondence to

Jewish collective behavior through the ages. Jewish responses—political, social, and theologi-

cal—to historical crises from the Destruction of the First Temple through the Holocaust will be

examined through primary source readings . Enrollment limited to 1 5 . Also offered as Hist 446. Not

offered 1995-96.
Fishman, T.

451(S) PHILOSOPHIES AND THEOLOGIES OF HISTORY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: CATEGORY I.

Modem thought on the meaning and ultimate direction ofhistory; roots in eschatology, Augustine,

flowering in progress, and historicism—e.g., Vico, Lessing, Hegel, Ranke, Burckhardt, Nietzsche,

Hamack, Troehsch, Meinecke, Spengler, Heidegger, Butterfield, Dawson, Schweitzer, Jaspers,

Toynbee. Also offered as Hist 451. Offered with additional work as Reli 517.

Stroup, J.

454(F) HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Survey from the Reformation to the seventeenth century. Offered with additional work as Reli 518.

Stroup, J.

456(F) HISTORY OF WESTERN CHRISTIANITY: REFORMATION TO
THE PRESENT (3-0-3)

Spirituality, politico-social movements, and intellectual life in the West from Luther and Calvin

to Bonhoeffer, Barth, Tillich, Marx, Nietzsche, and Jung. Offered with additional work as Reli 520.

Not offered 1995-96.

Stroup, J.

457(S) MODERNITY, ANTIMODERNITY, AND POSTMODERNITY AS
STYLES OF RELIGIOSITY (3-0-3)

Problem of defining "modernity"; contemporary sociological and political theory. Offered with

additional work as Reli 519. Not offered 1995-96.

Stroup, J.

462(F) MEDICAL ETHICS AND AMERICAN VALUES I (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Readings and discussion of the principles and priorities of medical ethics with attention to

historical development. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Offered with additional work as

Reli 543.

Heitman, E., Reiser, S.

463(S) MEDICAL ETHICS AND AMERICAN VALUES U (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Continuation of 462 with attention to clinical experience. Prerequisite: Reli 462. Offered with

additional work as Reh 544.

Heitman, E.
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470(S) BUDDHIST WISDOM TEXTS (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Indo-Tibetan analyses of theory and practice as discussed in indigenous texts. Also offered with

additional work as Reli 570. Not offered 1995-96.

Klein, A.

471(F) BUDDHIST MEDITATION THEORY: WOMEN AND MEN (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP I

Meditation practices of South Asia, Tibet, and Japan, and the theories, visual symbols, literary

genres, and cultural assumptions associated with these, read in light of current Euro-American

feminist work on religion. Option to do work in Tibetan language for extra credit. Offered with

additional work as Reli 571. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Klein, A.

493(F) TOPICS IN HAMITO-SEMITIC LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

An introductory reading course in a Semitic language, Ge'ez. Course will include discussion of

critical issues in Semitic or Afroasiatic linguistics. Topic changes from year to year. May be

repeated for credit. Also offered as Ling 45 1. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

494(S) TOPICS IN HAMITO-SEMITIC LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

An introductory reading course in a Semitic language. Course will include discussion of critical

issues in Semitic or Afroasiatic linguistics. Topic changes from year to year but may include

Ethiopic, Syriac, Arabic, or Coptic. Also offered as Ling 452. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

505(F) CHRISTIAN ORIGINS (3-0 3)

Also offered as Reli 307. Not offered 1995-96.

Kelber, W.

506(S) GOSPEL AND TRADITION (3-0-3)

Kelber, W.

507(F) PAULINE THEOLOGY (3-0-3)

Also offered as Reli 310. Not offered 1995-96.

Kelber, W.

508(S) JOHN AND LOGOCENTRISM (3-0 3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Kelber, W.

509(S) NEW TESTAMENT AND HERMENEUTICS (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

511(F) HEBREW BIBLE AND HERMENEUTICS (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

512(S) RELIGION OF ANCIENT ISRAEL (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Kelber, W.

Benjamin, D.

Benjamin, D.

517(S) PHILOSOPHIES AND THEOLOGIES OF HISTORY (3 0-3)

Also offered as Reli 45 1 and Hist 45 1

.

Stroup, J.
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518(F) HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY (3-0-3)

Also offered as Reli 454.

Stroup, J.

519(S) MODERNITY, ANTIMODERNITY, AND POSTMODERNITY AS
STYLES OF RELIGIOSITY (3-0-3)

Also offered as Reli 457. Not offered 1995-96.

Stroup, J.

520(F) HISTORY OF WESTERN CHRISTIANITY: REFORMATION TO
THE PRESENT (3-0 3)

Also offered as Reli 456. Not offered 1995-96.

Stroup, J.

523(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

Stajf

524(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (Variable)

Stajf

526(S) THE MIND OF AMERICAN JUDAISM (3-0-3)

Also offered as Reli 300.

Magid, S.

530(S) SHAMANS AND PHILOSOPHERS: RELIGION/RITUAL ANCIENT
TIBET (3 3)

Tibetan culture was formed through Buddhist influence from India and Bon tradition, thought

to have originated in Persia. Both traditions borrowed from and questioned the other. Focus on

tensions between shamanic perspective of early Bon and philosophical perspective of later Bon
and Buddhism as well as rituals each employed. Much of this material has never been studied

in the West before. (Tibetan language available for extra credit.) Also offered as Reli 328. Not
offered 1995-96.

Staff

532(F) INTRODUCTION TO TIBETAN LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

Readings in Tibetan Bon and Buddhist religious texts. Prerequisite: one semester Tibetan.

Also offered as Reli 330 and Ling 33 1

.

Klein, A.

541(F) SEMINAR IN ETHICS: HISTORY AND METHODS (3-0-3)

McKenny. G.

542(S) LOVE, JUSTICE, AND FRIENDSHIP (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

McKenny, G.

543(F) MEDICAL ETHICS AND AMERICAN VALUES I (3-0-3)

Also offered as Reli 462.

Heitman, E., Reiser, S.

544(S) SEMINAR IN MEDICAL ETHICS AND AMERICAN VALUES II

(3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Reli 543. Also offered as Reli 463.

Heitman, E.

545(F) ADVANCED SEMINAR IN BIOMEDICAL ETHICS (3-0-3)

For graduate students with two semesters of ethics. Not offered 1995-96.

McKenny, G.
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546(S) RELIGION, ETHICS, AND VIOLENCE (3-0-3)

Also offered as Reli 364.

McKenny, G.

547(F) RELIGIOUS ETHICS AND POSTMODERNISM (3-0-3)

Examines issues posed for religious ethics by social and cultural aspects ofpostmodernism. Topics

include liberalism and communitarianism, power and authority, and relativism and objectivism in

ethics. Not offered 1995-96.

McKenny, G.

548(S) COMPARATIVE RELIGIOUS ETHICS (3-0-3)

Explores classical and contemporary approaches to religious ethics from cross-cultural and

comparative perspectives. Not offered 1995-96.

McKenny, G.

553(F) DEPARTMENTAL COLLOQUIUM (3-0-3)

Staff

554(S) DEPARTMENTAL COLLOQUIUM (3-0-3) '
"'^^' '

Staff

555(S) EMERGENCE OF MODERN POLITICAL THEOLOGY (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Stroup, J.

559(F) INTRODUCTION TO HISTORIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN CHRIS-
TIANITY (3-0-3)

Survey of standard literature and main problems in interpretation. Not offered 1995-96.

Stroup, J.

561(F) GOD AND POSTMODERNISM (3-0-3)

Examines meanings of postmodernism and their implications for concepts of God, faith, and

religious experience. Readings include Nietzsche, Bataille, Derrida, Kristeva, Jean-Luc Marion,

Sloterdijk. Not offered 1995-96.

Wyschogrod, E.

562(F) RELIGION AND ASCETICISM (3-0-3)

Explores interpretations of the body in selected religious traditions in the context ofcontemporary

analyses of corporeality. Topics include the theological meanings of pain, suffering, self-denial,

and renunciation of the world. Also offered as Reli 395. Not offered 1995-96.

Wyschogrod, E.

570(S) BUDDHIST WISDOM TEXTS (3-0-3)

Indo-Tibetan analyses of theory and practice as discussed in indigenous texts. Also offered as Reli

470. Not offered 1995-96.

Klein, A.

571(F) BUDDHIST MEDITATION THEORY: WOMEN AND MEN (3-0-3)

Meditation practices of South Asia, Tibet, and Japan and the theories, visual symbols, literary

genres, and cultural assumptions associated with these, read in light of current Euro-American,

feminist work on religion. Option to do work in Tibetan language for extra credit. Also offered as

Reli 471. Not offered 1995-96.

Klein. A.

572(S) INTRODUCTION TO BUDDHISM (3-0-3)

The thought, practice, and historical development of Buddhism in India, Tibet, China, and Japan.

Also offered as Reli 322.
Klein, A.
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575(F) BUDDHISM AND THE FEMALE (3-0-3)

Questions of self, relationships, and personal changes explored through examining Buddhist

theories and female symbolism in light of current work on or by women. Prerequisite: permission

of instructor. Also offered as Reli 325. Not offered 1995-96.

Klein, A.

580(S) PSYCHOANALYSIS AND RELIGION (3-0-3)

Not offered 1995-96.

Parsons, W.

582(S) MYSTICISM: TEXTS AND METHODS (3-0-3)

Familiarizes the student with diverse texts (secular and religious. East and West) found in mystical

literature. Emphasis will be placed on psychological, philosophical, and comparative methods.

Also offered as Reli 262.

Parsons, W.

584(F) RELIGION & MODERN THERAPIES (3-0-3)

Also offered as Reli 430.

Parsons, W.

591(F) DEATH AND DYING IN RELIGION AND LITERATURE (3-0-3)

Death, immortality, resurrection, grief, and mourning in selected texts of Western and Asian
religious traditions, and modem and postmodern literature. Readings from the Bible, Plato,

Augustine, Pascal, St. Theresa of Avila, the Upanishads, selected Buddhist texts, and the works
of Tolstoy, Rilke, Kafka, Dickenson, Goyen, Celan, and Jabes. Also offered as Reli 391. Not
offered 1995-96.

Wyschogrod, E.

592(S) ISSUES IN RELIGION AND POSTMODERNISM (3-0-3)

Introduction to postmodern analyses of temporality, representation, otherness, difference,

desire, errancy, and writing in relation to problems in the philosophy of religion. Readings from
Hegel, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Levinas, Blanchot, Lyotard, Derrida, Kristeva, and
Deleuze. Not offered 1995-96.

Wyschogrod, E.

593(F) RELIGION, MYTH, AND LANGUAGE (3-0-3)

Survey of approaches to myth and language in relation to religious experience and meaning.
Readings from Feuerbach, Freud, Jung, Tillich, Eliade, Wittgenstein, Heidegger, James, Dewey,
Levi-Strauss, and Mary Douglas. Also offered as Reli 393. Not offered 1995-96.

Wyschogrod, E.

594(S) TIME AND ETERNITY IN RELIGIOUS DISCOURSE (3-0-3)

Contemporary thinkers have sought radically to revise traditional conceptions of time. Seminar
will explore relation of religion to questions of temporality and eternity, being and becoming,
historicity, presence and absence in the thought of Bergson, Husserl, Heidegger, Derrida, and
Lyotard. Historical understanding of time in the philosophies of Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus,

Augustine, and Kant will be considered as they bear upon these recent philosophies. Not offered

1995-96.

Wyschogrod, E.

800(F/S) THESIS RESEARCH (Variable)

Klein, A.
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The School of Social Sciences

Adjunct Associate Professor Pauline M. V. Rosenau

The School of Social Sciences offers majors in anthropology, economics, math-

ematical economic analysis, political science, psychology, and sociology.

The requirements for the interdepartmental major in policy studies, which overlaps

the School of Social Sciences, the School of Engineering, and the School of Humanities,

is outlined on page 479. The requirements for the managerial studies major, which

overlaps the School of Social Sciences, the Jones School, and the School ofEngineering,

is described on page 421. The cognitive sciences major, which overlaps the School of

Social Sciences, the School of Humanities, and the School of Engineering, is described

on page 254.

Social Sciences Courses

102(S) INTELLECTUAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
(3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A survey of fundamental ideas, theories, and approaches that have shaped the intellectual heritage

of the social sciences. A FOUNDATION COURSE.
Staff

300(S) SOCIAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC POLICY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course will survey how disciplines in the social sciences study public poUcy. Specific policy

questions will be examined as a means of highlighting each discipline's approach to the study of

public policy.

Stein, R.

330(S) HEALTH CARE REFORM IN THE 50 STATES (3-0-3)

The federal health system reform efforts have been the focus of public attention in recent years.

Some states have undertaken comprehensive health system reform, some have carried out more
limited revisions, while some states have not even begun the process. State successes and failures

will be examined. General theories of state-federal relationships will be presented and the role of

the federal government in state health reform will be considered.

Rosenau, P.

420(S) HEALTH CARE: CHOICE AND PUBLIC POLICY (3-0-3)

Explores the generation of technology from science, its transformation by engineering interven-

tion into workable innovations, and processes and problems of evaluating benefits and limits

before it diffuses into clinical practice. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

430(F) THE SHAPING OF HEALTH POLICY (3-0-3)

As health care becomes an important institution of the private and public sector, an understanding

ofhow policy decisions are made and implemented becomes essential. This course brings together

the disciplines of government, law, ethics, economics, and history to explore health care policy.

Seminars will involve faculty experts in the above disciplines and guests who are leading nadonal

figures in the shaping of public policy to present case discussions of major policy problems.

Under, S., Rosenau, P.
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Sociology

The School of Social Sciences

Professor Davidson, Chair

Professors Gordon, Klineberg, and Martin

Associate Professor Long
Assistant Professor Valenzuela

Adjunct Professor Smith

Lecturer Shapiro

Degree Offered: B.A.

The undergraduate major in sociology is designed to encourage a deeper under-

standing of human societies, whether as a sohd preparation for graduate study in

sociology and related fields, as the foundation for a variety of occupations, or as an

organizing theme for a liberal education. The program provides the student with

considerable latitude in defining and pursuing personal interests while seeking to ensure

familiarity with basic theoretical approaches and research methods.

Majors in sociology are not required to take a foreign language; those planning

graduate study, however, should be aware that many graduate departments of sociology

require demonstrated competence in at least one foreign language. A minimum of 30

semester hours (ten courses) in sociology must be passed in order to satisfy the

departmental requirements for the major. Students must also satisfy the distribution

requirements and complete a total program of at least 120 semester hours. See Degree

Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75.

Requirements for the major in sociology normally include: ( 1 ) Soci 203; (2) at least

one of several courses emphasizing theoretical approaches, e.g., Soci 317, 353, 395; (3)

Soci 421; and (4) additional courses in the substantive areas of sociological inquiry to

reach a total of30 semester hours (ten courses) in sociology. A statistical analysis course

such as Stat 280, 301, 310, 339 (cross-listed as Psyc 339), 381, or Poll 495 may be used

as one of these.

All sociology courses listed are regularly offered by the present faculty, although

not necessarily every year. Additional courses may be offered with the addition of new
faculty or variations in course assignments; similarly, some courses may be discontin-

ued from the regular offerings. It is the responsibility of the student to consult the listing

of university distribution requirements before registering in order to satisfy all the

requirements for his or her degree. The registration of every sociology major must be
signed by one of the sociology faculty, preferably departmental adviser Professor

Klineberg.

Honors Program. The honors program is designed to ( 1 ) provide students whose
primary concentration is in the field of sociology with the opportunity to deepen their

understanding ofthe discipline through a two-semesterprogram ofdirected independent

research and writing and (2) provide an opportunity for the recognition of students who
have demonstrated unusual competence in sociology by successfully completing a

sustained independent research project.
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To be eligible for the program, a student must have maintained a "B" average in at

least four sociology courses beyond the introductory level. During the first semester of

theirjunior year, all eligible students are invited to submit, no later than two weeks prior

to registration for the spring semester, a description of their proposed research project

to the Undergraduate Honors Committee (Professor Klineberg, chair). This committee
will meet with the candidate to evaluate and strenghten the proposal in terms of both its

feasibility and its sociological significance. Upon acceptance into the program, the

student is assigned a faculty adviser to offer guidance in the student's independent

research and the selection of further courses relevant to the project. It is expected that

all honors candidates will have completed Soci 390 and 421 before beginning their

second semester of honors research.

Honor students register for two successive semesters in Directed Honors Research
(Soci 492, 493). The first half of the course, usually taken in the spring semester of the

junior year, is normally devoted to a review of the relevant Hterature and the preparation

of a detailed outline of the planned research. The research itself is carried out during the

summer and fall of the senior year and is analyzed and written up by the end of the fall

semester as a completed Honors Thesis.

The thesis is read and evaluated by two other faculty members in addition to the

student's primary adviser and followed by an oral examination open to the public. These
three faculty members share responsibility for determining departmental honors based

on the student's performance in the program as a whole.

Sociology

Sociology Courses

203(F) INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Introduction to the principal concepts, theories, and methods of sociology.

Staff

301(F) SOCIAL INEQUALITY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The three dimensions of social inequality in the United States. The concepts of caste and class.

Costs and benefits of various kinds of inequality. The tension between democracy and capitalism.

Equality of opportunity v. equality of result. Can (and should) government change the structure

of inequality? Enrollment limited. Not offered 1995-96.

Davidson, C.

306(F) SOCIOLOGY OF GENDER (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Relationship between gender and social role. Development of the contemporary sexual division

of labor and process of socialization with reference to family, education, media, and occupations.

Enrollment limited.

Long, E.
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309(F) RACE AND ETHNIC RELATIONS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Historical and contemporary issues and theories of race and ethnic relations in the United States.

The primary focus will be on the statuses, roles, and experiences of blacks, native Americans, and
Mexican Americans. Race/ethnicity will be treated as an organizing feature of society. Enrollment

limited.

Valenzuela, A.

311(F) COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Consideration of relatively noninstitutionalized conduct: crowds, mobs, publics, social move-
ments; conditions and consequences ofsocial unrest, excitement, panic, protest, and terrorism. Not
offered 1995-96.

Gordon, C.

313(S) DEMOGRAPHY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An introduction to the study of dynamics of population change. Demographic data sources,

components of population change, mortality patterns, family planning, the measurement of
migrations, population-economic models. Not offered 1995-96.

Smith, D.

317(F) SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY: CONTEMPORARY TRENDS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

A seminar devoted to consideration of the major recent trends in sociological theory, especially

in the writings of Goffman, Giddens, Habermas, Bourdieu, Alexander, Foucault, Weedon,
Calhoun, and Denzin. Approaches used will include symbolic interactionism, cultural studies,

text/discourse/semiotic analyses, feminist theory, and postmodern sociology. Enrollment limited.

Gordon, C, Long, E.

321(S) CRIMINOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Types of criminal behavior, theories of crime and juvenile delinquency, with attention to the role

of police, courts, correction agencies, and other social structures. Fieldwork. Enrollment limited.

Not offered 1995-96.

Martin, W.

324(S) THE GOOD SOCIETY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Social science has played a crucial role in analyzing specific social problems, in generating critical

appraisals of the existing social order, and in envisioning both abstractly and more programmati-
cally how to move toward "the good society." This course will examine these linked projects of
analysis/critique/renewal in relation to concrete social issues (the family, inequality, the environ-

ment) as well as more generally. Prerequisite: Soci 203 or permission of instructor. Enrollment
limited. Not offered 1995-96.

Long, E.

325(S) SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Historical and sociological analysis of the role of sport in American society. Some topics to be
addressed: socialization through sport, intercollegiate sport, race and sport, gender and sport,

sports and politics. Course will enable students to use sociological concepts to understand
American sport, to explore how sport reflects race, class, gender, ideologies, and to view sport as

a social institution capable of change. Enrollment limited.

Shapiro, B.

331(S) POLITICS AND SOCIETY IN TEXAS (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Texas as a state and as a state of mind. Rural roots and urban realities. Liberals and conservafives.

Democrats and Republicans. Major ethnic groups. The big rich (and the little poor). The rise of the
religious right. Women in politics. The struggle over voting rights. Not offered 1995-96.

Davidson, C.
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334(S) SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Comparative analysis of role structure, sexuality, emotional bonds, gender, and the family as a

support network in differing forms of contemporary families. The functioning of the family in

differing cultures, classes, and lifestyles.

Valenzuela,A.

336(S) MASS COMMUNICATION (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Structure, social context, and effects of large-scale impersonal communication to dispersed and
heterogeneous audiences, through such media as television, radio, print, motion pictures, and
recordings. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

345(F) SOCIOLOGY OF MEDICINE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course gives a briefoverview ofrelationships between social factors and health. It will analyze

medicine as a solution and cause of many social and individual problems. It will examine stress

and health, medicine and health care systems. Describes cross-cultural differences in health,

alternative sources in health policies, patterns of diseases, and health policies in other countries.

Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

350(F) SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO POVERTY (3-0-3)

*DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

What are the dimensions and causes of poverty in America? What are the most promising

solutions? Is the problem worse in America than in other Western democracies? To what extent

is poverty the result of individual shortcomings as distinct from structural barriers to opportunity?

Is there a "culture ofpoverty"? Can the welfare system be reformed or should it bejunked? Is racial

and ethnic discrimination a major cause of poverty today, as it was thirty years ago? Field research

will be encouraged but not required. Not offered 1995-96.

Davidson, C.

353(F) CONCEPTIONS OF HUMAN NATURE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

The contrasting perspectives on human nature that dominate the behavioral sciences: sociobiol-

ogy, psychoanalysis, behaviorism, and symbolic interactionism; the "paradigm shift" toward a

recognition of the irreducible freedom in human beings as active pcuticipants in the cognitive

construction of social reality.

Klineberg, S.

360(S) TELEVISION IN AMERICAN CULTURE (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Analysis of television as popular discourse, in the context of politics, economics, class, gender,

age, and other cultural forms.

Gordon, C.

367(F) ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIOLOGY (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Building on the findings of the biennial "Texas Environmental Survey" that began in 1990, the

course will examine empirically the dynamics of public attitudes toward environmental issues and

will explore the interaction between technological developments and ecological constraints as

they shape the contours of the American future.

Klineberg, S.
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370(F) SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Analyses of schools as social institutions. Contemporary sociological perspectives on the role of

schools in society. Status attainment and allocation models will provide frameworks for under-

standing relations between social class origin, school achievement, and socioeconomic attain-

ment. Enrollment limited. Also offered as Educ 370.

Valenzuela, A.

386(S) SEXUALITY AND THE SOCIAL ORDER (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Ways societies conceive of and regulate sexuality in members' lives, sexual value systems, forms
ofsexual conduct (especially the number, identities, and objectives ofparticipants and the intimacy

and power relations among them), the changing role of sexuality over the typical life span, forms
and effects of sexual communication, issues in the future of sexuality, and AIDS.

Gordon, C.

390(F) RESEARCH METHODS (3-0-3)

An introduction to the methods sociologists use to study human society, taught collectively by the

sociology faculty. Hypothesis formulation and testing, analysis ofquantitative data, field research,

sample surveys, historical and comparative approaches, interview and observational techniques,

and ethical issues in studying humans.

Staff

395(S) FEMINIST SOCIAL THOUGHT (3 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Feminist theory as critique and reconstruction—from Wollstonecraft and Simone de Beauvoir to

contemporary debates about equity, difference, knowledge, sexuality, and power. Also offered as

Huma 420. Enrollment limited.

Long, E.

403(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

Directed reading and written papers on subjects not regularly offered, advanced study of subjects

on which courses are offered. Prerequisite: permission ofthe department. One to three credit hours.

Repeatable.

Staff

404(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

Directed reading and written papers on subjects not regularly offered, advanced study of subjects

on which courses are offered. Prerequisite: permission ofthe department. One to three credit hours.

Repeatable.

Staff

411(F) SOCIAL CHANGE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP H
Analysis of ongoing transformations in the ethnic composition and life spans of the American
population, in the gender roles and economic foundations of industrial societies, in the rise of

worldwide economic and environmental interdependencies, in public attitudes and the social

constructions of reality; individual and collective responses to the challenges of our time. Not
offered 1995-96.

Klineberg, S.

419(S) ADVANCED RESEARCH SEMINAR: HUMAN STATUS BEHAVIOR
(3-0-3)

Status display; invidious distinctions in human communities; positive and negative functions of
status hierarchy; analysis of novels, movies, survey research data, ethnographic data.

Davidson, C.
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420(S) ADVANCED RESEARCH SEMINAR: ETHNIC POLITICS IN THE
1990s (3-0-3)

This course will examine the complexities of ethnic politics in the 1990s. The voting patterns,

pressure group activities, and political goals of African Americans, Hispanics, Anglos, and
perhaps other ethnic groups will be investigated. Both library research and field research will be
possible. Investigative methods of several kinds will be used. Permission of instructor required.

Not offered 1995-96.

• Davidson, C.

421(S) THE CRAFT OF SOCIOLOGY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

What has been, and is today, the "work" of sociology? This question will be addressed by a self-

reflective exploration of the discipline—its historical and social origins and development, its

shifting philosophical foundations, its methodological refinements, its ethical and political

implications—and discussion of sociological studies, both classic and controversial. Required for

Sociology majors. Preference given to third- and fourth-year students. Enrollment limited.

Long, E.

425(S) POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY (3-0-3)

DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Can American democracy survive the problems posed by recent trends? This course examines
various developments that sociologists, journalists, and political thinkers have identified as

inimical to democracy: rampant individualism; mass society; unrestrained corporate power;
religious, racial, and ethnic conflict; the loss ofcommunity ; and growing economic inequality. The
student is encouraged to use the reading material to develop and defend a point of view on whether
American democracy can survive. Not offered 1995-96.

Davidson, C.

430(S) SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION (3 0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Religious beliefs, symbols, actions, organizations, roles, and various interrelationships between
religion and society, including new religious movements, secularization, and fundamentalism.

Fieldwork. Enrollment limited. Not offered 1995-96.
' Martin, W.

433(F) SOCIOLOGY OF THE LIFE CYCLE: DEATH AND DYING (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Consideration of the social meanings of death in various cultures; medical and other definitions

of death; attitudes toward death and dying; career of the self in life and death; too-early, on-time

and too-late deaths; "near-death experiences"; social management of death and dying in various

organizational settings (homes, hospitals, nursing homes, hospices, battlefields, etc.); changing
causes of death, mortality rates, and demographic characteristics of dying persons; various types

of death (suicide, accident, illness, murder, war, etc.); relations of aging and death; implications

ofchanging death patterns for individuals, families, organizations, and societies in this nuclear age.

Gordon, C.

436(S) SOCIOLOGY OF LITERATURE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Examination of social actors and institutions involved in production, dissemination, and reception

of literature: authors, publishers, and other literary "gatekeepers"; critics who shape the literary

canon; and audiences—what they read and how books ("good" or "trash") function in their lives.

Not offered 1995-96.

Long, E.

441(S) MINORITIES IN THE SCHOOLING PROCESS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

Minority academic underachievement, as viewed from various theoretical perspectives in the

sociology of education. Using a seminar format, contemporary issues pertaining to the

undereducation of cultural and linguistic minorities will be discussed and analyzed in light of

current empirical evidence.

Valenzuela, A.
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450(F) TOPICS IN THE STUDY OF RELIGION:
FUNDAMENTALISM (3-0-3)

* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An examination of fundamentalist religious institutions, behavior, and thought with consideration

of fundamentalist attitudes toward, participation in, and impact on politics, economics, education,

mass communication, and family life. Attention will be given to Christian, Islamic, and Jewish
examples. Fieldwork. Enrollment limited. Not offered 1995-96.

Martin, W.

463(F) POWER AND CULTURE IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL
THEORY (3-0-3)

Marxist and poststructuralist cultural criticism: elite v. popular or "mass" culture, domination and
resistance, cultural capital and imperialism, ideology and the construction of subjectivity. We will

consider Williams, Hall, Bourdieu, Foucault, and Robinson. Not offered 1995-96.

Long, E.

475(F) SOCIAL MOVEMENTS (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

This course examines both the historical development and contemporary relevance of social

movements in an empirical and theoretical context. Examination of the classical literature on
collective behavior and social movements, as well as recent criticisms of these perspectives.

Utilization of these historical data and theoretical approaches to assess the impact and potential

future of social movements in Europe and the U.S. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

481(F) PERSPECTIVES ON THE FUTURE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP II

An exploration of the major processes underlying the transformation of industrial societies, with
particular reference to the impact of technological developments and environmental constraints as

they interact with human values and aspirations to shape the contours of the future. Not offered

1995-96.

Klineberg, S.

492(S) DIRECTED HONORS RESEARCH (3-0-3)

Sociological research under faculty supervision. First semester: review of relevant literature and
preparation of outline for planned research. Second semester: research carried out and honors
thesis completed. Open only to students in sociology honors program.

Staff

493(F) DIRECTED HONORS RESEARCH (3-0-3)

Sociological research under faculty supervision. First semester: review of relevant literature and
preparation of outline for planned research. Second semester: research carried out and honors
thesis completed. Open only to students in sociology honors program.

Staff

496(S) ADVANCED RESEARCH SEMINAR: THE HOUSTON
AREA SURVEY (3-1-4)

The "research team" will continue the series of annual surveys exploring the ways Houston
residents are reacting to changes in American society. By participating fully in sampling
procedures, questionnaire construction, interviewing, and data analysis, students will gain direct

experience with the logic and skills of survey research, in a project of professional quality. The
course concludes with a final research report that develops empirical hypotheses and tests their

validity with the survey findings. Permission of instructor required.

Klineberg, S.
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Space Physics and Astronomy

The Wiess School of Natural Sciences

Professor Weisheit, Chair

Professors Assistant Chair Cloutier, Dufour, Dunning,

Few, Freeman, Haymes, Heymann, Liang, Micliel, O'Dell,

Reiff, Walters, and Wolf

Assistant Professors Chan and Hartigan

Distinguished Faculty Fellows Hill, Smith, and Voigt

Senior Faculty Fellow Ledley

Adjunct Professors Black, Horton, and Winningham

Adjunct Associate Professors Newman and Stepinski

Degrees Ojfered: B.A. in physics with space physics and astronomy option, M.S.,

Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. There is no undergraduate major in the department;

however, the Department of Physics offers a space physics and astronomy option

leading to a B.A. with a major in physics for students with an interest in studies directed

toward cosmic phenomena. The course requirements for this option can be satisfied in

any order consistent with prerequisites. The following is a typical program (laboratory

courses in parentheses):

First Year: Phys 101, 102 or 1 1 1, 1 12

Chem 101, 102 or 111, 112

Math 101, 102 or 121, 122

Second Year: Spac 250

Phys201,202, (231), (331)

Math 21 1,212, or 221, 222

Third Year: Spac 300, (330)

Phys 301, 302, 425

Math 381, 382, or approved substitutes

Fourth Year: Spac—two courses at the 400 or 500 level

Phys 31 1,312, 431, 432

In addition to departmental requirements for the major, all students must satisfy the

university requirements for the B.A. degree, including the completion of at least 60

semester hours of course work outside those specified for the major with option. See

Degree Requirements and Majors, pages 67-75. Undergraduates also are urged to take

one or more introductory courses in computer programming before their junior year.

Graduate Program. Research opportunities exist for graduate studies leading to

degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy in the Department of Space

Physics and Astronomy. To gain such a degree, a student must be knowledgeable in

many areas of space physics and astronomy and expert in at least one.

A bachelor's degree in physics or a closely related discipline is necessary for

admission to the department. Research programs in the Department of Space Physics

and Astronomy include ground- and space-based observational astronomy, theoretical

astrophysics and space plasma physics. Earth system science, spacecraft development
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and data analysis. The requirements for M.S. and Ph.D. degrees are outlined below.

Further details of research programs in space physics and astronomy and departmental

degree requirements are contained in a booklet available on request from the Department

of Space Physics and Astronomy.

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Science. Candidates for the master's

degree must complete successfully at least 30 semester hours ofapproved graduate-level

course work and research and must demonstrate an understanding of physics and

astronomy in an oral examination by their faculty committee. They must prepare a

written thesis on an original research topic and defend the thesis orally.

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The key requirement for

a doctorate is demonstration of the capacity for independent, original research. A student

normally is admitted to candidacy for the Ph.D. degree by satisfying the requirements

for the M.S. degree in space physics and astronomy as outlined above. A student who
already holds a recognized M.S. degree or who does not desire to receive a master's

degree may become a candidate for the Ph.D. through procedures described in the

booklet available from the departmental office.

Candidates who hold a master's degree could possibly complete requirements for

the doctorate in two years; otherwise a minimum of four years of graduate study usually

is required. Students must complete at least 60 semester hours of approved graduate-

level course work and research, prepare a thesis on an original research topic, and defend

the thesis orally. The thesis must be of a quality acceptable for publication in a reputable

scientific journal.

Space Physics and Astronomy Courses

201(S) STARS, GALAXIES, AND THE UNIVERSE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

An introductory course for students in academic programs. The formation, evolution, and death

of stars; the composition and evolution of galaxies; the structure and evolution of the universe.

Prerequisites: Nsci 101, 102.

O'Dell, R.

202(F) EXPLORATION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

An introductory course for students in academic programs. The structure and energetics of the sun;

planetary motions, interplanetary fields and plasma; the planets, their satellites and rings, comets,

etc. The purposes and methods of solar system exploration—manned and unmanned spacecraft,

space stations and space colonies, are also discussed. Prerequisites: Nsci 101, 102.

Reiff, P.

203(S) ATMOSPHERE, WEATHER, AND CLIMATE (3-0-3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

This course emphasizes the fundamental science of the atmospheric system. Among the subjects

to be covered quantitatively are climate changes, solar radiation and the earth's energy budget,

atmospheric motions and circulation, clouds and storms, and atmospheric environmental con-

cerns. Prerequisites: Nsci 101, 102.

Few, A.

250(F) INTRODUCTION TO ASTROPHYSICS (3-0-3)

A survey of stars and galaxies, emphasizing both observational data and the basic physical

principles that regulate their structure, evolution, and fate. Modem concepts in cosmology will also

be introduced. This course is intended for students who have had at least two semesters each of
physics, chemistry, and calculus; credit will not be given for both Spac 250 and Spac 201.

Hartigan, P.
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300(S) UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR (1-0 1)

Technical readings and weekly discussion focused on an important issue in space physics and
astronomy. For 1996 the topic is cosmology. Prerequisites: Spac 250 and Phys 202. May be
repeated for credit.

Weisheit, J.

330(F) ASTRONOMY LABORATORY (1-3-2)

An introduction to modem techniques of observational astronomy. Students will use telescopes

and computer analyze data to determine properties of solar system, galactic, and extragalactic

objects. The course also involves field trips to dark-sky observing sites, including George
Observatory. Prerequisites: Spac 250 or one of Spac 201 or 202 and consent of the instructor.

Dufour, R.

443(S) ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE (3-0-3)

This course emphasizes the science of the atmosphere. Subjects studied include: radiation, climate

dynamics; enery balance models; structure and stability; water, cloud, and precipitation physics;

atmospheric dynamics; storms and special systems; and atmospheric electricity. Prerequisite:

open to upper-level undergraduates and graduate students in science and engineering, with consent

of instructor.

Few. A.

450(S) EXPERIMENTAL ASTROPHYSICS (3-0-3)

Study of instruments and methods by which information is obtained in space physics and
astronomy. Depending on the instructor, different regions ofthe electromagnetic spectrum, cosmic
rays, neutrinos, or magnetic fields and particles in the solar system may be emphasized. Special

techniques for the analysis ofmassive astronomical data sets will be discussed. Prerequisites: Spac
250 and Spac 330, or consent of instructor. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

460(S) GALACTIC ASTRONOMY (3 3)

Analysis of the stellar and gaseous content of the Milky Way; the kinematics of stellar systems;

and the structure and evolution of other, normal galaxies. Introduction to active galaxies

—

starbursts, Seyferts, and quasars. Prerequisites: Spac 250 and Phys 301 , or consent of instructor.

Dufour, R.

470(F) SOLAR SYSTEM PHYSICS (3-0-3)

The sun, solar-terrestrial relationships, solar wind; planetary atmospheres, ionospheres, and
magnetospheres. Prerequisites: Spac 250; Phys 301, 302, or equivalent.

Cloutier, P.

480(S) INTRODUCTION TO PLASMA PHYSICS (3-0-3)

Fundamental processes in cosmic and laboratory plasmas: gas dynamics, kinetic theory, magne-
tohydrodynamics, wa>'es and shocks, individual particle drifts, collisions and electrical conduc-
tivities, geometric anu distribution instabilities. Prerequisite: Phys 302 or equivalent.

Cloutier, P.

500(F/S) GRADUATE SEMINAR ( 1 -0- 1

)

A presentation of current research programs in the department. May be repeated for credit.

Haymes,R.,Wolf,R.

505(F) PROCESSES IN COSMIC PLASMAS (3-0-3)

Study of plasma phenomena that occur widely in nature. Possible topics include quasi-static

equilibrium, magnetic equilibrium, magnetic reconnection, particle acceleration, plasma winds

and jets, and interchange instabilities. Prerequisites: Spac 470, 480. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff
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510(S) MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS (3 3)

The course describes the plasma physics of the Earth's magnetosphere, including interactions of

the magnetosphere with the solar wind, the ionosphere, and the neutral atmosphere. The
observational knowledge is summarized, and the basic theories of the most important phenomena
are developed. The emphasis is on large-scale physics, but small-scale waves and instabilities are

discussed in some detail in cases where they affect the large-scale phenomena. Not offered 1995-

96.

Staff

512(F) IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS (3-0-3)

Planetary ionospheres: their aeronomy and structure. The aurora, ionospheric currents and
conductivities. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

515(F) CLASSICAL DYNAMICS (3 3)

Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics, dynamics of continuous media, mathematical methods.
Also offered as Phys 515.

Liang, E.

521(F) PLASMA KINETIC THEORY (3-0-3)

Plasma kinetic equations (Klimontovich, Liouville, BBGKY, Balescu-Lenard, Fokker-Planck,

Vlasov), Vlasov theory of waves and instabilities, connections to fluid plasma models. Prerequi-

sites: Spac 480, 515, 532.

Chan, A.

522(S) NONLINEAR PLASMA DYNAMICS (3-0 3)

Nonlinear dynamics and nonlinear processes in plasmas. Topics chosen from: Hamiltonian
dynamics and perturbation theory, KAM theory, Hamiltonian chaos, area-preserving mappings,
transition to global chaos, dissipative systems (strange attractors, bifurcation phenomena), BGK
modes, nonlinear fluid waves (Korteweg-DeVries equation, Zhakharov equations), parametric

instabilities, and weak turbulence theory. Prerequisite: Spac 521.

Wolf, R.

532(S) CLASSICAL ELECTRODYNAMICS (3 3)

Special relativity, covariant formulation of electrodynamics and charged-particle radiation

processes, mathematical methods. Also offered as Phys 532.

Michel, C.

541(F) QUANTUM PROCESSES IN ASTROPHYSICS (3-0-3)

Principles of quantum mechanics applied to atomic structure theory and to atomic collisional and
radiative processes. Plasma spectroscopy, cosmic abundances. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

542(S) NEBULAR ASTROPHYSICS (3-0-3)

The physics of diffuse matter in space. Topics include: radiative transfer, photoionization and
thermal equilibria, and gaseous dynamics. Analysis of the spectra ofnebulae, novae and supernova
remnants.

Hartigan, P.

551(F) SOLAR AND STELLAR ASTROPHYSICS (3-0-3)

Physics of stellar interiors and atmospheres, solar phenomena. Concepts of stellar evolution.

Haymes, R.

552(S) COMPACT OBJECTS (3-0-3)

Discussion of white dwarfs, neutron stars, black holes and their environs (e.g., pulsars, accretion

disks). Supernova phenomena, energetic plasma processes.

Liang, E.
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561(F) GENERAL RELATIVITY (3-0-3)

Einstein's theory of gravitation, gravity waves; relativistic cosmological models. Prerequisite:

Spac 532. Not offered 1995-96.

Stajf

562(S) COSMOLOGY (3-0-3)

Study of the observed contents and large-scale structure of the universe vis-a-vis the standard (Big

Bang) cosmological model. Formation and evolution of self-gravitating systems. Quasars and
related phenomena. Prerequisite: Spac 461 or Spac 561. Not offered 1995-96.

Staff

600-605 SPECIAL TOPICS IN SPACE PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY (3 0-3)

Advanced graduate-level seminars on subjects of particular interest to departmental faculty and
students. Previous course topics include atmospheric dynamics, globular clusters, experimental

plasma physics, origin of the solar system, kinetic theory, cosmo-chemistry, and Venus and Mars.
May be repeated for credit when course content changes. Offered irregularly.

600(F) SPECIAL TOPIC: MATHEMATICAL METHODS (3 0-3)

Michel, C.

602(S) SPECIAL TOPIC: ORIGIN OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM (3 0-3)

The course will review evidence regarding the formation of stars, including pre-main-sequence

and young stellar objects. Models for the formation of the sun and its planetary system will be
discussed, with an eye toward generalization. Current efforts to search for other planetary systems

and prospects for future programs will be reviewed.

Black, D.

700 TEACHING PRACTICUM (Variable)

For graduate students in space physics and astronomy.

Staff

800 GRADUATE RESEARCH (Variable)

For graduate students in space physics and astronomy.

Staff
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Statistics

The George R. Brown School of Engineering

Professor Thompson, Chair

Professors Brelsford, Brown, Cox, Johnson,

Kimmel, Pfeiffer, Scott, Sickles, and Williams

Adjunct Professors Brown, Cardus, Downs, Frankowski,

Hsi, Jansson, Thames, and Zimmerman
Associate Professors Austin, K. Ensor, Lane, and Wilson

Adjunct Associate Professors Atkinson, Hacker, Johnston, and White

Visiting Professor Tubbs

Lecturer J. Ensor

Degrees Offered: B.A., M.Stat., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Program. The department's goals are to acquaint students with

the role played in the modem world by probabilistic and statistical ideas and methods,

to provide instruction in the theory and application of techniques that have been found

to be commonly useful, and to train research workers in statistics. The undergraduate

statistics program is flexible and may be oriented toward theoretical or applied training

or toward joint work in a related department, such as economics, education, electrical

and computer engineering, computational and applied mathematics, political science,

and psychology.

1. Students normally take seven basic courses:

Calculus: Math 101 and 102

Differential equations and linear algebra: Math 21

1

Computer programming: Caam 210 or 21

1

Model building: Stat 300 or 301

Introduction to Probability and Statistics: Stat 310
Data Analysis: Stat 410

2. Students also take five elective courses from the statistics department (or other

departments with approval from their adviser) at the 300 level or higher.

Mathematically oriented students should also take Math 212 and 355 (or Caam
310). In addition to the departmental requirements for the major, students must also

satisfy the distribution requirements and complete no fewer than 60 semester hours

outside the departmental requirements for a total program of at least 1 20 semester hours.

Graduate Program. Graduate programs at three levels are offered: master's

without thesis (M.Stat.), master's with thesis (M.A.), and doctoral degree (Ph.D.).

Applicants should request application materials and provide Graduate Record Exami-

nation scores (quantitative, verbal, and advanced), transcripts, three letters of recom-

mendation, andTOEFL scores when appropriate. Support is available for well-qualified

doctoral students.
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Thirty semester hours ofapproved course work must be completed for master-level

degrees, with 90 hours required for the doctoral degree. Course work is expected at the

400-level and above, but two approved 300-level courses may be offered. An original

thesis with public oral defense is required for the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees. Doctoral

students must perform satisfactorily on preliminary and qualifying examinations and
pass a reading examination in one foreign language.

Statistics Courses

280(F/S) ELEMENTARY APPLIED STATISTICS (2-2-4)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

An introduction to statistical methods with emphasis on techniques. Computer-assisted data

analysis is explored in laboratory sessions. „

Ensor, J.

.-v. '-.^:-... y.-.
:
:

• ^>

300(S) MODEL BUILDING (3-0 3)
* DISTRIBUTION COURSE: GROUP III

Examples to illustrate mathematical formulation (modeling) of scientific problems, their solution

and interpretation. Prerequisite: Math 21 1 or permission of instructor.

Tubbs, J.

305(S) INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS FOR BIOSCIENCES (3-0-3)

An introduction to statistics for biosciences with emphasis on statistical models and data analysis

techniques. Computer-assisted data analysis, including biological examples, is explored in

laboratory sessions.

Kimmel, M.

310(F/S) PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS (3-0-3)

Probability theory and the central concepts and methods of statistics. Prerequisite: Math 102. Math
212 is recommended.

Thompson, J., Tubbs, J.

339(F) STATISTICAL METHODS IN PSYCHOLOGY (3-1-4)

Also offered as Psyc 339.

381(F/S) APPLIED PROBABILITY (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Math 102. Also offered as Caam 381 and Elec 331. j,. .,

400(S) ECONOMETRICS (3-0-3)

Also offered as Econ 400. '
' •'» ' li' iov.'jm, /<'•,.

Staff

Pfeiffer, P.

Vella, F.

410(S) INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL COMPUTING AND REGRES-
SION (3-0-3)

A survey of statistical methods, with emphasis on computing and computing environments,

focusing on applied regression. Prerequisite: Stat 310 or permission of instructor.

Scott, D.

420(F) QUALITY AND PROCESS CONTROL FROM AN EXPERIMEN-
TAL DESIGN PERSPECTIVE (3-0 3)

A historical development of quality control, including the approaches of Ford, Pareto, Shewhart,

Deming, Box, and Tageuchi. Prerequisite: Stat 310 or permission of instructor. Also offered as

Elec 432.

Thompson, J.
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421(S) INTRODUCTION TO TIME SERIES ANALYSIS (3-0 3)

Time series modeling and forecasting. Prerequisite: Stat 310 or permission of instructor. Also
offered as Elec 432.

Stajf

431(F) MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS I (3-0-3)

Distribution theory, sufficiency, estimation theory, hypothesis testing, confidence intervals,

introduction to linear models. Prerequisite: Stat 310 or permission of instructor.

Ensor, K.

Stajf

Staff

490(F) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0 3) nr laq r .

491(S) INDEPENDENT STUDY (3 0-3)

503(S) TOPICS IN METHOD AND DATA ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Applications of least squares and general linear model. Also offered as Poll 503. Not offered every

year.

Alford, J.

509(F) ADVANCED PSYCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS (3 3)

Also offered as Psyc 502.

510(S) ADVANCED PSYCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS (3-0-3)

Also offered as Psyc 503.

Staff

Lane, D.

532(S) MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS II (3-0-3)

Overview of Tearsure Theoretic Probability, foundations of statistical inference, decision theory,

Bayesian Theory, theory of point estimation, set estimation, hypothesis testing, linear models,

asymptotics. Prerequisites: Stat 431, Math 321, and either Math 355 orCaam 3 10 or permission

of instructor. Stat 581 recommended.
Ensor, K.

533(F) MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS H (3-0-3)

Overview of Tearsure Theoretic Probability, foundations of statistical inference, decision theory,

Bayesian Theory, theory of point estimation, set estimation, hypothesis testing, linear models,

asymptotics. Prerequisites: Stat 431, Math 321, and either Math 355 or Caam 310, Stat 532, or

permission of instructor. Stat 581 recommended.
Cox, D.

540(F) ASYMPTOTICS (3-0-3)

Modes of Convergence, Asymptotic theory for nonparametric and parametric inference. Asymp-
totic relative efficiency, U-Statistics. Von-Mises Statistics, and M, L, and R estimates. Prerequi-

site: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

Ensor, K.

541(F) MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Multivariate normal theory, principal components, factor analysis, discrimination, hypothesis

testing. Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

Tubbs, J.

542 SIMULATION (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 43 1 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.
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543 ADVANCED TOPICS IN STATISTICAL COMPUTING (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

544 SAMPLING THEORY (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

545 GENERALIZED LINEAR MODELS (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

546 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

550(F) NONPARAMETRIC FUNCTION ESTIMATION (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

551(S) TIME SERIES ANALYSIS (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

552(S) APPLIED STOCHASTIC PROCESSES (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

Scott, D.

Kimmel, M.

553 SURVIVAL ANALYSIS (3-0 3)

Nonparametric methods for analysis of survival data with medical applications. Prerequisite: Stat

43 1 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.
'Mr:

554 ROBUST METHODS (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. .^

555 TOPICS IN POPULATION DYNAMICS (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

556 QUALITY CONTROL AND RELIABILITY (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

557 BAYESIAN FOUNDATIONS OF STATISTICAL INFERENCE (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Stat 431 or permission of instructor. Not offered every year.

581(F) MATHEMATICAL PROBABILITY I (3-0-3)

Measure-theoretic foundations of probability. Open to qualified undergraduates. Also offered as

Caam581. ., .

- . , r .;.-/ v.? Pfeiffer,P.

582(S) MATHEMATICAL PROBABILITY II (3-0-3)

Continuation of Stat 581.

Pfeiffer,P.

583(F) INTRODUCTION TO RANDOM PROCESSES AND APPLICA-
TIONS (3-0-3)

Also offered as Elec 533 and Caam 583.

Aazhang, B.

584(S) ESTIMATION THEORY (3-0-3)

Also offered as Elec 534 and Caam 584. Not offered every year.

Stajf



590-591 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3-0-3)

Also offered as Elec 533 and Caam 583.

600(S/F) GRADUATE SEMINAR IN STATISTICS (Variable)

604(F) ADVANCED ECONOMIC STATISTICS (3-0-5)

Also offered as Econ 504.

610(S) ECONOMETRICS (3-0 5)

Also offered as Econ 510.

611(F) APPLIED ECONOMETRICS (3-0-5)

Also offered as Econ 511.

680-689ADVANCED TOPICS IN STATISTICS (3-0-3)

685(F) SPATIAL STATISTICS (3-0-3)

800 THESIS (Variable)

Statistics 531

Stajf

Kimmel, M.

Rau, H.

Brown, B.

Sickles, R.

Cox, D.

Staff
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The Study of Women and Gender

,» Professor Michie and Associate Professor Sherman, Codirectors

Professors Chance, Citron, Eifler, Gordon, and Klein

Associate Professors Harter, Lamos, Long, Polanyi, Sanders, and Taylor

Assistant Professors Dailey, Derrick, Dillon, Fultz, Joseph, Lurie,
''^^

Quillen, and Valenzuela

Lecturers Daichman and Logan

^
. Degree Offered. B.A.

,

j'

The Study ofWomen and Gender uses interdisciplinary approaches to explore both

women's experiences and the role that ideas about sexual differences have played in

human societies. Areas of inquiry include women's participation in social and cultural

production; the construction of gender roles and sexuality; the relationship between

ideas about gender and other social, political, and legal structures; and the implications

of feminist theory for philosophical and epistemological traditions.

Students receiving a B.A. in the Study of Women and Gender are expected to

understand the challenges posed to existing disciplines by making gender a significant

category of analysis, to master methods of studying and comparing cultural construc-

tions of gender and sexuality, and to become familiar with the fundamental debates in

the field of women's and gender studies. The requirements for the major are designed

with these expectations in mind.

Requirements. In addition to fulfilling the distribution requirements for Group I

and Group II majors, students complete 36 hours of course work (30 if a second major).

All students must take Huma 270 (Introduction to the Study ofWomen and Gender) and

one capstone course. Each student must take at least one approved comparative course

and one approved theory course. Of the eight remaining required courses, no more than

four may be from a single department. All students must work out their individual

courses ofstudy with their faculty advisers, and each student's course ofstudy must

be approved by the director of the major.

Courses. The following courses are among those that can be used to fulfill

requirements for the major. As course offerings may vary from year to year, students

are urged to consult with their faculty advisers or with the director at the beginning of

each semester.

I. Courses That Satisfy the Core Requirements

HUMA 270(S) INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF WOMEN
AND GENDER

Quillen, C.

ENGL 397(F) FEMINIST LITERARY THEORY
Satisfies capstone requirement.

Michie, H.
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II. Courses That Satisfy the Comparative or Cross-cultural Requirement

ANTH 327(S) GENDER AND SYMBOLISM
Taylor, J.

CLAS 322(S) WOMEN IN GREECE AND ROME
Wallace, K.

ENGL210(S) WOMEN WRITERS SINCE 1400
Not offered 1995-96.

Chance, J.

ENGL 303(F) AFRICAN AMERICAN LITERATURE: THE MOTHER/
DAUGHTER PLOT

Not offered 1995-96.
Fultz, L.

ENGL 303(S) AFRICAN AMERICAN LITERATURE: BLACK WOMEN
WRITERS

Not offered 1995-96.

ENGL 381(F) FEMINISM AND NATIONALISM

HIST 438(S) GENDER AND SOCIETY IN ISLAM
Not offered 1995-96.

ENGL 472(S) CHICANO/A AUTOBIOGRAPHY

LING 415(S) SEX, CLASS, AND LANGUAGE

RELI 357(F) BUDDHISM AND THE FEMALE
Not offered 1995-96.

Fultz, L.

Joseph, B.

Sanders, P.

Aranda, J.

Polanyi, L.

Klein, A.

RELI 471(F) BUDDHIST MEDITATION THEORY: WOMEN AND MEN
Not offered 1995-96.

Klein, A.

in. Courses That Satisfy the Theory Requirement

ENGL 397(F) FEMINIST LITERARY THEORY
Michie, W.

SOCI 395(S) FEMINIST SOCIAL THOUGHT
Long, E.

TV. Other Courses

ENGL 380(F) TWENTIETH-CENTURY WOMEN WRITERS
Lurie, S.
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ENGL 321(S) GENDER AND POWER IN OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE
Not offered 1995-96.

Chance, J.

ENGL 403(S) JANE AUSTEN AND CHARLOTTE BRONTE
Not offered 1995-96.

Michie, H.

ENGL 405(S) WHITMAN, DICKINSON, CRANE: WORD AND BODY
Not offered 1995-96.

Derrick, S.

ENGL 462(F) VICTORIAN MARRIAGE
Also offered as Hist 462. Not offered 1995-96.

Michie, H., Wiener, M.

ENGL 482(S) TOPICS IN LITERATURE: NARRATIVES OF BESET
MANHOOD

Derrick, S.

ENGL 514(F) SEMINAR: ALTERNATIVE SHAKESPEARES: RACE,
CLASS, AND GENDER

Permission of instructor required. Not offered 1994-95.

Skura, M.

ENGL 500(F) LACAN: FEMINIST PSYCHOANALYSIS
Permission of instructor required.

Lamos,C.

ENGL 580(F) FEMINIST THEORY
Permission of instructor required.

Lurie, S.

FREN 360(S) SOCIETY AND THE SEXES IN MODERN FRANCE
Taught in English. Cross-listed as Hist 360. Not offered 1994-95.

FREN 460(F) WOMEN IN FRENCH LITERATURE
Not offered 1995-96.

GERM 391(F) NEW CINEMA: CONTEMPORARY WOMEN
FILMMAKERS

HIST 244(F) INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN'S HISTORY
Not offered 1995-96.

HIST 482(S) WOMEN IN THE AMERICAN SOUTH

Sherman, D.

Barter, D.

Eifler, M.

Quillen, C.

Dailey, J.

HIST 489(S) SEX AND GROUP IDENTITY FROM BIBLICAL TIMES TO
THE PRESENT

Permission of instructor required.

Nirenberg, D.

., .-tVVM



HUMA 376(S) GENDER AND SCIENCE
Notofferred 1995-96.

MUSI 329(S) WOMEN COMPOSERS
Not offered 1995-96.

RELI 357(S) WOMEN IN THE BIBLE
Not offered 1995-96.

SOCI 306(F) SOCIOLOGY OF GENDER
Not offered 1995-96.

SOCI 334(S) SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY

SOCI 386(S) SEXUALITY AND THE SOCIAL ORDER

Study of Women and Gender 535

Staff

Citron, M.

Benjamin, D.

Long, E.

Valenzuela, A.

Gordon, C.
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Index

Absence, leave of

Graduate student 142-143

Undergraduate student 95

Academic advising 96
,

.

,

Academic curricula 67

Academic probation 93

Academic regulations

Graduate 142-144
. ,,

^ , , ,

Undergraduate 87-132

Academic suspension 93

Accounting and Administrative Science 153 See

also Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of

Administration

Undergraduate requirements 79

Accreditation Board for Engineering and

Technology 292

Add/drop fees 88

Administration 6

Administration, Jesse H. Jones Graduate School

of 81

Admission

Graduate 141

Undergraduate 97

Advanced placement 100

Advising, academic 96

Ancient and Modem Imperialism minor 71

Ancient Greece minor 71

Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations 83. 166

Foreign study programs 84

Anthropology 1 72

Archaeology minor 7

1

Asian Studies minor 71

Interdepartmental majors 76, 83

Interpretive Anthropology minor 72

Application deadlines 100

Application fee, admission 98

Applied physics graduate interdisciplinary

program 1 39

Archaeology minor 7 1 See also Anthropology

Architecture See School ofArchitecture

Area majors 77

Areas of concentration 77

Areas of study 75-132

Army See Reser\e Officers' Training Corps

Programs

Art and Art History 200

Graduate fellowships 145-146

Interdepartmental majors 83

Twentieth-Century Art minor 72

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

3

Asian Studies 83, 217

Foreign study programs 84

Minor in 7

1

Astronomy See Space Physics and Astronomy
Athletic department

Professional staff 61

Scholarships 114

Athletics, intercollegiate 128

Auditing 103

Automobile, regulations 1 29

B ...r.

B.A. See Bachelor ofArts

B.Mus. See Bachelor of Music; Shepherd School

ofMusic

B.S. See Bachelor of Science

Bachelor of Arts 67, 81-83

Bachelor of Music 67

Bachelor of Science 67

Badminton 129

Baylor College of Medicine

Joint graduate program 1 39

Biochemistry See Biosciences

Biology See Biosciences

Biosciences 221

Biosciences computer lab 132

Ecosystem Biology minor 73

Graduate interdisciplinary program 139

Graduate scholarships 145-146

Living Systems minor 73

Undergraduate scholarships 1 14

Board of Governors 5

Business administration See Jesse H. Jones

Graduate School ofAdministration

Business school See Jesse H. Jones Graduate

School ofAdministration

Calendar iv

Campus map 2

Career Services Center 127

Cell biology 221

Certification

American Chemical Society 238

Teacher 80

Chairs, endowed 63

Chapel See Rice Memorial Chapel

Chemical Engineering 232

Graduate degrees 1 37

Graduate fellowship 146

Graduate interdisciplinary programs 139

Undergraduate scholarships 115

Chemical Physics 83
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Chemistry 238

Graduate fellowships 146

Graduate interdisciplinary programs 139

Interdepartmental major 83

Undergraduate scholarships 115

Chinese 418

Asian Studies minor 71

China Cooperative Language and Study

Programs Consortium 85

Civil Engineering 244

Graduate degrees 1 37

Graduate scholarships 146

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

5

Class m
Nondegree program 140

Students 102

Classics 250

Ancient Greece minor 7

1

Foreign study programs 84

Interdepartmental majors 83

CLEP See advanced placement

Cognitive Sciences 77, 83, 254

Coherent minors 70-75

College Assistance Peer Program 1 26

College awards

Undergraduate scholarships 120

College Board tests 98

College courses 123

College masters 7

Committees See University Standing Committees

Computational and Applied Mathematics 258

Graduate degrees 137

Graduate interdisciplinary program 139

Interdepartmental majors 83

Computer Science 268

Graduate degrees 1 37

Graduate interdisciplinary program 139

Interdepartmental majors 83

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

5

Computing labs 1 3

1

Continuing studies See School of Continuing

Studies

Counseling services, student 125

Course programs 88

Courses

Add/drop fees 88

College 123

Foundation 69

Foundation requirements 70

Groups I, n, and m 69

Scheduling See course programs

CPA 156

Credit requirements 67

Credit, transfer 88

Cum laude 68

Cycling 129

D

Dance 129

Debate See George R. Brown Forensic Society

Declaring majors 73

Degree requirements

English competency 73

Physical education 73

Undergraduate 67

Degrees 81-87

Architecture 81

Bachelor of Arts 67, 81-83

Bachelor of Music 67, 82

Bachelor of Science 67. 81-83

Doctor of Philosophy 81-83, 134

Graduate professional 1 35

Graduate research 134

Joint M.B.A./Master of Engineering 136

Master of Accounting 67, 81

- Master of Arts 81, 134

Master of Business Administration 81

Master of Music 67, 82, 134

Master of Science 81-83, 134

Second four-year bachelor 74

Delinquent accounts 105

Dental studies See predental programs

Disabilities, students with 126

Disciplinary probation and suspension 94
Distribution requirements 68

Doctor of Philosophy 81-83, 134

Dormitory See residential colleges

Double or triple majors 77

Drama See Rice Players

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

6

Early decision plan 99

Earth Systems minor 73

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 221

Economics 277

Foreign exchange programs 85

Formal Institutions minor 71

Graduate fellowship 145

Graduate interdisciplinary programs 139

INSTEP foreign study programs 84

Interdepartmental majors 83

Legal Studies minor 72

Microeconomic Policy Analysis minor 72

Social Inequality minor 72

Undergraduate scholarships 115

Ecosystem Biology minor 73

Education 286 See also teacher certification

Graduate degree 137

Undergraduate scholarships 115

Electrical and Computer Engineering 292

Foreign exchange programs 85
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Graduate degrees 138
'^''

Graduate fellowship 145

Graduate interdisciplinary programs 139

Undergraduate scholarships 116

Electronic Studio 130

Emeritus faculty 8-1

1

Endowed chairs 63

Endowments See scholarships

Engineering See George R. Brown School of

Engineering

Engineering Psychology minor 71

English 307

Interdepartmental majors 83

Medieval Studies minor 72

Modem British and American Literature minor

72

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

6

English competency requirement 73

Entrance requirements, high school 98

Environmental Science and Engineering 316

Graduate degrees 138

Graduate fellowships 145

Evolutionary biology 221

Examinations, final 89

Exchange programs 84—87

Expenses See fees

Extended-time graduation 95

Faculty 11^8
Emeritus 8-1

1

FAFSA 100 See also financial aid: undergradu-

ate ..:::, .
••. .- -. n :.)[, >

Fees

Admission application 98

Graduate 144

Undergraduate 103 ' ' '

Fellowships See scholarships ''

Fencing 129 -
'

Field hockey 129 ' .
Film 209

Final examinations 89

Financial aid

Graduate 148

Undergraduate 105

Fondren Library 1 26

Computer labs 1 3

1

Professional staff 56

Foreign study programs 84—87, 96, 323

Undergraduate scholarships 120

Forensic society See George R. Brown Forensic

Society

Formal Institutions minor 7

1

Foundation courses 69

French Studies 32

1

Foreign study program 86

Interdepartmental majors 83

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

6

G

Geology and Geophysics 334

Earth Systems minor 73

Geosciences minor 73

Graduate scholarships 145

Planetary Science 73

Undergraduate scholarships 116

Geophysics 334

George R. Brown Forensic Society 129

George R. Brown School of Engineering 81

Areas of concentration 8

1

Computational Science and Engineering

graduate program 1 39

Degrees offered 8

1

Departments in 8

1

Engineering Psychology minor 7

1

Foreign study programs 84

Graduate degrees 1 37

Graduate scholarships 145

Joint M.B.A./master of engineering 138

Majors 76 See also interdepartmental majors

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

5

Geosciences minor 73

German and Slavic Studies 343

Foreign exchange programs 86

. Interdepartmental majors 83

Modem Germany Minor 72

Undergraduate scholarships 117

GMAT See Graduate Management Admission

Test

GPA See grading

Grading

Grade designations 90

Grade points and averages 9

1

Guidelines 91

Graduate Management Admission Test

79, 96, 136, 153

Graduate programs 134—150

Admission 141

Degrees 81, 134

Interdisciplinary programs 139

Student government 149

Graduate Record Examination 96

Graduate Student Association 149

Graduation requirements See degree requirements

Graduation, with honors 68

GRE See Graduate Record Examination

Greek See Classics

Groups I, II, and HI

Courses 69

Foundation course requirements 70

Majors 68
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Health See Human Performance and Health

Sciences

Health Education Office 128

Health insurance 104, 125

Health service, student 125

Hebrew 419

High school students, special admission of 102

Hindi 419

Hispanic and Classical Studies 359

Graduate fellowships 146

Undergraduate scholarships 119

History 367

Ancient and Modem Imperialism minor 71

Graduate award 146

Graduate interdisciplinary program 1 39

History of Western Philosophy minor 7

1

Interdepartmental majors 83

Legal Studies minor 72

Medieval Studies minor 72

Peace and Conflict Studies minor 72

Undergraduate scholarships 1 17

History of art See Art and Art History

History of Western Philosophy minor 7

1

Honor Council 122

Honor Roll, President's 93

Honor societies 121

Honor System 122

Honors programs See Undergraduate Scholars

Program

Housing

Graduate 150

Undergraduate 103

Human Performance and Health Sciences 398

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

7

Humanities 404 See also School ofHumanities

Hydrology See Em'ironmental Science and

Engineering

I

Incomplete, grade designation 90

Information Systems 58, 129-132

Instructional staff 8-48

Insurance, health 104

Intercollegiate athletics 1 28

Interdepartmental majors 76, 77, 83

Interdisciplinary graduate programs 1 39

Interim decision plan 99

Internet 130

Interpretive Anthropology minor 72

Interview, admission 98

Intramural sports 129

Italian 332

Japanese 419

Gakushuin University Exchange Program

85 See also Asian Studies

Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration

81, 135

Areas of concentration 8

1

Degrees offered 8

1

Graduate scholarships 147

Interdepartmental majors 83

Prebusiness programs 79

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

5

Joint Venture Program 76

K -" ' ',.
.

Korean 420 See also Asian Studies

KTRU, student radio 124

Lacrosse 1 29

Language and Cognition minor 72

Latin See Classics

Law See prelaw programs

Graduate joint law and history program 1 39

nVSTEP foreign study programs 84

Leave of absence

Graduate 142-143

Undergraduate 95

Lectureships 63

Legal Studies minor 72

Library See Fondren Library

Linguistics 408

Interdepartmental major 83

Language and Cognition minor 72

Living expenses 105

Living Systems minor 73

Loans See student loanfunds

LSAT 96

M
M.A. See Master ofArts

M.Acco. See Master ofAccounting

M.B.A. See Master of Business Administration

M.B.A./Master of Engineering joint degree

136, 138, 155

M.Mus. See Master ofMusic

M.S. See Master of Science

Magna cum laude 68

Majors 67

Area 77

Declaring 73

Double or triple 77

Engineering 76

Groups I, II and III 68-69
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A

Humanities 76

Interdepartmental 77, 83

Interdisciplinary 76

Natural Sciences 77

Other undergraduate options 77

Social Sciences 77

Management Systems 130

Managerial Studies 77, 83, 421 See also Jesse

H. Jones Graduate School ofAdministra-

tion

Foreign exchange programs 85

Undergraduate scholarships 117

Map 2

Marine Corps, NROTC 80 See also Naval

Science

Martial arts 1 29

Master of Accounting 81, 135, 155

Undergraduate requirements 67, 79

Master of Architecture 1 34

Master of Arts 81-83, 134

Master of Business Administration 81, 135, 154

Joint M.B.A./Master of Engineering 136, 138,

155

Undergraduate requirements 79

Master of Music 67, 76, 82, 134, 449

Master of Science 76, 81-83, 134

Masters, residential colleges 7

Materials Science 437 See also Mechanical

Engineering and Materials Science

Mathematical science See Computational and

Applied Mathematics

Undergraduate scholarship 117

Mathematics 424

Graduate fellowships 146

Undergraduate scholarships 117

MCAT 96

Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science

429

Graduate degrees 138

Graduate interdisciplinary programs 139

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

5

Medical clinic See health senuce. student

Medical studies See premedical programs

Medical ethics joint graduate program 140

Medieval Studies 83, 440

Medieval Studies minor 72

Microeconomic Policy Analysis minor 72

Military Science 447 See also Reserve Officers'

Training Corps Programs

Undergraduate scholarships 118

Minors, coherent 70-75

Modem British and American Literature minor

72

Modem Germany minor 72

MuddLab 131

Multicultural Affairs, Office of 128

Music See Shepherd School ofMusic

Music Studies minor 72

N

Natural Sciences 466 See also Wiess School of

Natural Sciences

Naval Science 467 See also Reserx'e Officers'

Training Corps Programs

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

8

Network management 1 30

Nondegree, Class III graduate programs 140

o

Oral examinations 143

Owlnet computing labs 131

Parking regulations 129

Pass-fail option 89

Peace and Conflict Studies minor 72

Ph.D. See Doctor ofPhilosophy

Philosophy 469

Graduate fellowships 146

History of Western Philosophy minor 71

Interdepartmental majors 83

Legal Studies minor 72

Undergraduate scholarships 119

Photography 209

Physical education 73

Physics 474 See also Rice Quantum Institute

Foreign exchange programs 85

Graduate interdisciplinary program 139

Graduate scholarships 145

Interdepartmental major 83

Undergraduate scholarships 119

Planetary Science minor 73

Policy Studies 83, 479

INSTEP foreign study programs 84

Polish See Slavic Studies

Political Science 481

Formal Institutions minor 71

INSTEP foreign study programs 84

Interdepartmental majors 83

Legal Studies minor 72

Peace and Conflict Studies minor 72

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

9

Portuguese 365

Prebusiness programs 78, 79

Predental programs 78

Prelaw programs 78

Premedical programs 78

Medical Scholars' program 101

President's Honor Roll 93

Probation

Academic 93

Disciplinary 94

Professional staff 49

Athletic Department 61
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Fondren Library 56

Information Systems 58

Research 49

Rice Counseling Center 61

Student Affairs, Office of 60

Psychology 491

Engineering Psychology minor 7

1

Interdepartmental majors 83

R

Readmission 94

Refund, tuition, and fees 104

Registration 87

Regular decision plan 99

Religious Studies 500

Foreign exchange programs 85

Graduate fellowship 145

Interdepartmental majors 83

Undergraduate scholarships 119

Requirements

Degree 67

Distribution 68

English competency 73

Foundation courses 70

Graduation 67, 68

Physical education 73

Research staff 8

Reserve Officers' Training Corps Programs

80 See also Military Science; Naval

Science . .

Residential colleges 122

Rice Counseling Center 125

Professional staff 61

Rice Graduate House 150

Rice Institute for Policy Analysis

Undergraduate scholarships 119

Rice Memorial Center 1 27

Rice Memorial Chapel 1 27

Rice Players 124 See also theater v

Rice Program Council 1 24

Rice Quantum Institute 1 39

Rice Student Volunteer Program 1 24

Rice Thresher, student newspaper 124

Rice/Baylor College of Medicine Medical

Scholars' 101

RMC See Rice Memorial Center

Room and board 103

ROTC See Reserve Officers' Training Corps

Programs

Rowing 129

RSVP See Rice Student Volunteer Program

Rugby 129

Russian courses 356

Sailing 129

Sanskrit 420 See also Asian Studies

SAT testing deadline See College Board tests

Scholarships

Graduate 145-148

Undergraduate 109-120

School of Architecture 75, 187

Degrees offered 81, 1 36

Foreign study programs 87

Graduate awards 145-146

Rice Advanced Visualization Lab 1 3

1

Undergraduate admission requirements 99

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

3

School of Continuing Studies

Program development staff 56

Summer school 97

School of Humanities 81

Areas of concentration 8

1

Degrees offered 8

1

Departments of 8

1

Foreign study programs 84

Graduate scholarships 145

Humanities Computer Lab 132

Majors 76 See also interdepartmental majors

Undergraduate scholarships 117

School of Social Sciences 82, 514

Degrees offered 82

Departments of 82

Foreign study programs 84

Graduate scholarships 145

Majors 77 See also interdepartmental majors

Microcomputer lab 131

Science See Wiess School ofNatural Sciences

Graduate fellowship 145

Undergraduate scholarships 1 19

Second four-year bachelor's degree 74

Second-degree students 1 02

Semester hours See course programs

Sesquinet 131

Shepherd School of Music 82, 449

Areas of concentration 82

Degrees offered 82

Graduate degrees 138

Graduate scholarships 147

Majors 76 See also interdepartmental majors

Music Studies minor 72

Undergraduate admission requirements 99

Undergraduate scholarships 1 1

8

Skills requirements 73

Slavic Studies 354

Soccer 129

Social Inequality minor 72

Social Order and Change minor 72

Social science See School ofSocial Sciences

Sociology 515
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Foreign exchange programs 85

Interdepartmental majors 83

Social Inequality minor 72

Social Order and Change minor 72

Undergraduate scholarships 1 19

Space Physics and Astronomy 522

Earth Systems minor 73

Graduate scholarships 146

Space Science minor 73

Spanish See Hispanic and Classical Studies

Sports, intramural 1 29

Staff See professional stajf

Instructional and research 8

Standing committees See University standing

committees

Statistical Science minor 73

Statistics 527

Graduate degrees 1 38

Interdepartmental majors 83

Statistical Science minor 73 •"

Student activities 123

Student Affairs, Office of

Professional staff 60

Student Association 124

Student center See Rice Memorial Center

Student employment 108

Student government

Graduate 149

Undergraduate 1 23

Student housing See housing

Student life

Graduate 149

Undergraduate 121 '. ' '

Student loan funds 108 ' ' "^ •

Subsidized Federal Stafford 148

Student organizations, religious 124

Student responsibility

Graduate 149

Undergraduate 1 2

1

Study abroad See foreign study programs

Study of Women and Gender 76, 83, 532

Undergraduate scholarships 1 20

Women's Studies minor 73

Subsidized Federal Stafford Loans 148

Summa cum laude 68

Summer school 97

Transfer credit 88

Suspension

Academic 93

Disciplinary 94

Swedish courses 353

Theater 216 See also Rice Players

Thesis committees 143

TOEFL See Test of English as a Foreign

Language

Transcripts 105

Transfer credit 88

Transfer student

Admission 101

Graduation requirements 68

Trustees 5

Tuition

Graduate 144

Refund 104 '

''•>"

Undergraduate 103

Tutorial program 96

Twentieth-Century Art minor 72

u

Undergraduate credit requirements See credit

requirements

Undergraduate distribution requirements See

distribution requirements

Undergraduate requirements

Master's of Accounting 79

Master's of Business 79

Undergraduate Scholars Program 74

University of Houston Law Center

Joint history and law graduate program 1 39

University standing committees 62

UNIX facilities 131

Visiting students 102

Vocational rehabilitation 108

Volleyball 129

w
Wiess School of Natural Sciences 82

Areas of concentration 82

Degrees offered 82

Departments of 82

Foreign study programs 84

Graduate scholarships 146

Majors 77 See also interdepartmental majors

Withdraw, grade designation 9

1

Withdrawal, voluntary 94

Women and Gender, study of 532

Women's Studies minor 73

Work study programs See student employment

Teacher certification 67, 80 See also Education

Fees 104

Test of English as a Foreign Language 136

Texas State Board of Public Accountancy 156



NOTE: This catalog represents the most accurate information available at the time

ofpublication. The University reserves the right to correct or otherwise change any

such information in its sole discretion. With respect to course offerings, the depart-

ments have attempted to anticipate which courses will be offered and by whom and
when such courses will be taught. However, course offerings may be affected by

changes in faculty, student demand, andfunding. Although efforts have been made to

indicate these uncertainties, where appropriate, course offerings are subject to

change without notice.

Offices to contact for additional information:

Mailing Address: William Marsh Rice University; 6100 Main Street-—MS 94; Post

Office Box 2666; Houston, Texas 77252
Location: 425 Allen Center Building, Rice Campus
Telephone: (713) 285-5237, FAX: (713) 285-5464

Please address all correspondence to the appropriate office or department followed by

the university mailing address given above.

Admission, Catalogs, Applications Office of Admission
109 Lovett Hall; (713) 527-4036

Business Matters Office of the Cashier

1 10 Allen Center; (713) 527-4946

Career Services, Part-time

Employment off Campus
Career Services Center

Rice Memorial Center; (713) 527-4055

Credits, Transcripts Office of the Registrar

116 Allen Center; (713) 527-4999

Financial Aid, Scholarships,

Part-time Employment on Campus
Office of Financial Aid
201 Lovett Hall; (713) 527-4958

Graduate Study Chair of the Appropriate

Department

Undergraduate and

Graduate Students,

Undergraduate Curricula

Office of the Vice President for

Student Affairs

101 Lovett Hall; (713) 527-4996

Rice University seeks to attract to itsfaculty, staff, and student body qualifiedpersons

ofdiverse backgrounds. In accordance with this policy. Rice does not discriminate in

admissions, educational programs, or employment against any individual on the

basis of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national or ethnic origin, age,

disability, or veteran status. University policy also includes affirmative action in

seeking to recruit, hire, and advance women, minority group members, individuals

with disabilities, Vietnam-era veterans, and special disabled veterans.
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